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Figure 1.—OfEtce Building, Museum and Chemical Laboratory 
of the Central Experimental Farm. 



.APPENDIâ

TO THS

REPORT OF THE MINISTER OF AGRICULTURE
ON

EXPERIMENT.AL FARMS.
:O:

OTrAwA, 30th November, 1894.
Sut,-I have the honour to submit for your approval my eighth annual report of

the work done and in progress at the several experimental farms established in different
parts of the Dominion.

You will also find appended reports from the following of5cers of the Central
Experimental Farm : From the Agrieulturist, Mr. James W. Robertson ; from theHorticulturist, Mr. John Craig ; from the Chemist, Mr. Frank T. Shutt ; and from the
Entomologist and Botanist, Mr. James Fletcher. A report is also submitted from thePoultry Manager, Mr. A. G. Gilbert.

From the branch experimental farms there are reports from Mr. Wm. M. Blair,
superintendent of the experimental farm for the Maritime Provinces, at Nappan,
Nova Scotia ; from Mr. S. A. Bedford, superintendent of the experimental farm for
Manitoba, at Brandon ; from Mr. Angus McKay, superintendent of the experimental
farm for the North-west Territories, at Indian Head ; and from Mr. Thos. A. Sharpe,
superintendent of the experimental farm for British Columbia, at Agassiz.

These reports contain particulars of the results of the experimental work which has
been conducted in agriculture, horticulture and arboriculture embodying the outcome of
much practical work in the fields, orchards, barns, dairy and poultry buildings ; also of
scientific investigation of chemical problems in the laboratory and the careful study of
the life history and habits of noxious insects and plants, with suggestions of measures
calculated to lessen the injury they cause. Also details of the experiments which have
been carried on during the past year in bee-keeping.

The increasing demand among farmers for these reports is a gratifying indication
of the desire for information among this class of the community and of the high esteem
in which these records of the work of the experimental farms are held. It is hoped
that the facts brought together in the present issue will be found quite as valuable to
the agricultural community as those contained in any of the preceding reports.

I have the honour to be, sir,
Your obedient servant,

WM: SAUNDERS,

The Honourable Director.
The Minister of Agriculture, -

Ottawa.
8c-1j
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ON THE 

EXPERIMENTAL FARMS. 

REPORT OF THE DIRECTOR. 

SAUNDERS, F.R.S.C., F.L.S. F.C.S.) 

The results of eight years of experimental work c,overing nearly all the departments 
in which the farming class of the community is engaged, together with the testing of 
fruits, vegetables, poultry, economic and ornamental trees, shrubs, plants and flowers, 
are shown in the accumulation of a mass of facts relating to these several subjects, the 
recital of which gives increasing value to the annual reports of the experimental farms. 
Where conclusions are drawn from the results of the tests of a single year, they are 
frequently found to be unreliable as a guide, and since no two seasons are alike, they 
can scarcely be repeated with similar returns ; but where such tests have been carried 
on through a series of years the average results may be taken as fairly trustworthy. 

The very low prices which continue to prevail for wheat and the c,oarse g rain , 
the returns from the sale of which give now but a small margin beyond the coat of 
growing, has obliged many farmers to turn their attention to more profitable methods 
of disposing of these crops than by their bulk sale in the markets. 

The census for 1890 shows that the number of persons engaged in agricultural 
pursuits in the Dominion of Canada—farmers and farmers' sons—was in that year 
649,506. These with the families depending on them will, it is estimated, make up 45 
per cent of the entire population of the country. Where so large a proportion of the 
community depend for their livelihood on the cultivation of the soil, it is of the utmost 
importance for the welfare and prosperity of the entire country that their efforts should 
be directed into the most profitable channels. The experiments which have been con-
ducted at the Central and branch Experimental Farms have demonstrated that wheat, 
as well as other grain, may be made a greater source of profit if fed to steers and swine 
and thus converted into beef and pork, than by selling these crops in their crude state, 
at present prices. The feeding of these grains mixed with suitable succulent food, such 
as ensilage to cows and converting their milk into cheese and butter, has also been 
shown to 

ensilage, 
 more profitable than the sale of such grain. Hence the dairying industry 

bas grown very rapidly in Canada of late years, and the demand for first class dairy 
products seems to be almost unlimited. This branch of farm work has also this gre,at 
advantage, that the elements of fertility which have been taken from the land by the 
grain during the process of its growth, is, to a very large extent, restored to the soil in 
the barnyard manure. It has also the further advantage, when butter-making is carried 
on during the winter months, of giving additional employment to the farm hands during 
that season. The more general feeding of a proportion of wheat to swine and cattle 
will also consume some part of the large stock which has been grown in excess of the 
requirements of mankind, and which has, no doubt, had the effect of bringing down 
the price to the present unusually low and unremunerative figure. 
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DISTRIBUTION OF SEED GRAIN. 

The work carried on with grain, at the Experimental Farms, has not be,en limited 
to the testing of varieties and determining which sorts promise to be the more profitable 
fora general growth, but during the past six .  years the endeavour ha,s been made to 
improve the character and quality of the various sorts of grain grown in Canada, by 
the distribution of samples among farmers, for seed, of those sorts which have given 
the best returns. The good results of this continued effort are now beginning to appear 
in many districts, where these newer and more productive sorts of grain are fast replac-
ing some of the less prolific varieties formerly in cultivation. At the outset, when the 
applications for samples were fewer, there was no difficulty in sending two or three 
samples to each applicant ; but the number of requests received has increased so largely 
that it was found necessary, last year, to reduce the number of samples sent to each 
individual to two, and later in the season, to one. With this limitation the available 
stock was all promised by the middle of February, when the lists had to be closed and 
the many later applicants could not be supplied. As it is very desirable that this distri-
bution be as general as possible, it is proposed to limit the number of samples during 
the coming season to one for each individual. 

The distribution provided for from the Central Experimental Farm, for 1895, will 
consist chiefly of the most promising varieties of oats, barley, wheat, pease and potatoes, 
all of which have been grown on the Experimental Farras for this purpose. The 
several branch farms will also distribute, as heretofore, samples to the farmers residing 
in the provinces and territories where these institutions are established. 

The samples sent out from the Experimental Farm at Ottawa during the early 
months of 1894, were distributed as follows : 

Prince Edward Island. 
Oats 	 • 	 122 
Wheat 	 77 
Barley 	73 
Pease 	50 
Potatoes 	6 
Corn 	 4 

332 

Number of applicants supplied, 173. 

Nova Scotia. 

Oats 	 468 
Barley 	 376 
Wheat 	 328 
Pease 	159 
Potatoes 	40 
Corn 	 26 

1,397 

Number of applicants supplied, 758. 

New Brunswick. 

Oats 	 344 
Barley 	237 
Wheat 	 232 
Pease 	72 
Potatoes 	 • 	 31 
Corn 	 44 

960 

Number of applicants supplied, 581. 
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Oiuario.

Oats .................... ........................ . .................. 763
Barley .............................................................. 599
Wheat .............................................................. 648
Pease ............................................................... 225
Potatoes ............................................................ 140
Corn . ... ...................................... ..................... 125
Horse beans ........................................................ 5

2,505

Number of applicants supplied, 1,590.

Quebu.

Oats............................................................. 4,366
Barley.............................................................. 3,894
Wheat ........................................ ..................... 2.567
Pease .......................... . .................................... 1,750
Potatoes ............................................................ 1,006
Corn ................................................................ 760
Horse beans ......................................................... 6

Number of applicants sqpplied, 9,740.

Maraitoba.

14,349

Oats ........................................ .......... .. ........... 288
Barley .............................................................. 191
Wheat .............................................................. 150
Pease ......................... .. 81
Potatoes ............................... ..:: "

.................
12

Corn ................................................................ 4

Number of applicants supplied, 382.

726

North-roesE Territoriea.

Oats ................................................................ 163
Barley .................................. 130..........................
Wheat .............................................................. 108
Pease ............................................................... 41
Potatoea ...................... ..................................... 17
Corn........... .................................................. 2

Number of applicants supplied, 252.

British Columbia.

Uats ...............................
Barley..............................................................
WheatPease ...................................................... ......

Potatoea ................. ...
..: .....................................

..... .....................................
Corn ................................................................
Horse beans .........................................................

Number of applicants supplied 75.

461

56
30
35
22
1
2
1

147

T
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The following list shows the number of three-pound packages of the different 
varieties which have been distributed :— 

Oats 

Prize Cluster 	  2,690 
Banner 	 1,327 
White Poland 	  1,255 
Bonanza 	 611 
Wallis 	508 
Bavarian 	 92 
Golden. Giant 	 87 

6,570 

Barley—Two-rowed. 

Canadian Thorpe 	  3,658 
Duck-bill 	 1,348 
Goldthorpe 	 73 

5,079 

Barky—Six-rowed. 

Rennie's Improved .  	 305 
Baxter's Six-rowed 	 146 

451 _ 

Wheat. 

Red Fife 	 2,056 
Campbell's White Chaff 	898 
White Connell 	418 
Wellman's Fife 	414 
White Fife 	 332 
Ladoga 	 27 

4,145 

Pease. 

Mummy   1 ,524 
Large white Marrowfat 	 876 

2,400 

Potatoes. 

Lee's Favourite 	374 
Wonder of the World 	289 
Early Puritan 	216 
Thorburn 	 194 
Beauty of Hebron 	178 
Red Dakota 	1 
Everett 	1 

1,253 

Corn. 

Pearce's Prolific 	504 
Longfellow  	424 
Compton's Early 	39 

967 

Horse Beans 	 12 
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A few sample,s of Fall Wheat were aLso sent out, including the following to 
Ontario 	  
Quebec 	  
British Columbia 	  

41 

Number of applicants supplied, 35. 
Total number of samples distributed at the Central Experimental Farru 	20,918 
Total number of applicants supplied 	  13,586 

Samples were also distributed at the branch Experimental Farms as follows : 
Experimental Farm, Nappan, N. S. 

Oats 	290 
Barley 	1 1 8  
Wheat 	138 
Pease 	 31 
Potatoes 	 203 

780 

Number of applicants supplied, 338. 

Experimental Farm, Brandon, Man. 

Oats 	 43 
Barley 	18 
Wheat 	 25 
Potatoes 	 2. 	 71 

157 

Number of applicants supplied, 157. 

Experimental Farm, Indian Head, N. W. T. 

Oats. 	296 
Barley 	 154 
Wheat 	176 
Spring Rye 	 18 
Pease 	 73 
Potatoes 	 286 

1,003 

Number of applicants supplied, 379. 

Experimental Farm, Agassiz, B.C. 

Oats 	  
Barley 	  
Fall Wheat 	  
Spring Wheat 	  
Pease 	  

	

Potatoes   	

556 

Number of applicants supplied, 482. 

Making a total of 2,496 samples supplied to 1,356 applicants by the branch 
.gxperimental Farms. This, added to the distribution made at the Central Farm, 
gives a total of 23,414 samples to 14,42 applicants.  • 

117 
89 
31 
83 
95 

141 
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The branch Experimental Farms also supplied a large number of farmers in their 
several districts, with new and promising sorts of grain in bags of two bushels each. 
These were sold to farmers at a slight advance on the ordinary prices prevailing at the 
time, for such grain. • 

EXPERIMENTS WITH OATS. 

Comparative tests have been made with 36 varieties of oats, for earliness, yield and 
other qualities. The,se were all sown  on clay loam and about the same time, on plots 
of .216- of an acre each, excepting the varieties known as Banner and Abundance, which 
were on plots of if  of an acre. The previous crop wa,s Indian Corn, and the land was 
manure,d in the spring of 1891 with about 20 tons of barnyard manure to the acre ; it 
also received an application of wood ashes late in the autumn of 1893, about 150 bushels 
to the acre. The treatment of the land was as follows.  : It was gang-ploughed very 
shallow in the autumn of 1893, after harve,sting, to cover and start into growth any shed 
grain or weed seeds lying on the surface. Later in the autumn, it was ploughed seven 
to eight inches deep, and it was disc-harrowe,d and harrowed with the smoothing harrow 
in the spring, before sowing. All the varieties were sown on April 18th and 19th. 

OATS, Test of Varieties. 

'4"' 	-7-1 	‘...n 	,-. 	° 	 1 g, 	2 	 PI 

	

Name of Variety. 	- 	'Z 	,e1,> .'-' 	"5 	LI 	.... 	
8. 

s. a) 	Proportion ..t  ... 	 cr.. 	la ,  

	

ô 	e 	-.5 n. 	...› 	Rusted. ..= 

	

co 	5.4 	so 	il 	.to-c. 	me 	. to 

	

1 	e 	g 	e . 	n 	.5 	S 	7,5  

Inches. 	Inches. 	 bus. lbs. Lbs 
Early Blossom  	July 31 103 42 to 51 Stiff .. 7 to 9 	Sided... . 	43 	8 	35 	Considerably. 
Abyssinia 	" 	30 103 42 to 54 	" .. 7 to 9 	Half sided 42 	12 38 	... 
Banner  6 	 " 	28 100 38 t,o 48 	" .. Ito 9 	Branching 39 	14  344  Slightly. 
Lineoln   	" 	28 100 40 to 48 	" ..  7  to 9 	li 	39 	4 33 
Golden Beauty 	" 	29 101 39 to 45 	" ..  7  to 9 	‘. 	39 	4 33 	a 

Early Got hland 	" 	29 100 42 to 54 	" ..  8  to 10 Half sided 39 	4  41)4  Slightly. 
Oderbruch  	" 	30 102 42 to 58 	" .. 7 to 9 	If 	38 	28  384  Considerably. 
Joanette 	Aug. 	1 104 39 to 4S Fair.. 7 to 9 	Branching 37 	32 33 	Slightly. 
Rosedale    July 30 103 42 to 54 Stiff . 8 to 94 Half aided 37 	18 384 Slighly. 
Giant Cluster 	Aug. 	7 110 36 to 50 	" 	. 8 to 10 Sided... .. 	37 	2  31 	Considerably. 
Californian Prolific Black. .. 	" 	1 104 32 to 46 Fair.. 6 to 8 	"  	36 	27 29 	Considerably. 
Poland 	 July 28 100 45 to 51 Stiff . 8 to 10 Branching 36 	26  374  Slightly. 
Early Etampes, not distin- 

	

guishable from Joanette 	Aug. 	1  10436 t,o 42 Fair . 7 to 9 	" 	35 	10  32 	Slightly. 
Early Archangel.   July 28 101 44 to 51 	" 	. 8 to 10 	" 	34 	25 404 Very slightly. 
.American Triumph .....  	" 	31 103 36 to 43 Stiff.. 6 to 8 	" 	34 	24  324  Slightly. 
Golden Giant, same as Giant 

Cluster 	 Aug. 	7 110 36 to 4 	" 	. 9 to 11 Sided..... 	34 	14 294 Considerably. 
Wide-Awake   	July 30 102 36 to 48 Fair . 7 to 9 	Branching 32 32 31 	" 
Wallis   	" 	29 101 36 to 48 Stiff . 7 to 9 	" 	 32 	12 334 Slightly. 
Columbus 	 . 	" 	29 101 42 to 50 Fair . 7 to 9 	ti 	32 	12 33 	1  
Imported Irish 	" 	25 	96 42 to 51 Fair . 8 to 11 	" 	32 12 394 	" 
Improved Ligowo. 	" 	28, 100 39 to 46 Stiff . 7 to 9 	.4 	31 	26 36 	Very slightly. 
Holstein Prolific 	.1 	30 102 40 to 46 	" 	. 7 to 84 	à 	31 	16 34 	Slightly. 
Abundance. 	" 	28 100 33 to 48 	" 	. 7 to 9 	di 	31 	6 34 	Very slightly. 
Flying Scotchman.... .... . 	" 	27 	99 36 to4S  Fair . 8.th11 	" 	30 	30 39 	Slightly.  
Bavarian. 	.... ....... .  	" 	30 102 40 to 48 Stiff . 7th 10 	" 	30 	20 	334 	" 
Bonanza    	4 . 	23 	95 36 to 48 Fair . 9th 11 	" 	30 20 40 	Slightly. 
Welcome    	" 	25 	98 36 to 54 	" 	8th 12 	" 	30 10 39 	if 

Scottish Chief.  	" 	23 	95 34 to 43 	" 	9 to 114 	" 	30 10 314 Considerably. 
Coulommiers 	Aug. 	7 110 40 to 48 Fair.. 8 to 10 	" 	30 	00 314 	nI• 

R,ennie's Prize White. 	July 26 	98 42 to 55 Fair . 9 to 12 	" 	29 	24 35 	It 

Prolific Black Tartarian 	Aug. 	5 108 43 to 50 Fair . 7 to 8 	Sided..... 	29 	14 304 Badly. 
Siberian 	 " 	7 110 48 to 56 Stiff 	9 to 10 	„  	29 	4 30 	Considerably. 
Prize Cluster 	July 25 	98 43 to 54 Fair . 9 to 12 Branching 28 	8  394  Slightly. 
White Wonder 	" 	23 	95 36 to 48 	" 	9 to 114 	" 	26 26 dS 	a 

White Monarch 	 Aug. 	3 106 36 to 48 Fair . 7 to 9 	" 	26 16 35 	Considerably. 
Royal Doncaster Prize 	" 	7 110 32 th 42 Weak 7 to 9 	" 	16 16 32 	Badly. 
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Several of those included in this table are new varieties : 
Wallis.—This originated with Mr. John Wallis, of Ferguson, Ont., and is said to. 

have occurred as a sport in a field of Banner. It is a promising oat, a vigorous grower 
and prolific, stiff in straw—but no stiffer than Improved Ligowo, Abundance or Banner. 
It resembles Banner when growing. 

Bavarian.—This is a promising sort ; has been among the best as to yield, 
during the past season ; straw stiff. 

Imported Irish.—This is an oat which was imported from Ireland ; it is a branch-
ing sort ; a vigorous grower ; fairly stiff in the straw ; and has yielded well. 

Lincoln.—A promising variety with a branching he,ad ; ha,s given a good yield ; 
has a stiff straw, somewhat resembling Barmen 

White Monarch.—A branching variety not particularly promising ; with fairly 
stiff straw, not so stiff as that of some of the other leading vaiieties ; this has not 
yielded so well as most of the other sorts te-sted. 

Columbus.—This variety was imported from Germany in the spring of 1893, but 
was not reported on last year, owing to the unfavourable conditions which prevailed, 
the crop of all varietie,s of oats having been almost destroyed by rust. This variety has 
done well during the past sea,son; is a vigorous grower, with fairly stiff straw, and 
seems to be worthy of more extended trial in the eastern provinces ; at the western 
farms it has not succeeded so well 

FIELD CROPS OF OATS. 

Prize Cluster.—Soil heavy clay loam ; previous crop was barley. Manured with 
about 18 tons per acre of barnyard manure in the autumn of 1893, when it was 
ploughed under. The land was disc-harrowed in the spring of 1894 and harrowed with 
smoothing harrow before seedin,g; 3î acres; sown April 24th ;  1  bushels per acre ; ripe 
July 23rd ; time to mature, 90 days ; yield per acre, 32 bushels 33 lbs. ; weight per 
bushel, 33 lbs. ; length of head, 9 to 11 inches ; branching ; length of straw, 44 to 48 
inches ; all standing well ; a strong, evert growth ; leaves and stems considerably 
rusted. 

Another field was sown with this variety, comprising 18 acres of sandy loam of 
rather poor quality. This was manured in the spring of 1894 with about 18 tons of 
barnyard manure per acre. The manure was ploughed under, and the land disc-har-
rowed and harrowed with smoothing harrow, before sowing. Sown May 2nd • 12-  
bushels per acre ; ripe July 28th; time t,o mature, 87 days ; yield per acre, 18 bushels 
7 lbs. ; weight per bushel, 33 lbs. ; length of head, 7 to 9 inches ; branching ; length of 
straw, 36 to 46 inches : straw standing well ; le,aves and stems considerably rusted. 

Poland White.—On soil partly heavy clay loam and part peaty ; previous crop was 
experimental plots of barley and oats ; manured in the autumn of 1893 with about 18 
tons of barnyard manure per acre, when it was ploughed under. The land was disc-
harrowed in the spring of 1894 and harrowed with smoothing harrow before seeding ; 
24- acres ; sown April 24th ; it bushels per acre ; ripe July 24th; time to mature, 91 days

' 
 • 

3ield per acre, 35 bushels 9 lbs. ; weight per bushel, 38î lbs. ; length of head, 9 to  i l  
inches; branching; length of straw, 42 to 45 inches; all standing well ; made a strong, 
even growth ; leaves and stems considerably rusted. 

Banner.—On soil part pe,aty, part clay loam and part sandy loam ; previous .crop 
wa,s a mixed grain crop grown for fodder ; ma,nured in the spring of 1892 with about 18 
tons of barnyard manure per acre. This land was ploughed in the autumn of 1893 ; disc-
harrowed and harrowed with smoothing harrow before seeding, in spring of 1894; 7î 
acres ; sown April 25th ; 21 bushels per acre ; ripe July 30th ; time t,o mature, 96 days ; 
yield per acre 29 bushels 24 lbs. ; weight per bushel, 324 lbs. ; length of head, 7 to 9 
inches ; branching ; length of straw, 36 to 42 inches ; all standing well; growth uneven 
on account of variation in soil ; no rust observed. 
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Golden Giant—Soil about half clay loam and half sandy loam • previous crop was 
mixed grain grown for fodder ; manured in spring of 1892 with  about  18 tons of barn-
yard manure per acre. The land was ploughed in the autumn of 1893 ; disc-harrowed 
and harrowed with smoothing harrow before seeding, in 1894 ; 3 acres ; sown April 
25th421 bushels per acre; ripe August 9th : time  to mature, 106 days; weight per 
bushel, 31i lbs. length of head, 9 to 11 inches; sided ; length of straw, 36 to 48 
inches; straw stiff and all standing well ; made a strong, even growth ; leaves and 
stems considerably rusted.  •  

Wallis.—Soil, sandy loam ; previous crop wa,s pease manured in the spring of 1893 

' 
with about 18 tons of barnyard manure per acre ploughed in  the autumn of 1893; disc-
harrowed and harrowed with smoothing harrow before seeding, in spring of 1894 ; four 
acres; sown April 25th ; 2 bushels per acre ; ripe August 3rd ; time to mature, 100 
days ; yield per acre, 36 bushels 17 lbs. ; weight per bushel 34 lbs. ; length of head, 7 
to 10 inches ; branching ; length of straw, 36 to 44 inches ; straw stiff and stood up 
well ; growth strong and even; leaves and stems considerably rusted. 

Bavarian--Soil, sandy loam : previous crop was pease ; manured in the spring of 
1893 with about 18 tons of barnyard manure per acre ; ploughed in the autumn of 
1893 ; disc-harrowed and harrowed with smoothing harrow before seeding in spring of 
1894 ; 2Ï acres ; sown April 25th ; 2 bushels per acre ; ripe August 3rd ; time to 
mature, 100 days ; yield per acre, 37 bushels 30 lbs. ; weight per bushel, 34i lbs. ; 
length of head, 7 to 10 inches ; branching

' 
 length of straw, 36 to 42 inches ; straw 

stiff and stood up well ; growth strong and even ; leaves and stems considerably 
rusted. 

Bonanza.—Soil, light sandy loam, most of it of poor quality, with a " hard  pan"  
subsoil • previous crop was oats ; manured in autumn of 1891, with about 18 tons of 
barnyard manure per acre ; ploughed in the autumn of 1893 ; disc-harrowed and har-
rowed with smoothing harrow befgre seeding, in &piing of 1894 ; lj acres ; sown April 
27th ;  1  bushels per acre ; ripe July 25th ; time to mature 89 days ; yield per acre, 19 
bushels 4 lbs. ; weight per bushel, 32f lbs. ; length of he,aci, 7 to 9 inches ; branching ; 
length of straw, 24 to 42 inches ; straw rather weak and growth uneven. ; leaves and 
stems considerably rusted. 

Welcome.—Soil, light sandy loam, with a " hard pan " subsoil, most of it of poor 
quality ; previous crop was oats ; manured in the autumn of 1891, with about 18 tons 
of barnyard manure per acre ; ploughed in the autumn of 1893

' 
 disc-harrowed and 

harrowed with smoothing harrow before seeding, in spring of 1894 ; 3 acres ; sown 
April 27th - bushels per acre ; ripe July 27th ; time to mature 91 days 

' 
• yield per 

acre, 16 bushels 13 lbs. ; weight per bushel, 37i lbs. ; length of head, 7 to 9 inches ; 
branching ; length of straw, 24 to 26 inches ; straw rather weak and growth very 
uneven on account of variations in soil. This land was flat and the crop suffered frora 
water lying in spots owing to excessive rains. 

Early Blossom.—Soil, part peaty and part sandy loam of poor quality ; previous 
crop was mixed grain grown for fodder ; manured in the spring of 1893 • with about 
18 tons of barnyard manure per acre ; ploughed in the autumn of 1893; disc-harrowed 
and harrowed with smoothing harrow before seeding, in spring of 1894 ' • 1 acre • sown 
April 27th • 1 î bushels per acre ; ripe August 1st ; tinae to mature, 96 days ; yield per 
acre, 24 btulels 24 lbs. ; weight per bushel, 35 lbs. ; length of head, 6 to 10 inches ; 
sided • length of straw, 30 to 42 inches ; straw stiff and stood up well; leaves and stems 
considerably rusted. 

Abundance.—Soil, part peaty and part sandy loam of poor quality ; previous crop 
was mixed grain grown for fodder ; manured in spring of 1891 with 18 to 20 tons of 
barnyard manure per acre ; ploughed in the autumn of 1893 ; disc-harrowed and har-
rowed with smoothing harrow before seeding, in spring of 1894 ;  1 acres ; sown April 
27th ; 21 bushels per acre ; ripe July 30th • time to mature, 94 days ; yield per acre, 36 
bushels 1 lb. ; weight per bushel, 30-} lbs. ;length of head, 8 to 10 inches ; branching ; 
length of straw, 36 to 44 inches ; straw stiff and stood up well, but on account of var-
iability of soil the growth was uneven ; leaves and stems considerably rusted. 
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EXPERIMENTS WITH BARLEY. 

Twenty-nine varieties of barley have been tested during the past season, fourteen 
of which were two-rowed sorts, and fi fteen six-rowed. These were all sown on plots of 
.210- acre each. The soil was a clay loam of fair quality ; it was manured in the spring 
of 1891 with about 20 tons of barnyard manure to the acre ; it also received an ap-
plication of wood ashes late in the autumn of 1893, about 150 bushels to the acre. The 
land was gang-ploughed very shallovr after harvest, in the autumn of 1893, to cover and 
start into growth any shed grain or weed seeds lying on the surface; later in the autumn 
it was again ploughed seven to eight inches deep, and it was disc-harrowed and har-
rowed with the smoothing harrow in the spring, before sowing. The two-rowed varieties 
were all sown on April 21st and 22nd, and the six-rowed sorts April 20th and 21st. 

TWO-ROWED BARLEY—TEST  OF  VARIETIES. 

,d i 	 .-1 ti) 	 — e 	 . 	e F, 	s, e  Date 	c%-.'' 	Length 	P"' rn 	Len  eh 	 11 Name of Variety. 	of 	'u 78' 	of 	3 	 Yield 	. of 	Per Acre. 	.c 	t 

	

Ripening. 	Is'',Z 	Straw. 	M 	Read, 	 a 
d 	 sa 	 11 	R 
Z 	

..= CD 	 P4 

Inches. 	 Inches. Bush. 	Lbs. Lbs. 
Bolton 	 July 18.. 	89 	42 to 48 	Fair.... 3 to  32 	30 	40 	472 None. 
Danish Chevalier... . 	 " 	23.. 	93 	27 to 34 	Fair.... 3 	to  32 	29 	18 	48i Slightly. 
California Prolific 	" 	22.. 	92 	34 to 43 	Stiff ....  22  to 3 	27 	4 	50 
Newton 	 " 	22.. 	92 	30 to 40 	" 	... 2. to 3 	27 	4 	49 	ei 

Improved Chevalier 	" 	23.. 	92 	34 to 38 	Fair.... 2 	to 4,1 	26 	32 	48 	if 

French Chevalier__  	" 	26 . 	96 	30 to 39 	" .... 3 to 4 	26 	22 	50 	44 

Prize Prolific. 	" 	21.. 	91 	35 to 38 	" ....  3 	to 32 	25 	40 	48i 	44 

Duck-bill  	" 	22.. 	92 	36 to 40 	Stiff....  2f  to 3 	25 	40 	49 44  
Thanet   	" 	20.. 	90 	34 to 38 	Fair.... 	 .8to 4 	25 	30 	41 	" 
Kinver Chevalier 	" 	26.. 	96 	33 to 37 	" .... 3 	to 4 	24 	28 	50 	41 

Canadian Thorpe. 	" 	23.. 	93 	28 to 43 	Stiff .... 22 to 3 	23 	16 	49 	44 

Victor   	" 	•22.. 	92 	36 to 44 	Fair.... 22 to 3i 	23 	6 	tei 	" 
Sidney  	" 	24. 	93 	36 to 45 	" ..., 3 	to 4 	21 	42 	50 	44 

New Golden Grains 	" 	23.. 	92 	21 to 36 	" .... 3ti to 42 	20 	10 	48 	44 

SIX-ROWED BARLEY—TEST OF VARIETIES. 

Mensury 	 July 18.. 	89 	43 to 52 	Fair.... 2f  to ffls 	44 	18 	464 None. 
Four-rowed 	" 	19.. 	90 	40 to 50 	" ....  2f  to  32 	43 	46 	46 ... 
Odessa 	" 	18.. 	89 	39 t,o 46 	Stiff ....  22  to  3f 	41 	32 	4 	" 
Common... 	 .... 	" 	15.. 	86 	44 to 48 	" 	...  2 	to 3 	37 	24 	47 	" 
Royal 	" 	16.. 	87 	39 to 44 	Fair.... 2 	to 32 	36 	2 	47 	" 
Vanguard 	" 	15.. 	86 	36 to 45 	" ... 2 	to 3 	34 	38 	46 	.< 
Phoenix 	 " 	18.. 	89 	36 to 45 	Stiff ... 2 	to  2f 	33 	26 	48 	" 

Pioneer. 	 " 	17.. 	87 	40 to 48 	" 	... 2 	to  2f 	33 	26 	49 	" 
Oderbrucb. 	" 	15.. 	86 	36 to 44 	" 	... 2 	to 3 	31 	2 	482 	" 
Stella... . 	. 	 " 	22.. 	93 	36 to 40 	" 	... 2 	to 3 	31 	2 	48Ï Slightly. 
Trooper 	" 	18.. 	89 	32 to 40 	" 	... 2 	t,o 3 	30 	40 	47 	None. 
Petschora 	" 	15.. 	86 	39 to 44 	" .... 2. to 3 	30 	20 	452 	" 
Baxter's 	" 	16.. 	87 	38 to 46 	Stiff.... 2 	to  2f 	25 	40 	49 	" 
Rennie's Improved 	" 	16.. 	87 	36 to 44 	" 	... 2 t,o 2 	23 	16 	432 	" 
Nugent  	" 	20.. 	90 	30 to 37 	" 	...  2  to 3 	22 	34 	ei 	" 

FIELD CROPS OF BARLEY. 

Only one variety of barley was sown in field crop. This was Canadian Thorpe, a 
two-rowed sort. It was sown on clay loam previous crop was corn and beans. The 
land was mannred in the spring of 1893,2before sowing the corn and beans,—with 
from 18 to 20 tons of barnyard manure per acre. It was ploughed in the spring of 
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1894, and harrowed with smoothing harrow before sowing. 84- acres, sown April 21st ; 
2 bushels per acre ; ripe July 22nd ; time to mature, 92 days ; yield per acre, 25 bushels 
13 lbsi  : weight per bushel 49f lhs .; length of head, 3 t,o 31 inches ; length of straw, 
36 to 42 inches ; all standing well ; some rust on leaves, very little on stems ; no smut. 

EXPERIMENTS WITH FALL WHEAT. 

Fourteen varieties of fall wheat have been under test during the past season, most 
of them in plots of -210  acre each. They were all sown on September 13th, 1893, and 
harvested from the 15th to the 18th of July, 1894. The soil was a sandy loam which 
had a light coating of manure in the spring of 1893, about 10 tons to the acre. The 
previous crop was oats. After the oats were harvested the land was gang-ploughed 
lightly t,o start weeds and shed grain and ploughed again about 7 inches deep, and har-
rowed with smoothing harrow before sowing. 

The Manchester, Early Red Clawson and Willit's were all injured by depredations 
of birds ; but for this, the crop of these varieties would have been reported larger. 

FALL WEIEAT—TEST OP VARIETIES. 

Length 	Character 	Length 	Kind 	Yield Weight 
Name of Variety. 	of 	of 	of 	of 	per 	per 	Proportion Rusted. 

Straw. 	Straw. 	Head. 	Head. 	Acre. 	Bushel. 

' • 
. 	 Inches. 	 Inches. 	 Bus. lbs. 	Lbs. 

Johnson ..... 	.... 	48 to 56 Stiff  	2i to 22'Bearded.. 	42 	.. 	58-à Slightly to considerably. 
Surprise  	48 to 56 "  	24 to 3 Bea,rdless. 	39 	9 	59 	Very slightly. 
Jones' Winter Fife. 48 to 58 "   3 to  3 	" 	.. 36 	20 	62 	" 

Bailey 	36 to 51 	"  	2 to 2 Bearded .. 	36 	14 	61 	di 

Willies  	54 to 60 "  	2 to 3 Beardless..... 6O4  Slightly to considerably. 
Democrat. ...... .. 	45 to 54 Fairly stiff 	2 to 3 Bearded .. 	34 	... 	• 	62 	Very slightly. 
Stewart. 	. 	48 to 56 Stiff . 	o to 3 	Beardless. 	34 	.. 	61 	Slightly. 
1Veld's No. 4 	53 to 60 "   2 to  3 	" 	.. 33 	40 	61 	Very slightly. 
Roberts .— . ....... 	54 t,o 63 	"  	2 to  3  Bearded .. 	28 	40 	62i 	tt 

Golden Cross 	l2  to 59 	" 	. ... . . 	2 to 2 	" 	.. 	27 	40 	61 	it 

Manchester. 	54 to 58 Fairly stiff.. 	2,-; to 3 Beaidless. 	27 	10 	61 	Slightly. 
Early Red Clawson 52 to 60 Stiff . 	2- to 8 	" 	. . 27 	10 	6O 	Very slightly. 
Martin's Aniber... 	48 to 58 	"  	21 to 3-i 	" 	.. 	2r, 	50 	60 	4( 

Tasmania 	48 to 58 Fairly stiff.. 	2 to 3 Bearded.. 	25 	10 	61t 	it 

EXPERIMENTS WITH SPRING WHEAT. 

During the season of 1894, thirty-six varieties of spring wheat were tested, twenty-
seven of these were on plots of 1-20th acre each, and nine on plots of 1-40th acre. The 
land was clay loam adjoining the experimental plots of barley, and received a similar 
application of manure in the sprin,,Œ of 1891, and of ashe,s in the autumn of 1893. The 
preparation of the land also was the same as that for the experimental plots of oats and 
barley. 

Several of the varieties which show a comparatively small yield, would have been 
reported as giving more liberal returns but for the depredations of sparrows, which were 
most persistent in their attentions, especially to the later ripening sorts. Particulars 
of growth, yield, &c., will be found in the following table :— 
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SPRING WHEAT-TEST OF VARIETIES.
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Name of Variety.

tn

.. .
°

â
--

m

o^
ô^

z-

Length
of

Straw.

_

ÿ>
94

Length
of

Head.

Kind
of

Head.

^

Ry

m

^

m^
CD

Proportion
Rusted.

Inches. Inches. ^ â Lbs.

^

Herisson, Bearded...... uly 31
Golden Drop.......... ` 31
White Chaff........... Aug. 1

104
104
106

42 to 50
42 to 48
41 to 48

Stiff ,• ••
11 .

F i

2 to 2i4
2^ to 3
2

Bearded.
Beard]ess.

"

22 40
21 20

61
58^

Very slightly.
Considerably.

Preston T l 2
a r.... } to 31 20 [i8 Slightly....... ......... . u y 9

Colorado . .............. Aug. 1
Red Fife : `

103
105

42 to 54
44 to 48

Stiff....
Fair. ...

3 to 4
3 to

Bearded.
"

19 40
19

58
591

Slightly.
Considerably.. .... ... . .... 2

Advance.......... .. , JuIy 30
Crown " 26

106
103

41 to 46
36 to 48

Sttff ....
`<
`< ^

21j to 3
3 to 3•

Beardless.
Bearded.

18 20
18 5

Slightly
Very slightly..... ............

Di '
99 36 to 48 .. 3 to 3 " 17 50 58 "on s ........... .... Aug. 8

Red Fern....... ...... " 8
L d

112
113

^47 to 50
I52 to 55

"
`<

to 4
3^ to 4

"
"

17 10
16 30

63
621

Slightly.
a oga . ....... .. ...... •Tuly 25

Huron ........... ... " 31
99

104
35 to 44
42 to 48

::
Fair .
Stiff

2 to
3 to

16
16

57 Slightly.
Dawn..... " 24
Stanley " 2

96 36 to 40
.. ..

"
3 to Beardless. 16

57
56

Considerably.
Slightly............ .... 9

Old Red River........ Aug. 5
Rideau

102
109

40 to 50
40 to 48

.
" ..

3 to
3 to 3

ad
"

15 50
15 30

58
59

ad

Considerably........ ....... •7uly 29
Beaudry ............... Aug. 1
Percy ......... ........ .July 30
Pr°greee ` 30

102
106
103,
103

33 to 4
42 to 4
43 to 52
43 to 48

Fair...:

Stiff.. .."
"

2t to
2 to 3
3 to
3

Bearded.
Beardlesa

15
15
14 40

56J
62
5

8

.
Slightly.
Very alightly.
Very slightly.

ellmWan's Fife........ Aug. 5
White ConnelL.... .... " 6
Dufferin . . . . . . • , • • , • • , .July 26

109
110
99

40 to 48
32 to 48
42 to 46

....
" •.
"•^,.

Fair

to
3 to 4
3 to
3 to

"

Bea d d

14 40
14 40
14
13

^5
60
59

Slightly.
`

Badly.
Vernon ... Au 1 106 36

.. . .
"

r e . 40 57 Slightly............ F.
White Fife............. ' 4
P i l ' "

10913
to 42

0 to 40 Stiff.. ..
2 to
2^ to 3

"
Beardless.

13 40
13 40

6
5I

Considerably.
Sli htl.

ngr e s Champlain... 2
Alpha "

107 41 to 48 "....
°`

3 to 4 Bearded. 13 40 60
g y.

.... ......... 2
Azima, Russian.. ...... " 9
Beauty ....... " 3

106 3
1133
106 4

1 to 4
6 to 42
4 t 5

..
Fair.. .. 2

2 to 3^
. to 3

Beardlesa
Bearded.

13 20
13 10

591
60 Considerably.... ......

Goose Wheat. .. ..... . " 3
Manifold ......... July 28

108 3
1024

o 4
9 to 47
2 to 46

Stiff.. .. 3
" .. 2
" 3

to 4
to 2

Beardless.
Bearded.

13
12 40

571
61 Slightly......

Blenheim .. ...... . . Aug. 4
Countes

108 44 to 52
....

<' ... 3
to
to 4 I

Beardleas.
Bearded.

12 20
12 10

5
58

"
Considerablys .............. July 25

AdmiraL .............. Au. 3F
98I3

1073
3 to 48
6 to 45

" 2
"

to 3J
to 3

Beardless.
"

12 10
11 3

5
.

Slihtl
g" ya

White Russian.........
'

7
Australian

11246 to 50

....

".... 3
"

to 4 "
0

11 30
58
58 Considerably....... ...... 3

Ottawa . .......... .... July 24^
1073
98 3

6 to 43
8 to 48 F

... 2
air ... 3

} to 31
to

"
Bearded.

11 20
11 10

54
54

Badly.
Considerably.

EXPERIMENTS WITH PEASE.

Thirteen varieties of pease were sown on plots of 1-20th acre each, excepting the
Golden Vine pea, which occupied only 1-40th of an acre. The land on which these were
sown was a clay loam adjoining the experimental plots of barley. For particulars as to
treatment and preparation of land, see 11 Experimental plots of Barley."
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PEASE—TEST OF VARIETIES. 

	

Date 	Date 	No. of 	Size 	Yield 	Weight 
Name of Variety, 	 of 	of 	days 	of 	 per 	per 

	

Sowing. 	Ripening. 	Mattuing. 	Pea. 	Acre. 	BusheL 

Bush. 	Lbs. 	Lbs. 

;Crown 	 April 23. 	Aug. 10. 	109 	Small 	34 	40 	63 
Pride  	 " 	23.... 	" 	8.... 	107 	Large .... 	34 	40 
•Prussian Blue  	" 	23. 	" 	10. 	109 	Medium 	32 	40 
Multiplier.. 	" 	23. 	" 	10. 	109 	Small. 	32 	10 
Centennial 	" 	23 . . .. 	" 	8 .. .. 	107 	Above medium 	31 	20 
Creeper  	" 	23. 	" 	10. 	109 	Small. 	31 	10 
Large White Marrowfat 	" 	23.... 	" 	13. 	112 	Large 	30 	20 ... 
Black Eyed Ilarrowfat 	ii 	23. 	 di 	 9. 	108 	"  	30 	 16 31 
Prince Albert 	«4 	23 	44 	13 	112 	Small. 	30 
Mrunmy 	" 	23.... 	" 	8.... 	107 	Above medium 	28 	20 	63 
New Potter 	14 	 23 	 ill 	 8. 	107 	Large 	28 	 62 
Canadian Beauty 	ill 	 23 	 iti 	 8. 	107  	28 
Golden Vine 	«4 	27 	" 	12. 	107 	Small.  	26 	40 

FIELD CROPS OF PEASE. 

Six varieties of pease were sown on larger plots, all on clay loam and in the same 
field. The previous crop was experimental plots of grain. This land was in meadow 
from 1889 t,o 1892 and has received  no  manure since 1888, when an application of 18 
tons per acre was made. It was ploughed in the autumn of 1893 and disc-harrowed 
and harrowed with smoothing harrow in the spring of 1894, before sowing. 

Prussien Blue.—One-half acre ; sown April 24th ;  2  bushels per acre; ripe July 
31st ; time to mature, 98 days; yield per acre, 30 busheLs 20 lbs; weight per bushel, 
651 llbs. ; vines made a fairly strong and even growth. 

New Potter.—One-half acre; sown April 24th; 21 bushels per acre ; ripe August 
1st ; time to mature, 99 days; yield per acre, 20 bushels; weight per bushel, 63 lbs. ; 
pea large

' 
 vines rather long and fairly strong in growth. The land was flat and this 

plot suffered in spots from water lying on the ground owing to the frequent rains. 
Creeper.—One-half acre ; sown April 24th ; 21 bushels per acre ; ripe July 30th ; 

time to mature, 98 days ; yield per acre, 25 bushels 40 lbs.; weight per bushel, 641 
lbs.; vines short, pea small ; much like the variety known as Crown. 

Canadian Beauty.—One-third acre ; sown April 24th ; 3 bushels per acre; ripe 
August 1st ; time to mature, 99 days ' • yield per acre, 12 bushels 17 lbs.; weight per 
bushel, 63 lbs. This is a large pea and the vine is a stron,« vigorous grower. 

Large White Marroufat.—li acres ; sown Apiil 24th ; 3 bushels per acre ; ripe 
August 1st ; time to mature, 99 days ; yield per acre, 12 bushels 5 lbs.; weight per bushel, 
621 lbs. A large pea ; vines made strong growth ; was considerably injured in spots by 
water, owing to excessive rains followed by hot sun. 

Mummy.-21 acres ; sown April 24th ; 3 bushels, per acre ; ripe July 31st ; time to 
mature, 98 days ; yield per acre, 28 bushels 38 lbs.; weight per bushel, 65 lbs. Pea 
above medium size ; vine a strong, coarse, upright grower. 

All these plots, excepting Prussian Blue, were more or less injured by water, on 
account of frequent rains and the compact nature of the soil not permitting the water 
to be carried off promptly by the under drains. 

EXPERIMENTS WITH CORN. 

16 

' 	Twenty-two varieties of Indian corn were tested as to earliness and yield of fodder. 
The land was sandy loam, which had a light coating of manure in the spring of 1893, 



about ten tons to the acre. The previous crop was oats. The land was ploughed in 
the autumn of 1893, and disc-harrowed and harrowed veith smoothing harrow before 
sowing, in spring of 1894. The area occupied by each sort was two rows three feet 
apart and 80 feet long. The estimate of yield has been based on the weight of the 
two rows 50 feet long. 

The varieties numbered 18, 30 and 43 are cross-bred sorts which have been produced 
at the Central Experimental Farm by fertilizing Mitchell's Extra Early with pollen of 
the Rural Thoroughbred White Flint. 

The sowing of all took place on May 23rd, and the following table shows the results_ 
obtained :- 

CORN-TEST OF VARIETIES. _ 
Description 	 When 	 Weight 

Name of Variety. 	of 	Height. 	Leafiness. 	Tassol- 	In Silk. 	Condition 	Per Acre, 
Variety. 	 led. 	 when Cut. 	Gro 

in Rows. 

Inches. 	 Tons. Lbs. 

Rural 	Thorongh-bred 
White Flint 	 White Flint 108 to 120 Very leafy .. Aug. 10. Aug. 16. Early milk.. 26 	127 

Evergreen Red Cob 	" 	Dent 108 to 114 Leafy 	" 29. 	" 	22. 	" 	. 25 	530 
Gold .1v1edal Dent 	Yellow Dent 84 to 	96 	" 	. ... 	" 	1, 	" 	9. 	" 	. 	21 	544 
Angel of Midnight 	I 	" 	Flint 78 to 	96 	"   July 28. 	" 	2. 1%.7early ripe. 
North Dakota (C. E. F. 	 20 	1,382 

Seed) 	 White Flint 84 to 	96 	" 	.... 	" 	25 July 30. 	" 	. 	20 	656 
No. 18 (C.E.F. Seed) 	 84 to 	96 	"  	" 	29. Aug. 4. Late milk... 	19 	1,785 
No. 43 (C.E.F. Seed) 	" 	 84 to 	90 	"  	" 	27. July 30. Leafy ... 	19 	1,204 
No. 30 (C.E.F. Seed) 	CI 	78 to 	84 Very leafy .. 	" 	26. 	" 	30. Late milk.. , 	19 	623 
Early Yellow Long Eared 	 Yellow Flint 84 to 	96 Leafy . .. 	" 	28. Aug. 3. 	" 	.. 19 	478 
Extra Early Huron Dent 	" 	Dent 84 to 	96 	" 	.. ... 	" 	28. 	" 	2. Early milk.. 18 	665 
Compton's Early 	" 	Flint 78 to 	93 	"  	" 	27. 	" 	1. Neatly ripe. 	18 	155 
Livino'stone's Gold Coin.. 	" 	Dent 78 to 	96,Fairly leafy 	 Aug. 16. 	" 	19. Early tnilk.. 	16 	815 
Smut'Nose    Pink Flint.. 84 to 	96 	" 	July 26. July 30. Late milk. - 16 	234 
North Dakota 	 White Flint 72 to 	84 Leafy  	" 	25. 	" 	30:Nearly ripe. 15 	1,364 
Early Small Auxonne... , Yellow Flint 72 to 	84 	"  	" 	25. 	" 	28. 	' 	. 	15 	637 
Smut Nose 	 Pink Flint .. 78 to 	90 Fairly leafy. 	" 	25. Aug. 1. 	" 	. 	14 	1,476 
Early White Pyrenean 	White Flint 84 to 	90 	 " 	19. Tuly 22. 	" 	• 13 	1,588 
Longfellow 	  YellowFlint 75 to 	90 Leafy 	" 	27. Aug 1. 	" 	. 13 	1,443 
Sanford.   White Flint 72 th 	90 Fairly leafy. 	" 	25. July 30. 	" 	. 	13 	644 Pearce's Prolific. .. ... - 	 Yellow Flint 69 to 	84 Leafy 	" 	24. 	" 	28. 	•'. 	13 	436 
No. 2 frotn A. L. Howard. 	" 	Flint 66 to 	81. Fairly leafy 	" 	21. 	" 	25. Ripe 	11 	651 Indian Corn. (Vihnorin).. White Flint 66 to 	78 	 " 	20. 	" 	22. 	"   10 	764 
No. 1 from A. L. Howard. Yellow Fhnt 66 to 	81 	“ 	" 23. 	" 26. 	"   10 	328 
Mitchell's Extra Early.... White Flint 57 to 	69 	« 	" 	19. 	" 	21. 	"  	9 	1,47 

EXPERIMENTS  WITH  TURNIPS. 

Fifteen varieties of turnips were tested on plots adjoining each other, all having 
sim;lar treatment. The soil was light sandy loam. The previous crop was oats. On 
these plots 150 lbs. of Royal Canadian Fertilizer was used per acre, applied on top of 
drills. The seed was sown. in drills g feet apart ; and the yield of the crop has been 
calculated from the quantity obtained from two rows, each 90 feet long. Two sowings 
were made of each sort of seed, the first on May 12th, and the second on June 12th. 
The results are given in the following table. It will be observed that in all cases but 
one the earlier sown plots gave the largest yields. 
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TURNIPS—TEST OF VARIETIES. 

	

Yield 	Yield 	Yield 	Yield 
Name of Variety. 	 per 	Acre. 	per Acre. 	per 	Acre. 	per Acre. 

	

1st 	Plot. 	1st Plot. 	2nd Plot. 	2nd Plot. 

	

Tons. 	Lbs. 	Bush. 	Lbs. 	Tons. 	Lbs. 	Bush. 	Lba. 

Simmer's Champion naple Top 	25 	142 	835 	42 	10 	19 	333 	58 
Purple Top Swede 	23 	1,238 	787 	18 	10 	19 	333 	58 
Bloomsdale Swede.  	22 	915 	748 	35 	6 	1,552 	225 	112 
Monarch or Oval 	18 	471 	607 	51 	11 	1,369 	389 	29 
Imperial Swede 	18 	217 	603 	37 	11 	1,025 	333 	45 
Sk-irving's Swede 	18 	106 	601 	46 	9 	973 	316 	13 
East Lothian 	 17 	509 	575 	9 	7 	423 	240 	23 
Hartley's Bronze Top 	17 	267 	571 	7 	8 	1,134 	285 	34 
Carter 's Elephant Swede 	14 	653 	477 	33 	6 	1,842 	230 	42 
Rennie's Prize Purple Top 	14 	120 	468 	40 	5 	1,422 	190 	22 
Snow White Globe.  	13 	1,104 	451 	44 	14 	653 	477 	33 
Westbury Imperial Swede 	13 	1,007 	450 	7 	9 	669 	311 	9 
Elephant or Giant King 	10 	1,393 	356 	33 	5 	1,713 	195 	13 
Jumbo or Monarch 	10 	503 	350 	6 	4 	1,486 	158 	6 
Marquis of Lorne. 	 9 	1,844 	230 	44 	6 	1,842 	230 	42 

FIELD CROP OF TURNIPS. 

One acre only was sown as a field crop. The soil was a light sandy loam ; the pre-
vious crop was wheat. This land received an application of 200 lbs. per acre of Royal 
Canadian Fet tilizer, which was applied en, top of drills. It was ploughed in the autumn 
of 1893; gang-ploughed and harrowed in the spring of 1894. The drills were 2 feet 
apart. Variety, Prize Purple Top Swede. Sown, June 12th ; came up June 16th ; 
and was pulled Oct. 29th ; yield, 22 tons, 1,249 lbs. 

EXPERIMENTS WITH MANGELS. 
Eleven varieties of mangels were tested in adjoining plots, soil sandy loam. The 

previous crop was oats. Two sowings were made in each case, in drills 2f feet apart, 
the first on April 27th, the second on May llth, and the crops on both were pulled on 
(2n tober 15th. The variety chosen for this test was Mammoth Long Red. The yields 
in this case were also larger in every instance from the earlier sown plots. The returns 
have been calculated from the weight of roots obtained from two rows, each 90 feet long. 

MANGELS—TEST OF VARIETIES. 

Name of Variety. 
Yield 

per Acre. 
1st Plot. 

Yield 
per Acre. 
1st Plot 

Yield 
per Acre. 
2nd Plot. 

Yield 
per Acre. 
2nd Plot. 

Evan's Mammoth Long Red 	  
Canadian Giant 
Yellow Globe Selected. 
Improved Mammoth Long Red. 	  
Golden Tankard 	  
Bruce's Mammoth Long Red 	  
Giant Yellow Intermediate..... 	 
Giant Yellow Intermediate. 	  
Carter's Warden Orange Globe 	  
Red Fleshed Tankard 	  
Red Globe. 	  

Tons. Lbs. 

27 	14 
25 	530 
23 1,626 
22 1,883 
21 1,850 
21 1,366 
20 1,043 
20 	656 
19 	623 
17 	316 
16 	1,977  

Bush. Lbs. 

900 	14 
842 	10 
793 	46 
764 	43 
730 	50 
722 	46 
684 	3 
677 	36 
643 	43 
571 	56 
566 	17 

Tons. Lbs. 

20 	559 
19 	139 
17 1,042 
20 	559 
13 	330 
10 	425 
17 	896 
11 	1,474 
16 	815 
14 	992 
13 1,878  

Bush. Lbs. 

675 	59 
635 	39 
584 	2 
675 	59 
438 	50 
310 	25 
581 	36 
391 	14 
546 	55 
483 	12 
464 	38 
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FIELD CROPS OF MANGELS.

Mammoth Long Red or Gatepost. One acre of this variety was sown on heavy
sandy loam, the previous crop was mixed grain. The land was ploughed in the autumn
of 1893, and gang-ploughed and harrowed with the smoothing harrow in the spring of
1894. On these plots, 150 lbs. of Royal Canadian Fertilizer were used per acre applied
on top of drills. The seed was sown in drills 2J feet apart on May 3rd; came up May
l 3th ; pulled October 17th. Yield 21 tons 150 lbs.

• A second acre of the same variety was sown on land adjoining, of the same charac-
tcr, which was prepared and fertilized in the same way as that last mentioned. The
seed was sown May 3rd; came up May 13th, and the mangels were pulled October
.16th. Yield 21 tons 1,248 lbs.

A third acre also of Mammoth Long Red was sown on light sandy loam, the pre-
vious crop was wheat. The land received the same treatment as the last two plots
referred to. The seed was sown May 9th; came up May 19th, and the roots were
pulled October 12th. Yield 15 tons 1,905 lbs.

EXPERIMENTS WITH CARROTS.

Fifteen varieties of these roots were sown, on adjoining plots in rows eighteen
inches apart. The soil was a light sandy loam, and the previous crop was oats. The
land received a dressing this spring of Royal Canadian Fertilizer, applied on the top of
the drills, at the rate of 150 lbs. per acre.

Two plots of each sort were sown, the first on April 27th, the second on May 11th,
and the roots on both were pulled on October 12th. The yield in each case has been
calculated from the product of two rows each 90 feet long. With these plots also, all
those earlier sown gave a much larger yield than those sown later.

+ i•
CARROTS-TEST OF VARIETIES.

Name of Variety.

Mammoth White Intermediate .............
Iveraon's Champion ........... ............
Pearoe's Improved Half Long White...... .
Improved Short White. ....................
White Belgian ............................
Guerande or Os Heart .... . .... .. ..... . . . . .
Early G
Scarlet Half Long Stump R.ooted. ... .....
Evan's Half Long White ...................
Giant Short White Vosges .. ..............
St. Valery ...............................
Orange Giant . .... ....... ...............
L a r g e Short White Vosges. . . , . . . . , . .
Large Scarlet Altringham .... .... .... .... . .
Large White Belgian ........ .............

Yield
per Acre.
lst Plot.

Tona Lbs.

28 386
22 1,496
22 770
20 1,785
20 817
18 1,913
16 1,557
14 1,040
14 556
13 701
13 701
13 454
12 1,652
10 1,941
10 5

Yield
per Acre.
1st Plot.

Bush. Lbs.

939 46
758 16
746 10
696 25
680 17
631 53
559 17
484
475 56
445 1
445 1
440 59
427 32
365 41
3.33 25

Yield
per Acre.
2nd Plot.

Tons. Lbs.

14 1,282
13 1,830
11 1,797
11 183
9 1,037

12 281
14 72
12 1,168
10 1,377
10 1,619
8 1,827

10 973
7 1,327
8 375
9 473

Yield
per Acre.
2nd Plot.

FIELD CROPS OF CARROTS.

Bush. Lbs.

488 2
463 50
396 37
369 43
317 17
404 '41
467 62
419 28
356 17
360 19
297 7 ^
349 33
255 27
272 55
307 53

I acre. Soil, light sandy loam ; previous crop was wheat ; ploughed in autumn of
1893; ganéploughed and harrowed in spring of 1894; drills 2 feet apart; dressed
with Royal Canadian Fertilizer, 200 lbs. to the acre, applied on the crest of the drills
immediately after sowing. Variety, Improved Short White ; sown April 27th; came
up May 10th; pulled October 15th; yield per acre, 24 tons 1,960.
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acre. Soil, sandy loam ; previous crop was wheat ; ploughed in autumn of 1893; 
gang-ploughed and harrowed in spring of 1894;  drills 2 feet apart ; dressed with Royal 
Canadian Fertilizer, 200 lbs. per acre applied on the crest of the drills immediately 
after sowing. Variety, Mammoth  White  Intermediate; sown April 27th; came up 
May 10th ; pulled October 16th ; yield per acre, 24 tons 840 lbs. 

1 acre. Soil, heavy sandy loam • previous crop was grain - ploughed in the autumn 
of 1893; gang-ploughed and harrowed in spring of 1894 ; drills 2 feet apart. Variety, 
Improved Short White; sown May 1st ; came up May 13th ; pulled October 30th; 
yield 29 tons 1,403 lbs. 

1 acre adjoining the above. Soil and treatment the same. Variety, Mammoth 
White Intermediate ; sown May 1st ; came up May 13th; pulled October 25th 
yield 27 tons 106 lbs. 

EXPERIMENTS WITH SUGAR—BEETS. 

Six varieties of sugar-beets have been under comparative test, on adjoining plots 
alongside of the carrot plots, on similar light sandy loam, the treatment of which was 
the same, both as to preparation and fertilizing. The seed was sown in rows eighteen 
inches apart, and the yield has been calculated from the product of two rows, each 90 
feet long. Two sowings of the seed were made : the first, on April 27th, the second, on 
May llth, and the crops on both were pulled on October 15th. The earlier sown plots 
gave in every instance the larger yield. 

SUGAR BEETS—TEST OF VARIETIES. 

	

Yield 	Yield 	Yield 	'Yield 	' 
Name of Variety. 	 per Acre. 	per 	Acre. 	per Acre. 	per Acre. 

	

1st Plot. 	1st 	Plot. 	2nd Plot. 	2nd Plot. 
& 

	, 
i, 

Tons. 	Lbs. 	Bush. 	Lbs. Tons. 	Lbs. Bush. 	Lbs. 

French, very rich   	20 	1,624 	693 	44 	15 	8 	500 	8 
White Green Top Brabant Improved 	20 	1,059 	684 	19 	12 	845 	414 	5 
Vilmorin's Improved 	17 	1,816 	596 	56 	13 	217 	436 	57 
Klein Wanzleben 	17 	1,171 	586 	11 	12 	523 	408 	43 
French Red Top Improved 	 16 	428 	540 	28 	10 	1,215 	353 	35 
White Improved 	  16 	186 	536 	26 	12 	361 	406 	1 

F.XPERIMENTS WITH POTATOES. 

Fifty-two varieties of potatoe,s have been grown on adjoining plots with the object 
of gaining information as to their relative earliness, productiveness and quality. The 
soil in which they were planted was a sandy loam which was manured in the sluing of 
1893 with a light coating of barnyard manure, at the rate of 10 to 12 tons per acre. 
The potatoes for planting were cut into pieces with two to three eyes each and planted 
in rows  2  feet apart, and 1 foot apart in the rows. They were all planted on May 
21st and 22nd, and dug on Sept. 18th and 19th, and the yield per acre bas been calcu-
lated in each case from the weight of tubers obtained from two rows, each 66 feet long. 
No rot was observed in any of the varieties this season. 

t 

e * 
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POTATOES, test of Varieties. 

	

Yield per 	Yield per 
Average 	Total Yield 	Acre of 	Acre of Un- 	F°I'm  and  Name of Variety. 	 Size. 	per Acre. 	Marketable. marketable. 	Colour. 

, 

	

Bush. Lbs. 	Bush. Lbs. 	Bush. Lbs. 

Burpee's Extra Early 	  Large 	364 	6 	334 24 	29 	42 	Pink and white. 
Everett 	,,  	357 	30 	338 	48 	18 	42 	Rose. 
Burnaby Seedling 	di  	356 	24 	327 	48 	28 	36 	Pink and white. 
Polaris 	di 	 239 	54 	323 	24 	16 	30 	White. 	. 
Russell's Seedling 	  Medium.... 	328 	54 	251 	54 	77 	44 

White Beauty 	 Med.to large 	324 	30 	305 48 	18 	42 	44 

Lee's Favourite.   Large 	315 	42 	286 	29 	42 	Pink. 
Early Sunrise 	id 	 314 	36 	282 	42 	31 	54 	" 
Pearce's Extra Early 	"  	313 	30 	283 	48 	29 	42 	Pink and white. 
Holborn Abundance 	id 	 312 24 	292 36 	19 	48 	White. 
Chicago Market. 	44 	 308 	287 	6 	20 	54 	Pink. 
Rural Blush   Medium... • 	308 	272 	48 	35 	12 	" 
American Giant. 	  Large ... .. 	305 	48 	261 	48 	44 	White. 	, 
State of Maine 	.,  	301 	24 	282 	42 	18 	42 	" 
Early Thorburn 	  Med. to large 	298 	6 	265 	6 	33 	Pink and white. 
Sharpe's Seedling 	  Large 	286 	29 	268 	49 	17 	40 	44 

Daisy 	 44 	 286 	24 	269 ' 5 	17 	19 	" 
Beauty of Hebron.  	44 	 281 	36 	257 	24 	24 	12 	0. 
Thorburn 	.... 	279 	24 	253 	26 	24 	" 
Early Rose. 	 44 	 277 	12 	259 	36 	17 	36 	Pink. 
Northern Spy 	.... Med.to large 	276 	6 	258 	30 	17 	36 	Bri ht pink. 
Vanier    Medium.... 	273 	54 	247 	30 	26 	24 
London 	Med.tolarge 	272 	48 	198 	74 	48 	Pink. 
Empire State 	 Large 	269 	30 	245 18 	24 	12 	White. 
Clarke's No. 1 	  Med.to large 	268 	24 	238 	42 	29 	42 	Pink. 
Monroe  County.   Medium.... 	266 	12 	226 	36 	39 	36  
Vick's Extra Early  	Large ... .. 	262 	54 	244 	12 	18 	42 	Pink and white. 
Dakota Red 	44 	.. 	. 	 258 	30 	244 	12 	14 	18 	Red. 

Med. to large 	253 	231 	22 	Purple and white Blue Cup 	
. 

Seattle 	  Large 	251 	54 	235 24 	16 	30 	White. 
Lizzie's Pride 	  Medium.. .. 	246 	24 	211 	12 	35 	12 	Pink, red eye. 
New Variety  No. ] 	

id 	
....., 	 242 	229 	54 	12 	6 	White 	" 

Earliest of All 	 44 	 237 	36 	171 	36 	66 	Pink and white. .. 	.... 
Hale's Champion 	.....     51ed.tosmall 	235 	24 	145 	12 	90 	12 	White. 
Chas. Downing 	  Medium.... 	226 	36 	177 	6 	49 	30 	46 

Crown Jewel 	  Med.to large 	225 30 	201 18 	24 12 	Pink and white. 
Early Ohio 	 Medium.... 	223 	18 	196 54 	26 	24 	Pink. 
I. X. L 	 Large 	220 	s 	198 	22 	Pink and white. 
Delaware 	5Iedium.... 	217 	48 	189 	12 	28 	36 	White. 
Early Gem 	 44 	 213 24 	181 	30 	31 	54 	Pink. .... 
McKenzie • ... 	.............. 	 44 	

..... 	 205 	42 	176 	29 	42 	White, 
Algoma No. 1 	  Med.to large 	195 	48 	178 	12 	17 	36 	Pink. 
Bras d'Or Seedling 	  Medium.... 	193 	36 	162 	48 	30 	48 	Purple. 
Green Mountain.. — . .. 	... ... 	" 	.... 	137 	48 	109 	12 	28 	36 	White. 
Flemish Beauty Seedling • 	  Large 	137 	30 	97 	54 	39 	36 	Bright pink. 
Seedling No. 214 	  Small ...... 	128 	42 	91 	18 	37 	24 	White. 
Hopeful  	. Medium.... 	122 	6 	111 	6 	11 	4.4 

Queen of the Valley 	  51ed.to large 	118 	30 	102 	16 	30 	Pink. 
Harbinger 	  Medium.... 	115 	30 	92 	24 	23 	6 	Pale pink. 
Pearce's Prize Winner.. 	 di 	 99 	81 	24 	17 	36 	Pink. 
Seedling No. 24 	

.... 
Small tome 	81 24 	44 	37 	24 	White. d 

Seedling No. 25   Small 	80 	18 	60 	30 	19 	48 	" 
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SD3IHARY OF CROPS GROWN ON THE CENTRAL EXPERIMENT AL.
FARM DURING THE YEAR 1894.

Tons.

Hay ............: ._. ............... .................................
Clover, cut green and put into silo... ...............................
Indian Corn, cut for ensilage .......... ..... .........................
Indian Corn and Horse Beans grown together and cut for ensilage.. .... ... .
Horse Beans grown separatelv and cut for ensilage ..... .. ........... ....
Sunflower heads, used in ensilage . . ... . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Mixed crop, cut green and cured as bay ........................ ........
Mixed crop, cut ripe ............................. .......... ...........
Turnips .... .................................... ......... ............
Carrota .......... ................. ...... .... .. ................
Mangels ............................. ...........:. ........ ...........
Sugar Beets .............................. ....:... ...........:.......

Total ...............................................

Wheat ........................................... . ..... ...............
Rye ........... ...... .. . ..... .... . ................................

..... .....Oats ........... .............. ..... :.. ............ ............
Barley... ... .... ..................... .. ................ ............
Pease ................................. ...
Potatoes .... ....... .......... ... ......... ............ . ... .........

In the estimate of grain, the products of the small test plots are not included.

TESTS OF THE VITALITY OF GRAIN AN13 OTHER SEEDS.

During the season of 1894 the number of samples of seed grain and agricultural
seeds tested and reported on was 2,157. The average vitality of the more important
cereals has been higher than last year : wheat showing a percentage of growth of 90•5
for 1894, as against 81-8 in 1893. Oats also stand well, showing the very high average
of 95•5 in 1894, as against 93 in 1893. Barley 89, as against 84•9 in 1893; and pease
79•5, as against 65•7. Showing that the harvest weather throughout the Dominion
was more generally favourable in 1894.

The fact that some of the samples of oats showed under 11 per cent of germinating
power, wheat under 12 and barley under 24 per cent, shows that the conditions have
not been universally favourable, and indicates also the necessity for such yearly tests,
so that farmers who suffer from bad harvest weather may receive the information they
need to guide them in selecting suitable grain for seed. Where the vitality of the
samples received is low, the farmers sending them are advised to feed such cereals and
buy grain for seed with a much higher percentage of vitality. This timely information
prevents many from sowing poor seed, which would be certain to give poor returns.
Every farmer who desires to have samples tested should forward them in good season,
sending not less than one ounce in each case. These can be sent to the Central
Experimental Farm at Ottawa free through the mail, and the tests of vitality can
usually be completed and reported on within a fortnight after they are received.
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The building in which these tests are conducted is shown below (Fig. 2) ; there
also the distribution of samples of seed for testing is carried on.

Fig. 2.

^iii!11 ^mliniïulii^.^ rill !Lu.^ ........... .. ....^...u.

RESULT of Tests of seeds for vitality, 1893-94.

Xind of Seeds.
Number

of
Tests.

Highest
Per-

centage.

Lowest
Per-

centage.

Per-
centage

of
Strong

Growth.

Per-
centage

of
Weak

Growth.

Average
Vitafity.

Wheat . ........ ............ .... . 547 10010 12'0 83'8 6'7 90'5
Barley ............. .... ............ 512 10010 23'0 70'2 18'8 89'0
Oats ........... .. ................. 854 10010 32'0 91'4 4'1 9515Rye ........................ ........
Yease

4 96'0 5010 71'5 7'7 79'2
..... .... ............ .... ....

Corn ..... .
167

9
10010

1
4'0

'
.......... .... ..... 79'5

.... ........... .......
Clover . ... ....... ... .............

100 0 4 0
590

.........

.........
..........
........

.844
73 2Grass ....... .............. ......... 11 870

.

0'0

.

.........

.
.

.... . .61'OBeans .......................... ..... 4 840 400

.

. .
...... .. .

. ....

..... .685'Turnips ... .................. ...... 15 10010

.

7910
. . .

....

.

... . .
^^^

82'0Mangels....... . ................... . 9 82'0 14'0 ..........

.
...

....... 48'4Carrots .... ...... ............... 4 9G10 110 . . .....
...

..... 44'03ugar Beet. .. .... . ............. 4 70'0 54'0 .
.....

3unflowers .................. ...... S 900 620 ..... ,... ..... . 79'3Cabbage .... .................... 3 970 S50 .........
. ..

...... 923lax ................. ... .......... 2 93'0 910 ..........
...

... :)20Wild Rice.. ......... .... .... 2 00 0 0 ..........
......

..... 00Beets ........ .................... 1 450 450 .........
.....

... . .. 450rares ............................. . 1
- - - - -

54'0 540 ..........
. .

.......... 540

Total number of samples tested, --
highest and lowest percentage. 2,157 10010 010 i .......... .......... ....
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EXPERIMEYTAL FARMS. 

The following tables show the results of the tests of the more important cereals 
made for each province with the number of tests in each case. 

TABLE showing Results of Grain Tests for each Province. 

	

Per- 	Per- 
Number 	Highest 	Lowest 	centage 	centage 	Average Kind of Seed. 	 of 	Per- 	Per- 	of 	of 	Vita lity. Tests. 	centage. 	centage. 	Strong 	Weak 

Growth. 	Growth. 

On,tario- 

\VheaL 	 126 	100• 0 	420 	77'7 	101 	887 
Barley. 	116 	1000 	500 	721 	16 . 3 	88 . 4 
Oats 	 238 	100 . 0 	350 	912 	47 	960 

Q debec- 

Wheat 	179 	100• 0 	600 	869 	4 . 4 	914 
Barley 	 208 	1000 	230 	660 	218 	87 9 
Oats 	 251 	1000 	540 	905 	31 	937 

Manitoba— 	 • 

Wheat 	78 	1000 	28• 0 	84 • 2 	5 9 	90 • 1 
Barley 	 33 	1000 	670 	647 	282 	92 . 9 
Oats 	 85 	100' 0 	50 • 0 	892 	5 . 6 	918 

Vorth-wea Territories- 

Wheat 	 71 	100'0 	120 	833 	7 . 9 	912 
Barley 	4T 	100 . 0 	33 . 0 	828 	103 	931 
Oats. 	 83 	1000 	32 . 0 	937 	2» 1 	958 

Voila Scotia-- 

Wheat 	23 	100 0 	59' 0 	835 	4 . 7 	882 
Barley 	 44 	100• 0 	31' 0 	738 	120 	858  
Oats 	 61 	100•0 	520 	866 	49 	915 

rev Brunswick- 

Wheat .  	43 	100 • 0 	M' 0 	85•5 	42 	897  
Barley 	 '41 	100' 0 	400 	610 	281 	893 
Oats 	99 	100' 0 	760 	914 	46 	960 

rince Edward Island- 

Whe,at .  	 23 	990 	54O 	821 	56 	877 
Barley 	12 	99 . 0 	740 	850 	6•2 	912 
Oats .  	 28 	100• 0 	760 	879 	59 	938 

ritish Columbia- 

Wheat 	 6 	100 • 0 	96'0 	91 1 	60 	97 • 3 
Barley 	 .. 	11 	1000 	870 	946 	'9 	95'5 
Oats 	9 	100 ' 0 	910 	951 	11 	962 

1 

1 
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METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS. 

TABLE of Meteorolog,ical Observations taken at the Central Experimental Farm, Ottawa, 
1894; maximum, minimum and mean temperature for each month, with date of 
occurrence ; also rainfall and snowfall 

	

Rain- 	Snow. 

	

Maximum. 	Date. 	Minimum. 	Date. 	Mean, 	fall. 	falL 

.. . 	 in. 	in. 
January. 	 410 	4th 	—16'2 	26th 	130  	3400 
February 	385 	19th 	—257 	24th 	11'06  	1050 
March 	 542 	19th 	3'5 	27th 	31'2 	103 	6•00 
April 	734 	27th 	130 	. 	2nd 	461 	'82 	.... .. 
May. 	838 	1st 	355 	12, 14 & 15 	560 	263 	 
June 	 910 	16th 	36 1 	6th 	66•6 	6'19 	 
July. 	930 	20th 	470 	8th 	681 	3'57 	 
August 	896 	14th 	420 	21st 	624 	1'46 	 
September 	823 	4th 	295 	26th 	60•1 	219 	 
October 	655 	28th 	338 	7th & 1411 	47 . 7 	313 	....

8.à November 	 51'6 	3rd 	1'5 	29th 	29 5 	1 . 55 
December 	45'8 	17th 	—245 	29th 	213 	'48 	13'0 

	

2305 	71 . 50 

Rain or snow fell on 173 days during the 12 months. 
Heaviest rainfall in 24 hours, 119 inches, on June 20th. 
Heaviest snowfall in 24 hours, 22 inches, on January 30th. 
During July rain fell on 15 days, and on 16 days in November. 
April and August show the lowest number of days on which rain fell during the season. viz. : 7 and 

9 days respectively. 
WILLIAM T. ELLIS. 

TESTS OF THE ACTION OF FERTILIZERS ON SOME CROPS. 

In the Annual Report of the Experimental Farms for 1893, details are given on 
pages 8 to 24 of the results of a series of tests which were carried on during the pre-
vious five or six years with the obje,ct of gaining information regarding the effects 
which follow the application of certain fertilizers and combinations of fertilizers on the 
more important crops. The particulars there given cuvered the results of six years 
experience with crops of wheat and indian corn and five years experience with crops of 
oats, barley, turnips and mangels. The experience was also given as to the results of 
similar tests conducted for three years with carrots and one year with sugar beets. 

These experiments are being continued ; and as explanatory regarding the prepar-
ations made and the general plan, together with the way in which it has been carried on 
the following parag,raphs are quoted from the report of 1893. 

"A  piece of sandy loam, more or less mixed with clay, which was originally 
covered wIth heavy timber, chiefly white pine, was chosen for these tests. The timber 
was cut many years ago, and among the stumps still remaining when the land was pur-
chased, there had sprung up a thick second growth of trees, chiefly poplar, birch and 
maple, few of which exceeded six inches in diameter at the base. Early in 1887, this 
land was cleared by rooting up the young trees and stumps and burning them in piles 
on the ground from which they were taken, the ashes being afterwards distributed over 
the soil as evenly as possible, and the land ploughed and thoroughly harrowed. Later 
in the season it was again ploughed and harrowed, and most of it got into fair condition 
for cropping." 
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" The plots laid out for the experimental work with fertilizers were one-tenth of
an acre each, 21 of which were devoted to experiments with wheat, 21 to barley, 21 to
oats, 21 to Indian corn or maize, and 21 to experiments with turnips and mangels.
Owing to the difficulty and unavoidable delay attending the draining of some wet places,
it was not practicable to undertake work on all the plots the first season. The tests
were begun in 1888 with 20 plots of wheat and 16 of Indian corn; and in 1889 all the
series were completed excepting six plots of roots, Nos. 16 to 21 inclusive, which were
available for the work in 1890." In all cases the plots in each series have been sown
on the same day.

" In 1890 it was found that all the grain plots had become so weedy that the
growth of the crops was much interfered with, and with the view of cleaning the land
one-half of each of the wheat and oat plots was sown . with carrots in 1891, and one-
half of each of the barley plots with sugar beets. In 1892 the other half of each plot
in each of these series was sown with carrots. In 1893 it was thought desirable to con-
tinue this cleaning process, and carrots were again sown on the half of the wheat and
oat plots occupied with this crop in 1891, and also on the half of the barley plots
cropped with sugar beets that year." In 1894 the one half of the oat plots was sown
again with carrots and the half of the plots devoted to wheat and barley have been
planted with potatoes.

TREATMEIdT OF SOIL.

" The treatment of the soil on all the grain plots has been to gang-plough soon
after harvest, and after the shed grain and weeds have well started to plough again
about 7 inches deep. In spring the plots have been disc-harrowed twice before applying
the fertilizers and again harrowed with the toothed or smoothing harrow before sowing.
On those plots where barnyard manure has been used, the manure has been lightly
ploughed under as soon as possible after it has been spread on the land and harrowed
with the smoothing harrow before sowing. Wherever barnyard manure is spoken of it
is understood to be a mixture of horse and cow manure in about equal proportions."

It is proposed to give each year in the annual report a summary of these permanent
fertilizer plots, taking the average yield of the whole of the previous period adding the
results of the current year and then giving the average yield for the full time. The
experience of each year will add materially to the value and reliability of the tests for
the whole period.

WHEAT PLOTS.

The seed sown on each of these plots from the beginning has been in the proportion
of 1i bushels per acre ; and the varieties used were as follows. In 1888-89 and '91
white Russian, and in 1892-93 Campbell's White ChafF. In 1894 the Rio Grande wheat
was'sown April 19th, came up April 29th and was ripe August 8th requiring from the
date of sowing to maturity a period of 111 days. Shortly before sowing the Rio
Grande it was tested as to vitality and found to be very deficient in germinating power,
less than half the kernels sprouted. As it was not practicable then to secure better
seed, double the usual quantity of seed was sown namely : three bushels per acre, which
gave a proportion of growth on each plot of about the usual thickness.

The season of 1894 at Ottawa has been more favourable for the growing of spring
wheat than any other season during the seven years these tests have been carried on excep-
ting that of 1891, and the yields taken as a whole are about one third above the average.
This year the plot on which the rotted manure was used has yielded at the rate of 2
bushels 291bs per acre more than that on which the fresh manure was used. This gain
however is not sufficient to offset the previous gains of the fresh manure plot and it still
averages a little better than any other plot in the series.

,.

I
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ExPr:elusxTs with Fertilizers on Plots of Wheat A acre each.

Fertilizers applied each Year.

1 Barn-yard manure (mixed horse and cow
manure) well rotted, 12 tons per acre in
1898; 15 tons per acre each year since.

2 Barn-yard manure (mixed horse and cow
manure) fresh, 12 tons per acre in 1888;
15 tons per acre each year since. .. ..

3 Unmanured ..............................
4 Mineralphosphate,untreated,finely ground,

600 lbs. per acre . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5 Mineralphosphate,untreated,finelyground,

5001bs.; nitrate of soda, 200 lbs. per

6 Barn-yard manure, partly rotted and ac-
tively fermenting, 6 tons per acre ;
mineral phosphate, untreated, finely
ground, 500 lbs. per acre, composted
together, intimately mixed, and allow-
ed to heat for several days before using.

7 Mineralphosphate,untreated,finelyground
5001bs. ; nitrate of soda, 2001bs; wood
ashes, unleached, 1,0001bs. per acre...

â Mineral phosphate,untreated, finely ground,
5001bs. ; wood ashes, unleached, 1,500
lbs. per acre .....:.........:...... .

91Vlineral superphosphate, No. 1, 500 lbs.
per acre ............. ...... .

10 Mineral superphosphate, No. 1, 350 lbs. ;
nitrate of soda, 2001bs. per acre ... .

11 Mineral superphosphate, No. 1, 350 lbs. ;
nitrate of soda, 200 lbs.; wood ashes,
unleached, 1,5u01bs. per acre.........

12 Unmanured .... .............. ..........
13 Bone finely ground, 5001bs. per acre . .
14 Bone finely ground, 5001bs. ; wood ashes,

unleacbed, 1,500 lbs. per acre.........
15 Nitrate of soda, 2001bs. per acre..........
16 Muriate of potash, 1501bs.peper acre.... ...
17 Sulpbate of ammonia, 3001ba per acre....
18 Sulphate of iron, 60 lbs. per acre.......
19 Common salt (Sodium chloride) 3001bs. per

acre .......... .....................
20 Land plaster or gypsum (Calcium sulphate)

300 lbs. per acre ...... ... ........
21 Unmanured in 1889, mineral superphos-

phate, No. 2, 500 lbs. per acre, each
year since . .. . ..... .. . ........

AVERAGE YIELD
FOR

.51% YEARS.

Yield
of

Grain.

Per acre

Yield
of

Straw.

Per acre

Bush. lbs.

16 81

16 434
9 31

9 54j

11 361

14 10}

9 34}

9 17j

10 39A

12 61

11 36i
9 5
9 28j

11 39j
12 105
12 511
10 48
11 22j

10 161

11 18j

11 8

Lbs.

3,180

3,004
1,818

1,665

2,749

2,062

2,291

1,539

1,637

2,750

2,190
1,477
1,585

1,843
2,162
1,840
2,380
1,990

1,586

1,854

1,735

BARLEY PLOTS.

7TH SxASOx, 1894.
ŸARIETY,

Rio GRANDE.

Yield
of

Grain.

Yield
of

Straw.

Per acre

Bush. lbs.

25 ..

22 31
13 40

12 50

15 50

22 10

21 40

13 50

12 10

14 10

18 50
14 40
15 20

18 30
19
16 50
13 50
15

15 30

13 20

15

Per acre

Lbs.

4,130

4,830
2,050

2,210

3,790

3,540

3,710

2,140

1,470

4,110

3,330
1,970
2,200

2,410
2,930
1,890
2,580
1,680

1,580

1,810

1,670

27

AVERAGE YIELD
FOR

SEVEN YEARS.

Yield
. of
Grain.

Yield
of

Straw.

Per acre

Bush. lbs.

17 24#

17 33
10 7}

10 193

12 12 f

15 193

11 191

9 56}

10 52j

12 24}

12 38t
9 52f
10 173

12 377j
13 9#
13 26#
11 14}
11 53f

11 1f

11 35Jj

11 41+

Per acre

Lbs.

3,316

3,265
1,851

1,743

2,898

2,787

2,494

1,627

1,613

2,944

2,353
1,547
1,673

1,924
2,272
1,816
2,409
1,946

1,585

1,848

1,726

The quantity of seed sown per acre on the barley plots was 2 bushels in 1889, 1890
and 1891, 1j bushels in 1892 and 1893, and two bushels in 1894. Two-rowed barley
has been used for seed throughout the whole period. The varieties used were as fol-
lows: 1889, 1890 and 1891, Saale; 1892, Goldthorpe; 1893, Duckbill; and in 1894,
Canadian Thorpe, a selected form of the Duckbill. In 1894, the Canadian Thorpe was
sown April 19th, came up April 27th, and was harvested July 28th, requiring from the
date of sowing to maturity a period of 100 days.
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The yield  of. the barley plots in 1894 is a little under the average of past seasons. 
The plot fertilized with fresh barn-yard manure continues to give a better yield with 
this crop than the manure well rotted, better also than any of the artificial fertilizers 
either single or combined. The common salt Sodium chloride continues to give good 
returns. 

EXPERIMENTS with Fertilizers on Plots of Barley, .11c,- acre. 

AVERAGE 	6TH Sx.Asox, 1894, 	AVERAGE 
YIELD FOR Frye 	VARIETY 	YIELD  FOR erx 

4.3 	 YEA RS. 	CANADIAN THORPE. 	YEmis. 
..2. 	Fertilizers applied each Year. 
P.4 
..... o 	 Yield 	Yield 	Yield 	Yield 	Yield 	Yield 
d 	 of 	of 	of 	of 	of 	of 

Grain. Stravv. Grain. Straw. Grain. Straw. 

Per acre Per acre Per acre Per acre Per acre Per acre 

Bush. lbs. Lbs. Bush. lbs. Lbs. Bush. lbs. Lbs. 
1 Barn -yard manure well rotted, 15 tons 

per acre  	28 	473 	2854 	31 	32 	2350 	29 	201 	2770 

	

2 Barn-yard manure, fresh, 15 tons per acre 	29 	411 	3121 	38 	16 	2680 	31 	13 	3047 
3 Unmanured 	13 47 	1624 	14 38 	1170 	14 	51 	1548 
4 Mineral 	phosphate, 	untreated, 	finely 

ground, 500 lbs. per acre  	15 	61 	1520 	8 	26 	910 	14 	11 	1418 
5 Mineral 	phosphate, 	untreated, 	finely 

ground, 500 lbs. ; nitrate of soda, 200 
1 bs. per acre 	19 ' 93 	2292 	20 	40 	2010 	19 	221 	2245 

6 Barn -yard manure partly rotted, and 
actively fermenting, 6 tons per acre ; 
mineral phosphate, 	untreated, finely 	. 
ground, 500 lbs. per acre, composted 
together, intimately mixed and allowed 
to heat for several days before using 	25 	18 	2449 	23 	23 	1930 	25 	23 	2362 

7 Mineral 	phosphate, 	untreated, 	finely 
ground, 500 lbs. ; nitrate of soda, 200 
lbs. ; wood ashes, unleached, 1,000 lbs. 
per acre ... 	. 	. 	.. ... . ... — ...  	21 	141 	2417 	25 	40 	2440 	22 	23 	24.21 

8 Mineral 	phosphate, 	untreated, 	finely 
ground, 500 lba ; wood ashes unleaehed, 
1,500 lbs. per acre 	17 	23 	1747 	14 	18 	1150 	16 	461 	1647 

	

9 Mineral superphosphate No. 1, 500 lbs 	 
per acre . 	 21 	.. 	2350 	14 	28 	1040 	19 	441 	2132 

10 	. lineral superphosphate No. 1, 350 lbs. ; 
nitrate of soda, 200 lbs. per acre. 	23 	15 	2426 	24 	28 	2190 	23 	251 	2387 . 

11 Mineral superphosphate No. 1, 350 lbs. ; 
nitrate of soda, 200 lbs. ; 	wood ashes, 
unleached, 1,500 lbs. per acre..  	21 	43 	2583 	25 	10 	2400 	22 211 	2552 

12 Unmanured   	13 33 	1395 	10 20 	800 	13 	61 	1296 
13 Bone, finely ground, 500 lbs. per acre 	15 	34 	1387 	10 	30 	810 	14 	8 	1291 
14 Bone, finely ground, 500 lbs.; wood ashes, 

unleached, 1,500 lbs. per acre. 	20 	5 	2032 	20 	10 	1540 	20 	53 	1950 
15 Nitrate of soda, 200 lbs. per acre 	22 	8 	2754 	23 	46 	2360 	22 224 	2688 
16 Muriate of potash, 150 lbs. per acre... .. 	21 	28 	2124 	21 	12 	1600 	21 	251 	2027 
17 Sulphate of ammonia, 300 lbs. per acre 	18 	47 	2.351 	19 	8 	1790 	19 	4 	2257 
18 Sulphate of iron, 60 lbs. per acre 	19 	43 	2107 	12 	44 	1020 	18 	351 	192d 

	

19 Cotnmon  sait (Sodium chloride) 300 lbs 	 
per acre . — . . 	 .. 	..... .. .

... 
.  	 27 	10 	2125 	21 	22 	1510 	26 	12 	2022 

20 Land plaster or gypeum (Calcium tiul- 
phate), 300 lbs. per acre ... . 	

....  
	22 	43 	1971 	15 	10 	1170 	21 	291 	1837 

21 Mineral superphosphate No. 2, 500 	 
per acre   	 21 	44 	1913 	14 	18 	1080 	20 813 	1774 
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OAT PLOTS: 

The quantity of seed sown per acre on the oat plots was 2 bushels in 1889 and 
1890 ;  1  bushels in 1891, 1892 and 1893, and 2 bushels in 1894. The varieties used 
were as follows : In 1889, Early English ; 1890, 1891, 1892, 1893, Prize Cluster; and 
in 1894, Banner. The Banner was sown April 19th, came up April 29th, and was har-
vested July 28th, requiring from the date of sowing to maturity .a period of 100 days. 
While individual plots have varied somewhat, the yield of oats has been a little higher, 
on the whole, during 1894, than the average of the five years past. 

EXPERIMENTS with Fertilizers on plots of Oats, 1-1-Œth . acre. 

AVERAGE YLELD 	6TII SEASON, 1894. 	AVERAGE YIELD 
FOR 	 VA RIETY- 	 FOR 

	

. 	 FrvE YEARS. 	 BANNER. 	 SIX YEA.Es. 

	

Fertilizers applied each Year. 	Yield 	Yield 	Yield 	Yield 	Yield 	Yield 
' 	 of 	of 	of 	of 	of 	of C' Grain. 	Straw. 	Grain. 	Straw. 	Grain. 	Straw. P- 

c; 
Z 	 Per acre. Per acre Per acre. Per acre Per acre. Per acre 

Bush. lbs. 	Lbs. 	Bush. lbs. 	Lbs. 	Bush. 1bs. 	Lbs. 
1 Barn-yard manure, well rotted, 15 tons per 

acre   	33 	2 	2,795 	53 	18 	2,680 	35 	211 	2,776 
2 Barn-yard manure, fresh, 15 tons per acre 	36 	.. 	2,778 	56 	26 	4,170 	39 	151 	3,010 
3 Uninanured  	26 	23 	1,497 	24 	24 	. 1,560 	26 	111 	1,507 
4 Mineral 	phosphate, 	untreated, 	finely 

ground, 500 lbs. per acre 	26 	26 	1,880 	27 	2 	1,700 	26 	271 	1,850 
5 Mineral 	phosphate, 	untreated, 	finely 	 . ground ;500 lis., nitrate of soda,200 lbs. 

per acre 	39 	8 	2,629 	42 	22 	3,200 	39 	271 	2,724 
6 Barn-yard manure, partly rotted and ac-

tively fermenting, 	6 	tons 	per 	acre ; 
mineral phosphate, untreated, finely 
ground, 500 lbs. per acre, composted to-
gether, intimately mixed and allowed to 
heat for several days before using  33 18 2,565 39 24 2,720 34 19 2,591 

7 Mineral 	phosphate, 	untreated, 	finely 
ground, 500 lbs. ; 	nitrate of soda, 200 
lbs. ; wood ashes, unleached, 1,000 lbs. .  
per acre 	32 	31 	3,047 	47 	12 	4,300 	35 	En 	3,256 

8 Mineral phosphate, untreated, finely 
g-round, 500 lbs., wood ashes, urdeached, 
1,500 lbs. per acre  32 33 2,445 28 28 2,330 32 sti 2,426 

9 Mineral superphosphate,No.1, 5001bs p. acre 	27 	5 	2,115 	27 	22 	1,340 	27 	71 	1,986 
10 Mineral superphosphate, No. 1, 350 lbs. ; 

nitrate of soda, 200 lbs. per acre 	32 	26 	2,877 	54 	24 	2,750 	36 	141 	2,856 
11 Mineral superphosphate, No. 1, 350 lbs. ; 

nitrate of soda, 200 lbs. ; wood ashes, 
unlefiched, 1,500 lbs. per acre 	29 	30 	2,298 	33 	28 	3,440 	30 	181 	2,488 

12 TJnmanured   	23 	.. 	1,756 	18 	28 	1,280 	22 	101 	1,677 
13 Bone, finely ground, 500 lbs. per acre 	25 	32 	1,957 	30 	.. 	2,000 	26 	21 	1,964 
141 Bone, finely ground, 500 lbs. ; wood ashes, 

1 	unleached, 1,500 lbs. per acre 	26 	17 	1,819 	33 	28 	2,220 	27 	241 	1,887 
15 Nitrate of soda, 200 lbs. per acre 	34 	5 	2,304 	53 	8 	3,8;•.0 	37 	111 	2,567 
16 Muriate of potash, 150 lbs. per acre. 	30 	.. 	2,400 	27 	2 	1,450 	29 	192,242 
17 Sulphate of ammonia, 300 lbs. per acre  	32 	5 	3,237 	45 	.. 	3,230 	84 	91 	3,236 
18 Sulphate of iron, 60 lbs. per acre 	29 	30 	2,224 	27 	32 	1,790 	29 	19 	2,152 
19 Common salt (Sodium chloride) 3001bs. per 

acre   	27 	14 	2,146 	29 	4 	1,600 	27 	23k 	2,055 
20 Land plaster or gypsum (Calcium sulphate) 

300 lbs. per acre   	27 	26 	2,322 	27 	22 	1,690 	27 	251 	2,217 21 Mineral superphosphate, No. 2, 500 lbs 	 
per acre 	26 	1 	1,965 	26 	26 	1,650 	26 	61 	1,912 



CORN PLOTS. 
The experiments with the plots of Indian corn have been conducted Nçith the object 

of obtaining the largest weight of well matured green fodder for the silo and to have the 
corn so far advanced when cut that the ears shall be in the late milk or glazed condition. 
Each plot has been divided from the outset into two equal parts, on one of which-
known as No. 1-one of the stronger growing and somewhat later ripening sorts has 
been tried, and on thè other, marked No. 2, one of the earlier maturing varieties. Dur-
ing the first four years one of the dent varieties was tested under No. 1. The Mam-
moth Southern Sweet was tried in 1888, 1889 and 1890. In 1891 the Red Cob Ensilage 
was used and in 1892, 1893 and 1894, a free growing flint variety, the Rural Thorough-
bred White Flint, was tested. On the other half of the plot (No. 2) the Canada Yellow 
Flint was used in 1888, 1889 and 1890, the Thoroughbred White Flint in 1891, and 
Pearce's Prolific in 1892, 1893 and 1894. For the first four years the No. 1 series was 
planted in drills 3 feet apart, using about 24 pounds of seed to the acre and thinning the 
plants, when up to 6 or 8 inches apart, and the No. 2 in hills 3 feet apart each way and 
4 or 5 kernels in a hill. During the past thre,e years both sorts have been grown in 
hills. The corn in both series of plots was planted in 1894 on May 23, and cut Septem-
ber 18th. The yield of fodder on these plots during the past season has been con-
siderably below the average. 

EXPERIMENTS with Fertilizers, on plots of Indian Corn, "Ath acre each, cut 
green for Ensilage. 

I 

d 

â 6 8 
;•••• 3 bc 	1:-Z; 

te; 

43 0 

"4  e: 

1:5 o 	•cs 

re CD p 

Per acre Per acre. 

16 1,510112 903 

Tons. Lbs. 
14 741 

11 1,700 
3 960 

Tons lbs Tons. Lbs. Tons lbs 
7 1,480 15 1,56S 11 1,109 

5 1,690 18 1,446 10 1,939 
2 850 10 	161,328 

2 1,030 

4 1,550 

2 240 

4 1,810 

8 691 5 1,123 

12 550 8 1,079 

11 1,520 7 1,040 17 743 11 1,566 

11 	80 8 210 15 1,983 10 1,164 

8 700 

6 980 

9 51« 

13 480 

5 1,600 

4  l780 

6 1,410 

8 9 

12 1,381 

U  1,609 

14 1,460 

81,570 

 8 940 

10 1,307 

9 565 

9 133 

11 623 

13 22e 
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AVERAGE YIELD 
FOR 

SIX YEARS. 
7T1I SEASON, 1894. 

AVERAGE. YIELD 
FOR 

SEVEN YseRs. 

re es 	e' -c d 

	

1) 	- 

Fertilizers applied each year. 
cq 

f,e9. e 

Per acre 6 

-re; cue  
L'D 

Per acre. Per acre Per acre. 

1 Barn-yard manure, well rotted, 12 tone 
per acre 	  

	

2 Barn-yard manure, fresh, 12 tons per acre 	 
3 linmanured 	  
4 Mineral phosphate untreated,finely ground, 

500 lba. per acre in 1888-800 lbs. per 
acre each year since «  

5 Mineral phosphate, untreated, finely 
ground, 500 lbs. per acre in 1888-890 
lb& per acre, each year since ; nitrate of 
soda, 200 lbs. per acre  

6 Barn-yard manure, partly rotted and 
actively fermenting, 6 tons per acre ; 
mineral phosphate, untreated, finely 
ground, 500 lbs. per acre ; composted to-
g, ether, intimately mixed and allowed to 
heat for several days before using  

7 Mineral phosphate, untreated, finely 
ground, 500 lbs. ; nitrate of soda, 200 
lbs.; wood ashes, unleached, 1,000 lbs  
per acre 	  

8 Mineral phosphate, untreated, finely 
ground, 500 lbs. ; wood ashes, nnleached, 
1,500 lbs. per acre   

	

9 .Mineral superphosphate, No. 1, 500 lbs 	 
per  acre 	  

10 Mineral superphosphate No. 1, 350 lbs. ; 
nitrate of soda, 200 lb«.  per acre ... 

11 Mineral superphosphate No. 1, 350 lbe. ; 
nitrate of soda, 200 lbs. ; wood ashes, .un-
leached, 1,500 lb& per acre  

Tons. Lbs. 
16 	34 

19 1,737 
11 187 

9 1,398 

13 1,050 

18 613 12 987 

16 1,633 

13 828 

12 1,380 

15 1,285 , 

17 848 

Tons lbs 
12 380 

11 1,647 
7 741 

6 270 

9 290 

10 1,990 
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EgPFRIMENTS with Fertilizers, on plots of Indian Corn, l-lwth acre each, d;c.-Continued.

a
AVERAGE YIELD

FOR
six YBeRS.

Fertilizers applied each year.

c
c
Z

Unmanured . . . . .. . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Bone, finely ground, 500 His. per acre .. .
Bone, finely ground, 5001bs. ; wood ashee,

unleached, 1,500 lbs. per acre...........
Nitrate of soda, 2001bs. per acre . .. . ....
Sulphate of ammonia, 3001bs. per acre....
Mineral superphosphate No. 1, 600 lbs. ;

muriate of potash, 200 lbs. ; sulphate of
ammonia, 150 lbs. per acre ..............

Muriate of potash, 300 lbs. per acre. .....
Double sulphate of potash and magnesia,

3001bs. per acre in 1889 and '90 ;(muri-
ate of potash, 200 lbs., substituted each
year since ; ) dried blood, 3001bs. ; miner-
al superphosphate No. 1, 500 Ibs. per
acre........... ........ ..........

Wood ashes, unleacbed, 1,900 lbs. per
acre ... _..... ... .................

Bone, finely ground, 500 lbs. ; sulphate of
ammonia, 200 lbs. ; muriate of potash,
2001bs. per acre .......................

12
13
14

15
16
17

18
19

20

21

Per acre.

Tons. Lbs.
12 1,878
13 257

13 1,130
15 320
15 428

14 568
10 1,284

12 1,064

10 1,840

13 928

7TH SResON, 1894.

Per acre.

Tons 1bsiTons. Lbs.
10 1,240 6 1,740
9 1,553 6 1,770

9 1,053 9 430
11 635 9 590
U 300 10 1,240

9 1,552
6 1,016

9 740
5 760

8 1,332

7 608

6 1,130

6 760

8 1,7731 11 162

AVERAGE YIELD
FOR

SEVEN Y&ARa

Per acrel Per acre. IPer acre

Tons 1bslTons. Lbs.lTons lbs
4 1,120 12 1441 9 1,509
5 1,900 12 473 9 460

5 1, 080 12 1,887 I 8 1,914
6 1,690 14 644 10 1,357
7 350 14 1,115j10 1,164

6 1,280: 13 1,164
3 1,520j 9 1,781

4 830

5 80

11 1,359

10 1,686

7 1,080 13 247

9 656
6 231

7 856

6 1,961

8 1,388

PLOTS OF MANGELS AND TURNIPS. •
In conducting these experiments the roots only have been taken from the land, the

tops have always been cut off and left on the ground to be ploughed under so that the
plant food they have taken from the soil may be returned to it. One half of each one-
tenth acre plot in the series has been devoted to the growth of mangels, and the other
half to turnips. The preparation of the land has been the same for both these roots. It
bas been ploughed in the autumn after the crop is gathered, disc-harrowed once in the
spring, harrowed with smoothing harrow once, then ridged and sown.

In 1889, the variety of mangel used was the Mammoth Long Red. In 1890, three
varieties were sown : 15 rows of Mammoth Long Red, 6 of Mammoth Long Yellow, and
6 of Golden Intermediate on each plot. In 1891, each plot again had three varieties :
18 rows of Mammoth Long Red, 3 of Yellow Fleshed Tankard, and 6 of Golden Tankard.
In 1892, 1893 and 1894, one variety only has been used, namely, the Mammoth Long
Red. From 4 to 6 lbs. of seed have been sown per acre, each year, in rows 2j feet
apart. In 1894, the mangels were sown May 9, came up May 19, and were pulled
October 11.

Two varieties of turnips were sown on the half plots devoted to these roots in 1889 :
25 rows of Carter's Prize Winner, and 2 rows of Carter's Queen of Swedes ; and in 1890,
a single variety : Carter's Elephant Swede. In 1891, six varieties were sown : 6 rows
of Lord Derby Swede, 4 of New Giant King, 3 of Imperial Swede, 6 of Champion
Swede, 4 of Purple Top Swede, and 4 of East Lothian Swede. In 1892, the Improved
Purple Top Swede was sown, and in 1893 and 1894, the Prize Purple Top Swede. The
land used for the turnips, which are usually sown later than the mangels, is allowed to
stand after disc-harrowing, then cultivated once and ridged immediately before sowing.
In 1894, the turnips were sown June 12, came up June 16, and were pulled October 15.
The plots of both mangels and turnips have yielded, during the past season, a little
better than the average of previous years.
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EXPERIMENTS with Fertilizers on Roots ; Plots of Mangels and Turnips acre each. 

6111 SEASON, 1894. 

	

AVERAGE YIELD 	VAEnrriaa. 	AVERAGE YIELD 

	

FOR 	 FOR 
FrrE YzsEs. 	East Half West Half 	Six  YEARS. 

• 	
Plot. 	Plot. 

	

. 	Turnips'  Fertilizers applied each Year. 	 Mangeas, -p • 	-,,,,,,.. 
MangeIs, 	Turnips, Mammoth" Ire 	MangeIs, 	Turn:ps, 

- 4 	. 	 Weight 	Weight 	Loneed; 	' Ìvee'rce 	Weight 	Weight 
c..,. of Roots. 	of Roots. 	

of 
Rooeigh....t 	Weight Of of Roefs' 	of Roets* F..."' "' 	Roots. 

6 	 Per Acre. Per Acre. Per Acre. Per Acre. Per Acre. Per Acre. Z 
	_ 

1 Barn-yard manure, well rotted, 20 Tons 	lbs. Tons. lbs. Tons. lbs. Tons. lbs. Tons. lbs. Tons. lbs. ' 
tons per acre 	 21 	808 	11 	24 	22 1,500 	14 	420 	21 1,2:57 	11 1,090 

2 Barn-yard manure,fresh,20 tons p.  se.  20 1,508 	12 1,068 	20 1,410 	14 	100 	20 1,492 	12 1,573 
3 Unmanured 	9 1,682 	7 	209 	10 1,320 	6 1,510 	9 1,955 	7 	92 
4 Mineral phosphate, untreated, finely 

eround, 1,000 lbs. per acre 	8 1,878 	7 1,160 	10 	320 	6 1,870 	9 	285 	7 	945 
5 M_meral phosphate, untreated, finely 

ground, 1,000 lbs. ; nitrate of soda, 
250 lbs. ; wood ashes, unleached, 
1,000 lbs. per acre. 	13 	498 	7 	218 	14 1,420 	12 	920 	13 	985 	8 	2 

6 Barn-yard manure, partly rotted and 
actively fermenting, 12 tons per 
acre ; mineral phosphate, untreat- 	 , 
ed, finely 'ground, 1,000 lbs. com- 
posted together, intimately mixed 
and allowed to heat for several 
days before using 	17 	50.4 	10 1,216 	20 	360 	17 	350 	17 1,480 	11 1,405 

7 Mineral phosphate, untreated, finely 
ground, 1,000 lbs. ; sulphate of pot- 
ash, 200 lbs. in 1889 and 1890, (sub- 
stituted by muriate of potash, 250 
lbs. in 1891 and subsequent years ;) 
nitrate of soda, 200 lbs. per acre  	10 	987 	7 1,617 	8 1,350 	13 1,940 	10 ' 381 	8 1,671 

8 Mineral superphosphate, Inlo. 1, 500 
lbs. ; sulphate of potash, 200 lbs. 
in 1889 and 1890, (substituted by 
mnriate of potash, 250 lbs. in 1891 
and subsequent years ;) nitrate of 
soda, 200 lbs per acre 	14 	450 	10 1,290 	18 1,950 	14 1,660 	15 	33 	11 	685 

9 Mineral superphosphate, Na 1, 500 
lbs. per acre 	9 1,648 	7 1,950 	11 	470 	9 1,020 	10 	118 	8 	462 

/Nitrate of soda, 300 lbs. per acre 	13 1,945 	7 1,742 	16 1,260 	10 1,790 	14 	831 	8 	750 
1 !Sulphate of ammonia, 3001bs. per ac 	9 1,200 	8 1,500 	16 	860 	12 1,710 	10 1,477 	9 	868 
1 Unmanured .... . . .. . - .... - 	7 	864 	7 	462 	10 	90 	6 1,880 	7 1,752 	7 	365 

. 3 Bone, finely ground, 500 ... ; wood 
ashes, unleached, 1,0001bs. per acre 10 	388 	7 	702 	12 	190 	7 1,270 	10 1,022 	7 	797 

1 Wood ashes,unleached,2,000 lbs.p.ac. 	11 1,824 	7 1,342 	12 	240 	6 	920 	11 1,893 	7 1,272 
5 Common salt (Sodium chloride) 400 

lbs. per acre  	11 	836 	7 1,750 	8 1,870 	8 	100 	11 	8 	7 1,808 
1, Mineral superphosphate

' 
 No. 1, 500 

lbs. ; nitrate of soda, 200 lbs. per a,c. 	13 1,977 	9 1,540 	17 	480 	12 1,150 	14 1,061 	10 	475 
' Mineral superphosphate, No. 1, 500 	 . 

lbs. ; wood ashes, unleached, 1,500 
lb& per acre. 	12 	910 	8 1,335 	15 1,140 	11 1,040 	12 1,948 	9 	286 

I Mineral superphosphate, No. 1, 500 
lbs. ; muriate of potash,200 lbs.p.ac. 	13 	162 	9 1,997 	12 	580 	11 	360 	12 1,898 	10 	391 

Double sulphate of potash and mag- 
nesia, 300 lbs. per acre in 1889 and 
1890 ; (muriate of potash, 200 lbs., 
subetituted each year since ;) dried 
blood, 250 lbs. ; mineral superphos- 
phate, No. 1, 500 lbs. per acre. _ . 14 	870 	9 	857 	13 	520 	12 	640 	14 	478 	9 1,821 

Wood ashes, unleached, 1,500 lbs. ; 
common  sait  (Sodium chloaide) 300 
lbs. per acre 	15 	117 	9 1,115 	14 1,230 	11 1,960 	14 1,969 	9 1,922 

Mineral  superphosphate,  No. 2, 500 
lbs. per acre 	16 	910 	9 1,397 	14 	460 	11 1,440 	16 	169 	10 	71 
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CARROT PLOTS. • 
Carrots have been sown on alternate halves of the oat plots for the past four years, 

for the purpose of cleaning the land from weeds. This work was begun in 1891, and 
the plots have been sown each year with the variety known as the Improved Short 
White. In 1894, carrots occupied the west half of the plots. The seed was sown April 
24, came up May 7, and the roots were pulled October 18. The crop, this year, is con-
siderably below the average of the three preceding years. 

ExPERImExms with Fertilizers on half plots (one-twentieth acre) of Carrots (Improved 
Short White), after Oats. 

4th Season 

	

Average 	T 	.„,i 	Average 

	

Yield for 	'm Pr°v 	Yield for Short"  

	

three years. 	White. 	four years. 

Fertilizers applied each Year. 

	

Weight of 	Weight of 	Weight of 

	

roots 	roots 	roots 

	

per acre, 	per acre, 	per acre. 

	

Tons. Lbs. 	Tons. Lbs. 	Tone. Lbe. 

1 Barn-yard manure, well rotted, 15 tons per acre 	22 1,207 	15 	460 	20 1,520-1 
2 Barn-yard manure, frezh, 15 tons per acre. 	24 	17 	21 	650 	23 	6751 
3 Unmanured 	17 	440 	13 1,040 	16 	590 
4 111ineral phosphate, untreated, finely ground, 500 lbs. per acre 	17 	190 	12 1,840 	16 	102à 
5 Mineral phosphate, untreated, fmely ground, 500 lbs. ; nitrate 

of soda, 200 lbs. per acre 	19 1,423 	17 	810 	19 	2692 
6 Barn-yard manure, partly rotted and actively fermenting, 6 

tons per acre ; mineral phosphate, untreated,finely ground, 
500 lbs. per acre, composted t,ogether, intimately mixed, 
and allowed to heat for several days afore using .... . 22 1,907 16 1,980 21 925-1 

7 Mineral phosphate, untreate•d, finely ground, 500 lbs. ; nitrate 
of soda, 200 lbs. ; wood ashes, unleached, 1,000 lbs., per 
acre  16 1,757 16 700 16 1,4922 

8 Mineral phosphate, untreated, finely ground, 500 lbs. ; wood 
ashes, unleached, 1,500 lbs. per acre. 	.. 	.... 	........ 	13 	640 	14 	460 	13 1,095 

9 Mineral superphosphate, No. 1, 500 lbs. per acre 	12 	877 	9 	770 	11 	850i 
10 Mineral superphosphate, No. 1, 350 lbs. ; nitrate of soda, 200 

lbs. per acre 	14 	543 	14 	100 	14 	4321 
11 Mineral superphosphate, No. 1, 350 lbs. • nitrate of soda, 200 

lbs. ; wood aebes, unleaohed, 1,500 11 -is. per acre. 	20 	477 	14 1,980 	18 1,8522 
12 Unroanured 	17 1,357 	9 1,810 	15 1,470-1 
13 Bone, finely ground, 500 lbs. per acre 	18 	440 	9 	100 	15 1,855 
14 Bone, fmely ground, 500 lbs. ; wood ashes, unleached, 1, 

lbs. per acre 	21 1,370 	15 1,870 	20 	495 
15 Nitrate of soda, 200 lbs. per acre.  	20 	397 	14 1,940 	18 1,7 
16 Muriate of potash, 150 lbs. per acre 	19 1,823 	18 	190 	19 	91 
17 Sulphate of ammonia, 300 lba per acre. 	14 1,783 	13 	340 	14 	922 
18 Sulphate of iron, 60 lbs. per acre 	15 1,884 	14 	180 	15 	958 
19 Common salt (Sodium chloride), 300 lbs. per acre 	17 	70 	18 1,160 	17 	842i 
20 Land plaster or gypsum (Calcium sulphate) 300 lbs. per acre 	17 1,700 	17 1,820 	17 1,730 
21 Mineral superphosphate, No. 2, 500 lbs. per acre. 	15 	340 	13 1,210 	14 1,557i 

POTATO PLOTS. 

The alternate halves of the wheat and barley plots which were occupied by 
carrots and sugar beets in 1891, 1892 and 1893, as explained in the annual report for 1893, 
were planted with potatoes in 1894. These were planted in rows  2  feet apart with 
the sets one foot apart in the rows. 

Those after wheat were planted May 7th came up May 21st and were dug Sep-
tember 20th. On each of these plots there were 20 rows of Lee's Favourite and 7 rows 

Sc-3 
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of Wonder of the World. The accompanying table gives the yield of each variety for
each plot and the total yield both in tons and bushels per acre.

Those after barley were planted May 8th came up May 21st and were dug Sep-
tember 22nd. On each of these plots there were 12 rows of Thorburn, 12 rows of Beauty
of Hebron, and 3 rows of Early Rose. In the table the yield of each variety for each
plot is given, also the total yield both in tons and bushels per acre.

The average yield of the different varieties per row putting the plots all together is
as follows, the conditions as far as they can be determined being about equal:-

Beauty of Hebron .................................................. 4061 lbs.
Wonder of the `Z'orld ................. ..... ............. ........

357 doThorburn ............ ............................................
Lee's Favourite ...... .......................................... .. 3321 do
Early Rose ....................................................... 2351 do

EgPEx1MENTS with Fertilizers on half plots (,15- acre) of Potatoes after Wheat.

WEST HALF OF PLOTS.

ô Fertilizers applied each Year. Yield Yield
44 of 20 rows of 7 rows Total Yield Total Yield
ô Lee's Wonder per Acre. per Acre.
d Favourite. of the World

Lbs. Lbs. Ton,. Ll;s. Bush. Lbs.

1 Barn-yard manure (mixed horse and cow manure) (
well rotted, 12 tons per acre in 1888; 1;}tons
per acre each year since...................... 574 2°.:0} 7 1 890 264 50

2 Barn-yard manure (mixed horse and cow manure)
er15 tons1888i p;nfresh, 12 tons per acre

^00 203 7 60 234 'T..f
3

.. . ......... .acre each year smce. - . . . . . . .
Unmanured ... ................ ............. 2991 124 4 470 141 10

4 Mineral phosphate, untreated, finely ground, 500
3i8} 123 4 L7) 142 50

5
lbs. per acre ...... .... ..

.liineral phosphate, untreated, finely ground, 5(h.
Ibs. ; nitrate of soda, 2001bs. per acre ... 317 133 4 1,4 N) 150

6 Barn-yard manure, partly rotted and actively
fermenting, 6 tons per acre ; mineral phos-
phate, untreated, finely ground, W0 lbs. per
acre, composted together,intimatkly mixed,and
allowed to heat for several days before using.. 495 1591 6 1,090 218 10

7 Mineral phosphate, untreated, finely ground. 500
lbs. ; nitrate, of soda, 200 lbs. ; wood ashes,

324 192 5 X-0 172unleached, 1,0001bs. per acre..
8 :liineral phosphate, untreated, finely ground, 500

lbs. ; wood ashes, unleached, 1,500 lbs. per
......... 30 -4 161 4 1,35i 1ix5 50

9
acre . .................. .........

3iineral superphosphate, No. 1, 500 lbs. per acre. 387 14912 5 7:i0 178 50
10 NIineral superphosphate, No. 1, 3501bs. ; nitrate

381A 113 5 490 174 50

11
of soda, 200 lbs. per acre........ ....... ..

Miner al superphosphate, No. 1, 3501bs. • nitrate
of soda, 200 lbs. ; wood ashes, unleached, 1,500

375 151 5 520 175 20

12
lbs. per acre ..... .... .. .. ........... .

Unmanured ..... .. ............... ....... .. 229 78J 3 150 102 30

13 Bone finely ground, 500 Ibs. per acre........... 207A 120 3 550 109 10

14 Bone finely ground, 500 lbs. ; wood ashes, u ^
208 5 810 180 40

15
1,500 lbs. per acre ...................

Nitrate of soda, 2001bs. per acre .. ... ... .. ... 386 136 5 440 174

16 Muriate of potash, 1501bs. per acre ........... .
'1b

292
183

147
ll3-^

4 780
9302 1

146 20
98 50

17 s. per acre.........Sulphate of ammonia, 300
181 88

,
3802 1 89 40

18
19

Sulphate of iron, 601bs. per acre . ..... .........
Common salt (Sodium chloride) 3001bs. per acre. 144 49J

,
1 1,850 64 10

24) Land plaster or gypsum (Calcium sulphate) 300
1 1 0 85lbs. per acre 192 63 , 02 .

21 Unmanured in 1889, mineral superphosphate, No.
2, 5001be. per acre each year snce.. .......... 233 82 3 300 105

im

41
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EXPERIMENTS with Fertilizers on Half-Plots, -21-5  acre of Potatoes after Barley. 

FAST  HALF OF PLOTS. 

"g 	Fertilizers applied each Year. 	Yield of Yi
2
eld of Yield of 

PT4 	 1 rows 12 rows 	3 rows 	Total yield Total yield Beauty 
0 	 Thor- 	— 	Farlv 	per acre, 	per acre. He- 	• burn ' 	

of 
bron. 	Rose. 

Lbs. 	Lbs. 	Lbs. 	Tons. 	Lbs. Bush. Lbs. 

1 Barn-yard manure well rotted, 15 tons per acre. 	342 	325 	75 	7 	840 	247 	20 
2 Barn-yard manure, fresh, 15 tons per acre 	375 	352 	70 	7 	1,940 	265 	40 
3 Unmanured 	 160 	190f 	21 	3 1,430 	123 	50 
4 Mineral phosphate, untre,ated, finely ground, 

500 lbs. per acre 	155 	197 	324_, 	3 	1,690 	128 	10 
5 Mineral phosphate, untreated, finely ground, 

500 lbs. ; nitrate of soda, 200 lbs. per acre 	125 	169f 	19f 	3 	280 	104 	40 
6 Barn-yard manure partly rott,ed, and actively 

fermenting, 6 tons per acre; mineral phos- 
phate, untreated, finely ground, 500 lbs. per 
acre, composted together, intimately mixed 
and allowed to heat for several days before 
using 	232 	260f 	48 	5 	810 	180 	10 

7 Mineral phosphate, untreated, finely ground, 	 . 
500 lbs.; nitrate of soda, 200 lbs.; wood 
ashes, unleached, 1,000 lbs. per acre 	 .... 	175 	261f 	33 	4 	1,390 	156 	30 

8 Mineral phosphate, untreated, finely ground, 
500 lhs.; wood ashes unleached, 1,500 lbs 	 
per acre 	• 225 	239 	23f 	4 	1,750 	162 	30 

9 Mineral superphosphate No. 1, 500 lbs. per acre 	250f 	290 	51 	5 	1,830 	197 	10 
10 Mineral superphosphate No. 1, 350 lbs.; nitrate 

of soda, 200 lbs. per acre- 
	

227 	251 	40f 	5 	370 	172 	50 
11 Mineral superphosphate No. 1, 350 lbs. ; nitrate 

of soda, 200 lbs. ; wood ashes, unleached, 
1,500 lbs. per acre   	313 	337 	48 	6 	1,960 	232 	40 

12 Unmanured 	178 	161 	164 	3 	1,110 	118 	30 
13 Bone, finely ground, 500 lbs. per acre .. — .  	137 	137 	19i 	2 	1,870 	97 	50 
14 Bone, finely ground, 500 lbs.; wood ashes, un- 

leach&l, 1,500 lbs. per acre. 	230 	240f 	45f 	5 	320 	172 
15 Nitrate of soda, 200 lbs. per acre 	139 	176 	29 	3 	880 	114 	40 
16 Muriate of potash, 150 lbs. per acre 	152 	247 	26 	4 	500 	141 	40 
17 Sulphate of ammonia, 300 lbs. per acre 	134f 	129 	16 	2 	1,590 	93 	10 
18 Sulphate of iron, 60 lbs. per acre 	134 	149 	10 	2 	1,860 	97 	40 
19 Common salt (Sodium chleide) 300 lbs . per acre 	l62f 	275f 	30 	4 	1,360 	156 
20 Land plaster or gypsum (Calcium sulphate), 300 

lbs. per acre 	 232 	250 	31f 	5 	270 	171 	10 
21 Mineral superphosphate No. 2, 500 lbs, per acre 	206 	238f 	21 	4 	1,310 	155 	10 

8c-8i 



In favour 
of well rotted 

hlanure, 
15 tuns per se. 

Thi favour of 
Fresh Manure, 
15 tons per an. 

Corn (Plots 1) 	do 
do (Plots 2) 	do 

Mangels 	do 
Turnips 	 do 
Carrots after oats do 

do 	wheat do 
do 	barley do 

Sugar beets after barley, 
Potatoes after wheat 

do 	barley 

	

7 do 	  

	

7 do 	  

	

6 do 	  

	

6 do 	  

	

4 do 	  

	

3 do 	  

	

2 do 	  
average yield per acre for 1 year. 	 

	

do 	• 1 do 	  

	

do 	1 do 	. . 	..... 

Bush. Lbs._ 

• • • 1 
3 	28 

Tons. Lbs. 

2 	1,878 

1 	483 
2 	1,155 
1 	810 

1,100 

Wheat, average yield per acre for 7 years 	  
Barley 	 do 	 6 do 	  
Oats 	 do 	 6 do 	  

Bush. Lbs. 

Tons. Lbs. 

1,170 
1,765 

1,205 
1 	270 

1,830 
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COMPARISON OP RESULTS }'ROM THE USE OP EQUAL QUANTITIES OP BARN-TARD MANURE, 
FRESH AND WELL ROTTED. 

On examination these tables of results all show that the best returns are obtained 
in growing all of the crops referred to from the use of barn-yard manure, and that in a 
large proportion of cases the yields are in favour of the fresh manure as compared with 
that well rotted when used in equal weights. The following table summarizes the rela-
tive advantage in yield on both sides during the whole course of these experiments :— 

These results seem to show that fresh barn-yard manure gives on the average 
greater fertility to the soil than an equal weight of manure well rotted. This subject 
is a most important one in the economy of manures, since during the process of thorough 
rotting, barn-yard manure loses about 40 per cent of its weight, to which must be added 
the cost of twice handling and that of turning once or twice during the process of fer-
mentation. As stated in the report for 1893, the reason why the fresh manure is equal 
to the rotted, weight for weight, probably lies in the fact that the liquid portions of the 
manure, the richest in nitrogen have much of this most valuable constituent volatilized 
and lost during the process of rotting. 

SAMPLE HEDGES ON THE CENTRAL EXPERIMENTAL FARM. 

In the annnal report of the Experimental Farms for 1889 a brief reference was 
macle to ten varieties of trees and shrubs, the suitability of which for hedge purposes 
wa.s being tested. The many inquiries which have since been made regarding shrubs 
and trees suitable for hedges from all parts of the Dominion, has led to an extension 
of this work not only at the central farm but also at the brane.h farms. These latter 
will be reported on here,after. The trial hedges at the central farm now number forty-
six in all, ten of which were planted in 1889, fourteen in 1890, nine in 1891, and 
thirteen in 1894. In planting these hedges the young shrubs or trees have all been 
put in in single rows and at a uniform distance of fifteen inche,s apart. These hedges 
have been planted in sections of fifty feet in length and ten feet apart arranged in a 
tier covering nearly 500 feet. The object lesson given by this comparative test has in-
terested a large number of the visitors to the farm, and many hedges have been planted 
on private grounds as a result of the information gained here. These hedges are usual-
ly pruned twice a year, the first time in June and the second sometime in August, de-
pending on the se,ason and the growth the hedges have made. None of them have yet 
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developed sufficient strength to serve the purpose of inclosure of land against cattle
without fencing, but many of them are very ornamental and would serve an admirable
purpose as dividing lines between neighbours in towns and cities where strong fences
are not required or for separating a lawn from the fruit or kitchen garden.

HINTS ON HEDGE PLANTING.

In planting hedges the young shrubs or trees of deciduous species should not be
more than one and a half to two feet high, and at the time of planting should be cut
back to six or eight inches above ground to encourage a thick growth at the bottom, a
single row fifteen inches apart is all that is necessary in any case. When planting ever-
green hedges, young bushy trees from twelve to eighteen inches high should be chosen,
and these will need but little trimming when planted, just sufficient to make the plants
even in height and width, If evergreens are cut severely back so as to deprive them of
much of their foliage they are unable readily to replace such loss and are liable to suffer
permanent injury from such treatment. When planting a hedge it should have a space
of at least two feet on either side of it clear of grass, and this land should be kept free
from weeds and hoed occasionally during the summer; as the hedge grows, this space
will need widening. The after trimming will necessarily vary in degree depending on
the annual growth made, and the taste of the grower. Many of the species to be referred
to can be easilypropagated from cuttings. Such cuttings should be made late in the autumn
unless otherwise directed, after the leaves have fallen ; they should be from six to eight in-
ches long ; the lower end should be cut off smoothly just below the bud, the upper end jusi
above the bud. When the cuttings are planted they should be put out in rows from
one to two feet apart and about six inches apart in the .rows and buried so that the
upper bud shall be just above the ground. They may be planted in beds as soon as
they are cut or they may be tied in small bundles and buried in the garden a foot or so
below the surface and the earth mounded up over them, or buried in moist sand in a
cellar and planted very early in the spring. During the winter there forms on the
ends of the cuttings a granular growth called a "callous," from which young roots
start in the spring. Well established plants suitable for hedge planting may usually be
grown in a single season from such cuttings if they are well cared for and in most
cases no special skill is required to secure successful results. The method of propa-
gation of each species will be given with other particulars under their special headings
in the following list.

LIST OF TREES AND SHRIIBS TESTED FOR HEDGES.

1. Siberian Pea Tree. Caragana arborescens.-This hedge was planted in 1889.
Its present height is 4 feet 6 inches, width near base 3 feet, it has made good growth
and forms a compact and very pretty hedge. The foliage is neat, and early in the
summer it is covered with small bright yellow pea-shaped flowers. It is a native of
Siberia, is very hardy and has succeeded well on all the experimental farms, including
the farms at Brandon, Man., and Indian Head, N.W.T., and promises to be one of the
most useful bushes in cultivation for general hedge purposes. The Siberian pea tree is
easily grown from seed, which may be sown when fully ripe in the autumn or early in
the spring.

2. American or White Elm. Ulmus Americana.-Planted in 1889, present height
5 feet 4 inches, width near base 3 feet 6 inches. Beginning with young trees about two
feet high and cut back, followed by regular training, this makes a compact, hardy and
useful hedge. On account of its tendency to make strong growth, it requires more
attention than some others. Raised from seed. Young seedlings of this tree of suitable
size, may be found in many localities in the woods.

3. Russian Mulberry. ITorus Tatarica.-Planted in 1889, present height 5 feet 6
inches, width near base 5 feet. This hedge is very handsome and compact and has
grown more both in height and width than most of the others. It is easily kept in
order, but is not entirely hardy, the tips of the branches are winter-killed more or less
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every year, but not enough to disfigure the hedge. This may be grown either from 
seed or cuttings. 

4. Norway Spruce. Picea excelsa.—This hedge was planted in 1889, with young trees 
from 15 t,o 18 inche,s high, it now averages 4 feet 6 inches in height, with a width ne,ar 
its base equal to its height. It is very compact and handsome, forming a solid mass of 
green all through the year. This tree is grown from seed, but is of slow growth, young 
trees requiring 3 to 4 years to attain a height of 15 to 18 inches. Suitable young trees 
of this species can usually be obtained from nurserymen at reasonable prices. 

5. Honey Locust. Gleditschia triacanthes.—Planted in 1889, height 4 feet 3 
inches, width near base 4 feet. This tree has a beautiful fern-like foliage, but it is t,00 
tender for hedges for the Ottawa district. Trees planted singly are occasionally found 
t,o be quite hardy, but in hedges they kill out more or less

' 
 making the hedge irregular 

and unsightly. This tree is also a very strong grower  and hence requires more frequent 
clipping t,o keep it in shape than most others, which makes it less desirable for this 
purpose. It is quite hardy in Western Ontario, where it is being used in some localities 
to a considerable extent for farm hedges. Its rapid growth makes it very unsuitable 
for this purpose, as the cost of labour required to keep a hedge of honey locust in good 
shape would be much more than the price of ordinary fencing, and if neglected each 
specimen struggles to become a tree, the more vigorous rapidly outgrow and smother the 
weaker ones, and the plantation soon becomes unsightly. 

6. White Spruce. Pice,a alba.—This native evergreen make,s one of the naost desir-
able of all evergreenledges. Planted in 1889, present height 3 feet 3 inches, width near 

t base 3 feet 3 inches. This hedge is very compact and handsome, is not quite so rapid in 
growth as the Norway spruce, but is more dense in its compactness and makes a wall of 
constant greenness, and require,s less clipping to keep it in order. In form it is beauti-
fully regular. In many localities young trees may be found in abundance in the woods. 
If these are used, they should not be more than 12 to 18 'inches high when transplanted, 
and would be better if put into nursery rows in garden soil for a year, removing at the 
end of that time into hedge row those specimens which have become established, and 
are fairly even in height and bushiness. The young tree,s may also be raised from seed, 
but like the Norway spruce, they make slow growth ; they may be bought ready for 
planting from the nurseryman. 

7. Common Barberry.—Berberis roulgaris. Planted in 1889, present height 4 feet 
3 inches, width near base 4 feet. The common barberry makes a thrifty hedge, of a 
compact and regular form, and from its habit of sending up new shoots every year from 
the base it becomes after a time so thick as to be almost impenetrable, the foliage is 
dark green, the leaves small, nearly round and finely serrat,ed. The flowers are 
small, greenish yellow and in long clusters, and later in the season the bright scarlet 
berries add to the attractiveness of this hedge. The barberry is easily grown from 
seed. 

8. Hemlock Spruce.—Tsuga Canadensis. Planted in 1889, height 2 feet 6 
inches, width near base 2 feet. This beautiful native evergreen succeeds best in 
positions somewhat sheltered and rarely does well for any considerable time in a hedge. 
It does not grow thriftily and branches occasionally die, giving the hedge an irregu-
lar appearance. On this account it cannot be recommended for hedge purposes in the 
Ottawa district. 

9. Purple Barberry. Berberis rulgaris purpurea.—Planted in 1889, height 4 feet, 
width near base 3 feet, 6 inches. This is a purple-leaved variety of the common bar-
berry referred to under No. 7. The purple-leaved variety is scarcely so strong a grower 
as the common green form, but it seems to be equally hardy and it makes in every way 
as good a hedge, and has the advantage of a rich purple hue which forms a pleasing 
contrast with other tree,s and shrubs. As this bush does not always come true to 
colour when grown from seed, it may be multiplied by suckers or layers, or it may be 
grown from well ripened cuttings. 

10. Prickly Ash. Zanthoxylum iimericanum.—Planted in 1889, height 3 feet 6 
inches, width near base 3 feet. The prickly ash makes a fairly compact and prickly 
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hedge with a neat and pretty foliage, but its tendency to sucker is an objection to its 
use for hedge purposes. 

11. Japan Rose. Rosa Rugosa. — Planted in 1890, height 3 feet 6 inches, width 
near base 4 feet. This bush makes a fairly compact hedge and grows rapidly, the 
foliage is larger than that of most roses, and the leaves are thick and glossy, and are 
seldom injured by insects. When in bloom its large deep rose coloured flowers are 
handsome and fragrant. The flowers are succeeded by clusters of very large bright red 
fruit attractive throughout the winter. The tendency of • this shrub is towards a 
spreading growth, and a hedge of it needs more frequent clipping than some others. 
Its tendency to sucker is also against it. It may be propagated by seed and by suckers. 

12. Golden-leaved Spirœa. Spirosa opulifolia aurea.—Planted in 1890, height 5 
feet, width near base 5 feet. This is one of the handsomest hedges in the group, 
thrifty and compact in form, a rapid grower and is perfectly hardy. When the foliage 
expands in the spring it is of a brilliant golden hue and it retains more or less of this 
colour until near the end of the season. This hedge contrasts finely with adjacent 
hedges with green and purple foliage, and is a striking object on account of its unusual 
colour during the greater part of summer. 

13. Red-leaved Rose. Rosa rubrifolia.—Planted in 1890, height 4 feet, width 
near base, 3 feet 6 inches. This makes a pretty hedge, its small, neat foliage retaining 
a decided purplish red colour until the autumn. It is almost free from thorns and 
bears clusters of single pinkish, rose coloured flowers, followed by bunches of large 
scarlet fruit which remain on the bushes all winter. It does not, however, form a 
compact hedge, but is thin towards the base, and hence is not so desirable as some 
others. This is easily grown from seeds and most of the seedlings come true to colour. 

14. Arbor Vitae. Thuya occidentalis.—Planted in 1890, height 3 feet, width 
near base 3 feet. This valuable native tree makes a first class evergreen hedge, one of 
the best. It is compact, neat, of a rich green throughout the summer, assuming a 
duller shade during the winter months. It is very hardy, and does not require much 
care or trimming, although it bears cutting well. In addition to the hedge of 50 feet 
there is more than a mile of this hedge on the Central Experimental Farm, forming a 
boundary line on each side of one of the main roads passing through the farm. .Arbor 
vitae hedges have also been planted in several other places as a margin for inclosures 
adjacent to the buildings. These hedges are all good specimens, they have made 
regular and even growth, and are much admired by visitors. In many parts of Canada 
young trees of this species can be obtained from the woods, they should be trans-
planted when not more than 12 to 18 inches high into nursery rows and grown for a 
season, when the most thrifty plants should be selected fe form the hedge, and when 
planted they should be trimmed so as t,o be even in height. Young and well rooted 
plants can also be obtained from the nurseries. 

15. Baker's Rose. Rosa Bakeriana, planted in 1890, height, 2 feet 3 inches width 
near base 2 feet. This is a European wild rose which is tender in this climate, it kills 
back badly every year and is of no value here for any purpose. 

16. Lilac. Seedlings of Syrirtga vulgaris alba.—Planted in 1890, height 4 feet 3 
inches, width near base 3 feet 6 inches. The shrubs which form this hedge were 
raised from seed of the White Lilac, procured in Germany. They were from 12 to 18 
inches high when planted, have grown well and have made a compact and shapely 
hedge, no flowers have yet been produced. The foliage is large, glossy and handsome, 
and the hedge is very attractive. 

17. Sweet Briar. Rosa rubiginosa.—Planted in 1890, average height 3 feet 6 in-
ches, width near base 3 feet, but very irregular. This bush has a straggling habit in 
growth, it also lacks hardiness and is of no value for hedge purpose,s in Ottawa. 

18. Thunberg's Barberry. Berberis Thunbergii.—Planted in 1890, height 2 feet 4 
inches, width at base 3 feet. This ia a recently introduced species from Japan brought 
over in 1883. It makes one of the prettiest hedges in cultivation where a low growing 
hedge is desired. It is neat, very compact and regular in growth, is very hardy and 
retains its foliage during summer nearly to the ground. It bears clusters of flowers in 
the spring of a greenish straw colour tinged with red, which are followed by brilliant 
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scarlet berries. In the autumn the leaves turn to a fiery red and the bush then becCrnes 
one of the most striking objects to be found. After the leaves fall the scarlet berries 
hang as ornaments on the bare branches during the winter. This valuable bush is 
easily grown from seed. 

19. White Pine. Pinta Strobus.—Planted in 1890, height 3 feet 3 inches, width 
near base 3 feet. This tree makes a handsome and useful evergreen hedge  as  it is 
hardy and maintains most of its lively green colour throughout the winter when many 
other evergreens look dull. The young trees grew irregularly for a year or two, but are 
now making a symmetrical and compact hedge, which does not require much clippine 
and appears to bear cutting well. Young white pine trees may be found in the woods 
in many parts of Canada when they may be transplanted and cared for as directed 
under arbor  vit te (No. 14), or they may be pUrchased from the nurseries. 

20. Snowberry. Symphoricarpus racemosus.—Planted in 1890, height 3 ft. 3 in., 
width 3 ft. 3 in. This makes a rather weak growing and straggling hedge, the wood of 
which usually kills back at the tips here in winter ; it also has a habit of suckering 
which is objectionable. Is not desirable in the east where much better hedges can be 
grown, but on the experimental farm for the North-west Territories at Indian Head, 
where this shrub and an allied species S. occidentalia grows wild, it has been found to 
make a useful hedge for garden purposes. 

21. Pliant Viburnum. Viburnum lantan.—Planted in 1890, height 3 ft. 3 in., 
width nea.r base 3 ft. This bush has large, handsome and deeply veined foliage, bears 
clusters of white flowers in the spring followed by bright red berries which become dark 
purple later in the season. It grows wild in Great Britain and has proven very hardy 
in this country. It makes a compact and desirable hedge. This bush is easily raised 
from seed, which should be sown in the autumn soon after it  ripons,  when it will 
usually germinate the following season. If the seeds are kept over and sown in the 
spring, germination is often delayed until the following year. 

22. Chinese Lilac. Syringa chinefflis (rothamagensia).—Planted in 1890, height 
2 ft. 9 in., width near base 2 ft. 9 in. This lilac makes a fair hedge but is too loose and 
open in its growth to entitle it to a place among the best. The foliage is relatively small 
and the clusters of violet bloom add to the appearance of the hedge during the flowering 
season. This variety was introduced from China in 1795, it may be increased by suckers 
which are produced freely. 

23. Breaking Buckthorn. 1?hemnus frangula. Planted in 1890, height 4 ft. 3 in., 
width near base 4 ft. 9 in. This shrub is a native of Britain but is quite hardy here and 
makes a thrifty strong growing compact hedge which deserves a place in the front rank. 
The leaves are small and the flowers which are borne in the axils of the leaves are very 
small and of a greenish white colour. Later in the season they are succeeded by round 
black berries about a quarter of an inch in diameter. This buckthorn is easily grown 
from seed. 

24. Cockspur Thorn. Cratcegus crus gaZli. Planted in 1890, height 3 ft. 9 in., 
width near base 3 ft. This thorn, which is a native of Ontario, makes a compact and 
useful hedge, the branches being armed with long stout thorns. It is not a rapid grower 
but the growth is even and regular. No bloom has yet appeared on this hedge. Thorns 
are usually grown from seeds which generally lie in the ground over a season before 
sprouting. 

25. Box Elder. Segundo aceroicles. Planted  in 1891, height 3 ft. 8 in., width 
near base 3 ft. 6 in. This native tree has been found very useful for hedge purposes in 
Manitoba and the North-west Territories, where such inclosures are desired more espe-
cially to break the force of winds. This tree in hedge grows rapidly and on this account 
requires more frequent clipping than some others and needs to be kept well cut back if 
the growth of the side shoots is to be satisfactorily maintained. It is too rank a grower 
here to make a neat hedge. 

26. Van Houtte's Spirtea. Spircea Van Houttei.—Planted in  1891;  height, 3 feet ; 
width near base, 2 ft. 6 in. This spirae,a has too slender and weak a growth to make a 
useful and compact hedge, but it is very beautiful when in bloom as it is then almost 
covered with white flowers from top to bottom for about a fortnight. This shrub is 

,?6! 
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more valuable as single specimens in the shrubbery or on the lawn than for hedge pur-
poses. It is easily propagated by cuttings. 

27. Swedish Juniper. Juniperus communis fastigiata.—Planted in 1891 ; height, 
2 ft. 9 in. ; width near base, 2 ft. The Swedish juniper has made a very neat and fairly 
compact evergreen hedge, and appears to be quite hardy. It does not make a strong 
growth, but it thickens up well, and twice trimming during the year keeps it in good 
shape. Young trees of this juniper can be had from most of the larger nurseries. 

28. Nettle tree. Celtis occidentalis.—Planted in 1891 ; height, 2 ft. 9 in. ; width 
near base, 3 ft. 6 in. This hardy native tree has made a low, bushy and very compact 
hedge. The young trees were small when put out and the hedge has not grown as 
rapidly as was expected from the natural habit of the tree. The growth, however, has 
been rigid, firm and even, and the hedge is compact and shapely. The lack of symmetry 
in the leaves at the base gives an interesting character to this hedge. The nettle tree 
is usually propagated by seeds and is also said to grow from cuttings of well ripened 
shoots planted in the autumn. 

29. Rocky Mountain Blue Spruce. Picea pungens.—Planted in 1891 ; height, 2 ft. 
6 in.; width near base, 2 ft. This is  one, of the most desirable everg,reens of recent in-
troduction. It is found native in the vicinity and on the slopes of the Rocky Mountains

'  and when grown from seed collected from trees found at the higher limits of its growth, 
it is quite hardy here. Its habit is somewhat stilZ but it is richly clothed with foliage 
which varies in tint in different specimens from a rich deep green to a pale steely blue. 
This hedge was planted with young plants selected for their blue colour, but during 
their subsequent growth some have become decidedly blue, some slightly blue, while 
others have put on different tints of green. This blending of colour gives the hedge a 
unique and most attractive character. The hedge is stately in form, very compact., and 
bears clipping welL Young specimens of this evergreen can be obtained from many of 
the larger nurseries. 

30. Josika's Lilac. Syringa Josilcea.—Planted in 1891 ; height 3 ft. 6 in. ; width 
near base, 3 ft,. Of the several lilacs yet tried this seems to be the most promising for 
hedge purposes. It is a native of Hungary and has a stiff and stately habit which be-
come,s intensified in a regularly clipped hedge and the large foliage with which it is 
clothed, while thick, leathery and deep in colour, has a polished surface and laurel-like 
appearance which is very attractive. It blooms later than the ordinary lilac and makes 
a very compact and useful hedge and is quite hardy. May be propagated from suckers. 

Most of the remaining sixteen hedge,s have been more recently planted and have 
not made sufficient growth to permit of an opinion yet being formed of their respective 
merits. They will be reported on hereafter. The following is a list of the names of 
the trees and shrubs of which these hedges are composed :— 

Evergreen. 
Douglas Spruce.—Pseud,otsuga Douglasii. 
Swiss Stone Pine.—Pinue cembra. 
Douglas' Golden Arbor-vitae.—Thuya  occiclentalis aurea. 
Ginnalian Maple.-2fc,er Ginnala. 
Russian Olive.—Eleagnus angustifolia. 
High Bush Cranberry.—Viburnum opulus. 
Round Leaved Spirma.—Spircea media rotunclifolia. 
Double floweting Mock Orange, or Syringa.—Philadelphus coronarius primulas-

'torus. 
Golden Leaved Mock Orange, or Syringa.—Phi2adelph,u8 coronarius aurea. 
Douglas' Spirœa.—Spirce,a, Douglasii. 
Amur Privet.—Ligustrum amuren,se. 
Maule's Pyrus.—Pyrus Maulei. 
Wild Plum.—Prunus Americana. 
Crenate Deutzia.—Deutzia crenata. 
Headed Cytisus.—Cytisua capritatus. 
Elongate Cytisus.—Cytisus clongatus. 



Fmk 3.—Lmac Cam. X. 

about 4 feet high on one of the lawns. This variety is rather dwarf in habit and slow in 
growth, probably because there is a great tax annually on its powers in the profese pro-
duction of bloom with which it is covered. No other lilac in the large collecion now 
brought together on the experimental farms blooms so profusely as Chas. X., and the 
bush is perfectly hardy. The flowers are of a deep purplish lilac, fragrant and borne on 
large trusses. 
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A CHOICE COLLECTION OF HARDY ORNAMENTAL SHRUBS. 

The inquiry is frequently made both by visitors and correspondents, who have but 
a limited garden space, what are the best and most attractive shrubs for such limited 
areas. As a partial reply to this question a selection of 12 varieties will be briefly des-
cribed, each one of which, by its grace of form, its attractive foliage, or beauty of flower, 
or all combined, will afford much gratification to its possessor. The list is so small that 
many choice things are unavoidably omitted and no attempt will be made to include in 
this small number any of the very beautiful evergreens so desirable in every collection. 
These may be dealt with on a future occasion. Several of the most desirable of the 
shrubs in this select list have already been mentioned under ornamental hedges, but 
they are well deserving of special commendation also for the garden or lawn. The 
illustrations used have been engraved from photographs of specimens growing on the 
Central Experimental Farm. 

1. Lilac Chas. X. Syringavulgaris Chas. X.—Lilacs are amon,g the best knovrn and 
most beautiful of the spring flowering shrubs and are universally admired. They are 
easily grown and flower freely. Some varietie,s, however, produce flowers in much greater 
abundance than others. There are about t,en species in all of this genus, and of some of 
these there are many varietie,s, but none have produced, under cultivation, forms g,iving 
so great a variety of character of bush and colour of flower as the common lila,c, Syringa 
vulgaris, and it is one of the most beautiful of these forms known as Chas. X., which will 
first c!aim our attention. Fig. 3 is from a photograph taken in June, 1894, of a specimen 
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2. Woody Caragana. Caragana frutescens.-This is one of a family of most useful
and desirable shrubs the most familiar member of which is the Siberian pea tree,
Caragana arborescens,which is referred to under ornamental hedges (No. 1). Caragana

frutescena is also a native of Siberia, but is a less rapid grower and rarely grows higher
than 3 to 4 feet, while the Siberian pea tree attains, under favourable conditions, in a
few years a height of 10 to 12 feet or more. C. frutescens also produces flowers more
abundantly and the individual flowers are larger. It is a most attractive object when
in bloom as the whole bush is thickly covered with bright yellow pea shaped flowers.
The flowers open early in the season and are succeeded by small green seed pods which,
when approaching ripeness, change to a dull reddish colour and when fully ripe they
burst and the seeds are scattered. This desirable shrub is easily raised from seed which
may be sown in the autumn as soon as fully ripe, or early in the spring.

3. Large Flowered Variegated Weigelia Dierviltd grandiflora variegata.-The
cultivated weigelias which are now referred by botanists to the genus Diervilla are
among the most beautiful flowering shrubs in cultivation. The large flowered weigelia
is a native of Japan-a country which has given us in recent times many beautiful
shrubs and flowers. The foliage on the ordinary form of this shrub is green, but in the
variegated form, to which reference is here specially made, the leaves are beautifully
maig-rined with white which makes it a most attractive object on the lawn at all seasons
of the year. When in bloom the flowers are so profuse that much of the foliage is
hidden. The flowers are white shaded with rose and are funnel shaped at the base,
they are produced in axillary and terminal clusters. Fig. 4 shows one of these shrubs

FIG. 4.-VARIEGATED WEIGELIA.

in bloom, a specimen in the arboretum at the Experimental Farm. Most of the weigelias
are tender in this climate, and the branches are killed back every winter, half way or
more to the ground. This winter killing may be partially prevented by protecting
these shrubs during the winter with a wrapping of straw or evergreen branches. The
variegated form has been hardier with us than any of the others and has never been
protected. From the figure it will be seen that this bush flowered well in 1894, nearly
to the tips. It is easily propagated from cuttings.

4. Van Houtte's Spirma. Spiræa Van Houttei.-This charming spiraea is a
fitting companion to the weigelia just referred to on account of the abundance of bloom
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which it produces. The spirœas form a very large group of interesting and attractive 
shrubs, representatives of which are found native in almost every part of the world. 
None, however, are more beautiful when in flower than Van butte,  which is then 
literally a sheet of pure white bloom. This bush has already been referred to under 
ornamental hedges (No. 26), but it is more useful when grown as an individual shrub. 
Fig. 5 represents a specimen in full bloom on one of the lawns on the Experimental Farm. 

This bush is  about 4 feet high and a little more than 4 feet across. It has a graceful and 
partly pendulous habit, as a rule it is hardy here, but in severe winters the branches 
are sometimes injured at the tips. It is quite hardy in Western Ontario ; the usual 
method of propagation is from cuttings. 

5. Thunberg's Barberry. Berberie Thunbergii.—This beautiful barberry, which has 
already been referred to under  No. 28 in the chapter on hedges as one of the most charming 
shrubs for that purpose, is even more attractive when grown as a single spe,cimen. 
Then it has an opportunity of displaying its beauty of form which is neat and graceful. 
The flowers are produced early in the season, but they are not c,onspicuous and are 
partly hidden under the branches. Later, the scarlet berries are quite ornamental and 
the 1;rilliant scarlet colour assumed by the lea,ves of this bush towards the close of the 
season makes it then a most conspicuous and attractive object. 

6. Red Tartarian Honeysuckle. Lonicera tatarica.—This is a very hardy and 
useful shrub, a native of Tartary, which has long been a favourite among lovers of shrubs 
and trees. The flowers open early in the spring. They are rose coloured and so abundant 
as to partly hide the foliage. Fig. 6 shows one of the,se shrubs in bloom, a specimen 
in one of the flower borders on the farm. They remain in flower for two or three 
weeks, and after the flowers are gone they are succeeded by dark coloured berries which 
are quite ornamental. In growth the bush has a rounded form and graceful habit. 
There are a number of species in this group brought from different parts of the world 
some of which have vellow flowers, others white, red or variegated. A group of the 
different species and va'rieties planted together such as may be seen in the Arboretum at 
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the F.xperimental Farm is most charming in the pleasing contrasts of flower and foliage 
which they display. 

7. Golden Leaved Spirœa. Spircea opulifolia aurea, —This attractive spirœa has 
also been referred to under hedges (No. 12) as one of the most desirable shrubs for this 

FIG. 6.—RED TARTARIAN HONEYSUCKLE. 

purpose. It is equally useful on the lawn and in the shrubbery : although not specially 
attractive in flower its clusters of seed vessels are pretty and its golden foliage contrasts 
so beautifully with the deep green of a well kept lawn or the varying tints of green and 

. purple in the shrubbery that it has become quite a favourite. The golden leaved spirœa 
is a strong grower, soon attaining a height of 5 or 6 feet, is more or less rounded in 
form and rather stiff in habit ; the foliage also is larger that that of most of the spirseas. 
It is very hardy and may be easily grown from cuttings. 

8. Guelder Rose or Snowball. Viburnum opulus sterilis. —This is an old favourite 
in gardens, too well known to need much description. It forms a very handsome shrub 
with large foliage, and is a sterile form of the high bush cranberry, Viburnum opulus, in 
which all the flowers are sterile and fully developed, forming large nearly globular 
clusters, of a pure white colour which remain on the bush a considerable time before 
fading. Fig. 7 represents a bush in one of the groups on the Experimental Farm. 
This species may- be propagated by layering or by cuttings of the half ripened shoots 
made during the summer and inserted in sandy soil in a somewhat shady position. 

9. The Pliant Viburnum. Yiburna lantana. —There are several handsome species 
among the Viburnums besides the snowball, and one especially, the pliant viburnum 
which commends itself for several reasons. This bush has already been spoken of 
favourably under hedges (No.21). Grown as an individual specimen it makes a fine shapely 
bush, erect in habit with beautiful foliage, and produces large flat cymes of white 
flowers early in the season, which are succeeded by clusters of berries which at first are 
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bright red and when ripe nearly black. It is very hardy and may be propagated by 
layers or cuttings as directed for the snowball, or it may be grown from seed. 

7.—GUELDER ROSE OR SNOWBALL. 

10. White Japan Rose. Rosa rugosa alba. —The red flowering form of Rosa rugosa 
has already been referred to when treating of hedges under No. 11. This is the same 

4!, 

Fm. 8.—WHITE JAPAN ROSE. 

species with white flowers. It is a vigorous grower and makes a shapely rounded bush 
about 4 feet high, as seen in figure 8, which represents a specimen in the Arboretum 
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at the Experimental Farm. Both the red and white varieties bloom freely and remain 
in flower for a considerable period, and both may be propagated by suckers which are 
freely produced when the bushes are well established. 

11. Large flowered Mock Orange (Philadelphus grandiflora.) Our collection would be 
very incomplete without an example of the Mock Orange or Syringa. There are several 
species belonging to this genus, which are very beautiful and interesting, especially 
when in bloom. Grandiflora is one of the best of them. The flowers are large, pure 
white, and sweet scented, and are produced in great abundance during the month of 
June. The bush is a vigorous grower ; and if not interfered with will, under favourable 
conditions, eventually reach a height of 8 or 10 feet. Since the flowers are produced 
only on the wood of the previous year, this may be cut away when the flowering period 
is over, which will give more room to the new shoots, and they will become better 
ripened. In this way these shrubs may be kept smaller and made to produce flowers in 
greater profusion. The Syringas will, however, do very well without any pruning 
beyond the occasional removal of dead wood, and flower freely. The large flowered 
species is fairly hardy and usually comes through the winter without much injury, espe-
cially where partially protected by other trees and shrubs, but in seasons of unusual 
severity the shoots are often partly winter killed. 

12. Large flowered Hydrangea. Llydrangea paniculata grancliflora. Although 
placed last, because it is later in flowering, the merits of this hydrangea would fairly 
entitle it to be put among the first and best of flowering shrubs. It was introduced 
from Japan in 1874, and during the twenty ye,ars which have since elapsed, it has 
become one of the most widely diffused and favourite shrubs in cultivation. It succeeds 
well under many different climatic conditions, and will grow in almost any soil which is 
fairly rich, provided it be well supplied with water. Fig. 9 represents a specimen in 

FIG. U.-LARGE FLOWERED HYDRANGEA. 

one of the flower borders at the farm, and shows the profuse flowering habit of this 
shrub. The clusters of bloom are very large, sometimes nearly a foot long and 8 to 10 
inches wide, and are borne at the ends of the branches. After fully expanding, the 
flowers, which are white, remain in good condition for about a fortnight, after which 
they begin to assume a pinkish hue and gradually become soiled with dust and by in- 
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sects, and eventually wither. During the early autumn when this bush is in the height 
of its glory, there are very few other shrubs in bloom. This gives the greater prominence 
to this showy and valuable shrub which would however hold its place well in any com-
pany. This hydrangea is quite hardy in the Ottawa district, and may be propagat,ed 
by cuttings made from the partly ripened wood during the summer months. 

FOREST AND ORNAMENTAL TREES AND SHRUBS. 

During the year 1894, the forest belts and clumps, which were planned when  the 
work began on the central experimental farm, have been completed by the planting of 
3,442 trees along the northern boundary of the farm. Particulars of this work will be 
found in the appended report of the Foreman of Forestry, Mr. W. T. Macoun. In this 
report it is shown that there are now growing on the experimental farm in the various 
permanent plantations, avenues, hedges and groups in the shrubbery borders, a total of 
35,735 trees and shrubs. To this nuinber may be added 1,407 specimens, which have 
been planted in the Arboretum under charge of the botanist, making a total of 37,142 
trees and shrubs, all of which have been planted since the improvements beiian on the 
experimental farm in 1887. In this mass of material, there will be found plantations 
of various sizes of all the valuable economic woods which can be grown in this country 
for timber or for fuel from which useful data will in future, from time to time, be 
obtained as to the annual growth of the individual trees and the quantity of wood growth 
per acre. There are also now in the entire collection more than 700 varieties of trees 
and shrubs under test as to their hardiness and adaptability to the climate of the 
Ottawa district. In this number, there are included species and varieties from every 
part of the world where the climate is such as to give a reasonable probability of success 
in their growth. It is expected that many additional varietie-s will be added during the 
coming season. 

The forest tree department, including the ornamental trees and shrubs, has from 
the outset been under the special charge of the Director. No sufficient provision having 
been made otherwise for the work, it was at first more convenient that the material 
annually distributed by this branch should be put up and mailed by the horticultural 
division, and this plan was temporarily adopted. I beg, to acknowledge my indebtedness 
to the horticulturist, Mr. John Craig, for the efficient and willing service he has rendered 
me in this important work, which has required on his part a considerable amount of 
labour and oversight. Under Mr. Craig's supervision, there were sent out through the 
mail in 1890, 1,000 packages containing100,000 young forest trees, each variety labelled, 
and with ea,ch package a circular giving instructions for their planting and care. In 
1891, 2,000 packages were mailed containing 200,000 youn,g forest trees ; there were 
also sent out that year 3,782 bags of tree seeds. In 1892, there were distiibuted 983 

cr of trees and 918 bundles of cuttings of promising varieties of Russian Poplars 
and illows. In 1893, 830 packages of trees, 798 of cuttings and 214 of mixed cut-
tings and trees. In addition, there were distributed that year 1,523 bags of tree seeds. 
'These tree cuttings and tree seeds were ne,arly all sent on request to settlers on the 
North-west plains, where trees are absent or very scarce. In 1890 and 1891, larger 
packages of promising tree.s and shrubs were also sent to the Mounted Police stations 
and Indian agencies, also to the experimental gardens of the Canadian Pacific Railway 
located in the North-west at different points along the main line. My thanks are also 
due to Mr. Craig for the willing help rendered me in extending the forest plantations on 
the central farm in 1890 and 1891, also for the supervision given to their care during 
those years. 

Experience has shown that the experiments conducted with native tree seeds and 
cuttings of poplars and willows have been more successful than those with most of the 
young trees. The box elder  ha  s however generally done well when grown from seed 
collected in the North-west. 

Now that a very large amount of such material is available at the branch farms at 
Brandon, Man., and Indian Head, N.W.T., it is proposed to carry on the distributions 

.d 
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in future mainly from these points. It is probable that young forest trees and wood for 
cuttings of poplars and willows grown in the climate in which they are to be planted 
will prove hardier and better adapted to the country than if grown in the east, they 
will also reach their destination with less delay. A good supply of native tree seeds 
can also usually be obtained in the North-west. 

Several of the varieties of Russian poplar and willow--cuttings of which have been 
distributed from the central farm and of which there is now material in abundance for 
further distribution at the branch farms in the North-west—are noted for their rapid 
growth. They also make shapely and useful trees for wind breaks and shelter belts and 
would in a few years if planted in sufficient numbers be useful for fueL Fig. 10 repre 

FIG. 10.-RUSSIAN POPLAR. P, certinensis. 

sents a specimen of one of the best of these poplars, Populus certine-n8is, which wea 
planted as a young tree in the Arboretum at the Central Farm in 1889. During the 
five years which have since elapsed, this tree has grown to a height of 25 feet or more and its branches expand about 15 feet, while the trunk two feet from the ground has a 

8c-4 



FIG. 11.-VOBONESII WILLOW. 
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diameter of about 8 inches. Nearly equal growth has been made by the Voronesh 
willow, Fig. 11, and the laurel leaved willow represented by Fig. 12, planted also in 1889. 

12.—LAUREL LEAVED WILLOW. 

Both of these willows when planted in the open soon make fine round-headed bushy 
trees, which make very rapid growth and soon furnish useful shelter. 

É 
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REPORT OF THE FOREMAN OF FORESTRY. 

The spring of 1894 was a very early one and work was begun in connection with 
the division of forestry and ornamental grounds during the first week of April. The 
mulching of barnyard manure which covered the lawns was removed and the grass was 
uninjured, excepting in a few exposed places where there was no mulch, and where the 
snow had been blown off. During the spring and summer the grass was regularly cut 
by the pony lawn mower, and the lawns at all times looked well. 

Tree planting was begun on the 18th of April and continued until May 30th. 
The horse cultivator was used throughout the season among the trees and shrubs 

as often as necessary, which kept the surface of the soil loose and the weeds subdued. 
Very little cultivating was required in the forest belt along the western boundary of 
the farm, as the trees there are large enough in the rows (5 feet apart) to shade the 
ground and prevent weeds from growing; the same may be said regarding a great many 
of the trees in the rows 10 feet apart. In the older plantations of trees in the mixed 
belt along the northern boundary, very little cultivation was found necessary. 

The trees and shrubs on the farm have, in nearly all cases, made good growth. 

REPLACING TREES IN FOREST BELT ALONG WESTERN BOUNDARY. 

By consulting the list of trees given in the report for 1893 as living in the forest 
belt along the western boundary, it will be seen that there still remained a number of 
vacancies to be filled. In this plantation the experiment is that of growing trees in 
blocks all of the same species. In cases where the trees have grown so as to shade the 
entire surface, it was considered unnecessary to fill the vacancies with young trees of 
the same species for the reason that they would, in all probability, be smothered by the 
larger trees before they could establish themselves. Where the species were not per-
fectly hardy, the same kinds were not always re-planted. For the first time since the 
forest belt was begun, several trees, eight in all, were girdled by mice, all of which were 
White Ash (Fraxinus Americana). There were 131 trees replaced in this belt to fill 
vacancies. 

MIXED FOREST BELT, PLANTATION OF 1893. 

In last year's Annual Report a list was given of the trees added to the mixed forest 
belt during the spring of 1893;  also the number of these which had died during the 
summer of that year. Another record was taken in the spring of 1894, and it was 
found that 25 more had died in the winter of 1893-94. Of these 8 were Ulmus mon-
tan,a and 17 Acer Pseud,oplatanus, neither of which species are perfectly hardy here. 
The vacancies caused by the death of trees during the summer of 1893 and the winter 
of 1893-94 were filled, and in the case of Acer Pseudoplatanus and Minus montana, 
replaced by hardier species. This plantation has made very gratifying growth, and 
towards the close of the season when the growth was completed, in some cases the 
trees were already touching one another. During the growing season, the soil was kept 
frequently stirred by the horse cultivator, and to this is to be attributed, in a large 
degree, the satisfactory growth which the trees have made. 

MIXED FOREST BELT, PLANTATION OF 1894. 

To complete the mixed forest belt along the northern boundary of the farm, there 
remained yet to be planted a strip of land a little more than 500 yards long, extending 
to Preston street, the greater portion of which had always been one of the roughest 
parts of the farm. Beginning at the hill opposite Fourth Avenue there was a steep 
bank sloping to the east. This was partly filled with stones which had been gathered 
from the farm. In October this stone was covered with a thick coating of soil sufficient 
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to make a gradual descent to the base of the bill For the next 500 feet the surface of
the land was about level and the soil of a moist, peaty nature. The rest of the land

was more or less stony or gravelly. In places where the solid rock came too near the
surface, a coating of soil was put over it sufficient to start the young trees, and any very
uneven places were filled in with soil. The land was ploughed and harrowed and the

stones taken off before the trees were planted.
The forest belt was completed to Preston Street before winter set in, thus making

a continuous belt about sixty feet in width along the northern boundary of the farm,
with the exception of the breaks caused by a roadway and the Prescott and Ottawa

Railway. Even now, before the trees have made any growth, the improvement made
by the levelling of the land and the planting of the trees is very marked.

The following is a list of the species planted and the number of trees of each
species -

ADDITIONS TO MIXED FOREST BELT.

Aoer platanoides-Norway maple ......... .............................. 62

Acer Pseudoplatanus--Sycamore maple ... ..... ........................ 1

Acer Saccharinum-Sugar Maple ........................................ 113

Xsculus Hippocastanum-Horse-chestnut ............................
Betula papyrifera-Canoe birch......... ............................... 180

Euonymus atropurpureus-Burning bush ................................. 11

Fraxinus Americana-White ash ........................................ 186
323.s pubescens-Red ash ... . ........................ ..............

'o sambucifolia-Black ash ......:.... ........ .... .... ...... .... . 225

Gymnocladus Canadensis-Kentucky coffee-tree .... ......... ... . .... . .... 10

Juglans nigra- Black walnut ... ........................................
71

Larix Americana-American larch . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 146
Negundo aceroides-Box elder ........................................ .: 366

Pinus Cembrar-Swiss stone pine.... .................................. . 15

•• Mughus-Mountain ptne ......................................... 77

" ponderosa-Heavy wooded or Bull pine ............................ 83

Strobus--White or Weymouth pine ................. . ............. 83

sylvestris Rigaensis-Riga pine ................................... 160
48

Picea alba-'?Vhite spruce....... .................................

' excelsa-Norway spruce .. ... .......... ....... .......... .... ..... 437

It pungens-Rocky Mountain blue spruce ............................. 68

Pseudotsuga Douglasii-Douglas' spruce . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . 124

Pyrus Aucuparia-Eumpean Mountain ash . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .• • • • • • • • • • • • • 11
Quercus alba-^Fhite oak . . .. . . . . . . . . .. .. ....... . . . . . .... . .. . . . . . . . . . .: : 53

Tsuga Canadensis-Hemlock spruce . . . . . . . . . . . . . . : . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 3

Thuya occidentalis-Common arbor-vitae . . . .... ..... .. .. . ............::: 139

Ulmus Americana-White elm . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 353

s4 racemosa-Rock elm ............................................ 72

Total... ......................................... 3,44

TREES IN FOREBT PLANTATIONS.

Now that the forest belt along the northern boundary is completed a list of all the
trees in the various forest plantations may be given.

The following summary is submitted :- Zrem

Forest belt along western boundary .. ..... .. ............... ...... 9,701
Mixed forest belt along northern boundary, older plantations .............. 2,329

Mixed forest belt along northern boundary, plantations of 1893............ 3,511

94 « U t9 « of 1894........... 3,442

Evergreen olump..................................................... 1,856

Total number ........... .. ................................... 20,8 39

ADDITIONS TO TREES AND SHRUBS ON ORNAMENTAL GROUNDS.

During the spring of 1894 the work of planting additional trees and shrubs on the
ornamental grounds was carried on. Several new clumps were arranged and a number
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of single specimens planted, there are now growing on the ornamental grounds in all  
2,206 specimens. 

NEW HEDGES. 

A hedge of Arbor vitœ (Thuya occidenialis) was planted along Preston street, 
comprising 500 trees. As the road had been graded and. the soil where the hedge was 
to go being of very poor quality, new soil was drawn and put in the trench prepared for 
the young trees. The trees used for this purpose were larger than is desirable and had 
to be severely cut back. Most of them have lived during the summer and promise 
fairly well. 

The inclosure, near the Director's house, prepared mainly for special hybridizing 
experiments, having been found too small for the purpose, was enlarged during the fall 
of 1893, and in the spring of 1894, hedges of white spruce (Picea alba) and Arbor  vite 
(Thuya occidentals) were planted along the extended sides and end. There were 
planted, 121 white spruce and 116 Arbor vitœ. 

A hedge composed of 393 Norway spruce (Picea excelsa) was planted along the 
e,astern boundary of the orchard from the corner of the poultry yard to the junction of 
the eastern and northern boundary. Nearly all of the young trees have lived. 

The following summary of all the trees and shrubs in all the permanent plant-
ations on the Farm, excepting those in the Arboretum, is herewith submitted. 

Total number of trees. 
Forest belts 	  20,839 
Avenue trees 	971 
Trees and shrubs on ornamental grounds 	  2,206 
Hedges 	  11,719 

Total 	  35,735 

SEEDING DOWN AMONG ORNAMENTAL CLUMPS OF TREES AND SHRUBS. 

Since the ornamental planting was begun on this farm, the clumps of trees and 
shrubs, where not on permanent lawns, have been kept cultivated with the horse culti-
vator in order to promote their growth and to destroy weeds. As these clumps had 
been cultivated in this manner for several seasons, the weeds subdued, and the trees in 
most cases well established, most of the land on which the groups were, was seeded 
down during the past season. Nearly everywhere the grass has taken well and with a 
light mulch of manure which has been sprehd over it this fall, it is hoped that the grass 
will come through the winter in good condition. That growing immediately around 
the trees has been removed and the soil will be kept loose at the surface so that the 
trees may have favourable conditions for making rapid growth. In addition to the 
seeding down of the ornamental clumps a new lawn has been made, about an acre in 
extent, leading to the office building and adjoining the residences of the officers. A 
part of this land was graded and prepared and the lawn grass seed sown during the 
autumn of 1893, and the remainder in the spring of 1894. Most of the grass sown in 
the autumn came through the winter well, a few spots only having to be re-sown where 
the wash of water in the spring had carried away some of the soil. Before the sum-
mer ended the whole area was under sod. This new lawn has also been lightly mulched 
with barnyard manure this fall to protect the newly formed sod. It is intended to 
utilize part of this ground for the testing of perennial flowers which will be grouped in 
beds prepared for this purpose. Already one bed has been planted with a large collec-
tion of lilies and another with irises. 

A sufficient area was also sodded around the house occupied by the poultry manager, 
and a large part of the planted area in the Arboretum was seeded down with suitable 
lawn grass mixtures. That sown early in the season has formed a fairly good sod and 
it is hoped that by the end of next season the whole  area  will be covered with good sod. 

W. T. MACOUN. 
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NOTES ON GERANIUMS. 

The work conducte I on the Experimental Farms has a wide range and embraces, 
in addition to everything which is of direct importance to farmers and fruit growers in 
their work, the subjects of orna,mental trees, shrubs and flowers including plants valuable 
for decorative purposes both without and within the house. Information gained and 
given on these matters will, it is hoped, prove useful not only to farmers and their wives 
but also to all classes of our people who take an interest in these subjects and lead to 
the more general beautifying of Canadian homes, thus making them more attractive. 
The following notes on varieties of geraniums which have been te,sted at the Central 
Experimental Farm have been prepared by Mr. W. T. Ellis, foreman of the seed testing 
and propagating house,s, and cover the experience of the past three years with many sorts, 
also tests of a number of the newer varieties for shorter periods. The careful notes 
which Mr. Ellis  has made of the experience gained here as to the suita.bility of the 
different varieties for bedding and pot culture will, it is hoped, prove interesting and 
useful to many. 

REPORT ON GERANIUMS PLANTED OUTSIDE, 1894. 

La Vestale.—Plants  very small and not well rooted, when planted out. Made very 
fair growth and bloomed profusely, colour pure white and does not shade, truss large, on 
long footstalk standing well up, foliage pale green with faint zone: Promises to be the 
best white variety tried. 

Leon Perault.—Free growing with compact habit but stems wea,k and do not stand 
up well, made fair growth and bloomed very profusely, colour brilliant fiery scarlet, large 
truss on long footstalk, a very promising variety for bedding out. 

Ernest Lauth.—Very free gro*ing, compact habit, stems strong and short jointed, 
foliage large, bright green, with faint zone, very free blooming, double, large truss, 
flowers well formed, colour bright magenta crimson, a good bedding variety. 

S. A.  Hue.—A very free growing variety, foliage large, dark green, with faint 
zone. Very free flowering, immense truss, double rich deep crimson, on long footstalk. 
The best double variety for pot culture, and for bedding out. 

Mary Hallock Foote.—A very.strong coarse growing variety, small truss of salmon 
coloured flowers, very shy bloomer, not a desirable sort. 

Sam Sloan.—A magnificent variety, strong free growing, wood rather long jointed, 
foliage deep green, very large and velvety with faint zone. Bears an immense truss of 
rich deep crimson single bloom, on long footstalk, individual  forets  very large and per-
fectly shaped. The best geranium for bedding purposes we have tried, as it is one 
mass of crimson bloom the whole season until cut down by frost. 

Souvenir de Mirande.—Strong growing variety, with light green foliage, flowers 
well formed, upper petals white with salmon rose edge lower petals rose streaked with 
white, medium sized truss. Has not done well, planted out, and is useless for winter 
blooming indoors and of but little value even in summer. 

Mazeppa.—.À very free growing variety, stems shortjointed, foliage large dark green, 
with faint zone, very free flowering, immense truss, colour deep carmiree scarlet, a good 
single geranium, one of the best for bedding purposes, and unsurpassed for pot culture as 
a winter blooming variety. 

Fanny Thorpe.—A very free growing variety with dwarf, shortjointed, compact 
habit, foliage large, dark green, with broad dark zone, distinctly marked, medium sized 
truss of delicate rose colour, outer edge of petals white, very free flowering. One of 
the best geraniums for bedding purposes, and first class for pot culture, as a winter 
flowering variety. Single. 

B. K. Bliss.—A very strong free growing shortjointed variety, with light green 
velvety foliage, flowers double of a vivid fiery scarlet, borne freely on a medium size 
truss, with long footstalk. Good for bedding out and pot culture. 

Mine. Ayme de Chevreliere.—A strong free growing variety, with dwarf, bushy, com-
pact habit, foliage large, pale green. Immense truss of double pure white bloom, borne 
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. on long footstalk, blooms have a rather ragged appearance, very free flowering, and a 
decided acquisition both for bedding purposes and pot culture. 

M: Adrien Corret.—Strong growing, compact habit, large pale green foliage large 
truss of double cherry scarlet bloom, very free flowering. First class for bedding 
and pot culture. 

Gloire de Lyonaisse.—A very strong free growing variety, large velvety foliage, of 
light green colour, with faint zone in the old leaves. Bears an immense truss of bright 
orange scarlet flowers, lower petals shaded rose. Have measured individual  forets 3 
inches in diameter. One of the best single flowered geraniums in cultivation both for 
bedding and for pot culture. 

La Favorite.----Strong growing and of dwarf compact habit, foliage large and pale 
green in colour. Flowers double, pure white, large truss, most perfectly formed  forets of 
any variety tried here. Very free flowering when planted out. Grown in pots this 
variety makes good healthy growth but does not bloom at all satisfa,ctorily. 

Airs.  A. Blanc.—Very strong, tall growing variety, foliage very large, dark green 
and velvety, with dark, strongly marked zone, very free flowerinc,  bearing an immense 
truss of large flowers on long footstalk, colour apricot red, veined with a darker shade. 
Good both for bedding and pot culture. 

Gloire de France.—A strong free g-rowing variety, with large pale green foliage with 
dark zone. Bears an immense truss on long footstalk, individual  forets  very large and 
double, colour salmon white, with red eye. First class for pot culture and promises 
well for bedding. 

Renaissance.—Slender growth, compact habit, foliage small pale green with dark 
zone, flowers single, large truss, free bloomer, colour rose with white eye. Has not 
succeeded well planted out, but was not placed under favourable conditions. A good 
variety for pot culture but is very apt t,o lose its foliage if allowed to suffer from lack 
of water. 

Prokop Daubec.—A strong robust grower, shortjointed, large dark green foliage with 
faint zone. A beautiful double free flowering variety, colour bright rose. Good for 
pot culture, and also for bedding. 

James Vick.—A very strong growing variety, with large dark green foliage, truss 
and flowers large, double, flesh coloured, but borne sparingly. Not a desirable variety 
for bedding or for pot culture. 

Beatrice.—Dwarf compact habit and free grower, foliage dark green and velvety, 
truss medium size, borne on long footstalk, colour white with rose eye, very free flower-
ing. One of the be,st geraniums in cultivation for pot culture, for blooming during the – 
winter months. Has not succeeded well when planted out. 

Imogene.—Dwarf compact habit and free growth, foliage small, very dark green, 
with darker zone, medium sized truss very free flowering, colour blush shading to crim-
son in centre. First class for pot culture, always covered with bloom. Has never 
succeeded when planted out. 

Satisfaction.—Strong, free and compact habit of growth, foliage large and glossy, 
very free flowering, large truss on long footstalk, colour beautiful soft rose, a very good 
variety for bedding and also for pot culture. 

Queen of the West.—Very free growing variety, of compact habit, glossy dark green 
foliage, with zone distinctly marked, very free flowering, medium sized truss, colour 
orange scarlet, one of the best bedders, stands all kinds of weather, but of no use for 
pot culture. 

General Grant.—Very free and compact habit of growth, light green foliage, free 
flowering, medium sized truss, colour brilliant scarlet, first-class bedder, stands all kinds 
of weather ; of no use for pot culture. 

Garden Director.—Very strong, free growing variety, foliage dark velvety green 
with faint zone. Very free flowering, bears a large truss on long footstalk, individual 
forets  very large, semi-double, colour orange scarlet, a good bedder, but of no value for 
pot culture. 

Madame Saleroi.—Very dwarf, compact habit, thrifty, healthy growth, foliage very 
small, clear green, edged with pure white. A first class variety for edging, as it rarely 
grows more than six inches high. 
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The above varieties have all been tried here two years or more, and in recommend-
ing the best, it is difficult to make a selection, where all are good, but for bedding, the
following six single varieties are recommended.

La Vestale, pure white, Sam Sloan, crimson, Fanny Thorpe, rose edged with white,
Gloire de Lyonaisse, orangé scarlet shaded rose, Mazeppa, carmine scarlet, Queen of the
West, orange scarlet. The following are recommended as the six best doubles for bedding:
S. A. Nutt, crimson, B. B. Bliss, bright scarlet, M. Adrien Corret, cherry scarlet, Mme.
Ayme de Chevrelière, white, Ernest Lauth, magenta crimson, Satisfaction, rose.

The best of the above named varieties for pot culture are, singles : La Vestale,
Mazeppa, Fanny Thorpe, Gloire de Lyonaisse, Sam Sloan, Beatrice and Imogene ;
doubles, S. A. Nutt, B. K. Bliss, Mme. Ayme de Chevreliere, M. Adrien Corret,
Ernest Lauth and Gloire de France.

VARIETIES OF LATER INTRODUCTION.

Tlrm Pfitzee.-A very strong free growing variety, compact habit, foliage very large,
dark green, velvety, with faint zone., Very free flowering, immense double truss, on
long footstalk, colour, bright orange salmon, distinctly edged with white. One of the
most beautiful and showy varieties tried here. A decided acquisition as a winter bloom-
ing geranium for pot culture. When in rapid growth the wood being soft it requires
more care in watering than other geraniums, as if the soil is kept too wet the wood is
apt to rot at the base of the stems, but we have found no difficulty in growing it suc-
cessfully if the soil is kept rather dry, and when the wood is thoroughly ripened all
danger from this cause is past. It also gives promise of being one of the best of the
newer varieties for bedding.

Meteor.-Strong growing compact habit, foliage large bright green with dark zone,
flowers, single, bright scarlet, large •truss, very free flowering, gives promise of being
one of the best for bedding purposes : has not done well as a pot plant.

Panache de Nancy.-Weak straggling growth, very poor habit, flowers small and
truss small, colour salmon, streaked with white, not at all desirable either for bedding
or pot culture.

Ingenieur Parlier.-A very strong growing variety, with large pale green foliage,
flowers borne in large truss on long footstalk, colour violet red, double, free flowering,
has done well as a pot plant, and promises to be a good bedder.

Ch,aplin.-Ÿery strong, free growing variety, with large velvety leaves of dark
green colour, flowers freely, large truss, bright scarlet, semi-double. Not as good as
Garden Director, which it much resembles.

Buffalo Bill.-Large strong grower, glossy green foliage with a dark zone, flowers
double, large truss, colour creamy white, marbled with'rose. A very shy bloomer.

Copernic.-A etrong free grower, with large glossy foliage, large truss, flowers single,
rosy carmine, shading to salmon with white eye. Made good growth, but did not bloom
well.

Admiration.-A strong dwarf, freegrowing variety, with light green velvety foliage,
very free flowering, double, colour pale rose shading deeper to the eye, large truss. A
very good variety for pot culture, and did well bedded out under adverse circumstances.

NoTS.-I find this variety catalogued under the head of singles.
L'Immortelle.-Very dwarf compact habit, dark green foliage with faint zone.

Large truss, colour dark magenta streaked with lighter lines, a very shy bloomer, and has
not done well either planted out, or as a pot plant.

if. G. 3feynot.-31ade very weak growth, single flower, large truss, colour
salmon pink with white eye, upper petals shading to white, a rather shy bloomer.

do-ed Tennyson.-A strong, free growing variety, free flowering, trusses large, on
long stout footstalks, colour, bright orange scarlet, upper petals shaded with lilac,
semi-double. A very promising variety.

3f" Alfred Mam,e.-Made fair growth, flowers freely, truss large, colour rosy
scarlet. A promising single flowering sort.
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Sr  Trevor Lawrence.—A very free, strong growino,  variety, truss large, flowers per-
fectly formed, and freely borne, double colour rosy pink, a very promising sort. 

Golden Dawn.—Of medium growth, compact habit, free flowering, truss medium size 
on long footstalks forets large, colour orange scarlet, double, a promising variety. 

Van  Dael.2Made very .  weak growth, flowers poor and sparsely borne, colour 
salmon rose bordered with white. 

Mad. de la Rue.—Made fair growth, fine large truss of full double bloom, colour 
orange scarlet. A promising variety. 

E. Legouve.—Made fair growth, flowers semi-double, immense truss, rather loose, on 
strong stiff' stem, colour,  orange salmon. A very distinct variety. 

Comte d'Elbe.—Made fair growth, habit compact, foliage darkly zoned, very free 
flowering, truss large but rather loose and flowers ragged, colour, rosy pink. A very 
promising variety. 

Gettysburg.—Very free growing dwarf, compact habit, fohage large, dark green, with 
well marked zone, very free flowering, truss large, flowers well formed, colour bright 
crimson maroon, a decided acquisition, the best of the new introductions. 

J. J. Harrisœn.—A very strong free grower, foliage large, pale green, and velvety, 
very free flowering, semi-double, large truss, and individual  forets  very large, colour, 
brilliant scarlet. Has done well planted out. 

Lord Lytton.—Dwarf, strong growing and branching, with large pale green foliage, 
very free flowering, truss large on long footstalk, double, colour cherry red, upper petals 
orange red.  Ha  s done well here and promises to be one of the best of the newer 
varieties. 

M. Remy Martin.—Very free growing, and dwarf branching habit, blooms very 
profusely, large truss on long footstalk, colour bright rose, upper petals marked with 
white, double. A promising variety. 

Carmen  Sylva.—A very strong grower, free flowering, large truss, colour white, did 
fairly well planted out. 

Mrs. J. M. Garr.—Made fair growth, dwarf, compact habit, free flowering, medium 
sized truss, single, colour white, but apt to shade to rose when exposed to the sun. Not 
so good 5.3 some other white varieties. 

Aurora Boreale.—A strong free growing variety, free flowering, single, truss large on 
long footstalk, cblour pale rose with white eye. Succeeded well planted out. 

Dr. Levavasseur.—Free growing, dwarf compact habit, free flowering, medium sized 
truss,  forets large, colour lower petals orange cerise marked with lilac, the upper petals 
lilac, veined with red and edged with cerise. One of the best of the newer varieties. 

White Swan.—Made fair growth, dwarf, compact habit, double, free flowering, 
truss medium size, colour white, blooms well the whole season, but is not specially desirable 
as there are several better of the same class. 

Prof. Peuch.—Very dwarf compact habit, very free flowering, truss and flower large 
but rather ragged, colour magenta rose, single. 

Chas. Jolly.—Made very strong growth, habit of plant dwarf and compact, large 
fine shaped truss, colour orange scarlet, very free flowering, double. One of the best of 
the new varieties. 

Banquise.—Made  very weak growth and did not bloom. 
Ch,r. Larelle.—A free strong growing variety, very free bloomer, truss large on long 

footstalk, large individual  forets,  colour salmon rose, edged with white. One of the best 
of the new varieties. 

Mrs. Parker.—Very free growing compact habit, foliage bright green with white 
edge, flowers pale pink. 

P. Crozy.—A free growing variety, makes a dwarf bushy plant, foliage medium sized 
and of heavy texture, free flowering, truss medium sized, colour bright scarlet, a fine 
variety. This is a hybrid between the zonale and the ivy sections of geraniums, 
showing the characteristics of the zonale in the foliage, and the ivys in the flowers. 

The 33 varieties last named were tried for the first time planted out last season. 
Many of them were grown under conditions not calculated to give the best results, 
therefore it would be unwise to condemn any of these without further trial which 
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it is the intention to make during the coming season. The following are considered 
the most promising for bedding : Meteor, single, Ingenieur Parlier, double, Ch. 
Larelle, single, Lord Lytton, double, Sir Trevor Lawrence, double, Aurora Boreale single, 
Gettysburg, single, Dr. Levavasseur, single, Chas. Jolly, double, and Wm. Pfitzee;double. 
The last named has been grown two seasons in pots and has proved to be one of the 
best for winter blooming. 

TUBERCULOSIS AT THE BRANCH F.XPERIMENTAL FARMS. 

In Bulletin No. 20, in which particulars are given regarding the results of tests of 
the cattle at the Central Experimental Farm for tuberculosis, the announcement was 
made (p. 33) that arrangements were in progress for a similar thorough testing of all 
the animals at the branch experimental farms. In accordance with instructions re-
ceived from the Hon. Minister of Agriculture the necessary preparations were made 
for the carrying out of this investigation, and the branch farm at Brandon, Man., was 
first visited. 

EXPERIMENTAL FARM, BRANDON, MAN. 

On arrival on the 19th of July, 1894, I found that the cattle composing the herd 
there consisted of 28 animals, 4 of which were grades and 24 were pure bred of the 
following breeds 

Cows. Heifers. Bulls. 
Durhams   4 	2 	2 
Ayrshires 	2 3 
Holsteins 	2 	Ï 	2 
Galloways 	 •   	 2 	1 	1 
Herefords 	 .. 	1 	1 

A short time before my arrival these animals had been carefully inspected and four 
of their number had been isolated from the rest of the herd as sheewing symptoms of dis-
ease. The remaining animals were regarded as healthy. They were in good condition 
and most of them appeared to be in robust health. 

Having secured the assistance of Dr. F. Torrance, V.S., of Brandon and Dr. S. J. 
Thompson, V.S., of Carberry, Provincial Inspector for the Province of Manitoba, the 
normal temperature of each animal was taken (per rectum) on the evening of the 19th 
and morning of the 20th of July. The tuberculin was injected at 11 a.m., and the 
temperature of each animal taken subsequently every three hours for a period of 21 
hours with the results shown in the following table :— 



TUBERCULIN tests at Brandon, N.W.T. 

'.6.;
' 	Normal 

•7 	Temperature. 	Temperature after injection of Tuberculin, July 20, 11 a.m. 
Name of Animal. 

	

	 6 A ?  	.--.- z ...i.',F7 July 19. July 20. 	 July 20. 	 July 21. 

Durhams. 	 8 p.m. 	11 a.m. 	2 p.m. 	5 p.m. 	8 p.m. 	11 p.m. 	2 a.m. 	5  am. 	8  am.  
1. Rose of Sydenham 	 cow, 	8 years. 	70 	* 	1019 	1015 	1030 	1070 	1070 	106 . 2 	101 3 	1033 
2. Rose of Darlington   	" 	4 	" 	70 	102 . 2 	101.8 	1022 	10t4 	104' 4 	106.2 	100 . 2 	104S 	103 . 2 
3. Cowslip 	" 	4 	" 	60 	1026 	1013 	102 1 	103 . 6 	1044 	104 . 1 	1030 	1030 	103 . 9 
4. Fashion  	" 	3 	" 	60 	1028 	1012 	102 1' 	1028 	1034 	105 . 9 	105S 	1 6 0 	1051 

5. Countess of Brandon 	 heifer, 14 	" 	50  	1620 	1022 	1020 	105 . 0 	106 . 2 	106 . 7 	1062 	1000 

6. Fashion's calf   	" 	6 mos... 	25 	1019 	1016 	1020 	1015 	1024 	102 . 4 	1022 	1019 	1019 
7. General H 	  bull, 3 years. 	80 	101 . 6 	101 . 6 	101 . 9 	102 . 4 	1004 	1072 	106 . 0 	104 . 0 	1054 

8. Brandon Hero 

	

	‘` 	2 	" 	55 	1026 	1011 	1011 	1011' 	1018 	1018 	1015 	1007 	100 0 

.Ayrshires. 
9. Jewel 	 cow, 	5 years. 	60 	1010 	1010 	1022 	1020 	1059 	1004 	1002 	1063 	106*S 

10. Dandy II.  	" 	5 	" 	60 	1018 	1021 	1022 	999 	1018 	1012 	101 . 5 	101 . 8 	1013 
11. Middlesex 	 bull, 3 	'« 	80 	1013 	1023 	1020 	1025 	100 . 0 	100.0 	105.4 	105 . 1 	1036 
12. Dandy Jock   	‘` 	1 	" 	30 	1026 	1014 	1010 	1024 	104* $ 	1063 	1060 	1032 	1050 

13. Brandon Prince 

	

	  " 	1 	" 	40 	1025 	1018 	1016 	1035 	100 . 5 	1066 	1061 	1061 	1060 

Holsteins. 
14. Queen of Waterloo 	  cow, 	6 years. 	60 	1022 	1029 	1031 	102.1 	103 . 0 	1037 	100 . 0 	1056 	1031 

15. Leda 	" 	5 	" 	70 	102 . 6 	101.'2 	1025 	101.4 	1020 	1018 	1016 	102 - 0 	1020 
16. Princess of Holland 	 heifer, li 	" 	41)  	1018 	1016 	101.2 	1030 	1056 	106 . 9 	1001 	104 . 0 

17. Holland Prince 	 bull, 3 	" 	80 	1016 	1016 	1017 	102.3 	1049 	1005 	1060 	105 . 3 	1032 

18. Manitoba Prince 

	

	" 	1 	" 	40 	1024 	1011 	1028 	102.4 	1024 	1025 	102 . 3 	1021 	1024 

Gcrlloways. 
19. Violet   	 cow, 	8 years. 	60  	1014 	1015 	1016 	103 . 0 	105 . 0 	105 . 7 	104 . 8 	104 - 8 

20. Hannah B.   	" 	6 	" 	60  	1024 	1029 	103* 5 	107 . 0 	106 . 0 	1051 	100 . 0 	1055 

21. Juno. 	 heifer, 2 	" 	50  	102 . 5 	1016 	1034 	100 . 0 	106 . 7 	100 . 3 	106.0 	105•7 

22. Chester 

	

	 bull, 7 	" 	80 	1016 	1011 	1020 	1020 	1045 	1072 	100*3 	1001 	1063 

Herefords. 
23. Hereford heifer 	 1 year. 	35 	1019 	1011 	1020 	1026 	1040 	104• 6 	1034 	102 . 5 	1022 
24. Hereford bull 

	

	 2 	" 	50 	1029 	1016 	1021 	1030 	1056 	1006 	1008 	1001 	100•8 

Grades. 
25. Grade steer  	2 years. 	55  	1022 	101 . 8 	103 . 5 	1009 	100 . 2 	100 . 8 	107'0 	1002 

26 	Lily 	 cow, aged 	70 	1021 	1028 	104 . 5 	1030 	100 . 5 	106 . 7 	105M 	1043 	108 . 4 

27. Daisy 	 " 	" 	60 	101 . 4 	101.0 	101.8 	992 	101 . 1 	1020 	1020 	1022 	1020 
28. Grade calf.. 	 4  mes. 	20 	1028 	1022 	1020 	1023 	1025 	102 . 4 	1020 	1023 	1017 

• Several of the animals could not be got in from pasture in time for the first test of normal temperature. 
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EXPERIMENTAL FARMS. 

From this table it will be seen that of the 28 animals te,sted 21 showed a rise in 
temperature of from two to six degrees Fahrenheit, thus indicating a diseased condition. 
This result was a matter of surprise to all as so many of them appeared to be healthy, 
vigorous and in good condition and had never shown any symptoms of disease. The 
diseased animals were all killed the following day and a careful postmortem examina-
tion made in each case with the following results : 

1. Rose of Sydenham, Durham cove, 8 yea,rs.—Lining of the thoracic cavity cov-
ered with many large and small masses of grapy tubercle, partly cheesy and partly cal-
careous, peritoneum also covered with finely granular tubercles. Lungs with many 
small patches of tubercle in their substance and small masses distributed over the sur-
face. About one-fourth of the udder was much affected and almost solidified with 
tubercle. 

2. Rose of Darlington, Durham cow, 4 years.—A large portion of one lung was 
filled with soft tuberculous rnatter • the other lung was healthy. Thoracic glands en-
larged and filled with solidified tubercle. The udder was slightly tuberculous, and at-
tached to the womb there was found a considerable quantity of soft tuberculoua 
matter. 

3. Cowslip, Durham cow, 4 years.—In the right lung there were several large 
cavities filled with tubercle, varying in consistence, some soft and partly fluid, and some 
solidified. The left lung was healthy. Thoracic glands enlarged and filled with caseous 
and calcareous tubercle. The tip of one lobe of the liver was also diseased by deposit 
of tubercle. 

4. Fashion, Durham cow, 3 years.—The left lung had a large tuberculous mass in 
its substance, grapy tubercular deposits were found on the walls of the thorax, and the 
thoractc glands were enlarged and filled with tuberculous matter, some of which was 
soft but solidified and some hard and calcareous. 

5. Countess of Brandon, Durham heifer,  4  years.—The lungs in this animal were 
healthy and there was no appearance of disease on the lining of the thoracic cavity. 
In the thoracic glands were found small masses of tubercle and several of the mesen-
teric glands were enlarged and filled with calcare,ous tubercle. 

7. General H., Durham bull, 3 years.—In one lung a large abscess was found just 
under the surface filled with solidified tubercle, some of it surrounding the cavity, being 
calcareous. Tuberculous matter was also found in two of the thoracic glands ; in one 
case in small quantity and in an early stage, and in the other the gland was enlarged 
and filled with semi-solid tubercle. Some of the mesenteric glands were also tuber-
culous. 

9. Jewel, Ayrshire cow, 5 years.—Lungs healthy ; one of the thoracic glands en-
larged and filled with solidified tubercle. Small tubercles were found on the outer 
surface of the stomach and small granules of a tuberculous character on the surface of 
the spleen. 

11. Middlesex, Ayrshire bull, 3 years.—Substance of lungs healthy, but some small 
tubercles were found on the surface. One of the thoracic glands was enlarged and filled 
with solidified tubercle. Surface of the spleen also dotted with a few small tubercles. 

12. Dandy Jock, Ayrshire bull, 1 year.—Surface of both lungs dotted with 
miliary tubercles, no disease found in their substance, lining of thoracic cavity covered 
with grapy deposit of tubercle. Thoracic glands enlarged and partly filled with tubercle 
most of which was in a calca,reous condition. 

13. Brandon Prince, .Ayrshire bull, 1 year.—Surface of one lung dotted with small 
miliary tubercles, otherwise lungs appeared healthy. Thoracic glands somewhat en-
larged and filled with cheesy tubercle. 

14. Que,en of Waterloo Holstein c,ow, 6 years.—In this animal the lungs and all 
the other organs appeared to 

Waterloo, 
 healthy and no disea.se was found in any of the thoracic, 

mesenteric or other glands, but many small tubercles were found scattered over the 
surface of the inner lining of the bowels. 	 • 

16.—Princess of Holland, Holstein heifer,  1 years.—The lungs were free from 
tubercle, but specimens of a small parasitic worm were found in the bronchial tubes. 
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Small tubercles were found in considerable numbers on the outer surface of both large 
and small intestines. 

17. Holland Prince, Holstein bull, 3 years.—Lungs and other organs healthy. 
Some small tubercles were found in one of the thoracic glands and two others were 
packed solid with calcareous tubercle. 

19. Violet, Galloway cow, 8 years.—A large part of one lung was found filled 
with semi-solid tuberculous matter, the other lung was free from disease. Several of 
the thoracic glands were also filled with solidified and calcareous tubercle. 

20. Hannah B, Galloway cow, 6 years.—Lungs healthy, gland behind pharynx 
partly filled with calcareous tubercle. In the liver a small cavity was found about one 
inch in diameter filled with soft tubercle, some small tubercles were also found on the 
surface of the spleen. 

21. Juno, Galloway heifer, 2 years.—Tubercle was found in several places in 
the substance of the lungs. The thoracic glands were enlarged and filled with tuber-
culous matter, some of it was of a soft solid consistence, some calcareous. 

22. Chester, Galloway bull, 7 years.—In one lung was found a mass of tubercle 
about the size of a hen's egg, also a tubercular abscess about same size near the base, 
the other lung was free from tubercle. The thoracic glands were partly filled with 
solidified tubercle. Some tuberculous masses were found in the rectum and other larger 
masses lodged in fat surrounding the third stoma,ch and also in fatty matter among the 
intestines. 

23. Hereford heifer, 1 year.—Only one small tubercle was found in the substance 
of the lungs, but small tubercles were scattered over the entire inner surface of the 
thorax. The thyroid glands were enlarged and filled with soft tubercle; surface of 
intestines dotted with small tubercles. 

24. Hereford bull, 2 years.—One lung had a mass of tubercle just below the sur 
face near the tip, the other lung was healthy. There was a slight grapy deposit on the 
lining of the thorax, and the thoracic glands were partly filled with solidified and calca-
reous tubercle. 

25. Grade steer, 2 years.—In one lunc there was a mass of tubercle near the tip, 
otherwise the substance of the lungs was healthy, the surface of the thoracic cavity was 
dotted with grapy tubercle, and the thoracic glands were enlarged and filled with 
turbercle, partly of a cheesy consistence and partly calcareous. Small tubercles were 
also found on the surface of the spleen. 

26. Lily, grade covv, ac
b
e unknown.—A large mass of tubercle was found in one 

lung near the tip, the otherlung was he,althy, the thoracic glands were enlarged and 
filled with soft solidified tuberculous matter ; large grape-like masses of tubercle 
were attached to the inner lining of the thorax, and a large tumour was found attached 
to the lower side of the diaphram, enclosing soft tuberculous matter. 

Of the 21 animals destroyed 19 were pure bred, and 2 were grades. Nine of these 
were bred in Manitoba and twelve came from Ontario. The course adopted in this in-
stance and subsequently followed at the other branch farms was to bury the animals 
about six feet below the surface, and scatter lime freely over the bodies before filling 
the hole. 

The following instructions were left in each case regarding the cleansing and dis-
infecting of the buildings :— 

Remove the remaining cattle and clean the buildings thoroughly, sweeping walls, 
woodwork and ceiling. When dry, spray thoroughly the whole surface, floors, wood-
work of divisions, walls and ceiling with the following disinfecting solution : 

1 lb. corrosive sublimate (corrosive chloride of mercury). 
lb. chloride of ammonium (muriate of ammonia), dissolved in a 40 gallon barrel 

of water. 
Repeat the spraying after two days, then whitewash the whole of the woodwork, 

walls and ceiling with lime-wash containing glue or sugar to prevent it from rubbing off 
and coat with hot coal tar the floors of the stalls and the sides of the divisions for about 
one foot above the base. 
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EXPERIMENTAL FARM, INDIAN HEAD, N.W.T.

After completing the work at Brandon, I visited the Experimental Farm at Indian
Head, arriving there on the morning of July 23rd. On this farm there were 39 head
of cattle, three of which were calves under two months. Nine were grades and 30 pure
bred of the following breeds :

Cowa Heifers. Calves. Bulls.
Durhams.. .. ........................................ 4 2 3 2
Holsteins ...:......................................: 5 1 2 1
Polled Angus ....................................... 6 .. 2 2

In this instance I had the assistance of Dr. F. Torrance, V.S., of Brandon, and Dr.
J. Harris, V.S., of 3Ioosomin, N.W.T. The normal temperature of each animal was
taken twice on July 24th, excepting the three young calves which were not tested, and
the tuberculin injected at 5 p.m. the same day. Subsequently the temperature was
taken at intervals of 3 hours for 18 hours, with the results shown in the appended
table:-

Name of Animal
,.o

^ ÿ

Normal^ Normal
Temperature

I

Temperature after Injection of Tuberculin,
July 24, 5 p.m.

.

='z.= + July 24 July 24. July 25.

Durhams. H 1 2 p.m. 8 p.m. 11 m. ^ 2 a.m. 5 m. 8 a.m. I llam.a. m.
1. Cowslip, cow.. ...... years 60 102'8 1011 103'2 103'0 102'2 103-1 105-3 103-7
2. Red Rosebud, cow ........ " 60 102'9 102'4 103-5 103'1 102'4 103-x 104-2 103-6
3. Nellie Elgins "........ " 50 102'8 102'7 103'0 103'0 104-4 106-4 106-3 106-6
4. Prairie Wildflower, cow...3 " 45 102'2 102'0 102'6 101'8 101'7 101'4 1 102'0 102'7
5. Qu'AppelleR,osebud,heifer.l " .30 102'7 102'2 103-0 102-5 102•3 102'5 102'6 102-1
6. Rosebud's, heifer..........1 " 30 103'0 102'0 1031 102'2 101'8 101'0 101'8 101-0
7. Red Knight, bull ....... ,.3J^ " 70 102'0 102'0 102'4 101'6 102'3 103-1 105-S 105-5
8. Prince of Qu'Appelle, bull.1 " 40 104,3 103'7 104* 8 1031 102'7 101'0 102,3 102,0
9. Calf of Prairie Wildflower,

bull...... .............. 4 mos. 18 102'0 102'0 104'0 102'4 1011 101'8 102'0 101'8

Solstei.ns.

I

10. Abi,<ow .... .. ...........7 years. 60 103'8 101•7 102'2 101•2 101'0 100'6 102'6 102'9
1L Siepkje 3rds', Queen, cow..6 " 60 101•6 101•9 10'2'3 102•0 101•1 101•4 101•3 101•8
12. Abi of Assimboia, cow ....3 " 45 1022 102'0

I
102'0 101'2 100'9 101'2 102'0 102•8

13. Abi2nd of Assa., heifer...2 " 45 103'1 103'0 103'4 102'1 102'0 101•7 102'1 102'2
14. Siepkje 3rd's calf, ".. - 8 mos. 25 102'7 101'4 102'9 103-1 104-4 105-4 106-0 105-6
15. Abi's calf, heifer.......... 4 18 101'2 102'0 102'9 102'2 101'8 102'2 101'8 101'3
16. Netherlandof Brandon, bull 1 year. 40 102'8 100'8 102'2 101•8 101'8 101•0 102'0 101'8

Polled Angus.

17. Pride of Eastview, cow....8 years. 60 101'5 100•9 101'3 100'8 100•9 103-2 105-0 105-4
18. Stella of Eastview "....7 60 101'4 101'5 101'8 101'0 101'6 104-x 10512 103-9
19. Daisy of Eaton 60 101'7 101'9 101•4 100'6 101'0 101'5 1030 1040
20. Lady of Eaton 55 1020 101'8 102'0 101-2 102,21 104-4 106-0 105•4
2L StellaofAssiniboia " ....3 " 50 102'2 102'6 102'8 102'4 101'9 102•2 103•5 104-2
22. biaid of Skeene ". 3 " 50 101'4 101'3 102'6 101'7 101'6 l^b 9 101-5 102-0
23. Duke of Eastview, bull ....4} " 70 101'8 101'6 101•2 100•7 100 5 100•7 100•8 101-2
24. Polled Angus calf "... 8 mos. 35 102'3 102'6 102'6 102'3 102'5 101'5 102'4 101'4
25. Calf of Lady Eaton ".. 8 " 35 102•3 101-4 103•3 102'8 102'2 101'0 101'5 101'0
26. Polled Angus calf °.... 6 " 25 101'8 101-6 103•6 102,0 1 101'4 101'7 101 3 101•7

Grades. 1

27. Snsan, cow.. ............6 years. 55 101'7 101'4 101'4 101'2 101'2 100•6 101'5 101•7
28. Sallie " ...............6 " 55 101'7i 101'9 101•9 100'8 100'6 100'4 101'5 101'0
29. Daisy " ...............3J " 50 101'91 102•4 101'2 101'5 1011 100'9 1021) 101'4
30. Nellie, heifer ....... ....2 years. 40 102'6^ 102'0 102•8 102'0 101'5 101'8 104'2 104•6
3L Avrshire grade, heifer._. 2 " 40 102'9 101'6 102'0 1014 101'0 101'0 101'2 1011
32. Holstein " `. .....11 "
3 G d "

35 101'9
•

1016
'

102'7 1011 101'0
1

101'0 101'5 1011
3 . ra e, steer . ........2 40 102 2 102 1 102'8 102'7 104-4 103-3 106•3 1065
34. Holstein grade, steer ..... 9 moa 2^ 101'6 102 2 102•8 102'7 102•3 101'9 100•6 101'8
^• " " " ..... 5" 20 102•4 102'0 103•4 102'5 102 8 10514 105-2 105-4
16. Durham grade, heifer..... 5 20 102'7 102'8 104'21 103'0 1021 102'21 101•8 102'1
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Thirteen of these animals gave evidence by rise in temperature of the presence of 
the dise,ase. These were killed on the 24th, and a post-mortem examination made in 
each case. 

1. Cowslip, Durham Cow, 7i years.—The lungs of this animal were free from dis-
ease, but small patches of tubercle were found in the liver, near the surface. A large 
mass of tubercle, weighing about a pound, was atta,ched to the omentum with other 
smaller masses adjacent, mesenteric glands enlarged and filled with tubercle. A tuber-
culous cyst attached to the stomach was also filled with pus-like tubercle. Deposits of 
tubercle were also found in the udder. 

2. Red Rosebud, Durham Cow, 6-1 years.—The apex of one of the lungs wa,s filled 
with cheesy and softer masses of tubercle, the other lung was healthy. There was a 
tumour in the throat of a part fatty and part fibrous character, inclosing small masses 
of tubercle, some of which was solidified and some semi-fluid. 

3. Nellie Elg,ins, Durham cow, 3- years.—Lunu
b
s and other organs healthy. 

Thoracic glands much enlarged and filled with solidified and  calcareous tubercle—parts 
of the udder indicated the presence of tubercle in its early stages. 

7. Red Knight, Durham Bull, 3i years.—Lungs and other organs healthy. No 
tubercle was found in any of the thoracic or mesenteric glands but the lymphatic 
gland on each side of base of scrotum was found charged with tubercle in a semi-fluid 
condition. 

14. Siepkje 3rd's calf, 8 months, Holstein heifer.—In this animal the lungs and 
liver were healthy, and no tubercle was found in any of the glands. In the udder were 
found hardened patches of tubercle, and small tubercles were also found on the surface' 
of the spleen. 

17. Pride of Eastview, Polled Angus Cow, 8 years.—The lungs appeared to be free 
from tubercle, but had an unhealthy appearance, the tip of one lobe of the liver was 
also light coloured and unhealthy looking, not clearly tuberculous, but may have been 
tubercle in an early stage. The glands were free from tubercle,, but tuberculous matter 
was found on both sides of the udder in patches. 

18. Stella of Eastview, Polled Angus Cow, '7 years.—Both lungs were almost filled 
with easses of soft solidified tubercle. The thoracic glands were much enlarged, weigh-
ing about two pounds in all, and were filled with tubercle mostly in a calcareous con-
dition. Small tubercles were found on the surface of the spleen, and the udder had 
small patches of tubercle on both sides. 

19. Daisy of Eaton, Polled Angus Cow, 5- years.—One small mass of tubercle was 
found in one of the lungs near the tip, otherwise these organs seemed he,althy. The 
glands were free from tubercle, but a few small tubercles were found on the surface of 
the spleen. 

20. Lady Eaton, Polled Angus Cow, 3i- years.—A large mass of tubercle was found 
in the substance of one lung, and many smaller masses distributed through the adjacent 
structure. Several small tubercles were found pa.' st under the surface of the liver, also 
on the surface of the spleen. The thoracic glands were much enlarged and filled with 
caseous tubercle. 

21. Stella of Assiniboia, Polled Angus Cow, 3 years.—The lungs of this animal 
were healthy, but a small patch of tubercle was found in the liver. Two of the lym-
phatic glands were also found to be slightly tuberculous. In this cow the disease was 
in a very early stage. 

30. Nellie, Grade heifer, 2 years.—No tubercle was found in the lungs, but the sur-
face had an unhealthy appearance, liver healthy, one of the thoracic glands was en-
larged and partly filled with solidified tubercle. 

33. Grade Steer, 2 years.—One lump of semi-solid tubercle was found in the sub-
stance of one of the lungs about the size of a hen's egg, and three of the thoracic glands 
were enlarged and partly filled with caseous tubercle. 

35. Holstein Grade Steer, 5 months.—In this instance the lungs and other organs 
were healthy, but the thoracic glands were considerably enlarged and filled with caseous 
tubercular matter. 

In the table it will be seen that the yearling Durham bull, Prince, of Qu'Appelle, 
No. 8 had a very unusually high normal 104.3, and although this ran up to 104.8 with- 
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in three hours after the tuberculin was injected it fell so rapidly afterwards to the 
usual normal that it was evident that the high point reached was not due to the action of 
the tuberculin. The sudden rise also of 2 degrees which took place in the case of the 
Polled Angus calf No. 26 within three hours aft,er injection was followed by a rapid fall 
to the normal so shortly after that it was highly improbable that the rise was caused 
by the tuberculin. As the mother (Cowslip) of one of the young calves not te,sted was 
found to be diseased, the calf also was killed but no evidence of disease was found in it 
—the mothers of the other two young calve,s proved to be healthy, and they of course 
were not slaughtered. 

In this instance 10 of the animals destroyed were pure-bred and 3 grades—four 
were bred at Indian Head and nine sent from Ontario. 

EXPERIMENTAL FARM, NAPPAN, N.S. 

Durine
e 
 the month of August, I visited the branch experimental farm at Nappan, 

N. S., with the  object of testing the cattle there. As mentioned in Bulletin No. 20, p. 
31, one case of tuberculosis ha,d occurred there in the summer of 1893 when the sus-
pected animal was killed and on post-mortem examination found to be affected with this 
disease. Two of the progeny of this cow Nv ere tested shortly after with tuberculin, and 
shown to be free from the disease and as the remaining animals appeared to be healthy 
no further steps were taken at th;t time in testing the herd. 

There were 39 animaLs in the herd on the Nappan Farm, 18 of which were grades, 
and 21 pure bred. Most of them were in good condition, and apparently healthy. 
The pure bred animals c,onsisted of the following breeds : 

Cows. Heifers. Calves. Bulls. 
Durhams 	 • 	5 	2 	 1 
Ayrshires    3 	1 	 1 
Holsteins   3 	1 	1 	1 	' 
Jerseys 	  2 

In this investigation I was assisted by Dr. Geo. Townsend, V. S., of New Glasgow, 
N. S., Dr. WM. Jakeman, V. S., of Halifax, and Dr. F. G. Hall, V. S., of Amherst, 
N. S. The normal temperatures of the animals were taken on the evening of August 
22nd, and morning of the 23rd The tuberculin was injected at 1 p.m. that day and 
the temperature taken every three hours after for 18 hours with the results given  in  
the following table 



	

4 p.m. 	7 pan. 	10 p.m. 	1 a.m. 	4  am. 	7 a.m. 

	

1014 	1026 	1013 	1012 	1074 	1012 

	

1030 	1018 	1026 	1016 	1012 	1022 

	

1018 	1012 	1010 	101.0 	996 	101 . 2 

	

103'6 	103'7 	1032 	1020 	101'8 	1019 

	

1023 	1025 	102 . 8 	1014 	1010 	1024 

	

103•2 	1030 	102 . 2 	1020 	1020 	1020 

	

1020 	103• 4 	1024 	1023 	1011 	1016 
101'6 	1018 	1025 	104•6 1046 	1034 

1020 	101 . 8 	101 . 6 	101 . 2 	1002 	1007 
1027 	1032 	103.0 	1024 	1036 	1033 
1020 	1020 	102 . 3 	102 . 0 	1014 	1020 
1022 	1019 	101 6 	1014 	1015 	1006 
101'6 	1016 	1012 	103 • 8 	100 . 8 	1010 

1014 	1018 	1024 	101 . 0 	1010 	101 4 
1024 	1026 	1026 	102 . 0 	1021 	102 0 
102.4 	1029 	1018 	101'0 	1014 	1032 
1017 	102 . 2 	1020 	1019 	1021 	1016 
1027 	102'8 	1026 	1026 	1020 	102 10 
1011 	1010 	1004 	1016 	1001 	1006 

1019 	103'0 	102 . 6 	103 0 	1023  I 	1028 
1014 	1011 	1009 	101'1 	1014  I 	1008 
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1036 1043 1033 	1026 	1018 
1027 . 	101 . 9 	1015 	1010 	1,9'8 
101'4 	101 . 8 	102 . 6 	100 . 2 	101'2 
101'7 	102 . 0 	99•8 	101.6 	1016 
1020 	1026 	1025 	103* 7 	103 ' 4 

1023 
101'0 
101'2 
109'4 

101'0 ° 
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Normal 
Temperature. 

Aug-. 22.1Aug. 23. 

Temperature after injection of Tuberculin, August 23,10 a.m. 

August 23. 

Name of Animal. 

August 24. 

ol (des. 
22. Old Tingley, Durham grade.. . 
23. Marion, Guerns7 grade 	 
24. Brindle 
25. Tilly 	 61 

26. Susie 	 Id 
• • 	 • 	 • 

Jerseys. 
20. Kate Remona 	 . cr, yer. 
21. Macleod 	  

//u/steins. 
14. Minnie Rooker  	 cow, 10 years. 
15. Dorinda, of Ottawa.. 	. 	. 	" 	4 " 
16. Ida Booker 	<I 	 2  .‘ 
17. Dorinda, of Nappan 	 heifer,6 mos. 
18. Eva Rooker  	 . heifer calf, 5 " 
19. Netherlands Chlothilde 	..... 	....bull, 4 years. 

1. Isabella VII 	 cow, 9 years. 
2. Ruena II 	  ‘. 	7 	 /6 

3. Juniper 	 44 	 7 	 46 

4. Fern Duchess. 	 " 	6  11 

5. Lady Rose 	  if 	 5  it 

6. Bess  	heifer,1 	" 
7. Duchess of Nappan 	 .. 1 ie 
8. Nappan's Fashion 	  bull, 4 " 

A  yrsh  ires.  
9. Daisy Eyebright 	 cow, 7 years. 

10. Jennie 	  éi 	 6 	.. 
11. Pauline 	46 	 6 	iI 

12. Daisy.   	 heifer,1 	" 
13. Rob Roy  	 bull, 2 " 

Durhams.  

...cow, 10 years. 
" 10 " 
11 	 7 	66 

64 	 6 	11 

If 	 6 	16 

60 
60 
60 
60 
60 

60 
60 
60 
65 
60 
30 
30 
70 

60 

6{1 
30 
65 

60 
55 
40 
20 
20 
70 

60 
50 

1 p.m. 7 p.m. 8.30  am  

1021 	1016 
1016 	1024 
1014 	1012 
101.0 	1022 
1018 	102 0 
101'5 	1018 
1013 	1018 
1014 	1000 

1000 	100'9 
1004 	1027 
1009 	1023 
1019 	1020 
	 1017 

1014 1020 	1023 
1013 	1023 	1022 
1012 	1035 	1018 
1024 	1021 	1014 
1030 	1029 	1036 
1005 1020 	1016 

1008 	1012 	1012 
1016 	1023 	1014 

1016 	1022 	1029 
1009 	1012 	1020 
1012 	102 2 	1022 
101:4 	101'3 	1020 
1025 	1018 	1020 

1022 
1022 
100'7 
1028 
1020 
102'2 
102'3 
1023 

1016 
102'9 
101'8 
1021 
1018 



7 p.m. 8.30 a.m 

1022 
1014 
1015 
1005 
1020 
1024 
1030 
1018 
1021 
1032 
1020 
1032 
1030 

1022 
1014 
1019 
1022 
1021 
1018 
1021 
1028 
1024 
1023 
102'1 
1023 
1029 

1 p.m. I 4 p m. 7 p.m. I 10 p.m. 

1024 
103 . 0 

102.8 
1026 
1026 

1030 
1038 
1033 
1033 
1016 
103 0 
1016 
1028 

1020 
102 3 
1023 
1020 
1020 

103 . 1 
1034 
1030 
1027 
1020 
1028 
1020 
1026 

1022 
1018 
1023 
1025 
1022 
1020 
1024 
1028 
1028 
1026 
1027 
1026 
1036 

1025 
1022 
1021 
1016 
1019 
1023 
1028 
1030 
1027 
1029 
1026 
102'9 
1027 

1. a.m. 	4 a.m. 1 7  am.  

1012 
1016 
1018 
1010 
1010 
1018 
1031 
1015 
1022 
1019 

100'1 
101'9 
1026 

1014 
1006 
1013 
1010 
1008 
1020 
1020 
1020 
1024 
1008 

104* 0 
1008 
1020 

1020 
1016 
1018 
1007 
1020 
1020 
1020 
1021 
1025 
1006 

103"0 
1006 
1020 

TwiEficuLIN Tests at Nappan Experimental Farm, Nova Scotia--Conduded. 

Normal 
Temperature. Temperature after injection of Tuberculin, August 23, 10 a.m. 

Name of Animal. A 
? 

o Aug. 22. Aug. 23. August 23 August 24. 

Grades—Continued. 

27. Tingleydum, Ayrshire grade 	 cow, 5 years. 
28. Mary, Durham grade. 	41 	 3 it 

29. Juno 	44 	 14 	 3 	14 

30. Rose 	44 	
. ..... .. 	 .... . 	

41 	 3 	 11 

31. Reed 	14 	 14 	 2 	II 

32. Molley 	14 	 heifer,1 	a « 
33. Julia 	 e 44 1 	14 

41 34. Sally 	 " 	1 " 
35. Maggie 	" 	

14 	 1 	11 

36. Topsy 	14   " 	6 mos. 
37. Wild Eyes " 	 steer, 2 years . 
38. Tom 	 . ........... ... 	 " 	6 mos. 
39. Dick 	Ill 	 14 	 5 	 4. 

60 
50 
50 
50 
40 
30 
30 
30 
30 
20 
40 
20 
20 

>I 
>10 
tl 
>0 

él 

tl 
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In this instance ten of the animals gave evidence of the presence of the disease.
These were killed on the 24th and the particulars of their condition are given in the
following notes, taken at the several post-mortem egaminations.

4. Fern Duchess, Durham cow.-In this animal the lungs were healthy, so also
were the glands. A large tubercular deposit was found on the sternum, measuring
about 7 inches by 5 and 2 inches deep. The muscular tissue being filled with tubercle,
some of it pus like, some caseous. This patch extended from the bone upwards to within
abont 1J inches of the skin. There was no appearance of bruise or other injury on the
surface. There was an indurated tumour in one of the teats containing caseous tubercle
small lumps of tubercle were also found between the serous and mucous walls of the
intestines.

6. Bess, Durham heifer, I year.-The lungs of this animal were healthy. One of
the thoracic glands was considerably enlarged and filled with tubercle, and several
others were diseased but less affected. The intestinal walls were dotted with tubercles
of various sizes, most of them filled with material of a cheesy consistence.

7.-Duchess of Nappan, Durham heifer, 1 year.-This animal was not in good con-
dition, and was evidently ailing ; her right lung was found to be in a condition of
atrophy and much wasted, its surface was covered with small tuberculous pustules, the
left lung was better developed, but similarly covered with pustules. The intestinal
walls were also studded with tubercular deposits of a granular character.

8. Nappan's Fashion, Durham bull, 4 years.-In this case there was found dis-
tributed through the substance of one of the lungs a considerable number of small
masses of caseous tubercle, the other lung appeared to be healthy. One of the thoracic
glands was much enlarged and filled with caseous tubercle, and several other glands in
the thoracic cavity were found filled with tubercle, either cheesy or pus-like but in less
quantity.

20. Kate Remona, Jersey cow, 5 years.-In different portions of the substance of
both lungs, lumps of tubercle were found in a caseous condition, one lung was found ad-
hering to the side. The thoracic glands were much enlarged, indurated and packed with
caseous tubercle, and one of the mesenteric glands was similarly affected. Small lumps
of tubercle were imbedded in the muscular tissue of the intestines, the inner part of the
placenta was also dotted with pustules of tubercle.

22. Old Tingley, Durham grade, 10 years.-In this animal the lungs and other
organs were found healthy and no tuberculous deposit could be detected in any of the
glands. Small nodules of tubercle in a caseous condition were lodged under the serous
coat of the intestines and distributed in varying proportion all over the large and smallintestines.

26. Susie, Guernsey grade cow, 6 years.-Lungs healthy, no deposit found in
throracic glands. Mesenteric glands partly filled with caseous tubercle. Small masses
of tubercle attached to the surface of the liver, uterus and intestines.

28. Mary, Durham grade cow, 3 years.-Both lungs dotted with tubercular matter
in its earlier stages, small deposits of tubercle were also found in the substance of the
liver. Inguinal glands slightly tuberculous, the interior walls of the uterus had also
patches of tubercle.

32.-Molly, Durham grade heifer, 1 year.-The tip of one lung for about 5 inches
was indurated and filled with tubercle in its early stages. No evidence of the presence
of tubercle was found in any of the other organs or glands nor about the intestines.

37. Wild Eyes, grade steer, 2 years.-This animal was in poor condition. No evid-
ence of tubercle was detected in the lungs, liver or other organs or glands of the body
excepting in one of the mesenteric glands, in which tuberculous matter was found,small masses of tubercule were also found attached to the mesentery.

In this series of tests it will be observed that the temperatures on which some
animals were condemned are lower than some other cases where no action

was taken.
There was, however, in every instance, where slaughter took place, 1J degrees or more
Fahrenheit of increase above the average normal temperature, except in the case of
Duchess of Nappan No. 7, a yearling Durham heifer, which was not thrifty and appear_
ed to be suffering from some internal trouble. She was killed on a rise in temperature8c-5i
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of 145 degrees above her average normal and the condition of the organs on post-mor-
tem justified this action. The case of Jennie No. 10, an Ayreshire cow, was suspicious 
but her temperature varied considerably at different times during the test, which, at the 
highest, was but nine-tenths of a degree above the highest normal. As there were other 
reasons which might account for these fluctuations in her case, she ha,s been left over 
for a second test. 

Of the ten animals destroyed five were grades and five pure bred. One of the 
pure bred animals WasS sent from Ontario, one was purchased in New Brunswick, and 
of the remainder, including the grades, some were raised at the Nappan farm and the 
others bouœht from farmers in Nova Scotia. 

EXPERIMENTAL FARM, AGASSIZ. • 

On the 13th of September, 1894, I arrived at Agassiz, B. C., and proceeded to test 
the cattle there, which numbered 18 head, 2 of which were grade animals and 16 pure 
bred. The pure bred animals consisted of the following breeds. 

Cows. Heifers. Calves. Bu lls. 
Durhams 	  2 	2 	— 	1 
Ayrshires 	  2 	2 	1 	2 
Holsteins 	  2 	 2 

The preliminary tests of normal temperature were completed on the morning of 
September 14th, and the tuberculin injected at 1 p.m. on the saine day. The tempera-
ture was subsequently taken every 3 hours for 21 hours with the results given in the 
appended table. 



Normal Temper- 
ature. Temperature after injection of Tuberculin, September 14, 1 p.m. 

Name of Animal. 'd 8 

>1 
September 14. September 14. September 15. 

60 
55 
55 
40 
60 

55 
55 
50 
30 
15 
60 
35 

60 
55 
60 
35 

60 
30 

_Durham& 

1. May Gwynne 	 cow, 9 years. 
2. Cheam Gwynne 	  " 4 " 
3. Maid of Cheam 	 heifer, 21 " 
4. Daisy 	  " 1 " 
5> Durham.  	bull, 3. " 

A yrshires. 

6. Violet 	  cow, 6 years. .. 7. Gipsy 	5  . 
8. Gipsy Queen 	 heifer, 2 " 
9. Susan 	  " 1 " 

10. Ayrshire calf 	  " 6 mos. 
11. Prince of Carleton 	 bull, 3 years. 
12. Valley Chief 

	

	ic 1 44 

Holstein.  
, 

13. Holstein, No. 68 	cow, 7 years. 
14. Maid of Chlothilde 	 .. 3 .. 
15. Netherland Prince 	 bull, 3à " 

j 16. Chlothilde's 2nd Artis ..   " 1 " 

Oracles. 

17. Myrtle, grade cow 	  
18. Dick, grade steer 	  1 year. 

9 a.m. 11 ' 30a.  m. 
1011 	1013 
1012 1015 
10 . 0 	1012 
1012 	1010 
1019 1022 

1012 
1014 
1013 
1015 

1012 
112  

101'7 
101'4 
1010 
101'6 

1010 	996 
	 1016 

10 p.m. I 1 a.m. 

1014 	1008 
1018 	1010 

102 . 8 
101 . 5 
101 . 3 
102 . 4 

103 *5 

1016 
100 . 8 
101'8 
102'1 
1016 
100'7 
100'4 

100'8 
101'2 
100 • 5 
100'8 

4 p.m. 

1012 
100'7 
1010 
1013 
1020 

1018 
1012 
102'1 
1020 
102'3 
100'2 
101'6 

101'8 
101'6 
1012 
100 . 5 

1012 
1023 

7 p.m. 

1018 
1018 
1018 
101 7 
102'0 

1020 
100'7 
102 . 0 
102'0 
102'8 
101'0 
1014 

101'2 
1018 
1009 
1014 

4 a.m. I 7 RM. 10 a.m. 

104•7 
1042 

100 . 8 
1018 

105 '5 

103 • 2 
101'2 
101 . 2 
102'0 
1019 
100 . 8 
1003 

1008 
101 . 2 

1030 
100'4 

104 0 
104'9 

100 . 9 
100 • 7 

105'5 

1028 
100'5 
101'2 
101'6 
101'1 
1009 
100'8 

100.7  
101.7 

103 • 4 
100 . 8 

• 

1032 
104* s 

101 . 1 
101 . 1 

105 • 2 

102 . 2 
100 . 8 
1008 
101'6 
1018 
100'8 
1020 

1014 
1014 
1021 
101 . 2 

1006 	1010 
101'1 	100'8 

101'8 
1018 
1017 
1015 
1021 
101'6 
1020 

101'6 
101'8 
101'1 
1012 

105 . 2 
104.0 

100'2 
101 . 5 

105 *1 

101'3 
98'0 

102'0 
102'2 
1023 
100'2 
1002 

101'0 
1002 
102'2 
1003 

100'8 
101 • 0 

1004 
100 . 0 

TUBERCULIN Tests at Agassiz Experimental Farm, British Columbia. 
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From .the figures in the table, it will be seen that five of the animals showed a 
sufficie.nt increase in temperature to justify the opinion that they were diseased. These 
were killed on the following day, and on post-mortem examination all were found to be 
tuberculous. In two of them the disease was in an advanced condition, in the other 
three it was in its earlier stages. 

1. May Gwynne, r)urham Cow, 9 years.—The entire interior surface of thorax and 
abdomen was covered with granular grapy tubercular deposit, the liningof the diaphram, 
the bowels, the entire surface of the lungs and nearly the whole surface of the liver was 
similarly covered. The substance of both lungs was full of patches and lumps of 
tubercle, most of which was in a caseous condition. The thora,cic and mesenteric glands 
were all considerably affected and contained caseous tubercle. Spots of tuberculous 
matter were also freely distributed over both large and small intestines. There was no 
evidence of tubercle in the udder. This was the worst case of the disca,se I have ever 
met with. 

2. Cheam Gwynne, Durham Cow, 4 years.--Several patches of tuberculous matter 
were found at the tips of both lungs. There were three small spots also on the liver, 
one of which extended below the surface for nearly one inch. The thoracic and mesen-
teric glands were free from disease, but one of the salivary glands was slightly affected 
with tubercle, there were also a few tubercular pustules on the intestines. The udder 
was healthy. 

5. Durham Bull, 3 years.—The lungs showed no evidence of disease, but there-
were two small patches of incipient tubercle on one lobe of the liver near the tip. One 
of the thoracic glands was very much enlarged and filled with tuberculous matter 
partly of a cheesy consistence and partly calcareous. There was a small tumour under 
the skin of rump which contained small patches of tubercle in its earlier stages. 

6. Violet, Ayrshire Cow, 6 years.—The tip of one lobe of the lungs had a lump of 
caseous tubercle imbedded in the tissues about the size of a walnut, otherwise the lungs 
appeared to be healthy. One of the mesenteric glands was found enlarged and filled 
with caseous tubercle. 

15. Netherland Prince, Holstein Bull, 3i years.—No tubercle was found in the 
lungs. One of the thoracic glands wa,s slightly tuberculous, and there were a few warty 
tuberculous patches on the surface of the spleen. The inner lining of the diaphram was 
coated with tubercular pustules, and on opening the liver a large abscess was found 
containing- about half a pint of creamy white tuberculous matter. The liver was also 
grown to the side and to some of the adjacent organs. 

The five animals destroyed were all pure bred, three of them had been sent from 
Ontario, and two from Manitoba. 

RELIABILITY OF TUBERCULIN AS AN INDICATOR. 

Including the animals reported on in Bulletin 20, opportunity has now been 
given t,o test the reliability of the indications of tuberculin in conne,ction with the 
experimental farm work in 74 cases, in each one of which—excepting the doubtful case 
reported on in Bulletin 20, p. 28—the existence of the disease as indicated by the rise 
in temperature has been demonstrated. 

TUBERCULOSIS SHOULD NOT BE CONFOUNDED WITH PLEURO PNEUMONIA. 

It is most unfortunate that so many intelligent people in the community, including 
some members of the press, fail to realize that tuberculosis is a disease entirely distinct 
from  pleure  pneumonia.  Pleure  pneumonia is a terribly contagious disease which when 
once established in a herd carries its victims off suddenly and rapidly, while tuberculosis, 
although contagious, is usually very slow in its workings, and an animal may have the 
disease for years without its being manifested by any external symptoms. 

Pleura pneumonia is essentially a lung disease under the influence of which the 
lungs become rapidly congested and very shortly loose the power of discharging their 
natural functions, and the animal dies. 
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Tuberculosis is not essentially a lung disease. Out of the 74 cases of post-mortem 
examination referred to, in 26 of them or more than one-third of the whole no disease 
whatever could be detected in the lungs, nor were their functions interfered with in any 
way, the disease in this large proportion of cases being confined to some of the other 
organs or glands of the body. 

The distinctness of character between there two diseases should always be borne 
in mind. Tuberculosis is identical with the disease known as consumption in the human 
family, and exists among cattle to a greater or less extent it is said in every country 
where they are kept in a state of domestication. "Whereas pleuro pneumonia happily is 
much less prevalent and is not known to exist anywhere in Canada. 

VISITORS TO THE CENTRAL FARM. 

During 1894 a large number of farmers have visited the Central Farm. In addi-
tion to the daily visits of individuals and small groups, special excursions were organi-
zed from different points within a radius of from 100 to 200 miles both in Ontario and 
Quebec under the auspices of farmers' institutes, and agricultural societie,s and circles. 
Many took advantage of the low rates offered by the railway companies, and visited the 
farm and inspected the different branches of work in progress here. On most of such 
occasions opportunitie,s were given for some of the officers of the farm to address the 
assembly, and give such information regardinf,  the organization and arrangement of the 
work on the farm also as to the location of objects of special interest, as would enable 
the visitors to make the best possible use of the limited time afforded them : and all the 
members of the farm staff available have on such occasions devoted their whole time to 
the visiting friends. These efforts have been much appreciated, the visitors 
going away well pleased with the information gained. During the summer a number 
of seats have been provided and distributed over the grounds, under the shade of trees 
or among groups of shrubbery for the convenience of visitors. The number of visitors 
to the farm during the year has been about twelve thousand. 

MEETINGS ATTENDED. 

During the year the following important meetings of a representative or provincial 
character have been attended, and large audiences addressed :— 

On December 6th and 7th, 1893, the annual meeting of the Fruit Growers Asso-
ciation for the province of Ontario, held at Peterboro', Ont., where I presented a paper 
on "Some desirable ornamental trees, shrubs and plants for cultivation in Ontario." 

On the 16th and 17th of January, 1894, the annual meeting of the Fruit Growers' 
Association of Nova Scotia was attended at Wolfville, Nova Scotia, where addresses 
were given on "The life history of an apple tree—what an orchard takes from the soil, 
and how this may be restored ;' also, on " Results of fruit tests on the Experimental 

.Farms." 
On February 21st and 22nd, the annual meeting of the Dairymen's Association of 

New Brunswick, held at Fredericton, N,B., where addre,sses were delivered on " Soils, and 
how to maintain their fertility f also, on "The  growing of vegetables and fruits by the 
farmer for his family." 

On the 23rd and 24th of the same month the annual meeting of the Dairymen's 
Association of Nova Scotia was attended at Kentville

' 
 N.S., and addresses delivered 

on some of the results of the work of the experimental farms in the interests of agri-
culture. 

The annual meeting of the Central Farmers' Institute of Manitoba was attended at 
Brandon, Manitoba, on July 17th, 18th and 19th, and addresses delivered on the 
" Benefits conferred on the farmer by the work of the experimental farms f also, in 
reference to " Agricultural education." 

In August the annual meeting of the Society for the Promotion of Agricultural 
Science was attended on the 14th and 15th in Brooklyn, N. Y., where, as president of 
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the society I delivered an address containing a summary of the methods adopted by the
Government of Canada for the promotion of agriculture.

I also attended the meeting of the agricultural conference held in Truro, N. S., in
- August in connection with the visit of their Excellencies the Governor General and the

Countess of Aberdeen, and took part in the proceedings.

VISITS TO THE BRANCH EXPERIMENTAL FARMS.

Two visits have been paid this season to the branch experimental farms at Brandon
and Indian Head and one each to Nappan and Agassiz. The first trip was made in
July, and the second during the month of September.

EXPERIMENTAL FARM AT BRANDON, MAN.

At the time of the earlier visit, July 17th to 20th, the crops were suffering much
from a protracted drought, the straw of the grain was very short and the yield did not
promise well. Subsequently, the results of the harvest proved better than had been
expected. The yield was not large, although better than last year, but the quality of
the grain was excellent. The Indian corn looked well, but the roots and other late
crops had suffered much, from the long continued dry weather. The avenues, belts and
hedges of forest trees looked well and had made good growth notwithstanding the
unfavourable season.

This farm is proving a most useful institution to the farmers of Manitoba, and kind
words of appreciation and commendation are heard on every hand in regard to the
suitability of the location, the value of the experimental work planned, and the excel-
lent way in which the farm is conducted by the much esteemed superintendent.

The grading and planting of the groups of shrubs and ornamental trees about the
residence of the superintendent briefly referred to in my last annual report, together
with the subsequent sodding, had produced a most marked improvement in the sur-
roundings and had transformed a bare and barren looking place into a fertile looking and
beautiful spot dotted with thrifty growing trees and shrubs, affording in all directions
pleasant objects for the eye to rest upon. Provision is being made to add to this inter-
esting collection of trees and shrubs during the coming season.

E%PERIffiENTAL FARM AT INDIAN HEAD, N. W. T.

Crops suffered in a still greater degree from the excessive dry weather in the
North-west Territories, and those at Indian head were no exception to the general rule.
The good results of summer fallowing and good farming were very apparent during this
visit, for, while the crop on the Indian Head experimental farm was reduced to about
one half of the average return, those farmers in the neighbourhood who had not fol-
lowed the good example set by our efficient superintendent, Mr. A. Mackay, had scarcely
any crop worth cutting. The wind-breaks and belts of forest trees which have been
planted on this farm are now rapidly transforming it from a bare plain to a piece of at-,
tractive and diversified landscape. Their great usefulness in collecting snow during
the winter and thus giving more moisture to the land has also been clearly demonstrat-
ed in the increased yields of grain and roots obtained on land adjacent to such plant-
ations, for particulars of which I would refer the reader to the excellent report of the
superintendent of that farm appended.

The train service during the greater part of the year has not been convenient for
visitors to the farm, the trains passing Indian Head each way during the night. For
this reason the number of visitors to the farm has not increased as it undoubtedly
would have done under more favourable circumstances.

EXPERIMENTAL FARM AT NAPPAN, N.8.

This branch farm was visited in August, when the work in progress there was care-fully inspected. The hay crop had been large and was well saved, but the protracted
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dry weather which followed the hay harvest had resulted in a short growth of straw in 
cereal crops and in many instances lessened the yield. In quality, however, the grain 
is usually good, the kernel being plump and well developed. Most of the other crops on 
the experimental farm had given  or at that time gave promise of satisfactory returns. 
For particulars in regard to these and other interesting points the reader is referred to 
the report of the superintendent of that farm appended. 

The fruit orchard had made satisfactory progress and many of the young apple trees 
were bearing, some of the plums and cherries had also borne fruit. A new line of 
experimental work in the tile draining of marsh land was begun this year which it is 
hoped will prove advantageous. The general progress made in the improvement of the 
land and the condition in which the buildings, implements and stock were kept was very 
satisfactory and creditable to the superintendent in charge. 

SECOND VISIT T9 THE WEST. 

In travelling westward for the second journey, the route to the Pacific by the 
" Soo " line was chosen in order to gain an opportunity of visiting the Experimental 
stations in Minnesota and South Dakota, U.S. 

MINNESOTA.  EXPERIMENT STATION. 

The Minnesota Station at St. Anthony's Park, Minneapolis, was inspected on the 
4th and 5th of September, when I was most courteouslyreceived by Prof. W. M. Hays, the 
officer in charge, also by Prof. S. B. Green, who has charge of the horticultural and bot-
anical departments and by the other officers of the station who all did everything 
in their power to make my visit pleasant. It was a source of much regret to me that 
Prof. Thos. Shaw, late of Guelph, now a highly esteemed member of the staff of this 
institution, was unavoidably absent during the time of my visit. 

There are 250 acres of land belonging to the Minnesota experiment station, about 
100 acres of which are laid out in experimental plots for grain, corn, fodder plants, ttc. 
The grain crops had all been cut before my arrival, but the yields were reported as 
small on account of the drought. The corn and other late crops remaining were all 
very much stunted and parched. The experiments planned here are of a very practical 
character and promise to be very useful to the farmers of the state. The land is well 
situated and appeared to be of good quality, and in ordinary seasons would no doubt 
give satiqfactory returns. The area devoted to experiments with fruits and econo-
mic and ornamental trees and shrubs was large. Many promising varieties, especially 
of plums were seen in fruit and opportunities a,fforded of testing their respective merits 
as grown in this climat,e. Much useful information was also gained from the tests in 
progress with some of the hardy Russian apples and with the hardier forms of trees and 
shrubs. 

On Sept. 6th I left Minneapolis for Brookings, South Dakota. On the route 
through South Dakota as well as after arrival at Brookings, it was everywhere evident 
that the effects of the dry season had been felt most severely, the crops had all been 
very much stunted and had ripened prematurely. Many of the fields of grain had 
been left uncut and the straw was very short, in some instances not more than 8 or 10 
inches high with very small and partly developed heads, some of the best of these 
fields were being cut with a mower as the material was too short to use a binder, and the 
heads were raked into heaps and hauled to the thresher, but it is a question whether 
the yield thus obtained, at the low prices prevailing, would pay for the extra labour in-
volved. With so little straw and a very light crop of hay, the prospects for wintering 
stock were very discouraging to many farmers. 

The Experiment station and agricultural college grounds at Brookings, which con-
sist of about 400 acres, are nicely located on a piece of high rolling prairie. The officers 
at the station were all very courteous and gladly gave me all the information at their 
command. Under the guidance of Prof.  L. C. Corbett, who has charge of the fruit and 
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forest plantations, I visited the forest tree belts, which were very instructive, as they 
had leen planted about 10 years and thus afforded opportunities of comparison with the 
growth of similar trees more recently planted at Indian Head and Brandon. Prof. 
Chilcott, the agriculturist, drove me over the lands devoted to agricultural experiments. 
The chemist, Prof. J. H. Shepard, kindly conducted me through the labaratory and sub-
mitted samples of the waters from artesian wells in various parts of the state which he 
had collected for the purpose of analysis. Prof. T. A. Williams, the Botanist and 
Entomologist, also gave me much information regarding the plants and shrubs, hardy in 
this part of South Dakota, and assisted me in collecting seeds of some of the most 
promising sorts for test in Canada. I left  on the following day for the west, much 
pleased with the information gained. 

That formidable weed known as Russian thistle was very common over a large area 
in both the Dakotas and where farms have been abandoned after partial breaking or 
where fields have been neglected this weed was observed in great abundance. 

On the way to Moose Jaw, a day was spent at Estevan N.W.T., where some of the 
recently opened coal seams were visited. The supply of this material in that locality 
is most abundant and the quality seems to be that of a very good lignite. 

Arrangements ha,c1 been made that Mr. A. Ma,ckay, the Superintendent of the Experi-
mental Farm at Indian Head, should join me in this journey to the Pacific coast, and 
from Moose Jaw we travelled together to Agassiz where we arrived September 13th. 

EXPERIMENTAL FARM, AGASSIZ. 

Satisfactory progress had been Made with the work on this branch farm. The 
young orchards were bearin,,e fruit, and the plums, which were just in their prime, were 
of excellent quality and yielding well ; a considerable number of the you_ng apple trees 
had also come into bearing. There are now more than 1,200 varieties of fruit under 
test at this farm. The experiments in planting on the higher bench lands on the sides 
of the mountains are proving very successful, the young fruit trees coming earlier into 
leaf there than those planted in the orchards in the valley. These experiments are of great 
importance to the province for these patches of land on the hill sides are of little or no 
value for general agricultural purposes, and if they can be advantageously turned into 
fruit orchards, it will give a great impetus to fruit growing in British Columbia, as the 
quantity of such land available is very large. The plantations of hard wood forest trees 
on the mountain sides have been enlarged during the past year, and in a few years it 
will be demonstrated whether such valuable eastern hard woods as the black walnut, 
cherry, hickory, oak, elm, ash and maple can be grown here to advantage. With all its 
wealth of timber, British Columbia has very little hard wood, and the successful cultiva-
tion of these valuable eastern trees in that province would no doubt eventually prove a 
great boon. The unusual spring floods which did so much injury to the crops in the 
lower lands in the valley of the Fraser did not reach the Experimental Farm. The 
grain and hay had given good returns, and the root crops promised well. The arrange-
ments for supplying the barn and dwelling with spring water from the mountain were 
ne,arly completed, a considerable area of new land had been cleared and broken up; and 
the general advancement made in all departments was most creditable, showing that 
the energy and push which the efficient superintendent has shown from the first has not 
abated. 

W hile on the coast a visit was paid to the Chilliwack and Sumas districts on the 
south side of the river, where the effects of the spring flood were more severely felt. 
On the lower lands which had been covered with water for several weeks the submerged 
grain crops had been destroyed, but as soon as possible after the waters had subsided, 
many of the fields were resown, but the season was too far advanced to admit of the 
ripening of the grain. At the time of my visit it was in head and was being cut and 
cured for fodder. 

In the orchards which had been flooded a large proportion of the cherry trees had 
been killed. It was also observed that many of the tree-s in the young plantations of 
plums, pears and apples which had been overflowed, were dead, but in most instances 
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the older and well established trees did not appear to have suffered permanent injury. 
This will not, however, materially affect the general fruit interests of the province for 
the reason that a large proportion of the orchards newly planted are on highground. The 
settlers have shown a most praiseworthy degree of energy in their endeavours t,o repair 
the damage done, and this part of the country will no doubt soon resume its wonted 
appearance of luxuriant fertility. 

VISIT TO CALGARY. 

On the return journey a day was spent at Calgary where the irrigation ditch and 
flume recently constructed by Mr. G. Alexander was visited and examined. The water 
had been turned on the day previous and was flowing through the channels provided for 
it over a large area of land. The ditch which takes the water from the other side of 
BOVT River is about five miles long, and the flume which carries the water across the 
river on a substantial bridge is barrel-shaped, three feet in diameter and has a length of 
2,000 feet. This water supply will now be available, it is said, for the irrigating of 
2,000 acres of land on the plains near Calgary and with some further extension of the 
work it is believed that this area can be doubled and 4,000 acres sufficiently supplied 
with water from this ditch. Other irrigation ditches are in prog,ress of construction in 
that district and the results of the crops of next season under these favourable conditions 
as to moisture will be watched with great interest,. 

SECOND INSPECTION OF BRANCH FARMS AT INDIAN HEAD AND BRANDON. 

Continuing eastward the farms at Indian Head and Brandon were again inspected. 
The grain crops at Indian Head had been har vested, but on account of the drought the 
yield had fallen considerably short of that of previous years. The fields and plots at 
that time threshed of wheat, .varied from 15 to 22 bushels per acre and other cereals in 
proportion. North of Indian Head where on some farms local showers were had during 
the critical period of growth the yield has ranged from 20 to 30 bushels per acre, while 
south and west of the town and in other districts not favoured with local showers the 
yields of grain have been very light, averaging much less than those realized on the ex-
perhnental farm. 

At the Experimental Farm at Brandon, the yields of all sorts of grain had been 
more satisfactory, and better than was expected at the time of my visit in July. Wheat 
on the Experimental Farm was turning out from 22 to 30 bushels per acre and oats and 
barley in proportion. An encouraging feature in connection with the crop this year 
throughout the west is the unusually fine quality of the grain produced. 

CORRESPONDENCE. 

The following is a summary of the letters received and despatched at the Central 
Experimental Farm' from November 30th, 1893, to November 30th, 1894, also of the 
bulletins and reports distributed by mail during the same period. 

Letters 
received. 

Letters 
sent. 

Director 	  
Dairy Commissioner and Agriculturist. . 
Horticulturist 	  
Chemist 	  
Entomologist and Botanist 	  
Poultry manager 	  
Accountant 	  

	

9,325 	6,076 

	

4,768 	5,236 

	

1,668 	1,912 

	

1,297 	1,171 

	

2,362 	2,251 

	

1,118 	966 

	

1,276 	1,039 

21,814 	18,651 
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CIRCULAR LEITERS SENT. 

The larger part of these are instructions sent with samples of seed-grain, 

	

tree seeds, drc., distributed   29,695 
Number of reports and bulletins mailed 	 141,537 
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I desire on this occasion again to express my obligations to all the officers of the 
several Experimental Farms for their diligence and cordial co-operation in carrying out 
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eral branches of work. Where all have done so well special acknowledgments may 
seem unnecessary. A personal acknowledgment is, however, specially due to those 
members of the staff, who have so ably aided me in those sections of the work of which 
from the beginning I have assumed the personal charge ; also for the assistance I have 
received in carrying on portions of the agricultural work, specially arranged for with 
the agriculturist. To Mr. John Fixter, the farm foreman, to Mr. W. T. Macoun, the 
foreman in forestry, who has also acted as my assistant in the experimental field 
work, to Mr. W. T. Ellis, who has had charge of the seed testing and propagating 
houses, and to Mr. J. Kirkpatrick, who has carried on the work of seed distribution, 
my grateful thanks are due for the assiduous care they have shown in carrying out 
these several divisions of the work, and in collecting and preserving the data which 
forms the basis of much of the information presented in this respect. 

-W.M. SAUNDERS, 
Director, Dominion  Experimental Farms. 



REPORT OF THE AGRICULTURIST. 
(JAS. W. ROBERTSON.) 

To "Wm. SeuNDERs, Esq., 
Director, Dominion Experimental Farms. 

Ottawa. 
SIR,-I have the honour to present reports on, (1) experiments in the feeding of 

swine, (2) work in the experimental dairy and (3) the 40-acre lot. 
Experiments were begun in the fattening of two lots of steers on a ration of which 

the bulky-fodder portion was mainly corn ensilage, to be compared with a ration of which 
the bulky-fodder portion was mainly the Robertson Mixture ensilage, composed of Indian 
corn, horse beans and sunflower heads. Feeding experiments along similar lines were 
begun with milking cows. Enough information has not yet been obtained to warrant the 
publication of any conclusions from these tests, which are still in progress. 

As in former years, my duties and opportunities as Dairy Commissioner received 
the greatest part of my time and labour. Executive and commercial work in connec-
tion with the establishment and management of the Branch Experimental Dairy Stations 
has taken me much from home. There were within the year 23 Dairy Stations and 2 
Dairy Schools, beside,s 3 Travelling Dairies, under my charge. 

The supervision of the major part of the Agriculturist's work, viz., the grain and 
root crops, was taken by yourself as bernofore. 

I am indebted to Mr. John Fixter, farm foreman, Mr. R. R. Elliott, herdsman, and 
Mr. Chr. Marker, butter-maker, for particularly painstaking assistance in the work 
reported upon. 

I have the honour to be, sir, 
Your obedient servant, 

JAS. W. ROBERTSON, 
Agriculturist. 
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PART I.-THE FEEDING OF SWINE.

Experiments in the feeding of swine were continued during 1894, to gain informa-0
on the quantities of feed consumed per pound of increase, in the live weight of

swine of different breeds or breeding.
Incidentally some information was gained on the relative quantities of grain and

skim-milk required to produce one pound of increase in live weight.
Tests were begun to discover whether the feeding of wheat and of buckwheat

resulted in the production of meat of a soft and inferior quality.

FIRST SERIES.

This series of tests was a continuation of those reported as third series in the
annual report of 1893.

In 1893 the swine in this test were fed until December 6 on a mixture, composed
of equal parts (by measure) of barley, rye, frosted wheat (all ground) and wheat bran, fed
after being soaked in cold water for 8 and 18 hours.

From December 6 until the end of the test, the swine in seven pens were fed
on the same mixture, soaked in cold water, for an average period of 18 hours, plus 3
pounds of skim-milk per head per day.

TABLE I.

Pen No. 2 contained 2 swine, crpssbred by Berkshire sire and Tamworth dam.
(Farrowed iV'Iay 7, 1893.)

Live weipht...... ...
Increase in weight.
Feed consumed. ... ,

do per lb. of increas

Dec. 6.

^

Jan. 3. Jan 31. Feb. 28. Totals.

- -

Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. Lbs.

-

Lbs.

... ...... .... ........... 346 438 510 550 . . . .. ...
.............. .. ..... 92 72 40 204

meal... ....... .. 264 258 248 770
.......... . .. { + milk... ........ . 164 168 168 500
e in live weight. { meal. .. ..:: ::::: 2-86 3'58 6,20 3-77

+ milk... .. 1'78 2'33 4'2A 2*45

TABLE IL

Pen No. 3 contained 5 swine, crossbred by Berkshire sire and Improved
Large Yorkshire dam. (Farrowed June 6, 1893.)

Dec. 6. Jan. 3. Jan 31. Feb. 28. Totals.

Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. Lbe. Lbs.

Live weight ..... .... ........ . ..... ..... 544 736 947 1,119 ...
Inoreasein weiRht...... ............ .......... ........ 192 211 172 575

mealFeed oonsumed ............ . """" Î+ milk......
.._.......
..........

475
410

686
420

621
420

1,782
1,250

do perlb, of increase in live weight. { meal...
+ milk ...

.... ....
..........

2'47
2'13

3'25
1'99

3'61
2'44

3109
2•17
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TABLE In 

Pen No. 4 contained 5 swine, crosibred by Improved Large Yorkshire 
sire and Berkshire dam. (Farrowed June 9, 1893.) 

	

Dec. 6. 	Jan. 3. 	Jan. 31. 	Totals. 

	

Lbs. 	Lbs. 	Lbs. 	Lbs. 

Live weight 	 430 	565 	753 	.. 	... 
Increase in weight 	135 	188 	323 .  

f 	meal. 	 300 	517 	817 Feed consumed   	I + milk . 	 410 	420 	830 
do 	per lb. of increase in live weight........ . 	meal 	222 	275 	252 I 

 ± milk.... ....  	3 .03 	223 	256 

TABLE IV. 

Pen No. 5 contained 5 swine, crossbred by Essex sire and Improved 
Large Yorkshire dam. (Farrowed May 31, 1893.) 

	

Dec. 6. 	Jan. 3. 	Jan. 31. 	Feb. 28. 	Totals. 

	

Lbs. 	Lbs. 	Lbs. 	Lbs. 	Lbs. 

Live weight 	417 	590 	763 	911 
Increase in weight  	173 	173 	148 	494 
Feed consume  	 f 	meal... .... 	.... 	416 	596 	587 	1,599 

... 	l + milk 	410 	420 	420 	1,250 
do per lb. of increase in live weight{ 	meal... .....  	2 40 	3 44 	3'95 	3'23 

+ milk... 	.... 	.. 	2 26 	2'42 	2 . 83 	2 '53 

TABLE V. 

Pen No. 6 contained 5 swine, crossbred by Essex sire and Improved 
Large Yorkshire dam. (Farrowed May 31,  1893;  same litter as in pen No. 5.) 

-- 	 Dec. 6. 	Jan. 3. 	Jan. 31. 	Totals. 

- 	 _ 

	

Lbs. 	Lbs. 	Lbs. 	Lbs. 

Live weight 	 490 	655 	847 	.. 	. 	.. 
Encrease in weight  	165 	192 	357 
F'eed consumed 	 f 	mal . 	......426 	605 	1,031 

l + milk. 	 410 	420 	830 
do 	per lb. of increa,se in live weight 	f 	meal. 	 2 . 58 	315 	2 'S 

I. ÷ milk 	248 	218 	23 
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TABLE VI. 
Pen No. 7 contained 4 swine, grades by TamWOrth sire and Berkshire 

grade dam. (Farrowed, July 3, 1893.) 

	

Dec. 6. 	Jan. 3. 	Jan. 31. 	Totals. 

	

Lbs. 	Lbs. 	Lbs. 	Lbs. 

Live weight.  	468 	622 	808 
Increase in weight..  	 154 	186 	340 
Feed consumed 	f 	meal. 	 445 	6161 	1,056 

	 t + milk .... ..... 	.... 	328 	
33 	

664 
do per lb. of increase in live weight..... 	f 	meal 	288 	328 	3•10 

1+ milk . 	 212 	1'80 	1•95 

TABLE VII. 
Pen No. 8 contained 5 swine, pure-bred Improved Large Yorkshire. 

(Farrowed, June 15, 1893.) 

	

Dec. 6. 	Jan. 3. 	Jan. 31. 	Feb. 28. 	Totals. 

	

Lbs. 	Lbs. 	Lbs. 	Lbs. 	Lbs. 

Live weight 	 414 	534 	730 	955 
Increase in weight 	 140 	196 	205 	541 
Feed consumed 	f 	meal.  	309 	532 	592 	1,433 

1 + milk 	410 	420 	426 	1,250 
( 	meal. 	 220 	271 	288 	2 - 64 do per lb. of increase in live weight , 	• t + rculk 	292 	211 	207 	• 	2•31 

Conclusion. From these tests with 31 swine, which were continued 8 weeks and 
12 weeks, it appears that:— 

(1) On the average 3 lbs. of a mixture, composed of equal parts by measure, of 
barley, rye, frosted wheat (all ground), and wheat bran, plus 232 lbs. of skim-milk  
were consumed per pound of increase in the live weight. 

Comparison of Breeds and Breeding. 
The following tables show the quaniities of feed consumed per pound of increase in 

live weight, by swine of different breeds or breeding during different feeding tests. 
Table VIII shows the quantities of frosted wheat, ground and soaked in cold water 

for an average period of 18 hours, consumed by swine of different breeding per pound of 
increase in live weight. They were fed for a period of 12 weeks (Oct. 3 to Dec. 26) as 
reported at pages 71-72, Experimental Farms Report, 1893. 

TABLE VIII. 

Feed con- 
No. of Swine. 	 Breeding. 	 Date of 	Average of live 	sumed 

Birth , 	weight per head , 	per lb. of 
increase. 

---- 	 
1892. 	Oct. 3. 	Dec. 26. 

	

Lbs. 	Lbs. 	Lbs. 
3 Crossbreds 	 Berkshire sire and Poland China dam May 14 	109 	210 	5•03 
4 Grades   Improved Large Yorkshire sire and 

Berkshire Grade dam.. .. . 	... June 13 	94 	186 	5•03 
2 Crossbreds 	 Improved Large Yorkshire sire and 

Berkshire dam 	 May 1 	128 	213 	556 
3 Purebreds. 	Improved Large Yorkshire 	 Aug. 4 	91 	157 	5•87 

80 
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Table IX. shows the quantity of a mixture of equal parts by weight of barley and 
frosted wheat, both ground and soaked in cold water for an average period of 30 hours, plus 
pulped carrots, consumed by swine of different breeding per pound of increase in live 
weight. They were fed for a petiod of 12 weeks (Feb. 7 or 14 to May 2 or 9) as reporte& 

 at pages 73-74, Experimental Farms Report, 1893. 

TABLE IX. 

Average of 	Feed consumed 
No. of Swine. 	 Breeding. 	 Date of Birth. 	live weight per 	per lb. 

head. 	of increase. 

	

1892. Feb.
4 7 
	May 2 Grain  + carrnte„ 

	

or 1. 	or 9. 

	

Lbs. 	Lbs. 	Lbs. 	Lbs. 
6 Crossbre,ds.... Improved Large Yorkshire sire and 

Essex dam 	  Sept. 23.... .. 	70 	134 	377 	0.76 
3 Purebreds 	 Berkshire 	  Sept. 24 	117 	186 	417 	016 
4 Crossbreds.... Improved Large Yorkshire sire and 

Poland China dam 	 Aug. 	3 	119 	189 	4 ' 42 	0 - 89 
4 Purebreds_ ... Tamworth 	 Aug. 30  	114 	172 	4'74 	0'86 
4 	do 	.... Improved Large Yorkshire 	1 f 2' MaY 17 	 1 189 	236 	5' 83 	1.06 2, Aug. 4 	 

Table X. shows the quantity of a mixture composed of equal parts by measure of 
barley, rye, frosted wheat (all ground) and wheat bran, soaked in cold water for an 
average period of 8 or 18 hours, consumed per pound of increase in live weight by swine 
of different breeding. Some of them were fed for a period of 15 weeks (August 23 to 
December 6), and some of them for a period of 12 weeks (September 6 to November 29), 
as reported at pages 75 and 76, Experimental Farms Report, 1893. 

TABLE X. 

Feed con- 
No. of Swine. 	 Breeding. 	 Date of 	Average of live 	sumed 

Birth. 	weight per head. 	per lb. of 
increase. 

1893. 	Aug. 23. 	Dec. 6. 

Lbs. 	Lbs. 	Lbs. 
5 Crossbreds.. ..... Improved Large Yorkshire sire, and 	 .... 

Berkshire dam 	 Jmie 9 	42 	86 	362 
5 	do 	Berkshire sire, and Improved Large 

Yorkshire dam  	 June 6 	49 	108 	312  5 	do   Essex sire, and Improved Large York- 
shire dam  	 May 3L .... 	45 	98 	3'73 2 	do 	Berkshire aire, and Tamworth dam. 	May 	7 	94 	173 	403 5 	do   Berkshire sire, and Poland China dam. AO. 27 	83 	161 	411 

5 	do   Essex sire, and Improved Large York- 
shire darn 	 May 31.... 	41 	83 	4'27 

	

Sept. 6. 	Nov. 29 
4 Grades 	Tamworth sire, and Berkshire grade 

dam 	 July 	3..... 	52 	113 	8 - 24 
5 Purebreds ... .... Improved Large Yorkshire 	June 15 	48 	82 	3 . 9e  

Table XI. shows the quantity of a mixture of equal parts by measure of barley, 
rye, frosted whe,at (all ground) and wheat bran, soaked in cold water for an aver-
age period of 18 hours, plus 3 pounds of skim-milk per head per day, consumed per pound 
of increase in live weight by swine of different breeding. Some of them were fed for a 
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period of 8 weeks (December 6 to January 31), and some of them for a period of 12 
weeks (December 6 to February 28). 

TABLE XI. 

Average of 
live weight per 

head. 

Lbs. 

Feed consumed 
per lb. 

of increase. 

Meal + 

Lbs. 

Date of 
Birth. 

1893. 	Dec. 6. 

Lbs. 

Milk 

Lbs. 
5 Crossbreds 	 

5 Purebreds 	 
5 Crossbreds 

4 Grades 	 

5 Crossbreds 	 

5 	do 

2 	do 

Improved Large Yorkshire sire, and 
Berkshire dam.. ..... 	 June 9... 	86 :fan. 31, 150 252 2.56 

Improved Large Yorkshire 	 June 15... 	- 82 Feb. 28, 191 2 ' 64 	2 ' 31 
Essex sire and Improved Large York- 

shire dam 	 . May 31... 	98 Jan. 31, 169 288 	232 
Tamworth sire and Berkshire grade 

dam 	 . July 3... 	117 	do 202 310 	195 
Berkshire sire, and Improved Large 

Yorkshire dam 	 June 6... 	108 Feb.28, 223 309 	2•17 
Essex sire, and Improved Large York- 

shire dam 	  May 31... 	83 	do 192 3' 23 . 253 

	

Berkshire sire, and Tamworth dam... May 7... 	173 	do 225 377 	245 

Conclusions. From these four series of tests it appears that :— 
(1.) The breeding of the swine which gave the largest in.crease per pound of 

feed consumed was different in ea,ch of the four tests, viz. :— 
Table VIII. { Crossbreds, Berkshire sire and Poland China dam ; 

Grades, Improved Large Yorkshire and Berkshire Grade dam ; 
IX., Crossbreds, Improved Large Yorkshire sire and Essex dam ; 
X., Grades, Tamworth, sire and Berkshire grade dam ; 
XI., Crossbreds, Improved Large Yorkshire sire and Berkshire dam ; 

(2.) The bree,ding of the swine which gave the least increase per pound of feed 
consumed was :— 

Table VIII., Pure breds, Improved Large Yorkshire; 
u Ix., 	do 	do 	do 
" X., Crossbreds, Essex sire and Improved Large Yorkshire dam ; 
" XI., do Berkshire sire and Tamworth, dam ; 

(3.) There was no constant or appreciable superiority in the breeds and 
breeding tested, in respect to the quantity of feed consumed per pound of increase in 
live weight; 

(4.) The dilTerence in the thriftiness, or power to increase in live weight per pound 
of feed consumed, was greater between different animals in the same litter than 
between breeds or breeding as such, in different litters; 

(5.) On the whole for fattening purposes, crossbred swine and grades gave 
better results than pure breds. 

SECOND SERIES. 

Test in feeding skim-milk. 

An experiment was begun to gain further information on the quantity of skim-milk 
which may be equivalent to one pourid of mixed grain in the fattening of swine. 

Six Swine of a litter of crossbreds of Improved Large Yorkshire sire and Poland 
China dam (farrowed Sept. 25th) were put into three lots as nearly even as possible. 
There were ten pies in the litter from which they were selected. They were fed on a 
mixture composecrof equal parts by weight of pease, wheat and rye, all ground and 
soaked in cold water for an average of 18 hours, plus skim-milk to tWo of the lots. 

C C 

CC 

CC 
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Pen No. 9 contained 2 swine. They were fed as much of the mixture as they 
would eat. 

TABLE XII. 

	

Feb. 2L 	Mch. 21 	Apr. 18 	Totals. 

Lbs. 	Lbs. 	Lbs. 	Lbs. • 
Live weight 	.  	246 	337 	392 	. 	.... 
Increase in weight.  	 91 	55 	146 
Feed consumed   	290 	211 	501 
do per lb. of increase in live weight. 	 318 	383 	343 

Pen No. 10 contained 2 swine. They were fed at the rate of three -quarters 
as much of the mixture per day as was consumed by the two swine in pen No. 9, 
plus as much skim-milk as they would drink. 

TABLE XIII. 

	

Feb. 21. 	Mar. 21. 	Apr. 18. 	Totals. 

Lbs. 	Lbs. 	Lbs. 	Lbs. 

Live weight 	240 	328 	413 
Increase in weight .. 	.. 	 88 	85 	1 	173 
Feed consumed 	 fm+emak  	217 	1582 	3752 

672 	1,249 	1,921 

	

247 	1 . 86 	2•17 do per lb. of increase in live weight 	{ m+enialiik 	
763 	14 . 69 	1110 

Pen No. 11 contained 2 swine. They were fed at the rate of half as much of 
the mixture per day as was consumed by the 2 swine in pen No. 9, plus as much 
skim-milk as they would drink. 

TABLE XIV. 

	

Feb 2L 	Mar. 21. 	Apr. 18. 	Totals. 

Lbs. 	Lbs. 	Lbs. 	Lbs. 

Live weight 	 231 	311 	404 
Increase in weight 	80 	93 	173 

145 	105i 	250i Feed consumed 	 { n+1 enal k . 	 978 	1,685 	2,663 
do 	per lb. of increase in live weight  	 181 	1 . 13 	1•44 

{ Iiirmallk .. .. . . 	. .. . 	12 ' 22 	18 - 11 	15•39 

Conclusions. From these tests with 6 swine, which were continued 8 weeks, it 
appears that :— 

(1.) When 2 swine were fed three -quarters as much of a mixture of grain 
as other 2 swine consumed per day, they consumed in addition, a quantity of skim-milk 
which made 1 lb. of the mixture of grain equal to 8.82 lbs. of skini-milk, in the 
feed consumed per pound of increase in live weight. 

8c-6i 
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(2.) When 2 swine were fed half as much of a mixture of grain as other 2
swine consùmed per 'day, they consumed in addition, a quantity of skimmilk which
made 1 lb. of the mixture of grain equal to 7•76 lbs. of skim-milk, in the feed con-
sumed per pound of increase in live weight.

Summary of comparative value of skirr-milk and grain, in feed consumed per pound
of increase in live weight.

From tests made in 1892, 1893 and 1894 with 48 swine it appears that when a small
quantity (about ^ lbs. per head per day) of skim-milk was fed, a less quantity of it was
equal to 1 lb. of the grain in the feed consumed per pound of increase in live weight,
than when a large quantity (about 15 lbs. per head per day) was fed.

The results are shown in the following table :-

TABLE XV.

No. of swine
in test.

Skim-milk consumed
per head per day.

Lbs.

31
4
4
5
2
2

3
5'4

13'6
15•7
17.1
23'7

1 pound mixed grain equal to 3'231bs. skim-milk
1 do do do 5'38 do
1 do frosted wheat do 7'91 do
1 do mixed grain do 7'34 do
1 do do do 8'82 do
1 do do do 7'76 do

Conclusions. From these tests and from our experience in feeding young pigs,
appears that :- .

(1.) Skim-milk may form the largest part of the feed of young and growing
pigs with advantage and economy ;

(2.) For the fattening of swine weighing on the average over 100 lbs. each, live
weight, it is economical to give an allowance of skim-milk not exceeding 5 lbs.
per bead per day ;

(3.) In every case the swine fed with part of their ration of skim-milk were lustier,
more vigorous and of a more healthy appearance than swine fed wholly on a ration
of grain.

THIRD SERIES.

To discover the cause of "soft " hogs.

A series of experiments were begun to discover the effect on the quality of the meat.
and cured bacon from the feeding of wheat and buckwheat to swine. Complaints were
common from buyers of swine in Western Ontario that the quality of flesh was soft in
a larger percentage of animals than formerly ; and an opinion was current to the effect
that the °'softness " was the result of the feeding of wheat or of buckwheat.

Fourteen swine of three different litters were sorted into three lots as nearly
even as possible.

Pen No. 2 contained 4 swine of the following breeding :-
2 Crossbreds by Berkshire sire and Improved Large Yorkshire dam ;
1 do Tamworth sire and Berkshire dam ;
1 Pure bred Tamuwrtk

These were fed on a mixture of equal parts by measure of barley, rye, wheat
(all ground) and wheat bran, soaked in cold water for an average period of 30 hours.
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TABLE XVI. 

ES 

Pen No. 2. 

Live weight 	477 
Increase in weight 	  
Feed consumed 	  

	

do per lb. of increase in live weight.. 	 

	

Aug. 22. 	Sept. 19. 	Oct. 10. 	Totals. 

Lbs. 	Lbs. 	Lbs. 

624 	718 	786 
147 	94 	68 	309 
614 	382 	326 	1,322 

	

4 . 17 	406 	479 	4•28 

Pen. No. 4 contained 5 swine of the following breeding :— 
3 crossbreds by Berkshire sire and Improved Large Yorkskire dam. 
2 	do 	Tamworth sire and Berkshire dam. 

These were fed on ground wheat, soaked in cold water for an average period 
of 30 hours. 

TABLE XVII. 

Pen No. 4. 	 July 25. 	Aug. 22. 	Sept. 19. 	Oct. 10. 	Totals. 

Lbs. 	Lbs. 	Lbs. 	Lbs. 	Lbs. 
Live weight 	483 	620 	716 	793 
Increase in weight  	137 	96 	77 	310 
Feed consumed 	 616 	369 	287 	1,272 

do per lb. of increase in live weight.  	4'49 	384 	312 	4 • 10 

Pen No. 6 contained 5 swine of the following breeding :— 
3 crossbreds by Berkshire sire and Improved Large Yorkshire dam. 
1 	do 	Tamworth sire and Berk.shire dam. 
1 purebred Tamworth. 

These were fed on ground buckwheat, soaked in cold water for an average 
period of 30 hours. 

TABLE XVIII. 

Pen No. 6. 	 July 25. 	Aug. 22. 	Sept. 19. 	Oct. 10. 	Totals. 

Lbs. 	Lbs. 	Lbs. 	Lbs. 	Lbs. 
Live weight. 	 515 	632 	840 	989 
Increase in weight 	 117 	208 	149 	474 
Feed consumed 	 655 	794 	660 	2,109 

do per lb. of increase in live weight 	 • 	 5'59 	381 	4'42 	4 . 45 

On October llth these 14 swine were shipped alive to the Ingersoll Packing Com-
pany, Ingersoll, Ont., to be slaughtered and cured in the manner followed by packers 
who send bacon and hams to the British market. The swine of each lot were marked 
differently, and a report was made upon them by the manager of the Ingersoll Packing 
Company, acc,ording to the descriptive marks. 
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The report on the condition of the swine, 10 hours after they were kille,d, was as 
follows.:— 

"Lot 1, fed on mixed grain ; leaf lard, fairly firm ; best of the three lots. 
Lot 2, fed on ground wheat ; lard, softish ; not so firm as hogs of lot 1. 
Lot 3, fed on ground buckwheat ; lard soft, and hogs also soft. 
The report on the sides of bacon after they were cured was as follows :— 
Lot 1, fed on mixed grain ; four hogs ; all the sides turned out good ..hard mea% 

they were the best of the three lots. 
Lot 2, fed on ground wheat ; five hogs ; six sides were soft and four quite firm. 
Lot 3, fed on ground buckwheat, five hogs ; two sides were soft and eight sides 

were firm." 
Conclusions.—From these tests it is evident that the feeding of wheat alone and of 

buckwheat alone is not always a cause of " soft " hogs and " soft " sides, since 
some of the swine fed on wheat and buckwheat yielded sides classed as firna. Further 
tests in this connection are in progress. 

Quantity of grain per pound of in,crease in live weight. 

From feeding experiments extending over three years in the fattening of 112 swine 
upon grain, it appears that : — 

1. On the average 4.38 lbs. of grain (barley, rye, pease, wheat, frosted wheat, 
and wheat bran) was the quantity consumed per pound of increase in the live weight ; 

2. In the feeding of grain, considering quantity of feed consumed, and the general 
health of the animals, it is profitable to feed the grain ground and soaked in 
water for an average period of about 30 hours ; 

3. It is profitable to add about 3 or 5 lbs. of skim-railk or buttermilk per 
head per day to the grain fed to fattening swine. 

PART H.—THE EXPERIMENTAL DAIRY. 

The work at the Experimental Dairy, which has been carried on far enough to be 
reported upon, comprises the following :— 

(1.) Comparative tests of pure Cultures of bacteria in the ripening of cream ; 
(2.) Churning cream at different stages of ripeness. 

L COMPARATIVE TESTS OF PURE CULTURES OF BACTERIA. 

It is well known that the flavours peculiar to butter and cheese are due to the 
development and growth of ba,cteria in the milk or cream before and after they are 
manufactured. 

Bacteriolog,ists have rendered valuable service to the dairy industry through 
patient and intelligent research. Selecting from samples of first class butter 
or ripe cream, certain species of bacteria, which seemed to impart t,o the butter that 
flavour which is found in gc,od butter only, and cultivating them in a sterilized medium, 
—sometimes usine milk, cream and whey—when they found what they considered the 
right ones, they ;laced on the market what is known as pure Cultures of bacteria for 
ripening cream. In the course of the last few years several of these Cultures have been 
obtainable, and now the question is  often asked : " Which is the better or best  t"  To 
help to ascertain that, was the object of these practical tests. 
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The Cultures put under test were :— 

L Zoffmann's pure Culture of lactic ferment (liquid.) 
2. Chr. Hansen's " 	ti 	i‘ 	" (dry.) 
3. Central E.xperimenta1 Farm Culture 	(liquid.) 
4. Ordinary buttermilk 	 (liquid.) 

" Fermentation starter " is the desicfnation applied to the portion of fermented (or 
sour) milk, buttermilk or cream whicnh is added to cream to ripen it for churning. 
The ripening of the cream consists in the development of the ferment or ferments 
which are added to it, or which get into it from the atmosphere, from contact with 
vessels or utensils or from other sources. 

The milk which was used in the preparation of the fermentation starters herein 
reported on, was treated according to the directions, issued by the manufacturers of the 
Cultures of lactic ferment before they were added  th it. The fermentation starters which 
were used in tests recorded in table 2 were prepared directly from the cultures as 
received from the nianufacturers. There was no likelihood of a deterioration of them before 
the tests were made. The cream used in the tests was previously pasteurized (heated 
to 154° Fahr,) and all other conditions of treatment were alike in the tests. 

The first named Culture was oricinated and manufactured by Mr. Zoffmann of 
Denmark, and was sent here by Mr. ed. Wagner, of New York, arriving in apparently 
good condition ; the fermentation starter prepared from it always had a flavour similar 
to that of sour whey ; it also had a somewhat more " rennetty " action on the milk and 
cream into which it was put, than the others at the same temperature. - When the 
starter, prepared from it, was left standing for a short time, the whey or water appear-
ed on the surface. 

The Chr. Hansen's Culture was prepared at Chr. Hansen's bacteriological labora-
tory, Copenhagen, Denmark. At first the Culture was put on the market in liquid 
form, but as it did not keep satisfactorily when shipped to distant places, a change 
was made in its preparation, and it can now be obtained in dry form, from the lea,ding 
dealers in dairy supplies. It is claimed that it will keep quite vigorous for at least 6 
months in a dry state when properly sealed. The fermentation starter prepared from it 
had a pleasant, clean, though somewhat weak flavour. 

The Central Experimental Farm Culture was prepared at the dairy here. A 
small quantity—about two quarts—of skimmed milk was heated to 205° Fahr. 
The temperature was maintained at that point for ten minutes, after which, and while 
exposed to the atmosphere of the butter-making room it was cooled to 80° Fahr. It 
was left in a closed glass-stoppered bottle at the ordinary temperature of the dairy 
room, from 60° t,o 70° Fahr., for five days. It was then found to be coagulated and to 
possess a mild, pure, lactic-acid flavour, which became more distinct, after it had been 
kept in cold water at a temperature of 40° Fahr. for three days. This was the Culture. 
As the flavour was such as was characteristic of cream from which fine-flavoured butter 
had always been obtained, it was decided to prepare from it, a fermentation starter for 
the ripening of cream. 

The fermentation starter was prepared by heating a quantity of skim-milk, (equal 
to about ten per cent of the quantity of cream to be ripened) to 150° Fahr. The tempera-
ture was maintained at that point for ten minutes, after which it was cooled to 80° Fahr. 
A portion of the Culture

' 
 at the rate of ten per cent of the quantity of skim-milk, was 

then added to it. This became the 'fermentation starter.' It was left to ripen at a 
temperature, not exceeding 80° Fahr. for 20 hours. When the flavour and odour were 
distinctly acid, it was placed in cold water at a temperature of 40° Fahr. and kept cold 
in order to arrest further development of the ferment. The flavour was somewhat 
sharp and quite pure. The butter made from the cream which was ripened with it, 
had a richer flavour and better keeping quality than that made from the others. 

The butters were examined and scored, as shown in tables I. and IL 



Zoffmann's 
Culture of 

lactic ferment. 

Chr. Flansen's 
Culture of 

dry lactic fer- 
ment. 

Central 
Experimen-
tal Farm 
Culture. 

Number of tests made 	  

Quantity of cream   Lbs. 
Fat in cream 	  it 

Temperature for cres.m ripening 	  Fahr. 
Period for cream ripening 	  hours. 
Temperature of cream when churning was started 	 Fahr. 
Period of churning 	 minutes. 
Fat left in butter milk.  	 per cent. 
Quantity of butter manufactured 	  Lbs. 
Butter made per 100 lbs. of fat in cre,am 	  id 

Score for flavour l afeer 8  daY8 	 average. 
after 48 days ........ ... 	 ' 

21 	 21 	2 

56 	 56 	 56 
11'88 	1188 	1188 
725 	 725° 	725°  
24 	 24 	 24 
56° 	 56° 	 56. 
125 	 14 	 14 
0'1 	 01 	 01 

1381 	1391 	1385 
11625 	11709 	116'58 
.415 	 425 	44 
*33'5 	 36'0 	405 
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Table I. shows the results of 5 comparative trials of the, (1) Chr. Hansen's dry 
lactic ferment or pure Culture ; and (2) ordinary buttermilk as fermentation starters. 
The yield of butter in these trials was slightly in favour of the buttermilk Culture, 
but the keeping quality was in favour of the Hansen's pure Culture. 

TABLE I. 

Hansen's 
Pure 

Culture. 
Buttermilk 

Culture. 

Number of tests made. 	  51 	5 

Quantity of cream  	 .Lbs . 	125 	125 
Fat in cream 	 it 	2667 	2667 
Temperature for cream ripening 	 Fehr. 	7e 	69° 
Period for cream ripening 	 hours. 	20 	14 
Temperature of cream when churning was started  ' 	 Fehr. 	56 	be 
Period of churning   	 minutes. 	17 	19 
Fat left in buttermilk.   	 per cent. 	'14 	•10 
Quantity of butter manufactured 	 Lbs. 	3133 	31'71 
Butter made per 100 lbs. of fat in cream.    " 	117 - 47 	118 . 89 
Score (for flavour) after 39 days 	 average. 	*44 	*40à 

*45 points for perfection. 

Table II. shows the results of the comparative trials of, (1) the Zoffmann's 
Culture ; (2) the Chr. Hansen's Culture, and (3) the Central Experimental Farm Culture 
as fementation starters. The tests were conducted under favourable conditions in each 
case, and the starters were prepared directly from the pure cultures. Other comparative 
tests have been made, as shown in table III. 

TABLE II. 

• 45 points for perfection. 

Remarks on the butter at the second time of scoring :— 

(1.) Zoffmann's Culture, " off and foul." 
(2.) Chr. Hansen's " " considerably off flavour." 
(3.) C. E. F. 	" " of a better keeping quality than the others." 

-.ea!! 
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Table III. shows a summary of 41 tests made of the different ferment-
ation starters at different seasons of the year. The figures are representative
of the whole year. The pure Culture in 16 cases was that which was prepared by
Chr. Hansen, in two cases that prepared by Zoffmann. The cream used in these tests
was separated from the milk by a centrifugal machine.

TABLE III.

Number of tests made ..................................... ....

Temperature for cream ripening .... . ......... ..... ..... . Fahr.
Period for cream ripening .................:. ......... hours
Temperature of cream when churning was started ........ Fahr.
Period of churning......................... ............minutes

Proportional yield .......................... ........ I

Buttermilk

Fat left in buttermilk ..... ....... ....................per cent
Butter made per 1001bs. of fat in milk .. ... ............... Lbs.

Culture.

14

67'5°
14
56°
29
0'15

117'06
100.00

Pure
Cultures.

18

75°
14
57°
22
0'14

11,•58
100'44

Central
Esperimen-
tal Farm
Culture.

9

74°
14
or
19
0-16

118-73
101'43

Conelusions.-From these tests it appears that :-
(1.) The flavour of butter is largely determined by the ferments (or bacteria)

which develop in the milk or cream ;
(2.) The ferments (or bacteria) which cause milk and cream to ripen (or turn sour)

are ordinarily introduced into them from the atmosphere, from the milk vessels, from
the bodies of the cows or and from the clothing and persons of the milkers ;

(3.) Where no disease exists and where no offensive odour is prevalent, the fer-
ments (or bacteria), which get into the milk and cream, produce only odours and fla-
vours which are agreeable in the butter;

(4.) The atmosphere of a thoroughly clean dairy building, contains ferments (or
bacteria) which get into all milk and cream exposed to it, and which are capable of im-
parting to the butter a flavour of high market value ;

(5.) The Culture of ferments (or bacteria) obtained from that source-tbe Central
Experimental Farm Culture-imparted a more valuable flavour to the butter, than the
pure Culture of lactic ferment from the laboratories of Messrs. Zoffmann and Chr.
Hansen ;

(6.) A slightly larger quantity of butter was made per pound of butter-fat in the
cream, and a little shorter period of churning, (three minutes less), was required after the
use of the Central Experimental Farm Culture, than after the use of the other Cul-
tures tested ;

(7.) Every butter-maker may make a Culture of ferments (or bacteria) for the
making of a fermentation starter of excellent quality, in his or her own butter-making
room, if everything in and about it be kept scrupulously clean ;

(8.) The use of a fermentation starter of fine flavour, imparts to the butter made
from stable-fed cows, and from cows which have been milking for periods of more than
six months, a flavour of high market value, which is not usually obtainable otherwise.

II. CHURNING CREAM AT DIFFERENT STAGES OF RIPENESS.

A series of tests were made to ascertain the eftect of churning the cream at different
stages of ripeness, on the quantity, flavour and keeping quality of the butter made
therefrom.

Table IV. shows the particulars.
The ripening of the cream recorded in the first and second columns of the table was

commenced at a temperature of 80° Fahr. As soon as the cream was at the desired con-
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dition of ripeness, 	e. thick and slightly sour), it was coole,d to the churning temper- 
ature=57° Fahr. One-half of it was churned at once, and the remaining half was 
left for eight hours more beforelit was churned. Four additional tests were made with cream 
ripened in 12 hours, and this being done in one of the warm months of summer a tempera-
ture of 76° proved to be sufficiently high, hence the lowering of the temperature for 
ripening in the second column to the average of 78° (as shown in table.) The sweet 
cream (third column) was kept in ice water to the time of churning. In ea,ch of four 
of these tests, the cream was all mixed in one lot, before it was divided into lots for 
different treatments. 

TABLE IV. 

20 hours 	12 hours 	Chunied 
ripening, 	ripening. 	sweet. 

Number of tests made. 	4  I 	8  I 	5 

Quantity of cream  	 Lbs. 118 	159 	142 
Fat in creaan.  	 .. 	28•50 	3410 	30'59 
Temperature for cream ripening .   Fahr. 	80° 	780 	.... ....... 
Period for cream ripening 	 . hours. 	20 	12 
Temperature of cream when churning was started 	Fahr. 	sr 	57° 	580  
Period of churning  	 minutes 	25 	20 	28 
Fat left in buttermilk    per cent. 	009 	0 - 10 	0'15 
Quantity of butter manufactured. 	 Lbs. 	34•15 	40'54 	36'03 
Butter per 100 lbs. of fat in cream 	  " 	11982 	11888 	11718  
Proportional yield 	101 13 	100'93 	10000  

Score for flavour after 10 weeks 	  *40 	40 
No commercial difference ; 
the 20 hours lots were of a 
sli ghtly fuller fia vour than 
the others 

38 
Weak 

flavour. 

*45 points for perfection. 

Conclusions.—From these tests it appears that :— 
(1.) A slightly greater yield of butter, (-94 of a pound of butter per 100 

pounds of butter-fat in the cream), was obtained from cream which was ripened for 20 
hours, than from cream ripened for 12 hours ; 

(2.) The butter from the cream which was ripened for 20 hours, was slightly 
richer in flavour but was of no higher commercial value, than that from the cream 
ripened 12 hours. 

(3.) The butter from the cream which was churned sweet was slightly less in 
quantity, (1 -10 pounds and 2-04 pounds of butter respectively per 100 pounds of butter-
fat in the cream), than the butter from the lots of cream ripened for 12 hours and 20 
hours respectively ; 

(4.) The butter from the cream which was churned sweet was 2 points lower 
in flavour, than that  frein the ripened cream. 

III. NOTES ON BUTTER-MAKING BY THE USE OF CENTRIFUGAL 
SEPARATORS. 

These have been prepared to meet the n.eeds of butter makers who desire the assist-
ance of specific simple directions. 

The Milk.—The milk for the separator should be carefully strained and heated to 
a temperature of 80 or 85 degree.s Fehr. If the milk be fed at a lower temperature, the 
cream is apt to become thick and clotted in the cylinder of the separator. 
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Cold milk  hm a greater density than that of milk at a higher temperature ; and 
therefore the higher temperature up to 85 degrees, the greater the efficiency of the 
separation, all other conditions being equal.  • 

Particular care should be exercised to prevent the mixing of any bitter milk with 
the general supply. If any appreciable quantity of bitter milk be mixed, the result will 
be a quality of butter likely to be more or less bitter in flavour. In very bad cases it 
may become quite oily. These are both serious defects in butter. 

In creameries where the heating and cooling conveniences are rather limited, 
to separate the milk at a temperature of 80° Fahr. will be satisfactory ; but in those 
cases the inflow of milk should be lessened and be regulated accordine to the percentage 
of fat which is discovered to be left in the skim milk. That shoulif be reduced to one-
tenth of one per cent. 

The Separator.—While there are differences in the capacity and construction of 
different separators, the efficiency of the skimming depends largely upon the skill and 
management of the operator. The thoroughness of the separation of the fat depends, 
maiudy on : (1) The speed at which the separator is run ; (2) the temperature of the 
milk ; and (3) the quantity of milk run through per hour. It is desirable that the sep-
arator be run at its maximum' of speed, and that that be not exceeded. The different 
manufacturers of separators guarantee their machines good for a certain maximum speed, 
which is ustially stamped on the bowl. 

When the quantity of cream to be separated can be reo-
e'

ulated by a set screw in the 
bowl, that should be set to allow from 14 to 16 per cent of the  quantity of milk to flow 
through the cream outlet. A. good rule is to take off cream which contains about 25 
per cent of butter fat. 

Ripening of the Cream.—The temperature of the cream when set to be ripened, may 
vary from 65° to 80° Fahr. according to the season. The higher temperature is used 
during the late fall and winter. 

The temperature at which it is set for ripening, should be maintained for about 6 
hours, during which time it should be stirred occasionally. After that it should be 
left undisturbed until ripe for churning. No close cover over the cream vat need be 
used. A clean canvas cover is sufficient. Care should be taken to purify the canvas 
cover by boiling it frequently. 

Fermentation Starter.—It is quite important that every butter-maker should have 
on hand a fermentation starter of a pure clean flavour and of a uniform smooth consis-
tency. The fermentation starter may be prepared from skim-milk which is pure, sweet 
and free from taint. The milk should be heated to 150 degrees Fehr. and left at that 
temperature for 10 minutes. It may then be cooled to a temperature of 80 degrees 
Fahr., when the bacteria Culture should be added. Bacteria Cultures may now be 
obtained in the market from firms who deal in dairy supplies. A Culture may be 
prepared in the manner described on page 87 of this report, or some buttermilk of pure 
nice flavour may be used instead. In the latter case the buttermilk should be added, at 
the rate of 10 per cent, to the skim-milk, which has been heated to 150° 
Fahr. The can or vat in which the fermentation starter is set must be perfectly clean 
and free from rust spots or other sources or causes of contamination. Where the butter-
maker ha.s not a specially constructed fermentation-starter vat, he may use a clean tin 
can and cover it with four ply of cheese cloth or butter cloth which has been kept 
in boiling water for at least 10 minutes. The vessel containing the starter should then 
be put in a place where the temperature will be maintained at from 75° to 80° Fahr. 
until the whole is curdled. It may then be cooled down gradually. When the acid be-
comes quite distinct it is ready for use. Where no bad flavour exists and no difficulty 
has been experienced in aurning, it is quite safe to use the buttermilk of the previous 
churning as a fermentation starter for the cream. If at any time the flavour of the 
butter seems to deteriorate, a new vigorous starter should be secured and that again 
should be renewed whenever found to be necessary. 

The fermentation starter may be added to the cre,am at the rate of from 5 to 10 
per cent of the quantity of cream. 
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In any case where the cream has become somewhat tainted from any cause, 
a comparatively larger quantity than usual of a fermentation starter should be 
added. This may in a great ,measure check the development of the taint (if it be of 
fermentation origin) and leave the particular fermentation of the added starter to be 
the prevailing one. 

Churning.—The preferable degree of ripeness in the cream will be indicated by the 
following points,—a mild, pleasant acid taste, a uniformly thick consistency, and a glossy 
appearance, somewhat like white oil paint. If not at the exact temperature desired for 
churning, it should be cooled or warmed to that point, which may range from 54 to 58 
degrees Fahr., accordinu to the season. It should be strained into the churn and the 
churn should not be filled to more than two-fifths of its capacity. 

If butter colour is t,o be used, it should be added to the cream before the churning 
is commenced. The regular speed of a factory  revolving  churn should be about 65 re-
volutions per minute; and when butter granules are form%d in the churn, a few gallons 
of weak brine (salt and water), should be added, to assist in the separation between the 
granules of butter and the buttermilk, and also to give a firmer body to the butter. 

The churning should then be continued until the granules of butter become a little 
larger than clover seed. The buttermilk should then be drawn off and a quantity equal 
to the buttermilk, of pure cold water, at a temperature of from 50 to 58 degrees 
Fahr., according to the season, should be put into the churn, for the purpose of 
washing out the buttermilk from the butter granules. The churn should receive 
a few quick revolutions, and the water should be drawn off immediately. At-
tention to this is of some importance, as the water will contain more or less curdy 
matter, which, if allowed to settle on the sides of the churn, forms à film there,, where it 
is apt to adhere to the butter when that settles gradually as the water is drawn off. 

After the butter has been left to stand for some 20 minutes, it should be salted at the 
rate of from one quarter of an ounce of salt per pound of butter t,o one ounce of salt per 
pound of butter, according to the preferences of the market which is to be supplied. 
The very finest quality of pure butter salt only should be used. That which is of a uni-
form fineness of grain and velvety to the touch is suitable. 

The Working of the Butter.—After the butter is salted it should be left for 2 or 3 
hours, to allow the salt to dissolve. Then, by a second working, the excess of moisture 
may be expelled, the salt thoroughly mixed, and any streakiness in colour corrected. 
Care must be taken that the butter be not overworked and made greasy. This may result 
from the butter being worked at a temperature either too high or too low. Where practicable, 
it should be worked at a temperature which leaves it in a waxy condition, causing it to 
bend about one-half t,owards the under layer when it is being doubled on the butter 
worker. Sometimes injury results from a larger quantity being placed on the butter 
worker than can be handled conveniently. 

Preparing Packages and Pa,cking the Butter.—Where the butter packages are not 
tinned or paraffine lined, they should be fille,d with strong hot brine and left to soak for 
a day. The brine may be used several times, if boiled each time. The insides of the 
packages should then be rubbed with  fine  salt and a lining of butter cloth or parchment 
paper, preferably the latter, should be put in. The package will then be ready for 
filling. 

In packing, the butter should be pressed aaainst the side of the package, keeping it 
slightly hollow in the centre of the package the object  being to pack the butter so close 
to the side that no air spaces will be left between the butter and the package. These 
are often seen when a tub or box of butter is " stripped." Care must also be exercised in 
using the packer, not to move the butter more than is re-ally necessary to make it compact. 
N'Phen the package is filled, the surface should be smoothed with a hardwood ladle or 
scraper, and then covered with fine butter cloth or strong parchment paper. 
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PART III.-THE FORTY-ACRE LOT. 

In 1891 about forty acres of land were set apart for the purpose of growing fodder 
crops for cattle in order t,o illustrate how many cattle might be fed each year upon the 
products of that area. It was not intended that any method of cultivation should be 
adopted which would require the employment of hand labour to an extent beyond the 
reach of the ordinary farmer. The main object was to direct the attention of farmers 
to the practicability of keeping cattle in larger numbers than had been their custom on 
the moderate and small-sized farms of Canada. The soil in the part of the farm devoted 
to this experiment is of a clay and sand loam—varying from a very light sand to a com-
pact clay. 

A dressing of barnyard manure was applied to 29 acres of the lot in the spring of 
1891, at the rate of from 18 to 20 tons per acre. Since that time no manure or fertil-
izer has been applied except that obtained from the cattle fed on the crops grown on 
the lot. Small quantities of additional grain have been fed to these cattle

' 
 as the crops 

have been found insufficient to carry the number of cattle put on the 40-acre lot at 
the beginning of the different years. 

The crops suffered from the misfortune of unfavourable weather in 1891 and 
1893. 

By the steps which were taken in 1892-93 t,o stamp out the disease of tuberculosis 
from the herd, it became impracticable to continue the feeding of a number of the cows 
on the crops from this lot. The feeding of cows t,o the number of 30 altogether, on the 
crops from the 40-acre lot, was resumed July 7th, 1894. 

The following records of the crops show the progress of the experiment :— 

TOTAL YIELD OF CROPS FROM 40-ACRE LOT IN 1891. 

Ripened Crops. 
Lbs of Straw. Lbs. of Grain. 

	

8 acres, Mixed Cereal Crop 	  26,454 	13,245 
( Golden Vine Pease 	 905 

Goose Wheat 	1,003 	437 
3 acres -1 

	

Beardless Barley 	3,102 	1,373 
Banner Oats 	2,790 	2,060 

	

" 3 acres, Mixed Cereal crop   10,442 	4,345 

14 	 Totals 	  43,791 	22,365 

Root Crops. 
Lbs. 

1 acre, Carrots 	  26,785 
Mangels 	 8,110 

1 acre, Mange% and Turnips{ Turnips  9,655 

	

1 acre, Turnips    29,584  

Total 	74,134 

acre, Cabbage and Kohl Rabi 	 15,296  

3 
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Cured Fodder Crops.

2 acres, Spring Rye .... . . .... .. . . . .. .. ..... . . .... ...
Mixed Cereal crop (second cutting) ....................

1 acre, Indian Corn, stooked and cured ........................
11 } acres, Indian Corn, put into silos . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . 130 Tons.

14}

1i acres, Indian Corn, fed green to cattle from 7th of August.
3j acres, Mixed Cereal crop, fed green to cattle.
4j acres, pastured.

Lbs.
14,080
1,825

11,940
1,750

The total cost for labour in the growing of these crops of 1891, and in the deliver
ing of them at the barn, silos or stable, threshed or cut and ready to feed, was as
follows :-

Hauling and spreading of manure . . .. . . .... .. .. ... .. $109 62..........
Ploughing, harrowing, sowing and planting .................... 114 00
Hand cultivating and weeding .......................•...,,., 85 62
Cultivating by horse .. . . .... . . .. . . . . . . . ... 23 65
Reaping, teaming, threshing, cutting, grinding, etc .... ..... ... .. 223 70
Otherlabour ........................................... .... 9 15

$565 74
Permanent improvements, draining and fencing. .. ... ..... . 33 50

The time of a man and team of horses was charged at the rate of $2.50 per day
and the time of a man at $1.25 per day.

TOTAL YIELD OF CROPS FROM 40-ACRE LOT IN 1892.

Cereal Crops.

Lbs. of Straw. Lbs. of Grain.
8•75 acres, Mixed Cereal crop .................... 25,039 13,317

Lbs., cured Fodder.
5 acres, Mixed Cereal crop ................................ 32,605

Lbs., green fodder.
1.75 acres, Mixed Cereal crop, (fed green) ..................... 22,801
3•25 acres, Fall Rye ......................................... 26,155
1•9 acres, Spring Rye ....................................... 15,910

Second cutting of Spring Rye (partly cured) ..... ... . 4,040 .

Boot Crops.

Tons. Lbs.
2 acres, Carrots ........................................ 25 1,015
2 acres,111angels ........................................ 28 1,128
1 acre, Greystone Turnips (catch crop after mixed cereals). .. 10 .305

Indian Corn Crops.
Tons. Lbs.

9 acres, Indian Corn...... ............................. 156 352
3 acrea,Indian Corn ................ ............. .- 39 1,065
3 acrea,Indian Corn..... . . . . . . ........................... 38 860

46 acre, Indian Corn and Sunflowers . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . .. . . . . . 4 1,720
46 acre. Sunflower heads ...... .. .... ........ 3 710.............
41 + acre, Horse Beans .................................. 2 1,760

2 43 acres, pastured .......................................
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The total cost for the growing of the crops in 1892 from 45-41 acres (of which 4 
acres were cropped twice)was $795. That included rent of land at $3 per acre, the 
labour for cultivation, seed, sowirtg, harvesting and delivering them, at the barn, robt-
house, silos or stable, threshed or cut and ready to feed. It also included an allowance for 
proportion of time of farm foreman : but it did not include any allowance for the use of 
farm, machinery (except the engine), nor did it include any amount as an equivalent for 
the exhaustion of soil or the application of manure. 

The time of a man was reckoned at $1.25 per day and the time of a man and team 
of horses at $2.50 per day. 

TOTAL YIELD OF CROPS FROM 40-ACRE LOT IN 1893. 

Cereal Crops. 
Lbs. of straw. Lbs. of grain. 

3'31 acres, Mixed Cereal crop 	  7,802 	1,948 
560 acres 	do   23,061 	8,025 

Lbs. cured fodder. 
•78 acres 	do   2,500 
•29 acres Fall Rye fed green. 	  

3 - 71 acres 	do   20,685 
1 • 88 acres Clover, first crop 	  8,310 

do second crop not all cured 	  6,660 . 

Root Crops. 
Tous. 	Lbs. 

2 acres, Carrots 	  48 	310 
2 acres, Mangels 	  40 	140 

Indian Corn and Horse Bean Crops. 
Tons. 	Lbs. 

14 acres Corn and Horse Beans, mixed 	  163 	574 
4 acres 	do 	(after Rye)   39 	1,335 
4 acres Sunflower heads. .. . 	  13 	555 

Pasture. 
2 - 43 acres. 
188  acres after clover was cut. 

The total cost for the growing of the crops in 1893 from 44 acres (of which 4 acres 
were cropped twice), was $833. That included rent of land at $3 per acre, the labour for 
cultivation, seed, sowing, harvesting and delivering them at the barn, root house, silos 
or stable, threshed or cut and ready to feed. It also included an allowance for pro-
portion of time of farm foreman ; but it did not include any allowance for the use of 
farm machinery (except the engine); nor did it include any amount as an equivalent 
for the exhaustion of 'soil or the application of manure. The time of a man was 
reckoned at $1.25 per day, and the time of a man and team of horses at $2.50 per day, 

TOTAL YIELD OF CROPS FROM 40-ACRE LOT IN 1894. 

Cereal Crops. 
Lbs. cured fodder. 

7 . 75 acres, Mixed Cereal crop 	 36,200 
1 acre 	do 	cut green 	 15,390 

Root Crops. 
Tons. 	Lbs. 

2 acre, Carrots 	  56 	1,509 
2 acres, Mangels    42 	1,398 
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Indian Corn and Horse Bean Crops. 
Tons. 	Lbs. 

• 

	

4 acres, Corn and Horse Beans, mixed   55 	1.165 

	

535 acres, Corn   66 	1,505 

	

775 acres do    94 	1,473 
2 - 75 acres do and Horse Beans (grownafter crop of Mixed 

Cereals was cut) 	  6 	732 
4-18 acres, Horse Beans, weighed green 	  51 	1,940 
4 	acres Sunflower heads 	  14 	35 

Pasture. 
4.31 acres. 

The total cost for the growing of the crops in 1894 from 45.09 acres (of which 2.75 
acres were cropped twice) was $816.54. The details are given hereafter. 

NOTES ON THE MIXED CEREAL CROPS. 

715 acres of Mixed Cereal crops.—A different mixture, of Rio Grande Wheat, 
Canadian Thorpe Barley, Banner Oats and Mummy Pease, was sown on each of seven. 
plots. One bushel of Granton Horse Bea,ns was sown on each acre in addition, and also 
3 lbs. of Flax. By reason of damage from weather and the uneven character of the soil, 
the yields per acre from the different mixtures, do not give results which can be taken 
as evidence of the best mixtures of these grains for fodder crops. 

TABLE I. 

Number of Plot. 	 No. L 	No. 2. 	No. 3. 	No. 4. 	No. 5. 	No. 6. 	No. 7. 

Mixture sown- 
Wheat    Bush. 	 1 	1  	1 	11 
Barley  	do 	f 	1  	1 	1 
Oats  	do 	1  	1 	1 	1  	li 
Pease   	do 	f 	1 	1 	1  	li 	14 
Horse Beans   	do 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 

Yield of cured fodder per 
acre 	 Lbs. 	4,839 	5,179 	5,019 	4,419 	3,460 	3,979 	5,065 

Plots No. 4, 5 and 6 were injured to the extent of nearly a quarter of an acre in 
each, by water standing on them. 

1 acre of Mixed Cereals.—This was sown with a mixture of Canadian Thorpe Barley 
bushels ; Mummy Pease, lf bushels Grantor& Horse Beans, 1 bushel ; and Flax 3 lbs. 

From July 4th it was cut and fed to the cattle. The green weight per acre was 15,390 
pounds. 

COST OF LABOUR FOR GROWING CROP OF MIXED CEREALS. 

The following is a statement of the cost of labour for growing 715 acres of mixed 
cereals and putting the crop in the barn :— 

Rent of land, at $3 per acre 	 $ 23 25 
Ploughing, at $2 per acre 	  15 50 
Harrowing twice, rolling once, at 20 cents per acre each   4 65 
Disc harrowing, 6 acres, at 50 cents per acre  3 00 
Seed   28 60 
Sowing er  day. at $2.50 per day  225 
Cutting and drawing to barn, 4er  days at $2.50 per day 	. 	10 50 
Horse-rake and horse-fork, 3 a  days, at $1.75 per day 	  5 42 
Labour, cocking, turning,loading and un1oading,24er  days, at $1.25 30 62 
Proportion of tune of farm foreinan   15 50 

$139 29 



Tons. Lbs. 

*3 	521 

2 	671 	7.69 

2 	1,596 	58.2 14.39 

Cost per acre. Yield per acre. Cost per ton. 

39.5 12.90 
12.30 
17.97 

1892 	  
1893 	  
1894 	  

Average 	  
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These figures do not include any allowance for the use of farm machinery, nor do 
thçy include any amount as an equivalent for the exhaustion of the soil. 

The following table shows, for three years—(1) the cost per acre for labour ; (2) the 
yield per acre of cured fodder, and (3) the cost per ton for labour of growing, including 
rent of land, cost of seed, etc., as in statement :— 

TABLE II. 

*Crop of 1893 ripened and threshed. 

ROOT CROPS. 

4 Acres of Root Crops.—The soil was ploughed in autumn of 1893, and was gang-
ploughed 6 inches deep in spring of 1894. It was harrowed with smoothing 
harrows three times. Drills were made up with a drill plough two feet apart. Ma-
nure or fertilizer was not u-ed on this plot. The crop in 1893 was mixed cereals. 

The Carrots were sown May lst, and came up May 12th and 13th. They were 
pulled October 25th and 30th. 

1 acre, Improved Short White, yielded 	29 tons 1,403 lbs. 
1 acre, Mammoth White Intermediate, yielded  	27 tons 106 lbs. 
The Mange's were sown May 1st and 3rd, and came up May 12th and 13th. They 

were pulled October 16th and 17th. 
1 acre, The Gate Post or Mammoth Long Red, yielded.... 21 tons 	150 lbs. 
1 acre, Mammoth Long Red, yielded  	21 tons 1,248 lbs. 
The following tables show, for three years—(1) the cost per acre for labour ; (2) the 

yield per acre ; and (3) the cost per ton for labour of growing, including cost of seed, 
delivery at the root house, $3 per acre rent of land and proportion of time of farm 
foreman. The figures do not include any allowance for the use of farm machinery, nor 
do they include any amount as an equivalent for the exhaustion of the soil. The cost 
of growing Carrots and Mangels was not kept serarate in 1892 :— • 

Carrots. 

TABLE IH. 

_____ 	 Cost per acre. 	Yield per acre. 	Cost per ton. 

— 	 

$ 	Tons. 	Lbs. 	 $ 

1892 	......... 	.... 	. 	.. 	 33.86 	12 	1,507 	2.65 
1893 	42.22 	24 	155 	1.75 
1894  	46.85 	28 	751 	1.65 

40.97 	• 21 	1,472 	2.01 Average. 	
• 

8c-7 



$ 

2.37 
1.57 
1.51 
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Man gels. 

TABLE IV. 

Cost per acre. Yield per acre. Cost per ton. 

1892 	  
1893 	  
1894 	  

Tons. Lbs. 

	

33.86 	14 	564 

	

31.57 	20 	70 

	

32.42 	21 	699 

181 Average 	  3261 	18 1,111 

INDIAN CORN CROPS. 

2 acres of Longfellow Corn (18 lbs. per acre mixed with 30 lbs. of Granton 
Horse Beans per acre.)—Land received a dressing of barnyard manure at the rate of 
ten tons per acre ; planted May 21st ; Corn came up June 4th and 6th ; Be,ans came 
up June 6th and 8th. On September 25th a frost (of some 10 degrees), blighted the 
leaves and caused the crop to dry out probably 25 per cent from the green weight, before 
it was cut and put into the silo. The Horse Beans anaong the Corn did not grow well 
and amounted to only 2i per cent of the total weight of crop. The total yield from the 
two acres weighed 27 tons 1,655 lbs. 

2 acres of Longfellow Corn (18 lbs. per acre, mixed with 30 lbs. of Tick Horse 
Beans per acre.)—The Horse Beans in this lot did not grow any better than in the plot 
where Granton Horse Beans were planted. The effect of the frost on September 25th 
was alike on all the corn crop on the 40-acre lot. The total yield from the two acres 
weighed 27 tons 1,510 lbs. 

2:acres of Compton's Early Corn (20 lbs. per acre.)—The total yield from the 
two acres weighed 30 tons 1,300 lbs. 

3 .35 acres of Longfellow Corn (20 lbs. per acre.)—About one acre was injured 
by water lying on it in spring ; that part did not yield more than a crop. The total 
yield from the 3.35 acres weighed 36 tons 205 lbs. 

7.75 acres of Longfellow Corn (20 lbs. per acre.)—Some low parts of this field 
had water standing on them a week after the Corn came up. It was planted May 17th 
and came up May 29th and 30th. The frost on September 25th blighted the leaves 
and the Corn was not cut until October 6th and 8th. The total yield from the 715 
acres weighed 94 tons 1,473 lbs. 

COST OF LABOUR FOR GROWING INDIAN CORN FOR FODDER. 

The following is a statement of the cost of labour for growing 17.1 acres of Indian 
.Cor and putting the crop into the silos :— 

Rent of land at $3 per acre 	 $ 51 30 
Ploughing at $2 per acre 	  34 20 
Harrowing, three times, 20 cents per acre per time   10 26 
Rolling and disc-harrowing, day at $2.50 	 1 25 
Seed, including 2 bushels horse beans 	  11 50 
Sowing, 2 days at $2.50    5 00 
Hoeing, 244 days at $1.25 	  30 63 
Cultivating with single horse, 8160  days at $1.75 	  15 05 
Cultivating with team, 6 days at $2.50    15 00 
Cutting, loading, etc., in field and at silo, 79 days at $1.25 	 98 75 
Drawing in, 16 days at $2.50 	  40 00 
Man at engine, 8 days at $1.50 	  12 00 
Use of engine and fuel, 7 days at  $5.00 	  35 00 
Proportion of time of farm foreman 	  34 00 

$393 94 
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These figures do not include any allowance for the use of farm machinery (except
the engine), nor do they include any amount as an equivalent for the exhaustion of soil.

The following table shows, for three years-(1) the cost per acre for labour; (2) the
yield per acre ; and (3) the cost per ton for labour of growing, including cost of seed and
rent of land, etc., as in statement :-

TABLE V.

Cost per acre. Yield per acre. Cost per ton.

$ Tons. Lbs. $

1892.. ........ ................................... 22.68
3522

15 1,218
11 550

1.45
1.981893 ...............................................

1894 ...............................................
.

23.03 12 1,388 1.81

Average .............. .... ................ 22 68 13 385 1'74

HORSE -BEANS.

4'18 acres of Horse Beans.-The land was clay loam. It was ploughed in
autumn of 1893, and a dressing of farmyard manure at the rate of 6 tons per acre was
ploughed under in the spring of 1894. The Beans were sown June 6th by the use of a

force-feed seed-drill having only two spouts delivering seed. These were three

feet apart. From 45 pounds to 50 pounds of seed per acre were used. Part of the
seed did not germinate, and when the Beans came up numerous spaces, of from 12
inches to 30 inches in the rows, were vacant. These were afterwards planted by the
use of hand corn planters. The field was a very weedy one; and an unusual measure
of hand hoeing was given to clean it. These two items of unusual expense caused the
cost per acre and per ton to be higher than under normal conditions.

1 acre of Horse Beans, of the Tick variety, yielded 12 tons 170 lbs.

1 acre of Horse Beans, of the Granton variety yielded 12 tons 1,030 lbs.

The Beans were planted June 6th and came up June 13th. They were cut from
October 2nd to 6th. Pods were formed on most of the plants, but they were not ripe
nor filled. The height of the stalks was from 4j to 5j feet.

COST OF LABOUR FOR GROWING HORSE BEANS FOR FODDER.

The following is a statement of the cost of labour for growing 4'18 acres of Horse
Beans and putting the crop into the silos :

I

Rent of land at $3 per acre ................................... $13 54
Ploughing in autumn at $2 per acre ............ ............... 8 36
Ploughing in spring at $2 per acre ............................. 8 36
Harrowing, three times at 20 cents per acre per time ............ 2 51
Seed, 4 bushels at $1.50 ...................................... 6 00
Sowing, -& day at$2.50 ... .. .............................. 1 25
Second planting, 2 days at $1.25. ... 2 50
Cultivating, single horse, 3A days at $1.75 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 6 65
Hoeing, 16 days at $1.25. 2000
Cutting, loading, etc„ in field and at silo, 17 days at $1.25. ... .. 21 25
Drawing in, 6 days at $2.50.. . 15 00
Man at engine, 2 days at $1.50. ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 3 00
Use of engine and fuel, 2 days at $5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 00
Proportion of time of farm foreman .. .. .. . . . ... ... . .... .. .. . .. 8 00

$125 42

These figures do not include any allowance for the use of farm machinery (except
engine) nor do they include any amount as an equivalent for the exhaustion of the soil.

8c-7j
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The following table shows, for two years—(1) the cost per acre for labour ; (2) the 
yield per acre ; and (3) the cost per ton for labour, including cost of seed and rent of land, 
etc., as in statement :--- 

TABLE VI. 

Cost per acre. Yield per acre. 	C,ost per ton. 

$ 	 Tons. Lbs. 	 $ 
1893 	  . 	 24 80 	*8 	927 	 2.93 
1894 	.. 	.. • 	• • 	• ........... 	• — 	- - 	• 	- " • .......... 	30.00 	12 	866 	 2.41 

Average 	 27.40 	10 	896 	 2.67 

*Weighed aft,er being left to wilt in field for two days. 

SUNFLOWER HEADS. 

4 acres of Sunflowers.—The Mammoth Russian variety was sown April 23rd, by 
using a P!anet Junior seed drill, with 5 lbs. of seed per acre, in rows 3 feet apart. The 
plants came up thick and were thinned when two or three inches high, so as to leave one 
plant every 12 or 18 inches in the rows. The heads were allowed to become almost  i ipe 
before they were cut; and they were in a drier condition than in former years. In 
1892 the yield per acre was 7i• tons, containing 75 -62 per cent of water. In 1894 the 
heads when cut contained on the average 69 3 per cent of water. 

COST OF LABOUR FOR GROWING SUNFLOWER HEADS FOR FODDER. 

The following is a statement of the cost of labour for growing 4 acres of Sunflowers 
and putting the heads int,o the silos :— 	 • 

Rent of land at $3 per acre    $12 00 
Ploughing at $2 per acre   8 00 
Harrowing, twice at 20 cents each time per acre 	1 60 
Rolling, at 20 cents per acre 	80 
Seed. 20 lbs 	  2 00 
Sowing, 1-i*e  days at $1.25 	  2 00 
Hoeing and thinning 10116  days, at $1.25 	  13 13 
Hand-wheel hoeing, 2 days, $1.25 	  2 50 
Cultivating, 2 1*-o• da,ys, at $1.75 	5 07 
Cutting and putting into silos, 17i days, at $1.25 	  21 88 
Horse and cart, drawing in, q days, at $1.75 	  11 38 
Proportion of time of farm foreman 	  8 00 

$88 36 

These figures do not include any allowance for the use of farm machinery, nor do 
they include any amount as an equivalent for the exhaustion of soil. The cost for 
labour was $22.09 per acre. The average  yield of heads, nearly all lipe, was 3 tons, 
1,009 lbs. which gives an average cost  of $6.30 per ton for labour of growing, including 
cost of seed and rent of land, etc., as in statements. 

MILK FROI'd THE 40-ACRE LOT. 

From July 8th, 1894, 30 milking cows have been fed on the crops from the 40-acre 
lot. A small quantity of wheat-bran and oil-cake is being fed in addition to the crops 
from the 40 acres. 
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Some chancres have been made in the individual' cows composing the herd from 
time to time. In all 37 cows have been used. 

Considering the dates on which most of the cows have come in  'or  will 	in,' a 
larger quantity of milk may be expected in the half year from January 1st to July 6th, 
than in the half year (herein reported on) from July 7th to December 31st. 

The total quantity of milk obtained was 59,896 pounds. 
It contained, on the average, 3-85 per cent of fat. 
The quantity of butter-fat was 2,306 pounds. 
A small portion of the milk was fed to young calves ; a quantity was sold for table 

use ; and the remainder was made into butter. 
The yield of butter at the Experimental Dairy has been 115 pounds of butter per 

100 pounds of butter-fat in the milk. If all the milk from the 40-acre lot herd had 
been manufactured into butter, it would have yielded 2,651 -9 pounds, from July 7th to 
December 31st. 
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REPORT OF THE HORTICULTURIST.
(JOHN CRAIG.)

WM. SAUNDERS, Esq.,
Director, Dominion Experimental Farms,

Ottawa.
SIR,-I have the honour to submit a report of some of the work carried on in the

Horticultural Division of the Central Experimental Farm for the year 1894.
The fruit year as a whole may be looked upon as successful and satisfactory,

although the meteorological conditions governing spring and early summer were, in some
of the best fruit growing regions, notably the Niagara Peninsula, quite abnormal. In
that district the apple crop more than any other suffered from the heavy rains of May
and June, while the severe drought of midsummer had the effect of decreasing the size
of early peaches, pears and apples, as well as ripening them prematurely.

The early and simultaneous ripening of such large quantities had a deleterious effect
upon domestic markets, resulting in exceedingly low prices being realized for early
peaches and pears. The lack of rainfall emphasized the value of thorough and frequent
shallow cultivation, as a means of conserving the moisture of the soiL

In the province of Quebec the necessity of a better system of fertilizing and culti-
vating the orchard than has been practised in the past is becoming recognized. Apples
of greater export value than the varieties now composing the older orchards are being
selected where new planting is being done. Nova Scotia has marked an era in her
horticultural progress by the establishment of a School of Horticulture, under the con-
trol of the Provincial Fruit Growers' Association, and the directorship of Prof. E. E.
Faville. This is the only school of its kind in Canada, if not in America.

COLD STORAGE OF FRUITS.

The great success scored by Canada in her exhibit of fruits at the opening of the
World's Columbian Exposition, in May, 1893, was, in a large measure, due to the cold
storage facilities afforded by the World's Fair authorities, and but for the unfortunate
burning of the storage building and with it a great deal of Canadian fruit, the display
would have been much more extensive and varied. The fact, however, that summer and
autumn apples, like Duchess of Oldenburg, St. Lawrence and Wealthy, were placed in
good condition upon the tables during the months of May and June, gave food for
thought to the thinking mind, and raised the question of the usefulness of the system
to the commercial grower and the shipper of fruit.

It is well known that cold storage and refrigerator cars have played an important
part for some years in the economy of marketing the great Californian fruit product. It
is also well known that large dealers in great fruit markets, like Chicago and New York,
have used in common with produce and commission men cold storage warehouses, in
which to hold perishable fruit during periods of low prices owing to over-stocked markets
Our information on these lines has, however, been rather vague and unsatisfactory.

With the object of ascertaining some facts based upon personal experience, pre-
liminary experiments were instituted on this line during the present season.

Arrangements were made with the Montreal Cold Storage Company for storing
packages of the different fruits as they matured. In this connection I beg to acknow-
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ledge the courtesy find generous assistance rendered by the managers of this company,•
Messrs. T. J. Chisholm and D. J. McGillis, in aidine me in carryine out the experi- 
ments. Although sufficient time has not elapsed since the  initiation of the experiments 
to permit the collection of information of value regarding the later fruits, yet its degree 
of usefulness in marketing the earlier and more perishable fruits, has been, if not 
actually defined, quite clearly indicated. The unusual amount of heat and drought in 
the districts from which the fruit was procured, undoubtedly injured the keeping quali-
ties of the fruit under trial. Last year Wealthy apples grown at Ottawa kept in a cold 
cellar until May. This year many have already decayed and the remainder are very 
soft, under the same conditions 

PEACH  ES.  

Mountain Rose and Early Crawford peaches, wrapped in tissue paper, packed in 
20-pound baskets and stored in an atmosphere of 34 degrees Fahr. on September 5th, 
remained in good condition till October 1st ; soon after this they began to show signs 
of discolouration. The same varieties under the same conditions, without wrappers, 
on October 1st showed 5 to 6 per cent decayed. On October 10th 30 per cent of 
Mountain Rose, wrapped, had decayed ; of Mountain Rose, unwrapped, fully 75 per 
cent were rotten. At this date Early Crawfords were in a relatively better condition, 
as follows :—Wrapped, 10 per cent decayed ; unwrapped, 15 per cent. The decayed fruit 
did not fall away as is usually the case, but instead lost flavour and colour, while retain-
ing its form. The discoloration began first near the stone and worked outwards. Up 
to October 1st the flavour was unimpaired, but after this it deteriorated rapidly. I 
may say the fruit was well ripened before storing took place. Such fruit will not keep 
more than a few days when taken out of cold storage. 

PLUMS. 

Lombard and Monroe plums were stored in baskets, the fruit being wrapped and 
unwrapped as in the case of the peaches. They were stored on September 6th in a 
temperature of 34 deerees Fahr. which was maintained uniformly throughout. 

The results gained on the whole do not differ materially from those with peaches, 
and indicate that stone fruits as a class cannot be profitably stored for a longer period 
than three weeks and that in the case of fruit originally well ripened, probably not so 
long, after this period there is a rapid deterioration both in flavour and firmness. 

PEARS. 

Bartlett.—Fully ripe, wrapped, packed in baskets, stored on September 1st, began 
to decay November 15th. The same unwrapped were badly decayed on that date. 

Bartlett. —Fully ripe, wrapped and packed in cases holding from 50 to 75 pears each, 
were in good condition on December lst. Flavour unimpaired. On December 10th 
25 to 30 per cent were rotten ; on December 15th fully 50 per cent had decayed. 
Flavour somewhat impaired. 

Flemish, Beauty.—Fully matured, wrapped and packed in baskets, decayed earlier 
than Bartlett, beginning to show siens of rotting on October 15th. The same variety 
unwrapped began to decay on October 6th. 

Flemish Beauty.—Fully matured, wrapped and picked in kegs were in 
e'
eood condi-

tion up to November 1st ; they decayed rapidly after this and few remainedby Decem-
ber 10th. 

The unwrapped in kegs had entirely " wasted " by December 6th. 
Beurre Clairgeau.—Wrapped in baskets, were in good condition when last examined, 

December 31st. The same unwrapped were also in good condition on the same day. 
Beurre d'Anjou.—Wrapped and packed in kegs and boxes, were also in good con- 

dition on December 10th ; and the same may be said of Duchess. 
It would seem that matured Bartlett and Flemish Beauty cannot be safely kept in 

storage a,fter November 15th or at latest December 1st. 
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APPLES. 

Trial packages of three varieties of these were sent to the storage warehouse f rom  
the Central Farm, as they ripened. 

Tetofsky.—Wrapped, packed in baskets, were in good condition with flavour unim-
paired up to November 15th, when they commenced to discolour and lose flavour. On 
December 10th the greater proportion were decayed and unfit for use. There was a little 
difference in favour of the wrapped fruit, but the improvement was not so marked as in 
the case of the pears. 

Duchess.—Packed' the same way, began to decay on December 10th ; the same 
variety unwrapped showed 8 to 10 per cent of rotten fruit at this date. 

Wealthy and Colvert.—Both in boxes and barrels, unwrapped, are of course perfect 
at this date, Dec. 31st. Summer apples, in common with other soft fruits, kept best 
when wrapped in tissue paper and put up in wooden packages. 

GRAPES. 

Sample baskets of Lindley, Delaware and Niagara grapes stored on September 27th 
are at this date, December 20th, in good condition. 

The deductions which may be drawn from the results of this preliminary trial in 
the preservation of fruits by cold storage may be.summarized as follows :— 

1. Fruit for storage should be picked when fully grown, but before it has thoroughly 
matured. 

2. Early pears, peaches and the larger varieties of plums should be wrapped separ-
ately in tissue paper. 

3. Tight wooden boxes are the most satisfactory packages for storing and handling. 
When baskets are used they should be provided with strong " veneer " covers. 

4. Stone fruits, such as peaches and plums, under ordinary circumstances should 
not be held for a longer period than two or three weeks. 

5. The marketing season for early pears and apples may be extended from thirty to 
sixty days. and under favourable circumstances for a longer period. 

6. The  outcome of experiments with fall and early winter varieties of apples and 
pears, including samples of grapes, yet remains to be developed. 

TOBACCO EXPERIMENTS. 

Some of the principal features of the experiments with tobacco, as outlined in my 
report for 1893, were continued this year. A fewer number of varieties were grown, but 
in greater quantity. 

The season was not as favourable for the growth of this plant as was last year, but 
the results on the whole were very encouraceing. As soon as information from a manu-
facturer's standpoint, with regard to the quality of the different varieties raised last year, 
is secured, it will be given to the public, together with the results of experimental work 
in 1891. 

TREATMENT OF FUNGOUS DISEASES. 

This branch of my work has entailed a large amount of correspondence during the 
yea.r, and is one of increasing public interest and importance. Fruit growers and pro-
prietors of small orchards and gardens are awakening to the fact.that without taking 
active measures for the prevention of fungous enemies, the profits from this industry are 
each year greatly reduced. It is hoped that the important and convincing results of 
the spraying experiments carried on in conjunction with the Fruit Growers' Aseociation 
of Ontario, detailed in the body of the report, will be of direct beneficial effect to 
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orchardists of the Dominion, and that the recommendations will be carried into practice 
with the opening of spring operations on the farm. 

From correspondents I am pleased to find frequent corroboration of the benefits to 
be derived from spraying. As an instance, Mr. W. W. Dunlop, of Outremont, Que., a 
large grower of English gooseberries, successfully prevented mildew on " Whitesmith " 
gooseberries this year, by making two applications of Bordeaux mixture. He now pre-
fers this material to Potassium Sulphide, which was the first preventive remedy recom-
mended, and which also gave good results. Market gardeners are also learning that 
the "rust " (Anthracnose) of beans, and the "rust " of celery may be prevented by using 
the Copper Salt remedies. • 

" Anthracnose of the Bean" is described on page 164, Experimental Farms Re-
port for 1892, and I am glad to state that the unsolicited experience of growers con-
firms the efficacy of the remedies outlined in that article. I may also say that recent 
experiments made by spraying the plants with Bordeaux mixture instead of soaking 
the seed in bluestone, have given equally satisfactory results. 

"Blight of the Pear and Apple" bas again wrought considerable injury to orchards 
in Eastern Ontario and Quebec. Orchardists are, however, recog,nizing the dangerous 
character of this disease, and are exercising more care in cutting out and destroying by 
fire affected branches or trees, as was recommended last year. 

Fruit growers in British Columbia are experiencing considerable loss in their apple 
orchards, from a disea,se of the bark, the cause of which thus far is not clearly under-
stood. Probably part of the bark injury attributed to this disease is due to what is 
known as " sunscald," a physiological effect of severe and sudden cold weather following 
a period of warm weather. The freezing of the sap causes expansion, accompanied by 
a rupture of the bark. Planting on northern and western slopes and growing low-
headed trees will obviate this to a certain extent. Alkaline washes are also to be 
recommended and are valuable aids in keeping the bark in a healthy condition. 

MEETINGS ATTENDED. 

During the year I attended and gave addresses at the following meetings of a pro-
vincial character :— 

In February, at Abbotsford, Que., the first meeting of the " Pomological Society 
and Fruit Growers' Association of the Province of Quebec," was held. I had the pri-
vilege of assisting in te omanization of this body, which has since been generously 
recognized by the ProvincialeLegislature, and which bids fair to be of gre,at value in 
furthering the fruit interests of the province. 

The same society, at their annual meeting in the city of Quebec, December 10-11-12. 
Meeting of the Ontario Fruit Groveers' Association, at Orillia, December 4-5-6. 
Agricultural Convention, at Charlottetown, P.E.I. Aug. 9, by invitation of the 

Dairy Commissioner for the Dominion, Professor J. W. Robertson. 
Agricultural Convention for New Brunswick, held at Fredericton, August 16th, by 

invitation of the Dairy Commissioner for the Dominion. 
Closing exercises of the Nova Scotia School of Horticulture, Wolfville, June 4th. 
Farmer's institutes were also a,ddressed as follows :—Coaticooke, Que.; Bell's Cor-

ners, Ont. ; Metcalfe, Ont.; Richmond, Ont.; Manotick, Ont. ; Cornwall, Ont. ; 
Grimsby, Ont. 

At all of these a lively and growing interest was shown, pointing to substantial 
horticultural advancement. 

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS. 

I beg gratefully to thank the secretaries and officers of the various Provincial So-
zieties devoted to the fruit growing interests of the Dominion for valuable assistance 
and kindly encouragement received during the ye,ar. To Dr. B. D. Halsted, of New 
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Brunswick, New Jersey, I am much indebted for valuable aid in determining specimens
illustrating various forms of plant diseases, and to correspondents generally for bringing
under my notice the occurrence of these diseases in different parts of the country.

I have also to record with thanks the following donations :-

W. R. Grace, Garden City, Kansas. Scions of plums and apricots ; currant
cuttings.

Miss E. M. Schantz, Zionsville, Pa. Apple scions.
J. S. Breece, Fayetteville, N. C. t/ Critic " grape vines.
Dr. R. B. Clark, Fay, Kansas. Grape vines.
H. W. Hope, Paint, Ohio. " IIpp " apple tree.
G. J. Streator, Garretsville, Ohio. Scions of black walnut.
W. R. Dempsey, Trenton, Ont. Apple and pear scions.
Toronto Pump Co., Toronto. Spraying pump.
M. J. Graham, Dallas, Ia. Pear scions.
W. M. Manning, Rockline, Mass. Shrub cuttings.
Geo. Peffer, Pewaukee, Wis. Blackberry plants.
G. Mills, Fairmount, N. Y. Seedling raspberries.
Richard Trotter, Owen Sound, Ont. Plum scions.
D. M. Bradt, Oswego, N. Y. " Hiram " raspberry.
A. D. Barnes, Waupaca, Wis. Apple scions.
M. Crawford, Cuyahoga, Ohio. New strawberries.
John Fraser, Coaticooke, Que. Raspberry plants.
G. H. Caughill, Aylmer, Que. Strawberry plants.
Goold, Shapley, Muir Co., Brantford, Ont. Spraying pump.
M. B. Brooks, Oak Point, N. Y. Knapsack pump.
H. T. Curtiss, Ridgely, Md., U. S. Strawberry plants.
H. F. Neumeyer, Macungie, Pa. Spraying nozzle.
W. J. Kerr, Smith's Falls, Ont. Apple scions.
W. Bailey, Billings Bridge, Ont. Cherry seedling.
W. R. Latchford, Ottawa, Ont. Plum seedling.
C. E. Brown, Yarmouth, N. S. Seeds of East Indian plants.
Robert Whyte, Ottawa, Ont. Seedling raspberriea
A. M. Smith, St. Catharines, Ont. Peach trees.
Holmes & Holladay, Clarksburg, Ont. Spraying pump.
Field Force Pump Co., Lockport, N.Y. Potato sprayer.

It gives me pleasure again to testify to the efficient service rendered by D'Ir. Wm.
Taylor, foreman in this department, in carrying out the various branches of work com-
mitted to his care.

I have the honour to be, sir,
Your obedient servant,

JOHN CRAIG,
Borticulturist.
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SPRAYING EXPERIMENTS. 

No line of work as.sociated with the successful culture of fruits at the present time, 
is charged with greater interest t,o the horticulturist than is the subject under considera-
tion. It is also true that no other advance in horticultural practice has been so readily 
taken up by the more progressive and practical, nor more discussed by the theoretical 
and procrastinating class. Third and fourth classes may be made of those who have 
tried without success the remedies recommended, and those who disbelieve and have not 
tried. But honest doubt should always be respected. 

Again, there are few, if any, operations now included in the annual programme of 
the fruit grower whose success is so dependent on conditions practically outside the 
control of the operator than is spraying. Meteorological conditions, as rain and wind, 
heat and cold, bear a marked influence on the results, and often discourage a beginner 
from carrying into practice good resolutions formed at the opening of the season. An 
unfavourable se,ason will so frequently mar the effect of conscientious effort as to place 
in doubt the beneficial results, thus shaking the confidence of the beginner. 

Before going into the subject proper, namely, the result of the season's work, it 
might prove interesting to preface it with a brief history of the introduction of the 
pra,ctice of spraying. 

In 1882 Professor Millardet, an eminent botanist, of Bordeaux, France, had his 
attention called to the fact that grape vines sprinkled with a mixture of bluestone and 
lime to deter the inroads of boys and vagrants, were much less attacked by mildew than 
other vines not so treated. Acting on the suggestion conveyed by this object lesson, he 
carried on experiments during 1883 and 1884, and gave to the public the result of his 
work on May 1st, 1885. As Mr. Fairchild, of the Department of Agriculture, Washing-
ton, says in an excellent article recently published on Bordeaux Mixture as a fungicide, 
"It appears that to Millardet is due the credit of first correctly interpreting the immu-
nity, shown by the treated vines in Medoc, and of conceiving a practical method by 
which copper sulphate could be used as a remedy for the disease in question." 

The news of this discovery was soon chronicled in America, the bulletins of recom-
mendations were issued by the Department of Agriculture at Washington and the 
California Experiment Station ea,rly in 1886. The following two years gave to the 
public the results of experiments conducted in the United States, and established a 
formula for Bordeaux mixture which has been more or less generally accepted and has 
become in a measure, a standard. This formula was recommended by Mr. Galloway, 
Chief of the Division of Vegetable Pathology, at Washington, D.C., and consisted of 
6 pounds of copper sulphate and 4 pounds of lime in 22 gallons of wat,er. The first 
formula, however, was much stronger than this and contained 18 pounds of copper 
sulphate and about 30 pounds of lime to which was added 30 galloirs of water. Such a 
mixture resembled a thick paste and wa,s applied by means of wisps of straw or brooms. 
Many other mixtures were soon introduced and tried by the active American scientists 
principally on account of the difficulty of applying the concentrated form of Bordeaux 
mixture. In the sprint:,  of 1890, the first yea,r of the appointment of the writer as 
Horticulturist to the Central Experimental Farm

' 
 Ottawa, experiments were planned 

and e,arried out in orchards at Abbotsford, Quebec. The experiments were designed to 
show the benefit of spraying with ammoniacal copper carbonate in varying proportions, 
copper sulphate of varying strength, and the value of hyposulphite of soda as a fung,icide. 
The variety of apple treated was Fameuse and the results gained demonstrated the 
profit of spraying with ammoniacal copper carbonate of the strength since recommended 
by the Horticultural Division of the Experimental Farm. Experiments have been con-
tinued each year up to the present, but marked with more or less SUCCeSS according to 
the character of the season. In the initial stages of this work the important questions 
of economy and ease of application, in addition to the effectiveness had to be studied by 



the experimenter so that a remedy when discovered might be practicable and thus 
commend itself generally to the public. 

These experiments covered the trials of over thirty spraying mixtures, and among 
the fruits included were apple, pear, plum, cherry, peach, and the majority of the small 
fruits. 

Owing to the difficulty of applying and the cost of making the concentrated Bord-
eaux mixture, many other copper salt conapounds have been tested, with the result that 
many were discarded, while a few were recommended for trial. Copper sulphate, or 
bluestone, having entered into all mixtures giving favourable results, the number of 
formule recommended have gradually lessened with each year's experience till at the 
present time, while we have yet much to learn, the fruit grower need not burden his 
mind with a bewildering array of receipts or formule, almost as numerous as the legion 
of enemies which attack his orchards and vineyards. 

As a result of experiments conducted in 1892, the writer recommended a modified 
formula for the preparation of Bordeaux mixture. This was given to the public by 
means of bulletins and circulars during 1892 and 1893. The formula is as follows :-4 
pounds of copper sulphate, 4 pounds of lime and 50 gallons of water. The cost of this 
need not exceed one-half cent per gallon and admits of the addition and application of 
Paris green at the same time, and coupled with this was ammoniacal copper carbonate, 
which will not be used as freely as Bordeaux mixture on account of its greater cost and 
the increased labour of preparing it. For spraying late in the season, when stains on 
the fruit are undesirable, it is the most useful  agent  yet discovered. In copper 
sulphate we have the base or foundation of both the ;Love mixtures, and a very effec-
tive funoicide to apply before the foliage appears. With this trio, backed up by intelli-
gence and perseverance, the fruit-grower may largely increase the revenue derived from 
his orchard. 

.EXPERIMENTAL WORK IN 1894. 

Through the co-operation of the Fruit Growers' Association of Ontario, it is be-
lieved that the value of this work has received such an emphatic confirmation that the 
resulting impetus will place the practice of spraying to lessen fungous injury, as well as 
insect attacks, on a plane well out of the reach of controversy. While the benefits 
arising from the practice have been satisfactorily proved by the writer, as well as by 
leading fruit-growers, and the system strongly advocated, yet con flicting results obtained 
here and there continually threw a dark shadow and gave rise to doubt and discussion. 
This, I am happy to say, culminated in a resolution moved by the retiring President of 
the Ontario Fruit Growers Association, Mr. A. H. Pettit, at the meeting of the society, 
held at Peterborough, December, 1893. This resolution read as follows :—" That 
in the opinion of this meeting it is desirable that the Director of the Experimental 
Farms be requested to make duting the coming season at several centres of fruit 
culture a public practical test of the efficacy of the solutions recommended for the prevention 
of the scab on apples." On recommendation of the Director, the Minister of Agriculture, 
for the Dominion, recognizing the important interests involved, was pleased to authorize 
the initiation of the work. Experiments were instituted at seven different centres in 
the Grimsby and St. Catharines districts. It is a pleasure to record the cordial spirit of 
co-operation manifested by the fruit growers of the Grimsby and St. Catharines districts 
and the helpful manner in which they facilitated the progress of the work. The 
inauguration of the experiments was unavoidably delayed till May 1st, which, on 
account of the abnormally early spring, was fully two weeks later than desirable. This, 
followed by the unprecedented and continuous rains during May and June, coupled 
with the scorching heat and drought of midsummer and autumn, all combined to form 
a season with conditions most unfavourable to obtaining even average results. Regard-
ing the character of the weather, Mr. Wm. Orr, of Stoney Creek, Ont., writing under 
date of June 18th, says : We have been labouring under almost unsurmountable diffi-
culties in trying to carry out our spraying programme. It has rained every day, witli 
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one exception for twenty-one days, and ploughed ground has been like a mortar bed. 
It has even been impossible to get upon well under-drained land part of the time." 
The same condition of affairs is chronicled by Messrs. M. Pettit, A. H. Pettit, C. P. 
Carpenter  and  E. J. Woolverton, in the Grimsby district. Writinc,  from St. Catharines, 
under date of Jtme 15, Mr. M. Burrell, says " that owing to the disastrous weather we 
have been at at a standstill. For more than two weeks it has been raining daily, and 
not only ha,s all farm work been suspended, but spraying operations have been impossible 
an account of the softness of the ground." 

Mr. A. H. Pettit says, on June 20th : " We shall again go to spraying as soon as 
we can float a wagon with the barrel in it." 

Following on the heels of the downpour came a period of ideal weather for the 
development of fungous growth. Never, to my knowledge, has the apple scab fungus 
( Fusieladium) appeared in such a virulent form. The fungus coming before the fruit 
had much more than formed, attacked the foliage so severely as to cause it to resemble 
and be easily mistaken for the ordinary twig blight. In many districts apple tree,s pre-
sented a scorched and browned appearance as if suffering from blight and severe 
drought. Most varieties lost a large proportion of their leaves, which of course re,sulted 
in a corresponding loss of the fruit. This visitation, however, had the effect of em-
phasizing the value of spraying as a factor having an important bearing on increasing 
the yield in seasons of severe fungous visitation, as well as improving the quality of the 
fruit. I mention this now to elucidate the apparent discrepancy in the yields of trea.ted 
and untreated trees. To sum up briefly, untreated trees lost their foliage and conse-
quently their crop of fruit. Spraying prevented the growth of the fungus on the 
foliage which was thereby retained and with it a large proportion of the fruit. These 
are points worth remembering. Peaches, cherries and plums were treated with the 
two-fold object of preventing loss from a fungous disease causing the fruit to rot on the 
tree, and insect attacks. Apples and pears to prevent injury from scab and spot 
(Fusicla,dium) and insect pests. The results owing to the difficulties outlined above, 
were not conclusive in every  instance ; this was reasonable in consideration that in one 
or two casas no spraying was done between May 4th and June 5th, owing to the con-
tinuous rainfall. Another cause affecting the completeness of the report was the failure 
of some of the experimenters in the hurry of marketing operations to record carefully 
the yields of the sprayed and unsprayed trees. Writing of this phase of the question 
one of the Committee very sensibly remarks that " there seems to be a little difficulty in 
getting reliable statistics as to numbers, weights, dec. When the exact moment arrives 
for counting specimens and weighing fruit the experimenter will probably be so rushed 
with other work that the details of the experiment may be neglected and the value of 
the whole test seriously impaired." 

However, I am pleased to state, that the records which have been secured, are suf-
ficiently convincing of themselves to be entirely satisfactory, although it is to be regret-
ted that full returns could not be obtained in every case. 

PEACHES. 

Experiments mainly designed to prevent rot and leaf-curl were carried on in the 
orchards of Messrs. J. H. Broderick and Eli Gregory Ji Son, of St. Catharines, Ont., 
with the help of these gentlemen and the kind co-operation of Mr. Burrell. 

The trees should have been sprayed according to the programme outlined in the 
accompanying calendar, but owing to the earliness of the se,ason they were too far ad-
vanced to risk the application of e,opper sulphate. Treatment accordingly began on 
May 1st, with Bordeaux mixture : four pounds of copper sulphate, four pounds of 
lime to 50 gallons of water. The second application was made on May 15th. Three 
ounces of Paris green were added to each barrel of mixture. The trees were treated 
again on June 4th, June 20th, and July 5th. On account of some indications of injury 
to the foliage the formula was weakened for the la.st two applications, to three pounds 
each of copper sulphate and lime and the same quantity of water. Up to July 5th, 
rain was more or less constant. On July 31st, Mr. Burrell reported that there seemed 
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to be no difference between sprayed and unsprayed trees in the number of peaches 
affected by curculio. In regard to rot : " Early Rivers " showed 2 to 4 per cent rotten 
on sprayed trees and 5 to 7 per cent. on unsprayed trees. At this time the fruit was 
beg,inning to colour. The spot fungous (claclosporium) was considerably worse on un-
sprayed tre,es. On August 7th, " Early Rivers " showed about six per cent of rotten 
fruit on sprayed trees and eight per cent on unsprayed trees. " Early  Richmond" 
gave approximately the same results. As the crop was excessively heavy the amount of 
affected fruit even on unsprayed trees could not be regarded as harmful, owing to the 
beneficial effects accruing from this thinning process. In fact the quality of the crop 
would have been much improved by removing at least 30 per cent of the fruit which 
set, a large proportion of which was allowed to mature. 

With regard to the leaf curl, there was none on the treated trees and scarcely a 
sign of it throughout the orchard. Mr. Burrell noted at harvesting time that in all 
cases the fruit on the sprayed trees was higher coloured than that on the untreated 
trees. This was undoubtedly due to the absence of the spot fungus already referred to 
as Claclosporium. 

The crop of peaches in Mr. Gregory's orchard was also uniformly large, and of good 
quality throughout. So little apparent difference could be noticed that picking records 
were not preserved. My own notes taken on 26th June and 29th Auaust indicate that 
there was less rot on the sprayed tree,s among the early varieties such as Rivers, Mountain, 
Rose and Crawford. 

To sum up, experiments on pea,ches were not attended by marked results owing to 
the absence in a large measure of fungous diseases, and the presence of an unusually 
heavy crop of fruit. From the experience of the past season it appears desirable to 
apply even a weaker formula of Bordeaux than that recommended, and it is suggested 
that after the foliaae has appeared 3 pounds each of copper sulphate and lime to 50 
gallons of water, ee used. This formula might be used in treating all stone fruits, 
although cherries were not injured by the ordinary formula. 

PLUMS. 

I am glad t,o be able to report more definite results regarding the treatment of 
plums. In Mr. Broderick's orchard a block of plums composed of Munro, Bradshaw 
and Lombard, was selected, and a part of each sprayed on the dates already given. The 
trees were young, just coming into bearing. Rot was more or less prevalent on all 
varieties, but the greatest damage to the trees was verought by the Shot-Hole fungus 
(Septoria cerasina), and in preventing this disease the best results were obtained. 
Fruit g-rowers well know the effect on the fruit of the loss of the foliage previous to the 
harvesting period—decreased size and poor colouring are sure to follow. 

Notes taken on 26th June and 29th August emphasize the fact that the foliage of 
the sprayed trees was vastly superior to the unsprayed. In walking through the orchard 
the difference in the health and luxuriance of the two series at once made itself apparent. 

To obtain accurate data regarding the character of the fruit two trees were selected 
as much alike as possible in every respect, one sprayed, the other unsprayed. The fruit 
of each was gathered and weighed. The sprayed tree yielded 141 pounds of sound 
plums, the unsprayed 12 pounds. But the difference was most noticeable in the superior 
size and quality of the fruit from the sprayed tree. A hundred plums from this tree 
weighed three pounds and nine ounces, while 100 plums unsprayed, weighed two pounds 
and one ounce. 

The sprayed plums would easily sell as good first, while the unsprayed owing to 
small size and lack of colour, could hardly be classed as "seconds."  

Touching the treatment of plums, Mr. Wm. Orr, of Stoney Creek, Ont., writes as 
follows Other years we have lost heavily from rot, especially on Duane's Purple 
and Pond's Se,edling, frequently losing the greater part of the crop of these varieties. 
This year the trees were heavily loaded with fine clean fruit which was marketed 
without any serious loss from rot. The check trees of Pond's Seedling dropped their 
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fruit early in the season, and the checks of Duane's Purple rutted considerably, although 
not so badly as they did some other years." 

In connection, Mr. Orr states that " he found spraying with Paris green effectual 
in destroying the curculio." 

Mr. Burrell, of St. Catharines, also writes that he had two rows of bearing plum 
trees, the end tree of each row being left unsprayed. On October 22nd when these two 
untreated trees were practically bare of foliage the rest were looking green and thick 
with leaves. I may say in this connection that the Experimental Farm plum orchard, 
made up of some 75 varieties, including many varieties of Prunus Americana, has been 
kept entirely free from rot by the persistent application of Bordeaux mixture each year 
in conjunction with Paris green to prevent curculio attacks. Native plums in the vicinity 
of Ottawa have for the past three years been a failure owing to rot (Monilia) and the 
spot disease (Cladosporium.) In my opinion, no plum grower can afford to omit spray-. 
ing with Bordeaux mixture and Paris green. 

CHERRIES. 

Experiments for the prevention of rot were carried out in the orchards of Messrs. 
Broderick and Gregory of St. Catharines, Ont., and E. J. Woolverton, of Grimsby, Ont. 

Spraying began with Bordeaux mixture on May 1st, when the blossoms were beg,in-
ning to open. Three additional applications were made with the same mixture with the 
addition of Paris green. Records of yields were obtainable from Messrs. Broderick and 
Woolverton. The former gives the yields of two trees of Yellow Spanish as nearly alike 
in every respect as possible at the beginning of the season. 

Sprayed tree yielded 90 pounds of sound fruit. 
i4 Unsprayed ' " 	30 

Mr. Broderick adds that the lower branches of the treated tree were well loaded 
with sound fruit, while there were a good many cherries at the top of the tree which was 
not thoroughly covered in spraying. This emphasizes the necessity of great care in 
applying the fungicide to all parts of the tree. 

Mr. Woolverton's raiults were rather startlin,g in their emphatic conclusiveness. 
He reports as follows :—" Gave cherries three applications of Bordeaux mixture with 
four ounces of Paris green to 50 gallons of water on the following dates, blossoms having 
fallen May 10th, May 26th and June 4th, also one application of Ammoniacal Copper 
Carbonate on July 4th." Note; June 4th " cherries already show good results; the 
tree left unsprayed is much inferior in fruit and foliage to the one treated." 

July 9th. " Picked fruit on unsprayed tree, yield, 17 pounds." July 10th. " Picked 
part of fruit off sprayed tree, amounting to 112 pounds ; the remainder not quite ripe." 
July 17th. "Picked remainder of fruit on sprayed tree, 18 pounds; total yield, 130 
pounds." 

" Spraying cherry trees with Bordeaux mixture not only prevents rot, but seems 
to prolong the growing season, as will be seen from the above dates of picking." He 
further says that the advantage from spraying these trees is apparent from the follow-
ing figures which are absolutely correct. Cherries from sprayed trees netted $9.25 and 
were a choice sample. Cherries from unsprayed trees netted $1.20, and were a medium 
sample. 

'These are actual results, obtained from two large trees, the advantage being on the 
side of the unsprayed, in point of size of tree and bearing capacity, at the time spraying 
began. One of the lessons this teaches is that in the case of cherries early spraying-
that is, before the buds start—is not so important as the thorough and frequent appli-
cation of the fungicide during the growing period of the fruit. 

PEARS. 

The spotting and cracking of early pears, notably, the Flemish Beauty, has for the 
past few years been a source of great loss to fruit growers. Strong evidence on this 



subject was submitted by Mr. Orr of Stoney Creek, at the meeting of the Ontario Fruit 
Growers' Association at Peterboro'. He also reported failure in preventing the disease 
by spraying with Bordeaux mixture. The orchard referred to was one of those selected 
for experiment this year, but unfortunately owing to the following reasons given by M r. 
Orr, no definite results were obtained. He says : " Owing to an extremely wet June, it 
was impossible to carry out the experiments thoroughly or as we should like to have 
done. The severe drought in mid-summer seriously impaired the quality and size of the 
fruit. The soil, being heavy clay, felt the effects of the dry weather most keenly. A 
heavy wind storm occurred before harvesting time and blew off the more or less prema-
turely ripened fruit, which at this time was untit for market. It was therefore impossible 
to estimate the value of the work done on pears." 

Notes taken on 1st September, indicate that as far as it was possible to judge by 
appearances the sprayed trees carried more and better fruit, and had much better foliage 
than those untreated. On the matter of pears we have, however, interesting evidence 
from Mr. M. Pettit, of Winona. Although experiencing much inconvenience from 
continuous rainfall he reported on 26th May that " on looking over the sprayed and 
unsprayed he could see quite a difference in favour of the sprayed trees. The Beurré 
Giffard and Flemish Beauty unsprayed showed Considerable fungus, both on leaf and 
fruit, while on the sprayed trees there is scarcely any to be found. I also think there 
is more fruit on the sprayed trees." 

Writing again under date of 7th November, Mr. Pettit says, " regarding the yield 
of pears, I am unable to give you exact figures, but I think the sprayed trees of Flemish 
Beauty had fully 75 per cent more fruit than those not sprayed. Beurré Giffard trees 
sprayed twice before blooming and regularly afterwards, were loaded with perfectly 
clean fruit, while trees of the same variety not sprayed until the fungus appeared-
which was very soon after the pears had formed, on 29th May and 9th June--were 
almost entirely destroyed. There was not much difference in the Bartletts sprayed, and 
unsprayed as they were all a good clean sample this year." 

The trees were sprayed with copper sulphate on 16th April, Bordeaux mixture on 
4th, 15th and 29th May and 13th and 29th June. Paris green was added in the later 
sprayings. The best proof of Mr. Pettit's belief in the work is his statement that he 
fully intends to spray thoroughly next year. He also concludes as a result of the 
season's experiments on pears, that two sprayings before the blooming period are of 
more value and have more effect than four sprayings after that period. 

The orchard of Mr. E. J. Woolverton also provided a striking example of the effect 
of Bordeaux mixture upon Flemish Beauty pears. Of two young trees of this variety 
standing alongside each other in the same row one was sprayed, the other not treated. 
On 29th August the sprayed tree was clothed with luxuriant foliage and carried an 
average crop of clean fruit, while its neighbour, the unsprayed, had lost fully 25 per 
cent of its leaves and was almost bare of fruit. The result at harvest t'une was a bushel 
of good pears on the one hand and a few inferior specimens on the other. 

Let us conclude then that the " cracking and spotting" of the pear may be 
prevented with great benefit to the tree and fruit by the timely application of Bordeaux 
mixture, and that in treating these diseases the early applications are most important. 

APPLES. 

It is gratifying to be able to record results which cannot be accepted otherwise 
than as absolutely conclusive, in connection with perhaps the most important class of 
fruit which entered into the experiment, viz., apples. 

The unusual difficulties and hindrances encountered make the results all the more 
emphatic and valuable. The work also should have been commenced at least ten days 
earlier than it was begun, and the first spraying should have been made with copper 
sulphate. This is in line with the experience of Mr. Murray Pettit. 

An interesting experiment was planned and inaugurated in the extensive apple 
orchard of Mr. C. P. Carpenter, but was not carried out owing to the conditions of the 
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ground, it being so soft as to preclude the possibility of getting horses into the orchard.
Thirty-two days elapsed between the first and second sprayings, but the benefit of the
first application could easily be seen in August on the foliage of Greening, Colvert, Spy
and Early Harvest. Mr. Carpenter also noticed an improvement in the quality of
Northern Spy.

The results gained by Messrs. M. Pettity E. J. Woolverton and A. H. Pettit, are
given in detail in the accompanying tabulated statement.

In submitting his results Mr. M. Pettit says that the °` Snow apples were not quite
free of fungus, but much better than last season. Spys were much improved, while the
test on Baldwins was a great success."

Mr. E. J. Woolverton, writing under date of October 25th, says :"I have no
doubt that, had the experimental plots received an application of copper sulphate earlier
in the season, the results would have been still more satisfactory; but even now after
all the fruit is picked it is an easy matter to pick out the treated trees from the un-
treated owing to the much richer and more healthy character of their foliage."

Mr. A. H. Pettit, at one time indifferent in regard to the value of spraying, and
who deserves my best thanks, not only for inciting the movement, but for most faith-
fully and conscientiously carrying out under extreme difficulty the entire plan of the
experiment, as originally laid down, writes as follows :-

" I now inclose you a statement of the result of the spraying experiment with
Bordeaux mixture conducted in my orchard under your direction during the past season.
And in doing so I must express my great satisfaction in the results obtained. It has
shown the effects in such marked degree.

',The experiment you conducted here this season has demonstrated tome, and
many other fruit growers, that spraying with Bordeaux properly applied and at regular
intervals will be of great practical value in destroying the fungus that is, I believe,
causing the unfruitfulness of our orchards. The sprayed tree.v, aside from the largely
increased crop, presented a fine healthy foliage, while those by the side of them, un-
sprayed, showed a very unhealthy appearance and no fruit.

"I might add that while the fruit on the sprayed trees was of good size and colour,
it was not entirely free from damage by the Codling Moth ; and two or three varieties,
notably the American Golden Russet, Fameuse and Swaar were affected by a scab to
quite an extent. Now, this may have taken root during our excessive wet weather a few
days after the first spraying. I am also inclined to think, although I have no means of
knowing it to be so, that the Bordeaux mixture does to some extent destroy the action
of the Paris green. Had it not been for the work of the Codling Moth, the percentage
of first quality would have been greater.

11 Now, I may go a little beyond the experiment proper. Having sprayed a number
of trees to a greater or less extent, the season, as you are aware, was most unfavourable
in some respects, not only for spraying regularly, but for the cultivation of the orchard
and vineyard, the extreme wet, followed by the rapid drying up of the land. I was
pressed for time to get what spraying I did get done (beyond the experiment proper)
with any regularity, and some were done moderately well, while other parts were not
done so well ; but I can distinctly trace the good effects of the application in the in-
creased production and also in the improved condition of the foliage, even to the extent
of one side of quite a number of the trees producing good results and good foliage on
the side sprayed, while the other side of the tree was barren of fruit and carried
unhealthy foliage.

" I believe, sir, that the value of this experiment so practically demonstrated will
give a wonderful inspiration to our fruit growers to fight straight along this line, and I
trust your report will be as convincing and as widely distributed as possible, in order,
that every fruit grower may reap the reward of your and your associates' researches and
experiments to destroy the insects and diseases that are affecting our fruit trees and
fruits, and I trust if there are any other doubting fruit growers as to the benefit of
spraying, you will convert them at once, even should it be the means of flooding the
universe with clean, choice Canadian fruit."

The orchards from which the most complete returns have been received are those
of Mr. E. J. Woolverton and A. H. Pettit, of Grimsby, Ont. Tables I. and II. show
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the varieties treated and the percentage of yield of fruit of the different grades after 
being carefully sorted. Mr. Woolverton's table also shows the relative percentage of 
windfalls in both series. Having these figures, the deductions which appear ih Tables 
III. to X. inclusive, are drawn therefrom in order to present the results in a clearer and 
more convincing manner. In Table XI. is presented the combined and averaged results 
of all experiments

' 
 and the percentage of gain in yield of fruit of the sprayed over the 

unsprayed trees. This table shows that the sprayed trees yielded 24 per cent more of 
first-class fruit and 6 per cent and 18 per cent less, respectively, of second and third 
class. 

The effect of the improvement in quality alone upon the gross receipts from an acre 
of bearing apple trees may be shown as follows :—Supposing the yield to be 50 barrels, we 
find according to results gained that spraying would give us $56.75 worth of No. 1 
fruit, $31.50 worth of seconds

' 
 and $6.97 of thirds, or a total of $95.22 per acre. The 

same unsprayed would give No. 1 fruit $26.75 worth, $37 worth of seconds and $13.64 
worth of thirds, or a total of $77.40, leaving a balance of $17.82 in favour of the spray-
ed per acre. This is also supposing that all the " seconds " and " thirds " could be dis-
posed of, which is very problematical. The cost of spraying an acre of apple trees five 
times with dilute Bordeaux mixture need not exceed $6.00 and may be under  $5.00;  
there should be a net profit of $10.00 on the basis of equal yields, but improved quality. 
But as a result of these experiments, and looking now at spraying as affecting the yield, 
we find that the sprayed trees gave 74-14 per cent of the total yield, this return added 
to the improved quality of the fruit, gives a difference in the net receipts of $51.53 in 
favour of the sprayed acre. I do not think this side of the argument need be pushed 
farther, though it would probably prove interesting to know the effect of this on the 
crop of the province. Each grower will find it to his interest, however, to make a cal-
culation for his own satisfaction on this basis. 

EQUIPMENTS FOR SPRAYING. 

Where the area to be sprayed exceeds 15 acres it will probably pay to buy 
a horse power pump. These are now made by several firms dealing in force pumps. 
One which I have used with satisfaction at Ottawa during the past season was pur-
chased from the Field Force Pump Co., of Lockport, N. Y. 

Where a barrel is used—and I may say that one of these will answer the require-
ments of all having 15 acres or less to spray—a strong forcé pump should be secured. 
The valves and inside working parts should be of brass, the metal chambers and all 
castings strong and heavy, and the packing of the most durable character Nothing is 
more annoying, and nothing acts more as deterrent to the introduction of the practice 
of spraying, than the "breakdowns " which occur with irritating frequency at the be-
ginning of the work each year. This matter has been represented so strongly to Can-
adian firms that I believe satisfactory pumps will be forthcoming next season. I have 
used with good results pumps manufactured by the Toronto Pump Co., and the Goold, 
Shapley, Muir Co., of Brantford, Ont., although the first " Ideal " pumps manufactured 
by the latter firm showed defect under strong pressure, these I believe, have been 
remedied. Holmes and Holladay, Clarksburg, Ont., also manufacture a strong force 
pump suitable for fitting into a barrel. Ea,ch pump should be supplied with two lines 
of hose, the lengths proportionate to the height of the trees, and each hose fitted with 
a stop-cock. In cases of clogging the stop-cock will always be appreciated. The nozzles 
which gave greatest satisfaction were the " Vermorel " and the " McGowen," the latter 
is most economical of fluid and should be used exclusively when the trees are small, 
or upon the lower branches. The McGowen is a valuable instrument for carrying the 
liquid to the upper branches with a minimum degree of wa.ste. A bamboo pole, through 
which a brass tube may be inserted, is an improvement over an ordinary pole for the 
purpose of elevating the nozzle. I wish to impress upon fruit growers the desirability 
of beginning the season's work with apparatus fully equipped and in good working 
order, as the ease with which the applications are made influences to a large extent the 
thoroughness of the work, and upon the thoroughness will depend in a large measure 
the success attending the undertaking. 

8c-8i 
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PREPARATION OF BORDEAUX MLTTURE. 

The ingre,dients are copper sulphate, lime and water. A good quality of copper 
sulphate should be secured. As pointed out by Mr. Fairchild, a brand which contains 
a large amount of iron or zinc sulphate should not be used, although it has not been 
proved that these ingredients actually injure the mixture. He further states that lime 
which is made from stone containing a large amount of clay is likely to be what is 
known as " dead" lime, and to contain small insoluble granules. This kind of lime may 
be used, but is likely to give trouble by clogging the nozzle unless the resulting milk be 
well strained before adding it to the copper sulphate. Lime which is air-slacked should 
not be employed in any case since its use results in injury to the foliage. The method 
of preparing the mixture has so often been described that I need not again repeat the 
directions. 

Where large orchard areas are under treatment the work of preparing Bordeaux 
mixture may be greatly lessened by making at the beginning of the season stock solu-
tions of copper sulphate, and lime, which may be diluted as needed. Dissolve 100 pounds 
of copper sulphate in 50 gallons of water, and each two gallons when stirred will con-
tain 4 pounds of the salt. In another barrel slake 100 pounds of lime and make up to 
a milk by adding 50 gallons of water. Each gallon should contain 2 pounds of lime. 
Where it is desired to make a barrel of Bordeaux mixture, take 2 gallons of the stock 
solution of copper sulphate and add a sufficient quantity of the milk of lime to neutra-
lize it completely. If the lime is of good quality two gallons of the well stir' red stock 
solution will be sufficient. If the lime is of poor quality the proper quantity will be 
shown by the ferrocyanide of potassium test. If the lime is deficient a drop of the fer-
rocyanide of potassium added to the mixture will turn brown. Add lime water till the 
ferrocyanide remains colourless. 

Spraying with Bordeaux mixture is a practice which has come to stay, at least till 
a more effective agent is discovered. The work of the season demonstrates the fact that 
it is efficacious and profitable in proportion as it is thoroughly and perseveringly prac-
tised. 

TABLE L 

SHowiNG Variety Treated and Percentage of Yield of Fruit of the different Grades. 
E. J. WDOLVERTON. 

Variety of Apple. 	 How Treated. 	 Firsts. 	Seconds. 	Thirds. 

	

Per cent. 	Per cent. 	Per cent. 
Golden Russet 	  Sprayed, handpicked. 	36'07 	3486 	29'05 

do 	 do 	windfall 	 49 - 09 	50 - 90 
do  	Unsprayed, handpicked.. 	789 	5263 	39'48 
do 	 do 	windfall 	 15 100 	85 -00 

Baldwin 	 Sprayed, handpicked 	8043 	1956 	 
do  	do 	windfall   	7083 	2916 
do 	 Unsprayed, handpicked 

Greening 	 .. .............. Sprayed do 	 55'61 	29'75 	14'63 
do  	 do 	windfall 	 34'7() 	6530 
do    ITnsprayed, handpicked   	10000 	 

Northern Spy 	 Sprayed 	do 	 52'25 	41 1)8 	666 
do 	 do 	windfall 	 7142 	27•58 
do 	 Unsprayed, handpicked 	1183 	42'40 	45'76 
do 	 do 	windfall 	 100'00 

Cranberry Pippin 	 Sprayed, handpicked.  	1704 	5612 	26•84 
do 	• 	do 	windfall 	 3666 	63•34 
do 	...... .... . Unsprayed, handpicked 	248 	58.70 	38 - 82 
do 	 do 	windfall  	36'00 	64'00 

Spitzenberg 	 . 	 Sprayed, handpicked. 	511.5 	4186 	6 . 99 
do  	do 	windfall 	... 	. 	 5263 	4717  
do  	 do 	handpicked  	 5000 	5000 	 
do 	..   	Unsprayed  	None. 	None. 	None. 



Variety of Apple.

Blenheim Pippin ..............

Baldwin ^ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
do ....... .. .........

Greening .... .. .............
do . ..

Red Astraoha.n ...............
do

American G. Rnsset.. . . ...

Per cent.
80'00
25'00
75'32

69
.......

*96
13'33
54'29
30'11
40*00

do ...........IUnsprayed .............. ............. 27'27
Swaar ..........:.............^Sprayed ... ........... . . ..... .....I...^.^
do .......... ....... Unsprayed............................ ..

.....Alexander.... .............. Ŝprayed............... ?7'14
do .............. ..... ... Unsprayed................... ........ 58'06

MURRAY PETTIT.

Variety of Apple.

Baldwin ........ ............
do ................. ....

Firste.

Per oant.

69'70
27'18

Per cent.

20'00
53.57
14'34

20*72
36'00
28'96
29'89
40'00
54'54
56'80
100'00
17'14
29'03

Seconds.

Per cent.

30'30
72'82
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TABLE II.

A. H. PETTIT.

S^ed . . .......................
UpUrayed ........ .... ...... ........

How Treated. Firsts. Seconds.

Sprayed .................. ........ ...
Unsprayed .............. ......... ....
Sprayed .. ....... .... ... ..........
Unsprayed ............................

rayed ...... .... .................
F sprayed .............. ..... ........
Sprayed .. .........................

6 How Treated.

Ŝprayed ................ ........... ..
Unsprayed ............................

TABLE III.

E. J. WOOLVERTON.

SHOwINa ratio of Yield of the three grades of fruit.

Sprayed trees yielded 94 • 40 per cent of the whole of the firsts.
Unsprayed trees " 5-60 " It " it .
Sprayed trees " 65•90 " it " seconds.
Unsprayed trees " 34•10 " it " "
Sprayed trees " 60'22 " " " thirds.
Unsprayed trees " 39•78 " " " ^

TABLE IV.

A. H. PETTIT.

SHOwING ratio of Yield of the three grades of fruit..

Sprayed trees yielded 86'05 per cent of the whole of the firsts.
Unsprayed trees it 13'95 " is «
Sprayed trees i1 75•54 " it seconds.
Unsprayed trees " 24-46 " 91 i1 It
Sprayed trees 65-08 " thirds.
Unsprayed trees 34-95 " It
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Thirds.

Per cent.

21.42
10'33
9:32

50'67
16'75
40'00
20•00
18'18
14'79

6n
12'90

Thirds.

Per cent.



Variety of Apple. Per cent 
of Yield. How Treated. 

Golden Russet  	 Syrayed.. .... 
ti 	 it   -Unsprayed 	 

Baldwin 	Sprayed. . .... 
44 	 Unsprayed 	 

	

Greening     Sprayed.. ... .. 
". 	 Unsprayed.. .._ 

Northern Spy 	 Sprayed 
tt 	" 

  Unsprayed 	 
Cranberry Pippin.   Sprayed 	 

44 	Unsprayed 	 
Spitzenberg 	Sprayed... .... 

it 	 Unsprayed. 	 

8013 
1986 

10000 

93 . 90 
6'09 

6590 
34 . 09 
67 . 94 
3205. 

 10000 

Variety of Apple. Per cent 
of Yield. How Treated. 

Blenheim Pippin 	  

l3aldwin 	  

Greening 	  

Red Astrachan 	  
di 	 Ill 

American Golden Russet 	  
id 	 61 

8waar 	  

Alexander 	  
44 

Sprayed 	 
Unsprayed 	 
Sprayed... 	 
Unsprzed 	 

nsprayed 	 
Sprayed 	 
Unsprayed 	 
Sprayed 	 
TJnsprayed 	 
Sprayed.... 	 
TJnsprayed 	 
Sprayed 	 
Unsprayed 	 

51'72 
4828 

10000 

9705 
2 . 95 

7571 
2429 
73'17 
26'83 
98'83 
1'17 

69'30 
30'70 
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TABLE V. 

E. J. WOOLVERTON. 

SHOWING percentage of Yield from varieties, sprayed and unsprayed. 

TABLE VI. 

A. H. PETTIT. 

SHOWING percentage of Yield from varieties, sprayed and unsprayed. 

TABLE VII. 

E. J. WOOLVERTON. 

RESULTS from all varieties, averaged. 

Firsts. 	I Seconds. Thirds. 

Sprayed trees gave 
Unsprayed trees gave 	  

	

Per cent. 	Per cent. 

	

3177 	44 •53 

	

5 •40 	4910 

Per cent. 
23 . 69 
44.90 



First. Second. Third. 

GRADE  OF  FRUIT. 
How Treated. Variety. 

A. G. Russet 	  
do 

Baldwin 	  
do 	 

Greening 	  
do 	  

Northern Spy 	  
do 

Average 	  
do 	  

Sprayed 	  
Unsprayed 	 
Sprayed 	  
Unsprayed 	 
Sprayed 	  
Unsprayed 	 
sprayed

.
. 	 

Unsprayed 	 

Sprayed 	  
Unsprayed 	 

Per cent. 
3803 
1758 
7515 
25'81 
62'79 

6 - 66 
5225 
11'83 

5700 
1800 

Per cent. 
37'43 
5358 
2140 
7419 
25'23 
35 .  ab 
4108 
42'40 

28•00 
5100 

Per cent. 
24'53 
28 83 
3'44 

1297 
57'99 
666 

4576 

1100 
3300 
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TABLE VIII. 
• . 

A. H. PETTIT. 

RESULTS fronn all varieties averaged. 

Firsts. 	Seconds. 	Thirds. 

Per cent. 	Per cent. 	Per cent. 

Sprayed trees gave 	5907 	2736 	13 . 57 
Unsprayed trees gave 	 36 98 	3507 	2794 

TABLE IL 

E. J. WOOLVERTON. 

Sprayed trees gave 74.14 per cent of the total yield. 
TJnsprayed " 	25 . 85 	tg 

TABLE X. 

A. H. PETTIT. 

Sprayed trees gave 79.43 per cent of the total yield. 
Unsprayed " 	20.57 	it 

SHOWING average returns from the different Experimenters. 

ItEruuNs from all varietiei averaged. 

GRADE. 
How Treated. 

Second. Third. 

Sprayed .. 
Unsprayed 

Per cent. 
45 42 
21 . 42 

Per cent. 
35'94 
42 . 38 

Per cent. 
1863 
36'42 



801 

11 • 39 

15'10 

1371 

1086 

1631 
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AN EXPERIMENT TO PROVE THE EFFICACY OF PARIS GREEN WHEN APPIIED WITH BOR- 
DEAUX MIXTURE. 

This simple experiment was suggested by fruit growers, who, having used the com-
bined fungicide and insecticide found at harvesting time a comparatively large per-
centage of wormy fruit, this led them to suspect that the Bordeaux mixture exercised 
a weakening influence on the toxical qualities of the arsenic, or, combined with it in 
such a manner as to render the arsenic comparatively innocuous t,o insects. 

On this point Mr. A. H. Pettit in submitting his report on spraying experiments, 
says : " I am inclined to think though I have no means of knowing it to be so, that the 
Bordeaux mixture does to some extent destroy the action of Paris green, otherwise the 
percentage of fruit of fust quality would have been much larger." The unusual amount 
of wormy fruit, however, may undoubtedly be attributed to the presence of a second 
brood of Codling Moth, which occurred in Grimsby during this season. This occurrence 
is discussed by Mr. Fletcher in the report of the Entomologist 

The chemical action consequent upon the addition of Paris green to Bordeaux 
mixture is discussed by Mr. Shutt, who also gives the results of laboratory experiments. 
The conclusions reached are quite in line with results gained from practical trials in the 
orchard, which may be described as follows :— 

Two trees each of three varieties of crabs were selected, all promising a heavy 
crop of fruit. Immediately after the blossoms had fallen one tree of each variety was 
sprayed with Bordeaux mixture to which was added 4 ounces of Paris green, one ad-
ditional application was given two weeks later. The remaining tree of each variety 
was sprayed with Paris green in water in the same proportion and on the same dates 
that is, 1 lb. to 200 gallons. The fruit was picked in the autumn, windfalLs being kept 
distinct from the hand-picked. The number of wormy fruits in each case, separated 
and counted. The results are given in detail in the following table :— 

SHOWING Percentage of Wormy Fruit under both Treatment& 

Variety. How Treated. Grade of 
Fruit. 

Percentage 
Wormy. Averages. 

Crab& 

	

Orange 	 f Paris green . 	  I Handpicked 	 1 Bordeaux mix 	  I 
do . 	f Paris green 	  I Windfalls. 	 1 Bordeaux mix. 	  
do 	  Paris green .. .... ... ........ Handpicked 	 
do  	do 	 Windfall& 	  

	

Hyslop 	 1 
f Bordeaux mix. 	 Flandpicked .......  Paris green 	  

do 	 II Paris green 	  Windfalls. 	  
do  	do 	.   Handpicked 	 
do 	 ' 	do 	 Windfalls. 	 

Quaker Beauty 	 I. 
( B 	

f 
ordeaux mix 	  I Handpicked  ....... Paris green 	   

	

do   Paris green   Windfalls.. ... . ...... 

	

do 	 do 	 Handpicked 	 

	

do 	 do 	. 	 Windfall& 	  

8 

803 
266 

2013 
9'55 

2065 
1176 
1567 
672 

1500 
1182 
2081 

Average of ail  treated with Parie green  	 1380 
do 	do 	Bordeaux mixture. 	 1132 

The above table shows that trees treated with the combined insecticide and fung,i-
cide had 2.48 per cent less wormy fruit than those treated with Paris green alone. The 
difference is trifling, but sufficient to settle any doubt or uneasiness, that might be 
experienced on the question of the efficacy of Paris green as an insecticide when applied 
with Bordeaux mixture. 

Previous experiments show that the amount of wormy fruit might be reduced 8 
to 12 per cent by using Paris green with the fung,icide. 



SPRAYING CALENDAR.

Plant. 1st Application. 2nd Application. 3rd Application. 4th Application. 5th Application. 6th Application.

Apple. Copper Sulphate. Bordeaux. Bordeaux. Bordeaux. Bordeaux.

Apple spot fungus, cod- Before buds start. Just before blossoms,
n

Paris Green. -S o o n
after blossoms fall.

Paris Green.-10 - 15
days later.

10-15 days later if spot
disease is severe.Irng moth, bud moth. .ope

Cherry. Bordeaux. Bordeaux. Bordeaux. Ammoniacal
Copper Carbonate.

leaf diseases andRot Beforeflowerbudsopen, Paris Green.-W.hen Paris Green -10-15,
injurious insects. Kerosene Emulsion fruit has set. days later. 10-15 days later.

for aphis.

Grape. Copper Sulphate. Bordeaux. Bordeaux. Bordeaux. Bordeaux. Ammoniacal
Copper Carbonate.

Mildew, rot, leaf eating Before buds burst. Paris Green.-W hen When fruit has set. 10-15 days later. 10-15 days later.
If disease persists If disease persists.

insects. first leaves are half .

grown.

Peach-Apricot. Copper Sulphate. Bordeaux. Bordeaux. Bordeaux. Bordeaux. Copper Carbonate.

Rot, leaf curl, curculio. Before buds start. 31bs. copper sulphate. Paris Green .- S o o n Paris Green.- 8- 12
l

Paris Green. - 8 - 12
l td

10-15 days later if rot
revalentis31bs. lime. after fruit has set. ater.days er.ays a .p

50 gals. water. If rot is prevalent.
Just before blossoms

open.

Pear. Copper Sulphate. Bordeaux. Bordeaux. Bordeaux. Bordeaux.

eod-leaf blightScab Before buds open. Just before blossoms Paris Green.- S o o n Paris Green.-10 - 12 10-15 days later.,,
ling moth. open. after blossoms fall. days later.

Plum. Copper Sulphate. Bordeaux. Bordeaux. Bordeaux. Copper Carbonate. Copper Carbonate.

Rot, shot hole fungus, Before buds open. Paris Green.-Soon Paris Green.-10-12
l

10--15 days later. 10-15 days later if rot
is prevalent

10-20 days later if rot
is prevalent.

curculio. after blossoms have days ater. . I
fallen.



EXPERIMENTAL FARM& 

• LARGE FRUITS. 

Apples.—The varieties comprising the " standard " apple orchard, so named in 
contradistinction to the block containing Russian varieties, have on the whole succeeded 
fairly well, and many kinds have produced samples of fruit. Wealthy, Tetofsky and 
Duchess have borne heavily for three years, though only planted in 1888. 

Scott's Winter, McMahan White, Gideon and Winter St. Lawrence have borne for 
two years and give every promise of being useful varieties. 

Other kinds not strictly hardy have fruited this year, but cannot be commended 
for cultivation when grown upon their own stocks. 

Among these are Ribston Pippin, Blenheim Pippin, Wagener and Swayzie Pomme 
Grise ; varieties of much value from a commercial standpoint, and highly appreciated 
as dessert fruits. There is little doubt that the area of their successful and profitable 
culture might be extended by top-grafting them on suitable stocks, as the trees fail in 
this locality not so much from direct winter killing as frona " sunscalding " of the stem 
and main branches. By using free growing hardy stocks not affected in this way, the 
fruit grower in this and similar localities may be assured of a measure of success with 
these de,sirable apples. 

With a view of securing object lessons of this character, a number of hardy Russian 
apples have been set in orchard during the past two years, some of which were top-
grafted last spring, the remainder are to be top-worked the coming season. 

Among suitable Russian varieties for this purpose are :—Hibernal, Cross, and 
Silken Leaf. When these are not easily procurable Tolman Sweet and Visas (Fall 
Queen, Gros Pommier) may be use,d with equal or perhaps greater satisfaction, as they 
attain greater size than most of the  Russian sorts. Wealthy has been used in the 
experimental orchard to a considerable extent as a stock in testing many new varieties, 
named and unnamed. It is principally defective, in that the scion frequently outgrows 
the stock, causing rough and unsightly joints at the points of union. This is a serious 
defect and should be guarded against. 

In practising top-grafting on a large scale one of two methods may be followed, 
viz., top-working the young trees at two years old in the nursery row, and setting them 
in orchard the following spring, or performing the operation one or two years after 
setting in orchard. The first plan is the more commendable. 

The scions to be used should be cut before severe weather sets in. They will keep 
in good condition if packed tightly in boxes with dry forest leaves and stored in a cold 
cellar. The scions should be perfectly dormant and the grafting be done during April 
and e,arly May, or before the begirtning of leaf formation ; fair success will follow the 
operation in this locality up to 1st June. Feeble and immature growth are too likely 
to follow as a result of such belated work, and it always pays the grafter to keep well 
ahead of the season. The union should be covered with grafting wax and bound with 
a cotton bandage. 

In the accompanying tabular statement a classification of varietie,s which have been 
tested in the standard orchard since 1890, is made on the basis of relative immunity 
from winter injury during the past four years. Those in column 2 " slightly injured " 
lost in most cases only a few inches of the terminal growth. In column 3 the injury 
was more severe, and was often accompanied by sunscald and stem injury. In column 
4 will be found the names of those which seem to have been unable t,o withstand the 
vicissitudes of this climate and which, therefore, if planted at all in this and similar lo-
calities, climatically considered, should only be tried  as  top-grafts in a limited way. 
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TABLE SPIOWING EFFECT OF WINTERS 1890-94 ON STANDARD APPLE ORCHARD. 

4 
Killed. 1 

Uninjured. 
• 

2 
Slightly Injured. 

3 
Considerably Injured. 

August. 
Baxter. 
Ben Davis. 
Canada Baldwin. 
Duke of Connaught. 
Duchess. 
Davis' Seedling. 
Edith. 
Excelsior. 
Fameuse. 
Gideon. 
Giant Swear. 
Golden Ball. 
Haas. 
Hart's Seedling. 
John Richardson. 
Lou. 
McMahan White. 
McIntosh Red. 
Melinda. 
North Star. 
October. 
Orange Winter. 
Okabma. 
Peach. 
Peter. 
Patten's Duchess, No. 4. 
Patten's Greening. 
Princess Louise. 
Pewaukee. 
Plumb's Cider. 
Red Astrachan. 
Richards Graft. 
St. Lawrence. 
Snyder. 
Shiawassie Beauty. 
Saxton. 
Scott's Winter. 
Salome. 
Tillman Sweet. 
Wealthy. 
Wolf River. 
Winter Duchess. 
Winter St. Lawrence. 

Arkansas Black. 
Benoni. 
Beauty of the World. 
Babbit. 
Clayton. 
Cullen's Keeper. 
Canada Red. 
Delaware Red Winter. 
Fanny. 
Gano. 
Golden Russet. 
Huntsman. 
Jonathan. 
Kinnaird. 
Lawyer. 
Missouri Pippin. 
Mann's Black Twig. 
Ontario. 
Pomme Grise. 
Primate. 
Quebec Sweet. 
Red Beitigheimer. 
Roxbury, Russet. 
Rawles Janet. 
Spencer. 
Seek-no-further. 
Sharpe's Russet. 
Sops of Wine. 

American Pippin. 
Bottle Greening. 
Bailey's Sweet. 
Cranberry Pippin. 
Chenango Strawberry. 
Crawford. 
Dr. Walker. 
Early Harvest. 
Early Colton. 
Fall Pippin. 
Gravenstein. 
Grimes Golden. 
Hurlbut. 
Nodhead. 
Northern Spy. 
Rainbow. 
Rolfe. 
Spencer. 
Stark. 
Swayzie Pomme Grise. 
Rome Bes.uty. 
Sutton's Beauty. 
Utter's Red. 
Vandevere. 
Wegener. 
Wine Sap. 
Winter Pippin. 
Keswick Codlin. 

Arkansas Beauty. 
Belle de Boskoop. 
Brewington. 
Cooper's Market. 
Dominie. 
Dickson. 
Fa.mily Favourite. 
King. 
Lady FIenniker. 
Mason's Orange. 
NonpareiL 
Nero. 
Perry's Russet,. 
Peck's Pleasant. 
R. L Greening. 
Red Russet. 
Stuart's Golden. 
Shannon. 
Sweet Bough. 
Spitzenberg. 
Winter Bough. 
Warner's eing. 



The fruit is of the size of Wealthy, but much less highly coloured. It holds to the 
tree better than Wealthy, but is not equal to it in quality. Where McMahan can be 
2:rown it is doubtful whether the planter should include this variety. 
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APPLES NEW OR MUCH ADVERTISED. 

GIDEON. 

Originated by Peter M. Gideon, Excelsior, Minn., U.S., and is of the same parentage 
as Wealthy. The tree is upright in habit and an exce,edingly vigorous grower, making 
strong, clean shoots, and supplied with strikingly large leaves, noted for their thick 
leathery and somewhat pubescent character. I think it is a better tree than Wealthy 
and less likely to split at the forks when fruiting heavily. It has never been injured 
by winter in this locality, but has been affected by blight to some extent. 
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^ •
Description ojfruit.-Above medium size, roundish conic, irregularly ribbed ; skin,

thick, smooth and greasy. Light yellow, lightly blushed with red and pink mottlings.
Cavity, deep and broad ; stem, long slender. Basin, small, moderately deep, indi-

stinctly plaited. Calyx, closed. Flesh, white, crisp, juicy, tender, sharp sub-acid.
Quality, medium. A number one cooking apple, and not to be despised for dessert.
Season, December.

MCINTOsH RED.

This fine variety is included with the object of drawing attention to its weak
points, as well as its strong points.

The tree is fairly hardy and productive. Quality, first-class. Appearance, hand-

some. Season, that of the Fameuse or a trifle later, but like the Fameuse it falls an
easy prey to the °' Spot Fungus " (Fusicladium) and no grower should plant it without
first making up his mind to deal vigorously with the enemy. The benefits of spraying
are now so well recognized, and completely demonstrated, that with such an efficient
remedy at hand no one should be deterred from growing this fine variety.

MCMAHAN WHITE.

Introduced by A. L. Hatcb, Ithaca, Wis., U.S. This variety has already been
noted in the report of this. division of the Central Experimental Farm, but attention is
again drawn to some of its merits as an apple of value for regions where Northern Spy,
Ribston Pippin and Rhode Island Greening cannot be grown profitably on account of
their inability to withstand the severity of the climate. It has proved so far a remark-
ably vigorous and healthy grower, making probably more well matured wood growth
than any other variety in the orchard, and is free from many of the defects characteristic
to varieties unadapted to this climate. It has borne moderately heavy crops for the
past two years. The fruit is of the largest size, smooth and handsome, though lacking
in colour as grown in this vicinity.

Description.-Fruit, large to very large, round, regular. Skin, green or waxy yel-
low with a delicate pink blush. Cavity, deep, narrow and lined with dark russetting.
Stem, short, swollen at base. Basin of medium depth, slightly wrinkled. Flesh,
white, rather coarse, crisp, juicy. Quality, fair. Season, November to January.

SALOME.

Three trees of this variety were planted in 1888 ; they have not been injured by
winter thus far, and have made a uniform, healthy growth. The tree is strictly
globular in form, of very compact habit, with a straight, clean stem. This variety
has been extensively advertised as a valuable winter sort, of superior hardiness ; the
latter quality it certainly possesses.

Description.-Fruit; medium or above, roundish conic approaching oblong, pro-
minently ribbed. Skin; green at first, but takes on during winter a suffused pinkish
mauve colour. Longitudinal lines between stem and calyx are occasionally present.
Cavity; moderate size. Stem ; stout, curved, an inch or more in length. Basin ;
small, irregularly ribbed. Calya ; large, open. Flesh ; yellowish white, firm, juicy,
pleasant sub-acid. Quality ; fair. Season ; late winter. This variety when picked
was entirely green, but at this date, Dec. 20th, is quite attractive on account of its
pleasing colour. It'is an apple without striking characteristics in regard to quality, and
yet needs proving as to productiveness, but thus far it seems to be an improvement on
Walbridge, a reputed winter variety.

SCOTT'S WINTEB.

Introduced by Dr. T. H. Hoskins, of Newport, Vermont. It has already been
widely planted and the objcct of mentioning it here, is not so much to recommend it
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unqualifiedly, as to draw attention to some points to be borne in mind in connection 
with its cultivation. 

In the first place this is an apple beloncr
e  c

,  in essentially to the same class as Gideon 
and McMahan, in regard to the locality in which it should be cultivated. Secondly, it 
should not be grown  in sod or without high manuring and clean cultivation, on account 
of the size of fruit, which is naturally small, and without this treatment bec,omes unprofita-
bly so. At Grenville, P.Q., Mr. Robert Hamilton reports it "not quite hardy." At other 
points in Quebec, a4 well as Ottawa, there ha,s been no complaint along this line. The 
fruit when well grown is of medium size and handsomely striped and splashed with 
dark red. It does not reach good eating condition until after mid-winter when its 
sharp acidity becorne,s less pronounced. As a keeping apple it certainly excels, being in 
its best condition from February till May. Its principal value is for culinary purposes. 

WINTER DUCHESS. 

This variety has fruite,d for two years past and has proved to be a handsome fall 
apple of fair quality, but not as good as Wealthy, which comes in at the same season. 

WA LBRIDGE. 

A much advertised winter apple on account of hardiness of tree and keeping quality 
of fruit. Both claims are quite true, as the tree is an exceedingly vigorous grower, 
while the fruit without special care keeps through the winter. The fruit, however, is 
very small and entirely lacks attractiveness, besides being poor in quality. The tree 
is also a light bearer, and should be planted sparingly. It is said to do best on warm, 
sandy soils. Where this variety has been extensively planted it would be a wise policy 
on the part of the owner to top graft the greater portion with more saleable varieties. 

RUSSIAN APPLES. 

The work of testing these varieties is being carried on from year to year with more 
or less corroborative results. Some conclusions reached and expressed in my report for 
1891 may be repeat,ed as follows :— 

1. " That the northern limits of apple culture can be materially extended by 
planting the hardiest of these varieties." 

2. "That all fruit growing districts in Canada may be benefited by adding a judi-
cious selection of the best kinds." 

3. " That among them are many valuable summer apples." 
4. " That experience seems to indicate that among them are winter apples of fair 

quality and of superior hardiness." This belief has in a measure been justified by later 
experience. 

5. " That, in the milder portions of Ontario, these winter apples are not sufficiently 
te,stecl to warrant their being recommended for more than trial in a limited way." 

With present experience, I can now say that I do not know of any winter Russian 
apple which seems to me worthy of cultivation where Ontario and Northern Spy can be 
grown successfully. The nearest approach to these which I have seen among those 
which in the same regions could be classed as winter apples, is in the case of "Long-
field" and " Arabka. The former can, however, only be classed among winter apples 
when grown in Northern Quebec. 

LONGFIELD. 

Imported from Russia in 1870 by the 'United States Department of Agriculture, 
also by Professor Budd from different sources in Russia in 1883. On account of its 
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remarkable productiveness, coupled with early bearing habits, it has become widely 
known. It is said to be a synonym of No. 587, English Pippin. 

The tree is difficult to manage in nursery, growing slowly and having a marked 
predilection for producing a crooked stem and a gnarled top. In orchard, partly on 
account of bearing very heavily, the tree assumes a more or less pendant form, which 
makes it easily distinguished from other varieties. 

The leaves too are mark edly pubescent. This variety is spoken highly of in 
Vermont, Wisconsin, Iowa, Minnesota, and has lately found favour with prominent 
Western New York horticulturists, notably S. D. Willard, of Geneva. I am inclined 
to think the variety grown at Geneva differs slightly in form and appearance from the 
Western Longfield and that introduced at Abbotsford, Quebec, by the late Charles Gibb. 
The typical Longfield is almost globular and very regular in form, whereas specimens of 
the New York variety brought under my notice last year were more or less ribbed, and 
the form tended towards the oblong. 

LONGFIELD. 

Description :—Fruit medium to small, round, regular ; skin, bright yellow, blushed 
with bright pink ; cavity, almost wanting in some specimens ; stem, long, slender ; 
basin, small, smooth ; calyx closed. Flesh, white, rather soft, melting, juicy, mild, sub- 
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acid ; quality good, with a suggestion of Fameuse flavour. Season in this locality, 
October to December ; yet specimens are frequently kept through winter at Abbots-
ford, Quebec, while Mr. J. C. Chapais

' 
 of St. Denis, Quebec, sent me specimens in good 

condition in June of 1892. Like the Fameuse, it lacks the qualities which constitute a 
good export fruit. 

Fruit should be thinned and the tree well manured, as the tree is likely to overbear. 

ARABKA. 

ARABKA (Syn. Herren. Lord' Apple). 

There has been some confusion existing among fruit g-rowers as to the identity of" 
this variety. The Arabka imported by the United States Department of Agriculture 
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turned out a summer apple of the Duchess type. Another Arabka imported by Messrs.
Ellwanger & Barry, of Rochester, N.Y., answers the description given by the best
Russian authorities, and it is this one which is herein described.

Tree, an upright, vigorous grower; leaves, large and thick. It has been per-
fectly hardy at this point, but has suffered severely from blight for two years past;
apart from this defect, which has been more or less common to all the Russian varieties,
it appears very promising, as noted in my report for 1891.

Description.-Fruit, large, flattish conic ; skin, deep green overlaid by a more or
less complete covering of purplish red, and a still darker bloom, interspersed with num-
erous dots, handsome ; cavity of medium size, smooth, narrow ; stem, one inch long;.
basin, shallow, somewhat wrinkled, Calyx, open. Flesh, greenish white, firm, coarse,
sharp sub-acid, lacking in aroma and flavour ; quality, medium. Core, open. Season,December to March.

CROSS-DEPT.

Among other fall and early winter varieties may be mentioned
Romna, Hibernaland Cross-Dept. They all belong to the same family and are large, coarse, handsome apples8c-9
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of value only in the colder sections of the Dominion either as top-grafting stocks or for 
culinary purposes. Their usefulness in these lines should not be under-estimated as 
hardiness and productiveness are characteristics of prime importance in most fruit 
growing districts of the Dominion. 

CHERRIES. 

The cherry orchard has progressed very favourably, considering the large number 
of varieties under trial. As stated in previous reports, none of the sweet cherries have 
succeeded in this locality and our work has been therefore confined to those of the 
Morello class, or to forms intermediate between these and the Dukes. The crop of fruit 
this year was light, except on Ostheim, Minnesota Ostheim, Orel 25 and Vladimir (of 
Morris). These varieties, as in former years, bore a full crop. I have to report in this 
connection that the trees of the seedling Koslov Bush Morello, imported by the Fruit 
Growers' Association of Ontario in 1890, and placed in charge of the Horticulturist of 
the Central Experimental Farm, have proved hardy at Ottawa, but exhibit considerable 
variation in habit of growth and character of leaf and bud. A few blossomed last year, 
but set no fruit. A larger number blossomed this year and some fruit matured. An 
examination of the blossoms disclosed the fact that in many instances, they were ab-
normal in regard to the size and character of the stamens, which may account for the 

KOSLOV-MORELLO. 

fruit setting so lightly. Samples of fruit secured were of fair size, bright red, heart 
shaped ; flesh soft and rather astringent. Pit, large. Altogether, not promising, so 
far. But it is not fair to base an opinion on first fruits. I may say that Dr. Charles E. 
Saunders succeeded in crossing this with other forms of the Morello, and interesting 
results may be looked for from this union. 
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Most of the Russian and German cherries described in Bu  Lain No. 17 of the 
Experimental Farm have realized expectations then expressed in regard to hardiness 
and productiveness. The varieties specially recommended are bei ag planted to a con-
siderable extent, but would be more generally cultivated if the treas were easily obtain-
able. Scions of these are available to a limited extent from tte Central Farm, 

SAND cuEnnir—Prunus pumila, .1 

The encouraging and almost astonishing success which has attended the efforts of 
those who have directed their energies to the improvement of the native plum, has had 
the effect of drawing attention to the possibility of a like improvement of the native 
cherry. 

Among the wild edible fruited cherries none present so many desirable character-
istics, combined with a natural variability, as are found in the different forms of the 
Dwarf cherry. The common sand cherry Prunus pumila. L., is widely distributed 
throughout Canada. Macoun says it is found in New Brunswick, Quebec, and westward 
along the St. Lawrence and great lakes and on the prairies to about the 106th meridian. 
Its natural habitat is on sandy or rocky shores, flourishing even among drifting rand. 
An allied form Prunus Besseyi, Bailey, is found growing freely upon the sandy plains 
west of the Missouri River creeping up to, and upon the foothills of the Eastern Rockies. 

Plants of the Sand cherry are easily grown from seed. "When young—one year old 
—it is strictly erect, but as it becomes older the base or trunk becomes reclined and often 
covered with sand; but the young growth maintains its erect character. The plant 
has long and narrow sharply-toothed leaves and a willow-like habit." (Bailey in Bulletin 
No. 70, Cornell University Exp. Sta.) This willow-like appearance is quite marked, 
-so much so that some of those who received plants of this cherry, which were distrib-
uted last spring through the provincial horticultural societies, were led to inquire if a 
willow had not been sent in mistake for the Sand cherry. At four or five years, this 
plant forms a trailing bush three or four feet high, with a horizontal stretch of branch-
es, twice that distance. The trailing branches frequently take root and thus it is 
easily propagated by layering. On account of its dwarf habit and great hardiness it 
would seem valuable for cold districts, especially where it would be naturally protejed 
by snow. The fact of it growing so freely on any sandy location would seem to indi-
cate that it possesses the requisite qualifications for successful cultivation in dry clim-
ates. 

FRUIT. 

The fruit exhibits in the wild state and under cultivation, great variability as to 
size, quality, and season of maturity. In the spring of 1888 six plants were set in 
nursery row at the Central Farm, which were obtained from the drifting sands on the 
eastern shores of Lake Huron. They made fair growth and began fruiting in 1891. The 
fruit was not promising either in regard to size or quality. Attempts were made—but 
without success—by the writer in 1891-92 to effect a cross between the sand cherry and 
varieties of the Morello. A considerable quantity of seed was collected in 1892 and sown 
the following year. Several thousand plants were raised, a portion of which were dis-
tributed to members of the provincial horticultural organizations of the Dominion. As 
in all probability these plants will vary widely, I shall be obliged if those who have re-
-ceived them will report to this division in regard to the character of fruit obtained. A 
considerable proportion of the plants grown from seed in 1893 and allowed to remain 
undisturbed in the nursery row, fruited this year. The accompanying illustration is 
reproduced from a photograph of a selected sample of fruit, natural size, from one of 
these plants. 

As a rule the fruit is smaller than Early Richmond, black, round and sometimes 
-slightly conical or he,art-shaped. The flesh is rather tough, the juice inclined to be bit-
ter and the pit large. The variation illustrated (and there were many others all more 
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or less striking) is larger than Early Richmond, flesh firm, not tough, juice sub acid, 
pit of medium size. It ripened soon after the middle of August, but did not fall from 
th  .> bush till the middle of September. 

PRUNUS PUMILA-SELECTED SAND CHERRY. 

Prof. Green of the Experiment Station of Minnesota, speaking of the fruit of 
Prunus pumila, says : " Quality varies greatly, some being a mild, not disagreeable sub-
acid, others insipid, and still others very astringent. * * * When cooked it makes 
a nice sauce." 

SAND CHERRY AS A STOCK. 

It has been recommended by Prof. Green and by Prof. Budd of Iowa, as a desira-
ble stock for hardy forms of the Morello cherry. I am unable from personal experience 
to endorse this assertion, as experiments tried here last year and the year previous, in 
budding Morello cherries upon this stock resulted in every case in almost complete 
failure.s. Cherry root grafts were scarcely more successful. Native and European 
plums, both budded and grafted " took " much better, and so far have made a satisfac-
tory growth. The permanency of the union yet remains to be proven. Prof. Green 
quotes Hon. C. W. Heiderman, New Ulm, Minn., as stating that he " had been very 
successful in grafting the sand cherry on the native plum," and remarks that if this 
proves satisfactory " we will have in this sand cherry, so worked, a very pretty orna- 
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mental tree, as beautiful in flower, and in habit as some of the Japan forms of 
weeping cherries, and withal hardy." 

PROPAGATION. 
As already stated, it grows easily from seed, and may readily be multiplied by 

layering. It also throws up suckers, and in common with plants of this habit may be 
propagated from root cuttings. 

PLUMS. 
Upwards of 60 varieties of Prunus domestica, mostly blue and yellow plums, grown 

as standards, have been tested in the plum orchard at Ottawa since 1888. This does 
not include about 20 varieties belonging to the same type but of Russian or Eastern 
European origin. The greater proportion of the first named class have failed entirely, 
a small share of them live from year to year being annually cut back by the winters, 
and a still smaller number have produced a few samples of fruit. Those which have 
succeeded best are Glass Seedling, Shropshire Damson, Blue Damson, Copper, and Can-
ada Egg. The better known commercial varieties like Lombard, Duanes Purple, 
Munro, and Bradshaw, have failed entirely. Glass Seedling, Shropshire Damson, and 
Canada Egg, may be grown with fair success in sheltered, city gardens, but are un-
reliable in orchard culture. 

A number of Russian plums have been under trial, and are promising as far as 
hardiness is concerned, but up to date have not given evidence of productiveness, nor 
have they borne fruit of high quality. Two varieties, however, deserve special mention 
on account of desirable characteristics of fruit as well as of tree. 

EARLY RED. 
Imported from Russia by Professor Budd from Dr. Regel, of St. Petersburg, 

Russia, during the winter of 1881-2. Professor Budd writing in 1890 says : 
"this was sent out quite extensively eight years ago marked " Mixed Arab." The 
sorts mixed were Early Red, White Nicholas and Black Arab—now called Black 
Plum. It has since been proved that nearly all the trees sent out were Early Red, 
which is our No. 3 from St. Petersburg. The tree has proven hardy as far North, as 
our native plums can be grown, and an early bearer of purplish red fruit as large as the 
Lombard, better in quality and two weeks earlier." 

EARLY RED. 
At Ottawa the tree preserves a compact almost globular form, making a slow 

growth annually, of well ripene.1 wood which thus far has  flot  been injured, even by 30 
degrees below zero, Fahr. Shoots are slender, of a purplish colour ; leaves, small 
ovate. 
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Fruit.-Gne and five-eighths long, by one and a half inches, laterally; perfectly
oval, dark red with white dots showing through a light lilac coloured bloom. Suture,
not clearly defined. Stem, one-half to three quarters of an inch long. Flesh, firm,
meaty yet juicy; fair quality. I do not consider it surpasses Lombard in this respect.
Stone is of medium size and closely adhering to flesh. Ripens during the second week
in September in this latitude. If this variety proves productive it will be a decided ac-
quisition.

MOLDAVBA.

Imported with the last by Professor Budd from J. E. Fischer, of Voronesh,
Russia. Of this Professor Budd says :"a South Russian variety that stands if
grown with a low stem, up to the 43rd parallel. It comes into bearing early and the
fruit is nearly as large, handsome and as good as the Bradshaw." Like 11 Early Red,"
the tree is a round topped, sturdy grower. The young shoots are stout and thick, of a
reddish purple colour. The leaves large and leathery. I do not think it is as hardy as
the last, but four trees of it have stood our test winters so far without injury.

Fruit.-Large, frequently two inches in length and one and three-quarter inches
laterally. Ovate, slightly onesided. Colour, dull brownish purple overlaid with a
heavy, blue bloom. Suture, well marked and terminating in a swollen knot on one
side. Stem, short, stout, set in a deep, round cavity. Flesh, greenish yellow, moder-
ately firm, juicy, mildly sub-acid, not highly flavoured ; medium quality. Stone,
medium size, oval, firmly attached. Ripens soon after September lst. My field notes
say " rather promising, but so far a light bearer."

MOLDA V KA.

NATIVE PLUMS.

All who have seen the best varieties of the native plum are becoming more im-
pressed every year with their value. New and desirable varieties are constantly appear-
ing, all pointing to the possibility of still greater improvement. In my report for 1892
attention is drawn to some of those which had fruited at the Central Farm, and illus-
trations were given of the most valuable. Impressions and opinions formed and ex-
pressed in that article have been confirmed by the experience of the last two years, and
I feel justified in urging upon nurserymen and fruit growers in Eastern Ontario and the
province of Quebec the desirability of propagating the varieties then recommended.
Whether considered from a commercial or home-use standpoint, there is money as well
as satisfaction for the grower who cultivates them.



Name. 

Bicksley. 	  
Black il awk 	  
Comfort 	  
Chas. Downing .......... 
Col. Wilder 	 
Garfield 	  
Hunt 	  
Jas. Vick 	 
Jessie . 
Milton 	  
Pottawattan Lie 	  
Rockford 	  
Sophie 	  
Stoddard 	  

Character of Tree. 	Origin. 	 Type. r , 
Hardy 	 LOWil, 	  , P. Americana. 

do 	  do  	do 
do   do  	do 

Tender 	 do 	  P. Chicasa. 
do 	 do 	  P. Americana. 
do  	do ..... ....... 'P. Chicasa. 

Hardy . 	 do 	  P. Arnericana. 
Tender 	 do 	  IP. Chicasa. 

9 	 Kansas 	do 
Tender 	 'Iowa 	do 

do 	  do  	do 
Hardy 	 I do  	P. Americana. 

9 	 1  Maryland ... .... P. Chicasa. 
Hardy 	  Iowa .. ....... ..1P. Americana. 

IlAWKE YE. 
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The following varieties have been added since 1892 :— 

Attention is drawn to the following varieties :— 
11AwKEvE.—Introduced by H. A. Terry, Crescent City, in the Hawkeye State 

(Iowa). Tree a free grower, more easily trained in symmetrical form than most of this 
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class.. Young shoots dark red with large pointed buds. Leaves, large
' 
 prominently 

veined. With a judicious amount of heading in when young. the tree readily assumes 
a compact, round-headed form. Hawkeye so far has shown remarkable productiveness, 
this, coupled with the large size, fine appearance and fair quality of the fruit, will 
undoubtedly make it a popular variety. 

Description.—Fruit, large, almost round ; skin, thick, dark red, with lilac coloured 
bloom ; suture 'indistinctly marked. Flesh, deep yellow, firm (for a native), juicy. Stone 
large, flat, separates readily from the flesh. Quality good. Ripens September 10th to 
20th. When canned there is a perceptible but not unpleasant suggestion of astringency 
about the skin. This variety possesses the qualities of a keeper and shipper. 

STODDARD. 

Introduced by C. G. Patten, Charles City, Iowa, The tree resembles Hawkeye 
• in general characteristics. Fruit medium to large, round  •or slightly one sided ; 

average specimens, mea.sure one and a half by one and a half inches. Skin thick, 
not astringent, shading from yellowish red to dark red. Bloom of light lilac colour. 
Suture distinctly marked. Flesh deep yellow with red shading, juicy, sweet. Quality 
good. Pit large, flat, clinging. Season rather earlier than Hawkeye, but this may 
change somewhat with increased production and advancing age of tree. 

NEW PLUMS RECEIVED FOR EXAMINATION. 

A large number of interesting sa,mples of new plums either thought by the origi-
nators to be worthy of introduction, or forwarded for examination, have been received 
this year. I have selected a few which appeared worthy of special mention. 

sNELLnia (P. h,ortulana, Bailey). 

Tree produced 13 or 14 years ago by Mr. W. H. Snelling, of New Edinburgh, 
Ontario, from a farmer at Gatineau Point, Quebec, as a sprout near an old tree. It 
evidently belongs to the Miner family of plums, which Prof. Bailey has placed as a 
division of Prunus hortulana. Mr. Snelling reports that the tree, which is now four-
teen years of age

' 
 has fruited heavily for several years, and has never been affected by 

rot or the spot disease (Cladosporium carpophilum. V. Thiimen.) 
Description.—Size, lî inches from the stem to calyx, 1 î inches laterally. This is 

the measurement of a large specimen. Form, usually round ; stem, one inch long, set in 
a round cavity. Calyx basin, almost wanting. Suture, well defined, though not deeply 
marked. Colour, a yellowish red ground, covered in part with darker red approaching 
crimson ; very little bloom. Skin thin, tender, and apt to crack when fully ripe. 
Slightly astringent. Flesh soft, very juicy, sweet ; quality good. Stone large, flat, 
almost round, without wings. Ripens from the 15th to the 20th of August. Mr. 
Snelling has sent to this office specimens of the fruit and wood for the past two years, 
and I am assured that it is a variety worth c,areful trial. The tenderness of the skin 
and softness of flesh are its weakest points. 

LILLIAN AUGUSTA (Prunus  dOMeStiCa.) 

From Richard Trotter, Owen Sound. Ontario. Received on August 24th, 1894. 
Mr. Trotter says :  "I  send you four plums for your inspection. They are not the 
largest., but are of average siz,e. The tree is hardy and a good bearer. I was obliged 
to pull them before they were fully ripe, in order to save them. I have named the 
variety 'Lillian  Augusta.'" 

.Description.—Two and a quarter inches by two inches laterally. Form, symme-
trical, egg-shape ; colour, greenish yellow ; stem, three quarters of an inch long ; suture, 
indistinctly defined ; ca,vity, small ; basin, wanting ; flesh, firm, meaty, fairly juicy, 
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slightly acid : quality good ; stone, medium to small, partly free. On the whole a pro-
mising variety. 

Jomq A. 

From Richard Trotter, Owen Sound, Ontario
' 
 received September 10th ; 

Mr. Trotter says this variety is the result of a cross between a local se,edling called 
" Evelyn " and " Fellenberg," the latter being the male parent. It is a rapid, strons 
grower with heavy foliage, which it retains late in the season. The fruit keeps welL 

Description. of fruit.—Large, oblong or egg-shaped, slightly flattened laterally ; 
tapering towards stem ; colour, dark bronzy red with brighter blush near calyx ; bloom, 
heavy purplish blue ; suture, quite deeply marked ; cavity, one sided with swollen lip 
on side opposite suture ; stem, one and a quarter inches in length, stout ; fle,sh, greenish 
yellow, firm and juicy, a pleasant sub-a,cid ; pit, large and semi-clinging ; the prune 
characteristics are strongly marked ; as a keeper it may be valuable. 

A. M. Smith, of St. Catharines, Ontario, sends, under date of October 5th, a sample 
of blue plums which I have described as follows :— 

Size, one and three eighth inches, by one and a quarter inches ; nearly round ; 
colour, blue with a thick blue bloom ; suture, indistinctly marked ; stem, three quarters 
of an inch long ; cavity, narrow and small ; skin, thin ; flesh, firm, dark coloured, juicy ,. 
moderately sweet ; fair quality ; stone, small, round, adherent to flesh. This is pro-
bably a Damson seedling, and may be valuable on account of its lateness. 

SOME DESIRABLE CRAB APPLES. 

The Siberian crab, Pyrus prunifolia, has played a most important part in the ame-
lioration and improvement of pomaceous fruits adapted to cold latitudes. Contempor-
aneously with the early settlers of Canada came the red and yellow Siberian  crabe, and 
in nearly every old seedling orchard may be found venerable trees bearing this useful 
kitchen fruit, contributing their quota year after year to the house wife's store of jellies and 
preserves. In the tree we have a rare combination of vigour and productivenesse  but 
also a tendency to blight. The most important development among apples from this 
race is the Wealthy, which was given to the public by Peter M. Gideon, of Excelsior, 
Minnesota, after years of patient labour. October, Peter ,  and Gideon are other varie-
ties orig,inated from the same stock and therefore supposed to be true hybrids between 
the cultivated American apple and the Siberian crab. 

The late Chas. Gibb, writing in 1884 said : The Russian apple will undoubtedly 
enable us to extend our area of apple culture northward. Let us remember, however, 
that the hardiest known form of the apple is the Cherry crab of Siberia." 

In weighing their merits and demerits he says, " their good points are 1st, hardi-
ness and productiveness ; 2nd, early bearing ; thinness of skin of the fruit ; 4th, brisk, 
sprightly flavour. The weak points are, 1st, smallness of size of fruit ; 2nd, an astrin-
gent or ' puckery ' flavour, and I would add, a tendency to blight." 

It is well to remember, as Mr. Gibb adds, " that the smallest crab can produce as 
good a codling worm as the largest apple, and that infetior crabs, whose fruit is not 
worth picking ,  may produce large numbers of codling moths, and may thus be a source 
of great loss to the owner of the orchard." 

The following is a descriptive list of those which have fruited during the past three 
years. They are all true Siberians or their descendants, with the exception of Soulard 
(Pyrus coronaria.) 
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TABULATED information concerning varieties of Crabs. 

Name. 	Origin. 	Size. 	Colour. 	Quality, Flavour. 	Use. 	Season. 

Baird Winter 	 Large . 	Green, bluslieJ 	Astringent medium.. Jelly 	 D e c. to 
Jan. 

Bowman. 	 Medium. Pink 	. 	Good 	 Canning 	 Sept. 
Brier's Sweet 	B a r a b o o, 

Wis. 	 Large . 	Yellowish pink 	Sweet, good 	 Baking 	 do 
Dhicago 	 Marengoe. Small .... Yellow . 	Sub-acid, medium... 	do 	... 	Nov. 
Doral 	  Marengo " 	do 	do  	do 	 do  	D e c. ta 

Feb. 
Dhase's Blush 	 Large 	Bright red 	 Acid, good 	Canning 	Sept. 
Dartmouth 	Small 	Dark red. 	 Acid, astringent 	. Jelly 	do 
Early Strawberry. Minnesota.. Large .... Striped red 	Sub-acid, good 	 Table, canning E ar 1 r , 

Aug. 
;en. Grant 	do 	do 	do 	. 	 Astringent, poor. 	Cooking 	 Early, 

Aug. 
;ibb 	Wisconsin.. 	do 	Yellow 	Sub-acid, good 	 Table, canning Sept. 
lesper Rose. 	 Minnesota. 	do 	. Crimson 	Mild, sub-acid; poor. Canning .... 	Aug. 
lyslop   	 Medium 	do 	......Astringent,  medium. Jelly 	do 
rumbo. 	Quebec 	Large....  Yellow-pink • 	Sub-acid, fair 	 Balung . ... . Sept. 
dartha ..... 	.... Minnesota.. Medium.. Pink ...... 	.... Acid, fair ... . ..   Jelly, canning. 	do 
nontreal Beauty.. Quebec 	do 	. Crimson 	 Astringent, fair 	 Jelly 	do 
dirnesota.. 	 Minnesota. Very large Yellow 	Sub-acid, fair 	 Cooking  	do 
deeuer s Winter.. 	do 	.. Small .... Dark red 	 Sub-acid, good 	 Baking 	 Dec. 
lrange. . .. 	... 	do 	.. Medium.. Orange yellow .. Sub-acid, best. 	 Table, cannbig Oct. 
Jrion . 	 Large 	Yellow   Mild, sub-acid; fair 	Baking 	do 
'aid's Imperial.   Medium..  Crimson. 	 Fair 	  Jelly 	Sept. 
èuaker Beauty.... Minnesota. 	Small .... Yellow russet.. 	Acid   	do 	Nov. 
èueen's 	Choice 
(syn. "Montreal 
Waxen ")  	Medium 	Red 	 Astringent 	 do 	Oct 

lose of Stanstead. Quebec .... 	do 	.. 	do  	Sub-acid, good 	Canning 	Aug. 
noulard 	... 	.... Missouri.... 	do 	.. 4reen 	Astringent, poor. 	Jelly 	Oct. 
'ranscendent. 	 do 	Crimson 	do 	... 	Jelly, canning. Sept. 
an Wyck 	New York. Small . 	Yellow . 	Astringent 	 Jelly 	 do 

V hitney 	 Illinois 	 Large....  Striped red. 	 Sub-acid, good 	Table, canning Aug. 

It  ia difficult to select the best from such an extended list, when the variation is 
often very slight and frequently inappreciable. The following are desirable kinds, and 
are described in their order of ripening : 

EARLY STRAWBERRY—ThiS origin.ated in Minnesota some years ago, and I have 
known it for at least t,en years. The tree is a strong grower, making a large spreading 
top. It does not come into bearing as e,arly as other varieties, but is on the other hand, 
reliable and productive. The fruit is medium to large, round, stripedand mostly covered 
with red. Flesh is of fine texture, brisk sub-acid and free from astringency. It ripens 
with the Red Astrachan apple, which it fully equals, if not surpasses, in quality. This 
is also an excellent variety for canning. Of recent years the fruit has "spotted" to a 
ureater or less extent. 

WHITNEY (syn. Whitney's No. 20).—This originated with A. R. Whitney, Franklin 
Grove, 111., and has been propagated and disseminated with great rapidity on account 
of the hardiness and symmetry of the tree, as well as its productiveness. These char-
acteristics make it a favourite with nurserymen. The fruit is of the largest size for a 
crab, and might easily pass for a small apple. In form it approaches oblong, is deeply 
splashed and striped with red.. The fiesh is mellow, juicy, sub-acid. Quality, good. 
After maturing, the fruit decays very rapidly, rotting first at the core. Ripening about 
the middle of August, it disappears in a few days, and considerable judgment is required 
in order to harvest it without loss. 
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HvstoP—One of the best known and most generally cultivated of all the Siberian 
crabs. It is not as prolific as Transcendent, but keeps longer and is a handsomer fruit 
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While very astringent, the thinness of the skin of this variety makes it a favourite for 
canning and for jelly-making. 

The tree is reported as succeeding on even heavy clays. It is in good erudition 
from September 15th to October 15th. 

MARTEL—This is a remarkably handsome tree in orchard, the form being symme-
trical and upright, clothed with large healthy leaves, strikingly pubescent. Bears young 
and heavily. Fruit, medium to large oblate; skin, smooth and shiny, nearly covered 
with a pinkish blush. Cavity deep ; basin smooth, regular. Flesh yellow, crisp, juicy 
and a,cid. Excellent for canning and jelly-making.  About  the same season as the last. 

Gren.—Raised by the late G. P. Peffer, of Pewaukee Wis. from seed of Yellow 
Siberian, fertilized with Fall Greening. It was named by Peffer in honour of Chas. 
Gibb, who first observed it bearing in his orchard. The following is Mr. Gibb's descrip-
tion of this valuable crab :  "The fruit is large in size, averaging two inches across by 
an inch in depth. I have grown specimens which were three inches in diameter. The 
skin is yellow, with a blush of dull red on one side ; flesh remarkably yellow, crisp 
and juicy, with a rich mingling of acidity and sweetness. Its astringency is so slight 
that it is hardly perceptible unless specially looked for. The flesh is quite firm, but 
breaking, although not melting, until it becomes yellow and ceases t,o be crisp. Its 
thinness of skin and sprightliness of flavour are Siberian characteristics which make it 
a favourite." 

The tree is a slow grower, hardy and bears young and heavily. Mr. Gibb stated 
further that it was his "favourite crab for canning." Season, September 15th to 
30th. 

ORANGE.—Originated in Minnesota. Tree hardy. Upright in habit of growth. 
It bears young and is very productive, so much so that the fruit becomes small with 
advancing years. Average specimens  are ofmedium size, rough, with a rough, russetty 
yellow skin. The flesh is sub-acid and quite pleasant when eaten raw. When over-
ripe it lacks juice and is apt to be pithy. Season, Sept. 15th to Oct. 15th. Excellent 
for canning. 

Among the most desirable of the winter crabs for which there is small demand, I 
will mention : Coral, Ifeecler's Winter and Quaker Beauty. 

SMALL FRUITS. 
GRAPES. 

The past season was one of the most • favourable for the thorough ripening of 
this fruit which has occurred in this vicinity within a decade. Fungous diseases 
were not prevalent to a serious extent, and those appearing were easily controlled with 
Bordeaux mixture. At the Central Canada Exhibition held during the last week of 
September, 142 varieties were shown, of which number fully 75 were well ripened. 
Ripening continued up to Oct. 15th. 

"Farrell," a white grape mentioned in the report of the Horticulturist, last 
year, produced in abundance enormous bunches of fruit upon vines planted three 
years ago. The berries, which, were described as small last year, were much larger this 
season, and while the fruit did not reach perfect maturity, yet it gave assurance of 
good quality. It should be tested in our best grape growing districts. It is the 
largest white grape which has fruited here. 

BRILLIANT.—Of T. V. Munson, a cross between Delaware and Lindley, is a promis-
ing red variety for home use. It doe,s not seem sufficiently vigorous or productive for 
market. But the vines are still young. Good quality. 

PEABODY—A seedling of Clinton raised by J. H. Ricketts of N. Y., is by no means 
a new variety, but it is mentioned here with a view of dila.ting on its good points. 

1. It bears heavily and has been but slightly affected by mildew and to a small 
extent by Anthracnose. 
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2. The. fruit ripens every year at Ottawa, and the berry holds well to the bunch.
.3. Bunch large, well shouldered; berries, medium size, black, oval; quality, first

class, combining a sprightly acid with a rich vinous flavour. After eating fruit of
Niagara or of the Rogers varieties, a bunch of the Peabody is positively refreshing. Of
greatest value in the garden of the amateur.

SECRETARY-Produced by J. H. Ricketts, Newburg, N. Y., bycrossing Clinton with
Muscat Hamburg. This variety yielded remarkably fine bunches the past season.

Bunches and berries medium size, the latter ovaL Skin moderately thick, pulp
very meaty and of an exceedingly pleasant vinous acid. Seeds small, 2 to 3 in each
berry. On account of its meaty character of flesh, it keeps well. This variety combines
in a remarkable manner in both vine and fruit the good qualities of European and
American grapes. It is not likely to become commercial as it does not succeed in all
soils, and is not a vigorous grower. Mills might be classed with it, as having the same
meaty character of flesh.

RASPBERRIES.

All varieties not protected, suffered badly last winter, and the principle of, and ad-
vantages accruing from, winter protection are now pretty generally accepted.

The production and trial of seedlings is being continued and the work is extending
each year. The variation of the new varieties from year to year consequent upon
environment in the matter of soil or climatic conditions, consequently impresses the lesson
of caution upon the introducer of new varieties. Many seedlings now discarded, gave
three years ago strong indications of value and usefulness, but time and changed con-
ditions have developed defects not then apparent. A number of the best seedlings have
been named and sent to the branch farms for trial, and the quantity of each increased
for a more comprehensive test at the Central Farm.

As a market berry nothing better among red varieties, than Cuthbert has yet
appeared. Gladstone, Superlative and Beaconsfield of the Rubus Idceus or European
class have fruited, but do not appear valuable and will no doubt remain in the amateur
list, on account of lack of productiveness as well as tenderness of cane and softness of
berry. Sarah raspberry did not fruit heavily on account of having mutilated the roots in
securing cuttings for propagation.0 Z5

Of Black Caps, Older, described and illustrated last year, easily retained first place,
both for productiveness and quality. The plant is also more easily kept in form than
other members of this division.

STRAWBERRIES.

. The season was favourable to the development of this fruit, although unfavourable,
owing to more or less continuous rainfall, to marketing it in good condition. The straw-
berry plot contained most of the new varieties, including a considerable number of Farm
grown seedlings. It was planted in the spring of 1893. The rows are three and a half
feet apart with the plants grown in matted form, which is after all the only practicable
commercial system.

The ground was cultivated and the runners cut off until mid-summer, when the
interspaces were mulched with manure. Any weeds appearing after this were
pulled by band or cut out with a boe. After the ground was frozen in the autumn, the
whole bed was covered with a coating of oat straw, the lightest covering being given
to the rows. The plants came through in fine condition. The straw was removed before
growth commenced and the ground cultivated till the fruit began to ripen when thé
straw was returned to the rows. Each variety was made up of two parallel rows 30 feet
in length.



WILLIAMS. 

77 x (A SEEDLING). 

WOOLVERTON. 

BEDER WOOD. 
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The tabular statement on p. 142 gives information regarding the yield and charac-
ter of the foliage, in regard to its freedom from rust. In order to test the effect of 
burning the leaves after harvesting the fruit, as is often recommended, the foliage on 
one row of each variety was mowed off and burnt without removing it from the plants. 
-Where there was an extra amount of litter about the plants the crowns were injured, 
which had the effect of thinning the plants in the rows quite materi.dly. The resulting 
growth was at first luxuriant and healthy, but rust soon a.ppeared, and made rapid 
headway, developing so quickly that there was little discernable diffei ence from a casual 

DESIRABLE STRAWBERRIES. 

examination in the autumn between the two series. But the tabular statement shows 
that in health there was a marked difference in favour of the burnt rows. What will 
be the result of the experiment next year on the health and fruitfulness of the plants so 
treated remains to be seen. 

It also remains an open question which will be tested next year, whether the same 
or better results might not be secured by treating the vines with Bordeaux mixture. 
Burning the vines, however, is an inexpensive operation, and one treatment serves the 
purpose. Notes were taken on a scale of 1-10 the highest number being expressive of 
entire freedom from rust. 
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TABLE showing facts concerning Yield and Health of Foliage. 

- 
• 

Yield in 	Leaf Rust 	Leaf Rust 
Date of First Date of Last Boxes, from 	on 	on 

	

Strawberries. 	 Sex. 	Picking. 	Picking, 	a row 60 feet 	 Foliage not  FBouhrn'aget, 	
Burnt, long. 	Scale, 1-10. 	Sca:e, 1-10. 

Variety. 

Auburn    	P 	June 25 ... July D.... 	17 	 8 	 8 
Belmont   	B 	" 	25.... 	" 	11.... 	161 	 8 	 5 
Black Giant 	 8 	 6 	 4 
Boynton 	P 	" 	22.... 	" 	11.... 	30i 	 9 	 7 
Beder Wood  	B 	" 	23.... 	" 	11.. .. 	291 	 6 	 4 
Beverly. 	 B 	" 	25 . . . . 	" 	11 .... 	39. 	 8 	 4 
Bartons 	P 	" 	25.... 	" 	11.... 	:3.7. - 	 6 	 4 
Bubach ...... 	.. 	. 	.. 	... 	..... 	B 	" 	22.... 	" 	11.... 	234 	 7 	 5 

:Cohansick. 	B 	" 	28 ... 	" 	11.... 	11Ï 	 4 	 3 
:Crescent 	P 	" 	*i 2.... 	" 	11.... 	40 	 9 	 5 
Dameronian  	B 	" 	25.... 	" 	11.... 	16 	 6 	 4 
:Captain Jack 	B 	" 	25.... 	" 	11 ... 	17 	 7 	 8 
'Crawford 	 7 	 6 	 5 

Daisy   	P 	" 	25.... 	" 	11.... 	164 	 8 	 5 	• 
Dayton  	B 	" 	2 i ... 	" 	5.... 	161i 	 9 	 7 
Daniel Boone. 	P 	" 	25.... 	" 	5.... 	154 	 4 	 4 	- 

Eureka   	p 	.« 	25.... June 30.... 	2t 	 9 	 7 
Early Canada 	B 	" 	22.... July 	5.... 	11Ï 	 8 	 7 

;landy 	B 	" 	28.... 	" 	11 ... 	9î 	 8 	 8 
;reen Prolific 	P 	" 	25.... 	" 	11.... 	15 	 7 	 5 
;aribaldi 	P 	•" 	28.. 	" 	11.... 	a 	 8 	 5 
*;rovernor Eloard 	B 	" 	25 .. 	" 	11.... 	iï 	8 	 3 
Gillespie 	B 	" 	25... 	" 	5.... 	14 	 8 	 6 

Ioffman's Seedling 	B 	" 	25.... 	" 	11.... 	111 	 6 	 5 
Iaverland 	B 	" 	22.... 	" 	11.... 	27 	 6 	 5 

tasca. 	B 	" 	30 ... 	" 	11 ... 	244 	 5 	 5 
owa Beauty 	B 	" 	25.... 	" 	11. ... 	114 	 7 	 4 

ohn Little.  	B 	" 	25.... 	" 	U.... 	35 	 8 	 6 
ames Vick 	B 	" 	25... 	" 	11.... 	38Ï 	 4 	 3 

:ing of the North 	B 	" 	25.... 	" 	11.... 	94 	 8 	 4 

Logan   	B 	" 	25.... 	" 	11.... 	14 	 8 	 5 
Leader. 	 1 	 8 	 6 

' 
foore's Prolific 	B 	" 	25.... 	 " 	 11.... 	24 	 8 	 6 
fammoth  	B 	" 	25 ... 	" 	11.... 	64 	 7 	 6 
filler's Seedling 0. 2. 	B 	" 	22 ... 	" 	5.... 	164 	 7 	 4 
filler's Seedling, H. 11.  	P 	" 	25: ... 	" 	11.... 	14 	 10 	 7 
Ws. Cleveland 	P 	" 	23.... 	" 	11.... 	174 	 9 	 7 
fiddlefield 	P 	" 	28.... 	" 	11.... 	9/ 	 8 	 6 
Lartha   	P 	" 	25.... 	" 	11.... 	34 	 6 	 4 

icanor.  	 9 	 7 	 6 
orman 	. 	B 	" 	25.... 	" 	5.... 	3.1 	 6 	 5 
ew Dominion   	B 	" 	25.... 	" 	11 ... 	 8 	 4 

sceola 	 B 	" 	22.... June 30.... 	134 	 9 	 8 

earl   	B 	" 	 22.... July 11._ 7 	5 
me Apple  	B 	" 	23.... 	" 	11.... 	Î.1 	 8 	 6 
rince of Berries  	B 	" 	30.... 	" 	11.... 	16 	 8 	 6 
srker Earle 	 B 	" 	25.... 	" 	11.... 8 	 4 	, 
ri  	P 	" 	25.... 	" 	11.... 	Îl 	6 	6 

aby.     B 	 5 	2 

112 

gl«Fl 
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TABLE showing facts concerning Yield and Flealth of Foliage—Con. 

Yield in 	Leaf Rust 	Leaf Rile 
.

ex' 
Date of First Date of Last Boxes, from 	Fr oage 	Folie  not Strawberries. 	 ''' 	Picking. 	Picking. 	a row 60 	feet 	Burnt, 	Burnt, 

	

long. 	Scale, 1-10. 	Scale, 1-10. 

Variety. 
• 

Stayman's No. 1 	P 	June 22.... July 11.... 	37i 	 9 	 6 
Seneca Queen  	B 	" 	22.... 	" 	5.... 	36î- 	 7 	 6 
Shirts  	B 	" 	25.... 	" 	11._ 	7 	9 	 5 

Standard 	B 	" 	22.... 	" 	11.... 	11 	 8 	 6 • 
Sharpless  	 B 	" 	22.... 	" 	11. ... 	9 	 8 	 7 
*Shuckless 	 B 	c. 30 	 6 	 4 

Turner's Beauty 	 7 	4 

Van Delman 	 7 	5 

Warfield No. 2   	P 	" 	22.... 	" 	11.... 	37 	 7 	 6 
Windsor Chief   	P 	" 	25_ ... 	" 	11._ 	25 	 5 	 5 
Wonderful .  	P 	" 	22.... 	" 	11.... 	2 	 5 	 5 
West Brook 	 12 	 9 	 7 
Westlawn   	P 	" 	22.... 	" 	5.... 	9 	 7 	 4 
Williams    B 	" 	22.... 	" 	11._ 	31 	 6 	 4 
Wilson 	 6 	 5 
Woolverton  	 7 	5 

Yale 	B 	" 	30.... 	" 	11.... 	6 	 6 	4 

1001   B 	" 	25.... 	" 	11._ 	23 	 5 	4 
Seec72ings. 

77/.x 	p 	- 	25.... 	" 	11.... 	20 	 7 	4 
297/X 	 .. ..... 	.... 	P 	" 	25... 	" 	11.... 	30 	 8 	 4 
288/X  	P 	" 	25.... 	" 	5.... 	22 	 6 	 5 
-66/x 	P 	" 	22.... 	" 	11.... 	26 	 8 	 5 
189/X 	P 	" 	22..., 	" 	11._ 	13-3/4 	• 	8 	 5 
134/X.   	B 	" 	22... . 	" 	5.... 	18 	 4 	 3 
272/X    	B 	" 	22.... 	" 	11.... 	211 	 4 	 3 

_ 95/X    	p 	" 	28.... 	" 	11. 	 7 	5 
164/X.  	B 	" 	 22.... 	" 	11._ 	8 	 6 	 4 
175/X  	P 	" 	28.... 	" 	11.... 	71 	 7 	3 
346/X..... 	...... 	 6 	 4 86/X   	B 	«d 	28.... 	" 	5.... 	14 	 5 	 3 357/X.  	 5 	 3 161/X  	B 	" 	22.... 	" 	11_, 	21j 	 5 	 3 103/X   	B 	" 	28... 	" 	11.... 	15 	 6 	 3 1/X  	B 	" 	25.... 	" 	11.... 	15 	 7 	4 3411X  	B 	" 	22.... 	" 	5.... 	20* 	 6 	 3 119/X 	B 	" 	28.... 	«d 	11.... 	9i 	 3 	 2 1461X 	B 	" 	23 .... 	" 	11.... 	20-i 4 	2 369/X   	P 	" 	25.... 	" 	11.... 	23,2 	6 	 2 *6-G-   	B 	" 	22.... 	" 	3.... 	3 	 9 	 7 

* These rows were not completely filled and the yields are not comparable with the others. 
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TABLE showing 25 varieties giving largest yields.

Strawberries.

Variety.

Crescent .......... ............... ....... .......
Beverly ............... ....... ..............
James Vick ................ .....................
Stayman's, No. 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Warfield, No. 2 ...... . .. ............ .. ......
Seneca Queen ............................. ......
Bartons .... ................. ...................
Van Dieman .. .... . . ................. ... ..
John Little ...... ... ...........................
Martha . . . . .. .. . .. . . . :...: . . . : . ^ . . . . . . . . . ^

. . .. . . .
Williams. . . . . . .. . . -
New Dominion ........ ......
Boynton ..... ............ ......... .. .
297 X ............................ - -----Beder Wood . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
357 % .... ......................... ............
Haverland .............. ............. .........
Wilson .... ..................... ................
Pearl ........ .......................... .......
66 X .....................
Windsor f%hief .......... .. ............... .....
Parker Earle ......... .... ............... ....
Itasca ...........................................
272 Zi .... .... ................................
Bubach ....... .... . .. ............ '. .. ....

Sex. Date of
first picking.

June 22.. ....
25 .......
25.......
2•2. .....
22 ......
22.......
25.......
22.......
25.......

Date of
last pic}ring.

July11.......« 11........
« 11..
« 11... ....

« 5........<^ 11........
« 11........^< 11 .......
« 11....-...

25
22.....::I

. ... <.

2'Z... «

23.......
22......

2'2.....•-
2'2...
2'2. .....

25.......
30.......
22 .....

Yield
in boxes

from a row
60 feet long.

40
39
3S
37
37
3
35j
35^
35

29
29
27
26

26

FRUITS RECEIVED FOR EXAMINATION.

I have to acknowledge the kindness of many enthusiastic fruit growers and origina-
tors of new fruits in bringing to my attention the merits of new varieties by description,
and by forwarding specimen fruits. While individual descriptions are impossible as
well as inadvisable in all cases, yet I wish my correspondents to understand that their
thoughtfulness is fully appreciated, and I trust will be continued, as the usefulness of
this division of the farm is largely enhanced by the eo-operation of fruit growers and
nurserymen.

Herewith is appended a list of the most important samples of fruits received dur-
ing the year. In addition to this a much larger number of specimens of named varie-
ties have been received for identification, all of which were examined with pleasure and
reported upon to the sender.



Sender. Remarks. 

A. H. Brooks, Clarkson, Ont 	  
Dr. A. Harkness, Lancaster, Ont 	  
Thos. W. Letts, Calumet Island, Que. 	 
W. J. Kerr, Smith's Falls, Ont 	  

64 

J. S. Murray, Cocagne, N.B 	  
C. J. Honner, Amherstburg, Ont 	  
W. H. Hope, Paint, Ohio, U.S. 	  
F. L. Dery, Laval Co., Que 	 

44 	 44 

H. McColl, St. Joseph du Lac, Que 	 
S. Greenfield, Archville,  Ont.. 	  
C. Wilson, Greenwood, Ont ...... 
W. S. Turner, Cornwall, Ont 	  
Thon. Ballantyne, Ottawa East, Ont 	  
J. J. Graham, Flesherton Ont 	  
B. J. Crawford, Long Reach, N.B 	  
C. H. Roberts, Paris, Ont 	  
J. H. Wismer, Port Elgin, Ont 	  
W. M. Pattison, Clarenceville, Que 	. 

A handsome fall apple. 
Proved to be " White Astrachan." 
Fall, of fair quality. 
Good quality, but too small. 
Siberian crab ; keeps well. 
Fall ; too many of same season. 
Sweet, winter apple ; promising. 
Good quality ; autumn. 
Early winter. 
October and November. 
Tree 90 years old ; fruit, fair quality. 
Good quality ; mid winter. 
Not promising. 
Apples for name. 
Fall apple. 
Five specixnens of named varieties. 
Fall apple. 
Four Seedlings of Fameuse type. 
Seedling ap‘ples. 

R. Brodie, St. Henry, Montreal, Que.... 	 
W. A. Holton, Hamilton, Ont 	  
leV. H. Snelling, New Edinburgh, Ont 	 
Keep Bros., Winona, Ont 
Richard Trotter, Owen Sound, Ont. . 	. 

D. B. Hoover, Almira, Ont 	  
44 	 44 

J. Woods, Monticello, Ont 	  
A. M. Smith, St. Catharines, Ont 	  
R. C. Bradshaw, Thornhill, Man 	  

Plums of good quality. 
Seedling blue plum. 
See description. 
Probably a named variety. 
See description " Lillian August." 

64 	
" 	 " John A." 

No. 1 prornising blue. 
No. 2 free stone ; good. 
Resembles " Blue Orleans."  
Extra good keeper. 
Good specimens of native plum. 
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APPLES. 

PLUMS. 

PEARS. 

C. H. Roberts, Paris, Ont.. 	. 	  

R. McDonald, Dufferin, Charlotte Co., N.B 	 
W. H. Dempsey, Trenton, Ont 	  

Seedling No. 5, promising ; quality good ; season Nov-
ember and December. 

Resembles " Flemish Beauty." 
Cross between " Sheldon " and "Duchess." 

PEACHES. 

C. G. Davis, Freeman, Ont 	  Resembles " Early Crawford." 

MISCELLANEOUS. 

J. P. Cockburn, Gravenhurst, Ont 	  White fruited blueberry. 
J. A. Carrière 	 .......   Seedling gooseberry. 

8c-10 
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DISTRIBUTION OF POPLAR AND WILLOW CUTTINGS. 

This line of work has been continued on a less extended scale than in former years, 
on account of the active part taken in it by the Branch Farms at Indian Head and 
Brandon. Two hundred and sixty-five packages, each containing 125 cuttings, were 
sent to farmers in Manitoba, and 215 packages to applicants residing in the North-west 
Territories. These have been sent out, as in other years, only in response to direct 
individual requests, so that there is greater assurance that they are given into the hands 
of those persons most likely to appreciate and care for them, and who will report the 
results of their experience. 

ASPARAGUS AND R,HUB.ARD SEED. 

The distribution of asparagus and rhubarb seed has also been continued, much to 
the satisfaction of many settlers in sections remote from seedsmen and nurserymen, and 
also with much direct encouragement towards the more general cultivation of these use-
ful vegetables. 

HARDY APPLE AND CRAB SEED. 

None of the named varieties of apples which have thus far been tried at Brandon, 
Manitoba, or at Indian Head, in the North-west Territories, give promise of success, 
though A. P. Stevenson, of Nelson, Southern Manitoba, reports some success with 
Russian apples and crabs. With a v.iew of introducing seedlings of the hardiest known 
types of apples, a small distribution of crab and apple seed was made last spring. It is 
hoped that a certain percentage of the resulting seedlings will endure the climate and 
bear fruit, and if so the seed of this fruit should be carefully preserved and sown again. 
It is quite possible that in course of time varieties in a measure adapted to the climate 
and soil of these reg,ions may be developed by this process. Two hundred packages were 
sent out with appropriate instructions for planting the seed and caring for the resulting 
young trees. 

PLANTS AND SCIONS OF NEW FRUIT. 

In accordance with the system adopted last year, a distribution of several new and 
desirable shrubs and fruits was made through the provincial fruit growing organizations 
of Ontario, Quebec and Nova Scotia. By this means the Horticultural Division of the 
farm is brought into a line of useful co-operative work with these societies and in 
touch with those most intere,sted in the development of horticulture in the Dominion. 
This distribution includes only varieties which are not generally obtainable commercial-
ly in Canada, and which are considered worthy of introduction. 



REPORT OF THE C 	 FTEMIST 
(FRANK T. SlitprT, M.A., F.I.C., F.C.S.) 

OTTAWA, December 15th, 1894. 

WM. SAUNDERS, Esq., 
Director, Dominion Experimental Farms, 

Ottawa. 
SIR,—I have the honour to submit herewith the eighth annual report of the Chémi-

cal Department of the Dominion Experimental Farms. 
The past yea,r  ha  a been an exceedingly busy one, the demands made upon the 

department being greater than ever before. In evidence of this, and to show the 
increasing intere,st on the part of Canadian agriculturists in the chemistry of agricul-
ture, it may be stated that no less than 256 samples have been received from farmers 
for examination, and reported upon. These include soils fertilizers, well waters and 
agricultural products in general. The correspondence, including letters received and 
despatched, for the last twelve months, numbers 2,288 letters. Last year the samples 
received were 143, and the correspondence 1,596 letters. 

These two features alone indicate the interest in and popularity of our work, and 
above all  make plain that the information afforded has proved of value to practical 
farmers. This is exceedingly gratifying, since, until quite recently, the application of 
chemistry to agriculture has been made little of by many who might have benefited 
by it. 

Much of the work referred to is of such a character that it cannot be here 
included, without unduly increasing the size of this report. Its usefulness, on that 
account, however, must not be minimized ; for in teaching the individual we teach the 
future generation. Each one becomes a centre for the dissemination of knowledge. 

Among  the more important conventions at which I have delivered addresses may 
be mentioned those of 

The Creameries' Association of Ontario, at Belleville, Ont. 
The Dairymen's Association of Nova Scotia, at Yarmouth, N.S. 
The Dairymen's Association of Eastern Ontario, at Peterborough, Ont. 
The American Public Health Association, at Montreal, Que. 
The Agricultural Conference of Nova Scotia, at Truro, N.S. 

Several important investigations in connection with Canadian agriculture and 
horticulture have been carried on during the past year. The results obtained and the 
conclusions arrived at are given in the pages of the present report. They rnay be 
summarized as follows :— 

Sons.—A complete analysis is not made of all soil samples sent in for examination, 
but only of those which are thoroughly representative of large areas and have never 
been cropped nor manured. This restriction is necessary, owing to the very large 
amount of extremely careful work involved in soil analysis. Eleven of such specimens 
of virgin soil, comprising samples from British Columbia, Manitoba, Ontario, Quebec, 
Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island, are here reported upon. Several of these are 
treated of at length, since the soils are typical. Rational and economic methods of im-

`provement and manuring are recommended where deemed necessary or advisable. 
A considerable number of soils are forwarded by farmers. These are subjected to 

a qualitative and physical examination and a report given as to their general character, 
suitability for certain crops, together with suggestions as to fertilizers and treatment. 

8c-10i 
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Swsnir'fiucg.-A chapter on the occurrence, composition and use of this material
is given, together with a table of the data, obtained from the analysis of samples
from different parts of Canada, but chiefly from the Maritime Provinces. The attention
of all farmers anxious to preserve their barnyard manure from loss of fertilizing consti-
tuents, is specially directed to this article.

SEA WEED.-To those whose farms are close to the sea, the analysis of sea weed here
stated will prove of value. Its manurial worth and the best methods for applying it aregiven.

CONTRIBUTIONS TO HORTICULTURAL CHEMISTRY.-These include : (1) an article
on the chemistry of the copper-salt fungicides, which, from the number of questions re-
ceived during the past year, will I think prove of interest and value to orchardists ;(2)
the results of an investigation to ascertain if arsenic from Paris green passes into solu-
tion in dilute Bordeaux mixture and ammoniacal copper carbonate; (3) a second paper
on the chemistry of the apple, which gives in detail the analyses of the fruit of four
leading varieties and the deductions to be made therefrom as to fertilizers for orchards;
and (4) the results of an investiôation into the composition of the strawberry plant, the
data including the analyses of four prominent varieties. The last two investigations
were commenced several years ago, their completion being necessarily postponed, owing
to press of other work.

MISCELLeNEOIIS.-Analyses and brief reports of 50 samples of well waters from
farmers' homesteads, examined this year, are given. Attention is again directed to the
grave danger in using impure and polluted water, either for household purposes or for
stock.

A short paper on methods for exterminating gophers is added. Numerous inquir-
ies have been received this year from Manitoba and the North-west Territories res-
pecting these pests. It is hoped that the suggestions made may prove of service to
those troubled by these mischievous rodents.

I have thought it well that we should here place on permanent record our analysis
of the "Mammoth Cheese," made under the direction of the Dominion Dairy Commis-
sioner, at Perth, Ontario, and subsequently exhibited at the World's Fair, Chicago,U.S.A.

During the early months of the year, Mr. P. H. LeRossignol, B.A.Sc., the assistant
chemist, fell ill. To my very great regret, his health became so shattered that he was
obliged to ask for leave of absence. This was granted by the Honourable the Minister
of Agriculture, and took effect on June 1st, Mr. Howard T. Barnes, B.A.Sc., of McGill
College, taking his duties temporarily, until September 1st. At that date, Mr. LeRos-
signol was rather worse than better, and shortly after found that it would be impossible
to resume work. He then sent in his resignation. Within a few weeks after thattime, Mr. LeRossignol died at his home in Toronto. I wish to record my great indeb-
tedness to him for his very faithful work while here as my assistant. He proved him-
self a careful and skilful worker, well versed in the theory and practice of chemistry.
As an analyst, he was both rapid and accurate, and much of the work in the present
report is the outcome of his enthusiastic industry.

Towards the end of November, Mr. Henry S. Marsh, Associate of the Institute of
Chemistry, was appointed to the vacant post.

I have the honour to be, sir,
Your obedient servant,

FRANK T. SHUTT,
Clumist, Dominion Experrimental Farms.

Chemical Laboratories,
Central Experimental Farm,

Ottawa.
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VIRGIN SOILS OF CANADA. 
The examination of typical soils representing large areas of territory, has been con-

tinued. From the chemical and physical data so obtained, it is possible to give infor-
mation respecting the treatment and manuring most likely to be productive of good 
results in the districts from which the soil were sent. In addition to this immediately 
useful outcome of the work, it may be pointed out that we are gradually ama.ssing figures 
that will lead to a better knowledee of the soils of Canada in general—a knowledge not 
only valuable to our own farmers, but also to those who have thoughts of emigrating 
from European. countries. 

In former reports I have dwelt at some length upon the factors which c,onduce to a 
soil's fertility. It will therefore be unnecessary for me to recapitulate here, more espe-
cially as the soils whose composition is given in the following table, are considered in 
detaiL 

The soils examined during 1894 comprise specimens from British Columbia, Mani-
toba, Ontario, Quebec, New Brunswick and Prince Edward Island. The results show 
that Canada possesses soils which compare most favourably in richness of plant food 
with the best and most fertile of other countries. Concerning much of the prairie soil in 
Manitoba and the North-west Territories, as well as regards those alluvial soils that have 
been formed as river deltas or tidal deposits, both on the Pa,cific and Atlantic coasts, it 
has been ascertained that they are exceedingly rich, possessing vast stores of plant food, 
a large portion of which is assimilable and ready to be used by crops. Many soiLs from 
other parts of the Dominion have also shown themselves to be excellent. 

The analytical results are given in tabular form, and the deductions therefrom will 
be found, together with a brief description of each soil examined, under the various 
provinces from which the specimens were obtained. 

BRITISH COLUMBIA. 
Nos. 1 AND 2. SOILS FROM PITT MEADOWS. 

PHYSICAL CHARACTERS. 

Surface Soil.—A black loam in a moderately fine granular condition. When air-
dried it is a grayish black and crumbles easily to powder ; this on moistening does not 
become plastic or sticky, nor on subsequent drying does it cake. 

The tilth (mechanical texture) appears to be very good, allowing freedom for root 
development and permeation of air and water. At the same time, it is sufficiently com-
pact and heavy to prevent easy leaching ; it is undoubtedly retentive of both moisture 
and fertilizing ingredients to a high degree. 

The soil granules display a remarkable homogeneity, proving the very intimate 
incorporation of the organic matter with the inorganic basis of the soil. The sand, 
upon separation, appears to be very fine. 

Subsoil.—A grayish yellow soil, powdering easily when air-dried. It contains a 
considerable amount of fine sand and does not become plastic on moistening. I should 
expect it to offer a very fair drainage to the surface soiL 

CHEMICAL COMPOSITION. 

Surface Soil.—This is a clay loam possessing a large amount of vegetable organic 
matter. The latter constituent is always present in arable soils ; but a high percentage, 
as in the present instance, always characterizes soils of great fertility. Briefly, the 
chief functions of organic matter nnay be stated as follows : By its decomposition in the 
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soil, much plant food is set free for the use of succeeding crops, and the carbonic a,cid, 
liberated as a p "Aunt of its decay, acts as a solvent (in the presence of water) in a very 
marked degree upon the inorganic constituents  of the soil ; by its nitrification, nitrates 
—the form in which plants take up their nitrogen—are produced ; and, lastly, by its 
presence, the physical condition of the soil, as regards temperature and retentivity of 
moisture, is improved. 

In Sitrogen this soil is particularly rich, containing almost 1.0 per cent, or nearly 
34,000 pounds per acre, estimating the weight of an acre of soil to the depth of one foot 
to be 3,500,000 pounds. Ordinary fertile soils possess from .2 per cent to -5 per 
cent of nitrogen, and many which produce paying crops, contain indeed less than .2 per 
eent of this valuable element. The physical condition of this soil is such that nitrifica-
tion would proceed satisfactorily, grant,ed that the clituatic influences are favourable. 

In Potash, and Ph,osphoric Acid this soil is well supplied ; in this  respect  comparing 
most favourably with soils of great productiveness. 

Nitrogen, Potash and Phosphoric Acid are known as the essential elements of plant 
food, since successive croppings without a concomitant return of fertilizing material 
exhaust a soil, more particularly of these three important and costly substances. 

Lime.—Many agricultural chemists consider as deficient in lime, soils containing less 
than one per cent. It would therefore prove in all probability, advantageous to dress 
this soil with lime or marl. Such an application would not only provide plant food and 
assist in the nitrification of the organic matter, but would correct the slight sourness 
which now exists. With regard to the latter character, viz., acidity, it may be remarked 
that it is due to the circumstances accompanying the formation of the soil. I am of 
the opinion that it is not strong enough to materially affect vegetation. .All traces 
of sourness will quickly disappear with culture and aeration, and more quickly still 
if lime or marl be applied. 

This is an alluvial deposit, composed of the detritus brought down by the Pitt 
River. Such soils are usually very .rich and fertile, and there is no reason to suppose 
that this one will prove an exception. We have seen that, physically and chemically, 
this soil ranks with the best; its excellent qualities of tilth and richness of composition 
are undoubtedly owing to the peculiarly favourable circumstances attendant upon its 
formation and deposition. 

MANITOBA. 

No. 3.—VIRGIN PRAIRIE SOIL. 

This sample was obtained from section 31, township 4, range 1 west, and sent to 
me as " repre,senting the unfertilized and uncropped prairie soil of the Red River valley 
for many miles around." 

This surface soil, which is fairly uniform throughout its depth, averages a little 
over two feet in thickness and mixes very gradually with the subsoil, which is blue 
clay. The latter, as tested by boring, extends to a depth of at least 250 feet. 

This soil is a deep black loam, of a fine and peculiarly chara,cteristic granular order. 
It reduces easily in the air-dried condition to a grayish brown powder. Though there 
is present a considerable amount of undecomposed root fibre, the soil proper presents a 
remarkable homogeneity in appearance, indicating a process of physical refining in its 
formation and a uniformity in its chemical composition. Its appearance and physical 
condition, as well as its fertility, considered from a chemical standpoint, are no doubt due 
to the very intimate incorporation of the large amount of organic matter this soil pos-
sesses, with the clay and sand which constitute the basis of the soil. 

On moistening the soil, it does not  "puddle"  nor become plastic, though it contains 
a considerable amount of clay ; nor does it subsequently dry into a hard or " cakey " 
mass, which would exclude air and prevent free root development. On the evaporation 
of the water, the soil easily powders or rather granulates, thus evincing its extreme 
friability. 



The value of these qualities will be seen on a brief consideration of the factors 
which go to make up a soil's fertility. These are (1) climatic influences (rainfall, tem-
perature, (Sm.), (2) tilth or physical condition, and (3) chemical composition. 

In tilth, the relative proportions of clay, sand, limestone and organic matter, play 
an important role, culture and the weather often materially assisting. Retentivity 
of moisture and fertilizing material, permeability to air and water, freedom for root 
growth, stability and strength with friability are among the chief qualities of well 
tilled soil. Though the total amount of plant food is in direct relation to the kinds and 
amounts of organic and inorganic rnaterials which compose the soil, the percentage of 
such food immediately available for crop use is largely dependent upon tilth and climatic 
influence. 

The importance of a good physical state is, therefore, obvious, and judgino- from 
the present sample, the tilth of this prairie soil must be regarded as of a high order. 

This loam is characterized chiefly by its very high percentage of organic matter and 
nitrogen, and its remarkable richness in potash ; it thus stands pre-eminent in two of 
the three essential constituents of plant food. 

Experience and scientific investigation have shown that the most fertile soils the 
world over are invariably rich in organic matter (humus) and nitrogen. The presence 
of humus regulate-1 the soil's temperature, increases its water-holding capacity, and is of 
much value from a physical standpoint in loosening and aerating the soil, By nitri-
fication that valuable and important element, nitrogen, is set free in an available form-
as nitrates. The decomposition of the humus in the soil also gives rise to the production 
of carbonic acid gas, by the agency of which, when dissolved in the soil-water, much 
inert inorganic material is rendered soluble and useful for plant growth. 

.Nitrogen.— The percentage of nitrogen may usually be considered an indication, 
or rather a measure, of a soil's fertility. This soil has an average depth, over a large 
area, of two feet, but if we calculate the weight of nitrogen in the first foot only (assum-
ing the weight of soil to that depth over one acre to be 3,500,000 lbs.), we find a store of 
nitrogen that may become available amounting to 33,145 lbs. Ordinary fertile soils to 
a like depth contain from 3,500 to 10,000 lbs. of nitrogen per acre ; hence the vast 
reserve of this valuable constitutent in this prairie soil is apparent. 

Nitrogen is essentially the fertilizer for cereals, especially when associated with 
phosphoric acid. It is for this reason that nitrate of soda, sulphate of ammonia, dried 
blood, and other seurces of easily assimilated nitrogen, are so extensively used in conjunc-
tion with superphosphate for obtaining lucrative yields of the grains on partially ex-
hausted soils. 

Potash.— Soils derived from clay are usually rich in potash, and it . is probably 
owing to this cause that this soil contains an amount of potash far in excess of that 
ordinarily met with. Potash is necessary for all crops but proves especially useful for 
roots, grasses clover, Indian corn and most leafy fodder crops. We may therefore 
infer that this soil is well adapted to raise in large quantities such food as is necessary 
to economically maintain stock. Using the factors already given (See table of analyses), 
we obtain by calculation 33,950 lbs. of potash per acre. 

Phosphoric Acid. — This constituent may be considered of the greatest importance, 
next to nitrogen, to the wheat plant, and indeed is very effective for all cereals. In 
this soil it is present to an amount somewhat above the average. A calculation based 
on the results of the present analysis shows 9,450 lbs. to the acre. 

Lime. —After the constituents already discussed, lime stands next in importance, 
not only because it serves directly as food for plants, but also for the reasons that 
it materially assists in the nitrification of the organic matter in the soil and liberates 
potash from its locked up sources. This soil is not rich in calcareous matter, but on 
the other hand must not be considered deficient—clay loam possessing as a rule from 2 
per cent to 3 per cent of carbonate of lime. 

It will be unnecessary to call particular attention to the percentages of the other 
ingredients of this soil, since this sample forms no exception to the rule that of mineral 
matter, other than that specially reported on here, all soils contain a sufficient amount 
for all the requirements of farm crops. 

thb 
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ONTARIO. 

No. 4.—SOIL FROM NEAR PORT ARTHUR. 

This is a sample of virgin soil from the farm of Mr. Wm. Wilson on the Mao. 
Intyre River near the Red River Road, about six miles west from Port Arthur, and 
registered as north 100 acres of Lot 24, White's survey, township of MacIntyre. 

It is said to be fairly representative of the soil within a radius of five miles, 
though the land is reported as being somewhat heavier on the whole in the Township of 
Oliver, five or six miles west of the farm from which this specimen was taken. The 
land originally was heavily timbered, but wa,s burnt over some twenty-five years ago, 
and is DOW covered with poplar, birch, spruce and tamarack from ten t,o twenty feet 
high. Oats, clover and root crops generally are reported by Mr. Wilson to give ex-
cellent yields. 

It is a grayish red, sandy soil of very fine tilth and is free from lumps. 
In the essential elements of plant food, viz., nitrogen phosphoric acid and potash, 

it cannot be considered a rich soil, though under proper tillage and favourable climatic 
influences, good returns may be expected. The percentages of these constituents lie 
within the limits set for good agricultural soils, but do not equal those of our more fer-
tile soils. Owing to its physical character, it is a warm soil, and one that would in 
favourable seasons give an immediate and excellent response to the application of man-
ure. From its light and sandy nature, however, it would be apt to leach readily, 
teaching the economy of frequent and light applications of soluble fertilizers, if such 
are employed, rather than heavier dressings at longer intervals. Perhaps its greatest 
deficiency is in humus. To improve it in this respect, the turning under of green crops, 
(preferably clover or pease, for such emich the soil by nitrogen taken from the atmos-
phere), the application of farm-yard manure and of swamp muck (after composting, if 
feasible), are to be recommended. By such means, not only could the percentages of or-
ganic matter and nitrogen be increased, but the tilth would be vastly benefited, since 
thereby the soil becomes more retentive of moisture and fertilizing ingredients. Organic 
matter (humus) in a soil has many functions. In its decomposition, carbonic acid is set 
free, which in turn tends to liberate mineral plant food from the rock-remains in the 
soiL In this and many other ways does humus act beneficially, and perhaps the most 
economical way for the new settler to supply it, is by the ploughing under of a green 
crop. An application of lime or marl, with the muck or other organic manure would 
enhance the fertility of this soil, for though not very poor in lime, an addition of such 
fertilizers would assist in rendering other plant food assimilable and the soil more suit-
able for the growth of cereals. 

If artificial manures are employed, they should be first tried on small areas. Those 
of a soluble nature, as nitrate of soda and kainit, should be applied as a top dress-
ing in the spting ; in this way their effect will be more marked. Since wood ashes can 
easily be procured, a mixture of them with ground bone might prove as cheap and 
effective a fertilizer as could be recommended. 

Nos. 5 AND 6.—SOILS FROM MITSKOKA. 

These soils are from the farm of Wm. Stalker, lot 14, concession 10, Brunel town-
ship, Muskoka, and constitute the eighth and ninth in a series of virgin soils from 
that district that are being inve,stigated by us. Former reports contain analyses, and 
deductions therefrom, of those previously examined. 

The country in which this sample was taken is well wooded with birch, maple, bass, 
hemlock and elm. 

The surface soil is of a light gray colour, and varies from eight to twelve inches in 
depth. It differs from the preceding members of the Belies in being a clay loam, all 
the others having been light in character. It may be termed a strong soil and one 
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that is retentive of fertilizing constituents. It further differs in possessing larger
amounts of lime and magnesia, features distinctly in its favour, as rendering it inore
suitable to the growth of cereals.

It is, however, particularly deficient in organic matter (humus), and very low in
nitrogen. In potash, it is fairly rich ; in phosphoric acid, only moderately so. Barn-
yard manure, a rich compost made with muck, or a green crop turned under, are there-
fore among the best fertilizers for this land. These should be accompanied if possible
with a dressing of lime or marl.

On many new farms there is not sufficient barn yard manure made to properly
keep up, not to speak of increasing, the fertility of the land in cultivation. The con-
stant aim on such farms should be towards keeping more stock, since, by feeding the
product of the fields upon the farm, about three-fourths of the plant food withdrawn by
the crops is retained for future use. In the meantime, however, it would be well to
practice turning under certain green crops, and thus enrich the land with available
plant food. It has been explained previously that pease, clover and other legumes are
particularly valuable for this purpose, adding to the soil much nitrogen assimilated from
the atmosphere-a clear gain-as well as a large amount of organic matter to other-
wise improve the soil. When possible, it will be more economical to feed the green
crops to stock, returning the manure to the land ; but if animals for this purpose are not
kept, the turning under of the crop will be found to furnish a nitrogenous manure cheaper
than any commercial fertilizer. The use of swamp muck may also be referred to as
advantageous for such soils. In the air-dried condition it forms an excellent material
for absorbing and retaining liquid manure, its own plant food constituents being con-
verted by the subsequent fermentation in the heap into soluble and available forms.

On another page in this report will be found an article giving information respect-
ing the agricultural value and use of this material.

Q lJ LBEli.

Nos. 7 AND 8.-SOILS FROiIi THE COUNTY OF JOLIETTE.

These are from No. 766 in the official cadastral plan of the parish of Ste. Elizabeth,
range St. Peter, county of Joliette.

The surface soil, about seven inches in depth, is black when moist-when it had
the appearance of a clay loam of considerable strength, being compact and cohesive.

On drying in the air, it becomes grayish black and powders readily.
The subsoil when moist is plastic, but the air-dried sample reduces easily. This

sample when received in the moist state was mottled gray and yellowish red. The dry
powder is light yellow.

The surface soil is a clay loam of average fertility, containing all the elements nec-
essary to plant development, and in such proportion as to produce with judicious culture
remunerative crops.

Nitrogen.-The percentage of nitrogen is •213 per cent. Although the richest soils
contain from •5 to 1•0 per cent, the average percentage in good fertile soils is from - 15
to •25 per cent. This soil, accordingly, ranks, as regards nitrogen, among those of aver-
age fertility.

Potash.-The amount of potash is also fairly high (•38 per cent). The percen-
tage of this element varies in soils from •1 to 1•0 per cent, according to the nature of
the rock from which the soil has been derived. Clay loams are usually richer in potash
than sandy soils.

Phosphoric Acid.-The phosphoric acid amounts to •27 per cent. The average in
ordinary fertile soils is about •2 per cent, though, like potash, the percentage in
virgin soils is clependent upon the character of the originating rock.

Nitrogen, phosphoric acid and potash are known as the essential elements of fer-
tility, for they are those of which the soil is more particularly exhausted when succes-

•
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sive crops are 4ken without a due return of plant food. Their amounts have there-
fore been considered in detail. 

This soil is somewhat poor in lime, and I am of the opinion than an application of 
marl or lime would be beneficial, both to supply plant food and to improve the tilth. 

Such a soil should be well drained. By this means increased crop yields and 
greater ease in working would be obtained. 1Vorking the soil when wet, should be 
avoided. 

It would undoubtedly prove of advantage to increase the amount of humus of the 
soil. This can be done with farm-yard manure, we ll  composted swamp muck, or by turn-
ing under some green crop,—preferably clover or pease. Such organic matter contains a 
large amount of nitrogen, one of the most valuable of all soil constituents, and will effect 
an improvement not only chemically, but physically. 

To sum up, this is a good soil of average fertility, and one that can be materially 
improved on the lines above indicated. It is a strong soil and well adapted for most 
ag,ricultural crops, and more especially for cereals and fruit trees, provided that other 
conditions, such as the climate and sea..son, are favourable. 

The substance of this report was communicated to Mr. Rémi Hénault, who had 
procured and forwarded the sample early in the spring of the present year. Under date 
of October 22nd, he writes as follows :— 

" I am very much pleased t,o be able to inform you that the analysis and report 
that I received from you concerning my soil, have been of great service to me and the 
members of the Agricultural Circle of our parish. You informed me that the soil was 
poor in lime. I therefore applied this material at the rate of 20 bushels per acre, and 
as a result my crop was nearly doubled. Next year I shall plough under a growing crop 
of pease and also the aftermath of clover, and report re,sults." 

It is well to remember that the continued use of lime by itself will in time exhaust 
the soil, since one of the functions of lime is to set, free and render available locked-up 
plant food in the soil. It must be applied with some organic manure

' 
 a green crop 

turned under and swamp muck, if the future as well as the present is to be considered. 

No. 9.—SOIL FROM THE COUNTY OF BONAVENTURE. 

This sample from Maria., County of Bonaventure, Quebec, was obtained from newly 
broken land that had been cut, stumped and burnt during the summer of 1891 and 1892. 
Previous to this, it had been well wooded with birch, maple, spruce and pine. A third 
and final burning of the bush and stumps had taken place in the spring of 1893, the sam-
ple for analysis being procured in November of that year, when it was given a shallow 
ploughing. 

It is a yellow soil, with a shade of red, evidently due to iron, and contains a large 
number of fragments of undecomposed rock material. Examination proved the coarse 
material (separated by a 1.5 mm. sieve) to be 36.63 per cent, the fine soil, of which the 
analysis was made, being 63-37 per cent. 

In the table of analyses, it will be noticed that the percentage of clay and fine 
sand is 40.92. The microscope shows that a considerable part of that amount is fine 
sand. It is, therefore, probable that the clay and sand are in such proportions as to 
render the soil favourable, as regards tilth, to the growth of most farm crops. 

Organic Jfatter and Xitrogen.—Although the appearance of this soil would lead 
to the belief that it was deficient in these valuable constituents, analysis proved to the 
contrary. Usually a rough estimate of the percentage of humus can be made from the 
colour of the air-dried soil ; the iron in this soil had been oxidized by exposure, and the 
colour was no longer any criterion of the soil's richness. Good soils of average fertility 
contain, as a rule, from 5 per cent to 10 per cent of humus and from -15 per cent to -25 
per cent of nitrogen ; the soil under consideration possesses 11-80 per cent of the 
former and -238 per cent of the latter. In these' constituents, therefore, this specimen 
is by no means lacking, though there can be no doubt that, t,o a large degree, they 
were de,stroyed in the burning of the land. 



Lime. —From the analysis, this soil shows a deficiency in lime, one per cent being 
considered a minimum limit for the best returns. Lime may be supplied either as such, 
or in the form of marl or gypsum, and would be useful, not only as supplying an ele-
ment of plant food, but also in promoting nitrification of the organic matter. 

Potash,.—It is exceptionally rich in this constituent, and consequently should prove 
a good soil for the legumes (clover, pease, iSzc.,), roots and leafy crops generally. No 
doubt, this potash has  been  liberated in part by the burning to which the soil was sub-
jected. 

Phosphoric acid.— The average amount in good, fertile soils is about •2 per cent, 
so that, as may be seen from the table, this soil, as regards this necessary and valuable 
plant food, is of average quality. 

The comparatively large percentage of iron is worthy of remark, as denoting a 
capacity for the retention of phosphoric acid and potash. 

Organic manures, in one or other of the forms already mentioned (such as barn-yard 
manure, composted muck, offal or other animal refuse, or a green crop turned under), in 
conjunction with an application of lime, are to be reconamended as beneficial and 
economical. For the special fertilization of a cereal crop, soluble forms of phosphoric 
acid and nitrogen, such as superphosphate aild nitrate of soda, might be used. 

NEW BRUNSWICK. 

No. 10.—VIRGIN SOIL FROM BALMORAL SETTLEMENT, RESTIGOUCHE. 

This, as received, was a pale yellow soil containing a considerable number of lumps 
or fragments of rock of the same colour, and of various sizes up b one and a half 
inches in diameter. On close inspection, it was found that these irregular rock frag-
ments consisted chiefly of felspar, partially decomposed, though showing some quartz. 
The soil is evidently derived from the disintegration and decay of this rock materiaL 
The soil was separated by a 2 mm. sieve, with the following results : 

Fine soil    84.8 per cent. 
Rock fragments    15.2 " 

Except in potash, this soil must be regarded as poor in the more important ele-
ments of fertility. The percentage of pota,sh is considerably above that found in aver-
age fertile soils ; the abundance of this useful and valuable constituent is undoubtedly 
due to the felspar from which the soil has originated. 

The percentage of phosphoric acid is low. Bone meal, superphosphate or fish 
waste are perhaps the most available sources from which to supply this ne,cessary ele-
ment for plant growth. 

To supply nitrogen and humus (in both of which important materials this soil is 
lacking), barnyard manure would, of course, prove very valuable. Air-dried muck, sub-
sequently composted with manure, or, if sufficient manure cannot be obtained, with 
wood ashes and lime, is also to be highly recommended. A third method, and one that 
can be strongly advised, is the ploughing under of some green crop, preferably clover or 
pease, while in flower. A dressing of ground unburnt gypsum is often useful in giving 
such crops a good start. Fish waste and sea weed would also prove valuable manures 
for this soil. • 

Most agricultural chemists regard a soil to be deficient in lime when it contains 
less than one per cent. This soil would therefore be benefited by a dressing of lime, 
either as such or as marl (carbonate of lime) or as gypsum (sulphate of lime). 

To sum up briefly, organic manures (such as I have mentioned in spe,aking of nitro-
gen and humus) and lime are necessary, and the addition of phosphatic fertilizers high-
ly desirable, to render the soil more fertile. The course here suggested will, I think, 
prove more economical and lasting in its effects than one which includes the use of the 
more soluble and expensive nitrogenous fertilizers, e.g., nitrate of soda and sulphate of 
ammonia. • 
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PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND. 

No. 11.—SOIL FROM BING'S COUNTY. 

This soil partakes of the same colour as the light red Triassic sandstone from which 
it is derived, and in this respect is representative of the characteristic soil of this fertile 
province. It differs from the preceding specimens in that it is not a truly virgin soiL 
Some difficulty was experienced in procuring a sample from soil which had not been 
cropped or manured ; this one is said to fairly represent the unmanured but cultivated 
soil that extends over a large area in the eastern portion of the island. It was obtained 
from Lot or Township 53. 

This soil is a light, sandy loam, of good tilth. By the use of a sieve (mesh 1.5 mm.) 
the following separation was effected :— 

Coarse materiaL chiefly fragments of red sandstone... 8.3 per cent. 
Fine material, chiefly fine red sand . 	 .. 	91 1 " 

From this sample it is of course impossible to speak of the composition of the virgin 
soil but such is, however, now exceedingly limited in area. The present report will 
be of service to those farmers who have not in the past kept up the fertility of their 
land and who are now anxious to restore to the soil economically that plant food used 
up by the successive cropping of years. 

Judged from its chemical composition, it must be considered as somewhat inferior 
to those of average fertility. Of the three essential elements, it is highest in potash, 
containing a very fair amount. In phosphoric acid, it à very low, while the percent-
age of nitrogen is also less than the average found in fertile soils. The amount of lime 
present is extremely small, and considerably le,ss than that in any of the other samples 
examined. 

It is evident, therefore, that besides an organic manure to supply humus and a 
calcareous one to furnish lime, it is necessary to add nitrogen and phosphoric acid, if 
the be,st re,sults are to be expected. 

Nitrogen and humus are most conveniently (and also most economically) supplied 
together, as in some organic manures, e. g. barn-yard manure, composted muck, sea-
weed, fish offal, etc., or a growing crop of one of the legumes (clover or pease) ploughed 
under. In this way not only the fertility of the soil, but its capacity for retaining 
plant food and moisture will be greatly increased. 

Phosphoric acid may be added in the form of superphosphate or ground bone. If 
wood ashes are cheaply and easily procured, their application would supply both pota,sh 
and phosphoric acid. 

As already stated, the soil contains a very small percentage of lime. A dressing 
of lime, marl or gypsum would therefore undoubtedly prove remunerative. If lime is 
used, other fertilizers (as indicated above) must also be supplied, or in a few yea,rs the 
increased yield resulting from the setting free of soil plant food by the lime, will be 
followed by a disastrous exhaustion of the elements of fertility. Marl does not affect a 
soil in as marked a manner as lime, nor does it cause exhaustion to •the same degree. 
Unlike lime it cannot do harm if applied in exce,ss. If it is desired to manure by turn-
ing under a green crop, a coating of gypsum and kainit or of wood ashes will materially 
increase the yield of clover. 

It is hoped to supplement this analysis by that of soils procured in different parts 
of the island. 

is 
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3 Surface ... Sec. 31, Tp. 4, Rg. 1, W. Manitoba 612 2468 5368 1038 178 164 097 013 027 021 014 10000 0944 2333 3035

4 " " Port Arthur, Ont 1'32 551 8132 878 125 115 0'24 0'19 0'14 013 10003 0133 2040 6092

5 " Lot 14, Con. 10, Brunel Tp., Mus-
koka, ünt ........ ............ 1'78 289 81'79 962 125 ...., 045 021 016 033 ...... ....... 0'082 . 71'32 10'47

6 Subsoil ... Lot 14, Con. 10, Brunel, Tp., Mus-
koka, Ont ...................... 1'24 2'37 85'21 7'84 1'05 1'48 0'28 0'16 0'09 0'36 ...... 10008 0063 5750 2771

7 Surface... 5t. Peter, Joliette, Quebec........ 239 7'87 7826 897 080 084 039 018 027 016

. .
..

.

00'13 I 0'213 45'85. 32'41

8 Subsoil... it " ... 1'60 2'06 82'58 10'43 1'03 1'20 0'43 0'22 0'28 0 19 ...... 100'02 0'029 31'73 60 85

fl Surface... Maria, Bonaventure, Quebec...... 4'58 11'80 62'35 17'98 0'10 1'78 1'12 0 15 0'18 0'27 ...... 10031 0'238 40'92 2143

l0 " Bahnoral, Restigouche, N.B...... 177 537 8056 995 022 0'85 100 010 0'03 019

. . .

00'09 0'111 46'31 34'26

l1 " Lot 53, King's, P.E.I ............. 1'26 5'04 85'52 7'02 0'08 0'45 0'46 0'11 0'09 0'10 ..,,.. 100'13 0'105 20'42 65'10
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SWAMP MUCK. 
ITS ORIGIN AND COMPOSITION. 

The deposits of this material that are to be found more or less in all parts of Can-
ada have been formed by the gradual accumulation of partially decomposed vegetable 
matter—the remains of successive generations of plants, chiefly aquatic. The stagnant 
waters in which these have grown have, by virtue of a temperate climate, preserved in 
this semi-decayed condition much valuable plant food. In this way, vast deposits, often 
many feet thick, have originated which may be considered as store house,s from which 
the ,farmer can obtain a liberal supply of plant food for his crop at a merely 
nominal cost. 

It is evident from what has been said that the best samples of muck consist entirely 
of humus and the ash ingredients assimilated by this semi-aquatic flora.. When 
thoroughly dried, the humus can be burnt and, the small quantity of ash (min-
eral matter) remains. Many specimens, however, are found to contain more or less 
sa,nd and clay and other foreign and inert matters that have become incorporated with 
the muck during its formation. Such, of course, detract from the agricultural value of 
this natural fertilizer. 

As might be expected, muck is found in several stages or conditions of decomposi-
tion. Some samples are so far advanced in this decay that no evidence of structure 
remains. This is generally the case with the lower layers of the deposit. Again, many 
mucks contain unchanged woody fibi-e. These, while not possessing much plant food 
that can be readily converted into available forms, serve admirably as absorbents for 
liquid manure, and often act beneficially in improving the tilth of certain soils. With 
proper treatment in the compost heap, they may be made to give up their elements of 
fertility, and prove of much value as a manure. 

Muck is found of all shades, varying from light brown to black. The upper layers 
of the deposit are usually lighter in colour than those beneath. That found on the sur-
face is also distinguished by being easily reducible to powder, when in an air-dried con-
dition, while that found in the lower layers is frequently plastic, drying to a hard com-
pact mass. The latter often contains organic acids that must be neutralized by lime or 
by exposure to air, before the muck becomes a suitable fertilizer. Freshly dug muck pos-
sesses, as a rule, large quantities of water, often as much as 80 per cent. When piled in 
the air, it loses the larger quantity, the air-dried material containing from 8-15 per 
cent of wat,er. It is well, therefore to dig and pile the muck in autumn. Exposure to 
the winter's frost will sweeten and dry it, besides materially improving its physical pro-
perties. 

Viewed as a fertilizer, its chief element of value is nitrogen, contained in the humus 
or organic matter. Very little, if any, of this nitroc,en exists in a condition immediately 
available for crops. It may, however, be conveâed into soluble forms by suitable 
treatment, as in the compost heap. The mineral constituents of muck, which are given 
up as the material decays in the soil, also afford food for plants, since they posse,ss 
notable quantities of potash, phosphoric acid and lime. 

MUCK COMPOST. 

If possible, previous fermentation induced by composting should be brought about 
before the muck is applied to the land. The benefits of such a preliminary treatment 
are manifold. In any case, the freshly dug muck should not be used, for the reasons 
already explained. A few months' exposure sweetens, dries and improves it generally. 

Alternate layers of barn-yard manure and muck of, say, six inches in depth—make 
an excellent compost. To such a heap should be added all the bones,  caresses of de,ad 
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animals and garbage that accrue on the farm. The whole should be kept moist and oc-
casionally forked over. Every farm should have a compost heap, conveniently located, 
since it serves to keep the surroundings clean and healthy, and preserves much valuable 
fertilizing material that would otherwise not only go to waste, but perhaps prove a 
nuisance and a menace to health. 

When sufficient manure is not obtainable, lime or marl and wood ashes may be 
substituted—the resulting compost would be poorer in nitrogen, but richer in potash 
than the one just described. 

MUCK AS AN ABSORBENT. 

The air-dried substance is extremely absorptive, many samples being capable of 
holding as much as 400 times their weight of liquid. It may, therefore, be used with 
advantage in the barn-yard, the pig-pen, cow-house or wherever the liquid manure is 
likely to go t,o waste. By such means, valuable fertilizing material is preserved, and the 
nitrogen of the muck, by subsequent fermentation, rendered available. 

RÉSUMÉ. 

In concluding this brief account of the value and uses of muck, it may be stated 
that, speaking generally, the value of muck is dependent upon the amount of nitrogen 
contained, though the percentages of humus and mineral matter present, considerably 
enhance  th  o effectiveness. The humus, by its decomposition, liberates carbonic acid in 
the soil. This acid undoubtedly exerts a beneficial action in setting free mineral 
plant food. Besides acting chemically, in supplying elements of fertility, a gnod muck 
serves to mellow heavy soils by rendering them porous and permeable to air, while 
thereby sandy soils have their retentive and absorbent quality increased. 

Whenever possible, muck should be composted before use, as thereby it is rendered 
much more valuable. 

THE RECLAMATION OF SWAMP LANDS. . 

After a thorough drainage, which is essential, the muck will settle and become 
firmer and better adapted in tilth to the growth of ordinary farm crops. If the subsoil 
can be easily reached by the plough, a judicious mixture of it with the muck will be of 
benefit ; otherwise a dressing of sand, clay or coal ashes may be employed to im-
prove the filth. 

It has already been stated that muck is rich in nitrogen, it will therefore be 
apparent that barn-yard manure and other nitrogenous manures are not economical 
fertilizers for muck lands. A liberal application of lime or marl and wood ashes will, 
however, be productive of good results. By such treatment, lacking, but necessary, plant 
food is supplied, acidity corrected and nitrification of the organic matter fostered. 
These materials may be harrowed in after the muck has been lightly ploughed. Wood 
ashes, on account of their cheapness and the comparative ease with which they may be 
obtained in Canada, are recomtnended as the source of potash and phosphoric acid ; but 
if these are not obtainable kainit or rnuriate of potash and superphosphate may be 
used. 

Muck soils, after suitable treatment, have been found of special value for the 
growth of vegetable and root crops. If they are rendered firm and compact by good 
tillage, and a dressing of clay and wood ashes is added, good crops of cereals and grasses 
can be obtained. The ashes may be applied at the rate of 500 pounds per acre. 

The subjoined table gives the percentages of essential constituents in those samples 
examined during the past year, together with information respecting their occurrence. 
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ANALYSES of Swamp Mucks (air-dried), 1894. 

i: o 	 ti •T3 Nitrogen. 	..› ... 	A 
Ifs 

..3 	.e .21 	ri gl 	-IQ 	 5 . 5 I. 	Nature 
of 	 Locality. 

2 	M 	lateria. 	 a 	grn 	. 	 .9., 	e:-M 	1 	-• ,92 	Water. 	 Remarks. 8 	-9....s .-ic ...m 	, -... 	 54, 0 	 ce -I 	me e  
'4 	 4 	4 .a 	› 

	 tZ  

1 Swamp muck... Searltown, P.E.I  	O• 7M 	14'1 	8949 	2'33 	0'98 	7'20 Pasty and homogeneous when wet ; dries to a hard tough 
mass of a rich brown colour. 

2 	" 	" 	... Orwell 	44 	
1 . 86 	372 	73 . 01 	108 	1134 	1457 About à undecomposed wood fibre. 

3 	" 	" 	... Freetown 	"  	0702 	14 • 0 	77 " 01 	10 ' 85 	2.36 	9 • 78 In two parts : upper is brown, friable, light and consistk 

	

„ 	 largely of woody fibre and bark ; lower is gray and de. 
cidcdly earthy in character. 

4 Marsh mud 	Little Sands "  	0 . 283 	5'7   Earth of a gray colour, light and sandy, some root fibres. 
5 Swamp muck. .. N. Carleton 	" 	.. 	.. ...... 	0 . 73 	146 	8422 	3 99 	12186 	1093 Black, not much fibre, powders easily. 
6 	" 	" 	... Waterville, Kings Co., N.S. 	1'688 	338 	75 . 34 	10'66 	624 	7 '76 Surface deposit, dark grayish brown colour. 7 	41 	11 	... 	44 	 44 	

. 	 1 . 230 	246 	36'36 	5225 	451 	688 	Underlying deposit, light gray colour, of the nature of c . 	 good soil. 
8 	 " 	... River John, N.S 	2'106 	42'1 	78'91 	2'31 	6'28 	12'50 In fine granular condition, brown colour, some undecomposec 

fibre. 
, 	..... 	.... 	1'56 	31'2 	75'40 	10'22 	5'49 	8'89 	Dark brown, somewhat acid, of good texture. 9 " Black loam.".. Clifton.S N 

10 Swamp muck. . Little 	ras d'Or, N.S.  	101 	20.2 	8639 	290 	223 	848 Light brown, 	turfy, with a good deal of undecomposec B 
woody fibre. 

11 	" 	" 	• .. Roger's Hill, Centre, N.S 	110 	220 	85 • 77 	131 	214 	1078 
12 	" 	" 	... Middle Southampton, N. S 	161 	322 	44 . 05 	3066 	799 	1730 From the border of a lake. 
13 	" 	" 	... 	 .4  	130 	260 	34 . 56 	44'97 	952 	1095 	" 	centre 	" 
14 	" 	" 	... neon, Ont 	1•15 	23• 0 	2851 	200 	6347 	602 Consists partly of shell marl 
15 	" 	" 	... Lot 10, con. 1, Locheed, Ont , 	1 . 44 	288 	7047 	062 	1166 	17 . 25 Contains a small percentage of marl. 
16 	" 	" 	... E'aston's Corners, Ont 	117 	234 	33 . 47 	4900 	7'53 	1000 
17 	' " 	" 	... Hawkesboro', Ont 	160 	320 	7728 	162 	11'37 	973 
18 	" 	" 	... Regina, N.W.T 	166 	332 	3922 	4304 	7'84 	990 From the bottom of a slough. 

1•••• 
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MARL. 
This naturally-occurring source of lime might be used with advantage and profit on 

many Canadian farms, since many of our soils require lime ; and, where readily obtain-
ed, marl is the cheapest of all lime fertilizers. 

It is chiefly in connection with the muck beds already referred to, that deposits, 
of marl are found. Thus it happens that two substances, the natural complements of 
each other, supplying the necessary plant food for light and sandy soils in the cheapest 
forms obtainable, often occur together and in proxiraity to those lands that would be 
most benefited by their application. 

Marl is essentially carbonate of lime, the poorer samples containing more or less 
clay and inert matter. It forms a grayish white mass and frequently incloses many 
small shells, when it is known as shell marl. 

Previous reports have given the composition of marls found in Ontario, Quebec and 
the Maritime Provinces ; we now present the analyses of five samples sent from the 
vicinity of Okanagan Mission, British Columbia. 

ANALYSES of Maris  from British Columbia. 

	

No. 1. 	No. 2. 	No. 3. 	No. 4. 	No. b. 

Moisture and volatile matter 	.94 	'50 	-52 	'48 	'53 
Insoluble residue 	215 	368 	342 	3 .55 	2 .30 
Oxide of iron and alumina  	15 	•85 	'82 	1 .00 	•80 
Lime* 	5035 	4945 	50 -05 	4815 	4960 
Magnesia 	 2 .07 	2 51 	266 	3 .10 	333 
Carbonic acid, &c., undetermined  	43 .54 	43'01 	4253 	43.12 	4344 

	

100.00 	10000 	10000 	100 -00 	100 .00 

*Equivalent to carbonate of lime 	89 .91 	8830 	8937 	87 .05 	8857 

These samples, although showing a very high percentage of carbonate of lime, are 
not in the be,st physical condition for disintegration and solution in the soil, being hard 
and rock-like. They are known as " indurated " marl. If, however

' 
 they were finely 

crushed, their application would undoubtedly be of great benefit to lands deficient in 
lime. 

USES OF M_ARLS. 

Lime is a necessary constituent of plant food, and consequently every fertile soil 
must contain this material. Marl may be used to furnish cheaply and effectively lime 
to soils lacking in this constituent. 

Potash is another essential in the composition of plants. The lime in a soil serves 
to set free the potash from its insoluble forms, so that in the presence of lime or marl 
soils containing only a minimum of immediately available potash, may produce luxuriant 
crops. 

Lime promote,s nitrification of the organic matter (humus) of a soil. The nitrogen 
of humus is not in a condition assimilable by plants, but must first be converted into 
soluble nitrates. This is brought about by the agency of bacteria, and their develop-
ment is fostered by the presence of lime in the soil. For this reason, lime or marl gives 
increased fertility to many soils rich in humus and otherwise of excellent composition. 

8c-11 
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The alkaline Aualities of lime and marl give these substances a special value for
neutralizing the acidity and altering certain injurious iron compounds existing in many
marshy and low lands. Such soils are frequently also lacking in lime.

Lime and marl improve the tilth of heavy clays, flocculating the soil; this renders
it permeable to air and destroys plasticity.

While the application of an exeess of lime is very apt to do harm and to eventually
exhaust a soil's fertility (unless care is taken to replace the plant food withdrawn by
the crops), no injury can result from an over application of marl. The latter supplies
lime in a mildly alkaline form, peculiarly adapted to the improvement of soils and for
the wants of plants.

AN "EARTHY DEPOSIT'

FEOM THE NORTH-WEST TEEEITOBIEB.

This material was found on Jack-fish Creek, near Battleford, N. W. T. It occurs
in "pockets" 15 inches to 18 inches below the surface of the soil, which is a gravelly
loam. The pockets are reported as being variable in size, though none exceed a few
feet in diameter. In appearance it is grayish white and earthy, resembling marl.
When received, it was in powder and friable lumps. Locally, the substance has
been used for whitewashing and cementing purposes. Its composition was ascertainedto be as follows :-

A1vALYSIS.

Water (dried at 100° C.) ............................... 6•78Loss on ignition (oombine8 water, organic matter)........ 3•51Oxide of iron and alumina . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1'64Insoluble residue (clay and sand) ... .... .. . . .. . .. 9•70.......
Sulphate oflime+ ........ ............................ 24•86
Carbonate of lime ..................................... 53•04
Magnesia .............. ................. . . 1•72
Potash ................ ..............

..........
-10Soda .. .. .... . ....................................... -10Soluble Silica ........................................ -12

Phosphoric acid ....................................... '04

100•61

Nitrogen ......................................... . ...
b4

•Equivalent to 31 •44 per cent gypsum.

This sample may be considered as consisting essentially of marl (carbonate oflime) and gypsum (sulphate of lime). Of the three more valuable elements of plantfood, nitrogen, phosphoric acid and potash, it contains only very small amounts.
It would prove useful to all soils deficient in lime. (For particulars regarding theagricultural value of carbonate of lime, see under "3'Iarl," page 161.) Gypsum, besidessupplying lime, may be regarded as a fertilizer of special value for pease and clover. Itis also considered to give good results with turnips, Indian corn and other leafy crops.
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SEA-WEED. 
(Fucus furcatus.) 

A sample of sea-weed was received from Mr. Geo. R. Weir, of Smith's Cove N. S., 
with a request for a report as to its value as a fertilizer. As large amounts of this ma-
terial are easily obtainable by the farmers on both the eastern and western coasts of 
Canada, it was thought desirable to make an analysis. The chief constituents, includ-
ing more particularly those which make sea-weed valuable as a manure, are stated in 
the following table 

ANALYSIS of Fresh Sea-weed. 

Water 	  63.49 

	

Organic matter   2793 
• Ash or mineral matter 	  858 

10000 

Nitrogen 	  '468 
Phosphoric acid 	 . .108 
Potash   2025 

PouNns of Fertilizing Constituents in One Ton of Fresh Material. 

Nitrogen 	 lbs. 9 .36 
Phosphoric acid 	  2.18 
Potash 	  40•50  

This must be considered a valuable manure on ac,count of the potash and nitro-
en it contains. The ease with which it decomposes in the soil, thereby liberating these 

constituents in a condition at once available for plant use, greatly enhances its value. 
It is essentially a potassic manure, though to a certain degree it may be called a com-
plete fertilizer. For general farm crops, however, it might be supplemented with pro-
fit  by bone meal, which would supply phosphoric acid. It would make an excellent materi-
al for composting purposes, but, if preferred, may be applied at once to the land. As a 
green manure, it would add largely to the humus in the soil and undoubtedly ireprove 
the tilth or mechanical condition of the latter. 

Its best results will be given on open, porous and warm soils. It may be 
applied at the rate of 20 t,o 30 tons per acre. 

To save the expense of carrying much useless water, it is advisable to allow the 
sea-weed to partially dry out on the shore before hauling to the farm. 

When sea-weed is burnt, the organic matter, containing the nitrogen is lost, but 
the ash, or mineral matter, retains the phosphoric acid and potash. The percentages of 
important constituents, as obtaine,d in our laboratory, are as follows :— 

ANALYSIS of Ash of Sea-weed. 

Oxide of iron and alumina . 	 
Lime 	  
Magnesia . 
Potash 	  
Soda 	  
Phosphoric acid 	  
Sulphuric acid 
Soluble silica' 

The ash is seen to be much richer in potash than ordinary wood ashes. 
8c-11i 
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If the farm is at/such a distance from the coast as to make this substance too 
expensive to use in the fresh state, it will be found economical to forego the organic 
matter and nitrogen and reduce the sea-weed to ash, a ton of which would contain about 
400 pounds of potash and 20 pounds of phosphoric acid, on the assumption that the a.sh 
contained 15 per cent moisture. 

THE CHEMISTRY OF THE APPLE. 
In the Annual Report of the Experimental Farms for 1890, the results of a chemi-

cal investigation into the soil constituents required by the leaf of the apple tree, are to 
be found. 

This work was commenced with the view of eliciting such information as would 
assist the intelligent orchardist in a rational method of fertilizing. When the nature 
and amount of plant food required by the apple tree in bearing is known, the first 
steps towards this will have been taken. 

The leaves of the followinu varieties were analysed : Duchess of Oldenburg, 
Tetofsky, Wealthy, Fameuse and nNorthern Spy, and their composition at two stages of 
growth were given. 

This investigation has been continued during the past year by the chemical exami-
nation of the fruit of four of these varieties. 

The mineral matter and nitrogen (which together constitute the plant food taken 
from the soil) annually assimilated are represented by the increase of wood, the leaves 
and the fruit. That contained in the leaves is or may be practically all returned to the 
soil, that removed by the gathering of the crop is now to be spoken of. 

In order, however, to pre,sent this subject of orchard requirements and fertilization 
in as complete a way as possible (as well as for the sake of comparison), the table of 
data from the 1890 report is here reproduced. For the deductions and conclusions there-
from, the reader may be referred to the text of the report afore-mentioned. 



COMPOSITION  OF  LEAF. PERCENTAGE COMPOSITION OF IMPORTANT 
CONSTITUENTS IN ASH. 

WEIGHT OF FERTILIZING CONSTI- 
TU.ENTS IN 1,000 LBS. OF LEAVES. NITROGEN. 

NAME. 

Duchess of Oldenburg. 
Tetofsky 	 
Wealthy. 
Fameuse 
Northern Spy.... 	 

	

Average 	 	 

	

Duchess of Oldenburg 	 
Tetofsky 
Wealthy 	  
.Fameuse 	 
Northern Spy 	 

	

Average 	 

When 
Gathered. 

" 	25.. 
" 	25.. 
" 	25.. 
" 25. 

1889. 

Sept. 10) .. :  
" 	20.. 
" 	20.. 
"  20.  

1889. 

May 25.. 

013 *e.5 

41 
P4 

967 
8'82 
8'95 

1161 
13'33 

10'47 

3 - 00 
5'93 
5 . 23 
5 - 64 
911 

582 

d 
',«Yà 

92 
1'16 

.93 
104 
l'30 

1'07 

1.00 
1'28 

'80 
105 
1 • 67 

1'41 

Nitrogen 
in 

Organic 
Matter. 

2'87 
2'84 
2'98 
3'01 
299 

2'94 

248 
2'20 
2'38 
250 
2'84 

248 

'Am. of 
Nitrogen 

in 
1,0001130. 
Leaves. 

765 
721 
7'99 
6'62 
766 

742 

961 
7'80 
8'70 
8 - 28 
989 

887 

Lbs. of 
iPhos. Ac d 

in 
1,000 lbs. 
Leaves. 

be 

231 	221 	›J 
220 	356 
171 	114 	p 
294 	242 	'11 
311 5 
245 	252 

hug. 

118 	250 
215 	401 
1 '80 	461 	71 
191 	463' 
265 	3 • 99 

1'94 	I 	3'92 

PI el 

0 

d 
.0 A 

:51  0 

163 
'81 

144 
164 
192 

9'56 
752 
8 49 

1084 
1243 

21'50 
1820 
16 . 02 
1626 
1400 

925 
14'33 
1019 
9'54 

2'39 
2'49 
1'91 
2.64 
234 

70'94 
72'11 
71'25 
75'45 
72'04 

2667 
25'40 
2684 
2201 
25'62 

149 9'77 1012 1740 2'33 7236 2531 

562 
5'55 
522 
4'16 
350 

1'43 
1'19 
108 
1'66 
180 

6'35 
11'02 
1309 
13'65 
14'04 

34'80 
33'69 
2240 
26'35 
22'40 

3'95 
364 
3'45 
3'40 
2'85 

38'75 
3587 
36'53 
3315 
3485 

57'30 
6049 
60 - 02 
63'45 
6230 

27'91 4'81 114 11'63 3'46 3513 

rbs. of 
Potash 

in 
1,0001bs. 
Leaves. 

ANALYSES OF APPLE TREE LEAVtS. 
Composition of the Leaf, Percentage Composition of Important Constituents in Ash. 
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Ilia table presents the composition of the leaves, together with such other inform-
ation as may help to /elucidate the question under consideration. After the columns 
containing the names of the varieties and the data when the leaves were gathered, are 
three columns in which is given the percentage composition of the leaf—the water, oreanic 
matter and mineral constituents. Then follow six columns, containing the percentages of 
the chief inorganic components of the ash. The percentages of nitrogen in the dry 
organic matter are then pven, followed by columns depicting the amounts of nitrogen, 
phosphoric acid and potash contained in 1000 lbs. of the green leaf. These figures serve 
to show the absolute and relative values of the leaves as a fertilizer, as well as the 
qua.ntities of these materials taken from the soil for the growth of the leaves. 

COMPOSITION OF THE FRUIT. 

The general composition, viz., the percentages of water, organic matter and ash 
(which make up the whole), and the amount of nitrogen, are given for the four varieties 
examined in the following tabulated form 

ANALYSIS of Apples. 

Name of Variety of Apple. 	 Water. 	Organic 	Ash. 	Nitrogen. Matter. 

Duchessof Oldenburg 	88 . 61 	11 . 14 	'25 	'0382 
Wealthy 	 8700 	12 . 71 	'29 	' '0375 
Fameuse  	 85 . 22 	1446 	12 	*0512 
NorthernSpy  	 . 	 8708 	1265 	'27 	13445 

Average 	 8618 	1274 	.28 	1428 

.Although there is a great similarity in composition in the varieties examined, and 
none differ much from the average deduced from them all, it is of interest to note that 
the Fameuse is the richest in organic matter, in ash constituents and in nitrogen. The 
Wealthy and Northern Spy contain almost identical amounts of organic matter and ash, 
and the Duchess of Oldenburg has the largest percentage of water and lowest percent-
age of organic matter and ash. 

PERCENTAGES of Important Constituents in Ash. 

Phosphor- 	 Chddeof >Limed Varie.yof Apple. 	ic acid. 	Potash. 	Soda. 	 Lime. 	Magnesia. 	Silica Iron. 

DucleesofOldenburg 	8 . 90 	5367 	328 	1 17 	580 	520 	'36 
Wealthy 	8 - 15 	57 10 	2 . 65 	116 	3 33 	3'84 	'63 
Fameuse 	7 . 19 	56 . 25 	_ 2 . 56 	116 	355 	413 	12 
Northern Spy 	11 18 	5411 	114 	213 	386 	3•99 	111 

Average  	898 	55 16 	261 	112 	438 	427 	'60 

In this table the composition of the ash in detail is given. Of its components, 
phosphoric acid and potash are the principaL The latter constitutes over half of the 
ash (55.26 per cent), while the former is about 9 per cent, the average being 8.98 per 
cent. 
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No great differences between the varieties are here to be noticed, though the
Northern Spy presents some striking variations from the average. Its ash oontains
nearly 3 per cent more phosphoric acid, nearly 1 per cent less soda, about •5 per cent
more oxide of iron and alumina, and about •5 per cent more silica than the ash of the
other apples.

The ratio of the potash to the phosphoric acid in the ash of the fruit is 6 to 1; in
the ash of the older leaves (see table), it is 2 to 1. Relatively, therefore the demands of the
leaf and the fruit on the soil for these two constituents are very different. It might here
be remarked that the greater quantity of the ash ingredients of the fruit is contained in
the seeds and walls of the ovary, comparatively little being found in the flesh of the
apple.

A comparison of this table with that showing the composition of the ash of the
leaf, will reveal further interesting features. The total percentages of ash in similar
weights of leaf and fruit, are as 3•46 to •28. Lime is much more abundant in the ash
of the leaf, while magnesia, oxide of iron and silica are about the same, taking the
older leaves for comparison.

For the purpose of a practical presentation of the subject, the data presented in
the following table have been prepared :

WEIGHT of Important Fertilizing Constituents withdrawn from the soil.

Name of Variety of Apple.

Duchess of Oldenburg......
Wealthy ... ........ ...
Fameuse . . . . . .. ........ . . .
Northern Spy.......... ..

Average ........... ..

Average
weight per
bushel in
pounda.

44
50
50
46

47'5

Nrraoa$r.

Lbe. per
barreL

Lbs. per
acre,or160

barrels.

^

057
070
'056

'057

7'359
8'220

11'223
9'006

8'952

PHO8PHOBIC ACID.

Lbs. per.
barrel.

Lbs. per
acre, or 160

barrels.

027
•032
031
'039

032

4'307
5'181
5'043
6'383

5'228

POTASH.

Lbs. per
barrel.

Lbs. per
acre or 160

barrels.

•162
.2-96
'256
•185

'217

25' 975
36'232
39'456
29'570

32'808

NOTE.-In the above calculations the following data are used : Forty trees per
acre in an orchard 25 years old yield, on an average, one hundred and sixty (160)
barrels. One barrel contains 2 bushels and 3 pecks.

We have here the number of pounds of nitrogen, phosphoric acid and potash esti-
mated as contained in one barrel of the fruit, and the amounts removed per acre by a
good crop. None of the quantities are at all excessive, and the cost of returning them
would not be great. The largest demand is on the potash in the soil ; next comes the
nitrogen, and lastly the phosphoric acid. In the case of the leaves, the nitrogen stood
first.

For the vigorous development of the tree and an abundant crop of fruit, the soil
must contain these constituents in a more or less immediately available condition. It is
for this reason, as well as to replace the exhausted plant food, that fertilizers are neces-
sary to profitable apple growing.

Nitrogen.-To supply nitrogen, some organic manure is perhaps the most econo-
mical. Barnyard manure or the turning under a leguminous crop (the latter being rich
in nitrogen) are to be recommended. Besides adding nitrogen, they furnish humus or
decaying vegetable matter, which serves a usefal function by liberating carbonic acid
and which in turn sets free locked-up forms of mineral food. Humus, moreover, has
much to do in bringing about good tilth and in the retention of soil moisture. As the
period of growth and fruit development in the apple is comparatively long, organic
manures in most instances will probably give kaetter returns than those containing
more soluble forms of nitrogen, such as nitrate of soda or sulphate of ammonia.
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Potash and Phosphoric acid.—To furnish potash and phosphoric acid, we would 
first mention wood'ashes. Iii  most parts of Canada they are the cheapest form in 
which to purchase these constituents. More,over, they possess them in the relative pro- 

. portion best suited to tree requirements and in a condition that renders them easily 
available. 

If wood ashes are not obtainable, kainit and muriat,e of potash may be substituted 
to supply potash ; and bone meal and superphosphate, the phosphoric acid. Bone meal 
contains 2 per cent to 3 per cent of nitrogen, in addition to the phosphoric acid, but 
requires a greater length of time in the ground to give up its constituents • its effects 
naturally last longer. For this very reason it is often advocated for orchard fertilization. 

Both wood ashes and bone meal furnish lime, which we have seen to be a necessary 
and somewhat important element. 

Soils differ so much in composition, that it is impossible to state definitely the 
amounts of these fertilizers that should be employed in all cases. The wants of the 
tree for fruit and leaves have been given and the principles for an economical return of 
these requirements indicated. In conclusion, it may be said that the best and most 
profitable crops can be obtained only when the soil contains what might be thought to 
be a large amount of plant food, the greater part of which is more or less assimilable. 
A good tilth, among other advantages, tends to a good root development,. In such, the 
rootlets are able to procure food from a much larger area than otherwise but in every 
orchard, owing to the disposition of the roots, there must of necessity be much unoccu-
pied soil, and hence the importance of supplying liberally and in exce,ss of that which 
is absolutely needed for a season's grovrth and  fruit,, those forms of plant food which 
we have been e,onsidering. 

CHEMISTRY OF THE STRAWBERRY PLANT. 

In order to ascertain the requirements of the strawberry crop and its effect upon 
the soil, complete analyses of four varieties of strawberries have been made. The names 
of these are Sharpless, Crescent, Wilson and Manchester, the whole plant, includ-
ing roots, being examined. The plants were collected while in flower during the 
month of June, and before the fruit had appeared. They were carefully freed from ad-
hering soil, weighed and analysed. 

The subjoined table gives, in addition to other information, the percentages of 
water,  organic matter and ash (mineral matter), which together make up the composi-
tion of the plant :— 

ANALYSES of Strawberry Plants. 

a 

Date. 

COMPOSITION or PLANT. 
Weft 

plant. 
 w

.-.- 	 Organic À _h.  
ater' matter. 

Name of Variety of Strawberry. 

June 4. 
41 

did 

7279 
7025 
7280 
73'43 

2515 
27'13 
2489 
24'77 

206 
262 
231 
l'80 

Sharpless, whole plant, in flower 	 
Ore+cent 	46 	 44 

Wilson 	16 	 64 

Manchester 	" 	.. 

Average of four varieties. 	 . 72'32 2549 2'19 
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Tfrater.—This, as well known, is a most important constituent to the well-being of the 
plant, its presence in certain proportions being absolutely essential to plant life and 
the performance of the functions of food digestion and assimilation. It is the 
vehicle by which the assimilated food is conveyed to the various tissues and organs of 
the plant. The importance of a plentiful supply of soil water for the growth of the 
plants and their abundant fructification c.annot be over-estimated ; but since nature 
must, in ordinary cases, be depended upon for it, there is no occasion to further discuss 
this constituent. It may, however, be remarked that the tilth, cultivation, mulching and 
the presence of humus (as furnished by an organic manure) have largely to do with the 
conservation of soil moisture. 

Organic Hatter.—Sihce all its constituents save nitrogen are procured from the 
atmosphere, it is unnecessary here to consider it. Spe,cial remarks on the nitrogen con-
tained in the strawberry plant will be made when considering the elements removed 
from the soil. 

Ash.—This represents the Mineral matter taken from the soil. Its two most es-
sential constituents are potash and phosphoric acid. 

The foregoing data call for no special comment in detail. There is a great similarity 
in the composition of the four varieties, the variation from the average being small. 

The following interesting table gives the percentages of the important c,onstituents 
in the ash 

PERCENTAGES of Important Constituents in Ash. 

..t1 	
......t, 	di  

E3 	..d 
-ed 	â 	4 	g  

Name of Variety of Strawberry. 	 .1 	'0> 	:?, g .2 	.,..1  . 	ta, 	1.a n-.1-1 	E 	g 
Pi 	 0 	 A 	up 

-Sharpless whcde plant in flower.. ........ ... 	763 	2991 	1 13 	247 	2367 	610 	4 12 
Crescent 5'08 	2428 	078 	210 	2910 	519 	343 
Wilson 	" 	"   580 	2431 	1'26 	247 	2782 	611 	460 
Manchester 	" 	4e   588 	26 13 	1 19 	214 	24 1'5 	713 	589 

	

Average    619 	2636 	104 	224 	2633 	613 	449 

It is here again noticeable that no great differences exist between the plants 
analysed. Such as occur, might be accounted for by slight variations in the composition 
of the soil in which they grew. 

The ash of the strawberry plant contains about 6 per cent of phosphoric acid, and 
in the neighbourhood of 25 per cent (one-fourth its weight) of potash. 

Of the less important constituents, lime take.s the precedence, being equal in 
amount to the potash. 

The comparatively large proportion of silica, and of oxide of iron and alumina in 
the ash, are interestina from a scientific standpoint, but need not be considered here as 
they are elements supplied in abundance by every soil. 

The next table gives the number of pounds of the three essential elements of fer-
tility, derived from the soil and contained in the strawberry plant, per 1,000 pounds 
of green plants and per acre, estimating the number of plants in an acre at 50,000. 
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WE1c11T of Important 'Fertilizing Constituents withdrawn from the soil.

Name of Variety of Strawberry.

Sharpless, whole plant, in flower......
Crescent •' «
Wilson •^ 1.
Manchester " 44

Average .........................

NITROGEN.

Lbs. per
1,000 lbs.
of plants.

Lbs. per
acre, at
50,000
plants.

4'79
4'59

5 51

5'07

44'9
42'5
51'0
51'5

47'5

PHO8PHOBIO 1>,Om.

Lbs. per
1,000 of
plants.

Lbs. per
acre, at
50,000

plants.

1 63
l'33
1 34
1 26

1'39

15•3
12'5
12•6
11•8

13'0

POTASH.

Lbs. per
1,000 lbs.
)f plants.

Lbs. per
acre, at
50,000
plants.

6•16
6-36
5'61
4'85

5'75

57'7
59•6
52•6
45'5

53'9

Of these essential elements it is here made clear that the chief demands for the de-
velopment of the plant are upon the available potash and nitrogen in the soiL The phos.
phoric acid stands third, the ratio of potash to phosphoric acid from our analysis being
4 to 1.

Since the plants are finally ploughed under, thus returning the substances former-
ly abstracted and assimilated from the soil, the only real loss, theoretically, of plant food
is that contained in the fruit. The quantity of fruit obtained per acre varies widely,
viz, from 75 bushels to 300 bushels, a good average yield weighing probably 10,0001bs.
From the report for 1892 of Dr. Goessmann, Director of the State Experiment Station,
Amherst, Mass., U. S. A., the following averages were obtained : Ash in fruit, -52 per
cent; potash in ash of fruit, 53-81 per cent; phosphoric acid in ash of fruit, 17-9 per
cent. Estimating the weight of fruit at 10,000 pounds, we find that 52 pounds of min-
eral matter, containing 28 pounds of potash and 9 pounds of phosphoric acid, are re-
moved per acre. The ratio here of phosphoric acid is 3 to 1. Unfortunately, theamount of the nitrogen was not ascertained.

The loss of plant food that the soil sustains through the gathering of the fruit, is
not, compared with other crops, an excessive one. At the same time, it is to be remem-
bered that the soil has to provide, in addition to those required by the fruit, the fertil-
izing constituents as given in the above table though, as already pointed out, the greater
part of the latter will eventually return to the soiL

A soil to be well manured must contain a large excess of available plant food over
and above the amount that can be utilized by the crop, since it can not be supposed
that the roots will be able to absorb, by virtue of their disposition in the soil, more
than a comparatively small proportion of such fertilizing ingredients.

The strawberry is usually considered an "eahausting crop"; as far as the real loss
of plant food through gathering the fruit is concerned, the facts scarcely bear out this
opinion. To replace or restore to the soil the substances so removed by the fruit, would
not in itself require a very heavy application of manure. It is found, however, as a
matter of practical experience that, to make strawberry culture successful, the soil must
be fed very liberally. High manuring for strawberries is a common practice. We may
advance several reasons why such is necessary and why this practice does not conflict
with what has already been said and shown here.

The growing season is short, and more especially the fruiting period. During a
comparatively brief time there is a large demand for immediately available forms of nitro-
gen, phosphoric acid and potash (and especially the first and last of these,) a demand
that must be met if the best results are to be obtained. Even the richest soils contain
only small amounts of such plant food, and hence the necessity for the presence in the
soil of a large quantity of manure that will readily yield its fertilizing ingredients.
This more particularly is found to be the case when the rainfall during the fruiting
season is below the average.
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Barn-yard manure is the fertilizer commonly used. This, 'besides furnishing nitro-. 
gen, phosphoric acid and potash, acts beneficially in improving the tilth, in supplying 
humus, in preserving the soil moisture and equalizing the soil temperature. To 
supply potash by means of barn-yard manure alone, excess over and above that required 
for nitrogen and phosphoric acid must be applied, since, owing to faulty methods of pre-
servation, this manure is often used when partially le,a,ched out. This consideration 
would suggest that, for the rational manuring of this crop, potash in some form (wood 
ashes, kainit, or muriate of potash) should be used in conjunction with the barn-yard 
manure. Wood ashes are for many reasons to be preferred ; they contain potash and 
phosphoric acid in excellent proportions. The amount and kind of fertilizer required 
depend very largely upon the season and the character of the soil. 

If a drought occurs during the fruiting period, a large excess of barn-yard 
manure in the soil will  prove most effective in retaining the soil moisture ; 
on the other hand, a similar excess if the season is rainy and hot, will tend 
to the production of folia2e and runners to the detriment of the fruit crop. If a 
soil has been devoted to strawberry culture for some years and barn-yard manure has 
been exclusively used as the fertilizer, the probabilities are that potash and phosphoric 
acid are the fertilizing constituents particularly needed. Consequently, wood ashes, 
or a mixture of finely ground bone and kainit or muriate of potash, as already men-
tioned, should be applied. Instead of the bone meal, superphosphate may be used • 

' 
it 

furnishes the phosphoric acid in a more or less soluble condition, but unlike bone 
meal does not contain nitrogen. Light dressings, in the spring„ of soluble nitrogen, as 
in nitrate of soda (say 100 lbs. to the acre) are frequently of great value, especially on 
poor soils. 

THE COPPER SALT FUNGICIDES. 
AN OUTLINE OF THEIR CHEMISTRY. 

I 	I t is unnecessary to say anything here in suppoit of the practice of spraying ; the 
nn a 	value of certain copper compounds for the preservation of orchards and vineyards from 

fungous foes, is every year becoming better known and more widely appreciated. Ad-
vanced orchardists the world over recognize the efficacy of the copper fungicides for 
keeping both foliage and fruit clean and free from injurious attacks. 

That the mixture or solution used may be effective in fungicidal power, as well as 
1, 	non-injurious to foliage, two factors must be paid attention to :—(1) the right prepar- 

I ift 	ation of the funoicide, and (2) the earliness and frequency of application. It is the 
first of these only that we shall consider here. 

As may have already been inferred, the efficacy of the fungicides is largely depen- 

I: 

	

	
dent upon their chemical composition and physical condition. These in turn are depen- 
dent upon the materials and the method of manufacture used. We may further state 

; . that a correct and intelligent preparation of the solutions and mixtures necessitates a 
knowledge, at least in outline, of the changes that take place under varyin' g circum-
stances of manufacture. The account of the,se reactions which follow, though necessar-
ily brief, will place the reader in possession of facts of great assistance for effective 
spraying. 

BORDEAUX MIXTURE. 

The source of the copper in all spraying preparations is primarily copper sul-
phate, commonly known as bluestone—a deep blue crystalline salt, easily soluble in 
water, the chemical formula of which is CuSO 4, 5H20. 
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Since the ecacy of copper sulphate as a fungicide  has been well established—as 
illustrated by fte beneficial action on seed wheat infected by smut spores--and since it 
is the basis or source of the copper in the spraying mixtures, and a material easily and 
cheaply obtained, the question is often asked, " Why cannot a simple solution orblue-
stone in water be used for spraying?" The answer may be very briefly stated. A solu-
tion of copper sulphate sufficiently strong to prevent the growth of fungous diseases 
would, so far as our present experience shows, prove injurious to foliage. The corrosive 
character of this chemical must, by precipitation or 'neutralization, be rendered inno-
cuous before bluestone can be of practical value for spraying when the leaves are out. 
Fungicides, properly prepared, allow the application of an adequate amount of copper 
to prove effective and at the same time are non-injurious to foliage. 

Bordeaux mixture is perhaps the best known and the most highly valued of all the 
copper compound fungicides. The formula as now advocated is as follows:— 

Copper sulphate. 	  4 pounds. 
- Lime 	  4 pounds. 

Water 	  50 gallons. 

Briefly, the directions for manufacture are : The freshly burnt lime is slaked 
' by the addition of successive small quantities of water, and then well stirred with 

sufficient water to make a thin, creamy mixture. This is now strained through coarse 
sacking into a barrel containing the dissolved copper sulphate, and then well stirred and 
made up with water to 50 gallons. 

In order to produce a Bordeaux mixture that does not readily "settle out," the 
milk of lime and the solution of bluestone should both be well diluted before mixing. 
Concentrated solutions cause a heavy granular precipitate, which quickly separates and 
falls to the bottom of the barrel. 

Iron or other metal vessels should not be used for dissolving the blue,stone in, nor 
as receptacles for the resulting mixture, since such cause decomposition, injuring 
both vessel and fungicide. 

The reaction that takes place on mixing, is that the lime in solution precipitates the 
copper from the solution of bluestone as an insoluble compound—cupric hydrate—the 
sulphuric acid combining with the lime t,o form sulphate of lime, which on account of its 
slight solubility remains to a very large extent in suspension. This reaction is repre-
sented by the following chemical equation :— 

CoSO4, 5 (E120) + Ca (OH), re Cu  (OH),  + CaSO, 	+ 5H,0 
Copper sulphate. 	Slaked lime. 	Cupric hydrate. Sulphate of lime. Water.  

By reason of the slight solubility of lime-1 part in 750 parts of water—the fifty 
allons cannot hold in solution at once the amount of lime necessary to precipitate, or 

throw out of solution, the four parts of bluestone. Since, however, the sulphate of lime 
for the most part separates out as it is formed, the same water again takes up lime, 
which causes a further precipitation of cupric hydrate. The reaction is continuous and 
rapid until all the copper is precipitated. Finally, we have insoluble cupric hydrate, 
lime (from the excess used) and sulphate of lime in a liquid containing small quantities 
of the two latter materials in solution. 

For the sake of simplicity the reaction has been represent,ed as a simple one, re-
sulting in the formation of cupric hydrate and sulphate of lime. But although the 
above equation depicts the chief and final reaction when the Bordeaux mixture 
is properly made, several other compounds may be formed, according to the condition 
of preparation. Before the reaction is complete, or if sufficient lime is not present, 
basic sulphate of copper, [Cu (011) 2 , CuSO 4] à most probably produced. As pointed 
out by Professor Willard and others, the exposure of this compound to the atmosphere, 
as upon the foliage, results in the re-formation of corrosive sulphate of copper. 

Chemistry therefore shows the necessity of an excess of lime, and further explains 
why an insufficiently precipitated Bordeaux mixture, though it contains no copper in 
solution, may prove injurious to foliage. The injury arising from the presence of the 
basic sulphate of copper,  as pointed out by Professor Fairchild, may not appear for 
some time after the application, or until after the first shower. • 
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To precipitate a definite amount of copper sulphate, a definite amount of lime  is 
 necessary—at least 3-5 ounces of freshly burnt lime for each pound of bluestone. In 

practice, however, in order to ensure the complete precipitation of the copper, and since 
irupuritie.s always exist in the commercial article, an excess of lime should be used. No 
element of danger is in this way introduced, as the excess of lime, when using the above 
formula, is not injurious to foliage. It may be pointed out that air-slacked lime con-
tains variable and sometimes large percentages of carbonate of lime, and hence its use 
for this purpose is not advised. It has occasionally been suggested to use the super-
natant lime water which can be poured off from the undissolved lime—lime water in 
fact. Fifty gallons of such saturated lime water contain only sufficient lime to pre-
cipitate (practically) two pounds of copper sulphate. Such a practice would leave 
copper sulphate in solution. As already remarked, it is owing to the sulphate of lime 
separating as it is formed, that fresh quantities of lime are dissolved and can, therefore, 
react with the copper compound. 

Well made Bordeaux mixture should be of a deep sky-blue colour. A greenish 
colour denotes the presence of basic sulphate of copper and an insufficiency of lime. The 
clear fluid, obtained after filtration or the settling out of the cupric hydrate, should not 
give a brown colour with potassium ferrocyanide, proving the absence of soluble copper 
salts. The fluid upon exposure to air should become covered with a thin pellicle of 
carbonate of lime, indicating the presence of an excess of lime. 

Bordeaux mixture will not keep without deterioration; changes occur that mate-
rially effect its adhesive qualities. Stock solutions of copper sulphate and milk of lime 
of known strengths may, however, be kept ready for dilution and mixing. They should 
be preserved from the atmosphere in well corked stoneware jars. 

By the evaporation of the spraying solution the copper is left upon the foliage as 
the hydrate. 

COPPER CARBONATE. 

If a solution of sodium carbonate (Na 2 00 3 , 10H 2 0) be added to one of copper 
sulphate (CuSO 4, 5H20), the copper is thrown down as a pale green precipitate. This 
is  "basic  carbonate of copper " (a compound containing both carbonate and hydrate of 
copper), and has the formula, CuCO 2, Cu0H2 . It dries to a light green, amorphous 
powder. In the above re-action sodium sulphate (Na 2 SO4) is formed and remains ia 
solution. 

The precipitate of basic carbonate of copper may be washed by repeated decanta-
tion, and thus freed from the sodium sulphate. Remembering that the weight of basic 
carbonate formed is, approximately, half that of the copper sulphate used, the addition of 
the required amount of water makes the spraying mixture known as " copper carbonate 
in suspension," the formula of which, as recommended by Mr. Craig, is : 

Basic carbonate of copper   5 ounces. 
Water 	  50 gallons. 

It is scarcely necessary to add that the form of copper salt left upon the foliage 
when dry is the basic carbonate (CuCO 2, Cu0H 2 ). 

AMMONIACAL COPPER CARBONATE. 

This spraying fluid results from the solution in ammonia, of the precipitated basic carbonate of copper, just described, and subsequent dilution with the required amount 
of water. Two soluble compounds are formed, ammonio-cupric carbonate and ammonio-
cupric hydrate, which on drying upon the foliage leave basic carbonate of copper and hydrate of copper, respectively. The formula recommended is : 

Copper carbonate 	 
Ammonia 	  
Water 	  

5 ounces 
2 quarts. 

50 gallons. • 
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From the excelleCfresults obtained by the use of this fungicide, it may be inferred 
that this fluid presents the copper compounds in a form which is at once inimical to 
fungus life and non-injurious to foliage. 

EAU CELESTE. 

This fungicide is made by adding ammonia to a solution of copper sulphate. 
The formula usually given for its preparation is : 

Copper sulphate    • 	1 pound. 
Strong ammonia    1 pinta. 
Water 	  22 gallons. 

The first action of the ammonia is to precipitate basic copper sulphate (CuSO 4, 
2 CuOII,), which, however, soon dissolves in the excess of ammonia present, to form 
ammonio-cupric sulphate (CuSO 4, 41%1114  OH), a deep blue fluid. At the same time - 
ammonium sulphate is produced and remaine in solution. 

The evaporation of the fluid leaves upon the foliage basic copper sulphate and 
ammonium sulphate. 

The fungicides, accordingly, fall into two classes. Bordeaux mixture and Copper 
carbonate in suspension, on the one hand, apply the copper in a more or less insoluble 
and precipitated form, while Ammoniacal Copper carbonate and Eau Celeste furnish it in 
solution. It is probable that the latter provides for a more equal distribution of the 
copper compounds on the leaves. From a chemical standpoint, it might be inferred that 
the spraying fluids containing the c,opper in solution, if made according to correct 
formulœ and applied of the proper strength, would prove more efficacious than the fluids 
containing the precipitated copper, though a slight variation in the strength of the 
latter would involve, in all probability;  less risk of injury to foliage. They are more 
expensive and troublesome to make than Bordeaux mixture, and their use is now almost 
entirely restricted to a late application on grapes, cherries and pears. When  the fruit 
is approaching maturity, the Bordeaux mixture is apt to leave a slight deposit on the 
fruit, which affects its sale. 

AN INVESTIGATION TO ASCERTAIN  IF  ARSENIC PROM PARIS GREEN PASSES INTO SOLUTION 
IN DILUTED BORDEAUX MIXTURE AND AMMONIACAL COPPER CARBONATE. 

For some time past the practice of adding Paris green to Bordeaux mixture and 
thus combining the properties of a fungicide and insecticide, has been in vogue with 
many orchardists. The economy of this method, providing the results of the tre,atment 
are satisfactory, is very apparent. 

With a view of a,scertaining if arsenic went into solution under such circumstances, 
the following formula was used :— 

Copper sulphate 	  4 pounds. 
Lime 	  4 
Water 	  50 gallons. 
Paris green 	  4 ounces. 

This mixture was kept well shaken during the time of the experiment. 
After two days a portion was withdrawn and filtered. The filtrate was free from 

even traces of arsenic. After ten days, another quantity was withdrawn and similarly 
treated ; analysis proved the absence of arsenic. 

There is,therefore,no doubt that the arsenic under such conditions remain' s insoluble, 
and, consequently, non-injurious to foliage. The tendency evidently is (as pointed out 
by Kilgore and Gillette) for the lime of the Bordeaux mixture t,o render insoluble and 
inert any soluble compound of arsenic that may be present. Indeed the above authors 
report having largely increased the amount of Paris green added, without injury result-
ing to plum and pea,ch foliage. 

Judging, therefore, from a chemical standpoint, the Paris green applied with the 
Bordeaux mixture should be just as efficacious as when applied alone, and, further, 
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the addition of this insecticide should not in any way affect the usefulness of the fungi-
cide.

Such a combined insecticide and fungicide, though exceedingly useful in the early
part of the season, could not be used with safety on maturing fruit, since, the Bordeaux
mixture being adhesive, the Paris green might not be detached or swept away by the
wind or rain before the fruit is gathered.

Ammoniacal copper carbonate with Paris green was next tried, the insecticide
being added after the ful' l dilution to 50 gallons. Since Paris green is readily soluble
in strong ammonia, it was scarcely expected that it wuuld remain entirely insoluble
in the solution:

The formula used was as follows :-

Copper carbonate ................... ......... 5 ounces.
Ammonia-strong ............................. . 2 quarts.
Water .. ................................. .... 50 gallons.
Paris green ................ .......... ..... .... 4 ounces.

After two days, a trace of arsenic was found in solution, which at the expiration of
ten days had increased to heavy traces. No appreciable amount, however, had beendissolved.

WELL WATERS.
The knowledge of the fact that pure water is indispensable for the preservation of

good health, is now public property, thanks to the medical profession, our text books
on hygiene and the press. Notwithstanding, we find many otherwise intelligent and
thoughtful people, totally, and we may say criminally, disregarding this matter of vital
importance to themselves and their families.

Many outbreaks of typhoid fever, diphtheria and other zymotic diseases, have been
directly traced to the use of a polluted water supply. It is chiefly by the means of im-
pure water that the germs of these diseases are spread throughout a community. Evi-
dence to prove this can be furnished by all physicians and sanitariana Indeed we have
testimony from our own data. In not a few instances where illness and death occurred
from typhoid fever and diphtheria, the water supply, on analysis, was found to be
seriously contaminated with drainage or soakage of a pernicious character:

If forewarned is forearmed, it is hoped that the dissemination of knowledge on
this matter will lead to a better condition of rural water supplies.

The purest water undoubtedly is to be found in the country, for it is there the
natural conditions prevail for its occurrence. There should be but little difficulty on
the greater number of Canadian farms in obtaining an unpolluted supply. But, un-fortunately, wells are often, for the sake of convenience, sunk in the barn-yard, the
stable or kitchen. Or they may be dangerously near the privy, pig-pen or other pol-
luting source. The natural result is that the well acta as a cesspit or that excremen-
titious and waste matter finds its way into the well. It is not unusual to find the well
immediately in the rear of the house, the surrounding soil affording a temporary resting
place for the kitchen slops, for which no drain has been provided. Implicit confidence
is often placed in the impervious character of a clay soil : such, however, becomes in
time saturated with filth and pollutes the water which passes through it.

- We have examined, during the past six years, a large number samples of water
from wells on Canadian farms. This useful work has been continued, and the analyses
of fifty waters made in 1894 are now given in tabular form.
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7 Admaston, Ont... . ... J. McC 	 Jan. 	29.. 	0048 	0174 	1532 	5200 1498 . 0 
8   R. A. J 	" 	29.. 	0068 	0066 	r 42 	750 5960 
9 	., 	 J. F. M. P 	" 	29.. 	free 	0 . 062 	1304 	440014520 

10 Nepean, Ont. 	 J. L. D. M 	 Feb. 13.. 	024 	0113 	323 	950 4988 
11   J. L. S. W 	" 	13.. 	096 	041 	001 	515 4256 
12 Vernon, B.C..... ...... L. L., 270 ft. 	" 	16.. 	001 	0075 traces. 	5' 0 3420 
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21 	 W. G. W., No. 2 	" 	30.. 	" 	0233 1083 	805 6340 
22 Rochelle, Que. 	 F. 13 	  April 12. 	1622 	288  	375 3700 
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38 	.,   No. 4, R. J. D 	" 	31.. 	0004 	0037 	0 1116 016 	1 '0 2144 
39 Grintsby, Ont 	 B. F 	 Aug. 	6. 	043 	043 	 3333 	 
40 Rocanville, N.W.T 	J. D 	" 	15. 	0892  	 9 . 6 	 
41 Grimsby

' 
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17 Swan Creek, N.B 	J. B 	" 	12.. 	0 18 	0081 	20506 	45 	42'0 
(8 	Boyne, Ont 	  H. G. H., No.1.... ... . 	" 	18.. 	129 	0048 	06341 250025600 
t9 	.«   H. G. H., No. 2 	" 	18.. 	003 	0 ' 13 	5559 	1350 1156• 0 
50 	ti 
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A brief report on the (polity of the water is given to indicate the character and 
wholesomeness or otherwise of the samples. Reports at greater length have been fur-
nished those who forwarded the waters. 

The particulars respecting the environment of the wells are of necessity omitted, 
owing to their voluminous character. 

It will be noticed that the sample,s are from all parts of Canada. 
In conclusion, it may be stated that without good water, good health cannot be 

expectecL The action of polluted wat,er is oft,en insidious, undermining the general 
health and frequently causing diarrhoea, indigestion or other intestinal disorders. 

To dairymen and milkmen, pure water should, of course, be an absolute essentiaL 
The wholesomeness of milk and its products, butter and cheese is to a large extent 
directly dependent upon the purity of the water used for the stock  in the subsequent 
dairy operations. 

THE EXTERMINATION OF GOPHERS. 
STRYCHNINE AS AN EXTERMINATOR. 

From the correspondence received during the past season it would appear that the 
farmers in certain districts of Manitoba and the North-west Tenitories are seriously 
troubled by gophers destroying their field and. garden crops. Many of the letters are a,c-
companied by a sample of the strychine to be tested for adulteration, the failure of this 
poison being attributed to a supposed impurity. All the specimens, however, submitted 
to examination have proved to be pure, and there seems to be no ground for the 
wide-spread belief that this article, as generally sold in commerce, is adulterated_ We 
have, therefore, to look further for the apparent failure which we are accustomed to meet 
with in using strychnine. 

From many analyses it appears that strychnine and strychnine sulphate are com-
monly sold and used for this purpose of poisoning gophers. 

Strychnine is a very insoluble substance, one part requiring 6,700 parts of cold, or 
2,500 parts of boiling water for solution. In other words, one gallon of cold water can 
hold about 10 grains, and the same quantity of hot water only 30 grains of strychnine. 
I think that neglect to recognize this characteristic of marked insolubility has been the 
chief cause of disappointment with this poison, for unless the strychnine is in solution, 
the grain cannot absorb it. A few drops of a mineral acid (sulphuric or hydrochloric), 
or if these are not at hand, a small quantity of strong vineciar, will much assist in dis-
solving the strychnine; but in such a case the solution sholld not be made in a metal 
vessel. 

Strychnine sulphate is much more soluble than strychnine, one part requiring from 
10 to 50 parts (according to different authors) of water for solution. As a large excess 
of the poison is always used, it would, therefore, seem that the strychnine sulphate 
would, as a rule, give more satisfactory results than strychnine. 

Since poisoning by strychnine has been hitherto almost the only method practised, 
it will be well to consider a few important points in the preparation of the poisoned 
grain.  

The quantity usually recommended is  one ounce of strychnine to one bushel of 
wheat. If strychnine and not the sulphate is used, this amount appears wasteful, since 
8 gallons (the equivalent of one bushel) of hot wat,er can only carry half an ounce of 
strychnine and it is not at all likely that more water than wheat is used. If a small 
.quantity of acid, or the strychnine sulphate, is used, one ounce of the material may 

ndoubtedly be employed with advantage. 



The strychnine or the strychnine sulphate, as the case may be, should first be 
powdered. This may be accomplished with a knife blade, piece of iron, or a glass bottle 
sped as a roller. Use a sufficiency of hot water,  and, when the poison is entirely dissolved, 
pour the solution (of which there should be a large enough quantity to cover the grain) 
used the wheat. Allow the whole to stand for at least 36 hours, or until the grain has 
become quite soft, showing that the strychnine laas permeated the substance of the wheat. 

A teaspoonful of the poisoned wheat placed at the mouth of each burrow, should be 
an ample quantity. 

Strychnine is an intensely bitter substance even in very dilute solutions, and no 
doubt the gophers are often deterred from eatin« the grain by tastin„« the poison on the 
outside of the wheat. Numerous c,orrespondent'ts have written to the effect that they 
cannot get these pests to touch the bait. Though I have never had the opportunity to 
try its efficacy, I would suggest sugar coating the pilla—in  other words sprinkling the 
pathoned and damp wheat with sugar. 

To recapitulate : Care should be taken to see, in the first place, that the strychnine 
is all dissolved ; and secondly, that the grain has bec,ome soft, showing thorough satu-
ration with the poisoned liquid. 

Of course the greatest care must be exercised when using strychnine, in order that 
children and farm animals may run  no risk of poisoning. 

CARBON BIEULPRIDE  AS AN EXTERMINATOR. 

A method that is strongly advocated by those who have practised it in the United 
States is one employing carbon bisulphide. It is held to be cheaper, more efficacious 
and leas dangerous to use than strychnine. 

Carbon bisulphide is a highly inflammable liquid, with a very disagreeable smell. 
Though not corrosive, its vapour is detrimental to health when breathed in quantities. 
It, however, can be used without any danger, provided ordinary care is exercised—more 
especially with regard to fire and flame. 

The method is as follows : Saturate a small ball of cotton waste with the bisulphide, 
and throw it into the burrow in the evening ; then close the mouth of the hole with a 
litt1e earth. 

Dry balls of horse manure have  been  used successfully instead of cotton. 
Respecting this method, I would make two quotations. Dr. C. Hart Merriam, 

Chief of the Division of Ornithology and Mammalou, Washington, D.C., writes me 
as follows :- 

u  As a general rule, we do not recommend either arsenic or strychnine for the 
extermination of pocket gophers. We prefer the sulphide of carbon as cheaper and 
more efficacious. A handful of ra«s or waste wet veith the bisulphide should be thrust into 
a fresh burrow ; the mouth of the burrow should then be stopped. The fumes from the 
bisulphide being heavier than atmospheric air, float down along the tunnel to its remo-
test ramifications, destroying all animals there." 

In a letter from Prof. Niswander, of the Wyoming Experiment Station, I have 
the following testimony :— 

" Over 2,000 burrows have been treated by me in 1893 by bisulphide, and 99 per 
cent of the trials have been successfuL 

"In a few instances the holes had been apparently opened from the outside, and 
these were all counted with the unsatisfactory trials. I have no hesitation in recom-
mending carbon bisulphide for burrowing animals." 

Ftuther, he says :-- 
"The  most important thing in the use of strychnine is to get the gophers to eat it ; 

with the bisulphide this is not necessary. Both arsenic and strychnine are dangerous 
to stock running loose, the bisulphide entails no such risk." 

During the early months of this summer, Mr. Mackay, Superintendent of the Ex-
perimental Farm at Indian Head, N.W.T., was asked to make some experiments with 
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carbon bisulphide as an ex^elfminator. Under date of 3rd October, he writes me as
follows :-

'° I regret to say that my results with bisulphide are not as complete as I could
have wished. It was some time before a supply could be obtained, and when it ar-
rived, gophers were getting scarce. Further, it was then difficult to ascertain how many
if any were in the holes. However, ten holes were found in which gophers were seen.
In these the bisulphide was placed, according to directions, and the holes closed. Of
these, two have been opened by the inmates, and eight remain closed, showing that
in the latter, death to the gophers resulted. This is a much better result than can be
obtained with strychnine, but the experiment is not sufficiently extensive to be con-
sidered conclusive."

In view of this favourable testimony, I should advise our farmers and munici-
palities to give the bisulphide a trial. The retail price of bisulphide of carbon varies
with the locality; in Ontario it is from 25c. to 40c. per lb. Professor Niswander,
whom I have quoted above, states that it may be purchased wholesale from the manu-
facturer, E. R. Taylor, Cleveland, Ohio, at ten cents per lb. f. o. b. at the factory.
Owing to its inflammable character, specially high rates of freight are charged. One
gallon, about 10 lbs., is a quantity sufficient for 160 to 200 burrows.

STRYCHNINE FOR THE POISONING OF CROws AND BLACKBIRDS.

Every year our farmers, more especially in the older provinces, are much annoyed
by the depredations of crows. The loss sustained through the spoliation of Indian
corn fields by these birds must be a large one annually. In Manitoba and the North-
west Territories, the blackbird, in like manner, makes havoc in the wheat fields.

Poisoning by the use of strychnine would appear at present to be the most effica-
aious and economical manner of getting rid of these marauders.

Two plans for killing the crows were tried this year on the Central Experimental
Farm. The first was by scattering, just before the plants appeared above the surface of the
ground, corn grains that had been soaked in a solution of strychnine. In the prepar-
ation of the poisoned grain, the remarks in the foregoing chapter are strictly applicable
It must further be stated that the skin of the corn kernel is exceedingly hard and
impermeable to fluids. It was accordingly found necessary to soak the grain for
three days in the strychnine solution, before its tissue becomes thoroughly impregnated.

The other method consisted in chipping away a small piece of the shell from an
egg and inserting a small crystal of strychnine. A small pair of forceps were found
most useful for this purpose. The eggs were sunk in the soil to about three-quarters
of their depth, about seven or eight being placed at intervals over an area of two acres.
Crows being very fond of eggs and having a very keen sight, were soon attracted.

From one year's experiments it is scarcely possible to say which is the better plan.
Both succeeded in protecting the field, when the dead birds were allowed to lie on the
field. This work will be continued another year and results reported.

It is very probable that wheat soaked till soft in a solution of strychnine and
scattered over wheat fields, would protect the latter from the ravages of the blackbird.

ANALYSIS OF THE "MAMMOTH CHEESE."

A representative sample of the Canadian mammoth cheese, taken from the block
of 70 pounds as returned from England, was found on careful analysis to have the
following composition : -

Moisture .... ............... ............... .......... 32'06
Butter fat .... ..... ......................:........... 34•43
Curd (casein and albumen)............ .................. 28'00
Ash, salt, milk-sugar, ttc ........................ .. .... 51il

t

100'00

The cheese was perfectly sound and entirely free from skippers.
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The two most important constituents in cheese are butter-fat and curd. The 
amounts and relative proportion of these substances not only assign t,o cheese its nutri-
tive value, but upon them also depend largely its palatability and digestibility. I should 
judge from the analysis that this cheese was eminently satisfactory in all these particu-
lars. English Stilton cheese (made from whole milk, to which some cream has been 
added) after being kept for some time contains about 29.5 per cent of fat and 24.5 per 
cent of curd. It is, therefore evident that the mammoth cheese compares most favour-
ably, both as regards heat- and flesh-producing constituents, with this well known and 
high-priced brand of English cheese. 

% 
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REPORT OF THE ENTOMOLOGIST AND BOTANIST 

JAMES FLETCHER, F.R.S.C., F.L.S. 

WM. SAUNDERS, Esq., 
Director, Dominion Experimental Farms, 

Ottawa. 

SIR,—I have the honour to hand you herewith a report on some of the more impor-
tant subjects which have been brought officially under my notice dming the past season. 
In addition to those mentioned in the report, a great many other subjects have been 
studied, which will be of value on future occasions. The correspondence of this depart-
ment is now very large ; there were received in the yea,r 1894 from January 1st to 
December 31st, 2,404 letters; and despatched during the saine period, 2,465. Contained in 
the letters received are very valuable data and records of observations by corre,spon-
dents. These although not used now are carefully preserved, and will be made use of, 
when the various subjects to which they refer, are treated of in full : among the latter are 
insect enemies of root crops, fodder crops, vecetables, forest trees and live  stock ; the 
important subjects of grasses and weeds, whiel have been much inquired about, will re-
quire extended tre,atment at an early date. It will be seen that the greater part of the 
work of the past season, has been with reference to fruit insects. The matter submitted 
herewith is such as it has appeared to me, was of the greatest importance to bring for-
ward at once, although, in some instances, the information obtained is incomplete. In 
accordance with an arrangement made last spring, the work upon parasitic fungous 
dise,ases is now carried on by Mr. Craig, the Horticulturist. 

In the arboretum and botanic garden, a good deal has been done during the past 
season. A large proportion of the part already laid out and planted, has been seeded 
down to grass. Extensive additions have been made to the collection of shrubs and 
trees, and two long borders have been prepared and graded for the reception of the col-
lection of native and foreign perennials. It is hoped to make this an attractive feature 
of the botanic garden. A large collection of seeds of native plants has now been made, 
and next year these will be utilized for the botanic garden. - 

The experiments with native grasses have been continued, and much useful inform-
ation with regard to the various species tried here and tested by correspondents is being 
placed on record. The experiments in the treatment of potato rot were this year ex-
tremely satisfactory and showed the very great advantage of spraying potatoes with 
Bordeaux mixture to protect them against the disease. In accordance with your in-
structions, I prepared for publication, e,arly in July last, a short bulletin (Experimental 
Farm Notes, No. 2) on " Potato Blights." This was widely noticed through the press, 
and I am pleased to learn that many Canadian farmers tested the remedy and found it 
satisfa,ctory. Mr. Clarence N. G-oodspeed, of Peniac, N. B., writes in regard to spraying 
potatoes with Bordeaux mixture :  "I  would say that I sprayed mine twice with very good 
results. Our land is low and often covered with water by freshets, and seems very 
liable to potato disease. ' For the last ten or fifteen years our potatoes have rotted in 
the ground more or less, sometimes one-third. This year we did not find one potato 
diseased in our field of four acres. We had some on ground that had been planted two 
years, some one year, and some never planted before. In this last plot the best results 
were obtained, and the stalks remained quite green until the crop was dug. I am 
satisfied with the results obtained.» 

Many appreciative letters have been received from farmers testifying to the value 
. of the information sent out from this department. I give as an example the following, 

which relates to one of the most injurious enemies of field crops, but at the same time 
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one of the most easily cont-rglled. In the beginning of July, Mr. George Thomas, of 
Jones Falls, Ont., a recent settler in Canada, but who has had an extensive experience 
as a farmer in England, wrote for a remedy for the " cabbage worm," the caterpillar of 
the Imported White Cabbage Butterfly, and was recommended to use insect powder 
diluted with four times its weight of common flour. Reporting on his experience, Mr. 
Thomas says : " Only for your prompt reply, I should have been the loser of 7,000 
cabbages, Brussels sprouts and cauliflowers. I find the white butterfly no respecter of 
sorts ; but it is of conditions, as I noted it was most severe on the weakest plants. I 
would here respectfully suggest for such the addition of superphosphate, as it is an 
insecticide and cheap fertilizer, say five cwt. per acre. I think naany make the mistake 
of using the application once and no more. I had to resort to your splendid remedy on 
three occasions for successive broods, and it effectually eradicated the caterpillars. I 
had a perfect crop, while many others in this neighbourhood lost their plants by in-
attention, or maybe through ignorance. I like the idea of mixing with flour, as when 
applied when the dew is on the leaves it adheres admirably. Such information as this 
you send and such as is sent by the other departments of the Experimental Farms, is, 
I believe, of incalculable value t,o the farmers of Canada, and worth thousands of dollars 
to those who will make use of it." 

Mr. Forrest E. Caldwell, of Manotick, Ont., likewise says : "I consider the bulletin 
which you sent me concerning insects has saved me a g,reat deal of money. In the case 
of wire worms alone, I have two fields of ten acres each, and on these almost every 
grain crop I have sown for the last twenty years, has been a failure. From what I now 
know, since I got the farm bulletins, I recognize that the cause of this loss was wire worms 
and nothing else. Having followed the advice given me at the Experimental Farm, I 
fully believe I have been saved a considerable sum of money, and I am glad to testify 
to the value of the institution to all farmers who are wise enough t,o avail themselves of 
the advantages it offers. When I received the bulletin above referred to, I had just 
made up my mind to try a series of several experiments which I had seen recommended 
in newspapers, and which I now know would have been useless and expensive. By 
following your advice, I have been saved all this trouble and expense, as well as saved 
my crop." 

Meetings Attended.—By permission of the Hon. Minister, I have been pleased to 
attend and speak at several meetings of farmers and fruit growers, and I believe that 
good work has be,en done in showing farnaers the nature of my work and convincing 
them that it is of value to them, and that when applications are made for information 
concerning insects and plants, every effort will be made by the Entomologist and 
Botanist to assist them. 

Meetings were attended at the following places :— 
January.—Manotick, Ont. ' • Ingersoll, Ont. ; Aylmer, Que. 
February.-3,1ontreal, Abbotsford, Cowansville, Chelsea, all in Quebec. 
April.—Angus, Ont. ; Queenston, Ont. ; Knowlton, Que.; Cookshire, 

Que. ; Danville, Que. ; Richmond, Que. 
june.—Jubilee Point, Rice Lake, Ont. ; Riceville, Ont. ; Richmond, Ont. 
August.—Charlottetown,‘ P. E. I. ; Knowlton, Que. 
October.—East Templeton, Que. ; Aylmer, Que. 
November.—London, Ont. 
December.—St. Joseph de Beauce, Que. ; Orillia, Ont. 

Acknowledgments.—I take pleasure in again gratefully acknowledging the valuable 
assistance I have received from my many correspondents in all parts of the Dominion, 
who have much aided the work of my department by making observations and by send-
ing me prompt notice of the occurrence of injurious insects and weeds. My thanks are 
also particularly due to : Mr. L O. Howard, the United States Entomologist, and his  staff 
for many favours in the identification of insects, for the use of figures and for valuable 
publications ; to my kind friend, Miss Eleanor A. Ormerod, for many courtesies and 
for information concerning crop attacks in England similar to some occurring in Canada, 
as well as for some valuable books and reports, among others the " Agricultural Zoology " 
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of Dr. J. Ritzema Bos, and a collection of the excellent works of Prof. Alfred Nalepa, 
of T.inz,  Austria, upon the Phytoptidœ ; to Prof. T. D. A. Cockerell, of Las Cruces, 
New Mexico, for making a careful study of several species of Canadian Coccidœ ; to 
Prof. T. A. Williams, of Brookings, South Dakota for the identification of species of 
Aphididœ, and for the drawing of Aphis mall, used in this report ; to Prof. L R. Jones, 
of Burlington, Vermont, for a series of photographs, illustrating injuries to potatoes by 
fungous and insect pests. 

As in previous years I am under great obligation to Prof. John Macoun for infor-
mation concerning the distribution and for identification of native plants. 

The following donations have been received in this department during the year :— 
W. R. Carles, Esq., British Consul, Chinkiang, China : bulbs of three species of 

Lycoris. 
Mrs. Dunsterville, Allahabacl, India : bulbs of the Aden lily. 
S. A Fisher, Esq., Knowlton, Quebec : bulbs of Amaryllis and Eucharis amazonica. 
T. N. Willing, Esq., Calgary, Alberta : specimens of rare western plants and insects. 
T. E. Bean, Esq., Laggan, Alberta 	 do 	 do 
Prof. Comstock, Director, Arizona Experiment Station : roots of the new tanning  

plant, " Carmigre," for trial in Canada. 
H. B. Small, Esq., Ottawa : seeds of palms from South America. 
Frank Gillmor, Esq., Kansas City, Mo. : seeds of Helumbium luteum. 
Miss Marion Gordon, Nanaimo, British Columbia : botanical specimens. 

J. FLETCHER, 
Entomologi2t and Botanist. 

Orrewe, 31st December, 1894. 
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EXPERIMENTAL FARMS.

CEREALS.

The grain crops of the Dominion have been little injured by insects during the pasb
year. Hessian-fly and Wheat-midge attacks were noticeably less in most of the districts
where inquiry was made. The American Frit-fly so destructive to spring wheat in the
Ottawa district in 1890, this season could not be found in wheat, and only in small
numbers in grasses.

THa GRAIN APHIS (Siplaanoplwra aoence, Fab.) has, as usual, been complained of
to some extent from all provinces, but has not been the cause of serious loss. In the
Maritime Provinces, particularly in Nova Scotia, a peculiar affection of oats, by which
the tips of the leaves turned to a bright crimson hue, was very generally attributed to
the attacks of this insect. This however, I believe, was upon insufficient evidence. I
visited the Maritime Provinces early in August, and had an opportunity of examining
fields of oats and wheat in Prince Edward Island. At that time, there was no trace of
the Grain Aphis in the fields, and the oat plants had outgrown the disease. Mr. J.
Vroom, of St. Stephen, writes :°` July 21. What is the matter with the grain in this
section 4 Nearly all the oats and barley fields are blighted, though it does not seem to be
the ordinary blight which the farmers ascribe to unfavourable weather. The newspapers
are saying that a` bug' is in the stalks, but the stalks seem to me all right." Writing later,
on Aug. 8, Mr. Vroom says :-°° All the oat and barley fields about here are more or
less afiected, whether sown early or late. By newspaper reports from all the southern
counties of New Brunswick, I judge that the disease is widespread, if not general, in
this region. At Grand Manan, where seed time is a little later than on the mainland,
the fields were quite red in July, after those in this and the neighbouring parishes had
apparently recovered from the attack. When first noticed, usually when the plants
were about 6 or 8 inches in height, the tips of the leaves were turning red, much
redder than in the case of any blight that has been seen here in recent years. An
aphis was frequently seen at the base of the diseased leaf, and was by many supposed
to be the cause of the trouble. When healthy leaves succeeded and the fields were
again turning green, the aphides disappeared. The fields that were under best cultiva-
tion, were least affected, the strong and rapid growth of the plants enabling them to
quickly outgrow the rust."

Although the cause of this disease is not yet explainable, from such inquiries as I
have been able to make, it seems to have been chiefly induced by unfavourable cold wet
weather in June, followed by a hot dry period. There were also present in the crimson
leaves, and probably the cause of that colour, myriads of a bacillus which was referred
to on page 179 of the Experimental Farms report for 1890, in an article by Mr. B. T.
Galloway, Chief of the Division of Vegetable Pathology, of the United States, in the fol-
lowing words :-" The germ has been repeatedly obtained from diseased oats and grown
in various artificial culture media, such as nutritive gelatine, oat broth, hay infusion,
etc. Inoculations with this material have produced the disease in every case In shape,
the organism is sometimes nearly round, although, as a rule, it is several times longer
than broad. So very minute is it, that when magnified a thousand times, it is little
larger than the head of a pin." It would appear then that the plants were reduced in
vigour by unfavourable atmospheric conditions, and were then attacked by this disease,
due to a definite and recognizable organism; but that, owing to the removal of the ag-
gravating cause by the improvement of the weather, the plants, particularly and more
quickly on well tilled farms, to a large extent outgrew the injury. As opposed to the
theory that this disease was due to the attacks of the grain aphis, the •' crimson leaf " is
of such rare occurrence that, when it first appeared in 1890 as well as this season, it was
universally noted as something new; on the other hand, the grain aphis is invariably pre-
sent in some numbers every year and should, if it were a characteristic of their attack,
always produce the crimson leaves, which it does not. Moreover, as was first pointed
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out to me by Mr. John R. McKenzie, a progressive farmer, of Roger's Hill, Pictou, 
N.S., and since confirmed by my own inquiries, although the " red leaf " was prevalent 
ail  over the Maritime provinces, the grain aphis was not exceptionally abundant, and 
was much less so in some districts than is frequently the case. 

WIRE WORIQS (Elateridce). Several letters 'inquiring for the best leemedy for wire 
worms have been received. The experience of the past shows that the only one of the 
many remedies recommended which has given any measure of success is late fall plough-
ing. Last spring Mr. Forrest E. Caldwell, of Manotick, Ont., called upon me, and 
in discussing this matter, told me that he had one field in which for the last twenty 
years every crop of wheat and oats had invariably been badly attacked by wire worms, 
but that barley and rye in the same fields, as a rule, gave a good crop. To test the im-
munity of rye, which it was convenient for him to sow this year, I reque,sted him to put 
the land under that crop, which he did, and he now reports that it was one of the finest 
crops he ever saw. Fall ploughing Mr. Caldwell has found of little use in controlling 
wire worms. 

GRASSHOPPERS (Aerydiidce). Early in the season several letters of complaint came 
in of the unusual abundance of young grasshoppers. In most districts heard from, 
these disappeared suddenly about midsummer. Mr. G. C. Caston, of Craighurst, Ont., 
attributes this to three parasites which he found occurring abundantly, and describes as 
the Red Mite, a hair worm and a maggot, the last two being internal parasites, and the 
mites attacking the insect beneath and at the base of the wings. The severest attack 
by grasshoppers was upon Sable Island, off Nova Scotia, and was brought to my notice 
by the Department of Marine and Fisheries, with a request for suggestions as to their 
extermination. It was stated that the locusts sent had been very abundant on Sable 
Island the past summer, and had injured the grass and vegetables to such an extent 
that the agent of the department feared there would be a scarcity of fodder for the 
wild ponies during the coming winter. In forwarding the specimens, Mr. J. Parsons 
wrote : " Some three or four years ago a few were noticed for the first time on the 
island ; the following year there were more, and in the summer of 1893 they were 
numerous. This season they infest the island. All the cultivated vegetables have been 
injured, and the grass crop greatly reduced. Whether brought to the island in hay or 
by wind, or whether the eggs have hatched after being long buried, the superintendent 
does not know." There is no doubt, I think, that the progenitors of the present invasion 

were blown from the mainland, as they have been found 
at sea at a much greater distance from land. From all 

71111W10111«.-%- I can learn of the nature of Sable Island, I judge that 7 
this colony of grasshoppers could be easily controlled 
there by the use of hopper-dozers, as recommended on 
page 166 of my last year's report, in which the young 

could be caught and destroyed before their wings appeared. The species of grasshopper 
concerned was the Lesser Migratory Locust (11Ielanoplus atlanis, Riley). Fig. 1 repre-
sents the Rocky Mountain Locust ; the present species closely resembles it in shape, but 
is one-third smaller in size. 

THE PEA MOTH. 

(Semasia sp.) 

Attack.—Small whitish and slightly hairy caterpillars, when full grown about 
half an inch in length, frequently found inside the pods of pease about the time they are 
ready for table use, or a little later. 

" Maggoty " or " wormy " pease are well known to the house-keeper, but it is sel-
dom that they are sufficiently abundant in gardens to cause much complaint, and I 
do not think that anything has been yet written in this country upon the life history 
of the insect of which these " worms " are one of the preparatory stages. Owing to the 

Fig. L The Rocky Mountain Locust. 
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immunity of certain districts in Canada from the attacks of the Pea Weevil, Bruchus 
pisi, L., large quantities of seed pease have of late years been 

e'
(mown in these districts 

for European and American seed houses. Late last season  and during the present sum-
mer, complaints have come in of the ravages of the Pea Moth, the caterpillar of which 
is generally spoken of in the trade as the " grub. " Mr. N. H. Cowdry, an extensive 
grain merchant, of Lindsay, Ont., writes :— 

" We have no 'pea bugs ' in this section; but the ' «rubs ' seem to be nearly as 
bad a pest ; our farmers know no way to prevent the attack. " 

Messrs. N. B. Keeney and Son, of LeRoy, N. Y., wrote to me as follows :— 
" November, 18, 1893.—We are growing pease for the seed trade in the counties 

east of Toronto, Ont., and also in Northern Michigan. The principal obstacle we 
encounter in our Canadian field, is the injury by a worm which works inside the pea pod 
and eats the outside of the green pea when it is in suitable condition for cooking. The 
injury done by this worm frequently results in destroying the usefulness of from 10 to 
20 per cent of the crop, and we would like to know if there is any possible means of pre-
venting the work of this worm. " 

"June 29, 1894.—We shall be glad to have instructions from you and will follovr 
same to our best ability, and we hope a remedy may be discovered for this very serious 
hindrance to the prosperity of Canadian pea growers. This insect has never worked, to 
any extent, on this side of the line, so far as we have been able to learn; nor have we 
ever seen it in Northern Michigan, notwithstanding we have shipped Canadian grown 
pease to Michigan for seed. " 

Several specimens of the larvœ were from time to time forwarded to me by Mr. N. 
H. Cowdry and Messrs. Keeney and Son's agents, and these are now passing the winter 
as larvœ inside their cocoons. Next spring I hope to obtain the perfect insect, which 
is undoubtedly a small moth and may possibly prove to be the European Pea Moth, 
Semasia nebritana, Treits. (Grapholitha pi.sana, Gn.). The preparatory stages and the 
habits of the insect, as far as worked out, all agree closely with those of the European 
species, as figured and described in Curtis's Farm Insects, page 348, and Miss Ormerod's 
valuable Manual of Injurious Insects, page 163. Miss Ormerod's description of the 
English species is as follows:— 

" These caterpillars or maggots are fleshy and slightly hairy, about or somewhat more 
than a quarter of an inch in length, and are generally yellowish in colour, with a black 
head, a brown band on the ring next to the hea,d, and eight brown dots on most of the 
following rings. They sometimes, however, vary in colour ; in some specimens the head 
and the next ring are brown, and in some they are intensely' black. The legs on the 
three  rings  next to the head are black. 

" The caterpillars go down into the earth to change where they spin a cocoon (that 
is, a kind of egg-shaped covering formed of silllen threa:ds drawn from the mouth) in 
which they remain till spring, when they turn to chrysalids, out of which the moths ap-
pear in June. 

"The moths are rather more than half an inch in the sprea,d of the wings, satiny, 
and mouse-coloured. The upper wings have a row of very short white streaks directed 
backwards from the front edge, and a silvery oval ring vvith five short black lines inside 
it placed near the hinder margin." 

The following account of the habits of this insect is from the Agricultural Zoology 
of Dr. J. Ritzema Bos (London, 1894) :— 

" The moths fly about in large numbers round the pea blossoms, always a short 
time after sunset. The females lay one, two, or at most three eggs on a very young 
pod, or an ovary. In fourteen days the caterpillar is hatched, bores into the pod, and 
attacks the pease. The opening made in the margin of the pod closes up again. The 
pod generally ripens early. When it opens, the full-grown caterpillars creep out, and 
become pupœ in the soil, within a web, where the pupa lives through the winter. The 
pease attacked are always covered, while in the pod, with the c,oarse-grained excre-
ment of the caterpillars, and are often unit,ed two or three together by web fibres " 

Commenting on the above, Mr. Cowdry writes :—" The pods here seldom open na-
turally, and I think do not ripen early. The quantity of excrement and web fibres is 

• 
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not so large in this country." This agrees with what I have myself seen. In fact, of a 
great many pods examined, I have never seen one which opened of itself ; but in all 
cases, the larva has eaten a clean round hole through the side of the pod, and the quan-
tity of excrement and web is small. 

In reply to a letter of inquiry, the followine has been received from Professor C. H. 
Fernald, the eminent microlepidopterist, of  Amherst,  Mass., :—"I would say that I 
have never seen, nor heard of Graph»litha pisana,  Gn., (more properly named Semasia 
nebritana, Treits.) in this country, nor of any similar insect attacking pease." 

The species which attacks our Canadian pease appears to be widely distributed, 
and probably attacks also the seeds of other Leguminosaa. The extent of the in-
jury in part of the seed-pea growing districts of Ontario is referred to in the 
extracts given below. The injury to pease was noticed also, west of Toronto, in Essex 
county, about Hamilton and London ; also in several places in the province of Que-
bec, in Nova Scotia, very bad in some parts in New Brunswick and in Prince Edward 
Island. In collecting seeds of native plants for the Farm museum, I found that the 
,seeds of Lathyrus ockoleucus and L. palustris at East Templeton, Que., were almost en-
tirely destroyed in every pod examined ; likewise at Ottawa the seeds of the new fod-
der plant Lathyrus sylvestris-Wayneri on this farm and  Vicia cracca growing wild 
were seriously attacked. 
- 	As far as I can judge from the observations of the past year, the egg is probably 
laid upon the young forming pods, either before or soon after the flowers have fallen, 
but occasionally later, as Mr. Cowdry found quite small caterpillars on July 27, when 
most of the larvœ were full-groven. The egg is laid on the outside of the pod, and the 
yOung ca,terpillar eats its way into it. At that time, it is of course very small, and 
the hole is soon obliterated by the natural growth of the pod. 

The caterpillar then begins to feed upon one of the seeds, generally at the upper 
end. Sometimes, only one pea is injured, but frequently two or three are more or less 
eaten. The caterpillar having attained full growth about the last week in July, gnaws 
a small round hole through the pod, from which it falls to the ground, and burrowing a 
short distance into the earth, spins a thin but close oval cocoon of white silk, thickly 
covered outside with grains of earth, in which it remains torpid until the following 
spring. It then changes to the chrysalis, and the perfect moth appears about the time 
the peas are in flower. There is only one brood in the season. The following extracts 
from letters by Mr. N. H. Gowdry, who is a careful observer and an experienced 
entomologist, give many valuable data concerning the life history of the insect :— 

"Jwae 9, 1894.-1 send you by to-day's mail two pea plants, each with one pod 
tied up inclosing the caterpillar. Mr. Keeney, of Le Roy, N.Y., and I took a drive in 
the country last Saturday and looked over plenty of material, but only found the speci-
mens sent you. It is likely, therefore, that they have not damaged the early varieties 
of pease this year to much extent, or the excessive rain may have diminished their num-
bers." 

" July 17.—So far, I have not yet found the moth, but suspect that it may be iden-
tical with two specimens which I was unable to catch. They were about a third of 
an inch long, wlaitish with brown markings Almost all the pease infested, were full 
sized, never very young and only partially matured. Often, however, the small pea at 
one end of the pod in almost matured pods would be damaged, but only those very 
small one,s which would not mature. I could never find any trace of the caterpillar in 
very immature pods, only in those in which the pease were nearly or quite matured. So 
far, I have only examined crops of Extra Early, Alaska and American Wonder, all of 
which will be harvested this week. 

"About  when or where the egg is laid, I can give you no information, but it ap-
pears to me that the larva generally begins its work near the upper end of the pea. 
From the very immature  larve  that I have observed in nearly mature pease, I think it 
very unlikely that the egg is deposited on the flower, and I have never been able to find 
any trace of the passage of the caterpillar through the pod. It is very probable that 
numbers of the pupœ can be found under the bunches of pea straw in the fields." 

"July 27.-1 opened several pods in the field and noticed as before that no very 
immature pods were attacked. The small abortive pease in the green, partially matured 
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pods, were often eaten, however. The caterpillar has so far appeared to give its atten-
tion solely to partia,lly matured pods, never to very immature pods, and (so far as I have 
noticed) not as yet to pods nearly or wholly dried and mature. What does this mean I 
I find the caterpillar (both very small and apparently nearly ready to change into a 
chrysalis) in almost fully developed pods, never in very ripe or very green flat one.s. The 
assumption is that the caterpillar only works with partially matured pease. How is it 
then that I have never found as yet this season fully matured pods at all damaged, 
although I have opened several  I I confess that this fact rather puzzles me. 

" Now, as to the date when the caterpillar finishe,s its work, I send you to-day 
unopened a pod with a hole in it, the first which I have seen. You will probably see, 
when you open it, that it contains some damaged  pense  only and not the cause of the 
trouble. In the same box you will notice a caterpillar which appeared to me to be ready to 
pupate, and the pod in which it was contained. Judgine. from the perforated pod and 
the mature look of some of the caterpillars, I imagine thâ the larve are only now re,ach-
ing full growth. Some, however, which I saw yesterday are very young, not many days 
old. Either the season for oviposition is very extended, or we have two specie.s or two• 
forms of the same moth to deal with. 

" With the exception of the crop which I examined to-day, all the early varieties 
have been harvested. Some will be threshed very soon, others not perhaps for some 
weeks. I will try to find the chrysalis. I think that it will be found under straw in 
barns or somewhere thereabout. 

"You say that only in late years the damage has been so great as to attract atten-
tion. Farmers and dealers here sa,y the damage of late years has not been greater than 
before. That they have always noticed the injury and sometimes as causbag more loss 
than now." 

"July 30.—I now want to find out where the pupe are to be found. So far I have 
not found any quite mature pods with either damaged pease or caterpillars in them, pro-
bably beca,use they matured too early to be affected, and not that the caterpillar cannot 
eat the hard, mature pease. In a bin of Black eye,s of last year's growth I find that by 
far the larger number of damaged pease are quite mature, proving, I think, that the 
larva continues to feed on them until full grown, whether the pease are hard or not." 

" August 3.—I examined a crop of dwarf pease last Wednesday, and found that 
a portion grown on low land, badly stunted by wet, was very much injured by the ca-
terpillar, while the higher portions of the field escaped serious damage from it. During 
the winter, when the farmers bring in their pease, I hope to get some evidence as to 
the influence of sowing early or late, on high or low land, dc. In a crop of dwarf pease 
which I examined on the 1st of August, nearly all the grubs had finished their work and 
left the pods." 

" October 22.—In accordance with your request of some months ago, I send you 
to-day some perforated pea pods. Also in a pill box the only cocoon which I have 
found naturally placed. It was found in a pea field, loosely attached to the under sur-
face of a stone. 

" Early pease this year escaped with very little injury from the caterpillar. The 
later common pease are damaged to about the same extent as in the average of former 
ye,ars. The damage this year is certainly less than in some seasons pa,st, but greater 
than in others." 

" December 22.—The farmers here are almost all of the opinion that early sown 
pease escape the caterpillar better than those sown later. One or two sa,y that very 
late sowing is of benefit ; but this is opposed by the general opinion. Early peas are 
always damaged less than late pease, although I hear that early ripening varieties are 
sometimes badly damaged. They have, however, I believe, a much better chance than 
later iipening varieties. High ground is supposed to produce crops more free from 
' worm ' eaten pease than low land. Some farmers think that pea,se are more liable to 
damage in dry seasons than in wet ones. Regarding the time during which the dam-
age is done, I do not know when it begins, but I think it only ends when the pease get 
too hard to gnaw. I noticed several caterpillars (one only half grown) on August 23 
in a small lot of late garden pease. I opened a cocoon a few days ago, and found the 
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caterpillar very slightly changed. It was, of course, shorter, and with the legs much
drawn in, but otherwise not at all like a chrysalis. "

The following letter is from a large buyer of seed pease, and gives reliable inform-
ation as to. the importance of finding a remedy as soon as possible for this serious pest :

"December 31,1894.-Replying to your valued favour of 22nd December, the dam-
age done to the pea crop in this vicinity by the Pea Moth, concerning which I wrote you
last summer, has steadily increased during the last six years until now it has come
to be a very serious matter. Many crops, especially such as have to be fit for seed, con-
tain from 5 to 25 per cent of moth-eaten pease which have to be picked out by hand at
great expense, in order to make the sample a satisfactory one. I do not know of any
remedy for this evil.

" Our farmers find that pease grown after pease are apt to be more seriously affected
than pease grown after sod, but even in cases of this kind the damage is frequently very
considerable, especially in smooth varieties of pease. Am very much in hopes your in-
vestigation may result in discoveries which will enable our farmers to successfully com-
bat this serious enemy of the pea crop and restore the pea-growing industry to its
former prosperity."-J. M. Bxooss.

Remedies.-There is little danger of this insect increasing largely and becoming a
serious pest in gardens, because in most instances, the pease are picked early, and the
larve destroyed before they are full grown. Miss Ormerod suggests that where "mag-
got attack is noticeable, the pea haulm should be cleared away directly the crop is
gathered, so that all stray pods (which are very likely to be infested) may be cleared
off the ground before the maggots leave the pods. This haulm should be carefully de-
Stroyed at once ; the safest way is to burn it, and it would be a good plan to lay it
along the rows where the infested peas stood and burn it there, so as to get rid at once
of all grubs remaining in the pods or near the surface of the ground. For field treat-
ment, as the haulm could not well be spared, it would be desirable if a pea growing
district was infested, to plough deeply so as to bury the chrysalids deeply ; or to skim
the surface lightly so as to lay them open to the attacks of birds ; but commonly the
regular rotation of crops might be expected to prevent this infestation getting ahead. "
(3fanual, p. 164.)

From mybwn breeding experiments as well as from Mr. Cowdry's collections in
the fields, we know that this insect normally passes the winter in the fields where the
pease which the caterpillars had infested, were grown. This fact seems to be recognized
by pea-growers. Messrs. N. B. Keeney & Son write :-

"Le Roy, N. Y., July 24.-There seems to be a theory among farmers that pease
grown on fields where pease have been previously grown are more likely to have worms
than crops grown where pease have not been previously grown for some years. This
would seem to confirm your belief that the caterpillars spin their cocoons near the sur-
face of the soil."

"August 6.-We cannot give you the names of farmers who state that pease
grown on land previously cropped to pease are more liable to attack from the insect un-
der discussion than new land ; but this is the general opinion among all growers, and
they try to avoid growing pease after pease, as far as possible, on this account, as well
as to avoid the danger of impoverishing the soil."

The above records will show the importance of three things :(1) the planting of
pease as early as possible, and for a time at any rate growing the earliest ripening var-
ieties only, in an infested locality; (2) the advisability of using every year fresh land,
as far as possible removed from fields used before for the cultivation of seed pease; (3)
the value of deep ploughing so as to bury the chrysalids so deep that the moths could
not emerge. If, as suggested by Miss Ormerod, applications can be made to the growing
crop in order to prevent the moths laying their eggs, the most suitable for the purpose
would probably be carbolized plaster, or some other carbolized dry powder such as wood
ashes or slaked lime, 1 pint of crude carbolic acid with 50 pounds of the diluent.

Mr. Cowdry writes with regard to remedies :-" I think ploughing deeply so as to
bury the cocoons far enough to prevent the moths from getting to the surface, is prefer-
able to shallow ploughing ; as it is probable, if the cocoons are on the surface, that they
would withstand the frost and not be a very tempting morsel for birds.
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" When a crop is badly infested, I think it would be well to cut it before it is quite 
mature ; most of the larve would then be taken into the barn, where the conditions 
would not be so favourable for their development, and those which did survive and become 
moths, would have less chance of doing damage next season. Harvesting when not 
quite mature, would not materially affect the value of the crop, which would 'already be 
damaged by the caterpillars. Sowing oats and pease together I think is well worth a 
careful trial, especially when good seed is required. The pea,se can  easily be separated 
from the oats by a fanning tnill." 

THE ARMY WORM. 

(Leucania unipuneta, Haw.) 

Attach. — Brown, or sometimes blackish, striped caterpilla,rs (Fig. 
2), eating the leaves and stripping the stems of grasses and many 
other low plants. When attacking cereals, frequently cutting off the 
heads. When full-o

b
Town, over an inch and a half in length, and, 

when occurrinc,  in large numbers, migrating in bodies from one food 
patch to another. On reaching full growth, the caterpillars burrow 
into the ground and turn to light brown chrysalids, from which in 
about two or three weeks the moths emerge. 

These (Fig. 3) are of a warm 
satiny-brown colour sprinkled with 
minute black specks and with a 
small but distinct white spot in the 
middle of each upper wing. They 
are very active. When the wings 
are closed, the moth measures about 
an inch in length. Fig. 2—The Army 

Worm. 
The life-history of the Army Worm in Canada is 

as follows : There are two broods in the year. Eggs are 
laid in autumn and hatch in ten or twelve days. After 
feeding for a short time, the small caterpillars, like 
many of the eut -worms, become torpid and pass the 
winter beneath tufts of grass and other low herbage. Fig. 3. — Chrysalis and moth of th7 
In the following spring they complete their growth, Army Worm. 
feeding on the young grass and grain crops, and produce the moths in June. 
These lay eggs for the second brood, which is usually much the more abundant and 
destructive. By the latter part of July, in this part of Canada, the young caterpillars 
are large enough, when abundant, to attract attention by their depredations. They are 
full gro wn by about the first week in August, when, burrowing an inch or two into the 
ground, they change to chrysalids and emerge as perfect moths towards the end of the 
month. 

The chief complaints of depredations by the Army Worm this season have been 
received from North-western Ontario, along the line of the Canadian Pacific Railway. 

"Mattawa, Ont., July 11.—Inclosed you will find specimens of a worm or cater-
pillar which is invading gardens and fields in myriads. It has already done considerable 
damage to corn, and is now attacking everything else, and I am afraid it will destroy 
everything, unless you can advise some remedy. We have more or less of them every 
season."—C. G. HIIRDMAN. 

"Baillieboro', Ont., July 16.—I am sending you a sample of worms which have got 
into my pasture. They eat everything and appear to increase very rapidly. It is low, 
flat land, such as they call ' beaver meadow." —R. H. WOOD. 
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"Sturgeon Falls, Ont., July 17.—It is reported that a small black worm or cater-
pillar, about one inch  long,  is making considerable havoc in our locality. This insect 
attacks oats especially,  the  leaves of which it eats up, lea,ving only the stem; the ground 
is all covered with them. Last year this insect made its appearance in the neighbour-
ing township, Caldwell ; but there were none here. "-JOSEPH GUÉRIN. 

"Mattawa, Ont., July 23.—On a farm of mine some 26 miles from here, on the 
Ottawa river, an army of the most destructive bugs have made their appearance, and 
seem likely to entirely destroy the late sown timothy grass, oats and corn. It is a dark 
coloureci grub, black on back, striped lengthwise with lighter markings, lighter col-
oured on the under side. They feed on the tender leaves of corn at night and hide in 
the centre of the shoots during the day, and on oats they hide under anything on the 
ground that affords them a shelter. They are completely destroying oats. Please let 
me know what can be done to stop the ravages of this, to me, new pest. Could I use 
an insecticide on corn I"—A. LUMSDEN. 

In the reply on July 24, the insect was named, and then its habits were de,scribed. 
" With regard to an insecticide, it is of course very difficult to apply any remedy to 
such a crop as timothy,  and  I should imagine at this time that that crop is sufficiently 
advanced to be cut. The fields might then be rolled to destroy the caterpillars. It is 
even more difficult to make any application to corn, and the only one that occurs to me 
as likely t,o be practicable, would be dusting the plants with a mixture of Paris green 
and flour, wood-ashes, land plaster, or any other fine and perfectly dry powder, in the 
proportion of one pound of Paris green to 50 of the powder." 

" August 1.—Since the reception of your letter of July 24th, I have visited my 
farm and found it to be an army worm that was destroying the crops there. I  am 
anxious to know of some method of compassing their destruction, and told ray  fariner  to 
follow out your suggestions, as well as one of my own, of giving them shelter under straw 
in the early mornine and then burning it in the heat of the day, say 2 p.m. Where 
the oats, timothy and clover plants grow, the young feed first on the grass, then attack 
the oats, but rarely touch clover, as is evidenced by a field seeded to grass last ye,ar, 
when they first appeared. This year there is an immense growth of clover, but not one 
blade of timothy, and they are doing the same thing this season. I had my men kill 
them out of the corn, which is now getting past them. I find the grubs are now enter-
ing the second stage of their existence, and I find them in large numbers about an inch 
under the surface of the ground, at the roots of plants. Will these remain hyberna-
ting all fall and winter, or may we expect a de,stroying army this fall again I Could you 
suggest some method of destroying them in the soil, or would fires kept burning in 
June at night, catch the moths I found the worm in destructive force as far north 
as the upper end of Lake Temiscamingue, 325 miles from here."—A. LUMSDEN. 

The following letter was received from the Ftvrozer's Advocate, of Winnipeg, with 
some specimens of ears of wheat, the chaff of which had been much nibbled on the 
outside :— 

" I send by mail a few specimens of the caterpillar that has done such havoc to 
the wheat during the exhibition week. When I left home on Thursday, there was 
nothing to be seen. On Sunday the whole field was covered ; by Wednesday almost 
every head was the same as those I inclose, and every leaf stripped from the stock. By 
Sunday they had pretty well disappeared, and had apparently gone into the ground to 
turn  into the chrysalis state, and I inclose a few in that condition. They have only ap-
peared in the new land and summer fallow, but far worse on the new land. I hope 
you will be able to find out what they are and say whether they are likely to appear 
next year."—JAMES  GLENNIE. 

- In 771e Ifor'-we-st Farmer for August, 1894, is an article on the Army Worm, in 
which the statement is made that the caterpillar was reported by visitors at the Winni-
peg Industrial Exhibition to have been seen in considerable force on wheat crops 15 or 
20 miles north-west of Portage la Prairie. 

8c-13 
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Remedies.—Although 'only occurring occasionally in excessive numbers, and then 
in but few localities, this moth is very widely distributed in Canada, and may generally 
be found in most parts in low lands where the caterpillars have suitable conditions for 
growth and an abundance of food. It has also been observed that the Army Worm is 
most abundant in wet seasons following a dry autumn, the damp weather giving them 
the same conditions over a large  area as they would fuad in their own. special habitat, 
viz., low, swampy, and grassy places. 

When the caterpillars appear only in moderate numbers, they have an abundant 
food supply, and do not then acquire the habit of " marching," which is merely moving 
from one place where all the food has been devoured, to a fresh pasture. When, how-
ever, their appearance is excessive they must of necessity move on to some other place 

,or starve. They may be prevented from marchine from one field to another by plough-
ing a deep furrow across their path. This shouldnbe cleared out so as to have the edge 
nearest to the field to be protected, perpendicular or slightly  overhang,ing. Along the 
trench so formed, pits must be dug about 12 feet apart. When the caterpillars come 
to the trench, they are unable to climb up the opposite side, and after a few trials, 
walk along until they fall into the pits, when they may be destroyed by covering them 
with earth and tramping it down, or, as Prof. Lugger, of Minnesota, suggests, " with a 
liberal dose of kerosene oil and water. Even a shallow ditch will answer this purpose 
if the earth is made friable enough to keep the worms from ascending. If a log is 
dragged continually through such a ditch, nearly all the worms c,ollected there are 
either killed or maimed." 

If pits are not dug, where the caterpillars occur in large numbers, the trench will 
soon be filled, and they will walk over on the bodies of their fellows. In case any of 
the worms succeed in crossing the ditch, a narrow strip of the plants on the opposite 
side of the trench should be dusted or spriukled with a strong mixture of Paris green 
diluted either with 25 times its weight of flour, ashes or land plaster, or mixed with 
water as strong as one ounce to a pailful of water. 

When an attack has been very severe in any locality, much good may be done by 
burning the old gra-ss and stubble in autumn or spring; in this way many of the young 
larve are destroyed, as well as the old stems, which it seems are the favourite place for 
the spring brood of moths to lay their eggs upon. 

An encouraging feature in connection with an invasion by the Army Worm, is the 
fact that it is extremely rare for the insects to appear in large numbers two years run-
ning in the same place. This is due to the fact that they are almost invariably attended 
by parasitic foes, which destroy them so effectually that the occurrence of two "Army 
Worm years " in the same locality is almost unknown. 

FRUITS. 

The following concise report on the fruit crops of the year has been kindly supplied 
by my colleague, Mr. John Craig : " Apples were a light crop in Southern Ontario and a 
fair to good crop in the eastern part of the province, as well as in Quebec and Nova 
Scotia. There was an exceptionally large crop of pears and of unusually good quality. 
All young, well cultivated peach orchards gave a heavy yield; neither rot nor curculio 
seem to have done much damage; thinning in many instances would have been advan-
tageous. Plums and cherries were a good crop, but suffered considerably from rot and 
curculio. Of small fruits, grapes yielded and ripened well everywhere ; raspberries 
were a light crop in Eastern Ontario and Quebec, owing to injuries sustained during the 
previous winter. In Western and Southern Ontario the crop was light also on account 
of dry weather. Strawberries were injured in Central and Southern Ontario by late 
frost ; in Eastern Ontario and Quebec the crop was heavy, but the fruit soft on account 
of continued wet weather during the picking season. Other small fruits yielded 
heavily." 
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THE CODLING MOTH (Carpocapsa pomonella,
L. Fig. 4) was last season a cause of great loss in
all parts of Canada where this insect occurs. A
great many letters have been received not only
concerning its depredations, but testifying to the
great value of spraying with the arsenites. The
experience of the past enables us to state posi-

4nU2^b tively that Paris green in the proportion of one
`z pound to 200 gallons of water to which one pound

Ix^i91^^l .4! 1;_ 1..... L-___
,

auucu, sprayea over the apple
trees by means of spraying pump and nozzle, at
the time the eggs are laid, is the best, cheapest and
most effective remedy for this insect.

Careful observations made during the last ten
years convince me that in this part of Canada^b "' `q^► there is only one regular brood of this insect in

Fig. 4.-The Codling Moth. the year. This is, I believe, the case as far west

Western Ontario there are two broods. ToProf. Saunders tells umeYthatnab ut
districts

Ont., during his long experience there as a fruit-grower, the second brood was invariably
the more destructive.

In California there are known to be at least three broods. It
is claimed that so far there is no authentic record of this insect having been found
breeding in British Columbia. Should it get introduced, it is probable that there would
be two or three broods.

The British Columbian Government have wisely adopted
stringent measures to prevent the introduction of such a serious pest.

Referring to the second brood of the Codling Moth, Mr. L. Woolverton writes asfollows :-

" Grimsby, Ont., Dec. 21.-The late brood of the Codling Moth did much
harm to the ripening fruit and needs more careful attention in future.

The injurydoneby this insect in Canadian orchards must amount to hundreds of thousands of dollarsannually.
If our practical fruit growers could be induced more generally to use faith-

fully those methods for insect destruction pointed out by yourself and other careful
experimenters, it would result in an immense increase in the profits of their business.
The trouble is that they only half try the remedies, if at all, and then lose faith because
they do not secure such good results as they expect."

As to the extent of the injury by the second brood, Mr. Murray Pettit writes :-" Winona, Ont., Nov. 7.-In reply to your inquiry in re Codling Moth, the late broodwas much worse this season in this locality than ever before to my knowledge.
I thinkfully one-third of the Bartlett, Flemish Beauty and Kieffer pears ripened before attainingfull size.

Some dropped, and part of them were picked with those naturally ripened."

Mr. A. W. Peart, a careful experimenter, writes as follows :- Freeman, Ont.,
April 10.-As you are aware, I have been spraying for several years. Paris Green Ifind effective against the Codling Motb, but am not so certain about its effects on thecurculio.

I have used lime in water with Paris green of usual quality, and find nodamage to foliage."

" December 10.-I have sprayed for Codling Moth for many years and am satisfied
that I check its ravages in a measure. This year the proportion of worms was larger
than for years; but this I account for by the rains interfering with the action of the
poison, and the unusually light crop of apples; the lighter the crop, the more worms re-
latively, is, I think, about an axiom, as well as the converse : the heavier the crop, the
fewer the worms are in proportion.

The curculio was also bad ; in fact, I do not re-
member any year during the last decade, which produced so many insects and fungous
pests. We shall certainly have to take more energetic measures to cope with these
pests than we have in the past, if we want to make fruit growing profitable."

8c-13J
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The following extract is from Bulletin 52, Ontario Bureau of Industries, Toronto, 
November 20th, 1894 : 

" Gosfield, S., Essex : There have been a few local tests of spraying apple trees 
Where they have been sprayed three or four times at intervals the results have been 
ahnost marvellous—large, fine, clean, almost perfect fruit,—packers from Huron County 
say the best they have ever handled. On orchards near by not sprayed there have 
been but few apples gathered, and these hardly worth the name, being little, gnarled, 
wormy and scabby." 

THE PLU  M CuRcumo (Conotrachelus nenuphar, 
Herbst, fig. 5.)--Plums and apples in some districts, 
have been severely attacked during the season, but pea-
ches less than u,sual, by the Plum Curculio. Owing to 
the enormous crop of pea,ches, the limited destruction by 
the curculio and rot is thought by Mr. Craig to have been 
a benefit to the main crop. A great many letters have 
been received from Ontario and Quebec, complainino. of 
the work of this weevil on plums. Its depreda-
tions on apples were also noted. Mr. T. W. Ramm, 

I_; 
	 -W 	writing from Ross Mount, Ont., on August 24, says 

	

Fig. 5.—The Plum Curculio. 	"I  send you the worst specimen of an apple that  lias  
ever been seen on my place, and I had hundreds about 

as bad, that either fell off early or I removed them from the tree myself. Much of 
this injury I attribute to the curculio ; there being no plums, the curculio stings the 
apples, and it is ten times worse than the Codling Moth, for it makes apples gnarled, 
bitter, hard and woody, in fact, utterly worthless. The experience of this year satisfies 
me that we must spray or cut down our trees." 

Mr. Robert Jack, of Chateauguay, Quebec, gives the names of the following varie-
ties as being particularly subject to injuries by the curculio : Duchess, Yellow Trans-
parent, Grimes's Golden. 

Although opinions differ as to the extent of immunity of a crop sprayed with Paris 
green from attack by the Plum Curculio, there is, no doubt, sufficient benefit to make 
this method still the cheapest and most practical. The following letter is from Mr. 
G. W. ClMe, of Winona, Ont., probably one of the most extensive and Successful plum 
()Towers in Ontario 

" December 1 9.—My crop of plums was saved this season by spraying five times with 
3 ounces Paris green to a 40 gallon barrel of water kept well stirred. I usually spray 
from four to six times, according to the wetness of the season, beginning at the time the 
covering of the young plum is just bursting open, never before, as I find the curculio does 
not begin to bite before warm weather, which begins about that time. I have always 
saved my crop for some twelve years, when I have sprayed at proper time and kept it 
up as required, and would not return to the jarring process again under any considera-
tion. I never use any lime with Paris green, and never had but a few cases of trees 
scorched on one side, when the men were sucking the water too close to the bottom of 
the barrel, which had not been properly stirred. If the mixture is kept well stirred, I 
find no trouble in saving my crop always from the curculio." 

Mr. James Stewart, of Meaford, Ont., writes :—" I have sprayed my plums for two 
or three years, and I have found a great benefit in so doing. Last spring I sprayed 
when the fruit was nicely formed, and a second time in about two weeks. As a result, 
I had a splendid crop of plums. I am certain there was not a pint of plums fell from 
the trees, and I know that some of my neighbours who did not spray, lost nearly all 
their plums." 
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CANKER-WORMS (Ani8OpieryX).—Reports of damage by 
Canker-worms have as usual been received from various 
districts. Identification of the exact species has in most 
instances been impossible. The following letter from 
Mr. A. W. Peart, with which specimens of the Fall Canker-
worm (A. pome,taria, Harris, Fig. 6), were forwarded, is 
of special interest, giving the late date in the year when 
the female moths were active in the Hamilton district :— e 

Fig. 	Canker-worm : a, b , 	" Freeman, Ont., December 17.—I send you by this 
side and end view of egg ; e, mass mail female Canker-worm moths. We had a sharp frost of of eggs ; f, caterpillar ; c, en- 
larged segment of caterpilla,r. 	at least 16 about November 28, and the following da,y, in 

going through the orchard, I was surprised to find many 
dead moths on the trees. Their bodies were rigid and firm. Upon pressing them with 
the small blade of a knife, they offered such a peculiar and strong resistance that I 
concluded they must be frozen. There has been  a heavy rain since ; and the moths 
have been washed to the ground among the clover, and are liard  to find. Living 
females are still climbing the trees.  I  first noticed the female moths climbing the trees 
about the middle of October, and they are still moving, though in fewer numbers at 
this date. In my experience, both in this and previous years, the Canker-worm is con-
fined almost exclusively to the Northern Spy, although many other varieties of apple are 
adjacent to and scattered among the Spys. Spraying with me was not very satisfactory 
this year, on account of the frequent rain falls during the spraying season. However, I 
did manage to keep the Canker-worm in check fairly well by the use of Paris green, one 
pound to 200 gallons of water, with a little lime added." 

THE SHOT-BORER ( Xyleborus clispar, Fab., Fig. 7.). Some useful ob-
servations have been made on the habits and life history of this injurious 
enemy of the apple and plum. Some of these I give herewith. 

" Church Street, N. S., May 8.—Have been examining my apple trees to 
see if the borers are at work yet. I cannot find any nor any of their fresh 
work. " 

" June 7.—In your last letter you wished me to keep watch for the apple 
Fig. - 7.— borer. Have been working among young apple trees every clay this spring, 
Theorer 

Shot- and on June 2, I sa,w the fi rst and only one this spring, and this in a young b. 
tree in an old orchard."—LEANDER WOODWORTH. 

In 1893 Mr. Leander Woodworth wrote to me that he had seen the beetles at work 
on the bark on June 10. 

" Berwick, N. S., December 2, 1893.-1 first discovered the borers last spring, 
when I found 25 of my best young trees with the bark turning red, and upon examina-
tion found them full of borers. I cut down all but a few and burned them. 1 washed 
all my young trees with lime in June. Then I made a wash of soft soap, 1 gallon ; water, 
3 gallons ; carbolic acid, pint, and washed the trees with this mixture twice in June, 
once in July and once in August. I have examined the trees carefully and cannot find 
any work of the borers this year. The trees that had the borers in them were young, 
healthy, fine-growing trees, as good as any that could be found in the valley."—Jonx S. 
WOODWORTH. 

"Berwick,  N. S., December 1, 1893.-1 do not know for certain at what time the 
borers begin to attack the trees, but I think about the end of May. As far as I know, 
Gravenstein trees (young ones) seem to suffer most, and I am of opinion that the borer 
will attack healthy trees as well as diseased ones."—W. H. WOODWORTH. 

From the above it would seem that preventive washes should be put on the trees 
from the beginning of May ; three washes one month apart would probably be sufficient. 

The OBLIQUE-BANDED LEAF-ROLLER (Caceecia rosaceana, Harris) has caused consi-
derable damage to fruit in some districts during the past season. It not unfrequently is 
troublesome on apple trees and currant bushes ; but this year it was sent to me as an 
enemy of birch, apple, pear, gooseberry and black currant. Three unusual and inter-
esting attacks were : on garden geraniums in which the leaves were eaten ; on the Silver 



Fig. 8.—The Pear Slug. 
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Maple (Acer dasycarpum), when the seeds only were attacked and hollowed out ; and 
on the pear, where the caterpillars not only destroyed the leaves, but were particularly in-
jurious to the young fruit, eating large cavities into the forming pears, in the same way 
as Professor Gillette describes the attack of the allied Cacoecia argyrospila, Walker, on 
apples. (Bul. 19, Colorado State Agricultural College, 1892.) Mr. J.S. Freeman, of Free-
man, Ont., in sending the specimens writes :—" June 13. The inclosed worms are eating 
the pears they are sent with. I believe they have destroyed of my Bartletts by 
eating the skin off and holes into them." Mr. C. P. Morgan, Truro, N. S., complained 
of them attacking his gooseberry and currant bushes, and also notes them as injuring 
phial and apple trees. Spraying with Paris green is an effective remedy. 

TIIE PEAR SLUG (Eriocampa cerasi, Peck, 
Fig. 8.) has been the cause of much injury to 
pear, plum and cherry trees. Mr. G. W. 
Henry, the well known nurseryman, of Hatzic, 
B. C., writes :—" Pear and cherry trees suffer-
ed badly from slugs last season ; I sprayed 
with Paris green, which killed the slugs, but 
also injured many of my young trees badly, 
though I used at the rate of 300 gallons of 

water to 1 pound of Paris green. Fruit-growers are now recognizing the danger of 
neglecting insects, and I believe in future a more thorough system will be adopted for 
their destruction." In using Paris green for spraying, an equal quantity of fresh lime 
should always be added, particularly upon plums and peaches. 

The following interesting letter refers also to the same insect :—" Burlington, Ont. 
—My pear orchard consists of about 1,300 trees, more than half of which are Bartletts. 
These suffered particularly last season from a dark-coloured slug which ate the substance 
of the leaf, leaving only the skeleton. The work was done very quickly. After an 
absence of a few days from the orchard, I found this one variety brown from end to end 
of the row, Clapp's Favourite, Boussock and Anjou, alongside and mixed with them, 
being comparatively uninjured. I have 500 dwarf Duchess pears. These were injured 
next in extent to the Bartletts."—W. F. W. FISHER. 

The pear slug is not a difficult insect to control. Spraying with a weak solution 
of Paris green or dusting with freshly slaked lime or Paris green diluted with 50 times 
its weight of some dry powder, are always effective. 

THE GRAY PEACH WEEVIL (Anametis grisea, Horn) has been again reported this year 
as a troublesome peach pest. I referred to it in my last report as having injured apple 
trees in the orchard of Major R. F. Rogers at Grafton, Ont. This year, I am glad to 
learn that it has given no trouble in that orchard. It has appeared at Queenston, Ont., 
in the orchard of Mr. C. E. Fisher, but has done very little damage. The following 
record, however, which was brought to my notice by Mr. L. Woolverton, is of a more 
serious nature : 

"Fenwick, Ont., April 25.—I write to you in the hope that you may be able to 
suggest a remedy for this beetle, which has proved very destructive to my young peach 
trees. Last year we tried picking the insects, but notwithstanding our efforts, they 
killed many of my trees, and are beginning this year again. The trees are just from 
the nursery,-so there is almost nothing to spray. The beetles eat the young bud as 
soon as it appears, till they finally kill the tree. They seem to prefer the peach but 
also attack the pear and plum. " 

" May 21.—I send you some of the beetles you ask for. It has not been very 
suitable weather for finding them, as they come out best on warm sunny days. They 
are not as troublesome in my orchard this year as last, but seem to have gone to other 
orchards. Last year, they killed 130 young peach trees for me, and ate out four rows 
of strawberries extending across a six-acre field. They only attack the very first leaf 
buds and the bark of the young trees when first set out, or when a young tree is budded 
and cut off near the ground ; then by eating the bud they destroy the tree. In many 
of their habits they resemble the potato beetle, such as dropping to the ground and 
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lying apparently dead. On warm sunny days they move about and eat, and on cold or 
wet days, they lie concealed at the root of the tree in the earth."—E. S. ATKINS. 

These beetles being wingless, they can only reach the buds of the trees by climbing 
up the stems ; therefore, any mechanical means of preventing this, such as a band of 
cotton batting, or one of the many kinds of " tree protectors, " placed around the trunks 
at the time the mature beetles appear in April and May, would be a sufficient remedy. 

THE PEAR LEAF BLISTER (Ph,ytoptus (Typhloolrom,us) pyri, Sheuten).—This 
troublesome pest of the pear is becomng much more widespread in Canada. Speci-
mens have been sent in from several localities in the east as well as from British Col-
umbia. Mr. L. Woolverton says :—" The Pear leaf Blister mite is gaining ground on 
the pear trees in this district, and, so far as I know, growers have done nothing to 
check it. Some trees have their leaves full of it. " Among several communications 
from British Columbia, I received one from Mr. T. A. Sharpe, giving an excellent de-
scription of the appearance of the injury : 

"Agassiz, B. C., July 6.—I send pear leaves which appear to be affected 
with reddish brown spots on under side, but showing very plainly on the surface. 
Under the microscope, the under side of the leaf is burrowed and raised in.to hum-
mocks with craters or openings on the crest. A small insect, not visible to the naked 
eye, appears to be more or less plentiful on the leaves. Are these insects the cause or 
are they a secondary injury coming on after the fungus sets in ? In any case, what is 
the remedy ?" 

Mr. Sharpe then gives an account of several experiments he tried with various 
mixtures to find a remedy. During the season he has studied this attack with care 
and has found in the galls another mite (a Tyroglyphus) which moves much more 
quickly than the Ph,ytoptus ; but he has not yet been able to detect whether or not 
it is predaceous on the blister mites. The remedy for this pest which has given the 
best results, is spraying the trees early in spring with Kerosene emulsion. 

Fig. 9. —Apple Aphis : winged female. 

THE APPLE APHIS (Aphis mali, Fab., 
Fig. 9) Attack : Green plant-lice clustered, 
sometimes in enormous numbers, around 
the outside and in between the young leaves 
of the opening buds on apple trees in spring ; 
also on the young shoots in summer and be-
neath the leaves in autumn. The small 
black shining eggs are laid in autumn on the 
branches of apple trees, and do not hatch 
until the following spring. 

The Apple Aphis or green fly is a common insect wherever the apple is grown, and 
although frequently very abundant, it is seldom that its injuries to its host are of a 

3. serious nature in .this part of Canada. 
From British Columbia, however, there 
have been received during the past three 
or four years many complaints of great 
losses from this pest,—particularly since glerret» , 	 the publication of the excellent reports of 
Mr. J. R. Anderson, the energetic statis- 
tician of the Provincial Department of 

ve Agriculture, have shown the fruit growers 
Fig.10. Joints of antenna of Apple Aphis winged female ,  of that province that useful information 
can, on application, be obtained as to the best means of fighting their insect foes. 
From late correspondence with some of the leading fruit growers, it has occurred to me 
that part of the damage to apple trees complained of under the name of " aphis," 
"green  fly," &c., may have been due to other insects. That the climate of British 
Columbia is particularly well suited to the development of many species of plant-lice, 
however, is undoubtedly the case, as I observed in the summer of 1883 and during the 
spring of 1885, and it is important that as soon as possible the different species should 
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be studied critically and thir life histories worked out, so that the most suitable reme-
dies for those which injure crops may be made known and applied at the proper time. 
As a contribution towards this knowledge, I am pleased to be able to present herewith 
c,areful enlarged drawings of the Apple Aphis (A. mali) and of the joints 3, 4, 5, 6 and 
7 of its antenna (Fig. 10), made by my esteemed correspondent, Prof. H. T. Williams, 
of the South Dakota Agricultural College, who has made a special study of the Aphididoe. 
This, I believe, will be of great assistance to British Columbian fruit-growers in iden-
tifyine

n 
 the species. 

It is not only in its attack on the apple tree that the Apple aphis levies toll from 
the farmer, for it is nove known to be a serious enemy of fall wheat. 

Prof. Riley in his report, as United States Entomologist for 1889 (p. 351), when treat-
ing of the Grain Aphis, says : " Observations are complicated by the fact that several 
other species of plant-lice are found in greater or less numbers upon wheat. The com-
mon Apple plant-louse (Aphis mali, L.) is often found on wheat after the appearance  ofs 

 the winged generation upon apple, and, indeed it is a question whether this species, in 
view of what we know of its summer migration, should really be known as the Apple 
plant-louse, any more than the Hop plant-louse should be called the Plum plant-louse. " 

.Again Prof. F. M. Webster, of Ohio, in a paper on the " Insect Foes of American 
Cereal grains (Insect Life, vol. VI., p. 152), writes :— 

"It would appear almost visionary to advocate spraying apple orchards in mid-
winter to protect the wheat crop ; but nevertheless one of the most serious enemies of 
young fall wheat passes its egg stage on the twigs of the apple during the winter se,ason. 
I refer to the Apple leaf-louse (A. mati,  Fab.). Soon after the young wheat plants ap-
pear in the fall, the winged viviparous females of this species flock to the fields and, on 
these, give birth to their young, which at once make their way to the roots, where they 
continue reproduction, sapping the life from the young plants. On very fertile soils, this 
extraction of the sap from the roots has no liery serious effect; but, where the soil is not 
rich, and especially if the weather is dry, this constant drain of vitality soon begins to 
tell on the plants. Though they are seldom killed outright, these infested plants cease 
to grow, and later take on a sickly look, and not until the aphis abandons them in 
autumn to return to the apple, do they show any amount of vigour." 

In my last report, I referred to the complaints from British Columbia that many 
trees had been killed by the Apple Aphis. Commenting on this

' 
 Mr. E. Hutcherson, of 

Ladners, B.C., a good observer, and moreover one who knows well most of the injurious 
insects of his province, writes as follows :—" I compared aphids I sent you (true 
Siphonophora avence.—J. F.) with those on apple and found them different. As regards the 
Apple aphis killing trees in this province, I do not know, I am sure, where you got your 
information ; but I have failed to find a case in my experience, and I can assure you 
that it is not actually the case ; they may have assisted the Bark blight and Woolly 
Aphis to some extent, as I have found that weak, poor growing varieties and those 
suffering from other diseases, are the trees most affected. My experience, in my own 
orchard, has been that a tree affected this year is almost sure to be free the followine 
season. I cannot say that we have been troubled much with the Apple Aphis for the 
last two years. We have had rains and wet weather in the sprine and early summer, 
and again early in September ; for this reason, the aphids have notbeen so plentiful as 
formerly. In this matter I speak not only for my own district, but for the whole pro-
vince, up to the end of 1893." 

And in another letter Mr. Hutcherson reverts to the same subject :—" In speaking 
of the trees being killed by the Apple Aphis in the Okanagan country, I would say that 
in some of the orchards there I found trees badly affected with Scurfy Bark-louse, which 
with the aid of the green aphis had killed quite a few trees." With regard to the 
correct identification of the Scurfy Bark-louse in the above quotation, I have some 
doubts • but when I wrote for specimens to the owner of the orchard, I found that the 
trees h;c1 all been cut down and destroyed. 

Rernedy. —The most satisfactory remedy for the Apple Aphis I have found to be the 
Kerosene emulsion, which should be sprayed on the trees early in spring, just as the 
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buds are opening. As many eggs are frequently laid on the trunks, these latter should
also be sprayed.

The Apple Aphis very much resembles superficially the Grain Aphis, and, as both
occur together on fall wheat, I have asked Prof. Williams to prepare for me a simple
table of the chief points by which they may be separated. He has very kindly sent me
the following, which will answer all purposes :-

" Aphis mali. Siphonophora aveme.
1. Antennae shorter than body. 1. Antennæ as long or longer than body.
2. Antennæ on very slight frontal tubercles. 2. Antenne borne on distinct frontal tuber-

cles, which are approximate at base and
of moderate size.

3. Head pointed in front. 3. Head not pointed in front.
4. Eyes black. 4. Eyes reddish.
5. Prothorax with lateral tubercles. 5. Prothorax with no lateral tubercles.
6. Head and thorax black. 6. Head and thorax brown.
7. Honey tubes not broadened at base. 7. Honey tubes broadened at base.

" There are, of course, other differences both generic and specific, such as the closely
built body and shorter legs and honey tubes of Aphis, and more elongated body, longer
and larger honey tubes and style of Siphonophora, as well as differences in wing charac-
ters; but those given above will, I think, serve to separate the insects readily."

THE CIGAR CASE-BEARER OF THE APPLE.

(Coleophora Fletcherella, Fernald.)

Attack.-Small orange-coloured caterpillars with black heads and dark feet, encas-
ed in brown leathery cigar-shaped cases which they carry about with them. They
attack the leaves of apple, pear and plum trees, by eating a small hole through the
epidermis, and then feeding on the parenchyma or soft substance of the leaf, which
lies between the upper and lower surfaces, protruding their bodies a long way out of
the cases, and eating for some distance around the central hole. When they have con-
sumed all they can reach, they move to a fresh place and make another hole. The
brown case is very tough and at the upper end is contracted abruptly into a three-limbed
star-shaped orifice, the lips of which fit closely together. Through this hole the excre-
ment is ejected and ultimately the moth makes its exit. The larvæ and the slender
dark brown chrysalids are about four millimetres in length ; the case is six millimetres.
There is only one brood in the season. The small shining steel-gray moths appear at
the end of July and the beginning of August, and lay egjs from which the caterpillars
hatch the saine season and make about one fourth of their growth before winter sets in.

The young larvæ hatch about a fortnight after the eggs are laid, and, burrowing
into the leaf, feed upon the cellular portion for a short time. They then cut clean
holes through the leaves by taking oval-shaped pieces of the epidermis from both sur-
faces of the leaf above and below, and with these they form their curious cases by join-
ing them alona the edges. The two surfaces of the leaves are easily recognizable on
the cases, from the pubescence of that side which was taken from the lower surface.
The cases made by the larvæ in the autumn are quite different in shape from those of
the full-grown larvæ which are found on the leaves in June. The autumn cases in
which the winter is passed, are curved or elongated kidney-shaped, with a narrow wing
in the curve. These are retained for a short time in spring, and are enlarged by the
addition of small piecps of epidermis attached to the orifice. Occasionally, a larva
leaves an old case on reviving in spring, and forms a new one at once; but, as a rule,
the old case is detached from its winter resting place, and used for some time.

The summer cases are cylindrical, tapering slightly to the ends, in fact, very
much like a miniature cigar in shape. •
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The following is Profteor Fernald's technical description of the insect, which ap-
pears in the Canadian Entomologist, 1892, page 122 :— 

" Coleoph,ora fletcherella, Fernald,—Expanse of wing from 10 to 12 mm. ; head, 
palpi and basal joints of the antennœ, yellowish steel gray; body, legs and wings above 
and beneath, plain steel gray, much more intense in fresh specimens. 

" The palpi are without tufts, the basal joints of the antennœ with a slight tuft, 
and the remaining joints of the antennre and also the joints of the tarsi are steel gray 
annulated with white. 

" The cases are brown, composed of a portion of leaf, cylindrical or fusiform, slight-
ly compressed laterally, and with a more or less distinct ridge above and beneath. The 
mouth is more or less oblique, with the edge flaring out slightly. One side of the case 
is covered with fine hairs the other is smooth, showing that the larva constructs its 
case from the upper and under sides of the leaf. 

" Described from three specimens received from Mr. James Fletcher, for whom ‘I 
name the species, and who bred it from apple. I have also received the same species 
from Prof. Lintner, who also bred it from apple." 

This insect has been treated of in previous reports of this department (1891, pages 
196-198; and 1892, page 146). 

During the past summer this small but destructive enemy of the apple has been 
reported to me as injuriously abundant in Ontario, at Oshawa, Maitland and Grimsby, 
and in Canadian Horticulturist, 1894, page 302, without locality, in Ontario ; and in 
Nova Scotia, at Lakeville and "Woodville. It has also been noticed in small numbers 
at several places in Ontario, Quebec and the Maritime Provinces. It has shown itself 
to be very dilEcurt to treat ; but it is probable, from Dr. Young's experience cited below 
with other correspondence, that spraying with Kerosene emulsion and Paris green 
early in spring is an effective remedy if persevered in. 

The following extracts from some of the letters received will be found instructive 
and useful :— 

" Oshawa, Ont., March 30.—Inclosed you will find two small apple twigs. What 
is on them ? Will you write me and let me know how to destroy them I have about 
forty acres of apple orchard and these things are getting very numerous, as you can see 
by the twigs. As quick as the bud opens in the spring, they crawl out on the young 
leaves, and, when full grown, are about as big as a kernel of rye." 

" April 19.—I am glad to know the name of the little pest that is injuring my ap-
ple trees, for I think they are hurting the trees considerably. I first noticed them two 
years ago. They were not so bad as they were last year, taking the orchard all through. 

"I sprayed a part of the orchard two years ago with Paris green, 4 ounces; sulphate 
of copper, 4 pounds ; lime, 4 pounds; water, 50 gallons. I sprayed for the Codling 
Moth and Black Spot on apple when the apples were about as big as small cherries, 
Last year, I sprayed all the orchard but about five acres. The trees on these five acres 
are about twelve years old, about half Northern Spys and Ribston Pippins. The Rib-
stons are very bad ; the insects are about fifty on the unsprayed trees to one where I 
sprayed ; but the Northern Spys are not much worse than where I sprayed. How 
much they are hurting the trees I cannot tell,—if I went by the fruit, I would say a 
good deal. Two years ago, I ha,C1 1,800 barrels of packing apples • last year, 375 bar-
rels ; but I am in hopes the Paris green is going to keep them in check." 

"June 14.—I now writ,e you my further experience with the Cigar Case-bearer. I 
sprayed as you recommended as soon as I could. I started on May 7th and sprayed for 
four days, a part of the orchard with dilute Bordeaux mixture and a part with Paris 
green alone. I cannot see any difference. I seem to have killed about half or two-
thirds of the insects. I believe I should have killed more, but the wind was blowing 
very hard when I sprayed, and the next week that big rainstorm came. I intended to 
write before, but was waiting to be sure of the effects of the spraying. The dead 
caterpillars still stick on the trees ; but the live ones have grown away from the dead 
ones, so we can tell them now. I am going to spray again in a few days. I thank you 
very much for the trouble you have taken. When I wrote you first, on the 19th April, 
I was about discouraged. I did not think the Paris green would kill them. In previous 
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years I did not spray until about the 20th June ; the insects were then full grown, and 
I did not know. when I had killed them, for they still stuck on the trees."—EDWIN 
WORDRN. 

Fearing that Mr. Worden might have been deceived by the inactivity of the larve• 
owing to some of them having completed their growth and fastened their cases to the 
leaves in order to pupate, I wrote to him again, asking him to send me some of the 
leaves bearino. the larvœ which were supposed to be killed. These specimens were sent 
forward by Mr. Worden on June 19th, when he wrote :— 

I inclose you the leaves as directed by you. The little pest is hard t,o ccmquer. I 
am spraying again now. If these insects would leave my trees alone, I am satisfied I 
should have a good crop of apples, but they are even eating the little apples now." 

Upon examining the specimens carefully, it was found that only 17 per cent of the 
larvœ were des,d, which wa.s a clisappointment, as it indicated that Paris green as a 
remedy was only partially successful Mr. Worden was then requested to spray some of 
his trees with Kerosene emulsion. His answer was as follows :— 

"July 5.—Inclosed you will find some leaves sprayed with Kerosene emulsion 
about ten days ago. It does not seem to do much good. I am about discouraged. These 
little insects seem to be getting worse all the time. Will you write and let me know 
about how long these insects troubled them in Prince Edward Island ? If they are the 
same you mentioned in your report for 1891, I notice you say they were on plum and 
pear trees. Now, I have plum and pear trees side by side with the apple trees, and I 
never saw one on a plum or pear leaf. How would you think it would answer to have 
torches burning here and there through the orchard about the first of August ? I noticed 
last year about the first of August, if the door or window was open after the lights were 
lit, the room would be full of little moths. Please write and give me your opinion of the 
torches and how far apart to have them in the orchard. I am willing to try anything 
you suggest to get rid of these insects, for I am satisfied the orchard will not do any-
thing while they are on the tree,s." 

Reply :—" July 20.—I was absent from Ottawa when your letter arrived and have 
just returned. By this time the case-bearers will have stopped their work upon your 
apple trees. Dr. Young, of Aldolphustown, who suffered very severely a year or two ago 
from this same pest, treated it very successfully with Paris green and Kerosene emulsion. 
My correspondent, the late Mr. Wm. Brown, of Charlottetown, Prince Edward Island, 
only had this pest on his trees two years ; his attack was upon plum trees. As you 
have noted, it is a very remarkable thing how the same insect will atta,ck one kind of 
plant in one district and another somewhere else. An analogous instance is the « Shot-
borer ' beetle of Nova Scotia, which there attacks the apple tree almost exclusively ; 
while in England the only reported atta,ck by it, is on plum, and, at the same time, the 
first attack noticed by this insect was upon pear trees, hence one of its names—the Pear-
blight beetle. 

"It is just possible that your suggestion of carrying torches through the orchard 
when the moths appear may be a valuable one, and I shall be very much obliged if you 
will try it. The moths are just appearing from the caterpillars which you sent me 
early in the season, so that now would be the proper time to test this remedy. A con-
venient way of destroying them in large numbers, if you find that they are attracted by 
the light, will be to place in the orchard a lantern or lamp in a basin of water, having 
first sprinkled a little coal oil on the top of the water. The moths flying to ihe light 
will fall into the water and be destroyed by the film of coal oil which floats on the surface. 
I shall be much obliged if you will try this remedy and let me know how it succeeds." , 

From the following reply, it will be seen that the use of e. light at night to attract 
the moths was not very successful :—" I tried the torch light on a small scale. I had 
to cross the road from my house to the orchard, and, strange to say, while on the road, 
the moths would come very thick ; but when I got in the orchard, I did not catch so 
many all night by leaving the torch burning

' 
 as I did during the few minutes outside. 

I think I destroyed about half of the case bearers with the treatment last summer. 
Next year I am going to try the Kerosene emulsion, but would like to spray a little 
later than the time you suggest so as to catch the bark louse as well."—Enwrs WORDEN. 
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Careful investigationf  were also made on this insect at Maitland, Ont., by Mr. 
Harold Jones, who has kindly supplied me with much valuable definite information on 
its life history. Mr. Jones called upon me on Au„aust 24th, and spoke of the case-
bearer as having been very abundant in his orchard this year. He first noticed it early 
in the spring, attacking the buds and the stems of the flowers and leaves. He sprayed 
at once before the flowers opened. Directly the flowers dropped, he sprayed again with 
Bordeaux mixture and thinks that 25 per cent of the larve  were destroyed. 
He sprayed a third time about three weeks later when the apples were about as large 
as a pigeon's egg. He observed that, about the third week in June

' 
 the larvœ ceased 

feeding and went to the upper surface of the leaves to pupate. On September, Mr. 
Jones sent me a supply of the young larvœ with the following letter :— 

" Maitland, Ont., September 1.—Referring to our conversation of a week ago, I 
send you by this mail twios of apple, with the case-bearers attached. You will note 
that, whereas three week's ago the young caterpillars were on the underside ofsthe 
leaves, now you will find them clustered about the buds, attached to the bark of the 
present year's growth in every case. They are now about double the size they were 
on the 10th Au„0-ust when I first observed them. I picked out the worst affected 
twigs that I could find, for I thought you would be glad to note their habit of cluster-
ing." 

Later Mr. Jones sent the following interesting résumé of his observations :— 
" November 6.—Referring to our conversation of August last and our correspond-

ence during the early part of September, relating to the actions and life of the Cigar-shaped 
Case-bearer ; I now give you the result of my observations during the season, hoping 
that there may be some point that may aid you in finding the best time of the season 
to most effectually destroy this serious pest to our apple orchards. 

" During the. early part of May, just es the buds were opening, I sprayed my 
trees with Bordeaux mixture ; and a short time after, when the blossoms opened, I 
noticed that the half-opened leaves and flowers withered and died. I had no idea of 
the cause at first, but on examination, I found large numbers of a strange insect (since 
known as the Case-bearer), had punctured the stems of the leaves and flowers and were 
working so rapidly that,  when  the blossoms fell and I was able to spray again, some of 
the trees had very little set fruit left. 

" This second spraying was done with Bordeaux mixture and Paris green in the 
proportion of one pound to 200 galls. of mixture. The results of this application were hard 
to determine, but I noticed that all further attacks on the young fruit were stopped and 
the caterpillars were working on the underside of the leaf, whereas before they worked 
on both sides. 

" I think I am safe in estimating 20 or 25 per cent destroyed. I sprayed again 
with the same mixture and Paris green added, about two weeks afterwards when 
the apples were about the size of the top of my thumb or larger, this making three ap-
plications in all. The last application did not affect them perceptibly, as at that time 
they had permanently attached themselves to the leaf to go into the pupal state. 

" About the 10th of August I first noticed the young brood feeding, they were 
then so small as to be hardly noticeable, and were less numerous, there being only 
about one-fifth of their numbers in the spring. During the next 20 or 25 days, they 
fed and grew to a length of about Tia- of an inch or more. At that time, the first 
week in September, the weather turned quite cool and they left the leaves and clustered 
in rings  about the base of the present year's wood growth. 

"From that date until the middle of October, they could be found either on the leaf 
feeding, or attached to the twig according as the weather was warm or cold. After 
the middle of October, they left the foliage and twigs and are now attached to the larger 
parts of the tree, in some cases down on the trunk, but mostly on the under side of the 
branches at their junction.  with the trunk or larger branches, and I also find clusters 
of them in the shelter formed by a partly healed wound where a limb has been severed. 

" Pis  winter during the most severe weather, I intend taking a stiff brush and 
brushing some of the trees in all the crotches and larger branches and letting the in-
ects fall on the snow, where I am in hopes they will perish. 
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" If my theory, that frost and snow will destroy these insects, prove correct, I can
quickly and easily remove one-half to three-fourths of the entire brood now lodged on
trees eight or ten years of age, and diminish their numbers on larger trees. "-HeROLv
JONES.

" I.akeville, N. S., June 8.-I inclose to you to-day some specimens of insect pests
for eaamination. The insect attacks the young buds and leaves, destroying the foliage as
soon as it appears. The Baldwin, Tompkins, Twenty-ounce Pippin, Talman Sweet and
Rhode Island Greening, were attacked and the young leaves almost entirely destroyed,
while the Bishop Pippin (Yellow Belle flower) tree was almost entirely free from the pest.
I sprayed before blooming with Paris green 4 ounces, lime 3 lbs., water 45 gallons. I
could not see that any insects were kiiled, being just as numerous after spraying. Any
information you can give me about destroying this insect, will be thankfully received."

"June 20.-I send you specimens of the insects that have been doing very much
damage to fruit trees in this locality this spring. They began their work of destruction
about 1st May, when a few were seen to crawl from the angles of the small branches
and attach themselves to the leaves just beginning to form. They would move along
the branches, the head protruding from the sack or cigar-shaped case. About May 10th
I sprayed the trees from which these specimens were taken on June 20th, with Paris
green 1 lb., lime 4 lbs., water 160 gallons. At that time only a few were on the
foliage. The greater part of the pests were still to be found in the angles of the small
branches and rough places of the bsrk. The application of this mixture destroyed
very few, if any. To-day, June 20th, I notice some time after full b'oom the blosscros
withering and dropping from the trec at the slightest jar from the hand, and the fol;age
of the tree having the appearance of b2ing riddled with small shot and scorched by
heat. On th se trees no fruit is forming, although the blossoms looked healthy. "-R.
A. BEC%wITH.

At the end of the season, D'Ir. Beckwith reported as follows :-" I did not spray
as you advised. By July 1, nearly, or quite all of the insects had disappeared, the
trees soon after having a healthy appearance. A few orchards only were damaged by
this insect in this section of the valley. " (Lakeville is in the Annapolis Valley, so
celebrated for its fruit.) "Those orchards in which the case-bearer appeared were badly
damaged, the crop a total failure. "

',Woodville, N. S., March 28.-I send you to-day sime apple limbs. You will
find on them small insects which have done a great deal of dam,1ge in this county.
Please explain their habits and send a remedy. "

"April 18.-Thanks for information. I am sending you more specimens to-day
out of the same orchard.

11 These insects destroy the buds, as you see by specimens ; destroying the buds in-
jures the crop, as new buds have to start. The insects are now commencing to crawl
on to the buds, destroying first the buds, then the blossoms, if any are left, and leaves ;
so you see something must be done before the trees blossom. They seem to work on
some varieties more than on others. The variety sent is Nonpareil. The trees look, at
the end of June and in July, when the trees are leafing out and blossoming, as if they
had been scorched by fire.

41 We consider this little caterpillar the'worst enemy to our fruit crop. Please
advise me what to do, as the remedy must be applied at once."-G. W. F. MCLEAN.

Remedies.-As a remedy we at first recommended spraying with Kerosene emul-
sion during the winter, to destroy the hibernating larvæ, but it appeared to have no
effect. Twigs from sprayed trees were sent to me in winter by Dr. Young, which, a
fortnight after spraying, still retained strongly the odour of Kerosene (coal oil) ; when
revived by the warmth of my office, the larve crawled about uninjured, and Dr. Young
,reported that these trees treated in winter showed no benefit from the spraying.

Spraying with Kerosene emulsion and Paris green at the time when the buds are
opening, has given the best results, as will be seen from the following letters :-

°i Adolphustown, Ont., June 26.-On the large block of Duchess apple trees, where
we sprayed in 1891 and 1892, where the said worms were so numerous, there is only
an odd worm to be seen. But in other parts of the orchard, where they had scarcely
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reached at first, they were .iumerous this sprine. Yire sprayed them with Paris green, 
but on account of weather, and my brother's illness, the spraying was not complete, nor 
as effective as one would wish. 

"July 3.—The Kerosene emulsion, either warm or cold, used in the winter, had no 
effect. But when used cold in the spring, after the worms began to move  about,  was 
very effectual. It more completely cleaned the trees of the Case-bearers than did the 
Paris green. Still the Paris green did well and took most of them off. We sprayed 
with both the same day. We sprayed the next year again with Paris green, and this 
year again, but this year there were very few indeed in that part of the orchard."—Da. 
D. YOUNG. 

From the above it would apear that, owing to the fact that the caterpillars for the 
most part feed beneath the leaves and e,at very little of the outer surface, Paris green, 
although effective in a certain measure, is not a satisfactory means of controlling the 
Cigar Case-bearer. The best remedy in our experience so far, is Kerosene emulsion ap-
plied as a spray when  the  young larvfe are active, particularly early in spring. 

THE SAN JOSE SCALE. 
(Aspidiotus perniciosus, Comstock.) 

Few insects which attack fruit trees are with more reason dreaded by the horticul-
turist than the San José or Pernicious Scale of the Pacific Coast. On two or three 
occasions it has been reported to me as occurring in British Columbia ; but I had at first 
the impression that the insect referred to was the Scurfy Bark-louse (Chicm,aspis fur-
furus, Fitch), or something else. During the past summer, however, undoubted specimens 
of Aspidiotus perniciosus on apple have been received from British Columbia and have 
been identified by Mr. L. O. Howard. From recent correspondence, I believe it is pro-
bable that, at any rate, some of the serious injury to the apple tree,s in British Columbia 
which has been reported as due to the Apple Aphis is in reality caused by this and other 
scale insects. The fact that one is a plant-louse with well developed organs of locomo-
tion at all stages after hatching, and the other a scale insect, which has the power to 
move for only two or three days, does not affect this supposition; for, unfortunately, 
there is even yet a most deplorable ignorance and indifference as to the right names of 
the worst insect enemies of the farmer and fruit-grower. So that the referring a pest 
even to the right natural order is the exception rather than the rule, " bugs," "flies," 
" weevils," " grubs " and " worms " being accused indiscriminately of injuries caused by 
quite different insects. Not only does this cause loss of time, because, in many 
instances, specimens have to be written for; but in those cases where cultivators under-
take to doctor their crops themselves, the wrong remedy is often applied, of course, to 
their great disappointment at obt,aining no beneficial results. In all cases, whenever 
possible specimens should be sent with letters of inquiry. 

Knowing the great danger which would result from the failure on the part of 
Canadian fruit-growers to recognize and use every effort to eradicate so pernicious a foe 
as the San José Scale as soon as it was known for certain that specimens had occurred 
in Canada, I prepared for The Farmer's Advocate, of London, Ont., which has a wide 
circulation, and for the .Annual Report of the Entomological Society of Ontario, an 
article giving the life history and the remedies which had been found most effective 
against this pest. These were drawn for the most part from the records of the warfare 
waged by the United States Division of Entomolog,y, which have been kindly supplied 
to me by Mr. L. O. Howard, who has also been good enough to lend me the four figures 
used to illustrate this article. 

I reproduce herewith extracts from these articles so as to bring the proper treat-
ment to the knowledge and attention of as many as possible. 

This insect has had attention drawn t,o it of late by its unexpected appearance in 
injurious numbers in the Eastern States during the summer of 1893, and the Division 
of Entomology at Washington, under the direction of the 'United States Entomologist, 
Mr. L. O. Howard, has, during the past summer, adopted such vigorous measures to 
combat it, that there is reason to hope that in all the localities from which it has been 
reported, the insect has either been eradicated or brought under control. 
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Tip to 1892, the San J osé Scale was thought to be confined in North America to 
the Pacific States, where it has shown itself to be a most destructive enemy of the fruit 
grower. It was probably first brought to California on fruit trees imported from Chili 
about 1870, and the name, San José Scale, was given to it by fruit shippers in 1873, from 
the name of the place in California where it was first noticed. It spread rapidly for 
seven years without any particular attention being paid to it. In 1880, however, Prof. 
Comstock pointed out the great loss which it was causing, and gave it the specific name 
perniciosus, for the reason that he considered it to be the most pernicious scale insect 
known in the country. It not only swarmed in countless numbers on fruit trees in cer-
tain orchards, but infested nearly all kinds of deciduous fruit trees grown in California. 
In a special circular which Mr. Howard issued last year, when the insect appeared in 
the States of Virginia and Maryland, he says as follows : " In the course of twelve 
years, the insect spread through all the fruit-growing regions of California, through 
Oregon and into the State of Washington." 

It is known as the worst insect pest of deciduous fruit trees on the Pacific coast, 
and has caused greqt pecuniary loss. Many crops of fruit have been ruined, and thou-
sands of tre 's have been hi led. (L. O. Howard, Circular No. 3.) 

In 1892 the insect was found in New Mexico on apple, pear, plum, pea-h, quince 
and rose. It had be m brought into New Mexico upon yo mg trees rom California. 
Nearly all the other instances of infestation east of the Rocky Mountains can be trace-d 
to two nurseries in New Jersey, where the pest had been iiËroduced in 1886 or 1887 
on trees of the Japanese plum "Kelsey, " which had been procured from the San José 
district in California. Idaho pear trees had also been frequently imported from Cali-
fornia, which were most probably infested. In 1891 and 1892 sr_veral blocks of young 
apple trees were badly infested. It is on pear trees chiofly that this pernicious scale 
has been distributed through tl:e State of New Jersey. Prof. J. B. Smith says (Insect 
Life, VII., p. 166) :—" The Idaho pear has been the most dangerous because it came 
infested whenever imported direct, and after it, came in close ot der, Madame von Sie-
bold, Garber, Lawson, Seckel, Lawrencé and Bartlett. Other varieties are also in-
fested, but less frequently, and the scales do not do so well. Kieffers alone are absolute-
ly exempt, and closely following comes the Leconte, which is rarely infested in the 
nursery, and never in the orchard, in my experience. One tree grafted with Lawson 
and Kieffer had the Lawson branch and fruit covered with scales, while the Kieffer 
branch was entirely free. Currants, black and red, became rapidly infested and the 
scales were certainly distributed on these plants. " 

Mr. Howard says that this insect spreads 
rapidly for a scale insect, and is the most 
dangerous scale known. It is, too, incons-
picuous and would be overlooked by many. 
Specimens of apple boughs received from Bri-
tish Columbia were entirely incrusted with 
the scales, so as to give them the appearance of 
having been dusted with ashes. Mr. Howard 
gives the following description of the scale in 
his circular above referred to : "The San José 
Scale belongs to the same group of scale in-
sects, the Diaspinœ or armoured scales, to 
which the Oyster-shell Bark-louse of the Apple 
belongs. It differs from this species, and in 
fact from all other eastern species found on 
deciduous fruit trees, in that the scale is per-
fectly round, or, at most, very slightly elon-
gated or irregular. (Fig. 11). It is flat, pressed 
close to the bark, resembles the bark of the twigs 
in colour, and when fully grown is between 
anl of an inch in diameter. At or near the 
middle of each scale is a small, round, slightly 

Fig. 11.—San José Scale : c, adult female contain- , ii ing young, greatly enlarged ; cl, anal fringe of elongated black pont ; or ths point may  
same, still more enlarged. 	 sometimes tppear yellowish. When occur- 
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ring upon the bark of the twigs or leaves and in large numbers, the scales lie close to 
each other, frequently overlapping, and are at such times difficult to distinguish with-
out a magnifying glass. The general appearance which they present is of a gray-
ish, very slightly roughened scurfy deposit." (Fig. 12.) 

The natural rich reddish colour of the limbs of 
the peach and apple is quite obscured when these 
trees are thickly infested, and they have then every 
appearance of being coated with lime or ashes. 
When the scales are crushed by scraping, a yellow-
ish oily liquid will appear, resulting from the crush-
ing of the soft yellow insects beneath the scales, 
and this will at once indicate to one who is not 
familiar with their appearance, the existence of 
healthy, living scales on the trees. During winter 
the insect is to be found in the half grown, or near-
ly full grown condition. The young begin to hatch 
and to crawl from under the female scales shortly 
after the trees leaf out, and from this time through 
the summer there is a constant succession of gener-
ations. The insect affects not only the young 
twigs and limbs and, with young trees, the entire 
plant, but is also found upon the leaves ani upon 
the fruit. When it is abundant, the fruit is destroyed. Fig. 12.—San  José Scale-7A—pple branch 
One of the most characteristic points in the appear- with scales ; large scales above at left. 

ance of the insect upon fruit is the purple discoloration around the edge of each scale. 
Fig. 14 shows a pear attacked 

by the scale and a separate 
Are' - - scale much enlarged. The male 
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is an active minute insect. 
(Fig. 13). 

figures will enable fruit-grow- 
it  ,,, , 
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The above description and 
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...,,Airregmn 	ers to recognize this enemy 
should they be unfortunate 

nW _.------->.---- enou,bh to bcret their orchards 
infested with it. With regard . 	 _ W-7.1\ 	 ) infested with it. With regard 
to remedies, we have the ad-
vantage of all the experience 
of Californian experimenters, 
the careful work of the Divis-
ion of Entomology at Wash-
ington, and of Prof. J. B. Smith, 
of New Jersey, during the past 
year. There are three methods 

Fig. 13.—San José S-cale : male adult, greatly enlarged. which have proved effective 
in fightinc,  the San José Scale. In cases of severe attack, it is recommended to 
cut down the infested trees and burn them. The other methods are : Spraying with in-
secticidal washes or fumigating the trees with poisonous gasses. The insecticidal washes 
may be divided into summer washes, which can be applied while the trees are in leaf, 
and winter washes of a stronger nature which would injure the foliage, but will do no 
harm to the trees during the winter when these are in a dormant condition, and yet 
will have the effect of destroying the scale ihsect. Of the summer wash,es, the ordinary 
Kerosene emulsion (Riley-Flubbard formula) and a Resin wash [Resin 20 lbs., caustic 
soda (70 per cent strength) 5 lbs., fish oil 3 pints, water 100 gallons], were recom-
mended by Mr. Howard, and used with success during the past summer. On peach 
trees, owing to the susceptibility of the foliage to injury, the stock emulsion was diluted 
with fifteen times its volume of water, instead of nine times, the usual strength advised 
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for most other plants. It was found advisa-
ble to repeat the sprayings at intervals of
about a week. The young scale insects were
noticed on May 19th at Riverside, Ind., and
the females, viviparous in habit, gave birth
to yoi1`1g for a full month. This was upon
peach trees, and it was found that the Resin
wash killed the scales more quickly than the
very much diluted Kerosene emulsion. As
Mr. Howard points out, this rapidity of the
work is important, since where a full ^rown
feinale is sprayed with Kerosene emulsion,
she may live for three or four days, during
which time she bring, forth you ng ; whereas
if sprayed with Resin wash, fewer young
scales are produced. The resin wash, how-
ever, is readily carried off by the rains, while
the Kerosene emulsion is more resistant.

In Prof. J. B. Smith's investi,_,ations in
Pennsylvania, it is recorded in Insect Life
(VIL, p. 159) that " lie has visited the local-
ity at Atglen, Pa., and found that in an
orchard of over 7,000 trees, all of certain
varieties, and a few of others were infested
by the scale. As a result of his recommend-
ations, Kerosene emulsion ha,^ been applied
three times to most of the trees at intervals

Fig. 14.-San José Scale ; rc, pear moderately in of ten days, up to the first week in June.
fested; b, female scale enlarged. The treatment has been absolutely success-

-ful."For winter washes, the Kerosene emulsion and Resin washes may be made stronger.
The stock Kerosene emulsion has been used diluted with only 4j parts of water, and for
the Resin wash the same ingredients were used in the following proportions : Resin, 30
lbs., caustic soda, 9 lbs., fish oil, 4^ pints, water, 100 gallons.

°` The most favoured winter remedy in California, however, is the lime, salt, andsulphur mixture.
This consists of unslaked lime 10 lbs., sulphur 5 lbs., stock salt 5lbs., water to make 15 gallons.

This wash will do great damage to the trees if appliedduring the growing season, and should be used only in winter. All the sulphur and half
the lime are placed in a kettle, and 8j gallons of water added ; after which, the contents
of the kettle are boiled briskly for about an hour.

The solution, which at first is yellow
from the sulphur, will turn very dark brown, assuming more or less of a reddish tint,
and will finally change from a thick batter to a thoroughly liquid condition, time productbeing ordinary sulphide of lime.

All the salt is added to the remaining 5 pounds of
lime, and the latter slaked ; after which, the slaked lime and salt are added to the sul-
phide of lime already obtained, the whole being then diluted with water to make 15gallons.

This should be strained before application, as it does not form a perfect liquid
solution, on account of the considerable quantity of undissolved lime, which will soon
sink to the bottom, unless the solution is constantly stirred while being sprayed." (L. O.Howard, Circular No. S.)

The third method of fighting scale insects is known as the Gas Treatment.
Thishas been extensively used in California, but is an expensive operation, and the materials

necessary are very poisonous and dangerous to have about a house. ^ It consists, briefly,
of covering the tree to be treated with an air-tight tent, and then filhng the tent with the
poisonous fumes of hydrocyanic acid gas, which is generated by placing 1 oz. of cyanide
of potassium, 1 fluid ounce of sulphuric acid and 3 fluid ounces of water in an earthen-
ware vessel beneath the tent.

The gas is very light and rises to the top of the tent, and
if this be kept on the tree for half an hour, every scale will be destroyed. The quantities
of ingredients given above are sufficient for a tent inclosing 150 cubic feet.8c-14

a.
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What is wanted, however, is to know the best remedy, and it is satisfactory to find 
that, on the whole, the standard remedy for scale insects, Kerosene emulsion, is the best. 
In summing up his experience of the year, Mr. Howard says as follows : —" Remedial 
work against this insect is onerous, but our experience has shown that three sprayings 
at intervals of ten days during the latter part of May and June, will practically 
destroy the insect, whether the spraying be conducted with very considerably diluted 
Kerosene emulsion or with a resin wash, while during the winter a single application 
of either of the three winter washes will greatly reduce the numbers. of the insect. 
Among the winter washes, our experience leads us to give the preference to strong 
Kerosene emulsion ; next, to the winter Resin wash; and finally, to the lime, salt, and 
sulphur mixture." 

The Kerosene emulsion is now well known to most Canadian fruit growers; but 
it may be well to give its mode of preparation here. 

Kerosene (Coal oil)  	. . 	  2 gallons. 
Common soap or Whale oil soap 	  1  pound. 
Water   1 gallon. 

Cut up the soap and boil in the water till all is dissolved then add it boiling hot 
to the coal oil; churn the whole briskly for 5 minutes with a syringe or force pump. 
When the emulsion is perfect, it will adhere without oiliness to the.  surface of glass and 
when cooling it forms a jelly-like mass, which can be kept indefinitely, if stored in a 
cool place and covered from dust. 

When required for use ; for a summer wash, dilute 1 part of the stock made as 
above with 9 or 15 parts of water. To make the stock dis ,olve easily, take first 3 parts 
of hot water to one of the emulsion and then when all is thoroughly mixed, add the 
rest of the water to make the 9 or 15 parts required ; for a winter wash, mix with  4-
or  9 parts of water. 

THE PEAR-TREE FLEA-LOUSE. 
(Psylla pyricola, Ffirster, Fig. 15.) 

Attack. — Sinall clear-winged insects, wedge shaped like minia-
ture Cictula3, the head being broad, flat in front, and the body pointed 
behind ; one tenth of an inch in len ,

n
th, of a reddish brown colour 

with abdomen.broad black bands across the  abdomen.  These insects, at the 
slightest disturbance, leap  front the foliage of infested pear trees and 
fly for a short distance. Occurring with these, will be found on the 
leaves the curious flattened oval larvœ (fig. 16), which, \lien first 
hatched, are very small, one-eightieth of an inch in length, of a semi-
translucent yellow colour, with red eyes. These grow rapidly, and 
in about a month pass through five nymph stages, during which 
the body retains its flattened form and becomes much darker until, 

15. —The Pear- in the full'.' 	nymph, the large wing-pads uni the greater part of tree Flea - louse, en- 
larged. 	the upper surface are black. rf he eyes and sometimes the body be- 

tween the black markings are crimson .  The presence of this insect 
upon trees is easily detected by the copious secretion 
of honey dew with which the leaves, limbs and trunks of 
the trees soon become covered and upon which a dirty-
looking black fungus, _Muffle salicina, develops. After 
a time, the leaves and young fruit fall, the trees assume 
an unhealthy appearance, and in the case of severe attack 
the tree dies. 

Another enemy of fruit trees which has this year 
appeared for the fiest time in Canada, is the Pear-tree 
Psylla or Flea-louse, specimens of which were sent to me 
by Mr. J. S. Freeman, of Freeman. Ont„ who writes :— 

" Freeman, Halton Co., Ont., June 7.—I have a 
block of three hundred Dwarf Duchess pear trees mixed 
with apple trees, which are so badly infested with the in- ,. - 
sects which I am sending you, that, from the appearance 1  mg.  16.— Nymph of Pear-tree Flea- 

Louse enlarg,ed. 



Fig. 19.—The Russian Thistle : a branch of a mature 
plant. 

EXPERIMENTAL  FA RAIS.  

THE RUSSIAN THISTLE or Russian 
Tumble-weed ( Salsola Kali, L., var. Tra-
gus, DC., Fig. 19) referred to in my last 
report, was detected in July last in 
Manitoba. Immediately on receipt of 
specimens, I prepared for distribution 
to the farmers of Manitoba and the 
North-west Territories a short bulletin 
(Experimental Farm Notes, No. 4) giv-
ing an illustrated description and con-
cise history of the weed, and sug-
gestions as to the best steps to be 
taken to prevent its spread. At the 
same time, the Manitoba Government 
adopted vigorous measures to fight this 
terrible pest of the Dakotas and some 
of the other North-western TJnited 
States. The farmers of the west, and 
in fact of the whole Dominion, seem 
to be thoroughly aroused and to re-
cognize the danger of neglecting this 
enemy. This is evidenced by the very 
large number of letters of inquiry and 
specimens sent in to see if they were 
the Russian thistle. These specimens 
were for the most part the true Tumble-
weed of the west, Amarantus albus, L. 
from Manitoba, the North-west and 
British Columbia, and Sonch,us arven-
sis, L., from Ontario and Quebec. 

Although I have made inquiries 
from correspondents in Manitoba dur- 
ing the last two years as to whether 
they had observed any plants of the 
Russian Thistle, I could not learn 
of its occurrence in Canada until July 
last. However, Mr. James Dale, of 
Grund, Man., sent me in the begin- 
ning of September, old steins of the 
previous year. I was under the im- 

pression that this  vas the fi rst record of the occurrence of the pest in Canada, but 
I find, from an extended report by Mr. A. K. Leith, the Inspector of Noxious 
Weeds, of the Manitoba Department of Agriculture and Immigration, an advance 
copy of which has been kindly placed in my hands through the courtesy of the Hon. 
Thomas Greenway, Minister of the Departrnent, that the Russian Thistle was first 
noticed five years ago on a farm occupied by one Peter Rhimer ; but it was not till 
three years ago that it spread far over the district. TJnder instructions from the I.Ion. 
Thomas Gtreenway, Mr. Leith has made a very thorough search through those districts 
of Manitoba, wher- it was thought that the weed was likely to occur, and has explained 
to the settlers the danger of neglecting this enemy. He has also, by order of the Pro- 
vincial Government, taken such steps as were possible to bring about its extermination. 
The weed was found in surprising quantities in some localities, as around Morden, where 
" it was so thick and dense that the crop was entirely choked out. On a piece of land 
of about fi ve acres, a farmer, Abram Wiebe, cut with a mower and raked up over 90 
cocks as large as good sized hay cocks which after drying out, he burnt. " Mr. Leith 
went through the Mennonite reserve and found the pest all through the country in a 
greater or less degree. The way it was scattered seemed to indicate more that it had 
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of the trees at present, the whole crop, some of the worst specimens of which I am 
sending you, will be destroyed. I do not think the pe,ar trees were troubled before this 
season. Would you kindly tell me what the insects are and give a remedy I Would 
it be too late to apply a remedy this season I Ple,ase reply. 

Reply.—" June 8. Your letter of 7th inst , with insects inclosed, is just to hand 
and is of great interest. I wish you had written a little sooner in the season. The in-
sects sent are the Pear-tree Psylla (Psylla pyrieola), a pest which has done great injury 
in the States of New Jersey and New York. This is the first record of its appearance 
in Canada. It is a serious pest, and must be fought vigorously at once. The remedy 
is Coal-oil emulsion. (See page 12 of bulletin 11 sent herewith). Instead, however, of 
mixing the stock emulsion with nine times its quantity of water, I would suggest your 
using 12 times the quantity of water first, and see how that works. I shall be obliged 
if you will write me at once and let me know how long it is since you first noticed this 
pest, and if it is very prevalent in your district 

" The pre,sence of this insect is always indicated by a sticky exudation noticeable 
on the twigs, called honey dew. TJpon this, later in the season, a black fungous mould 
grows which gives the tree a very dirty and unsightly appearance. I cannot impress 
upon you too strongly the importance of treating this pest at once, and if possible 
checking its spread. Please let me kilow if you or any of your neighbours have recently im-
ported trees from the States of New Jersey or New York. I shall be glad to give you 
any further information in my power."—J. F. 

" Freeman, June 13.—I am much obliged for the information your letter brought 
me on the llth inst. I have applied the coal-oil emulsion as you recommended on my 
Duchess Dwarf trees, which are 12 years old, in 12 time,s and not 9 of water as in 
formula ; but be,sides being on these, I find the insects are more or less over my other 
pear trees of 9 acres of different varieties. I knew from the appearance of my trees 
that something unusual was attacking them ; but I did not make a close examination 
of them until two days before I wrote you. This must be the first season this pest has 
been bothersome, or I should have noticed the fungous g-rowth last season if it had been 
there as this. From inquiry of fruit-growers in this section, I think it is likely that 
this pest may be found in other orchards. The original trees in my orchard came some 
15 years ago from Lockport, N.Y., and I have with many of my neighbours, planted 
more or less pear trees every spring since, all the tree,s coming from the same place, 
Lockport. Any more information as to destroying this pest, will be gladly received."— 
J. S. FREEMAN. 

Several articles have lately appeared upon the Pear-tree Flea-louse. By far the 
most complete study of the subject has been made by Mr. Mark V. Slingerland, 
of Cornell University, and the re,sults of his labours have been published as Bulletin 44 
of the Cornell University Agricultural Station. In this a full history is given of the 
development and habits of the insect, illustrated by excellent figures, of w hich Nos. 15 
and 16 have been kindly lent for this article. Winter is passed in the perfect state, the 
males and females,- hiding in crevices and beneath flakes of bark on the pear-tree,s. In 
the first warm days of spring, the date varying with the season, they emerge from their 
winter quarters, and after mating, " the eggs are laid in the creases of the bark or in old 
leaf scars, about the bases of the terminal buds of the preceding year's growth ; some 
were seen about the side buds near the terminal one,s. * * 
The eggs are scarcely visible to the unaided eye. It would take eighty placed 
end to end to meaaure an inch. They are elongate, pyriform in shape, smooth 
and shiny, of a light orange yellow colour when first laid, becoming darker before 
hatching. A short stalk to the large end attaches the egg to the bark, and a long 
thread-like process projects from the smaller end. The temperature conditions in the 
spring influence not only the time of oviposition of this winter brood, but also the du. 
ration of the egg stage. The weather remaining cool, eggs upon ta trees under natu-
ral conditions, did not hatch until May 10, or more than a month after oviposition began." 

The young nymphs immediately on hatching, suck the sap. Mr. Slingerland found 
that a few nymphs emerged in spring before the leaves had expanded ; these 
crawled int,o the buds out of sight. The favourite feeding places of the nymphs to 

8c-141 
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which their flat bodies ad pt them, are in the axils of the leaf petioles and of the stems of
the forming fruit. Aft^ the fifth moult, the adult insects appear ; they are quite
different in habits from the nymphs, being extremely active and flying away at the
slightest disturbance. The winter form which lays the eggs of this first brood, is larger
and brighter-coloured than the summer broods, of which there are two or three.

The eggs of the summer broods are not laid "on the twigs, but on the under sides
of the tenderest leaves, among the hairs near the mid rib, or on the petiole near the
leaf. Sometimes the female very adroitly places an egg or two in each notch of the
toothed edge of the leaf." The summer eggs hatch in eight or ten days.

Renzedies.-As stated above, the Pear-tree Flea-louse hibernates in the perfect
state on the trunks of the trees and begins to move about and mate early in the spring.
At this time, the insects are not very active, and when it is known that trees are in-
fested, many can be destroyed with small expense of labour and material by spraying
the trees with Kerosene emulsion.

This will be more effective if the rough bark is first removed with a hoe or some
similar instrument.

The treatment which is most highly recommended is to spray after most of the
young nymphs have hatched. Mr. Slingerland says : "The best time to spray is early
in the spring, just after the leaves have expanded. In 1892, about May the 15th, was
the best time; then the first brood of nymphs had all emerged and were exposed in the
axils. It was the first brood which did the most harm in 1891. Fruit growers should
examine their orchards when the leaves are expanding, and, if the nymphs are numer-
ous, the trees should be sprayed at once. A second and even a third spraying may be
necessary. The destruction of the nymphs is practicable during a period of two weeks,
about May the 15th. If the spraying is thoroughly done at this time, the pest will be
so completely checked as to necessitate but little, if any, further attention during the
season."

The Pear-tree Flea-louse belongs to the same class of insects as the Aphids or plant-
lice, with which they form the second section of the Homoptera, known as Dimera, orthose with two-jointed feet. In this section we find small insects with antenne longer
than the head and, in the winged individuals, four wings, ordinarily all of the same
membranous texture. The Psyllidæ or flea-lice are small insects found on leaves, and
some species, as the Hackberry Flea-louse, give rise to galls. They have long slender
antennæ terminated by two bristles. The beak is short and tri-articulate, and the eyes
are lateral and prominent as in the Cicadce. In fact, these little flearlice, although sel-
dom much more than one line in length, very much resemble Cicadæ in miniature.
On the front of the face are three ocelli placed in a triangle, the posterior ones quite
close to the eyes. Unlike the Aphids or plant-lice, the flea-lice have the power of leap-
ing, from which they take their English name.

THE PEACH BARK-BORER.

(Phlcrotribus liminaris, Harrig.)

Atiack.-Small cylindrical beetles, one-twelftb of an inch in length, of a brownish
black colour, covered with short hairs, which bore in the bark of peach trees, and, if
numerous, cause the death of the trees in three or four years. The presence of these
beetles is easily recognized by the conspicuous red powder, which is the borings cast out
of the holes by them in their mining work, and, in the winter and spring, by enormous
quantities of gum which oozes from the infested trees, thus greatly reducing their
vitality.

The Peach Bartborer, although apparently a rare insect in Canada, is a serious
pest in one or two orchards in Queenston, Ont. ; I have as yet received myself no
authentic record of its occurrence in other districts in Canada, although it is referred to
by Dr. Lintner and Mr. Slingerland as having occurred in numbers at Ringwood, Ont.
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With a view of bringing out further information as to the prevalence of this 
pest, and also to put on record what has been done towards finding a remedy and com-
pleting its life history, I submit herewith the following correspondence:— 

" Queenston, Ont., March 22, 1893.—That small beetle 'borer which I gave you at 
the St. David's meeting has been seriously affecting my peach trees. I send you a few 
more. Will you please tell me about its habits and how to combat it  T I wish to 
be positive as to the non-injury of the peach tree before using any wash. Some of my 
neighbours claim that they have nearly destroyed some of their peach trees by applying 
an alkali wash. "—C. E. FISHER. 

" Queenston, May 22, 1893.-1 send you a pie,ce of bark of a peach tree from my 
orchard, which is full of the little black beetles that we looked for last winter. The 
bark of this tree is all like the piece I send, and around the collar of the tree there is 
not less than a gallon of gum that has run out from the wounds made by this borer. 
Young trees do not seem to be attacked as much as older ones. "—Cm. JAMES SHEP- 
PARD. 

A remarkable feature of the attacks of this minute beetle upon the peach trees, is 
the large quantity of gum which oozes from the infested trees and falls to the ground. 
Upon wet days this swells up and lies in masses of jelly around the foot of the tree. I 
saw in several instances two or three quarts given off by a single tree. This must be a 
great injury to the trees and accounts for the short time in which healthy, vigorous 
trees are killed. The statement that only unhealthy trees are attacked is undoubtedly 
wrong. Mr. Fisher and I noticed in his orchard healthy young two, three and four-
year old trees which the beetles had just begun to attack.' 

" Queenston March 2.—With this I send box containing bark from peach tree 
which I had treated with strong lime and Kerosene emulsion wash twice during last 
season at intervals of about four we,eks, for the Peach Bark-borer. I also send you in 
the box a small package of bark from a large English cherry tree about seven inches in 
diameter, which stands several hundreds of yards from my peach orchard and quite 
isolated from any elm or peach trees. The peach bark beetles have been at work in 
this tree, although they are not nearly so numerous as in the large pe,ach trees. My 
reason for thinking that the lime and emulsion wash was not very succe,ssful was from 
the fact that, after it had been washed off by the weather, I saw fresh evidences of the 
borers' work in these trees, the fine chewed or ground bark standing out around the 
small holes made by the insects. I shall, however, be better able to judge this season 
as I have five or six trees specially selected to work with. I notice that the oldest 
trees are the ones selected by the borer, as I find occasionally an old tree in the orchard 
quite full of the little pest, though, where the insect first started his depredations, small 
trees only about 2i or 3 inches in diameter and about four years old, have them in ; but 
they do not seem to be nearly so numerous as in the old trees which have rough sur-
faces and cracks, where I suppose the insect can more easily secure a lodgement. I 
applied the wash first, I think, in June and then again in July, on a few others about 
the first week in August. The bark you have, is from a tree which had the two washes 
first mentioned. From examinations I have made, I am led to believe the borer does 
not burrow into the solid wood. To prove this I will saw off a section of a tree and 
mail it to you to-morrow, so you can prove positively whether or not it does. I shall 
try your advised experiment—the Kerosene emulsion put on with a scrubbing brush-
though I have heard you could not injure a peach tree with scalding hot water. 

" I shall try, as you suggest, pure kerosene on one tree. I :night try the hot water 
on another and your emulsion on the balance of them. I believe this borer is getting 
more numerous, and I hope you will be able to find a sure preventive remedy."—C. E. 
Fisa  sa.  

All the specimens of bark sent contained living beetles, and those in the cherry bark 
were the true Peach Bark-borer, Careful examination of the sections of wood sent by 
Mr. Fisher, as well as by Capt. Sheppard, some of which have been kept in closed jars 
in my office for nearly a year and in which there are still living beetles, and also field 
observations at Queenston, show that this beetle works entirely in the bark, where all 
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the stages are passed. e have not found a single instance where the wood has been 
penetrated. 

" Queenston, March 1 3.---I examined the trunks of the trees, as you sug-
aested, on a sunshiny day and found beetles crawling with their winos set for flyin«. You know, ordinarily th‘,y do not appear as if they had winos, andthose I saw had 
their wings out ready for use. I will try the alkaline wash, and the first wet day we 
have when the gum is soft, I will try the brush and emulsion. I believe that, unless 
these beetles are checked in some way, they are likely to be very troublesome and the 
cause of much loss to peach growers, as they undoubtedly, to my mind, will destroy the 
trees unless interfered with." 

"June 1.—The peach-bark beetles I have been doctoring with linseed oil. I 
covered the entire trunk. The first tree, which you saw, to which I applied it, seems as 
thrifty as any one of the others ; it is full of fruit. To two I applied the coal oil ; 
one of them around which I placed a cloth to cover the trunk, at your suggestion, 
is dying ; the other, left exposed, is all right. This contains instruction, I suppose. 
Those to which I applied the whitewash, have not been free from attack. The linseed oil 
and coal oil trees have not been bothered since. I shall let you know later how the 
trees get along, and the beetles also."—C. E. FISHER. 

I visited the orchards of Mr. Fisher and Captain Sheppard on April 16th last, just 
before the buds burst, and found that the beetles were very active and crawlinc,  over 
and boring into the bark in large numbers ; but no eggs nor larvœ were foundthen. 
Young larvae were found in the breeding jars in my office at Ottawa early in June, from 
which the perfect beetles emerged in large numbers in the last week of July and into 
August. I am of the opinion; although I failed to trace it this year, that there is a 
second brood from eggs laid in August, which matures before winter and hibernates as 
perfect betties in the bark. I have found perfect beetles in the bark from November 
till April, young larvœ in June, pupœ in euly, perfect beetles by July 27 and through 
August. 

In a letter to the Rural New Yorker, Mr. Slingerland, of New York State, 
says : "Eggs have been found in May and July, larvœ and pupœ in July, adults in 
April, May, July, November and February." 

On the appearance of the summer brood, the following letter was written to Mr. 
Fisher :— 

" Ottawa, July 27.---Quite a number of Peach Bark-borers have appeared to-day in 
the breeding jars. This would look as if the eggs laid this spring had now matured and 
a brood of beetles was issuing from these eggs. Will you please examine your trees and 
see if the beetles are not abundant on them just now, running over the bark and sinking 
fresh -burrows I It was supposed that there is only one brood in the year, but the above 
would certainly look as if there were two

' 
 at any rate. I notice that the beetles are 

pairing, and I imagine eggs will be laid and another brood mature from these eggs this 
autumn, and pass the winter in the bark, where they will remain until next spring. 
Please give nie your opinion on this."—J. F. 

" Queenston, Oct. 15.—Those little Peach Bark-borers have been working 
worse than ever. First, about the treated ti ees : Two I treated with pure coal oil ; I 
covered the trunk of one with a sack as you suggested ; it died first ; the other followed 
suit about two or three weeks later. The one treated with linseed oil died also, but not 
until the fruit had about half come to maturity. Those I treated with whitewash and 
whitewash with Paris green, lived, but became infested with the beetles again after the 
wash was partially carried away by the rain, and did not do well at all ; in fact, they 
look so bad that I have decided to take them all out and burn the trunks. I treated a 
large number of trees with the boiled linseed oil, coverinu the trunk entirely of some of 
them, of others only in places where beetles had securej a lodgement. All these trees 
were treated, you remember, after the season was more advanced than when the first 
one was treated. Those that were healthy, did not seem to be injured by the oil. They 
passed through the season as well as those with no oil application. Some that were 
sick, succumbed quite early in the season. I think they were unhealthy at the start. 
You will gather from this what my conclusions would be. A healthy tree would stand 
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the linseed oil all right, put on lightly, not thoroughly saturated, after the trees are 
out in full leaf, but not before. The linseed oil will kill the beetles, but after a time 
they will trouble the tree again if some are left anywhere. I noticed this, which you 
may proloably know, that old trees, say nine or ten years planted, are more likely to be 
troubled with the beetles; still, when nutnerous, as you saw, they attack young trees. 
The whitewash was not effective. I was thinking, would it do to add to the white-
wash carbolic acid sufficient to make a strew:,  odourl Some bugs are sensitive about 
bad smells. Would this injure the tree And would it kill the bugs, do you think I 

" In reply to yours of July 27th, I examined my trees and found early in August 
the beetles running over the bark and sinking fresh burrows. About the middle of 
August they are very numerous, so rnuch so that on a small tree only two inches in 
diameter, I killed 64 beetles in about 15 or 20 minutes, about sun-down. They must 
certainly have been a fresh brood, so numerous were they. I believe, with you, that 
beetles will mature from the egas laid this autumn and pass the winter in the bark." 

" December 31.—We fou;c1 the beetle active during mild weather in February 
last, and in this December they worked nearly the whole month. 

" Now, my opinion is, that it is dangerous to use coal oil, or linseed oil either, on 
peach trees before they have the rough furrowed bark. I have several other trees now 
which I observed this morning, to which linseed oil was applied freely ; one I noticed 
was about dead, a seven year old smooth bark ; several others, a year older, partially 
dead, all smooth bark ; others older, rough bark, apparently all right. I think, not-
withstanding what you have heard concerning application of coal oil for San José Scale, 
that it will have to be used with great caution. I regret it very much, t,00, it is so 
easily applied and so effectually disposes of them."—C. E. FISHER. 

The following letter refers to the same subject :— 
" Queenston, December 20.—In reply to yours of the 17th instant, I would say 

that the Peach Bark-borer can injure seriously, and if not interfered with, will kill peach 
trees about the third or fourth year after the attack begins. I think all the experi-
ments I have tried have had some good effect ; but none have teen quite successful. I 
have used coal oil emulsion applied with a spray pump • also, whitewash and Paris green 

 applied in the same ‘‘ ay ; also, plain whitewash applied with a brush, and of different 
degrees of thickness. All the applications seem to check the work of the borer. The 
Paris green and whitewash, sprayed with force, and the thick whitewash, seem to gi‘ e 
the best results. I applied the whitewash and Paris green twice, the whitewash once. 
I have been told that this borer is known as the Elm-tree Bark-borer, and I notice that 
they seem to attack peach trees standing near forest trees, more frequently."—CAPT. 
JAMES SFIEPPARD. 

The Peach Bark-borer, and the Elm Bark-borer (Hylesinus opaculus, Lee.), although 
at one time thought to be identical, are entirely distinct, as can be seen at once by exam-
ining the antennœ. In the case of the former, the club of the antennœ is composed of 
three separate flattened joints or plates openina like the leaves of a book : although very 
small, these are easily distinguishable when the insect is moving. In the Elm Bark-
borer the club is slightly compressed, ringed, pubescent and oval pointed. This mistake 
was first made by Dr. Harris many years aao, and was repeated by subsequent writers 
until attention was drawn to it by Mr. E.  A. Schwarz, of the Department of Agricul-
ture at Washington, who has made a special study of the Scolytidce, and who has 
examined the specimens upon which Dr. Harris based his statemerts. 

The above extracts show that a certain amount of success has attended all of these 
experiments ; and, although some important facts have been found out with regard to 
the life history of this serious enemy of the peach, particularly as to the early date when 
the beetles are active and the comparatively long time before the eggs are laid in the 
spring, yet further  investigations are nee,essary to discover the best treatment and the 
most suitable remedy. Ârrangements have been made for further experiments next 
season. From the work of Mr. C. L. Marlatt,  iii  fighting the San José Scale, as detailed 
in Insect Life, VII.,  page 116, it would appear that coal oil emulsion of a much greater 
strength than was triedin Mr. Fisher's orchard, may be applied with safety to peach 
trees;  and it is just possible that the death of Mr. Fisher's trees may have been due to 
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some other cause than the epplications made to destroy the borers. He has kindly con-
sented to take up the in.vntigation aa

b
ain next spring. 

There is no doubt that this is a difficult insect to control, and the usual recom-
mendation has been, in cases of bad attack, to cut down the trees and burn them. It 
see s to me, however, that less heroic measures will be found to meet the case ; for, 
although this pest is very destructive in certain parts of the orchards in the Queens-
ton district, a great many of the trees are only slightly attacked and the wholesale 
destruction of them would entail much unnecessary loss. I believe that frequent ap-
plications of weak insecticidal or preventive washes., perseveringly made at reg,ular 
intervals from the beeinning of March to the end of May, and again when the beetles 
appear in July and lugust, would prove effective. 

The greatest success may be expected from ordinary Kerosene emulsion (Riley-
Hubbard formula), reduced with 15 parts of water, linseed oil, whitewash and Paris 
green, enough of the latter to give the wash a green tinge; whitewash and carbolic acid, 
one ounce to a pailful of wash ; and particularly the ordinary " Saunders Wash, " which 
consists of soft soap reduced to the consistence of thick paint by the addition of a satu-
rated solution of washing soda in water. If applied during the morning of a warm day,this 
will dry in a few hours, and form a tenacious coating not easily dissolved by rain. As a 
preventive wash, this has been found excellent upon youne apple trees, and should be 
applied to all fruit trees as a regular horticultural method every year. It could not 
injure even young peach trees. I believe that a satisfactory remedy for the Peach Bark-
borer will depend lar,gely on beginning operations early enough in the spring. Our 
present knowledge of the subject would indicate the 1st of March to be about the proper 
date. 

Since the above was written, the followin,g important communication from G. C. 
Snow, New York, to the Anzerican Agriculturist has appeared in their issue of January 
5, 1895 :— 

" Experience with  the Shot-hole Peach, borer. 
" Two years ago I had several peach trees infested with the Shot-hole borer of the 

peach, strong, well-loaded early Crawfords. T_Tnder directions given by Dr. Lintner I 
applied kerosene with an atomizer twice thoroughly, the object being to get the kero-
sene in the holes as far as possible. The application was from the ground up to and as 
far on the large branches as the beetles were at work. The trunk was saturated. The 
kerosene, apparently, did not kill the beetles or injure the trees. There were five in-
fested. However, one tree ripened its fruit prematurely, presenting all the characte-
ristics of the yellows, except habit of growth. That tree died in the fall, I believe, from 
the damage by the beetles, the other trees ripened their fruit at the proper time, but it 
was of no flavour or value, though fairly good in appearance. These trees came out as 
v, ell as ever the next spring and are in fine health yet. Some other trees were slightly 
affected at that time. Since then I have had no trouble from the attacks of the beetles. 
I wa,sh all trees thoroughly in the spring with the usual material, with the addition of 
carbolic acid." 

THE SPOTTED PARIA. 

(Paria sex-notata, Say, Fig. 17). 
Altack.—Sinall, shining brown beetles, shaped as in the figure —k of an 

11.41
.„ inch in length ; varying much in colour and markings, but in the commonest 

form having honey-yellow wing-cases, each bearing two large black blotches ; 
Fi 17—The thorax reddish brown ; eyes black ;  legs  yellow. In many specimens the g.  
Spotted Paria, markings cover the greater part of the wing-cases ; and in some, not only 
life size and the wing-cases, but the thorax as well, is entirely black. All of these 

enlarged ,  varieties occur together on the same plant. 
The attacks reported this year have been only on raspberries, but occasionally the 

strawberry also is injured. The damage is done early in the season at the time of the 
bursting of the buds of the raspberry, and is frequently serious. 
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Depredations by this insect have been reported to me many times during the past
chree or four years ; but I have held the matter back, hoping to be able to work out the
life history. So far, however, I have been unable to obtain eggs or any definite informa-
tion in Canada except with regard to its injuries. An interesting account of Paria ater-
rima, Oliv.,which seems to be extremely similar if not identical with this species, occurs
in Prof. Forbes's Insects qffecting the Strawberry, 1883; but as there are certain dates
in that account, that I cannot reconcile with our Canadian observations, I had hoped
to obtain material to breed the species through all its stages and compare them : but so
far I have been unsuccessfuL If Paria sex-notata proves really to be a distinct species
from Paria aterrima, there is little doubt that, like that of the latter, as described by
Forbes and Cook, the larva feeds on the roots of strawberries and raspberries. Atten-
tion is drawn to this insect now at the request of some of the members of the Fruit-
Growers' Association of Ontario. The Spotted Paria does not attack the raspberry
alone ; for in 1874 Mr. John McGrady, of Gatineau Point, Que., suffered a disastrous
attack upon his strawberry beds, many of the plants having the leaves completely devour-
ed and the crop ruined. It was found that hellebore was quite useless against the
enemy, and later experience has shown that much stronger poisons are necessary
against this beetle than for many others. The beetles appeared suddenly and dis-
appeared again as suddenly about ten days later. For three seasons past, the Spotted
Paria has been the cause of much loss in some raspberry plantations in the Grimsby,
Ont., district. On May lst, Mr. Linus Woolverton wrote :-" I send you some speci-
mens of a little beetle occurring here in large numbers in our raspberry plantations
eating up all the buds. Please say what it i3 and prescribe a remedy. We fear some
plantations will have no fruit left." The following letters from Mr. Martin Burrell, of
St. Catharines, Ont., a careful experimenter and successful fruit-grower, will show how
difficult an insect this is to combat :-

', May 13, 1891.-Will you kindly give me the name and general habits of the in-
closed beetles 4 My raspberry canes are literally infested with them and I think I am
not overstating when I say that one-half of the buds have been eaten and nearly all
the young leaves punctured.

"Their very objectionable method of work seems somewhat similar to that of the
Grape-vine Flearbeetle, but this, apparently is no flea as far as jumping goes ; for, when
detected, he immediately turns over on his back and rolls on to the ground curculio
fashion. I sprayed my patch yesterday morning at the rate of 2 ounces of Paris green to
40 gallons of water, but the beetles are still in great force ; though possibly 24 hours is
not long enough for the poison to take effect. Some blackberry canes adjoining the
raspberry patch are scarcely touched by them."

'° May 26, 1891.-Many thanks for your kind letter of the 16th inst., identifying
the Paria beetle for me. They are most troublesome, and were apparently quite as
cheerfully active after two sprayings with Paris green as before. I have given them a
third spraying-4 ounces to 40 gallons-and even this did not completely rout them,
tho' a slight rain 24 hours after spraying may have prevented the poison doing its
work fully. The raspberry canes are so far advanced now, however, that I fancy the
beetles can do little harm, unless in the way of providing another crop of the pests for
1892."

.°1 Dec. 30, 1891.-I found that Paria sex-notata, which you kindly identified for
me, very difficult to destroy ; the little villains very seriously injured my raspberry crop
and it would certainly take as much as 4 ounces of Paris green to 40 gallons of water
to affect them."

"'1 Feb. 17, 1892.-With regard to your inquiry as to my spraying for the Paria-
beetle last year, I find in my note book :-

May 11.-Sprayed raspberries for beetle with 2 ounces of Paris green to 40
gallons of water.

" May 14.-Beetles still thick ; only found two dead. Sprayed again 3 oz.
to 40 gallons, comparatively ineffective.

" May 20.-Sprayed again 4 to 40, as the beetles were still very thick.'
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" I find that rain fe11 024 hours after the last spraying and I presume partially de-
stroyed its efficacy. I cannot find that I sprayed again, but my impression is that ever, 
this dose did not completely fix things; but by this time I think the leaves had pushed 
on so far that the beetles could not do much damage. As to the effect on my crop, I 
am perfectly safe in saying that at least one-third of the crop was destroyed, in many 
cases every bud on the cane being eaten out. I found that the beetles were generally 
very shy and wary, on being approached, running to the edge of the leaf and rolling off, 
or else turning over on their backs and simulating death." 

" May 20, 1892.—My old enemy, Paria sex-notata, has revisited me this spring in 
greater numbers than ever. I sprayed with Paris green 4 ounces to 40 gallons, but arc. 
foe still bobbed up serenely. To give you some idea of the damage it has done me this 
year, I may state that out of a quarter of an acre of raspberries not a score of canes 
have leafed out. I am not the only victim this year, as several of my neighbours have 
been seriously injured by the beetles ; I strongly suspect that their canes were more or 
less injured last year, but they do not seem to have been aware of the existence of the 
beetle, and some even this year failed to attribute the damage'to the right cause. , 
Where the patches are badly affected, I have advised taking out root and branch and 
burning, and presume this to be the best course. Do you know how many eggs the 
beetle lays ? Or have you in any way traced out its life history ? 

" I might mention that I found one specimen eating a grape vine bud. Is this 
new to you?" 

Mr. John Craig, the Horticulturist of the Central Experimental Farm, found this 
insect early in May last injuriously abundant in raspberry plantations on the road 
between Hamilton and Grimsby. 

Mr. Adolphus Pettit, of Grimsby, stated that it was in great numbers on a neigh-
bour's raspberries, working on the unopened buds and young leaves, and it occurred on 
many other fruit farms. 

Renzedies.—The Grimsby fruit growers were recommended to dust the bushes at 
once with Paris green and slaked lime, or some other quite dry powder, 1 pound of the 
former to 25 pounds of the latter. This mixture is easiest applied by putting it into a 

bag of cheese cicth and shaking or tapping it 
over the bushes. Of course, if this can be done 
when there is a dew, it is so much the better. 

O 	 Owing t,o the difficulty of destroying these beetles 

H jeeil4L1\? D 	with poisons and the small quantity of foliage 
on raspberry bushes at the thne of attack, per-
haps the most practical remedy will be found to 
be beating the insects off into a beating net, 
a light wooden frame with cotton stretched 
tightly between the side pieces (Fig. 18), and 
then destroying them by throwing them into 
some vessel holding water with a little coal oil 
on the top. An easy plan for collecting them 
is to hold an open and inverted umbrella beneath 
the canes when beating them, and then brush 
the insects out into the coal oil pan. 

In a report which Mr. Woolverton has been 9 kind enough to send me on the injuries to fruit 
crops by insects during 1894, he says :— 

"The  Spotted Paria was very troublesome about Grimsby this spring, eating out 
the buds of the raspberry, and thus materially reducing the erop. I have made public 
the remedy you prescribe, and it will be tried faithfully next season by our growers." 

I shall be obliged to any fruit grower who, next season, will notify me promptly of 
the occurrence of this insect on its first appearance, and send me living specimens for 
study. 

Fig. 18.—Beating net. 
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In the autumn of 1893 arrangements were made, in response to several represen-
tations made to the Honourable Minister of Agriculture, t,o institute an Apiary at the 
Central Experimental Farm. At that time,10 swarms of the Common Black Bee were pur-
chased. In the spring of 1894 a suitable space was chosen near to the house of Mr. John 
Fixter, the farm foreman, who had some experience in the care of bees, and who un-
dertook the practical  management of the apiary. He has had the sole charge of the 
bees during the season, and has carried out most e,arefully with the assistance of his 
brother, Mr. George Fixter, such experiments as I considered it wise to undertake the 
first year. I beg to acknowledge gratefully much assistance and valuable advice re-
ceived from Mr. R F. Holterrnann, of the Goold, Shapley Se Muir Co., Limited, Brant-
ford, and Editor of the Canadian Bee Journal. In consulting with Mr. Holtermann as 
to the most useful experiments which could be undertaken with such swarms as we had 
and under the existing circumstances in our apiary (with which he was well informed) 
he was good enough, not only to suacest a useful line of experiments to compare the 
different kinds of foundation comb usrel by beekeepers in the Dominion, but himself to 
prepare the foundations for these experiments. 

On receipt, these specimens of foundation comb were kindly weighed accurately by 
Mr. Frank T. Shutt, the Chemist of the Dominion Experimental Farms, and then at the 
end of the season were again weighed after the honey was extracted. Mr. Shutt has 
been good enough to prepare a report submitted herewith on these comparative weigh-
ings, and has drawn some deductions therefrom which will be read with interest. I 
also submit an interesting report on the management of the apiary by Mr. Fixter_ 

The two Italian queens referred to,which were substituted for two of our own,wére 
of a race procured from Mr. Holtermann, of which he says : " They are of a set very 
lig14 in colour which are at present so freely praised on one side, and on the other as 
freely condemned. It would be a good experiment to try them at Ottawa for wintering 
as well as for worker qualities next season." 

The annual meeting of the County of Russell Bee-keepers' Association was held on 
October 16, at Chard, Ontario. This meeting was attended by Mr. Fixt,er, and he 
gave an account of the work being carried on with bees at the Central Experimental 
Farm, which was listened to with pleasure and interest. 

We have now in the apiary 20 hives of bees, and preparations have been made for 
repeating the experiments undertaken this year with foundation combs, with different 
bee-fodder plants, and as to the best method of preventing injury of the bee-moth. 
I append herewith reports prepared at my request by Messrs. Fixter and Shutt. 

REPORT OF MR. JOHN« FIX -TER 

First steps were taken in the Bee department in the autumn of 1893, when several 
swarms were purchased. They were weighed in the autumn before being put into the 
cellar, and again in the spring of 1894. In spring they weighed on an average 20 
lbs. less per colony ; this reduction is considered large and resulted from the temper-
ature of the cellar being very low during the winter which necessitated the bees con-
suming more honey than if the cellar had been a few degrees warmer. During Novem-
ber and December, 1893, the temperature varied from 34 to 38 degrees Fahr. ; during 
January,1894, 32° to 34e; February, 32° to 34'; March 38° to 40'; .April 1st to 12th, 40° to 
48°. These temperatures are considered too low; from 400  to 46° has been found the best 
temperature, for the whole winter. On April 12th, 1894, the bees began to get uneasy, 
and, the weather being very fine, they were taken out of the cellar and pla,ced on the 
summer stands. The first ten days they gathered pollen very freely ; after that a very 
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cold wet period set in and la-fted several days, when it was found necessary to feed 
several of the swarms with syrup (2 parts of granulated sugar and 1 part of water) put 
moderately warm into a Miller feeder and fed in the evening. Swarming began June 
14th. The increase in the number of colonies was very small, and the honey flow 
of the past season has been poor, not only in the Ottawa district, but in many parts 
of Ontario and Quebec ; several bee-keepers have stated that the past season has been 
the poorest for many years. The apiary on the farm gave an average of 23i lbs. of 
honey per colony. There was very little honey gathered from clover this season, the 
bees made most of their store from the basswood (or American Linden) and the honey 
did not increase in weight after the basswood ceased to flower. No honey was gathered 
by our bees from buckwheat, as there are no fields of this crop within several miles of 
the farm. In the experimental work with foundation combs, the following swarms 
were selected for the experiment : No. 20 was a swarm that came off a colony of Corn-
mon Black Bees on June 23 and weighed 9 lbs.; No. 21 was partly Italian and partly 
Common Black Bees, both swarming together on June 24; the weight of this swarm 
was 9i lbs. 

On August 4th two thoroughbred Italian Queens were presented to the farm by 
Mr. Holtermann to be introduced into the apiary. Two hives of Common Black Bees 
were selected that had a good quantity of honey and brood, with young bees just coming 
out. The old queens and 12 workers with each, were first taken from the swarms and 
put into a cage, until it was found that the Italian queens had been accepted by the 
swarms. The Italian queens were introduced as soon as the old queens were taken 
away, the cage being placed lengthwise on the top of two frames of honey and brood, 
the bees being allowed t,o eat their way through about one inch of honey and sugar 
before the queens could get out. Drone traps were placed at the entrance, so that if 
the queens attempted to leave, or if any attempt was made to carry them out, they 
would be easily seen. Both swarms took kindly to their new queens, and 27 days 
afterwards y-oung Italian workers were noticed. 

September 24th : the hives were all weighed and several were found to be short of 
stores to carry them through the winter.  AU  hives that did not weigh 50 pounds were 
fed, September 27th, with a syrup, two parts of sugar and one of water, fed moderately 
warm, in the evening, in a Miller feeder; 6 swarms before being fed weighed 214g lbs., 
and were given 116 lbs. of syrup. In 18 days afterwards they were weighed again and 
weighed 297 lbs., making 33g pounds less weight than was fed. On November 9th the 
hives were all weighed again, immediately before being put into the cellar. These same 
six swarms weighed 286 pounds, being 11 pounds less than on October 12th. This experi-
ment indicates that a person feeding should allow about one-third more syrup than the 
weight required to make up each hive to 50 pounds. 

The temperature of the cellar, November 9-30, 1894, varied from 40° to 44°F. 

REPORT UPON AN EXPERIMENT WITH SOME BRANDS OF 
"FOUNDATION .," BY FRANK T. SHUTT, M.A., 	F.C.S. 

Wax, like honey, is a true secretion and not a material gathered by the bees, special 
cells or glands having for their function its production. It differs from honey, how-
ever, in its formation in certain particulars. Honey would appear to be the result of 
the action of a diastase or ferment, produced by certain cells in the bee, upon the cane 
sugar contained in the nectar gathered from flowers. Wax is manufactured, so to 
speak, in the bee, and is the result of the physiological function of certain glands, as 
already stated. 'Wax, therefore, is produced at the expense of the honey or sugar (as 
the case may be) consumed by the bee. Thus Dumas and Milne-Edward.s found that 
bees fed with 500 grammes of sugar produced 30 grammes of wax, the same weight of 
honey only yielding 20 grammes. It would also appear that although pollen is not 
absolutely necessary to the production of wax, its consumption by the bees greatly re-
duces the amount of honey or sugar otherwise required (Berlepsch). From this it is 
evident that wax is secreted, primarily at the expense of the tissue and, secondarily, of 
the food consumed. 
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In supplying " foundation " to the bees the object is to save much of this expendi-
ture, and thus allow the bees more time and energy for the production of honey. 

The primary object of the present series of experiments, as suggested by Mr. Hol-
termann, was to ascertain the relative ease with which the various foundations t£sted 
were drawn out and used by the bees; it, naturally, being held that those would be the 
most profitable which were utilized in this way to the greatest extent by the bees, or, 
in other words, those to which the least wax was added by the bees in building the 
comb. It will be seen that other and perhaps more important results have been inci-
dentally obtained. 

The experiments were conducted as follows :— 
The frames were filled with the various foundations under test, and the exact 

weight of two inches square, noted. At the close of the season a similar area of two 
inches square was cut out of the centre of the full comb, the caps of the cells carefully 
removed and the honey, was extracted with the extractor and finally by successive 
exhaustions with cold water. The empty honey-comb was finally allowed to dry in the 
air and was weighed. 

The following tables give in consecutive form the data obtained and the averages 
therefrom. 

EXPERIMENTS with Various Brands of " Foundation," 1894. 
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TABLE of Averages.
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Particulars respecting the colour and appearance of the foundations and their resulting
honey-comb are contained in the subjoined memoranda ;
A. d, B.-Foundation, nearly white, clear and bright ; in the honey-comb it was

only a shade darker than the cells.
C. & D.-Foundation a shade darker than A, but almost white. Honey-comb

very similar to A.
E. & F. -Foundation a bright yellow, clear ; in comb, several shades darker than

cells, colour gradually diminishing from foundation plate to top of cells.
G. & H.-Foundation very pale yellow; in comb it is slightly more yellow in inner

section than in outer; somewhat darker than wax of cells.
I. & J.-Foundation brownish-yellow, not so light as E. In comb it is consider-

ably darker than cells, colour shading off from centre.
K. & L.-Foundation almost identical in colour with that of preceding; in comb,

yellowish brown and considerably darker than the ce11s, colour shading off as
in I. & J. On the whole, very similar in appearance to the preceding.

Di.-Foundation a very pale yellow, in colour this comes between E. and A.; in
in comb almost white, scarcely any difference in colour to be distinguished
between it and the cells.

N.-Foundation a bright yellow, a little lighter in colour than E. ; incomb, colour
almost gone and in this particular scarcely distinguishable from cells.

O.-Foundation bright yellow, a shade darker than N., probably owing to greater
thickness; in comb, pale yellow and in this respect differing from N., does
not show the same shajing off from centre as noticed in some of the heavier
foundations.

P.-Foundation, deep yellowish brown, the darkest in the series, appears to be
more elastic than M., which is of about the same weight and from the same
mill ; foundation in comb, brownish yellow, colour extending about one half
the depth of the cells.

DEDUCTIONS FROM THE ABOVE DATA.

1.-That a certain minimum weight of wax is apparently required for the con-
struction and strength of the cells, although not necessarily the same weight is required
in every case.

2.-That when a 1ight (in weight) foundation is supplied, the bees make up the
deficiency; in other words, the weight of wax produced by the bees is inversely pro-
portional to the amount of wax supplied as foundation.

This is well illustrated by M. and O, and is borne out to a greater or lesser extent
(with one or two exceptions) by the other members of the series. It pjints eniphati-
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cally to the economy of supplyinc,  the bees with a foundation of not more than seven 
and a half feet to eight feet to the pound. 

3.—That a dark or deeply coloured foundation gives a dark and unsightly " fish-
bone " in the resulting comb, materially affecting its palatability and injuring the sale. 

4.—That in addition to what has already been said, there appears to be some support 
to the theory that certain waxes are more easily worked and drawn out by the bees 
than others. The results obtained in the experiments with the " foundations in general 
use" and the "inferior waxes " from the Root mill, would, apparently, lend weight to 
this view. The fa,cts at our command do not at present allow of any general conclusion 
being arrived at on this point. There can be no doubt, however, that this factor can-
not, in view of the data here given, be of equal importance with that of the weight of 
wax supplied to the bees in the foundation. 

5.—That the present experiments give no definite results that would enable us to 
draw conclusions as to the relative merits, as regards working by the bees, of wax mil-
led at high and low temperatures. 

It might be urged from what has already been said, that it would be economical 
to supply all the wax necessary for the construction of the comb. There are, however, 
no facts to support this extreme view. The production of the wax by the bees is a 
normal function, and its entire cessation might possibly affect the honey yield or lead 
to a disarrangement of the general health of the bees. There is probably a limit in the 
amount of wax that can be advantageously furaished as foundation, a limit to be a,scer-
tained by future experiments. 

SOME SPECIALLY NOXIOTIS WEEDS. 

Of the rnany weeds which have ben sent in for identification or inquired about dur 
ing the past year, there are a few which require more than a passing notice just now. 
Great attention has been given to this most important subject by the superintendents 
of all of our branch farms. Mr: S. A. Bedford, of Brandon, has forwarded for identifi-
cation many specimens from farmers in his district, and has done good work in speaking 
at meetings on the practical treatment of these agricultural pests. Mr. Bedford has be-
sides prepared for exhibition to farmers, specimens of the more injurious weeds. Mr. 
Angus Mackay, of Indian Head, has done excellent work in the sanie line, and has col-
lected for the North-west Assembly specimens of Tumble Mustard, French Weed and 
others, for exhibition purposes. Mr. Thomas Sharpe, of Agassiz, states that there is a 
good deal of interest shown by farrners in British Columbia about noxioue, weeds. 
He thinks that many of these plants are being introduced in packages of trees, stock 
cars, etc., and has asked that a collection of mounted weeds might be supplied  hm for 
exhibition, as many of the farmers do not know the appearance of some of the worst 
weeds until these get to be a serious pest, and eradicating them is a costly undertaking. 
Col. W. Blair writes in a similar strain from Nova Scotia, and among other things 
reports that the Corn Spurry (Speryula arvensis, L.), lately recommended by some as a 
fodder plant, is one of the very worst weeds in his province. I would draw particular 
attention to the following imported weeds which call for special efforts. 



Fig. 19.—The Russian Thistle : a branch of a mature 
plant. 

EXPERIMENTAL  FA RAIS.  

THE RUSSIAN THISTLE or Russian 
Tumble-weed ( Salsola Kali, L., var. Tra-
gus, DC., Fig. 19) referred to in my last 
report, was detected in July last in 
Manitoba. Immediately on receipt of 
specimens, I prepared for distribution 
to the farmers of Manitoba and the 
North-west Territories a short bulletin 
(Experimental Farm Notes, No. 4) giv-
ing an illustrated description and con-
cise history of the weed, and sug-
gestions as to the best steps to be 
taken to prevent its spread. At the 
same time, the Manitoba Government 
adopted vigorous measures to fight this 
terrible pest of the Dakotas and some 
of the other North-western United 
States. The farmers of the west, and 
in fact of the whole Dominion, seem 
to be thoroughly aroused and to re-
cognize the danger of neglecting this 
enemy. This is evidenced by the very 
large number of letters of inquiry and 
specimens sent in to see if they were 
the Russian thistle. These specimens 
were for the most part the true Tumble-
weed of the west, Amarantus albus, L. 
from Manitoba, the North-west and 
British Columbia, and Sonch,us amen-
sis, L., from Ontario and Quebec. 

Although I have made inquiries 
from correspondents in Manitoba dur- 
ing the last two years as to whether 
they had observed any plants of the 
Russian Thistle, I could not learn 
of its occurrence in Canada until July 
last. However, Mr. James Dale, of 
Grund, Man., sent me in the begin- 
ning of September, old stems of the 
previous year. I was under the im- 

pression that this  vas the fi rst record of the occurrence of the pest in Canada, but 
I fi nd, from an extended report by Mr. A. K. Leith, the Inspector of Noxious 
Weeds, of the Manitoba Department of Agriculture and Immigration, an advance 
copy of which has been kindly placed in my hands through the courtesy of the Hon. 
Thomas Greenway, Minister of the Departrnent, that the Russian Thistle was first 
noticed five years ago on a farm occupied by one Peter Rhimer ; but it was not till 
three years ago that it spread far over the district. TJnder instructions from the Hon. 
Thomas Gtreenway, Mr. Leith has made a very thorough search through those districts 
of Manitoba, wher- it was thought that the weed was likely to occur, and has explained 
to the settlers the danger of neglecting this enemy. He has also, by order of the Pro- 
vincial Government, taken such steps as were possible to bring about its extermination. 
The weed was found in surprising quantities in some localities, as around Morden, where 
" it was so thick and dense that the crop was entirely choked out. On a piece of land 
of about five acres, a farmer, Abram Wiebe, cut with a mower and raked up over 90 
cocks as large as good sized hay cocks which after drying out, he burnt. " Mr. Leith 
went through the Mennonite reserve and found the pest all through the country in a 
greater or less degree. The way it was scattered seemed to indicate more that it had 
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been spread in seed grain than by its natural manner of rolling. Very little indication of 
it was found on the natural prairie, except where there was loose earth around gopher 
holes. The Mennonites all know the plant, but, as a rule, are indifferent whether it 
is on their land or not, although a few seemed anxious to secure its extermination. The 
farmers of Manitoba are to be congratulated on the vigorous manner in which the 
endeavours to exterminate this weed have been prosecuted by the Provincial Department 
of Agriculture. In addition to the many localities where the Russian Thistle was found 
on the Mennonite reserve, small patches were also discovered at Carman, Souris, Wawa-
nesa, Belmont and Baldur, all of which were carefully destroyed by order of the depart-
ment. Although I do not think it at all likely that the Russian Thistle will become a 
dangerous weed in Ontario, where it has little chance of " tumbling," it may be well to 
state that vigorous specimens have been found along the Grand Trunk Railway, south of 
Lake St. Clair by Mr. J. Dearness, of London ; at Toronto Junction, in the Canadian 
Pacific Railway yards, by Miss Zelran Bogart ; and at Smith's Falls on the same rail-
way, by Prof. John Macoun. 

The Russian Tumble-weed or Thistle will be easily re-
cognized from the figures of a mature branch, an immature 
bl anch and seed shown herewith (Fig. 20). The plant most 
frequently mistaken for it is the true tumble-weed,Arnarantus 
albus ; but the two can be at once distinguished by the fact 
that, when the plants are immature, the leaves of the true 
tumble weed are expanded into a blade half an inch across, 
while those of the Russian Thistle are thread-like and fleshy. 
When ripe, the seeds of the former are lens-shaped, black 
and highly polished, not more than of an inch in diameter, 
while those of the latter are shaped as in the figure, dull 
gray and nearly + of an inch in their greatest length. 

Some other western weeds have attracted attention by 
their aggressiveness during the past season. Mr. A. Mac-
kay writes from Indian Head :—" I can safely say -Ulm one 
half of this farm was literally covered with plants of the 
TUMBLE MUSTARD, Sisymbrium sinapistrum, Crantz, blown in 
from adjacent farms on November 14, last. By good luck, the 
greater part of this was followed last summer, and I hope a 	 not many plants will appear next year in the crop. In 1893 
there was not a plant in this whole lot. This year when 
we ploughed the field for the first time, it was a mass of Fig. 20. The Russian Thistle : a 

young stem before the flower- flower, and the plants were so thick that every foot was 
mg  period, natural size and a covered with the weed. The tree plots, garden plots and 
single seed enlarged. all places of that nature were filled up, and continued so 

till the frost came. Of course, we ploughed, hoed, scuffled, as each new crop came up, 
and kept them from going to seed. But with fresh importations from the same quarter 
this fall, I have no doubt there will be plenty again next year. All our crops had 
more or less plants in them. We pulled them whenever it was practicable ; but some 
places were so bad that we did not touch them until the grain was ripe. The plant is 
easily killed by fallowing the land, but it is spreading fast in the direction of the pre-
vailing winds. Our council has power to cause the destruction of this weed, and likely 
will take steps the coming year to do so. If something is not done soon, this whole 
country will be overrun. Russian Thistle has not made its appearance here yet, and I 
hope it will not ; but, as a weed, it is not any worse than our own tumble weed. " 

There is another member of the Mustard family which is just getting a footing in 
the North-west Territories as a noxious weed, i. e., Erysimum orientale, R. Br., which has 
been sent to me by Mr. Mackay, from two or three localities in the same district, and from 
Beulah, Manitoba. Mr. Mackay says under date of August  29: "The  weed Erysimum 
orientale is not on the farm, but is found five miles from here, and has caused consider-
able loss to the farmer on whose place it has obtained a foothold. I think it is only 
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on this one farm, and has been there for six or seven years. I send you seeds, young
plants. just starting and full grown specimens, all collected together." This plant is a
slender branching annual with grayish green succulent leaves, on the stem oblong oval in
shape and clasping at the base : the root leaves are spatulate, more elongated and not

clasping at base. The flowers are small, of a creamy white, and borne at the tips of the
branches ; they are followed by square pods sometimes three inches in length, containing
rather large blackish seeds. From what we know of this plant, there is every indica-
tion that it may develop into a troublesome weed, and it requires to be watched. This

remark also applies to two other members of the Mustard family, which are every year
becoming more abundant, Neslia paniculata, Desv., and False flax (Camelina satava,

Crantz). The name given in English books for this weed is "Hare's Ear Mustard,"

PERENNIAL SOWTHISTLE, Field Sow-thistle (Sonchus arvensis, L.). There are, I
believe, in the older portions of Canada few noxious plants which are spreading more
rapidly and doing more harm than the Perennial Sow-thistle. It is alarmingly abundant
through the province of Quebec and throughout the Maritime Provinces. It is a perennial
with strong underground stems, which spread out a long distance from the centre. The
leaves cover the ground closely and choke out the crop among which the plant grows.
The flowering stems, about three feet in height, have no leaves towards the top, where
they bear three or four large yellow flowers, which are conspicuously glandular hairy
outside and on the footstalks. The seeds are provided with a copious pappus of pure
white silky down, by means of which they are blown long distances. At the time the
small grains are in flower or a little later, this plant is easily detected in a crop, from the
flowers generally standing up a few inches above the grain. As soon as the conspicuous
flowers are seen, every stem as well as the rosette-like tuft of leaves around the base of
the main stem, should be pulled. This can. easily be done at this season, and as soon as
the crop is harvested, the.stubble should be plounhed. I am informed by Prof. E. A.
Barnard, of Quebec, that in some places this plant is so abundant as to have acquired

the name of Crèves-yeux (Hard on the eyes) from the necessity of covering the face
with a veil when threshing grain to keep the particles of down out of the eyes. When

this plant is once noticed in a piece of land, every effort should be made to eradicate it,
and this requires the greatest care and perseverance.



REPORT OF THE POULTRY MANAGER. 
(A. G. GILBERT.) 

To WILLIAM SAUNDERS, Esq., 
Director Dominion Experimental Farms, 

Ottawa. 

have the honour to submit to you the seventh annual report of the Poultry 
Department. 

Among the subjects treated, with a view to the winter production of eggs, are :— 
1. Different rations and their constituents. 
2. Rations within easy reach of the farmer. 
3. When and how to feed the rations. 
4. The essentials necessary to success. 

The Diseases of Poultry and their treatment, also receive some attention. 
During the year meetings were attended at Manotick, Hensa,ll (2), Dashwood (2), 

Wingham (2), Harrow (2), Toronto, Richmond and Cornwall (2), in the province of 
Ontario, and at Aylmer, P.Q., on two occasions. At these places 16 addresses were 
delivered on the proper care and management of poultry. 

I have to acknowledge the reception of settings of eggs, kindly presented to the 
Department by the following :— 

1 setting White Leghorns (Wychoff strain), from Mr. A. A. L Jack, Chateau-
guay Basin, P.Q. 

. 1 setting White Leghorns from Mr. A. G. Brown, Watford, Ont. 
1 setting Barred Plymouth Rock eggs from Mr. A. Flawn, London, Ont. 
The experimental work and results are given in report. 
One result obtained, worthy of particular note, was that from the careful treat-

ment of the hens during their moult. As the moulting period approached the hens 
were put on a generous diet, similar to that given for egg production. With a free 
run in the fields and the treatment mentioned, the yearling hens, followed by the two-year-
old stock, were first over their moult and as a result 538 eggs were had during December, 
most of which were laid by them. The unusually mild weather in December was no doubt 
a factor aLso, but the fine appearance and condition of the stock were too decided to 
leave any doubt, as to the benefits of care, good feeding, and housing of young stock. As 
a rule the laying stock of the farmer receive no particular attention at their moult, and 
most of them are kept until they are too old. 

I am, sir, your obedient servant, 

A. G. GILBERT, 
Manager Poultry Department. 
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RATIONS. 

During the past year careful consideration has been given to, and observation 
made of, the effect of varied rations in producing eggs in the different seasons. Per-
haps closer observation was made during the winter season—the period of artificial ex-
istence—with the object of producing eggs, at as little cost as possible at the time when 
they are highest in price. The substance of these observations will be found in the 
following pages. It is obvious that the cheaper the cost of production the greater will 
be the margin of profit, and if we can have this cheap food easily available. 
so  much more beneficial will it be to the farmer and poultryman. It may be like going 
over old ground to discuss the subject again, but it is one of very great importance, 
and in which every year makes some important difference ancr all in the way of ad-
vancement. Again, more importance attaches to the subject, beca,use the procuring of 
a cheap and effective egg-producing food, for winter use, has lately engaged the at-
tention of leading scientists and practical poultrymen. in Great Britain and this con-
tinent to a greater extent than ever before. Among the leading authorities in England, 
who have given the subject their attention during the past twelve months is Mr. R. 
Warrington, a chemist, who says in an article on " poultry and poultry  rations" in the 
Agricultural Gazette of London :—" The winter production of eggs and the rearing of 
early spring chickens, so that the highest prices may be realized in each Case, is not 
made the subject of careful study. " 

THE HEN AN IMPORTANT FACTOR. 

And in order to make good his contention he gives the following figures. He 
says :—"A good cow may produce in a year six times her weight of milk, with a 
calf in addition. If we take the cove as weighing 1,000 lbs., we have in the 
salable product about 800 lbs of dry matter, containing 36 8 lbs. nitrogen. 
Hens of good laying breeds, weighing 1,000 lbs., will in the same time lay 6,000 
lbs. of eggs, the contents of which will include 1,404 lbs. of dry matter contain-
ing 120 lbs. nitrogen. " In corroboration of this statement, Mr. M. G. Gillikins, an-
other authority, shows in a table prepared by him that taking the Hamburg hen as a 
layer of 200 eges per annum, that she will in that number of eggs lay 6-40 times her 
live weight. Élie puts the Spanish and Leghorn next with 190 or 150 eggs each, or 
4-22 time,s their weight.  "This goe,s to  show,"  he says " that in the year of their best 
production, viz., the second year, the best laying breeds will furnish five to six time,s 
their weight in eggs." Thus we have two good authorities arriving at the same con-
clusions, which go to show that the hen is being recognized by leading authorities as 
an important factor in agriculture. Returning to Mr. Warrington and hove to feed 
the hen, he says : " that since cows milk is much richer in nitrogen than the carcass of 
an animal, so the food supplied to cows should be of a specially nitrogenous character. 
The argument ", he says, " has still greater weight in the case of the hen, as we have 
seen that her production in the same time from the same body weight contains three 
and a quarter times as much nitrogen as that of the cow. " It will be interesting to 
consider some of the best egg producing rations within easy reach of the farmer. 

DIFFERENT FOODS. 

RATIONS WITHIN EASY REACH OF THE FARMER, THE DAIRYMAN AND MARKET GARDENER 

What should be aimed at, and what has been sought after in the poultry depart-
ment is to have an effective and cheap ration. What is required is a well balanced 
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ration. Col. T. D. Bliss, in Hoard's Dairyman, gives the following list of foods and 
their description :— 

Highly Hitrogencrus Foods—Skimmed milk, buttermilk, cotton seed cake, tinseed 
meal, rape cake, malt sprouts, brewer's grains, sunflower seeds, hempseed cake, red clover 
before bloom, young pasture clover, rich pasture grass, lucerne before bloom ; flaxseed, 
pea-meal. 

Foods with an excess of Carbonaceous Matter.—Cream, oat bran, corn bran, 
wheat middlMgs, corn, buckwheat grain, oats, barley, rye, carrots, sugar beets, potatoes, 
corn cobs, ensilage, fodder rye. 

The following are given as useful forms of food for poultry :— 
Cow's milk, barley middlings, buckwheat bran, barley bran, rye bran, coarse wheat 

bran, cotton seed, millet, wheat, turnips, cabbage, white clover, red clover, and alsike. 

SUITABLE FOR BOTH THE DAIRY COW AND THE HEN. 

In the list will  be noticed cow's milk, wheat, turnips, red clover, cabbage, wheat 
bran and buckwheat bran, all of which are more or less available on a farm, particularly 
where cows are kept in any number. Indeed, the objection may be raised to the 
vegetable and some of the other materials named, on the ground that they are intended 
more for cows than hens. But it is a point in favour of the poultry department, that 
the food which is best suit,ed to the dairy cow is also the best for the laying hens. As a 
matter of fact much of the waste of the dairy may be utilized as most suitable food in 
the hennery. In the first report issued by the Experimental Farm Poultry Department 
will be found the statement " that milk dealers and market gardeners are most favour-
ably situated, as regards the disposal of new laid eggs in winter at the highest figures, 
for they are among the best people in the city every day." That remark, perhaps, more 
particularly applied to the opportunities for obtaining high prices, but it is gratifying 
to find that the dairyman is still more favourably situated, inasmuch that the waste 
material, or at any rate the material that he has in abundance in his establishment, is 
one of the best rations for poultry. The waste of the market gardeners, in the shape of 
unmarketable vegetables, &c., &c., is suitable as good food for egg production. 

COW'S MILK. 

As to cow's milk, not long since, I had a letter from a gentleman in the province 
of Quebec, who asked, "if milk is a satisfactory food for hens, as he had plenty of it I" 
He was answered that it was not only good for hif3 laying hens, but one of the best 
rations to make his young chickens grow rapidly and vigorously. Again, a leading 
authority on dairying in the same province wrote me, "If you think milk can be used 
to good advantage in the poultry department, you will do well by advocating its use, 
for we are having a large number of dairies started, and there will be plenty of it to 
spare." As in the previous case, answer was returned that it was one of the best foods 
for both fowls and chickens. 

Too MUCH GRAIN AND ITS EFFECTS. 

The experience of the past seven year's goes to show that a great deal too much 
grain is fed. A farmer writes : " I fe,ed my hens all the grain they can eat and yet 
they do not lay." It is generally the case that when grain is made the sole feed, the 
result is fat rather than eggs, and as is frequently stated in our reports,  "a fat hen 
will not be a laying one." No doubt in the case mentioned above the farmer fed alto-
gether too much grain. It must be recognized that fat is a disease in the laying stock. 
It has been stated in a previous report that the laying stock require, while c,onfined to 
winter quarters, to be supplied with all the materials necessary to make the shell as 
well as the egg. In other words that the hen, in winter quarters must be supplied 
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artificially with what she canlpick up for herself while running at large. If grain is
constantly fed the first intimation given will be an egg laid with a thin shell. This is
a hint that there is not enough egg shell forming material in the ration, or in other
words that your ration is not well balanced. It is also noticed that if your stock is
composed of Asiatics such as Brahmas, Langshans, Cocbins, &c., &c., that they are get-
ting too fat. And if the hint is disregarded, the egg shells will become rapidly thinner,
until an egg is laid without any shell at all. Sometimes eggs with thin shells, or with-
out shells, are laid as the result of too much 11 stimulating," such as the inordinate use of
red pepper, or condition powders °` warranted to make hens lay."

CLOVER HAY.

Mr. P. H. Jacobs, a chemist and poultry breeder, who has given the subject a
good deal of study, says :`° One hundred grains of lime are needed to make a strong
shell on each egg, and as 1,000 lbs. of wheat or corn contain less than a pound of lime,
the hen cannot get the lime she requires to make a strong shell. We actually require
a ton of wheat to furnish lime enough for ten dozen of eggs." The same authority says
that there is thirty times as much lime in white clover as there is in the same quantity
of wheat, and twenty-eight times as much in red clover. He goes so far as to say that
clover will supply "all the lime the hens require." While the latter statement cannot be
fully endorsed by experience in our poultry department, there can be no doubt that it is
an excellent ration while used with others. It is first cut into half-inch pieces by clover
cutters, and steamed during the night by placing it in a pail and tbrowing boiling water
over it; covering the pail and leaving it until morning. The laying stock in our
poultry-house did not take to it when given to them by itself, but eat it readily when
mixed with shorts and bran, and which without doubt, made a splendid and effective
morning ration. While on this subject it might be as well to quote the statement of
the late Mr. F. A. Mortimer, of Pottsville, Pa., who kept over 2,000 pure-bred fowls,
and who said two years ago in regard to clover "that had he known of the clover hay
food for hens, four years ago, (1888), he could have saved $1,000 and that since he
began to feed it that he got more eggs and found fewer sick hens." Mr. Mortimer is
credited with being one of the most scientific feeders of his day. Another authority
also, a chemist and editor says :" There is no ready substitute for clover hay as a
poultry food. It is not only rich in nitrogen, lime, sulphur, phosphoric acid, magnesia
and soda, but also abounds in potash and carbon. Balanced with, a small quantity of
grain, the heat and warmth of the body is secured, and the elements of egg production
provided. It is easily digested and avoids over-fattening, the great scourge of the
farmer and poultryman."

Observation has led to the conclusion, that while wheat is undoubtedly the best
all round, or best balanced grain food, that if fed entirely alone produces fat rather
than eggs, particularly in the case of the heavy breeds, but when balanced with red or
white clover hay is a good egg producer, and both have the merit of being easily
obtained.

Cow's milk, while not in great abundance on every farm is generally so with dairy-
men. It is a good food for poultry, skimmed, sour, or in the shape of buttermilk.

Vegetables are in good supply on almost every farm, and particularly so with
market gardeners. So we have among our well balanced foods articles of diet within.
easy reach of the farmer.

CGT GREEN BONES.

Not many years ago the orthodox rations for laying stock were grain, vegetables,
gravel to grind up the food and lime to make shell, with an occasional warm mash in
the morning. Now the three great factors in egg production are cut green bones, green
food with grain in moderate quantity, and exercise. The recognition of the poultry de-
partment, as an important revenue-producing branch of agriculture, has led to the study
of the best means to produce the egg, or, fatten the chicken at the least possible cost,
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and the re,sult has been the adoption of green bones as the principal factor in egg pro-
duction, because it is the nearest approach to a perfect food yet put within the reach of 
the poultry-keeper. It is understood that we are treating of fowls which live an arti-
ficial existence for several months of the year and which are expected to produce çiuring 
that period the high price egg. No hens lay as well, as when  running at large and en-
joying a thoroughly natural existence in summer. The aim of the true poultry-keeper 
is, to as nearly approach as possible these natural conditions in the winter housing and 
treatment of his laying stock, and he who most successfully does so reaps the riche,st 
reward. It is evident that by finding out what the egg is composed of and feeding 
those constituents, that we are more likely to get the egg. The authorities quoted 
from, tell us that lime, nitrogen and phosphoric acid, are among the important constituents 
of eggs. From the same authorities we learn that green bones are rich in albumen, phos-
phoric acid and phosphate of lime ; hence their value as an egg producing food, and their 
e,ost is a minimum one. At our poultry department the green bones are delivere,d by the 
butcher,—whfle serving other customers with meat,—at one cent per pound. We are now 
met with the difficulty as to how the average farmer can procure this food. If the cost 
is not t,00 much he can purcha.se a Canadian-made bone mill for fifteen dollars. The ques-
tion of cost, is no doubt a serious one to the individual farmer, but it can be made com-
paratively light by a number clubbing together to purchase a small machine and so arrang-
ing that it can be used in turn. Or, place a larger one in a creamery or cheese factory, 
where there is always power and when the farmer brings his milk he can bring the 
bones and have them cut up. It takes but a short time to cut up enough bones to 
feed 50 or 100 hens, once a day, or three times per week. It is but reasonable to antici-
pate, that when the demand for this food becomes general the large  butchering estab-
lishments, or abattoirs, will cut up the waste bone, and supply  the farmers with it, at a 
moderate figure, say one cent per pound. Cut green bones should be fed in the ratio 
of one pound to every sixteen laying hens. 

OTHER EGG-PRODUCING RATIONS. 

Should it be difficult or impossible t,o procure cut green bones, the heads, livers and 
lights of animals killed on the farm may be used, after being well boiled. In some 
poultry districts no part of an animal that will make clean, wholesome food is allowed 
to go to waste. This boiled food may be fed separately, or cut up into fine pieces and 
mixed with ground grains, so as to make a warm morning mash, which should always 
be fed in a crumbly condition. In such a case, or, indeed in any case, the table and 
kitchen wa,ste ca,n always be utilized in the warm rnorning mash. Lime for shell, and 
the necessary grit, will have to be supplied. The afternoon ration will be a liberal one 
of grain. Rations might be arranged as follows to meet almost every case. 

RATION 1. 

Morning.—Boiled heads, livers, lights, &c., cut up fine and mixed with shorts, 
bran, cut clover hay, provender, ground oats, and table and kitchen waste with a modi-
cum of black or red pepper dus;ed in. Pour boiline water over the whole, and allow it 
to stand until so cool that it can be held in the hand without difficulty. Feed this in a 
" crumbly " state and in such quantity as to 'barely satisfy, not to gorge. Follow this 
by throwing a handful of grain in the straw, or other litter on the floor, so as to start 
the hens scratching. - 

1Vnon.—A small quantity of grain, say oats, to be thrown in the floor litter to keep 
hens busy. 

Afternocrtz.—This last daily ration must be fed before it is too dark, and should be 
riven in such quantity as to fill the crops of the layers, for they have a long night fast 
before them. Wheat or buckwheat is best. 

The foregoing ration ought to suit those who cannot get cut green bones. In such 
a case lime is be,st supplied in the shape of ground oyster shells, old mortar, ezc. 
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Morning.— Out  green bones in quantity of 5 lbs. to every fifteen hens. Follow as 
in previous ration, by throwing a little grain in the floor litter to keep hens busy. 

E0071.—Scatter a little more grain to keep hens going. 
Afternoon.--Send layers to roost with crops full of wheat or buckwheat. 

RATION 3. 

Iforning.—Ground corn, ground oats, bran in proportion of 10 lbs. ea,ch ; linseed 
meal 1 lb. ; salt 1 oz. Mix tlais intimately and put 1 quart of it into a bucketful of 
dry cut clover hay, or any kind of cut hay and mix with boiling water. This is calcu-
lated for thirty laying hens ; enlarge to suit a greater number. 

Soon.—As directed in previous rations. Keep the hens active, but do not over-
feed at this time. 

Afternoon.—Give a liberal grain ration, for reasons giyen. 

RATION 4. 

liforning.—Two quarts bran ; one quart middlings ; one quart cornmeal ; half pint 
oil meal. Mix four pounds of this with 16 lbs. small potatoes boiled and a small 
quantity of ground bone. Dust a little pepper in the mess. The foregoing will be 
enough for 100 hens. 

Soon and Afternoon.—Rations as in previous ones. 

RATION 5. 

Morning.—Small potatoes, turnips, or other vegetables boiled and mixed with 
one quart of cornmeal and the same quantity of bran, to which may be added the table 
and kitchen waste, and a couple of handsful of coarse sand, or fine gravel with a small 
quantity of ground bone. The whole fed warm for a morning ration offers variety. 

•oon and Afternoon.—Rations as directed. 

RATION G.  

Morning.—A correspondent gives the following in Farm-Poultry as a good winter 
egg-producing ration : 3 lbs. oatmeal, 1 lb. dried blood, 1 lb. cut green bone, 4 lbs. pea-
meal, 1 quart skimmed milk. Enough for forty or fifty hens. 

Soon, and Afternoon.—Rations as directed. 
Objection may be made to the last named, on the ground of expense, but there is 

plenty of room for choice in the other rations named. 

THE OTHER ESSENTIALS NECESSARY. 

Green Food.—In every case vegetable or green food of some kind should be sup-
plied. In previous reports the hanging of a cabbage from the ceiling of the hen-house 
to within three feet of the floor has been recommended as an excellent means of furnish-
ing green food and exercise. And it certainly is so. Mr. D. J. Lambert, an authority 
on poultry matters, says :—" Green foods, as has be,en often said, are too sparingly 
given. The majority of poultry-keepers feed too much grain. Less grain and more 
grass should be the watchword. Cabbage, turnips, cut clover, onions, or anything of 
a vegetable nature, cheapens the cost of feeding, tends to keep the fowls more healthy, 
and that means increased egg production, and consequently more profit." It is a fact 
well known to poultrymen that hens and chickens enjoying free range will fill their 
crops nearly half full with grass and greens every day. 
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Grit is another important essential. It is actually the hen's teeth. It should be 
always before the fowls, and may be supplied in the shape of gravel, sifted coal 
ashes, crushed oyster shells, broken st,one or clea,r grit. There are several forms of grit 
substances sold for use of poultrymen, all of which are good. Oyster shells are good for 
grit, also supplying lime for the egg sheLls. 

Exercise is another important factor, as has been already remarked, in making hens 
lay in winter. To keep the hens constantly active requires skilful managing and experi-
ence. It is not so easy as may seem, at first glance. It is best secured by throwing the 
grain among straw, litter, or dry earth (which should be on the floor of the poultry-
house) and feeding it as directed in ration No. 1. If dry e,arth or sand, is used on the 
floor instead of straw or other dry litter,  the earth or sand must be raked over the grain, 
so as to keep the fowls busy searching for it. In report of last year a diagram of a 
building and shed attached for the laying stock to scratch in was given with full in-
structions as to the best means of keeping the laying stock in activity. 

The Drink Water.—It has been urged in previous reports to have the temperature 
of the building, if at all  possible, at such a figure (35° or 40°) that the water will not 
freeze. And where it does freeze the chill should be taken off before the layers are 
permitted to drink it. This should be done at lest three or four times daily. A con-
stant supply of pure water is an important essential. 

A Comfortable House is another requisite to egg production. Experiment has 
proved that where the layers are kept in cold habitations, that the food instead of going 
into eggs will be drawn upon to supply animal heat. Experiment has also led to the 
conclusion that if the hens are kept comfortable at night so much the better will re-
sults be. A room with a low roof or a screen, to be let down over the roosting place at 
night, might utilize the warmth from the bodies of the fowls. In some recently 
constructed poultry-houses, the room for roosting in, and that for feeding and exercis-

• ing in, are separate apartments. 

THE SCIENCE OF FEEDING. 

The feeding of the laying stock, so as to ensure the be,st results at as little cost as 
pcssible, is a science. It has to be studied, and to be successfully practised an appren-
timhip has to be served, in order to gain the experience necessary. Hence you find 
intnding poultry keepers in many cases taking positions in large poultry establishments 
in urder to gain the knowledge or experience neces.sary to success. By the Experi-
memal Farm system the best methods are found out, and the experience gained, is con-
veyel t,o the farmers in the shape of reports and bulletins, 80 saving time and expense. 
The rations may be of the very best, and the good effect lost by a lack of knowledge how 
to fewl them properly. The experience of the past eight years leads to the endorsation 
of the following, " On the proper method of feeding fowls," by 31r. A. F. Hunter,  one of 
the leading poultrymen of the day, who says in Farm-Poultry :—A fowl should have an 
empty crop in the mornin,g and a full one at night, and she should not fill it at one or 
two railway-restaurant-style of feeds, but should fill it a little at a time and be kept at 
work all day filling it The toork is as essential as the food itself. Next in importance 
to a well balanced ration is bodily activity and that bodily activity is best promoted by 
keeping  te  hen hunting for her food." And then follows instructions as to proper feed-
ing similar ta those given in my reports of 1889, 1890 and 1891. Concluding, Mr. 
Hunter says :—The very best way to feed fowls in winter, is t,o give them for breakfast 
a light feeel of mash (as described). An hour later scatter three or four handsful of oats 
or barley, (in the straw litter) to start them scratching • about eleven o'clock three or 
four more kmdsfull of barley or oats and more scratching; about one o'clock a very 
light feed of wheat, to be scratched for and then enough to fill up the crop for last feed. 
Keep the hen a little hungry, keep her wanting just a little more, and she will work and 
sing and lay eggs." 

The subject of rations and the proper way to feed them has been treated very fully 
in the foregoing pages for the reason that numerous letters have been received during 
the past year, as to what and how to feed and the proper quantity to give. This, not- 
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withstanding the informatiniL fully given in previous reports, which have been exten-
sively circulated and read, and which doubtless goes to show the greatlÿ increased de-
mand there is for information on the subject.

THE EXPERIi1iEVTAL FAR31 RATIONS.

WHAT WAS FED DURING THE PAST YEAR AND THE RESULT.

During the winter of 1893 beginning from the month of January, the daily rations
were mixed as follows :

Morning Rations.-Warm mash composed of ground wheat, ground barley, ground
oats, ground rye &c., bran. Occasionally small potatoes were boiled, or cut clover hay
steamed and mixed with the mash, so as to have variety. When cut green bones werefed for the morning ration the mash was not given.

Noon.-Light feed of oats scattered among the floor litter. Sufficient grain onlyto keep the layers busy.
Afternoon.-Wheat or buckwheat were given in quantity to fill the crops of the

layers, and fed early enough so as to have the fowls search for it. When cut green
bone was given for last ration, grain was fed afterwards to fill up the crops.

Vegetables in the shape of mangels, carrots, turnips and cabbage were all, or most
of the time, before the layers, as were grit, ground oyster shells, gravel, coal ashes,
&c., &c. Pure drink water and dust baths were also supplied.

THE LAYINGSTOCg.

The laying stock to which the above mentioned rations were fed, were composed of
the following :

Hens. Pullets.
Barred Plymouth Rocks .......... .... 9 13White If

.. ..
18Houdans.. ........ 6 5

Silver Laced Wyandottes . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . 4 6White '° 7
Langshans.. ..... .......... ........... 1 8
Light Brahmas ..................... 9
White Leghorns............ .... 11............ ..
Red Caps .............................. 5 6
Black hlinorcas ..... ................... 9 7
Langshan B., Minorca cross ....... .. 10W. Leghorn, Brahma...... . . .... ....... 5 3

59 83
The following were used as breeding stock, and were not supposed to be stimulatedto lay :-

BREEDING STOCB.

Hens. Pullets.
Light Brahmas ................ 7
Langshans ...............................

5

Andalusians
Black 111inorcas .... ...... .. 5 .

Golden Polands...... .
hite Leghorns .......................... g

-.

Coloured Dorkings ....................... 4

43
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COMPOSITION OF THE LAYING STOCK. 

The number of layers is apparently 142, but it should be understood that among 
them were a number of old hens and late hatched pullets. The former would not lay 
as well as a hen in her prime, and the latter would be late in starting. As stated in 
previous reports, the old hens, particularly those of the Asiatic breeds, are not money 
makers during winter, for they are late in moulting, and before beginnin& to lay eat 
much of the profit they may afterwards make. The late hatched pullets become appa-
rently stunted, for the time being, by the cold. The old hens are useful as steady 
sitters and careful mothers, but where reliable incubators are used, they are not required. 
By careful observation and calculation, there were 75 or 80 steady layers, and they gave 
the following number of eggs in the months named :— 

January 	777 
February 	 791 
March 	  1,644 

PREPARING FOR SPRING. 

Towards the middle of the last named month the breeding stock were mated, and 
by the end of the month, the eggs from them were saved for hatching purposes and sold 
at $1 per setting. The combined egg yield for the following months was :— 

April    1,939 
May    1,650 
June 	  1,066 

As soon as the weather permitted, the fowls were allowed to the outside runs, where 
they had grass, gravel and sand. 

At the end of June, the breeding season wa,s over, and the hens were allowed to 
run at large in the fields in rear of the poultry house,s, the male birds having been first 
removed from the breeding pens, and placed in pens by themselves. 

TOTAL EGG YIELD FOR THE -YEAR. 

The total egg yield for the year, according to months, was as follows :— 

January 	  777 
February 	 791 
March   1,644 
April 	 1,939 
May    1,650 
June 	  1,066 
July .  	 941 
August  	 386 
September 	 236 

• 	  October 	 161 
November 	  .. 	114 
December 	  538 

SOME LESSONS FROM THE FOREGOING. 

It will be noticed from the foregoing figures that during the moulting period of 
September, October and November, there were few eggs laid, for the reason that the 
hens were comparatively non-productive. During the moulting season the hens were 
well fed and care,d for, as well as having the run of the fields. The result was the gre,at 
majority of the yearling and two year old hens were in fine condition and re,ady for 
winter laying by the end of November. It should be remembered by farmers that their 
moulting hens require the same care as do the layers in winter. During the moulting 
period, the food, which at another time goes into eggs, is drawn upon to supply the 
rapidly growing feathers. The hen which has been a regular layer all the previous 
winter will take a rest during her moult and she will have well earned that rest. 
Another lesson to be learned is that in order to keep up the egg supply during the period 
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of non-production, scarcity and higher priceb, that early hatched pullets.are necessary. 
The difficulty in getting early sitters is no doubt the great drawback, but incubators are 
now more extensively used for the purpose, and it is only a question of time when they 
will be in general use. 

THE BEST LAYERS. 

As in previous years the Black Minorcas, Andalusians, Plymouth Rocks, Langshans, 
Brahmas, and Wyandottes

' 
 proved themselves the best layers. The White Leghorn 

Brahma, and the Langshan Black Minorca crosses made excellent layers. 

LARGE EGGS. 
It is worthy of note that the Black Minorcas, (see fig. 1) ; Langshans, (see fig. 5); 

and Light Brahmas, (see fig. 4), not only laid well during the winter, but laid very large 
eggs. The month of December of last year (1893), was a particularly cold one, but the 
breeds named did not seem to be so much affected by it as were the late hatched pullets. 
On the 16th January four or five dozen of Black Minorca eggs were weighed, when a 
number were found to go six to a pound, and all went seven to the pound. Eight 
dozen Brahma and Langshan eggs were also weighed, and the great majority went 
seven to a pound. The eggs were shown to many visitors as a sample of what could 
be done by the farmers of the country in supplying the demand for large eggs in any of 
the markets offering. 

We give as follows, cuts and description of the breeds which lay large white and 
dark coloured eggs, and which have been tried at the Experimental Farm. 

LAYERS OF LARGE WHITE EGGS. 

Fig. I.—BLACK MINORCAS. 

Black Minorcas. —This is one of the leading breeds of large white egg layers, per-
haps the greatest layers of large eggs known. They are rapidly taking the place of 
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the Black Spanish, as they are larger and hardier, the males making fair table fowls. 
They are good winter layers when properly housed and fed as all fowls should be. The 
fowls and chickens are hardy, the latter growing rapidly. Females lay 130 and 140 
eggs, or more, per annum, and eggs frequently weigh 6, mostly all 7, to a pound. The 
standard weight of the cock must be 8 pounds ; hen, 6i pounds ; pullet,  5  pounds ; 
cockerel, 6i- pounds. The laying stock require to be kept busy in winter quarters and 
liberally supplied with egg shell making material. The females are non-setters. The 
hens of the white variety are also prolific layers. 

Fig. 2.—WHITE LEGHORNS. 

White Leghorns.—One of the best layers at all seasons of a large white egg. Some 
strains lay larger eggs than others. They are non-setters, hardy, and mature rapidly, 
and will lay well in winter, in a moderately comfortable house. The chickens thrive 
well and feather quickly, and the hens lay a white egg of large size. The pullets lay at 
five or six months, or sooner if hatched early. The Brown and Black Leghorns are 
also great layers. They are good fowls for farmers when kept with a breed of sitters. 
They are great flyers, like all the Spanish family. There is no standard weight for this 
breed. The eggs from hens of a large egg laying strain weigh 2i ounces each ; per 
dozen, 1 pound 10 ounces to 1 pound 11 ounces. Like the Black Minorcas, the layers 
require to be kept in activity and well supplied with lime to make shell. 

ANDALUSIANS. 

Andalusians.—Another breed of the Spanish type, and as a breed of layers rival-
ling the Leghorns. They are likely to occupy a high position among poultry fanciers on 
account of their superior laying merits. They lay well in winter, when looked after, 
and are hardy, quick-growing chickens. They do not breed true to colour or markings 
in every case ; but that is a matter of secondary importance to those who wish to keep 
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them for their laying properties. Like the Black Spanish, they are not heavy weights,
and in consequence are not so good for table use as the heavier breeds. Pullets laywhen six months old. Hens lay large white eggs, the weights of which are often 2j
ounces each, and 1 pound 11 ounces to 1 pound 13 ounces per dozen. When closelyconfined they require to be kept busy.

Fig. 3-$ounnxs.

Iloudans.-The females are layers of large white eggs. They do better when per-mitted extensive range. Chickens are hardy, grow rapidly, and are great foragers, but
owing to large crest on head are apt to fall an easy prey to hawks, &c. They have thefive toes of the Dorking. The cockerels are good for table use, the flesh being whiteand of superior quality. They often make 1 pound per month in weight. Hens' eggs
weigh 2j ounces each and a little more when fowls have unlimited run ; per dozen, 1
pound 12 ounces to 1 pound 15 ounces. The standard calls for the following weights :-
Cock, 7 pounds ; hen, 6 pounds ; cockerel, 6 pounds ; pullet, 5 pounds.

The femalesare non-sitters.

Other Breeds.-The following breeds which have not been tried at the Experimental
Farm lay large white eggs :-Black Spanish and White Crested Black Polish.
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LAYERS OF DARK OR BROWN COLOURED EGGS. 

Fig. 4.—LIGHT BRATIMAS. 

Light Bralimas.—There are layers of large richly coloured eggs. They are a well 
known and old established breed, with many friends and admirers, and grow to a large 
size and heavy weight, but take time to do so. They have large frames, and a good 
deal of feed is required to put flesh on them, but they are very hardy, both as chickens 
and fowls. They are quiet and bear confinement well. Females are fair layers of eggs 
of good size, but rather heavy for early sitters (when egg-shells are likely to be thin), 
and apt to be clumsy as mothers. After seven or eight months of age the males make 
good table fowls. The pullets lay at about seven months of age. The laying stock in 
winter quarters must be kept in exercise, and must not be overfed or they will become 
too fat to lay. Hens' eggs weigh  2- ounces to 2f ounces each ; per dozen, 1 pound 12 
ounces to 1 pound 13 ounces. The weights demanded by the standard are : cock, 12 
pounds ; hen, 9-  pounds ; cockerel, 10 pounds ; pullet, 8 pounds. They are classified 
as Asiatics. The Dark Brahmas are also a meritorious variety. 
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Langsh,ans.—These are a favourite breed of great merit, and are classed as 
Asiatics. The hens lay a large egg of a rich brown colour, and many of them. Some 
eggs laid by Langshan hens in the poultry department of the Central Experimental Farm 
during last winter weighed 7 to 1 pound. The cockerels put on flesh at the rate of 1 

Fig. 5.—LANGSHANS. 

pound per month, and as their flesh is very white they make good market chickens. 
Both fowls and chickens are very hardy. The standard weights are : cock, 9i pounds ; 
hen, 7 pounds ; cockerel, 8 pounds ; pullet, 6 pounds. Some of the male birds grow 

 to a large size, and weigh between 11 and 12 pounds. 

240 
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Bui Cochin,s.—This is another of the Asiatic breeds with a large number of friends. 
Some strains lay much larger eggs than others. Like all the other breeds of this class, 
they require to be kept active when in cicse confinement. The eggs from the hens of 
some strains weigh  2 ounces each, but all are of a rich dark colour. The chickens are 
hardy and grow well, showing about the same developtnent as those of the Light 
Brahmas. The standard weights are : cock, 11 pounds ; hen, 8i pounds ; cockerel, 9 
pounds ; pullet, 7 pounds. The other varieties of this breed are White, Black and 

Fm. 6.—BUFP COCHINS. 

Partridge Cochins, the characteristics of which are about the same as the Buff. The 
cockerels put on flesh at the rate of about 1 pound per month after first month. The 
pullets lay at about seven months of age. These are perhaps a little slow for farmers, 
but may make a good cross. They are not now kept at the Experimental Farm for the 
reason that they have not been profitable as layers. 

Other Breeds.—The following breeds not yet tried at the Experimental Farm are 
also layers of large dark eggs. Black Cochins, Partridge Cochins, and White Cochins. 

8c-16 
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BREEDS GOOD FOR EGGS AND MARKET.

FIG. i .-BAItRED PLYMOUTH Rom.

Barred Plymouth Rocks.-This breed is one of the most popular on the continent as
an all round fowl for the farmer, and deservedly so. The females mature quickly and

lay well in winter, with moderate protection and proper feeding. The eggs are not
quite so large as those of the Minorca or Brahma, although of good marketable size for
home and United States markets. Some strains lay larger eggs than others. The
chickens are hardy and vigorous. The cockerels have put on more flesh per month,
with the same rations, than any others tried at the Central Experimental Farm in six
years. After the first month or six weeks the cockerels, with proper care and pushing,
ought and will put on flesh at the rate of one pound and a quarter per month. A farmer

ought, with a little trouble, to be able to put on the market Plymouth Rock cockerels
weighing eight pounds per pair, or four pounds each, at the end of four months. What
an improvement there would be in the weight and quality of the chickens sold on the
markets of the cities if the majority of farmers bred Plymouth Rocks instead of the
,° scrubs" usually seen about the barnyards I There are three varieties of this popular
breed, viz., the Barred, White and Buff. The latter is a new comer.

/
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White Plymouth, Rocks.—This is a variety lately introduced but equally popular. 
All the good points of the latter are claimed for these new corners, with the addition of 
greater size and whiter appearance of flesh, owing to the absence of the dark pin 
feathers. They are hardy, rapid growers as chickens, and the pullets are excellent 

; 4104,11441' . ' \ 
" 	 • ete,T,;:v 

FIG. 8.—WHITE PLYMOUTH ROCKS. 

layers. At the Experimental Farm last summer (1893) a cockerel hatched on the 21st 
May weighed six pounds on the 21st September following. The pullets made large 
and handsome fowls by the middle of winter, and began to lay in six months. The 
standard calls for the following weights, viz. : cock, q. pounds ; hen, 7;} pounds ; 
cockerel, 8 pounds ; pullet, 6 pounds. 
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White Wyandottes.—This is a very promising variety of this popular breed. They 
have all the good points of the Silver Laced, with the advantage of dressing better for 
market on account of the white pin feathers not showing so darkly as in the case of the 

FIG. 9.—WHITE WYANDOTTES. 

Silver Laced or Golden varieties. The chicks are hardy and grow well. The pullets 
begin to lay at five and a half to six months, and are good layers of a medium sized 
egg. The cockerels mature early and make good market chickens. A cockerel hatched 
on 30th May, weighed on 2nd October following 4 pounds. 

DORKING& 

Dorkings.—The Dorkings are, perhaps, one of the best known and appreciated 
breeds extant, on account of their superior table qualities. They are a breed that 
should be sought for by all who wish to put fowls of superior flesh properties on the 
market. There are three varieties in this country, viz., the Coloured, Silver Gray and 
White. These all possess the same excellent qualities for the table, and the females 
are fair layers of an egg of good size. Mr. Allan Bogue, the well known poultry 
breeder of London, Ont., speaks very highly of them, and says they ought to be much 
more extensively bred for market. 
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Breeds. RemaIks. How Mated. 

Brahmas.... 	....... 
Langshans 	 
B. P. Rocks 	  
White " 	  
Black Minorcas 	 
White Leghorns 	 
Andalusians 	  
White Wyandottes 
Silver 	" 	 
Golden Polands. 	 

bock 	 9 hens 	 
1 " 	 5 66 

1 44 	
" 	  

" 	.... 11 pullets 	 
1 cockerel . 	9 hens 	 
1 cock 	 11 " 	 
1 " 	 11 " 	 
1 cockerel .... 7 pullets 	 
1 cock 	 9 hens 	 
1 " 	 7  44 

Early eggs not Very fertile. .« 
Fairly fertile from first mating. 
Eggs remarkably fertile from first. 
Satisfactorily fertile. 
Hens old. Rmilts satisfactory when hens ran out 
Satisfactory. 
Iverage. 
Satisfactory. 

Very good. 1 44 

1 " 
3 44 

2 44 

2 44 

Crosses. 

Indian Game—Brahma.. 
" 	—Dorking.. 

P. Rock — " 

	

Aril 24 	 
4 24  

	

"24 	

	

May 4 	 

	

17 	 

	

17 	 

	

17 	 

	

17 	 

	

17 	 

	

23 	 

	

23 	 

	

28 	 

	

28 	 

	

2 	 

	

2 	 

	

2 	 

	

7 	 

	

7 	 

	

15 	 

	

20 	 

44 

44 

46 

46 

June 
44 

44 

July 

April  

May 
66 

it 

it 

44 

64 

June 
44 

3 
3 
3 

13 
26 
26 
26 
26. 
26 

2 
7 

12 
12 
12 
17 
17 
17 
24 
30 

9 
6 

10 
7 
8 

13 
7 

12 
6 
3 

12 
8 

10 
9 
9 
4 

10 
5 
7 
7 
5 
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HOW BREEDING PENS WERE MADE UP. 

About the first and second weeks of March the different breeds mentioned were 
mated as follows 

It is worth noting that the eggs of the White Plymouth Rocks were remarkably 
fertile from the beginning of the hatching season, notwithstanding. the fact that they 
were pullets and had laid well all winter. This satisfa,ctory result was no doubt owing 
to the male bird being kept in a separate pen all  winter, and to the fowls coming out 
of the winter in vigorous health. There is an important lesson, in this experience, to 
all poultry breeders. The early eggs of the Brahmas and Langshans were not as fertile 
as could be desired, and were not so, doubtless, on account of the hens becoming a little 
too fat, and to the fact that some of the hens, used as breeding stock, had been good 
layers during the winter. The run outside soon made an improvement,. 

The demand for eggs for hatching wa,s very great, and many orders received late, 
could not be filled. It was gratifying to note the increased inquiury for eggs from farm-
ers, who preferred, in most cases, the Plymouth Rock varietie,s. 

The following  were the hatching results :— 
EGGS SET AND CHICKENS HATCHED. 

Description of Eggs. Number of 
Chickens. When Set. When Hatched. 

13 White P. Rock.... 
13 Langshan 	 
13 W. P. Rocks 	 
13 B. P 	  
13 S. L. Wyandottes 
13 Andalusian 	 
13 	" 
13 B. Minorcas 
13 Brahmas 	 
11 	" 
13 B. Minorcas 	 
13 	46 

13 White Leghorn 	 
13 B. Minorca.... .. 
13 Crosses 	 
13 	" 
13 B. Minorons 	 
13 White Wyandottes 
13 P. Rocks 	 
13 Crosses 	 
13 White Leghorns 	 

Total 167 
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It will be seen from  te  above that the eggs from the pen of Black Minorca hens 
hatched remarkably well. Two settings of 13 each gave 24 chicks, and out of 65 eggs 
51 chicks were hatched. Their growth was most satisfactory. 

GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT  OF  CHICKS. 

As soon as they were fit, the young chicks and their mothers were placed in small 
coops, in the gra,ss of the fields, the latter being surrounded by wire netting. New 
ground was used during the season, and the good effect was visible in the healthy and 
vigorous growth of the chickens. As in the past seven years, the first food of the 
newly hatched chickens was stale bread soaked in milk, squeezed dry, and so fed. No 
food has been found equal to this for putting the chicks on their fe,et. In a day or two 
granulated oatmeal was given with the former ration, and this was followed by a mash 
made of boiled skimmed or sweet milk, mixed into sufficient quantities of cornmeal, 
shorts, bran and crusts of bread. A little fmely cut green bone was also fed. After 
fourteen days wheat was given in small quantities at fu-st. The chicks were always sent 
to brood at night with their crops full. If rapid  and  satisfactory flesh development 
is aimed at, it is peremptory that the young birds be attended to early and late. It is 
to'be borne in mind that a chicken neglected in the first five weeks of its existence will 
never make a large bird for market, nor an early layer, if a pullet. To make weighty 
birds for market, fine birds for the show pen or early laying females, the youngsters 
must be carefully and steadily pushed from time of hatching, whether by hen or arti-
ficial incubator. There can be no getting out of this. 

The development of the chickens was much the same as in previous years, the 
White and Barred Plymouth Rocks taking the lead with a development of one pound 
per month, without any forcing beyond regular feeding and care, but no more than 
every chicken should reçeive. The following table of progress may be interesting

' 
 viz. : 

il Barred P. Rock Cockerel, hatched 24th Apr ; on 24th August, weighed 4 lbs. 
11  oz. 

Langshan Cockerel, hatched 24th April ; on 24th August, weighed 3 lbs. 11 oz. 
White P. Rocks showed a gain of 13 to 16 oz. per month. 
If the above birds had been caught, penned up and fattened previous to being 

weighed, they would, of course, have shown greater gain. 

THE CROSSES MADE AND HOW THEY TURNED OUT. 

The following crosses were made :—Indian game, male ; Light  Brahms, female. 
Indian game, male ; Coloured Dorking, female. Plymouth Rock, male ; Coloured 
Dorking, female. White Leghorn, male ; Barred P. Rock, female. 

There wa,s, unfortunately, only one cockerel of the Plymouth Rock—Coloured 
Dorking cross, and his progress was certainly very satisfactory, and if it can be taken 
as a criterion, shows the cross to be well adapted for the making of hea,vy market 
chickens. Hatched on the 15th April, it weighed on 20th June, following, 2 lbs. 2 oz ; 
on 15th July, 3 lbs. 7i os.; on 17th August, 5 lbs. 5 oz. A gain of 5 lbs. 5 oz. in four 
months, without special feeding, is much above the development of the average market 
chicken. It is the intention to try more of this cross early next season, so as to give 
opportunity for good growth before the hot season. 

The White Plymouth Rock—White Leghorn cross chickens turned out to be pul-
lets, with one exception. Hatched on the 15th July, the cockerel weighed on the 26th 
December, 4 lbs. 11 oz. The pullets are well developed and vigorous, and promise to 
make fine fowls. 

The Indian Game--Coloured Dorking cross made very handsome heavy pullets, 
tightly feathered, with compact body and shape of the Indian Game,. One of the pullets 
which was hatched on the 2nd June

' 
 weighed on the 26th December, 5 lbs. 4 oz. A 

cockerel of the same cross hatched on the same day, weighed 5 11;5. 11 oz. on 26th 
December. 
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The Indian Game-Light Brahma cross. A cockerel hatched on the 2nd June,
weighed on 26th December, 5 lbs. 11 oz., the same weight as the cockerel of the pre-
vious cross, at the same age. The pullets are not so compact in shape or form as those
of the Dorking cross.

The Langshan-Black Minorca cross pullets, which were hatched last year (1893),
have turned out magnificent-large, dark fowls, some showing more of the Langshan
type, and others showing more of the Black Minorca in shape and size. They lay a
large deeply coloured (Langshan) egg, of most inviting appearance.

The cross of the White Leghorn-Brahma, which was also made last year, has pro-
duced fairly large fowls and prolific layers of eggs of medium size. Both males and
females were slightly feathered on the legs. Some were more so than others.

STRAW VERSUS SAND ON FLOOR.

Careful observation leads to the conclusion that while the sand floor tends to make
the conditions more natural, the layers dusting freely in it, that the straw-littered floor
is a better incentive to exercise, the fowls searching longer for the grain scattered in it.
Large dust baths were provided for the latter pens.

INCIIBATOR TRIAL.

From the number of letters received on the subject, from farmers and poultry dealers,

U.S.A.

In the early part of March a hot water incubator of 100-egg capacity, with brooder,
was purchased from Mr. Gagné, of Quebec. The machine was placed in one of the
poultry houses, but the hatching results were not satisfactory, owing to variations of
temperature in the building. Another trial will be made in a more suitable location.

there can be no doubt that greater interest is being tagen, every year, in artificial incu-
bation, and a great incentive to trial and investigation, in the eastern part of the coun-
try, has been an admirable work on the subject by Mr. Charles A. Cyphers, of Boston

DISEASES OF POULTRY.

Numerous letters were received during the year, describing diseases which had
affected poultry in different portions of the Dominion. The most important cases are
noted as follows :

' TURKEYS AFFECTED WITH ROIIP.

"b'IoosE JAW, 24th October, 1894.
"DEAR Sis,-I have some turkeys which are dying. Some have lost the use of

their legs, while others have swollen beads. ,
(Sd.) "ROBERT MOORE."

In response to the above, Mr. Moore was informed that his birds with the swollen
heads had roup of a pronounced and fatal type. He was advised to at once remove the
sick from the well, and to pour turpentine or coal oil-preference given to the former-
over the heads and eyes, letting the liquid into the eyes of the sick birds. If roup pills
were at hand, to give one night and morning. If not to give a bot mash of shorts and
cornmeal, or stale bread soaked in milk with ginger or Cayenne pepper mixed. The
house in which the sick birds were, would have to be thoroughly disinfected.

As roup is not unfrequent among turkeys, Mr. Moore's letter was sent to Mr. U.
Bonneville, of Danville, P.Q., who has a long experience with turkeys, and who at once
replied :" I think your advice to Mr. Moore as good as can be given. I would only
add, that in similar cases I use a solution of vitriol-either white or blue-in the pro•
portion of a tea-spoonful to three half pints of water, and with the mixture syringe the
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nostrils and slit in the roof of the mouth. Another remedy is sweet oil, 1 oz. ; cam-
phor (pulverized), 1 drachm ; carbolic acid, 12 drops; mix and inject in nostrils and 
roof of mouth, twice daily. When the swelling is large and advanced, I lance the part 
that is most prominent, generally in front of the eyes, in order to get rid of the accumu-
lated matter. I then burn the cut with caustic, in order to prevent its healing too 
quickly, and inject into the cut the vitriol mixture twice daily. I have never had a case 
of weakness in legs. Signed, U. BONNEVILLE." 

FATAL RESULTS CAUSED BY FILTHY WATER. 

In November, 1893, Mr. M. Cowley wrote that a disease was carrying off a large 
number of his fowls. The fowls first went lame, their combs wilted, and after hobbling 
about—going from bad to worse—for a month or five weeks, they died. Upon exami-
nation, the livers in most cases were found ulcerated, while in others they looked as if 
covered with hayseed. All information possible was given. A description of the ail-
ment was published in report of last year, and excited great interest, one gentleman 
writing from British Columbia, that his fowls were similarly affected. A fowl which 
had died from the disease, was sent to Prof. Wesley Mills, of McGill University, for 
examination, but no satisfactory results were obtained. Two sick fowls were later sent 
to the Experimental Farm poultry house, and were put in the hospital for observation, 
but got better. During the latter part of last summer, a letter was received from Mr. 
Cowley, saying that his fowls continued to die. He was advised to try camphor in 
some shape in the event of the ailment being acute dysentery or cholera. On the 10th 
(December) instant, a letter was received from Mr. Cowley, saying " that since the cold 
weather had set in, and by the use of considerable alum in the drink water, the fowls 
had got better. He was positive that  the trouble was caused by the fowls drinking. 
manure water from the barn. He had built a new place, and at time of writing there 
was not the slightest sign of disease." 

There can be no doubt that the filthy water was the cause of the trouble. The 
ailment ceased when the fowls were removed from the source of it. 

VERY LIKE ACUTE INDIGESTION. 

On 8th November last, the following letter was received :— 

" VANKLEEK HILL, 7th November, 1894. 

" DEAR SIR,—We have disease among our chickens. The combs of the sick turn 
black, and death is quick. The crops seem full of undigested grain. We lose five or 
six every,  day. I have a flock of eighty extra fine Bronze turkeys, and I would not like 
to lose any of them. The old fowls do not seem to take it. Signed, JOHN M. BARTox." 

Mr. Barton was written to, and asked to give further particulars as to diet, how 
housed, &c., and told that the case from description seemed t,o be one of acute indi-
gestion. A reply was received that the food had been wheat broken up, boiled potatoes 
and provender, and a little corn. The house had four compartments. Some Leghorns 
away from the rest had got the disease. Mr. Barton inclosed a clipping from an agri-
cultural paper on "Black Head," by H. S. Babcock, the well-known wiiter on poultry 
subjects. Mr. Babcock was immediately written to, and the clipping and Mr. Barton's 
letters inclosed to him. As the case was an important one, it may be advisable to give 
Mr. Babcock's letter, as follows :— 

" PROVIDENCE, R.I., U. S. A., 16th November, 1894. 
" DEAR SIR,—From the incomplete statement of symptoms of disease affecting Mr. 

Barton's fowls, it is hard to state decisively what it is. I suspect from the rapid action 
of the ailment and the few symptoms given, that it is acute indigestion or cholera. If 
it were cholera, there would be likelihood of the old fowls taking it. The black head 



is a disease due to some micro-organism, which affects turkeys, but which so far has not 
affected fowls in this part of the country, though it is possible that its ravages are not 
confined to turkeys. This disease is now under investigation by the officials of the 
United States government,. The comb turning black is not the symptom of a, single 
disease, but of many. It occurs in roup, cholera„ indigestion, canker, strangulation, &c. 
The presence of undigested grain in the crops, indicates some disarrangement af the 
digestive organs. 

" Yours truly, 

(Sd.) 	"H. S. BABCOCK." 

Mr. Babcock's reply was immediately sent t,o Mr. Barton and at the same time he 
was advised to give his chickens some reliable condition powder, as a tonic, in their soft 
feed. 

On the 23rd November, a reply was re,ceived from Mr. Barton, saying that his 
chickens were better, since the cold weather had set in. He had lost none since the 
12th instant. If the disease again broke out, he would report at once. 

FILTHY DRINK WATER. 

One or two cases were reported in which the trouble was, no doubt, caused by the 
poultry having none other but filthy water to drink. In most suspected cholera cases, 
the a,cute symptoms are produced by foul drink water or food, and not unfrequently 
both. 

OTHER CASES. 

There were numerous inquiries as to a cure for colds, catarrh and roup. The latter 
is often the result of a neglected cold. When taken at its first appeara,nce, cold can be 
cured by the removal of the ailing fowl to dry quarters, and the use of a good condition 
powder—in a soft mash—which should be given once a day at any rate. It is better to 
kill a fowl with pronounced symptoms of roup, for it is only a source of infection or 
contagion, and should it be cured, is never fit to breed from. A poultry keeper with a 
flock of good layers cannot be too careful in the introduction of new birds, as disease is 
frequently so brought by sickly new  corners.  It is always best t,o quarantine new 
purchases for some days, or until assured of their sound condition. 

A SIMPLE CURE  FOR Roui'.  

Mr. E. H. Sanders of Watford, give,s the following in a letter as a quick and sure 
remedy for roup or cold, and it certainly has the merit of simplicity. He says : "1 
bruise onions to a pulp, and then squeeze out the juice. With a syringe I force the, 
juice into the nostrils and int,o the throat three times daily. I also make a pill of equal 
parts of the pulp and bread, and give to the sick fowl. Three or four days of this treat-
ment will prove a sure cure." 

MISCELLANEOUS. 

AN INTERESTING EXPERIMENT. 

At the request of Dr. Jenkins, of Charlottetown, P.E.I., an experiment was made 
to ascertain the difference, if any, in the weight of eggs at the time of setting under the 
hen, and at the period of hatching out. For this purpose a certain number of Black 
Minorca eggs and Indian Game—Brahma cross eggs were selected and marked as below. 

Lii  
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The weights were taken at eoth periods by Mr. F. T. Shutt, M.A., chemist to the Expe-
rimental Farms, who gives the result as follows :— 

LOSS IN WEIGHT OF EGGS DURING INCUBATION. 

Weight at time Weight after 21 Per centage of 
of Setting. 	Days. 	Loss. 

Grammes. 	Grammes. 
Black  Minorca 	 A 	6035 	5115 	150 

do 	B 	6750 	5675 	151  
do 	 C 	59'75 	5135 	146 
do 	 I) 	66 10 	5490 	 17 1  
do 	 E 	6370 	 5442 	 146  
do 	 F 	5580 ' 
do 	 G 	6580 	5325 	

.... 
190 

do 	 H 	5780 	 5030 	130 

Average  	 15 1  

Game--Brahma Cross 	 A 	6260 
do   B 	6040 	 5380 	

... 
109 

do 	 C 	65 50 	 58 30 	 11 . 0 
do 	 ..D .. 	55 50 	 4850 	 12 1  
do 	 E 	5675 	 5070 	 10 16 
do 	 F 	6710 	6120 	 88 
do 	 G 	5561 	 4920 	 11 6 
do 	H 	64•35 	 5770 	103 

' 
Average 	 10' 8 

PEKIN AND AYLESBURY DUCKS. 

During the early part of the month of March, a drake and four ducks of the Pekin 
breed, and a drake and a like number of ducks of the Aylesbury breed were purchased 
and arrived during the third week of the month. They were placed in pens in No. 3 
house, and were allowed outside run as soon as the weather permitted. Subsequently 
they were removed to pens with tanks, to which water was supplied by means of pipes. 
Both breeds laid fairly well, when one of the Pekin ducks became lame, and was soon 
after followed by another of the same breed with similar lameness. Both recovered, but 
were subsequently attacked with the same symptoms and diecL Death was apparently 
from paralysis of the limbs and certain parts of the body. The drake and another duck 
also died during the summer from apparently the same cause, The Aylesbury ducks in 
the next pen displayed vigorous health from beginning to end of the season, and are 
apparently in fine condition at the date of writing. The conditions as to feed, care and 
treatment were the same in both cases. In both runs were grass, gravel, sand and water 
tank. Mr. John White, of the Canada Atlantic Railway, Ottawa station ticket office, 
reported the death of nineteen ducks from a disease with identically the same symptoms. 

COMMENCEMENT OF WINTER LAYING. 

Winter laying commenced at the end of November, by which time the hens were 
over their moult and in fine condition. The yearling hens of the Black Minorcas and 
White Plymouth Rock breeds were first to begin to lay. 

PURCHASE OF NEW STOCK. 

250 

During the latter part of November, the following new stock was purchased—in 
most cases—to replace old stock, the object being to have as many pullets for laying 
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stock as circumstances would permit. The fowls arrived during the first week in 
December, and were as follows :— 

11 Coloured Dorking pullets. 
11 White Leghorn 	do 

7 Barred Plymouth Rock pullets. 
7 Langshan 	 do 

11 White Minorca 	do 
4 Silver Lae,edWyandotte do 
4 White Java 	 do and 
1 CockereL 

Pullets of our own hatching made up the number to eleven in the case of the 
breeds designated, making the laying stock in No. 1 house, as follows :— 

NORTH WING. 

Pen No. 1-11 Silver Laced Wyandotte pullets. 
do 2-11 Barred Plymouth Rock 	do 
do 3-11 White 	do 	do 	yearling hens. 
do 4-11 Langshan pullets. 
do 5-11 L. Brahma hens, three years old. 

SOUTH WIIKG. 

Pen No. 1-11 White Leghorn pullets. 
do 2-11 Black Minorca yearling hens. 
do 3-11 White do 	pullets. 
do 4-11 Andalusians, 7 yearling hens, 4 pullets. 
do 5-11 Coloured Dorking pullets. 

The above are all birds of the first quality, and already some of the White Leg-
horn, White Minorca and Langshan pullets are laying, and others will soon follow. 

The White Javas, with other stock, are in No. 3 house, and began to lay a few days 
after arrival. 

In the south wing of No. 1 house, the laying stock are in pens, on the floors of 
which sand to the depth of 4 inches has been placed. On the floors of the pens in the 
north wing of the same house straw has been put. Observations as to which is the most 
suitable will be continued. With the exception of the difference in the material on the 
floors of the pens, the conditions as to temperature, food, and care are the same, and the 
results to be learned from so many of the different popular breeds side by side 
cannot fail to be valuable, as they will be interesting. 





EXPERIMENTAL FARM FOR THE IIIRITIME PROVINCES. 
REPORT OF WM. M. BLAIR, Superintencknt. 

NAPPAN, N.S., 15th December, 1894. 

To WILLIAM SAUNDERS, Esq., 
Director Dominion Experimental Farms, 

Ottawa. 

SIR,-I have the honour to submit herewith the following report of the operation» 
on the Experimental Farm for the Maritime Provinces at Nappan, N.S., during the 
year 1894. 

WEATHER. 

Snow fell on 6th November, 1893, and remained until the middle of April, 1894, a 
very unusual thing in Nova Scotia, the ground being only slightly frozen when the snow 
fell, the frost did not penetrate deep into the soil, except where the snow was tramped, 
the result being that potatoes and turnips which happened to remain in the ground all 
winter grew in the spring. Nevertheless we had very severe frost on several occasions. 
On 6th February it was 20° below zero ; on the 13th, 13°, 14th, 27, 24th, 10, and on 
the 25th 13° below zero. 

Farm work commenced on 28th April, and continued with little interruption until 
all the seed was sown. The weather was all that could be de,sired until 1 1 th July, when 
we had a good rain, the last of any account until 17th September. In consequence of 
this long period of drought all crops suffered very much, reducino. the average, except-
ing the hay, which was well matured at this time and yielded we'll. Grain was about 
two-thirds of an average crop ; roots about the same. The trees and shrubs planted on 
the farm felt the effects of the drought very much, and although watered frequently, 
some of them . died. Springs dried up and cattle suffere,d both for want of food and 
water. 

Both hay and grain were harvested in fine condition, the grain being well filled 
and heavy. 

MANURES, 

In addition té) the barn-yard manures which, in our experience, excel all other 
fertilizers, if properly cared for, some special manures were used, such as superphos-
phates and bone meal. In consequence of the annual application of more or less of such 
material and the extension of the system of drainage, the farm is gradually increasing in 
fertility and becoming better suited to carry on experimental work. 

HAT. 

The hay was more than an average crop on both marsh and upland-23 acres of 
upland gave 57 loads ; 27 acres of marsh gave 55 loads ; 15 acres of broad leaf gave 19 
loads, or in all 131 loads, averaging 2,200 pounds per load, making 144 tons, all of 
which was secured in excellent condition. 



EXPERIMMTAL FARMS. 

SPRING WHEAT. 

Thirty varieties of wheat were sown in plots of one-twentieth acre each on clayey 
loam soil. 

The crop being more or less affected with red rust or leaf blight was not quite up 
to the average, although the kernels were plump and heavy, and of a good quality ; the 
straw was stiff, but all more or less rusted. 

The following table gives yield per acre, character of the different varieties, dic. 
The soil was clay loam, and the seed was sown at the rate of lt bushels per acre. The 
land was in roots in 1893 :— 

SPRING wHEAT—Test of varieties. 

ce 	 te 	3 	 -ri a 	-r3 	É 

	

Lrr. 	,.g ',-; 	e- 72, 	Proportion Name of variety. 	....., 	..,-, 	„c 	.f., 3 	.o,:5 	 e. 	t 2  

Ai 	A 	Z 	>A 	0 	n4 	X 	›.1  

	

In. 	 Inches. 	 Bus. lbs. lbs. 
I 

Dion's.  	May 	Sept. 3 118 46 Stiff 	3 to 3à Bearded.. 29 	40 	58à Very slightly. 
Stanley  	" 	Aug. 22 106 38 "  	3 Beardless. 25 	20 	62 	" 
Great Western... ..... 	" 	' 	31 115 44 "   3 to 3i Bearded .. 	25 	00 	60 Slightly. 
Abundance. 	" 	" 	23 107 43 " ... 	 2 to 3 	" 	.. 24 	40 	60 Badly. 
Red Fife 	" 	" 	30 114 41 	" 	..s.. 	2 to 3 Beardless. 24 	00 	60 Very slightly. 
Red Fern    	" 	Sept. 1 116 38 " 	.... . 2 to 3 Bearded .. 	23 	00 	62* Considerably. 
Campbell's WhiteChaff 	" 	Aug. 23 107 34 " 	 2 to 2à Beardless. 22 	20 	61 Badly. 
Preston 	" 	" 	30 114 38 	"   3à to 4 Bearded.. 	21 	20 	61 Slightly. 
Percy  	id 	 ii, 	29 113 45 "   2à to 3 Beardless. 	21 	20 	62 Very slightly. 
Prince.  	" 	" 	22 106 39 "  	3 Bearded.. 20 	40 	60à Badly. 
Beta  	" 	" 	23 107 39 	" 	... .. 2+ to 2 	" 	.. 	20 	00 	61à 	" 
Rio Grande 	" 	" 	31 115 43, "   3+ to 3 	" 	.. 	20 	00 	60* Slightly. 
Alpha 	" 	" 	30 114 39 "   2* to 3 Beardless. 20 	00 	61 	" 
White Connell  	" 	" 	31 115 41 " 	2 to 2e. 	" 	. 20 	00 	61 Very slightly. 
Hungarian Tn lountain.. 	" 	Sept. 1 116 40 	" 	2 to 3 - 	 " 	. 	19 	40 	61* Slightly. 
Herisson Bearded 	" 	Aug. 26 110 40 Medium . 1 to 2 Bearded.. 19 	40 	62 Very slightly. 
Ladoga 	" 	" 	21 105 40 Stiff 	2* 	" 	.. 	19 	00 	60à Badly. 
Defiance ....... ...... 	" 	Sept. 3 118 38 Medium 	 3 to 3+ Beardless. 	18 	40 	61 	Very slightly, 
Albert 	" 	Aug. 23 107 39 Stiff 	 2* to 3 Bearded.. 	18 	10 	60 Slightly. 
Pringle's Champlain... 	" 	" 	23 107 36 	" 	3 to3* 	" 	.. 	18 	00 	59 	" 
White Fife.  	" 	Sept. 3 118 38 "  	2 to 2+ Beardless. 17 	20 	59 Badly. 
Black Sea 	" 	Aug.23 107 39 "  	2à Bearded.. 16 	40 	60 	" 
Carleton. 	" 	" 	23 107 43 " 	.. 	 3 to 3* 	" 	.. 16 	40 	60à Considerably. 
Crown 	" 	" 	28 112 39 	" 	...., . 2î to 3 	" 	.. 	16 	40 	61  Slightly. 
Colorado.  	" 	" 	21 105 42 	"  	2* t,o 3 	" 	.. 	16 	20 	59 Very slightly. 
Wellman's Fife 	" 	Sept. 3 117 42 Medium 	3 to 3à, Beardless. 	15 	40 	.... 	" 
Advance 	" 	Aug.23 107 39 Stiff 	3 Bearded .. 	15 	00 	59à 	" 
Ottawa 	" 	" 	22 106 40 " 	2à  to 3 	" 	.. 15 	00 	60 Considerably. 
Hueston 	" 	" 	31 115 39 	"  	3 Beardless. 	15 	00 	56 Slightly. 
Glengarry (D. Fraser). 	" 	Sept. 4 119 40 	"   3à to 4 	" 	. 10 	00 	54 Very badly. 

NoTE.—The weights per bushel given here, and also in all other grain tables in this 
report, were taken from the grain as it came from the threshing mill, and are not the 
maximum weights that the grain could be brought to by cleaning. 
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Rusted. 

Huron.. Inc. Inches. Bush. lbs. Lbs. 

Ladogii female with White 
Fife male 	  

(7-1883. 

Ladoga female with White 
Fife male 	  

C—No. 2, sport. 

Ladoga female with White 
Fife male 	  

Blenheim. 

Ladoga female with White 
Fife male 	  

114 42 

38 115 

113 42 

45 114 

Stiff 3 to 33/4 

di 3 to 3-à 

46 

64 

n to 3 

3 to 3à 

61 

62 

62 

59à 

Aug. 31 

Sept. 1 

Bearded 

Beardless 

Beardless 

B earded 

27..  

26 20 

26..  

20..  

Slightly. May 9 

44 9 

it 9  

116 	9  

Aug. 30 

Aug. 31 
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CROSS-BRED WHEATS. 

Some new varieties of cross-bred wheat were sown, the yield per acre was large and 
the kernels were well filled. These seem to be very promising varieties of grain. The., 
were sown on clay loam on land which grew roots in 1893 in acre plots at the rate of 
1 î bushels per acre. The following table gives the results :— 

EXPERIMENTS WITH BARLEY. 

Thirteen varieties of two-rowed and twelve varietie,s of six-rowed barleys were tes-
ted, these were sown on 9th May in -210- acre plots on clayey loam soil, at the rate of two 
bushels per acre, the previous crop being roots. 

The two-rowed sorts seemed more affe,cted with the red rust than the six-rowed. 
The heads did not fill out well towards the tip, and many of the kernels were com-
pletely dried up, those that matured became very plump and gave good weight per 
bushel. The accompanying table gives comparative earliness, character of growth and 

• yield per acre :— 
SIX-ROWED BARLEy—Teqt of varieties. 

tit 	 e, 	 .1:1 
. 
..„5 	...,..:'-. 

 Character - 	•.- 	 i.. 

	

o 	,-+ rn 	 . 	 ô 	 Proportion ,., 1.. 	a 	of 	 ',1" Name of variety. 	ô• 	.:, 	̀À.)  ..? 	-11 	 ..e 	 Rusted. , 	. bl, 	-..„: e 	-'-',,, 	Straw. 	" 	-ta 	'e  z to 	 to e  
t 	 . s' 	- "e' . .9 	'Z' 	g 	 e 	72. 	-1*  A 

Inches. 	 Inches. Bus. lbs. 	Lbs 

Royal. 	 May 9 Aug. 11 	94 34 to 37 Stiff .... 	2 to 2à 37 	24 	50 	Very slightly. 
Mensury 	" 9 	" 	9 	92 36 to 44 	" 	2 to 3 	34 	8 	48 	66 

Phoenix. 	" 	9 	" 	13 	96 30 to 34 	" 	2 to n 32 	4 	50 	44 

Petschora. 	" 	9 	" 	9 	92 32 to 40 Medium 	2. to 3 	31 	32 	47à 	Slightly. 
Odessa  	" 	9 	" 	10 	93 35 to 40 Stiff 	 1 to 2 	31 	12 	48 	Very slightly. 
Oderbruch 	" 9 	" 	13 	96 30 to 32 Medium... 1 to 2 	30 20 	53 	14 

SUMMit 	  , 	 " 	9 	" 	13 	96 34 to 37 Stiff 	 2 to 2 	28 36 	b2 	« 	. 
Trooper ... .... . 	. ... 	" 	9 	" 	15 	98 29 to 32 	2 to2 	26 	12 	49 	44 

Rennie's Improved 	" 9 	" 	13 	96 33 to 39 	" 	n to  2t 26 12 	51 	« 
Surprise 	" 	9 	" 	15 	98 86 to 40 	" 	2à to 3 	25 20 	53 	44 

Baxter's 	" 9 	" 	13 	96 30 to 34 Weak 	2 to 2à 24 	8 	52à 	It 

Common' 	" 9 	" 	9 	92 32 to  4OStifi 	2 to 2à 16 	32 	51 	Slightly. 
I 
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TWO-ROWED BARLEY-TeSt of varieties.
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Kinver Chevalier. ... ... jMay 9 Aug.18 101I26 to 30IWeak ... .. 3 to 4 36 32 49 Very slightly.
French Chevalier.. ... ... " 9 23 106 .33 to 36 Stiff ...... 3 to 4 36 32 50
Golden Melon . . . . .. . . . . " 9 " 23 106 34 to 36 Weak . .. . 3^ to 34 34 8 49
New Golden Grains..... " 9 13 96^, 26 to30 Medium ... 3., to 4 30 20 49
Canadian Thorpe.. ... . " 9 13 96 36 to 40 Stiff ... . 2 to 3 29 8 501 Slightly.
Duck-bi1L . . . . . . . . .. . . . " 9 " 23 1066 to 40 " . .. . . 2. to 3 27 44 49
Beaver . .... ..... .. ..... 9 " 23 106 32 to 36 "..... 3 to 4 27 24 50 Very slightly.
Danish Chevalier... ...
Goldthorpe.. ....... ..

" 9
" 9

18
23

101
1061

26 to 32
36 to 40

Weak .... .
Stiff'..... .

3)^ to 4
to 32

26 32
25 40

51
50

Prize Prolific. ... .....
Thanet ................

" 9
" 9

18
" 18

101i
101

30 to 32
.30 to 34,

Weak .... .
"

to 4
3

24 28
20 20

49}
48^

"
"

Kewton .. . . . . . .. . . . . .. " 9 " 18 101 26 to 32IStiff . . ... . 2j to 2 20 20 49 Slightly.
rwo-rowed Naked ...... " 9 9 92i24 to 30I Medium... 3 to 3. 19 28 60 I Very slightly.

Nine new sorts of cross-bred barleys, Swedish (two-rowed) female with Baxter's
six-rowed male were tested. These all gave good results, and some of them are very
promising.

They were sown at the rate of two bushels per acre in plots of A of an acre each
on clay loam, on which roots were grown in 1893.

HYBRID BARLEY-Test of varieties.

^ m p

ô _
Name of Variety. 0 ° ° ^ Character of

Straw
ô mp a^y Proportion

Rustedÿ ;4 ^ -, .
ho lu ^ .

Â Â Zz
ID
â

(U
â ^;

Inches. Inches. Bus. lbs. lbs.

Sidney ...... ............ May 9 Aug.23 106 to 45 Stiff.......... 3 to 31 40 30 51 Very slightly.
Stella . . ... . . .... .. ... . .
Bolton . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . .

" 9
" 9

" 13
" 13

96^
96;

28 to 321
37 to 39

.. ....: .. ....
" . . . . . . . . . . .

2 to 21
3j to 4

37 24
35 20

5p.^
52^,

'
"

N ugent . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . " 9 " 15 98, 33 to 35 " . . . . . . . . . 2 to 2^ 33 16 49j' Slightly.
Pioneer . ...... ...... .... " 9 9 921 30 to 35{Weak.......... 1 to 21 33 16 50 `
Victor ................. . " 9 13 96 37 to39' Stiff........... 2^ to3 29 8 52 Very slightly.
Vanguard ............... " 9 " 13 96 33 to 41 ..... ... 2 to 24 27 44 49

r 1 ^ tl` L . ..... ..... ...... " 9I " 13 96 28 to 2 "..... . ... 2j to 3j 18 46 48 I Ve^y slightly.

F.%PERIMENTS WITH OATS.

Fifty-one varieties of oats were sown on 10th May in plots of one-twentieth of an
acre each on clayey loam, the land having been in hay the previous year, no fertilizers
were used. All the varieties had remarkably stiff straw. The most noticeable variety
in regard to stiffness was the " Schonen," which promises to be a very suitable variety
to sow with pease.

The earlier sorts did not give as large a yield per acre as the later ones, this was
probably due I;o the leaf rust or blight which struck the grain about the middle of
July. The later varieties filled out better than the earlier sorts, but the grain was not
as heavy on account of dry weather and leaf blight. The oat crop was about one-thirck
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38 
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39 
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36 Slightly. 
38 Very slightly. 
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40 Slightly. 
36 Very slightly. 
44 Slightly. 
39 Very slightly. 
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41 

40 
41 
37,; 
43'-  
42 
37 
37 
40 
41 
42 
38 

Proportion 
Rusted. 

Very slightly. 
Slightly. 
Very slightly. 

Slightly. 
Very spghtly. 

44 

• 4 

66 

46 

it 
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Abyssinia. 
Oderbruch 
Rosedale. 
Bavarian. 
Black Brie 
Cream Egy 
Cave.  
Joanette 
Golden  Bea 
Early Bloss 
Wallis. 

. White Mon, 
Rennie's NE 
Early Goth 
Early Etair 
White Russ 
Siberian. 
Black Couic 
Prolific Bla 
Prolific Bla, 

 Improved B 
Giant Clust 
Flying Scot 
Holstein Pi 
American 'I 
Wide-awak-i 
Golden Gia: 
Poland Wh. 
Banner. . 
Early Arch; 
Columbus.. 
Lincoln.... 
Hazlett's Se 
Scottish Ch' 
Royal Donc 
Abundance. 
White  Boni 
Schonen . 
Welcome 
Winter Gre, 
Challenge.. 
Early Race-
Early Engli 
Improved L 
Victoria Pr 
Imported Ir 
Prize Clust( 
Canadian T 
American B 
White Won 
Rennie's Pr 
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less than the usual average per acre, with average weight. The results of the tests ara 
c eiven in the followine table :— 

OATS—Test of varieties. 
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In. 	 In. 	 Bus. lbs. 
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	  May 10 Aug. 25 107 41 Stiff 	9 Sided 	65 30 

	

 	" 	10 	" 	25 107 41 Medium.. 	10 	" 	.... 	64 	24 

	

 	" 	10 	" 	18 100 43 	" 	.. 	9 	" 	.... 	64 	14 

	

 	" 	10 	" 	27 109 38i Stiff  	7 Branching 58 	28 

	

 	" 	10 Sept. 5 118 36 	"  	9 	" 	57 	22 
ptian 	" 	10 Aug. 22 144 44 	"  	9 Sided 	 57 	2 

	

" 	10 	" 	25 107 39 	" 	... . 	9 	"  	56 	16 

	

 	" 10 	" 27 109 36 	"  	7 Branching 56 	16 
uty 	" 	10 	" 	27 109 38 Medium.. 	7 	.. 	56 	16 
om 	" 10 	" 	22 104 41" 	8 Sided 	 56 16 

	

 	" 	10 	" 	25 107 39 Stiff  	9 Branching 54 	8 
arch 	" 	10 	" 	30 112 39 	"  	-, 	66 d 	 54 	8 
nv • . .... 	.... 	" 	10 	" 	27 	109 	35 	" • 	7 	6i 	52 	32 
land 	" 	10 	" 	25 107 37 Medium . 	7i Sided.. ..: 	52 	26 
.pes ...... .  	" 	10 	" 	27 	109 33 	Stiff  	8 	Branching 52 	26 
ian. 	 " 	10 	" 	24 106 38 	" 	7 	46 	52 	12 

	

 	" 	10 Sept. 8 121 43 	..  	11 Sided 	52 	12 
uniniers 	" 	10 	" 	5 118 38 	"  	9 	" 	.... 	52 	6 
ck California. 	" 	10 Aug. 28 110 39 Medium 	7i 	" 	.... 	50 	00 
ck Tartarian. 	" 	10 	" 	25 107 40 	"  	7 	" 	.... 	49 	14 
l'ck Tartarian 	" 	10 	" 	25 107 37 	"  	8 	" 	•... 	49 	14 
er 	" 	10 	" 	30 112 39 Stiff  	8 	" 	•... 	46 	00 
chman 	" 	10 	" 	14 	96 43 	"  	13 Branching 45 30 
.olific 	" 	10 	" 	18 100 	40 	44 	8 	46 	45 	30 
'riumph 	" 	10 	" 	30 112 34 	" 	•... 	7 	" 	43 	18 
3  	" 	10 	" 	23 105 37 	"  	7 	" 	42 32 
nt 	" 	10 Sept. 2 115 37 	64 

  	8 Sided 	42 	14 
ite 	" 	10 Aug. 24 106 41 	Medium.. 	8 Branching 42 	12 

	

 	" 	10 	" 	16 	98 41 	Stiff  	9 	64 	42 	12 
angel 	" 	10 	" 	14 	96 41 	"  	8 	" 	41 	26 

	

 	" 	10 	" 	25 107 37 	". ... 	7 	" 	41 	6 
....  	" 	10 	" 	24 106 36 	" 	7 	46 	40 	00 

izure 	" 	10 	" 	13 	95 44 	"  	11 	" 	40 	00 
46

9 	
46 	40 	00 ief.. 	_. 	" 	10 	" 	14 	96 	44 

aster Prize:
.
. 	" 	10 	" 	25 107 37 	"  	9 	44 	40 	00 

.. 	. 	....... 	" 	10 	" 	24 	106 	36 	"  	7 	44 	39 	14 
maza 	" 	10 	' 	22 104 38 	Medium.. 	3 	" 	39 	14 

	

 	" 	10 	" 	15 	97 35 Very stiff. 	7 Sided 	39 	14 

	

 	" 	10 	" 	14 	96 42 Stiff  	8 Branching 39 	14 
y 	" 	10 	" 	13 	95 38 Medium.. 	8 	" 	38 	28 

	

 	" 	10 	" 	14 	96 45 	Stiff  	9 	If 	38 	28 
Horse 	" 	10 	" 	16 	98 42 	"  	9 	44 	38 	28 
sh White.... 	" 	10 	" 	18 100 42 	"  	12 	" 	37 	22 
.igowo 	" 	10 	" 	23 105 37 Medium. 	7 	 35 	10 
ize ...  	" 	10 	" 	14 	96 43 	Stiff  	- 8i 	" 	35 	10 
ish 	" 	10 	" 	16 	98 43 Medium.. 	D 	" 	34 	24 
x.. ... . .. 	.. 	" 	10 	" 	13 	95 	42 	Stiff  	8 	46 	34 	24 
riumph 	" 	10 	" 	17 	99 44 Medium.. 	11 	" 	34 	24 
eauty. 	" 	10 	" 	23 105 37 Stiff  	7 	" 	34 	24 
der 	" 	10 	" 	14 	96 43 	,"  	10 	" 	32 	32 
ize White.... 	" 	10 	" 	18 100 42 	"  	10 	" 	32 	12 

8e-17 
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OATS SOWN ON DRAINED AND UNDRAINED LAND. 

Eight varieties of oats were sown on drained as well as undrained upland, the soil 
being as nearly alike as possible. The oats were sown on the drained land llth May, 
and on the undrained 17th May, the undrained land being that much later in drying. 
The growth of straw was much shorter on the undrained land, the drought affecting it 
much more. 

The following table gives yield per acre and weight per bushel of each variety :— 

	

Number of  Yield per 	Weight Name of Variety. 	 Character of Land. 	days 
Matunng. 	Acre. 	per Bush. 

Bus. 	lbs. 
'White Bonanza 	  Drained 	104 	39 	14 	44 lb% 

44 	 44    Undrainee 	98 	24 	25 	42 	" 
Canadian Triumph 	  Drained 	99 	34 	24 	42 	" 

64 	 46 
   Undrained 	95 	25 	17 	42 	" 

White Wonder 	 , 	Drained 	96 	32 	32 	43 	" 

	

44 
   Undrained 	 . 	94 	24 	7 	43 	" 

Poland White   Drained 	 106 	42 	12 	44 	" 

	

46 
   Undrained 	100 	25 	19 	44 	" 

Imported Irish 	  Drained 	98 	34 	24 	42 	" 

	

64 
   LTndrained 	96 	31 	27 	42i " 

Wide-awake 	  Drained 	105 	42 	32 	40 	" 
46 	 66 

   Undrained 	98 	33 	29 	38 	" 
Doncaster Prize 	 Drained 	107 	40 	.. 	40i " 

46 	 64 	 1, rndrained 	107 	26 	13 	38 	" ..... 	. 	.... 	.... 	.. 	. . 

Improved Black Tartarian. 	  Drained 	107 	49 	14 	40 	" 
64 	 46 	

........ 	 . 	 . Undrained 	106 	28 	2 	38 	" 

THICK AND THIN SOWING OF BUCKWHEAT. 

In order to test the relative value of thick and thin sowing of buckwheat, one acre 
was sown with half a bushel of seed, one with one bushel, one with one and one-half 
bushels, and one with two bushels per acre. Sown on sandy loam, 29th May ; harvested 
on 30th August. 

The grain was affected with blight, and did not fill out well. The Silver-hull was 
the variety used. 

One acre bushel seed per acre, matured in 92 days,  11  bushels 51 lbs. per bushel. 
do 1 	do 	 do 	92 do 9i do 52 	do 
do 1 	do 	 do 	92 do 	9 do 54 	do 
do 2 	do 	 do 	92 do 8 do 51 	do 

Judging from the results of these experiments, it would appear that in sowing Silver-
hull buckwheat, there is no advantage in using more than half a bushel of seed per acre. 

EARLY MEDIUM AND LATE SOWINGS OF GRAIN. 

Experiments to test the relative value of early and late sowing were again carried 
on this year. Such experiments will probably need to be repeated many years before 
reliable conclusions can be reached as to results, but we End in general that it 
does not pay to commence to work and seed our fields in the spring before they are dry, 
and observation leads me to believe that some of our farmers in the Maritime Provinces 
begin to work their fields before they are in a fit condition, whereas a few days more 
dryinct would ensure them a laraer return. This is probably the reason why some of 
the finrst plots sown in the earl; and late sowing tests are not up to the average in 
quantity. 
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The first grain was sown 9th May in one-twentieth acre plots on sandy loam, 
the previous crop being corn, one week intervening between each subsequent sowing. 
These were continued for six weeks, the same kind of grain being used in each case. 
There were two plots each of wheat, barley and oats in each series. The following table 
gives the results  :- 

EARLY MEDIUM AND LATE SOWN OATS -21È ACRE PLOTS. 

e, e 	 .d1 ^c, ,..._. bé 	 e 
Har- 	Q- P• 	ie 	f., 41 lbs. sown per plot equal to 2i bush. per acre. 	Se)vin' 	

Yld per 
vested. 	'e ,q 	Acre. 	° O. 

g 	 j Z 	 a 

Bush. lbs. 
No. 1— 

Banner. 	 May 	9.. Aug. 23.. 	106 	42 	12 	39 
Prize Cluster .  	" 	9.. 	" 	13.. 	96 	32 	12 	41 

No. 2— 

	

Banner   '" 	16.. 	" 	27.. 	103 	38 	8 	38 
Prize Cluster 	" 	16.. 	" 	22.. 	98 	26 	24 	40 

No. 3— 
Banner 	 «4 	23.. 	" 	29.. 	98 	32 	12 	39 
Prize Cluster 	" 	23.. 	" 	27.. 	96 	25 	10 	43 

No. 4— 
Banner 	" 	30.. Sept. 	7.. 	100 	31 	26 	gr 
Prize Cluster 	" 	30.. 	" 	1.. 	94 	32 	32 	41 

No. 5— 
Banner   	June 	6.. 	" 	13.. 	99 	31 	6 	33 
Prize Cluster 	" 	6.. 	" 	10.. 	96 	24 	24 	42i 

No. 6— 
Banner 	" 	13.. 	" 	19 . 	98 	20 	.. 	31 
Prize Cluster 	" 	13.. 	" 	17.. 	96 	22 	32 	39 

EARLY MEDIUM AND LATE SOWN BARLEY 2ro- ACRE PLOTS. 

re  

-o 	. 	 •"F; 

	

.... to, 	 e 
liar- 	°F., - -7. 	 f.. 4I lbs. sown per plot equal to 2 bush. per acre. 	Sclval' 	

Yield per 
e. e-'-i 

	

a A 	 j X 	 a 

Bush 	lbs. 
No. 1— 

Baxter's Six-Rowed 	 May 	9.. 	Aug. 13.. 	96 	18 	16 	52 
Duckbill  	" 	9.. 	" 	18.. 	101 	23 	16 	50 

No. 2— 
Baxter's Six-Rowed 	" 	16.. 	" 	18.. 	94 	16 	12 	49i 
Duckbill .   	" 	16.. 	" 	22.. 	98 	17 	24 	50 

No. 3-- 
Baxter's Six-Rowed 	" 	M.. 	" 	23.. 	32 	15 	20 	50 
Duckbill  	" 	23 . 	" 	25.. 	94 	16 	32 	51 

No. 4— 

Baxter's Six-Rowed. 	" 	30.. 	" 	27.. 	90 	19 	28 	52 
Duckbill  	" 	30.. 	Sept. 	1.. 	94 	19 	8 	46i 

No. 5— 
Baxter's Six-Rowed. 	 June 	6.. 	" 	1.. 	87 	14 	28 	43i 
Duckbill  	" 	6.. 	" 	11 . 	97 	15 	20 	40 . 

No. 6— 
Baxter's Six-Rowed. 	" 	13.. 	" 	7.. 	86 	12 	44 	45 
Duckbill  	" 	13.. 	" 	17.. 	96 	10 	.. 	30 

8c—l7  
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Quantity sown per acre. Green. Dry. 

Per acre. Per acre. 

5 lbs. Prize Prolific Barley 	 ....... 	...{ Equal to
ac 

 } 
6 " Golden Vine Pease 	  1 bush. eh  

" Banner Oats 	per acre. 
4i. tons. 2i tons. 

n tons. 5à tons. 

EXPERIMENTAL FARMS. 

EARLY, MEDIUM AND LATE SOWN WHEAT -215 ACRE PLOTS. 

n ›.. e -a 	 ..-j 
`81.° 	 z ..z 

Har- 	, T.; 	 ,., 
5i lbs. sown per plot equal to lî bush, per acre. 	Sown. 	 Yield per 	-.., vested. 	Q 

Z 	 4 

Bush. lbs. 
No. 1— 

Red Fife 	 May 	9.. Sept. 	1.. 	115 	16 	40 	601 
Stanley   	" 	9.  Aug. 27.. 	110 	15 	40 	59 

No. 2— 
Red Fife 	" 	16.. Sept. 	5.. 	112 	16 	30 	58i 
Stanley   	" 	16.. 	" 	1.. 	108 	21 	20 	60 

No. 3— 
Red Fife 	 1 	" 	23.. 	" 	8.. 	108 	15 	20 	59i 
Stanley   	" 	23.. 	" 	7.. 	107 	14 	40 	60 

No. 4— 
Red Fife 	" 	30.. 	" 	12.. 	105 	10 	20 	54 
Stanley   	" 	30.. 	" 	11.. 	104 	18 	40 	53 

No. 5— 
Red Fife 	  June 	6.. 	" 	17.. 	103 	11 	40 	50 
Stanley    	" 	6.. 	" 	15.. 	101 	15 	20 	53 

No. 6— 	 Did 
Red Fife 	 ' 	" 	13. 	Not ripen. 	 
Stanley  	" 	13. 	4 6 

MIXED GRAIN FOR FEED. 

Two plots of mixed grain were sown, cut green, and cured for feed, both of these 
mixtures make good feed, the stock seemed fond of it. 

The following table gives yield per acre, the size of the plots was .115. of an acre. 
They were sown on May llth, and harvested August llth : 

No. 1 PLOT. 

No. 2 PLOT. 

6 lbs. Golden Vine Pease 	 { Equal to 
6 " Red Fife Wheat 	  1 bush. each 

" Banner Oats 	per acre. 
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FIELD PEASE. 

Ten varieties of field pease were sown 10th May on one-twentieth acre plots. The 
soil was a light clay loam, which was cropped with turnips in 1893. The pease all made 
good strong growth and gave large returns. 

Although not the largest yielder, the Crown pea, is probably the most suitable 
variety to sow with other grain for mixed feed. The vine being small and stiff do.es  not 
cause the grain to lodge as badly as other sorts ; it also ripens about the same time as 
the early varieties of grain. 

The Pride is a very early and rank-growing pea, and is very fine for table use when 
green. 

Canadian Beauty and Black-eyed Marrowfat have given the largest yield. 

PEASE—Test of varieties. 

el 	rè 	e,  

	

e 	--• 	d 	.04 	' 
"C 	

È  

	

I 	!. 	...L...5  CI 	
e 

 

	

•-n 	;.... C 	se 	• 	...• 	eti 	2 	:X_, 
e of variety. 	 n -• 	,S-.5 	° 	fa. 	1.' 	...> -Es 	Remarks. Nam 	

' 	" 

	

"=" 	1.,' 	.15 	, 	-_c 

	

-le 	 CD 

	

o3 	ce 	Z..e, 	 N 	 '2 ). 	1-  . • 5  

	

A 	A 	z 	o  
_ 

	

Inches. 	Bus. lbs. Lbs 
Black-eyed Marrowfat, 105 

lbs. or 31 bus, seed sown 	 • 
per acre 	 May 10 Aug.31 113 Strong.. 21 to 3 Large .. 54 	20 	60 Stiff vine. 

Prince Albert, 71 lbs. or 21 
bus, per acre sown 	" 	10 	" 	28 110 	" 	. 	24 to 21 Small .. 	46 	40 	611 Stiff small vine. 

	

Multip liLer, 71 lbs. or 21 bus 	 
,., eedwn per acre . ... 	" 	10 	" 	29 111 	" 	.. 	21 	" 	.. 	43 	30 	601 Medium stiff vine. 

Go 	en Vine, 71 lbs. or 21 
bus, seed sown per acre 	" 	10 	" 	31 113 	' 	.. 2 to 24 	" 	.. 	42 	40 	611 Stiff vine. 

Pride, 9 lbs. or 3 bus. seed 
80Wri per acre   	" 	10 	" 	14 	96 	" 	.. 2 to 24 Medium 42 00 	61 Medium stiff vine. 

Canadian Beauty 10 lbs. or 
31 bus. per acre sown  	" 	10 	" 	30 112 	" 	.. 24 to 21 Large .. 41 	00 	61 Stiff vine. 

	

Potter, 71 lbs. or 21 bus 	 
seed sown per acre 	" 	10 	" 21 103 	" 	.. 2 to 24 Small .. 36 	40 	59 Medium stiff vine. 

Mummy, 9 lbs. or 3 bus, of 
seed sown per acre  	" 	10 	" 	20 102 	" 	.. 14 to 2 Medium 35 	20 	62 	4 4 	 41 I I 

	

Centennial, 9 lbs. or 3 bus 	 
seed sown per acre 	. 	" 	10 	" 	18 100 	" 	.. 24 to 2î 	" 	.. 	33 	10 	601 Stiff vine. 

Crown, 71 lbs. or 21 bus, per 
acre sown 	" 	10 	" 	14 	96 	" 	.. 2 to 24 Small .. 30 	00 	61 Stiff quickgrowth. 

RTE. 

One and a quarter acres of fall rye was sown llth September, 1893, on loamy soil.. 
This made very strong and vigorous growth, and matured well, ranging at maturity from 
five to six feet in height, and in some places taller. It was sown at the rate of two 
bushels per acre, giving a yield of 28 bushels per acre, weighing 57 pounds per bushel. 
Harvested on 30th July. 

This is well known to be a valuable crop used green as food for stock. 

ROOTS. 

Turnips were a light crop. The first series of turnip plots were attacked by the 
cut worm about the middle of June. More than one-half of the young plants were 
destroyed and the crop was much diminished from this cause. 

The second series of plots were not affected by this pest. 
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The White Globe turnip although a large yielder, is soft and a very poor keeper.
Steele's Purple Top Swede is in our experience a desirable sort.
Pearce's Canadian Giant and the Mammoth Long Red DSangels have given the largest

yields, and the plants make very strong growth.
The short white varieties of carrots are the best for stock purposes.
Among the red varieties Short Valery and Early Gem are good market sorts.
The land used for these experiments was a clay loam. The first plots were sown on

18th and 19th May. The second series on 1st and 2nd June. The yield of all roots
per acre has been calculated from the quantity obtained from three rows each, 66 feet
long and 2j feet apart.

Three varieties of Sugar Beets were also sown in plots of the same size. The second
sown plots proved to be considerably the best.

TURNIP PLOTS.

°
i\Tame of Variety. ^,-^ 1st Plot 2nd Plot 1st Plot

ll d
2nd Plot
P dllSown. Sown. Pu e . eu .

N

Ton.lbs. Bus. lbs. Ton.lbs. Bus.Ibs.

Southern White Globe.. . Strong.. May 18. June 1. Oct. 19. Oct. 19. 30 1600 1026 40,31 700 1045
Davey's Swede.......... 18. " l'. " 19. " 19. 24 400 806 40^23 1960 799 20
Purple Top Swede ...... 18. " 1. " 19. " 19. 23 1080 784 40^26 800 880
Champion Purple Top... 18. " 1. " 19. " 19. 22 1320 722 23 1080 784 40
1Vestbnry Improved..... 18. " 1. " 19. " 19. 21 680 711 2025 600 843 20
Giant King .............. 18. " 1. " 19. " 19. 20 920 682 .. 18 80 601 20
East Lothian. .......... 18. " 1. " 19. " 19. 20 480 674 40i23 1080 784 40
Marquis of Lorne ....... " .. " 18. t0 1. " 19. " 0 19. 19 1600 660 .. 122 880 748 ..
Jumbo or bionarch...... " " 18. " 1. " 19. " 19. 19 720 645 20'25 1040 850 40
Rennie's Prize Purple Top " " 18. " 1. " 19. " 19. 18 520 608 40I15 1680 528
Carter's Flephant........ " " 18. " 1. " 19. " 19. 18 80 601 20,'18 80 601 20
3kirving's Swede........ 18.

I
" 1. " 19. " 19. 14 1568 492 48^35 1720 ,I1195 20

Bloomsdale Swede ..... . " " 18. " 1. " 19. °` 19. 14 1392
,

489 52l27 1000f 916 40

The seed of Davey's Swede was grown at the Experimental Farm, Nappan. The other varieties were
obtained from Canadian seedsmen.
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CARROTS-Test of varieties.

Name of Variety.

3

lst Plot
Sown.

2nd Plot
Sown.

let Plot
Pulled.

2nd Plot
Pulled.

m

^ ô
^CW
.4).r-.

v

& ,ô

"Z ÿ
W.

^ ,

^
,o C5 .
-,

9

F-54
10 ,b
9

I Ton. lbs. Bus. lbs. Ton. lbs. Bus. lbs.
11Lam. White Interme-

diate .................. Strong.. May 19. June 2. Oct. 17. Oct. 17. 23 200 770 .. 10 1120 352
Improved Short White.. " " 19. " 2. " 17. " 17. 20 1360 689 20 15 1680 528
Improved Half Long
White ....... ........ " .. " 19. " 2. °` 17. " 17. 18 1400 656 40 18 1400 656 40

Iverson's Champion...... 19. " 2. " 17. " 17. 18 520 608 40 13 1720 462 .
Half Long White........
Guerande or Oxheart .... "

19.
" 19.

" 2.
" 2.

" IT.
" 17.

" 17.
" 17.

17 320
16 1176

572
552 641

11
6 1200

3C6 40
220

Carter's Orange Giant... 19. " 2. " 17. " 17. 16 120 535 20 14 776 479 36
Early Gem ...... ....... " . " 19. " 2. " 17. " 17. 14 160 469 201 5 1000 183 20
White Vosges.......... " .. " 19. " 2. " 17. " 17. 13 1010 450 10 11 880 381 20
White Belgian.......... " .. " 19. " 2. " 17. " 17. 13 840 447 20 12 200 433 20
Short Valery............ " .. " 19. " 2. " 17. " 17. 11 .... 366 40 9 1360 322 40
Long Scarlet Stump-
rooted ................ 19. " 2. " 17. " 17. 8 720 278 40 7 520 242

D'IANGEr.s-Test of varieties.

Evans blam. Long Red.. Strong.. May 18. June 1. Oct. 18. Oct. 18. 33 880 1114 40 22 633 2
Pearce's Canadian Giant. 18. " 1. " 18. " 18. 28 760 946 . 23 1960 799 2
Gate Post . . . . . . .. . . . . . " " 18. " 1. " 18. " 18. 27 1880 931 20 25 1920 865 2
Steele's b1am. Long Red. " . ` 18. " 1. " 18. " 18. 26 800 880 .. 29 1840 997 2
Carter's Warden Orange

Globe ............... " . " 18. " 1. " 18. " 18. 23 640 777 30 20 40 667 2
Rennie's Dlam. Long Red 18. " 1. " 18. " 18. 22 400 740 40 20 1800 696 4
Giant Yellow Interme-
diate .................. " .. " 18. " 1. " 18. " 18. 22 .... 633 20 18 1840 630 4

Prize Long Red......... " .. " 18. " 1. " 18. " 18. 19 1160 752 40 17 320 572
Golden Tankard ........ " .. " 18. " 1. " 18. " 18. 19 720 612 .. 18 696 611 3

SUGAR BEETS.-Test of varieties.

Klein Wanzleben... .... . Strong.. May 19. June 2. Oct. 24. Oct. 24. 11 1760 396 .. I 18 80 601 2(
Vilmorin's Improved....
French Red Top........

.
" ..

19. " 2.
" 19. " 2.

" 24.
" 24.

" 24.
" 24.

15 1680
17 320

5'28 ..
572 ..

18 1840
16 1000

647 2(
550 ..

E%PERI3iENT TO ASCERTAIN THE EFFECT OF DIFFERENT QUANTITIES OF DIANURE PER
ACRE ON TURNIPS.

The land selected for this experiment was sandy loam, and was apparently all in
the same state of fertility ; the previous crop was buckwheat.

One acre received twenty 30-bush cart loads of well-rotted manure per acre. One,
thirty 30-bush. cart loads, and one, forty 30-bush. cart loads per acre, which was spread
and ploughed in. In addition two barrels of general fertilizers were used to the acre.

The results were different from what was expected, probably due to the dry sum-
mer. - Further experiments will be conducted along this line another year.

First plot 20 loads per acre, yielded 578 bushels per acre.
Second plot 30 loads per acre, gave 541 bushels per acre.
Third plot 40 loads p,;^r acre, yielded 536 bushels per acre.
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LARGE ROOT PLOTS. 

One-half acre of Steele's Improved Short White carrots were sown on 29th May on 
sandy loam soil. Thirty 30-bush,  cart loads of manure and two barrels of general fer-
tilizer being used per acre. They were pulled 23rd October, yielding 660 bushels per 
acre. 

In addition to the turnip plots already mentioned, there was one and one-half acres 
. of these roots which gave a yield of 750 bushels. 

Also one-half acre of mangels which gave at the rate of 575 bushels per acre. 

EXPERIMENTS IN CUTTING POTATOES FOR SEED. 

Eight different ways of cutting potatoes for seed were tried, Pearce's Extra Early 
beine used for this purpose. 

nThe following results were obtained :— 

.11 

Marketable Unmarket- 
Name of variety, 	 per 	able 	 Character. 

Acre. 	per Acre. 

Bushel. 	BusheL 
Whole potatoes 	250 	40 	Even lot. 
One eve 	220 	10 	Fairly even. 
Two iyes 	220 	30 	Large and even. 
Three eves 	• 	280 	20 	Large medium, even. 
Butt half 	330 	50 	Average. 
Seed half 	200 	50 	Medium. 
Seed end cut off 	380 	60 	Average. 
Cut lengthwise 	170 	50 	Small. 

EXPERIMENTS WITH POTATO EYES. 

Five new varieties of potatoes, consisting of 100 eyes each were received from 
Steele, Briggs & Marcon, Toronto. 

This seed was planted one foot apart, one eye to the hill. There was very little 
difference in the yield of each plot, although in one case only about one-quarter of the 
eyes grew, while in another case about four-fifths grew. these all made good strong 
growth. They were planted and dug with other potato plots on the same kind of soil. 

POTATO EYES PLANTED—Yield per plot. 

f 	f 
?> 	'.,. 	 ; -È 

• 	 l'..i 	Fe, i 	ee, 	.-?,. 

Name of variety.'-• " 	'-' u 	e. 	•É 	Matured. 	 P.emarks. 

z.. 	ip... 	..:-..., 	e 	= 
>e, 	n 4 	>" 

Lbs. 	Lbs. 
Freeman.  	100 	68 	30 	5 Medium late.. White, large, round. 
Early Norther 	100 	39 	38 	3 Medium early. Light red, very large, round. 
Pride of the Table  	100 	62 	34 	2 	61. 	

.. itt,d, medium large, medium round. 
Pride of the Market  	100 	84 	37 	2 Medium late.. White, large, long, medium flat. 
Dreer's Standard 	100 	27 	39 	2 	it 	

.. Large, round, smooth flat, white. 
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POTATOES. 

Fifty-four varieties of potatoes were planted on sandy loam in rows 26 inches 
apart and 66 feet long. These were all planted on the 23rd May and dug on 13th of 
September. They all made strong growth, and no rot was detected in any of the 
varieties. All yields per acre have been calculated from the quantity grown in each 
case on two rows of 66 feet in length. 

PoTAToEs—Test of varieties. 

Name of variety. When 
Matured. 

Average 
Size. 

Qua- 
lity. 

Earliest of all 
World's Fair ..... 
Sugar 	  
Lizzie's Pride 	 
Dakota Red ...... 
Early Rose 	  
Lee'a Favourite 	 
Burpee's Extra Early 	 
Seedling No. 214 	 

Early Sunrise 	 Very early 
Delaware 	 Very late. 
Late Puritan. 	 Late. 	 
Bruce's White Beauty. Me.d. early 
Richter's Schneerose.. Late 	 
State of Maine 	 
Rural Blush 	 Very late. 
Holborn Abundance.. Late 	 
Pearce's Prize Winner. " 	 
Crown Jewel 	 Med. early 
Toronto Queen ..... 	Med. late. 
Thorburn 	  
Munroe County 	 
ClarIce's No. 1 	 Med. early 
Arnerican Wonder . Late 	 
Everett 	  Med. late . 
Richter's Elephant 	" 
Chicago Market. 	 
Polaris 	  
I. X.L 	 Late 	 
Rose's New Giant 	 Med. late. 
Late Goodrich 	Late. 	 
Muchonic 	  64 

Early Ohio. . .. 	Early 	 
New Variety No. 1. _ Med. late 	 
Compton's Surprise. 	Late 	 
London 	 Med. lote. 
Harbinger 	  Med. early 
Early Gem. 	 Very early 
Pea,rce's Extra Early 	 Early 	 
Daisy 	  Med. early 
Empire State 	, Late 	 
Algoma No. 1 	 Very early 
Dixon's Early... ... Med. early, 
Rosy Morn 	 Med. late. I 
Northern Spy 	 Late. 	' 
Home Comfort 	 /sied. late. 
Acadian 	  
Richter's Imperial 	66 

Stray Beauty. 	 Med. early 
Early Puritan 	 
Copper.. 	 Late 	 
Beauty of Flebron 	,Med. early 
Rural NewlYorker No2 Late 	 
Sharpe's Seedling 	 Med. early _ 

Early 	 
Med. late 	 

Early 	 Small 
44 

Very early  Medium 
Early 	 V. small 

1« 

Small .. 
Medium " . 
Small .. Fair.. 
Medium Good. 

Large .. Fair.. 
Mediuin " 
Small Good. 
Medium " . 
Large .. " 
MediumFair.. 

46 	 46 

" . Good. 
Large .. 66 

Medium " . 
16 

" . Fair. 
Large . Good. 

Medium Fair.. 
" . Good. 

Large .. 66 

Medium " . 
" 	. Fair.. 
" . Good. 

Medium Good. 
Large .. Fair.. 
Medium Good. 

Small .. Fair.. 
Large.. " 

46  

" . Gd. 
Medium " . 

41 
• 

Large .. " . 
Medium " . 
Large .. " . 

16 

• • 	 • 

Mediuni 
::  
" . 

" 	. Fair.. 
" 	Good. 

16 

61 	 61 	 • 

c. 

Good. 
14 	 • 

16 	 • 

Yield per Acre. 

Form and Colour. 

T otal. 	Market- linmar- 

	

able. 	ketable. 

Bus. lbs. Bus. lbs. Bus. lbs. 
360 00 	307 	30 	EC 30 Oblong, pink. 
352 	30 	317 	30 	:35 	00 Round, white. 
340 00 	310 	00 	30 	00 Long, round, white. 
335 	00 	300 00 	35 	00 Oval, white. 
332 30 	275 00 	57 	30 Round, white. 
330 00 	302 	no 	27 	30 Long, round, white. 
317 30 	305 00 	22 30 Round, red. 
325 00 	292 30 	32 	30 Long, round, white. 
322 	30 	302 	30 	20 	00 Long, round, white. 
317 	30 	282 	30 	35 	00 Oval, pink and white. 
312 	30 	270 	00 	42 	30 Oblong, pink and white. 
310 00 	260 00 	50 00 Round, pink and white. 
307 	30 	280 	00 	27 	30 Long, round, light red. 
305 00 	282 30 	22 30 Round, white and pink. 
295 00 	280 	00 	15 00 Round, white. 
292 30 	262 	30 	30 	00 Oval, light, pmk. 
290 00 	250 00 	40 	00 Long, round, pink white. 
287 	30 	250 	00 	37 	30 Round, oval. 
287 	30 	225 00 	62 	30  Oblong, white. 
285 	00 	257 	30 	?7 	30 Long, round, white pink. 
282 	30 	257 	30 	25 	00 Long, round, white. 
280 00 	265 00 	15 	00 Round, white. 
280 00 	247 30 	32 30 Round, blue and white. 
275 	00 	232 	30 	42 	30 Oval, light pink. 
275 	00 	2.50 	00 	25 	00 Round, pinkish white. 
275 	00 	252 30 	22 	30 Round, white. 
272 	30 	237 	30 	35 	00 Oval, pink. 
270 00 	232 	30 	37 	30 Round, light pink. 
267 	30 	225 	00 	42 	30 Oval, pink. 
262 	30 	227 	30 	35 	00 Long, round, white pink. 
260 	00 	232 	30 	27 	30 Round, white and pink. 
260 	00 	210 	00 	50 	00 Long, round, white. 
260 	00 	220 00 	40 	00 Oblong, pink and white. 
260 	00 	212 	30 	47 	30 Oval, pink and white. 
255 00 	215 00 	40 00 Round, dark pink. 
252 30 	267 	30 	45 	00 Round, red. 
250 00 	230 	00 	20 	00 Oblong, red. 
233 	36 	194 	40 	38 	56 Round, blue. 
230 	00 	207 	30 	22 	30 Round, white. 
227 	30 	155 	00 	72 	30 Round, red. 
225 	00 	185 	00 	40 	00 Round, white. 
223 	50 	175 00 	48 	50 Round, blue. 
220 00 	185 00 	35 00 Oblong, white and pink. 
219 	30 	197 	30 	20 00 Round, white. 
217 	30 	185 	00 	32 	30 Round, pale pink. 
215 00 	177 	30 	37 	30 Oval, white and pink. 
212 	30 	193 -20 	19 	10 Round, white. 
207 	30 	175 	00 	32 	30 Round, white. 
200 	00 	150 	00 	50 	00 Oval, white and pink. 
197 	06 	170 	20 	26 	46 	I-Zound, red. 
192 	50 	170 	20 	22 	30 Oval,  pink. 	 - 
180 	00 	135 	00 	45 	00 Round, pink and white. 
177 	30 	160 	00 	17 	30 Round, pink and white. •  
175 	00 	122 	30 	52 	30 Round, white. 
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CORN. 

Nine varieties of corn were sown 23rd May in rows and in hills, two rows each, 66 
feet long and 3 feet apart. The hills were also 3 feet apart each way, all on sandy loam 
soil. 

Sowing in rows gave the largest returns per acre, and required less labour, the seed 
being sown in rows with the seed drill. 

Pearce's Prolific and Longfellow corn proved to be the best varieties, and gave 
satisfactory results. The early frost of 7th September prevented the corn from properly 
maturing. 

CORN. 

Name of Variety. 	 Date of 	Date 	Condition 	Weight per Weight per 

	

Sowing , 	when cut, 	when cut. 	are  gr'n acre gniwri 

	

. 	 . 	 in rows , 	in hills. 

	

Tons. lbs. 	Tons. lbs. • 
Pearce's Prolific 	  May 23.. Sept. 15. 	Glazed 	14 	1150 	9 	1250 
Gold Medal Dent. 	" 	23. 	" 	15. 	Silking 	14 	600 	11 	1650 
Longfellow 	" 	23.. 	" 	15. 	Glazed 	14 	600 	9 	1250 
Mitchell's Extra Early 	" 	23.. 	" 	15.. Hard glazed.. 	12 	750 	5 	1550 
Livingston   	" 	23.. 	" 	15.. Silking. ..... 	11 	1100 	9 	150 
Rural Thoroughbred White Flint  	" 	23— 	" 	15.. Tasselling

. 
 .... 	10 	1450 	11 	110 

Angel of Midnight 	" 	23.. 	" 	15.. Soft glazed ... 	10 	1450 	8 	500 
Smut Nose   	" 	23.. 	" 	15.. 	" 	... 	7 	850 	7 	1950 
Compton's Early 	" 	23.. 	" 	15.. Glazed. ..... 	. 	6 	100 	6 	1750 

ROBERTSON MIXTURE. 

Two acres of corn was sown on 26th May, 30 pounds of seed being sown per acre. 
The soil was a poor sandy loam. Forty 30-bush. cart loads of manure and one barrel of 
superphosphate was used per acre. The manure was ploughed in, and the fertilizer 
sown broadcast and harrowed in. The seed was sown with the seed drill in rows three 
feet apart. A heavy frost on the 7th September prevented it from properly maturing, 
and considerably reduced the yield per acre. It was cut on 15th September, giving a 
yield of 12 tons 130 pounds per acre. 

One acre of English horse beans was sown on 26th May, 40 pounds of seed being 
used per acre, sown with the seed drill in rows 3 feet apart. The soil was similar to 
that of the corn field, and was prepared and fertilized  in the same manner and gave a 
yield of 4 tons 1,485 pounds per acre. 

One-half acre of sunflowers were sown 26th May, eight pounds of seed being used, 
giving a yield of 3,357 pounds or 3 tons 714 pounds of heads per acre. This soil received 
the same treatment as the corn and beans, and the seed was sown with the drill 3 feet 
apart in rows. 

These were well mixed when put in the silo, the corn and beans were cut to about î 
inch length, the sunflower heads were put in whole, making about 32 tons of the 
mixture. 

BORDEAUX MIXTURE FOR THE PREVENTION OF POTATO ROT. 

The Bordeaux mixture as a fun eicide, as applied to potatoes for the prevention of 
rot, was again experimented with this year, a plot of State of Maine potatoes being 
used. The yield of one-half of the plot treated wa,s about the same as the half not 
treated, there being no rotten ones in either case. 
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All plots of the different varieties of potatoes were treated with the Bordeaux'
mixture in combination with Paris green. There were no rotten ones in any of the
plots. A sample box of Church's potato bug finish was sent for trial by their agent,
this appeared to be equally as effective as the Paris green. This powder was applied
when the dew was on, two applications being sufficient.

GARDEN BEANS.

- Seven varieties of garden beans were sown on 26th lray ; these made good growth.
The Arctic, a yellow and white variety, maturing in 98 days, was not as prolific as the
Early Dun Coloured which matured at the same time.

Name of Variety.
Number
of days

liaturing.
Remarks.

New Stringless Green Pod .................. ...
Thorburn's Early Refugee Wax .... . . .. . . . . .... .
Emperor William .......... .............. ....
Arctic................... .......... ...........
Early Dun Colour ....................... . ....
Detroit Wax ...................................
Red German Wax ................ .. .. .. ....

107
110
98
98
103
105

Fine for use green.
Fine variety for use green.
Not early enough for our season.
Very fine early variety.

.. ^.

Good early variety.
11 1.

PARSNIPS.

Two varieties of parsnips were sown on 12th May, the Hollow Crown and Maltese.
The Maltese, with a few exceptions, failed to germinate. The Hollow Crown made
good strong growth.

WATER AND IItUSH MEL0NS.

Several varieties of melons were sown on 26th May, the varieties were Phinney's
Early, Montreal market, Col. Preserving, Evans' Superb and Cossaba Large liusk.
These varieties all did well until 7th September, when they were completely killed by
the early frost.

CUCUMBERS.

Five varieties of cucumbers were sown on 26th May ; these were all killed with the
early frost. The following is a list of the varieties in order of their earliness

Character of growth.
Siberian . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Good yield ; good for pickling.
New Giant Pera . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Large yield.
Japanese Climbing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Fair yield.
Improved White Spine . . . . . . . .. . . . . Poor yield.
Cool and Crisp . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Fair yield.

ONIONS.

Twelve varieties of onions were sown on l lth May. These made poor growth, and
with a few exceptions did not mature. The following is a list of varieties grown :-

King of Earlies, Wethersfield W. B., Southport White Globe, Large Red Globe,
Yellow Globe, Danvers, New Queen White, Small Silver Skin, Giant Prize Taker, the
Oregon, Red Victoria, and Fancy Yellow Globe Danvers.

The King of Earlies matured the best, Wethersfield and Southport White Globe
gave fair returns.
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EXPERIMENTAL FARMS. 

GARDEN PEASE. 

Eight varieties of garden pease were sown on 12th May. The Sunol variety made 
very strong and rapid growth, but was not very prolific. Bliss's American Wonder was 
one of the most prolific varieties. 

GARDEN PEASE. 
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Name of Variety. Fit for use 
green. Character. 

Prince of Wales 	  
Burpee's Profusion 	  
Juno 	  
Florsford's Market 	  
Bliss' American Wonder 	 
Sunol 	  
American Wonder 	  
Stratagem 	  

Dwarf, large long pod, very prolific. 
Large pod, dwarf, very prolific. 
Dwarf, very long pod, medium prolific. 

" 	short pod, but very prolific. 
" 	medium long pod, very prolific. 

Pole or sèlimbing, short pod, medium prolific and very early. 
Short pod, dwarf, very prolific. 
Long pod, dwarf, very prolifio. 

BEETS. 

Nine varieties of beets were sown on May 11 th. On account of the dryness during 
the early part of the season some of these made poor growth ; one variety, the Columbus, 
did not seem to be much affected by the drciught, and made very early, strong and rapid 
growth. This is a very promising sort for early market, being ear lier than  any  of the 
others tested, later in the season it grows large and coarse, and is not as good then as 
other varieties for table use. 

The Flat Egyptian and Black Queen are of excellent flavour and fine quality. 
The following table gives the character and quality of the  different varieties, as 

tested at different times :— 

e: 
Name of Variety. 	 Form. 	Growth. 	Size, 	5 	 Remarks. > 

-1 
F.. 

Flat Eg-yptian .  	Flat turnip. 	Good . 	Medium.. No. 1. Good market variety. 
Columbus 	  'M'd. flat turnip... Very strong. Large .... 	" 	3. 	" 	" 	46 

Arlington's Favourite... 	 Turnip. 	  Good. ... .. 	Medium.. 	"  2. Verygood market variety. 
The Lentz 	  Globe  	66 	

. 	 .... 	64 	 66 	 6.  3. 
Black Queen 	Long tapering . 	Fair..  	46 	

.. 	
it 	1 . 	 44 	 46 	 66 

Edmund's Blood Turnip.... 	Turnip... 	... 	Good 	 Fair 	" 2. 	"  

Rennie's Intermediate 	 Long tapering . 	"  	Large .... 	" 3. Fair market variety. 
New Victoria 	  Tapering.  	66    Medium.. 	" 3. Good 	" 	" 
Crosby's Improved Egyptian. Turnip. .... 	... 	" 	.. 	... 	Large .. : . 	" 	3. 	" 	" 	.‘ 

TOMATOES. 

Six varieties of tomatoes were sown in the hot-bed on April 18. Some of the 
plants were put in the cold-frame on May 21st, others were set out a week later in their 
permanent places. 

The plants in the cold frame were removed to the beds without apparently dam-
aging their roots. "Yet the plants put out direct from the hot bed to the open ground 
made a stronger growth than those transplanted from the cold frame. The early frost 
killed the plants before the fruit was fully matured. 



Name of variety. Re;narks. 

Early Rùby 	  
Atlantic Frize 	..... . 	......... 	 
Earliest of all. 	  
Everbearing 	......... 
Dwarf Aristocrat 	  
Dwarf Champion 	  

Rough, round, flat, good crop, some ripe. 
Round, fiat, good crop, some nearly ripe. 
Medium, rough, round, good crop, some nearly ripe. 
Egg shape, medium cropper. 
Round, medium cmp. 

poor crop. 

Name of variety. Remarks. 

Pearl Forcing 	  
Scarlet White Tipped. 	  
Carter's Improved 	  
New Rosy Gem. 
Scarlet Olive Shaped 	  
Brightest Long Red 	  

Stump-rooted, early, fit for use June 20. 
Turnip-rooted, medium e,arly, fit for use June 23. 
Fine and large, medium late. 
An excellent variety, medium late. 
Oblong in shape, small taper, fit to use June 20. 
Long, very early, fit to use June 15. 
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Varieties in order of their earliness : 

CABBAGES. 

Twelve varieties of cabbage were sown in the hot bed on April 18th, and trans-
planted to the open ground May 26th. These all made good, strong growth until June 
15th, when some of the plants began to wilt, on examination it was found that the 
cabbage maggot (Anthomyia brassicœ) was at work at the roots. Acting under 
directions given by the Central Experimental Farm bulletin No. 11, page 26, hellebore 
was used, but this did not prove effective, and many of the plants had by this time 
died; a solution of kerosene emulsion was then tried. This seemed to promise better 
results, but very few of the plants reached maturity. 

On July 10th new plants were purchased from a local gardener, the Jersey Wake-
field, Drumhead, Winningstaclt and Early Blood Red varieties, these were planted in 
the same hills the others were in, but there was worked in around each hill about two 
shovels of marsh mud. These all lived and made strong growth. 

CAULIFLOWERS. 

Six varieties of cauliflower were started with the cabbages, receiving the same 
treatment. They likewise were destroyed by the maggot. 

RADISHES. 

Six varieties of radishes were sovvn on May 11th. These all made good, strong, 
healthy growth, some being fit to use on June 15th. But their roots were infested with 
a small maggot, which proved to be the raddish maggot (Anthomyia radicum) all 
the radishes were affected with these pests and they soon began to wilt and die prevent-
ing any test being made as to quality, although the earliness can be given as the growth 
was considerably advanced. 

PUMPKINS. 

Two varieties of pumpkins were grown, Steele's Sugar, and Jumbo, or Mammoth 
King. The Jumbo gave the largest yield, both are fine varieties. 
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SQUASH. 

Two varieties of squash, English Vegetable marrow and Long White Bush marrow 
were tried, these were both of excellent quality. Seed sown on May 26th. 

GARDEN CORN. 

Four varieties of early corn were grown in the garden. They were sown on May 
23rd, the Extra Early Cory was the earliest variety followed by Mitchell's Extra 
Early, Dreer's first of all, and Early Vermont. 

ASPARAGUS, 

Three varieties of asparagus plants two years old, were planted on May 9th, 50 
plants of Columbian Mammoth, 50 of Barr Mammoth, and 50 of Giant Early Argen-
teuiL These are all doing welL 

HOPS. 

Two varieties of hops were set out on May 7th, 100 roots of East Kent Golding 
were received from Agassiz, B. C., and 100 roots of California Cluster from E. Meeker, 
of Puyallup, Washington, U.S. 

The East Kent Goldings were the largest roots and made more rapid progress. 
A few hops were borne on both sorts. 

GENERAL STATEMENT OF CROPS. 

Sixty-five acres in hay gave 144 tons, and in addition to the plots of grain for test-
ing purposes, which yielded 301 bushels, there were five acres in oats and pense,  which 
crave 197 bushels ; three-quarter acres in pease which gave 19 bushels ; eight acres of 
marsh in oats, which gave 194 bushels, and three acres in buckwhea,t, yielding 38 bushels, 
making in all 749 bushels of grain. 

The root plots consisting in all of eight acres gave a yield of about 4,300 bushels. 
Three acres were sown with corn, beans and sunflowers for ensilage, which gave about 
32 tons, and three acres were devoted to crops for feeding purposes during the summer 
months. About g- acres were in small fruits, nursery, shrubbery garden, &c. The 
remainder of the cleared land was devoted to pasturage,. 

DRAINAGE. 

No drainage was done on the upland, but four acres were underdrained on the 
marsh for the purpose of testing the practicability and economy of underdraining marsh 
land. So far the drains are working well, and it is hoped that this work may be con-
tinued another year, so that a sufficient area may be underdrained to thoroughly test 
the advantages of such drainage of marsh land, also to ascertain the cost per acre of such 
work. 

GRASSES. 

Thirty-five varieties of grasses were received from the Central Experimental Farm. 
These were sown in plots on 30th April. In the following list the names and growth 
of the different varieties are given :— 

Colorado Blue Stem, Agropyrum glaucum, fair growth. 
Western Bye Grass, Agropyrum ten,erum, very strong growth. 
Meadow Fox-tail, Alopecurus pratensis, did not grow ,  
Sweet Vernal, Anthoxanticum odoratum, good growth. 
Tall Oat Grass Avena elation very strong growth. 
Slough Grass, 

Grass , 
	erucceformis, did not grow. 
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Meadow Brome, Bromus pratensis, fair growth. 
Awnless Brome, Bromus inermis, medium growth. 
Fringed Brome, Bromus ciliatus, good growth. 
Wild Chess, Bromus secalinus, fair growth. 
Western Brome, Bromus pumpellianus, good growth. 
Mexican Brome, Bromus segetum, very strong growth. 
Crested Dog's Tail, Cynosurus cristatus, strong growth. 
Orchard Grass, Dactylis glornerata, strong growth. 
Northern Blue Joint, Deyeuxia Langsdorfii, did not grow. 
Canadian Lyme Grass, Elymus Canadensis, did not grow. 
Lyme Grass, Elymus Virginicus, fair growth. 
Hard Fescue, Festuca duriuscula

' 
 fair growth. 

Tall Fescue, Festuca elatior, good growth. 
Sheep's Fescue, Festuc,a ovin,a, did not grow. 
Holy Grass, Ilierochloa borealie, did not grow. 
Perennial Rye Grass, Lolium perenne, very strong growth. 
Satin Grass, Muldenbergia Mexicana, did not grow. 
Bearded Satin Grass, Muhlenbergia sylvatica, did not grow. 
Switch Grass, Panicum virgatum, good growth. 
Canadian Blue Grass, Deyeuxia Can,adensis, did not grow. 
Wood Meadow Grass, Poa nemoralis, good growth. 
June'Grass, Poa pratensis, did not grow. 

do 	Poa pratensis, white form, did not grow. 
do 	Poa pratensis, from Calgary, 	do 

Fetid Drop-seed grass, Sporobolue &terolepis, do 
Neglected Blue Joint, Deyeuxia neglecta, 	do 

The varieties that have given good results in the past are : Western Rye Grass, 
Orchard Grass, Late or Fowl Meadow, Fringed Brome, Re,ed Canary, Western Brome, 
Tall Fescue, Meadow Fescue and Austrian Brome. The Reed Canary Grass and West-
ern Brome are very early and rank-growing grasses, the former being 23 inches high on 
1st June. The Late Meadow is a very fine late pasture g,rass. 

CURRANTS. 

Several varieties of red, white and black currants have been experimented with. 
In point of productiveness they rank in the following order : Red—New Red Dutch, 
La Conde, Knight's Early Red, La Hative and La Fertile; White—White  Transparents 

 White Grape and White Dutch; Black—Lee's Prolific, Ogden's Black and Baldwin 
Black. 

The New Red Dutch, White Transparent, and Lee's Prolific are the most promis-
ing sorts and have made the strongest growth. 

RASPBERRIES. 

Several varieties of raspberries have been experitnented with,the Cuthbert has prov-
ed to be the best variety of red, and the Golden Queen the finest flavoured and most 
productive of the yellow sorts. 

GOOSEBERRIES. 

The English gooseberries set out in the spring of 1893, with a few exceptions, did 
remarkably well, and gave some fine fruit. 

About the 10th of June the gooseberries were attacked by "the shot hole" fungus 
(Septoria ribis; which spread very rapidly, the bushes were sprayed on June 12th with 
a solution of Potassium Sulphide, 1 oz. to a bucket of wat,er, again on the 16th with 
Bordeaux mixture, which was repeated on the 22nd. These applications completely 
checked and killed the disease. The disease seemed to yield more readily to the Bor- 
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deaux mixture, and I think this may be safely recommended as a reliable remedy.
llildew never made its appearance, probably on account of the early application of
these fungicides.

The American varieties of gooseberries were not so susceptible to the attacks of
the fungus as the English sorts, although they were not by any means free from it.

The following is a list of the gooseberries experimented with. The yield of fruit
:-under the circumstances referred to was small

tiVhenham's Industry, Companion,
White Champagne, Early Sulphur,
Bobby, Improved Early Hedgehog,
Red Champagne, Green Overall,
Dublin, Governess,
Queen Victoria, Leader,
Leveller, Whitesmith,
Crown Bob, Lancashire Lad,
Pitmaston Green Gage, Bonny Lass.

Whitesmith, Governess and Early Suiphur were the earliest varieties, among the
later ones Whenham's Industry, Victoria, Green Overall and Leader gave the best re-
turns.

The Downing, Smith's Improved and Houghton proved to be the most serviceable
American varieties.

STRAWBERRIES.

The Bubacb, Sharpless and Warfield strawberries have proved to be excellent var-
ieties here. Some fine fruit was grown on the plants sent from the Central Experi-
mental Farm in August, 1893, and the plots of these will be extended. The follow-
ing additional sorts are also under test:-Nicanor, Crawford, Barton's, lloore's Proli-
fic, Elora, Logan, Van Deman, Standard, West Brook, Surprise, and Boynton.

ORNAMENTAL TREES AND SHRUBS.

The following list of ornamental trees and shrubs includes such as have been
planted on the farm from time to time, all of which are doing well, and have proven
hardy in this climate.

Abies balsamea, Balsam fir.
Acer platanoides, Norway maple.

rubrum, Red maple.
saccharinum, Sugar maple.

Alnus glutinosa, Sticky alder.
Ampelopsis quinquefolia, Virginian creeper.
Amygdalus nana, Double flowering almond.
Artémisia Abrotanum, Southern wood.
Berberis Thunbergii, Thunberg's barberry.

it vulgaris purpurea, Purple leaved barberry.
" Aquifolium, American holly.

Betula papyrifera, Canoe birch.
" populifolia, American white birch.

Caragana arborescens, Siberian Pea-tree.
Corylus avellana, Filbert.
Deutzia crenata fl. pl., Double crenate deutzia.
Diervilla (Weigelia) grandiflora alba, Large flowered white weigelia.

" " grandiflora variegata, Variegated weigelia.
" °' rosea alba, White weigelia.

Elæagnus angustifolia, Russian olive.
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Hydrangea paniculata grandiflora, Large flowered hydrangea. 
Juniperus Hibernica, Irish juniper. 

6C 	Virginians, Red cedar. 
Juglams cinerea, Butternut. 
Juglans nigra, Black walnut. 
Larix Americana, American Larch. 
Larix Europœa, European Larch. 
Lonicera Tatarica, White flowered bush honeysuckle. 

‘i 	 " 	Red flowered bush honeysuckle. 
Philadelphus coronarius, Mock orange or syringa. 

ig 	grandiflora, Large flowered syringa. 
té 	nana, Dwarf syringa. 

deutzifiora, Deutzia flowered syringa. 
Picea alba., white spruce. 

" excelsa, Norway spruce. 
"  migra, Black spruce. 
" pungens, R,ocky Mountain blue spruce,. 

Pinus Austriaca, Austrian pine. 
" Mughus nana, Dwarf Mountain pine. 
" sylvestris, Scotch pine. 
Cl 	 Rigaensis, Riga pine. 
" Strobus, White pine. 

Pseudotsuga Douglasii, Douglas spruce. 
Populus nigra pyramidalis, Lombardy poplar. 

" 	alba Bolleana, Bolle's poplar. 
Pyrus Americana, American mountain ash. 

" Aucuparia, European mountain ash. 
Quercus Robur

'   
English oak. 

Retinospora filifera,  Thread-like retinospora. 
CC 	plumosa, Plumose retinospora. 
C‘ 	plumosa aure,a, Golden pL retinospora. 

Ribes aureum, Yellow flowering currant. 
Salisburia adiantifolia, Maiden hair tree. - 
Salix laurifolia, Laurel-leaved willow. 
Spireea Californica, Californian spiraea. 

" Media rotundifolia, Round-leaved spiraea. 
" opulifolia aurea, Golden-leaved spiraea. 
" Van Houttei, Van Floutte's spira,ea. 

Syringa Josikœa, Josika's lila,c. 
i‘ vulgaris alba, White lilac. 
ft 	 66 	purpurea, Purple Mac. 

Thuya occidentalis, Common arbor-vitœ. 
it 6i 	 globosa, Globose arbor-vitœ. 
Ci 	pyramidalis, Pyramidal arbor-vite.  

it 	 44 	Douglas, No. 2, Douglas' arbor-vitas. 
Tilia vulgatis, European Linden. 
Tsuga Canadensis, Hemlock spruce. 
Ulmus Americana, White elm. 

" campestris English elm. 
" racemosa, Rock elm. 

Viburnum Lantana, Pliant viburnum. 
ti 	opulus, High bush cranberry. 

Morus hybrida, Russian mulberry. 
Shrubs added t,o the collection during the past summer, which will be reported on 

as to hardiness, after they have been further tested. 
Rosa rubrifolia, Red-leaved rose. 
Lonicera chrysantha, Bush honeysuckle. 

8c-18 
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Ligustrum Amurense, Amur privet. 
Pyrus baccata cera,siformis Cherry-leaved pyrus. gi 	sanguinea, Red berried crab. 

ic 	macrocarpa, Large fruited berried crab. 
ti 	genuina, True berried crab. 
it 	prunifolia, Plum-leaved crab. 

Diervilla (Weigelia) lonerii, Dark red weigelia. 
di 	 116 	 candida, White flowered weigelia. 
gc 	cc 	hybrida Hendersoni, Henderson's weigelia. 

Exohorda grandiflora, Large flowered exchorda. 
Cornus mas elegantissima, Elegant dog wood. 

Thirty-five varieties of lilacs were also received and planted in nursery rows. It is 
proposed to plant these in a large clump, so that the different sorts of this desirable 
shrub may be more readily examined and compared. These varieties are given in the 
following list :— 

Ambroise veschaffelt, 	 Souv. de la Spathe, 
Flora plena, 	 Rubra 
Common white, 	 Emodi, 
Dr. Lindley, 	 Ccerula superba, 
Virginal, 	 Beranger, 
Persian white, 	 Pyramidalis, 
Common purple, 	 Villosa, 
Bcrtha Danaman, 	 Laciniata, Persian, 
Violace; 	 Prof. Stockhart, 

• Lavanensis, 	 Princess Marie, 
Mathieu De Dombasle, 	 Nig,ricans, 
Rouge de Marley, 	 Gloire de Croncels, 
Japonica, 	 Madame Moser, 
Sangeana, 	 Renoncule, 
Languis, 	 Gloire de Lorraine, 
President Massart, 	 Ville de Troyes, 
Persian small flowering, 	 Hyacinthaflora. 

ORCHARD. 

The orchard which has been planted, contains now 81 varieties of apples, 8 of 
crab apples, 20 of pears, 29 of cherries, and 25 of plums. The soil is a clay loam, under-
drained, the apple trees have been planted 36 feet apart, each way, and the pears, plums 
and cherry trees 18 feet apart each way. A part of the trees were set out in 1889-90, 
and the remainder since then. 

The Yellow Transparent, Anis and Sultan are very early and fine varieties of apples 
ripening by the 1st of September. The White Astrachan, Red Astrachan, Tetofsky and 
Borovinka, next in earliness, have fruited fairly well. The Longfield and Haas were the 
most prolific sorts. Maidens Blush and Scotts Winter have also done well, the latter 
seems to be a very fine variety of winter apple, most of the other varieties planted 
have not yet fruitecL The planting of a second apple orchard was begun in 1892, on a 
piece of unbroken land in the woods surrounded by a shelter belt of spruce trees. It is 
expe,cted that this will be completed next year. 
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APPLE TREES. 
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Planted in the fall of 1889. 	1889 1894 In. 	Planted in the spring of 1891. 	1891 1894 In. 

Tetofsky..  	1894 	3 	1 	10 	Wolf River 	  
Anisovka.   	2 	1 	17 	Magog Red Streak 	 
Serinkia   	2 	2 	17 	Longfleld   	2 	.. 
Aport.  	1894 	2 	2 	15 	Bottle Greening 	2 	i. 	i 
Ananasnoe   	2 	2 	18 
Titovka 	1894 	2 	2 	17 
Blackwood  	1894 	2 	2 	17 	Planted in the Wring  of 189S. 
Steklianka    	2 	0 	.. 
Ostrakoff . 	... 	........ 	. 	1893-94 	2 	2 	11 	Peach .. , 	• 	.. .......... 	1894 	3 	3 	16 
Borovinka 	1894 	2 	1 	11 	Princes Louise  	2 	2 	20 
Bellflower   	3 	1 	13 	Twent7 oz Pippin.  	 2 	0 	.. 
Gravenstein   	5 	1 	9 	Walbndge 	2 	2 	19 
McIntosh Red 	1 	1 	7 	Red Beitegheimer.    	2 	1 	20 

Northern Spy   	2 	2 	20 
Planted in the spring of 1899. 	1890 1894 	Duchess   	4 	4 	17 

Chenango Strawberry. 	2 	2 	18 
Canada Baldwin 	1894 	3 	3 	20 	Baldwin  	2 	o 	, 
Rambo   	3 	2 	17 	Bellflower 	2 	2 	12 
Canada Red.   	3 	2 	11 	Wagener..    	1 	1 	10 
Jonathan. 	3 	3 	16 	Golden Russet ........... 	 1 	1 	12 
Benoni.  	3 	2 	15 	Grimes' Golden   	1 	1 	3 
Blue Pearmain 	• • 	1 	1 	9 
Keswick Codlin    	3 	3 	15 
R-L Greening   	3 	3 	6 	Planted in the spring of 1893. 	1893 1894 
Fameuse Sucre 	3 	2 	10 
Long-field  	1893-94 	3 	3 	16 	Wellington.   	2 	2 	14 
McIntosh Red  	2 	2 	7 	Red Beitegheimer. 	 2 	2 	8 
Duchess 	  1892-3-4 	3 	3 	8 	King  	4 	3 	13 
Mann 	3 	3 	8 	Milding   	1 	1 	11 
Wagener.  	1894 	3 	2 	10 	Peter 	1 	1 	17 
Sultan 	1894 	3 	3 	10 	Ben Davis 	2 	2 	15 
Ontario 	1894 	3 	3 	7 	Walbridge.   	2 	2 	8 
Fameuse   	3 	2 	7 	Twenty oz Pippin. 	3 	2 	18 
Anis 	1894 	2 	2 	9 	Roxbury Russet   	2 	2 	14 
St. Lawrence 	3 	3 	11 	Rlbston PiPPin   	2 	2 	10 
Winter St. Lawrence  	3 	2 	2 	Bottle Gnitening   	1 	1 	7 
Nonpareil 	 3 	0 	Trenton.   	1 	1 	22 
Pewaukee 	1894 	3 	3 	11 	Colvert,   	1 	1 	7 
Maidens Blush 	  1892-94 	3 	3 	11 
Haas 	18!2-94 	3 	3 	11 
Red Astrachan 	  1893-94 	5 	5 	8 	Planted in the spring of 1894. 
Wealthy  	1893-94 	3 	3 	8 
Yellow Transparent. 	 1892-94 	5 	5 	9 	Peach.   	1 	1 	11 
Talmans Sweet 	1894 	3 	3 	10 	Stark 	 1 	1 	6 
Northern Spy.  	 3 	3 	9 	Ribeton Pippin.   	4 	4 	18 
Alexander 	1894 	3 	3 	11 	Spitzenburg   	2 	2 	5 
Colvert 	3 	2 	7 	Hibernal   	1 	1 	7 
Scott's Wint,er  	1892-94 	3 	3 	15 
Grimes' Golden 	1893-94 	5 	4 	4 
Golden Russet  	1894 	3 	3 	11 
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Name of Variety. 

. 
-8 1 Name of Variety. 

1890 

2 

3 
3 

2 
3 
1 
2 

Planted in 1890. 

Blue Pearmain 	 
Derby 	  
Winter Bough 	 
BetheL 

Plantain the spring of 1891. 

Pewaukee . ..... . 	. 
White Astrachan 	 
Wagener 	  
Grimes' Golden. 	 

	

Planted in the spring of 1892 	 

Yellow Transparent 	 
American Golden Russet 	 
Hastings 	  
Nothein Spy 	  

	

Planted in the sprin' g of 1893 	 

Duchess. 	  
Gravenstein 	  
Fameuse 	  
Red Astrachan 	  
Colvert 	  

1894 

ce 
O 

1894 

2 
3 a 
2 

2 
2 
1 
1 

1:5 a 
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a. 
cP s.  
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O 
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1890 

2 
2 
2 
3 

2 
3 
2 
a 
1 

1894 

2 
1 
1 
3 

2 
3 
2 
3 o 

In. 

2 
8 
2 
6 

9 
4 
8 
6 o  

In. 

10 

11 
9 

2 
10 
2 
6 

EXPERIMENTAL FARMS. 

APPLE TREES planted in second orchard on uncultivated land. 

CRAB APPLE TREES planted in the springs of 1891, 92 and 93, these have all  grown well. 

Planted in 1891. 	 1891 1894 	 Planted in 1893. 	 1891 1894 In. 

Hyslop.  	1893-94 	3 	3 	36 	Gen. Grant.  	2 	1 	13 
Montreal Beauty 	 1893-94 	4 	4 	27 	Martha.    	2 	2 	17 
Transcendent   	1894 	3 	3 	18 .1 	Whitney   	2 	2 	21 
Yellow Siberian 	1893-94 	3 	3 	18 	Transcendent 	2 	2 	18 

Hyslop.  	2 	2 	17 
Planted in 1892. 	 Montreal Beauty 	2 	2 	22 

Gen. Grant 	2 	2 	20 
Gideon  	1 	0 	0 

PEARS. 

Planted in the spring of 1892. 	1892 1893 In. 	Planted in the spring of 1893. 	1893 1894 In. 

Tyson.  	3 	3 	18 	Seckel 	2 	0 	0 
Osband's Summer 	2 	2 	16 	Mount Vernon 	3 	3 	15 
Sheldon.  	2 	1 	18 	Dempsey  	1 	1 	18 
Bartlett . , 	5 	3 	10 	Frederick Clapp 	1 	1 	6 
Clapp's Favourite 	4 	3 	8 	Clapp's Favourite  	3 	2 	7 
Mount Vernon 	3 	0 	0 	Howell.  	2 	2 	15 
FlemishBeauty  	5 	5 	22 	Sheldon 	2 	2 	20 
Beurre Superfin    	2 	2 	18 	Doyenne Boussock  	2 	1 	7 
Beurre Clairgeau 	3 	1 	27 	Beurre Hardy 	2 	2 	12 
Beurre d'Anjou 	5 	5 	10 	Tyson   	2 	2 	13 
Seckel 	2 	0 	0 	Goodale 	2 	1 	4 
Dr. Reeder 	2 	1 	10 
Doyenne Boussock. 	3 	0 	0 
Duchess 	2 	1 	19 
Lawrence.    	2 	2 	17 
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Name of Variety. 

Planted in the spring of 1892. 

Moore's Arctic 	  
Shipper's Pride 	  
McLaughlin 	  
Niagara. 	  
Pond's Seedling 	  
Duane's Purple 	  
Geuii 	  
Reine Claude . 
Prince's Yellow Gage. 	  
German Prune 	  
Bradshaw. 
Imperial Gage.. 	  
Lombard 	  
Fellenburg 	  
Lawrence's Favourite 	  
Shropshire Damson 	  
Coe's Golden Drop. 	  
Yellow Gage 	  

.15 a 

"E.  
o' 

1892 

2 
3 
2 
2 
6 
2 
3 
2 
4 
3 
3 
5 
5 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 

Name of Variety. 

Planted in the spring of 1892. 
Stanton 	  
Washington. 	  

Planted in the spring of 1893. 
Geuii 	  
Lombard 	  
Large Golden Prolific. 	  
Washington. 	  
Moore's Arctic 	  
Reine Claude 	  
Shippers Pride 	  
Burbank 	  
Prunus Simonii 	  
Fellenburg 	  
Hudson River Purple Egg .. 
Imperial Gage 	  
Niagara.. 	 
Saunders 	  

2 
2 

1894 

2 
1 
3 
2 
2 
0 
1 
2 
1 
2 
2 
1 

In. 
20 
21 

17 
19 
15 
27 
18 
18 
18 
0 

23 
16 
23 
14 
11 
11 
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1 
1 
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20 
18 
25 
15 
12 
18 
21 
23 
26 
17 
20 
18 
19 
8 

17 
17 
20 
24 

2 
2 
3 
2 
2 
1 
1 
2 
1 
2 
2 
2 
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CHERRIES. 
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Planted in the spring of 1891. 	1891 1894 In. 	Planted in the spring of 1893. 	1893 1894 In. 

Early Richmond.   	6 	6 	18 	Black Eagle.  	2 	1 	14 
Lieb 	2 	2 	8 

Planted in the spring of 1892. 	 English Morello.  	2 	2 	13 
Empress Eugenie  	2 	0 	0 

English Morello 	3 	3 	15 	Downer's Late Red .  	2 	0 	0 
1. ye , ehouse. 	 1 	1 	24 	Louis Philippe 	2 	2 	18 
wragg . 	2 	2 	13 	Great Bigarreau 	2 	0 	0 
Ostheim.   	2 	2 	14 	Lithaur .  	2 	0 	0 
Olivet.  	4 	3 	12 	May Duke.  	5 	0 	0 
Black Tartarian 	4 	2 	17 	Napoleon  	3 	2 	18 
Early Richmond.  	4 	4 	18 	Goy. Wood 	2 	0 	0 
Late Duke. 	2 	2 	18 	Orel.  	1 	1 	18 
Downer's Late Red 	2 	0 	0 	Shadow Annarelle 	 3 	3 	18 
May Duke. 	5 	0 	0 	Gruner Glas 	3 	0 	0 
Windsor 	3 	3 	11 	Elton 	2 	1 	17 
Coe's Transparen t 	2 	2 	19 	Montmorency 	 2 	2 	17 
Yellow Transparent Spanish 	2 	2 	14 	Knight's Early Black 	2 	2 	2 
Montmorency  	2 	2 	15 	Windsor 	2 	1 	17 
Napoleon 	3 	1 	27 	Love Apple. 	2 	0 	0 
Gov. Wood 	3 	3 	8 
Black Heart.  	3 	2 	17 

PLUM TREES. 



>
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FLOWERS.

Being often asked for a list of the most attractive and hardiest varieties of annual
and perennial flowering plants, the following list is submitted as embracing the most
useful and promising varieties tested here.

The annuals that do well, sown in the open ground, those that require to be started
in the hot bed and transplanted, and the perennials are arranged in separate tables. It
is hoped that the information here given will enable the farmers of our rural districts
to make suitable selections of these desirable flowers and induce them to pay more
attention to the beautifying of their places and making their surroundings more attrac-
tive, thereby giving the young people a better chance to study the beauties of nature and
at the same time foster a stronger love for their homes.

The perennials require to be mulched during winter.

ANNUAL FLOWERS-Seed sown in the open ground.

Alyssum Sweet... ... .. .. . ........ Haray......
Anagallis (less than 1 ft. high)....... ..... ......
Asperula azurea setosa ... .............. ......
Aster ................................... <â .....
Acroclinium (Everlasting). .. ...... ....... .....
Brachycome (Swan River Daisy) .......
Calendula (1`^arygold) ...... .... ....... ..

.....

Calliopsis (Beautiful eye) .... ......... ...
Candytuft ( Iberis) . .. . ... ... .. .. . ^^ . ....
Centaurea Cyanus (Bachelor's Button).. .
Centranthus .......... ................. " ......

Chrysanthemum ........................ "
Clarkia............................ .... ....

Convoloulus (Minor) ..... ..... . . ...
Datura Wrightii (Trumpet flower) .. . . . . . Half-hardy .
Delphinium (Larkspurs) ................. Hard y......
Dahlia .. . . . . . .. ... ..... .... ...... . .... . . Half-hardy.
Double Daisy ( Bellis) ... ......... ..... Hardy......
Dianthus ( Japan Pink, China Pink, Im•

perial Pink) ............ .............. ......
Erysimum .............. . ... ........
Esohscholtzia(California Poppy)...... .
Gaillardia ....... _...... ........... '

^ .
.^

Gilia . ...................... ..... .. ...
Godetia .. ....... .. ...... .. ..... .. ......

Beautiful, white, fine for border.
Fine and beautiful for border.
Dwarf, good edgin g flower.
Queen of Autumn flowers.
18 in h '̂gh, very pretty,flower.
8 in high, pretty small
Fine late bloomer.
Very showy, 1 to 3 ft. high.
Fine old flower.
One of the best flowers.
Fine variety,
Fine late bloomer.
Fine of easy culture.
Brilliant flower, trailer.
Large flower, very beautiful.
Short bloomers, very fine.
Fine flowers, keep roots in cellar during winter.
Does best with plenty of water and shade.

Very showy.
18 in high, yellow bloom.
1 ft. high, very showy and beautiful.
Constant bloomers, very fine.
1 ft. high, small flower.
Free bloomer and beautiful.
Large flowers.
Very showy, profuse bloomer.
Very beautiful, keep bulbs in cellar in the winter.
1 ft. high, beautiful bloomer.
Spi.ke f'iowera, fine variety of free bloomers.
Tall, blooms profusely.
Yellow and brown, very beautifuL
Beautiful foliage and flowers.
Fine free bloomer.
Very fragrant and fine.
Showy flower.
Very beautiful, showy flowers.
Most beautiful of flowers.
Beautiful large flower.
Free flowering, most beautiful flowers.
Very beautiful, easy culture.
Fine, red and white.
Fine, beautiful flower.

u •^
Beautiful, easy culture.
Very fine, free bloomers.
Climber with very pretty flowers.
Beautiful climber.
Very pretty dwarf plant.
Free bloomer, very fine.

... ..
Helianthus (Sun Flower . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .
Lavatera ................. ............. ......
Gladiolus .......................... .... Half-hardy..

Linum (Flaa) :.................... .... .
11

Lupinus H a r d y(Lupin)
Malope ................................. . . .

1lfarigold or Tagetes.... ........ . . . .. Half-hardy..
......Marvel of Peru (Fouro'clock). . . . ....... 11 • •

Matricaria ( Feverfew) ................... Hardy......
Mignonette ( Reseda) : .... ..... . . .. . . . « •
Nigella (Love-in-a-mist) ............... .

«Nasturtium (Tall and Dwarf) . . . . . . - . . 11

Pansy ( Viola tricolor) ....... .... . . . . . . . ......

Poppy (Papaver) ......................... .< ....
Peas, sweet . ..... ..................... " ......
Phlox Drummondii .. .... ..............
Rhodanthe ( Everlastin^) ..... ............ «
Scabiosa ( Mourning Bride)..... ... ..
Salpiglossis ....... ..................... Half-hardy..
Schyzanthus...... ..... ..........
Stocks (Dwarf and Pyramidal)...........
Thunbergia ........................ ...

.. ...Morning Glory ..................
Venus's Looking glasa . . . . . . . . ... . .. . . . . .
Zinnia Elegans ................. .....

Hardy........ ...... ......
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Seed sown in the hot-bed and plants transplanted to the open ground. 

Antirrhinium (Snapdragon) 	 Hardy 	 
Balsam 	 Half-hardy.. 
Browsllia. 	 
Calandrinia.  	 Hardy 	 
Petunia 	 :Half-hardy.. 
Portulacca 	  

Will keep in cellar during winter, very £me. 
Very beautiful. 
Beautiful and delicate flower. 
Requires sunny and dry situation, very fine. 
Profuse-flowering, easy cultivated. • • 
Brilliant, grow in sandy soil. 

PERENNIALS. 

Aquilegia (Columbine). 
Anemone sylvestris. 

gc 	narcissiflora. 
Aconitum napellus, Monkshood. 

" 	lycotonum squarrosa, Monkshood. 
cernuum 
kusmalowi 

Allium stellarianum, Wild onion. 
Asclepius tuberosa, -Milkweed. 
Delphinium cashmerianum, rarkspur. 

granifldorum 	di if 

laxiflorum 
dasyanthus 	di it 

Dictamnus fraxinella., Gas plant. 
Eremurus altaicus. 
Gentians burseri.  

Gentiana excisa. 
Gaillardia aristata. 
Galega ofientalis. 
Hypericum pyramidatum, St. Johnswort. 
Helianthus giganteus, Sunflower. 
Myosotis alpestris, Forget-me-not. 
Potentilla fruticosa. 
Papaver orientalis, Oriental poppy. 
Salvia lavandulifolia. 
Solidago rigida, Golden rod. 
Sedum medinezü, Stone crop. 
Thalictrum aquilegifolium. 
Veronica saxtatilis, Speedwell. 

" 	fruticulosa " 
id 	salurgoides 	" 

if 

It 

BULBS PERENNIAL. 

Iris or flowering flag. 
c4 	English. 
Cf 	Spanish. 

Lilium candidum. 
4/ auratum. 
" 	speciosum. 

Hyacinths, single red. 
white. 
blue. 

Tulips single.  

Tulips, parrot. 
Jonquils, single. 
Narcissus. 

ci 	poeticus. 
ct 	tazetti. 
id 	pseudo scoticus. 
ic 	incomparabilis. 

Scilla bifolia. 
" sibirica. 

DISTRIBUTION OF SEED GRAIN AND POTATOES. 

In all 338 applicants have been supplied this year with wheat, barley, pease, oats or 
potatoes. The quantity distributed has been 3 lbs. in ea.ch package, and not more than 
two packages have been sent to any one applicant. No seeds of field root,s, garden 
vegetables or flowers have been available for distribution. 

Total number of varieties sent out 
Packages. 

Potatoes   203 
Wheat.    138 
Oats . " 290 
Barley    118 
Pease  31 

Total    780 
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Reports have been received of 104 packages of the 780 distributed. 
The Delaware potato seems to give general satisfaction, yielding in some localitie,s 

as high as 85  pounds from 3 lbs. sown, and of good quality. 
The Polaris has also given good results, yielding as high as 69 lbs. from 3 lbs. sown. 

This potato is of excellent quality and a good keeper. 
The reports as to the yield of the Early Sunrise prove it to be a fine extra early 

variety, yielding in some cases as much as 70 lbs. from 3 lbs. sown. 
, The reports received on barley were few. The Golden Melon in one instance gave 

a yield of 78 lbs. from 3 lbs. sown. The Duckbill  one of the best two-rowed sorts of barley 
with us has been reported by some as giving a poor yield of inferior grain. This is 
probably owing to the unusual drought which prevailed dining the summer. 

The Banner oat has given good yield in most cases. The Scottish Chief, Early 
Ra,cehorse, Cream Egyptian, Early Archangel, Prize Cluster and Rosedale are all well 
spoken of and have given from 40 lbs. to 60 lbs. from 3 lbs. of seed sown. 

The wheat generally has not given more than 30 lbs. from 3 lbs. sovrn. Camp-
bell's White Chaff is a variety which appears to give general satisfaction. 

MEETINGS ATTENDED. 

Meetings of farmers for the discussion of agricultuçal subjects were attended in 
. different parts of the Maritime Provinces : 

Victoria, Cumberland Co., N. S., 25th January. 
Wolfville, King's Co., N. S., 17th and 18th January. 
Kentville, King's Co., N. S., 22nd and 23rd January. 
Yarmouth, Yarmouth Co., N. S., 28th February. 
Aylsford's, King's Co., N. S., 29th February. 
Horton Landing King-'s Co., N. S., 30th February. 
Moncton, West. bo., N. B., 13th March. 
Memramcook, West. Co., N. B„ 14th March. 
River John, Pictou Co., N. S. 26th June. 
Pugwash, Cumberland Co.,  N.  S., 9th July. 
Fredericton, N. B., 16th August. 
Truro, N.S., 21st Au,,,crust. 
Yarmouth, N.S., 28th August. 
Southampton, N.S., 12th October. 
Amherst, N.S., 8th November. 
Centreville, Carleton Co., N.B., 24th November. 

EXHIBITIONS. 

Two exhibitions were attended. The Nova Scotia Provincial Exhibition held at 
Halifax on September 26th, 27th, and 28th, and a county fair at Sackville, N.B., on 
October 9th. 

The farm exhibit consisted of grain threshed and in straw, roots, fruits and grasses, 
all grown on the farm in 1894, occupying a space of 10 by 15 feet square. 

The exhibit shown this year has been placed in the Assembly Hall of the Amherst 
Academy, where it is hoped it will be of permanent value. 

I have the honour to be, sir, 
Your obedient servant, 

W. M. BLAIR, 
Superintendent. 



EXPERIMENTAL FARM FOR MANITOBA. 

BRANDON, MAN., 31st October, 1894. 

• To  W.  SAUNDERS, Esq.. 
Director, Dominion Experimental Farms, 

Ottawa. 
have the honour to submit herewith my seventh annual report of the 

experiments undertaken and work accomplished on the Brandon Experimental Farm 
during the past eleven. months. 

Last spring opened quite late and the April rainfall was heavier than usual, greatly 
delaying seeding; the first grain was sown on the Experimental Farm on the 20th 
April, ten days later than the average date, and the first experimental plots were not 
sown until 30th April, and even then many low spots in the fields were miry and 
germination of grain in them was delayed, allowing the weeds in these spots to get a 
good start which they kept throughout the season. 

After the middle of May the weather remained unusually dry and the rainfall was 
only 5.1 inches from 1st April to 30th September, or 1.8 inches less than during the 
same months last year. 

Some of the favourable features in the past season was the almost total absence of 
severe wind storms and the long open fall, the first injury from frost occurring on the 
17th September, by which time all grain was either threshed or stacked. 

Owing to the light rainfall the yield of all farm produce in the western and south 
western parts of the province was below the average of other ye,a.rs, but owing to the 
excellent harvest weather and open fall the sample  of grain of ail  kinds was much better 
than usual and the only losses sustained have been through injury by smut, for in the 
face of the very conclusive results obtained from the use of bluestone as a smut pre-
ventive it à to be regretted that a number of farmers still either refuse to treat their 
seed wheat or do it so carelessly, that considerable loss has again resulted from this 
cause. Parties who had escaped for a number of years were heavy sufferers this year and 
owing to the abundant supply of good wheat, there was very little demand for smutty 
grain and it bad to be sold at a sacrifice. 

A noticeable feature of the past summer is the large exports of beef cattle from the 
province ; it is to be regretted, however, that many of them were only thin stockers sold at 
a sacrifice and which should have been fed over winter and sold in spring as fat cattle 
at good prices. 

The returns from all fodder plants have been less than usual, but farmers are every-
where learning to utilize the straw, chaff and other by-products instead of burning 
them as in former years and no scarcity of winter feed is anticipated. 

Owing to the prevailing low price of wheat, experimental tests have been made 
this year with special crops, among them flax, millet seed, and pease for the purpose of 
comparison the money value per acre of each crop is stated ; the values given are based 
on the wholesale prices prevailing at the farmers' market, Brandon. 

VARIETY TEST  OF  WHEAT. 

Rio Grande, the most productive variety in this year's test, has also made one of 
the highest average yields for the past four seasons, although a fairly good whe,at, it is 
not considered equal to the Red Fife for milling purposes. 

Dion's is a newly introduced wheat, of uncertain oriuin, ha,s this year equalled the 
Red Fife in productiveness and matured four days in advance of that variety. Dion's 
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is a heavy bearded wheat, which is considered a serious objection by many farmers here.
This variety will have to be tested for a number of years before reliable conclusions can
be reached regarding it.

Monarch and Wright's Favourite were sent here by farmers for a comparative test,
both are bald varieties, and this year rate low in productiveness.

The old favourites-Red and White Fife-are again nearly at the top of the list,
and the difference between them in yield is only one bushel per acre, farmers living in
districts where these varieties ripen in time to escape fall frosts in an average year will
do well to hesitate before abandoning them for varieties of uncertain value. Much
injury is sustained by farmers mixing these inferior varieties with their best grain, and
by this means permanently injuring the- quality of the grain exported from the pro-
vince, for that reason farmers should use for feed any variety found inferior in quality
and not mix it with their grain offered for sale as is often done.

WHEAT-Test of varieties, sown in plots of ^ acre in sandy loam.
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In. In. Bus. lbs. Lbs

Rio Grande . .. ........... April 30 Aug. 14 106 36 Stiff.... 3 Bearded.. 31 20 621 N-one.
........White Fife " 30 " 15 107 34 ".... 3

4
Beardless. 31 00 62......

.........Dion's . " 30 " 11 103 33 ".... 3J Bearded.. 30 30 63.... .
.........Red Fife " 30 " 15 107 33 ".... 3 Beardless. 30 00 61 «......

..........Preston . 30 11 103 34 ".... 3 Bearded.. 29 40 62.......
. ... . ... . .Bed Fern. " 30 " 13 103 35 " .... 3 " .. 29 40 63 "i. ..

Percy . . . ... ... .. .... " 30 " 13 105 35 ".... 3 Beardless. 29 30 61 ..
Iierisson Beanied........ " 30 " 13 105 31 ".... 1j: Bearded.. 29 10 65

«'ellman's Fife ......... " 30 " 13 105 33 .... 4 Beardless. 29 10 61
«

Major C. No. 2 sport..... " 30 " 11
"

103 35 "..
°`

3 " .
"

28 40
28 20

61
61

"

Campbell's white Chaff. .. " 30 13
"

105 33 ...
"

21 .
" 27 30 61....Stanley ... . ........ . " 30 11 103 33 .... 3
".. . . ..Yeoman's Defiance. " 30 " 15 107 36 " ... . 3 . 26 40 61

Prin le's Champlain .. .... " 30 " 14 106 32 "_.. 2J Bearded .. 26 20 63
"White ... .... " 30 " 15 107 83 ".... 3 Beardless. 26 10 62

Captor C. 1888........... " 30
" 30

" 11
" 11

103
103

33
30

°' ....
"

3
3

" .
Bearded..

26 10
25 20

61
614 "Advance ......... ... .

White Connell........... " 30 " 13 105 38
....

".... 3 Beardless. 25 00 63 "
"........Blenheim " 30 " 11 103 33 ".... 3 Bearded.. 24 50 60
"........

. . . . ..Crown . ..
1

104 35 ....•• 3 " .. 24 40 60 .... ..
.. .... . . . . . .Colorado " 30 6" 98 33 " .... 3 .." 22 40 62

••....
Ladoga ................. " • 30 " 8 100 30 ".... 3 " .. 22 30 60

".... .......Ottawa " 30 " 8 100 30 " .... 3 " .. 22 10 60......
bionarch......... .......
Emporium . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

" 30
" 30

" 13
" 13

105
105

36
36

"....
" .. .

4
3

Beardless.
Bearded ..

21 50
21 50

61
61 «

........... .Black Sea " 30 " 6 98 33 "... 2 - " .. 21 40 60
..

Hungarian Diountain..... " 30 " 13 105 34 " ... Beardless. 21 30 60 «

Old Red River........... " 30
" 30

" 14
" 11

106
103

35
32

"....
"

3
2J

11 .
Bearded..

20 40
20 00

61
61

^

Huron ..............
..Wrights Favorite . . .. " 30 " 13 105 35

....
" .... 3 Beardless. 17 30 60.

Gehun .............
• -

" 30 " 13 105 22
^
Fair.... 2 " . 12 30 62J Little.

CROSS BRED WHEATS. z

A noticeable feature of this year's tests is the high standard of productiveness
shown by the cross-bred wheats-Preston and Percy-these varieties ranking fifth and
seventh respectively on the list, they weigh from one to two pounds above the standard,
and are from two to four days earlier in maturing than the Red Fife; and yield about
the same as that variety.

Percy is beardless, which will make it all the more acceptable on that account.
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66 

64 
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The parentage of the cross-bred varieties referred to in the table is as follows :— 
(Bea,rded) Preston—:Ladoga female and Red Fife male. 
(Beardless) Percy—Ladoga female and White Fife male. 
(Beardless) Stanley—Ladoga female and Red Fife male. 
(Bearded) Advanc,e—Ladoga  female and White Fife male. 
(Bearded) Crown—Ladogajnfemale and White Fife male. 

" 	(Bearded) Ottawa—Ladoga female and Red Fife male. 
(Beardless) Major C No. 2 sport—Ladoga female and White Fife male. 
(Beardless) Captor C 1888—Ladoga female and White Fife male. 
(Bearded) Blenheim—Ladoga female and White Fife male. 
(Bearded) Huron—Ladoga female and White Fife male. 

Thirty grains of each of the followin„,o• cross-bred varieties recently originated at the 
Central Farm at Ottawa were sown in drills—the No. 1 variety was the most promising, 
having well filled heads. 

All the grain was bright and hard, the quantity sown was not large enough  te  
permit of the yield per acre being given. 

he 	à 	e, 	 -d 	• .n 	a  
W 	- 	.e  hh rii 	e 	g 

	

Character 	Size 	"8 	_f', 	z Name of Variety. 	of Soil. 	of Plot. 	̀15 	'5 . 	::g .?, 	.....,à, 	b 	.= 	di  
5 ri 	- 	2 ' __ 	00 	'V 	,... 

'',5' 	e 	e m 	e 	.e 	E 1:4 
• 	 e :: 1 	A 	Z 	â 	d 	.-"i 	t;e"' 	A4 

	

In. 	In. 
Red Fife, female, Abundance, 

male 	  Sandy loam. 30grains May 16 Aug. 9 85 	35 Stiff.. 	4,1 Bearded None. 
Red Fife, female, Gehun, male 	" 	.. 	' 	.. 	" 	16 	" 	12 88 	38 	" .. 	4 Beard- 	" 
Hard Red Calcutta, female, 	 less. 

Red Fife, male 	‘41 	
.. 	

id 	
.. 	 " 	16 	" 	13 89 	44 	" 	.. 	4 Mixed.. 	4d 

Red Fife, female, Campbell's 
W. Chaff, male. 	44 	

.. 	
id 	

.. 	 " 	16 	" 	12 88 	36 	" 	.. 	3i Beard- 	" 
le... 

A TEST OF ROLLING WHEAT. 

The use of land rollers after the grain is sown, wa,s almost abandoned a few years 
ago • latterly a number of farmers are reviving their use and with apparent good 
results. 

The chief objection to the use of rollers on light land is the tendency to injury 
from wind storms exposing the seed ; by rolling before the grain is drilled in this diffi-
culty is largely overcome, owing to an absence of severe wind storms the advantage 
of this plan was not fully tested this year. This year there ha,s been a slight apparent 
gain from rolling which is sufficient t,o more than pay for the work. The tests were 
made on plots of Tie  acre, soil gravelly loam. 
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RED FIFE. In. In. Bus. lbs. lbs. 

Stiff. 
44 

98 
98 
98 

May 3 
4.4 	 3  

3  
Harrowed and rolled.. 
Rolled after drilled... 
Not rolled   

2 
2î 

61 $6.86 @  40e. per busheL 

	

61 86.80 	" 

	

60 $6.20 	" 	" 

29 
26 
31 
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WHEAT CUT AT DIFFERENT STAGES OF RIPENESS. 

The result of this year's test varies very little from that of last ye.ar, the yields and 
weight with one exception increasing until the grain was ripe ; it is evident, however, 
that should danger from early frost threaten, wheat of both red and white varieties can 
be cut in the dough stage without a very large shrinkage either in weight or yield, and 
a week's time is often sufficient to save the crop from injury by frost. 

Seven pecks seed per acre. Sown with c,ommon hoe drill on summer fallow. 

z 
ô 

.t.' 	 a 
. 	Date 	Yield 	P• 

	

Naine 	 F  . 	 of 	per 	-e e of Variety. 	 Stage when cu 	 bb  e . 	
.-1 a 

• 	.e .  e 	cutting. 	acre. 

.F4 	 › 

	

Bus. lbs. 	Lbs. 
Early milk stage 	88 July 30.. 	18 	20 	55 

	

Red Fife, 1st cut 	
.  

" 	2nd " 	 Late 	"  	91 Aug. 	2.. 22 	10 	58 
" 	3rd "   	Dough stage  	95 	" 	6.. 	28 	00 	61 
" 	4th " 	  Ripe yellow.  	102 	" 	13.. 	29 	20 	62 

	

White Connell, 1st cut 	  Early milk stage 	88 July 30.. 	16 	40 	53 
6 6 	 2nd " 	  Late 	" 	 91 	Aug. 	2.. 	19 	00 	58 
.‘ 	3rd " 	 Dough stage  	95 	" 	6.. 	28 	00 	61 
" 	4th " 	  Ripe yellow  	102 	" 	13.. 27 	20 	63 

SITMMARY. 

1. Wheat cut before reaching the dough stage loses heavily both in 3rield and weight per bushel. 
2. Although it is preferable to allow the grain to harden before cutting still there is very little 

shrinkage aft,er the dough stage is reached or within say a week of ripening. 

COST OF GROWING WHEAT PER ACRE ON SUMMER-FALLOW. 

In accordance with your instruction, an endeavour has been made during the past 
season to determine the cost of growina an acre of wheat in this country. A careful 
record of the work done on a field on this farm has been kept which forms the basis of 
this calculation. The conditions however surrounding the various farms of this pro-
vince are so different, that the cost of Œrowing an acre of wheat to the average farmer, 
must vary with the circumstances in which he is placed. 

Some of these conditions are the size of fields, amount of stone or scrub on the 
land, quality of the land; favourableness of the season, fall frosts, good or bad harvest 
weather, distance from market, value of land, whether wheat growing is used to supple-
ment other agricultural products or whether te,a,ms and men have to be kept especially 
for this work, and last but not least the ability of the farmer himself. 

The field selected for this purpose was a long field containing fourteen acres, it pro-
duced 291 bushels per acre of No. 1 hard wheat, weighing 62 lbs. per bushel, and 
worth 42 cts. per bushel in Brandon at this date (31st October). 

It will be seen from the following particulars that it cost $7.88 per acre or within 
a fraction of 27 cts. per bushel at  29-k bushels per acre. 
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COST of growing Wheat per acre on Summer-fallow. 

Per Acre. 

• 1 ctn. 
Ploughing once 	  
Harrowing twice ® 10 eta 	 
Cultivating twice @ 20 cts 	  
Seed,  1  bushels per acre ® 50 cts 	  
Drilling 	  
Binding 	  
Cord 	  
Stocking 	  
Stacking 	  
Threshing, including meals for men, 5 eta. per bushel 	  
Teaming to market 4 miles ® lc. per bushel 	  
Two years rent or interest on land valued at 815 per acre ® 6 per cent 	  
Wear and tear of implements per acre 	  

	

Total cost per acre 	  

WHEAT, RESULTS OP EARLY, MEDIUM AND LATE SOWING. 

These tests were made on /10. acre plots, soil clay loam. As usual the earliest sown 
wheat and oats ripened first but is not the largest crop, this also agrees with former 
years. It appears that the tramping of the earliest sown plot before the land is 
thoroughly dry, compacts the soil and forms a crust to the permanent injury of the 
crop. 

The wheat was sown, with a common hoe drill, 6 pecks of bluestoned seed per 
acre, no smut or rust. 

.-d ›. 	 É 	• 	• °3 	W 	....ii 	al 	',g 	 7.. .. b.. 	. 	0. 	= ..., , 
When 	Date of 	i.,c>. i.; '.dc-'15 	l' eA 	"0" 	el  

Name of Variety. 	 ri 	Pc1 	' - pe sown. 	Ripening. 2 e -.5 	... 	t 
Ê e 1° 	=  	. 	z 	2 Z 	n .` 	"C 	 Y 

	

In. 	In. 	 Bus. lbs. lbs. 

Red Fife 	 May 	1.. Aug. 13. 	104 	31 Stiff . .. 	3 	Beardless. 	33 	40 	63 None. 
64  

	" 	 8.. 	" 	15.. 	99 	30 	" 	.... 	2i 	" 	. 	31 	10 	sg 	" 
66  

	" 	 15.. 	" 	22.. 	99 	33 	" 	.... 	3 	" 	. 	33 	00 	63 	" 
44 " 

	 22.. 	
" 
" 	24.. 	94 	31 	" 	.. 	3 	" 	. 	32 	10 	63 	" 

44 	
" 	 29.. 	26.. 	89 	35 	" 	....

.. 
	3 	• 	" 	. 	29 	20 	62 	" 

14 	
. ... 	 . 	.... 	 . . . . June 	5.. Sept. 	9.. 	96 	34 	" 	.... 	2 	" 	. 	22 	40 	61 	" 

Stanley 	 May 	1.. Aug. 10.. 	101 	30 	" 	... 	2 	" 	. 	27 	50 	61 
41 	

" 
' 	 " 	 8.. 	4 	13.. 	97 	33 	" 	.... 	3- 	" 	. 	28 	40 	60 	" 

46  
	" 	 15.. 	" 	18.. 	95 	30 	" 	.... 	2§ 	" 	. 	31 	10 	62 	" 

i 6 
 	" 22.. 	" 	22.. 	92 	32 	" 	.... 	3 	" 	. 	32 	50 	61 	" 

44  
	" 	 29.. 	" 	24.. 	87 	31 	" 	.... 	2 	" 	. 	26 	40 	61 	44 

..   June 	5.. Sept. 	4.. 	91 	30 	" 	.... 	2i 	" 	. 	25 	30 	59i 	" 

125 
020 
040 
0 75 
022 
033 
020 
0 18 
0 60 
146 
029 
180 
020 

788 
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SUMMARY of Wheat plots sown at different dates, spring 1894.

Average yield of six plots of Red Fife Wheat ............. ........... .....................
<. Stanley .. ... .... . .................. ...... . ........

of the two plots sown May l..ti ....... ...................................
.. .. .. 8. . ..... ................ ............... .....
.. .. .< .. 15..... .................... ..... ...............
.. .. .. ^. 22 ............. ................... ....... . .
. .. .< .. 29 ............................... ...............

.. .. <. June 5 .............. ......... ...... ...............

Three years' average of Red Fife Wheat sown at different dates.

Per Acre.

Bush. lbs.

30 20
28 46
30 45
29 55
32 5
32 30
28 00
24 5

m C

^
m
^m

ÿ

°
^

Name of Variety. -
Average
yield

"a ÿ
^ ^p

0^
9 ÿ

per Acre. 4 ti Ei
> w ^x

--- - Bush. lbs.
Red Fife Wheat . . .: . . . . : : : . . . . . :: . . .

« •^ .................... .... .. .
1St plot sown . .
2nd " " . .

31 43
33 46

112
105

^ lbs..
..

None.

... 3rd 33 00 102
° . ......... 4th " " .. 30 46 101 59 `•_. "

. .. .... . . .. . 5th .. .. . . 27 3 97 60j " .. 1
.. .. .............................. 6th ^. .. .. 23 10 99 59 " .. 2

OAT3-RESIILT3 OF EARLY, MEDIUM AND LATE SOWING.

These tests were conducted on plots of jV acre each on clay loam. The effect of
sowing grain before the land is in a fit condition to receive the seed is apparent with the
oats as well as wheat, the first plots in each case yielding less than the second ones.

The injurious effects of alkali even in small quantities is plainly shown in the
reduced yield of the two plots of oats sown on 29th 11tay; there was no evidence of the
alkali until the grain was up when the salts showed slightly on the ground, and the few
plants growing on these spots were backward and unhealthy looking.



Averae yield of six plots of Banner Oats. 	  
" 	Abundance Oats. 	  

	

of two plots sown May 1 	  
64 	 44 	 8  

	

" 15 	  

	

" 22 	  
44 	 28  

	

June 5 	  

Per Acre. 

Bus. lbs. 
64 17 
60 20 
67 27 
75 10 
75 15 
644 
42 2 
50 20 

44 

44 - 

44 

44 
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Variety. 
Average 

Yield per 
Acre. 

Banner Oats 

4d 

44 

1st plot sown. 	 
2nd " 
3rd " 
4th 	" 	..... - • 
5th " 
6th " 

Bush. lbs. 
70 26 
73 	14 
72 	22 
62 32 
56 	16 
54 14 

Lbs. 
35 
34 
35 
35 

33; 

106 
101 
97 
94 
94 
91 

1 
2 
2 

3 
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Oats were sown with a hoe drill, eight pecks of seed per acre, not bluestoned, with 
the following results 

a 	e, 	 £ 	. 9-: 	e 	1.1 	 e 	"È — 	77 	• 	..a 	.... 
"''' 	.... 	

'') 

	

e 	 O .Ê 	15 	te 	-8. 
.. to 	re 	0 	 ''"C> 	1.. 

	

0 	 - 	 . 	-,i, 	Proportion Name of Variety. 	rn 	'6' 	!cs-  e 	. 	-.e es 	.e 	15 	"  a m 	m tro 	e 	'eo 	e..  

	

...e 	1,>3. 	a 	o 	el' 	„5 	a 	.e. 	73 A 
n 	z 	z5 	,-.1 	'... 	›. 

In. 	In. 	 Bus. lbs. Lbs 

	

Banner 	 May 	1 Aug. 	6 97 	32 Stiff.... 	6 Branching  66 	6 	39 None. 
f t  

	 " 	 8 	" 	10 94 	30 	" 	.... 	6 	" 	74 	24 	38 	. 

44 	
" 	 15 	" 	16 93 	35 	" 	.... 	7 	" 	79 	24 	39 	" .. 	. 	.... 	. 	 

44  
	" 	 22 	" 	22 92 	39 	" 	.... 	8 	" 	, 	66 	26 	40 Considerably. 

29 Sept. 	2 96 	28 	" 	.... 	8 	49 	14 	38 Badly. * 
. 	 June 	5 	" 	5 92 	37 	" 	.... 	8 	 50 	10 	35 	" 

Abundance .... .. 	. 	May 	1 Aug. 	5 96 	30 	" 	.... 	7 	44 	69 	14 	40 None. 

	

 	" 	8 	" 	10 94 	34 	" .... 	7 	" 	75 	30 	41 	" 

	

 	" 	15 	"18 95 	34 	" 	.... 	6 	64 	71 	6 	40 Slightly. 

	

44 	 it 	 22 	«« 22 82 	42 	. 	 . _ .. 	 7 	 . 	 61 	16 	41 Badly. 

	

it 	 44 	 28 	 44 	 28 	88 	35 	 . 	 . 	 . . 	 8 	 44 	34 	24 	40 	" 	* 

	

66 
   June 	5 Sept. 	3 90 	35 	" 	.... 	10 	" 	50 	30 	38 	" 

* A small streak of alkali 3 feet wide running across these plots. 

SUMMARY of Oat plots, sown at different dates, spring 1894. 

Three years' average of Banner Oats, sown at different dates. 

SUMMARY. 
1. Three years' experience would appear t,o indicate that the earliest sovrn plots of grain almost invari-

ably ripen first. 
2. That sowing grain before the land is in a fit condition for the seed results in a reduced yield. 
3. Late sowing of both wheat and oats encourages rust, and lessens the yield. 
4. Early sown oats always weigh the most. 
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BARLEY—RESULTS OF EARLY, MEDIUM AND LATE SOWING. 

Owing to insufficient seed only seven plots of barley were sown. 
The second sown plot of Oderbruch and the third of Canadian Thorpe gave the 

largest yield. 
Barley was sown on turnip ground with a hoe drill, two bushels of seed per acre. 

The soil was clay loam, and the size of plots r of an acre. The following are the 
results :— 

E.' 	T'D. 	ne* 

	

Previous 	When 	Date of 	
CD 	 pp •..p4 Name of Variety 	 Crop. 	Sown. 	Ripening. 2.... 7,9 	..r> 	.5 	
•"" 	.0 	1. 

,7.•._5., 	to 	t. 1 ... ,.. 	; .-. 	 . 	
to 	'0 e 	,e, 	

ml  
..-55., 	.7) 	e 

z 	.''' 	-05 	â 	•i:4 	>4 	e 
In. 	In. 	Bus. lbs. lbs. 

Canadian Thorpe 	Turnips .. May 	8.. Aug. 	2.. 86 	23 Stiff.... 2 	2 rowed. 33 	16 	45 None. 
15, . 	" ., 	10.. 	87 	26 	" 	.... 	3i 2 	" 	. 	32 	34 	46 	" 

44 	 44 	
" 	 .. 	" 	 22.. 	" 	15.. 	85 	29 	" 	.... 	4 	2 	" 	. 	40 	00 	49 	" 

44 	 " 	 " 	 .. 	" 	 29.. 	" 	22.. 	85 	27 	" 	.... 	4-i 2 	" 	. 	28 	36 	48 	" 
Oderbruch 	" 	.. 	" 	8.. July 28.. 	81 	24 	" 	.... 	2 	6 	" 	. 	40 	10 	50 	" 

15 . 	" 	31.. 	77 	24 	" 	.... 	26 	" 	. 	52 	44 	48 	ti 

44 	 4i 

	

...    	.. 	" 	 22.. Aug. 	6.. 	76 	30 	" 	.... 	n 6 	" 	. 	46 	2 	49 	" 

SUMMARY of Barley plots sown at different dates, spring 1894. 

Per Acre. 

Bush. lbs. 
Average yield of three  plots of Canadian Thorpe 	  

44 	 Oderbruch. 	  
dti 	 of the two plots sown May 8 	  
44 	 64 	

" 	 15 	 , 
4 it 	 4.4 	 44 	 22  

35 16 
46 18 
36 37 
42 39 
43 	1 

TEST OF DRILLS IN SOWLNG WHEAT. 

This test has been extended over a series of years, including greatly varying soils 
and seasons, but always with the same rèsults. This year the plots were on gravelly 
loam, and the result was  as  usual in favour of drills. It is quite evident that consider-
able loss is sustained each year by some farmers persisting in the use of broadcast 
machines, these should be confined to rough backsetting, where it is impossible to work 
a drilL 

The choice of drills, whether shoe press drill, or common hoe drill, should depend 
largely on the condition of the land to be sown, on clean early ploughed summer fallow 
or short thin stubble, the hoe drill will give good satisfaction, but on land heavily 
charged with stubble, only the shoe drill will clean properly. 

The following- tests were made on plots of 110- acre each :— 
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Name of Variety. 

	

Red Fife, Press Drill 	 
" Common Drill.— 
" 	Broade.ast 	 

o  
té = 

Z 1 

May 1.. 
" 1.. 
" 

97 
97 
99 



How treated. Remarks. Yield per 
acre. 

lbs. 
48 
45 
44 

Bush. lbs. 
Gerrninated slowly and only 75 % 
Germination not injured. 

3 20 40 
29 08 
24 28 

163 
213 
225 

Soaked in bluestone liquid 5 hours 	 
Sprinkled with bluestone 1 lb. to 10 bush 	 
No bluestone tre,atment 	  

35 
83 
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THE USE OF BLUESTONE AS A SMUT PREVENTIVE. 

Although trials of bluestone as a smut preventive have been carried on here for 
a number of years, and always with the same result, the interests at stake are so  large 
that the test was ao•ain repeated this year, with even more than usual success, and 
we do not understand why some farmers fail in destroying smut by this means. 

The mode of application adopted here for wheat only slightly smutty is to dissolve 
one pound of bluestone in 1/ pails of water • this is sprinkled over ten bushels of grain 
with an old broom, keeping the wheat wedstirred during the operation ; as bluestone 
dissolves slowly in cold water, it is recommended to use a quart or two of boiling water 
at first, and after the bluestone is dissolved, cold water can then be added to make up 
the required quantity. 

The reported failures in the use of bluestone are probably due either to carelessness• 
in stirring the wheat, so that the grains are not all wet with the solution, or from im-
perfectly dissolved bluestone. If the directions given are carefully followed, smut will 
certainly be almost wholly prevented. 

Land summer-fallowed, size of plots -A. of an acre, six pecks per acre, bluestone liquid 
sprinkled on the seed, results obtained by counting the wheat heads on 3 feet square. 
Common drill used, soil clay loam, sown 3rd May, cut 13th August. 

	

Yield per 	. Ê 

	

Variety. 	 How tiéated. 	 Acre. 	..". 	--e.2, 	"t 0 	"7. t. 

	

e‘ 	12 	i!ei.l n 	i''''' ".  

	

Bush. lbs. 	lbs. 

	

Very. smutty Red Fife 	 1 lb. Bluestone to 10 bushels.... 	23 	30 	61 	24 	949 	473 
"  

 1 " 	 " 	 to 5 	" 	.... 	22 	50 	61 None. 	360 	360 
44 	 " 

  No Bluestone 	22 	30 	58 	112 	361 	473 

LOOSE SMUT IN BARLEY AND OATS. 

This fall many farmers report heavy losses from loose smut in coarse grains. 
Until the past season, the losses from this kind of smut have been small in this 

province, but on this farm it has been found very prevalent when infected seed is sown, 
and in future we may expect it to be more general unless effective steps are taken to 
check it. 

During the past season some tests have been made on this farm with badly srnutted 
Baxter's barley, both soaked and sprinkled with bluestone liquid, the following tables 
give the result of this experiment, with liquid composed of one pound of bluestone to 
twelve quarts «Water : 

From the above it will be seen that soaking in bluestone solution severely injures 
the germination of the seed, and that sprinkling only destroys about one-half of the.. 
smut, therefore neither of these plans are entirely satisfactory. 

8c-19 
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Mr. James Elder, of Virden, has tried the following plan with decided success and 
without injuring the germination of the seed. 

A quantity of liquid is prepared, composed of one pound of blue,stone dissolved in 
two pails of water, a coal oil barrel is then three parts filled with the grain and sufficient 
of the liquid is poured on to just cover the grain, this is allowed to remain for a few 
minutes only, when the liquid is drawn off through a finch hole at the bottom of the 
barrel, and the grain emptied out, by adding about three-quarters of a pail each time the 
same liquid can be used a number of times. 

RED FIFE ON LAND PREPARED IN DIFFERENT WAYS. 

In this test the potato ground was ploughed in the spring, 1894. The summer-
fallowed land was ploughed in June, 1893, and cultivated on the surface during the sum-
mer of that year, and sown without harrowing the following spring. 

The third plot was sown on land summer-fallowed in 1892, sown to wheat in 1893, 
and simply drilled in on the stubble last spring. The soil was clay loam, and the plots 
one-tenth of an acre each. 

The exactness of this test as a comparison between fall-ploughing and the other 
modes of preparation was interfered with by the fall-ploughed plot being injured by 
wind. 

RED FIFE WHEAT. 

• Slightly injured by wind. 

SUMMARY. 

L All kinds of grain crops sown after potatoes generally yield well, if the straw is only stiff enough to 
stand the luxuriant growth. 

2. Summer-fallow prepared by ploughing in June and the surface cultivated during the summer 
always ensures a good crop on this farm. 

3. For a second crop after a clean summer-fallow, on land free of perennial weeds, and in a dry year ; 
simply drilling in wheat on the stubble will often give a good return, but if attempted under any other 
conditions it is likely to bring a failure, and in any case it cannot be called good practice. 

EXPERIMENTS WITH OATS. 

Many farmers throughout the province erroneously attribute the lessened yield of 
oats for the past three years to the more general use of the white varieties so valuable 
for milling purpose,s, and many inquiries for black varieties are being made for next 
year's sowing. From tables published in last year's annual report from this farm it 
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will be seen that the average yield for four years of Banner a good milling white 
oat was nearly 12 bushels per acre above the yield of Black Tartarian for the same 
period, and this year the difference is even greater, showing clea,rly that the lessened 
yield cannot be charged to the use of a good white oat. 

From the accompanying table with its varying yields it is evident that only prolific 
varieties true to name should be sown. The tests referred to have been conducted on 
plots of 11e- acre each, soil sandy loam. 

OATs-Test of varieties. 

m  bi) e 	43 	.> 	W 	W
mi 

 ec t > 	 . Z Li 	'd .I 	'i% 	'w té 	LI 	1).' LI 	m 	 L .c 	s_ 

	

 
• e 	..6". . .5. • 	ErD 	te e3 	• 	Bind 	YieM 	°:-fr 	g i. ,.. 	 of 	per  

	

Name of Variety. s 	 ..c: 	 J .  se 	e 	t> 2, 	..= 	c.) 
a) 	. tk 	-. d -LI 	zi 	r, 	Head. 	Acre. 	tc 	a ...› .9, 	,.. 	e 	e 	e 	 5 -rs  

p.. 
2  

 	--- 
. 	 In. 	In. 	 Bus. The.The. lbs. 

Abundance. 	 May 12. Aug.15. 	95 	35 Stiff.. 	7 Branching . 75 	10 	37 None. 
Banner. 	" 	12. 	" 	13. 	93 	37 	" 	.. 	6 	" 	.. 68 	8 	37 	" 
Golden Side 	" 	12. 	" 	18. 	98 	37 	" 	.. 	6 	" 	.. 65 	20 	37 	" 
White Schonen 	" 	12. 	" 	20. 	100 	40 	" .. 	8 	" 	.. 65 	00 	39 	" 
Rosedale. 	" 	12. 	" 	13. 	93 	39 	" 	.. 	7 Half sided. 	65 	00 	40 	" 
Holstein Prolific 	" 	12. 	" 	14. 	91 	35 	" 	.. 	8 Branching. 62 	32 	36 Little. 
White Russian 	" 	12. 	" 	13. 	93 	32 	" 	.. 	7 Half sided. 	57 	12 	38 None. 
Giant Cluster 	" 	12. 	" 	20. 	100 	38 	" 	9 Sided 	 57 	12 	34 Little. 
Golden Beauty 	" 	12. 	" 	18. 	98 	34 	" 	.. 	7 Branching. 56 	26 	38 None. 
Abyssinia.. ....... 	... 	. 	... 	" 	12. 	" 	15. 	95 	36 	" 	.. 	7 	Sided 	56 	6 	39 	" 
Wallis 	" 	12. 	" 	11. 	91 	36 	" 	.. 	7 Branching. 55 	30 	37 	" 
Early Gothland 	" 	12. 	" 	10. 	90 	34 	" 	6 Sided. 	 55 	10 	37 	" 
White Monarch 	" 	12. 	" 	13. 	93 	37 	" 	8 	di 

  	 54 	14 	40 	" 
Black Tartarian Prolific 	" 	12. 	" 	18. 	98 	33 Fair. 	7 	"   54 	14 	33 	" 
Rennie's Prize White 	" 	12. 	" 	3. 	83 	33 	" 	.. 	7 Branching . 54 	14 	39 	CS 

Columbus 	" 	12. 	" 	11. 	91 	30 Stiff.. 	5i 	" 	.. 	54 	14 	37 	" 
Lincoln 	" 	12. 	" 	10. 	00 	38 	" 	.. 	6 	- " 	.. 	54 	4 	38i 	" 
I3onanza.  	" 	12. 	" 	1. 	81 	36 	" 	.. 	8 	" 	.. 	53 	18 	37 	" 
California Prolific  	" 	12. 	" 	18. 	98 	37 	" 	8 Sided 	52 	22 	33 	" 
Archs,ngel 	" 	12. 	" 	11. 	91 	33 Weak 	n Branching . 52 22 	39 	" 
Improved Black Tartarian 	" 	12. 	" 	18. 	98 	35 Stiff.. 	8 Sided 	 52 	12 	34 	" 
Black Coulommiers 	" 	12. 	" 	26. 106 	33 	" 	- 	7 Branching. 51 	6 	36 	" 
Early Etampes 	" 	12. 	" 	18. 	98 	30 Weak 	7 	" 	.. 50 00 	35 	" 
Golden Giant 	" 	12. 	" 	20 	100 	37 Stiff. 	8 Sided 	 48 	18 	34 Little. 
Imported Irish  	" 	12. 	" 	S. 	83 	34 	" 	.. 	6 Branching. 44 	24 	40 None. 
Early Blossom   	" 	12. 	" 	18. 	98 	34 	" 	.. 	7 Half sided. 	44 	24 	37 Little. 
Cream Egyptian 	" 	12. 	" 	11. 	91 	38 	" 	7 Sided. 	 44 	14 	41 None. 
Welcome 	" 	12. 	,` 	10. 	90 	38 	" 	.. 	7 Branching. 44 	4 	41 	" 
White Wonder  	" 	12. 	" 	2. 	82 	36 	" 	.. 	9 	" 	.. 44 	4 	40 	" 
Improved Ligowo 	" 	12. 	" 	18. 	98 	32 Fair .. 	5 	" 	. . 	43 	28 	37 Little. 
Dderbruch 	 • 	 " 	12. 	" 	11. 	91 	33 	" 	.. 	7 	FIalf sided. 	43 	8 	37 None. 
Poland White 	" 	12. 	" 	10. 	90 	34 Stiff.. 	7 Branching. 43 	8 	41 	" 
Bavarian   	" 	12. 	" 	20. 	100 	33 Fair.. 	7 	" 	.. 	42 	22 	38 	" 
Scottish Chief 	" 	12. 	" 	8. 	88 	34 	" 	.. 	8 	" 	.. 	42 	12 	40 	" 
Plying Scotchman ...... 	....  	" 	12. 	" 	6. 	86 	29 Stiff.. 	8 	" 	.. 	42 	12 	30 	" 
"Siberian.  	" 	12. 	" 	20. 	100 	32 	" 	.. 	7 	FIalf sided. 	41 	6 	37 	" 
Prize Cluster.  	" 	12. 	" 	6. 	86 	41 	" 	.. 	9i Branching. 	36 	26 	38 	" 
American Triumph  	" 	12. 	" 	21. 	101 	37 	" 	.. 	8 	" 	.. 	33 	18 	36 Little. 

olden Prolific. 	" 	12. 	" 	11. 	91 	29 Fair.. 	5i 	" 	.. 	32 	12 	36 None. 
Ioanette 	" 	12. 	" 	18. 	98 	20 Stiff.. 	6 	" 	.. 	32 	2 	35 	" 
Royal  Doncaster 	 " 	12. 	" 	18. 	98 	23 	" 	.. 	6 	" 	.. 26 	16 	37 	" 

The soil used for oat tests this year was somewhat light in character and for that 
reason suffered more than it otherwise would have done from drought. 

The Abundance Banner and Rosedale, three of the most prolific varieties last year, 
are also among the best for yield this year, this is the more noticeable from the fact 
that the soil was of a different character from that used last season. 

8c-191 
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Abundance, a comparatively new introduction here, heads the list for productive-
ness in the test of varieties, but is surpassed by the Banner in other portions of the
farm.

The Abundance is more branching than the Banner and somewhat shorter in the
berry, it is white in colour, and has every appearance of being a good milling oat.

White Schonen is another newly introduced branching oat, white in colour, heavier
in weight than Banner, very prolific this year and a week later in ripening than that
variety.

Wallis, also new here, would be classed as a white oat, but our supply has many
gray kernels which would spoil it for milling purposes; it ripened a few days earlier than
Banner and produced ten bushels per acre less.

White Monarch is a second early sided oat with a short plump kernel of a good
white colour, fairly prolific and weighs welL

EFFECTS OF BARN-YARD MANURE AS A FERTILIZER.

In last year's report mention is made of a test of barn-yard manure as a fertilizer
for wheat, this year the same plots were spring-ploughed and sowed with oats, without
further manuring. From the accompanying table it will be seen that the manured
plots gave slightly the best yield this year, showing that the effect of the manure
extended to the second year.

' I •a ^
How °

3
0cc

^ rn
c.=

Name of Variety. Manure was F â ^
applied. ô o m m =^ m

. N CÎ Gi'^• y^ irz a a z a_

In.

?rize Cluster Oats... Ploughed in. ^a acre.. May 18 Aug. 4 78 36
On surface. .. 18 " 4 78 35
No manure.. 1 " 4 78 34

ô

a

Stiff..

b̂

x
ô

Bus. lbs. I Lbs
Branching 32 10 40

(3t 0640
28 28 40

BARLEY, TEST OF VARIETIES.

The yield of barley on the Experimental Farm was smaller this year than usual,
this was largely due to the very light soil used for the purpose which was unsuitable
for such a dry season.

Beaver, Surprise, Trooper, Royal and Newton are all cross-bred varieties, the first
four originated at Ottawa, the thr:;c first named are the heaviest barleys grown on the
farm this year.

As a number of the varieties were dried up by the excessive hot and dry weather
and did not ripen naturally, the dates of ripening given on the tables are only approx-
imate.

Excelsior, Champion and Success are newly introduced varieties quite beardless, all
of them are very thin and shrunken in the berry this year, weighing only from 43 to
46 lbs. per bushel, but may improve in this respect in seasons of average rainfall.

All were grown in plots of ia acre, on summer-fallow ; soil sandy loam, sown with
a hoe drill, 8 pecks of seed per acre, not bluestoned, only the Common and Rennie's six-
rowed were smutty.
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BARLEY, six-rowed, test of varieties. 
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cm 	e 	z 	4 	 if) 	 4-: 

' 	 In. 	 In. Bus. lbs. Lbs 
Excelsior (beardless) 	May 14 Aug. 	6 84 	29 Fair  	3 	36 	32 	46 None. 
Mensury 	" 	14 	" 	3 81 	27 Stiff 	2 	33 36 	46 	" 
Common. 	" 	14 	" 	3 81 	24 	"  	2 	33 06 	46 	" 
Odessa.  	... 	... 	. 	........... 	" 	14 	" 	6 	84 	26 	" 	..  	21 	33 	06 	49 	" 
Rennie's Improved 	" 	14 	" 	1 79 	24 	"  	2 	31 	42 	48 	" 
Champion (beardless) ..... 	.... .... 	" 	14 	" 	1 	79 	28 	Fair ..  	2 	30 • 40 	43 	" 
Baxter's  	" 	14 	" 	1 79 	24 Stiff.  	2 	30 	10 	46 	" 
Phoenix 	" 	14 	" 	1 79 	26 	"  	2 	28 	16 	47 	" 
Petschora  	" 	14 July 30 77 	23 	"  	2 	28 06 	45 	" 
Oderbruch 	" 	14 Aug. 	1 79 	21 	"  	2 	27 24 	50 	" 
Trooper 	" 	14 	" 	11 89 	22 Fair 	2. 26 32 	50 	" 
Success (beardless) 	" 	14 July 30 77 	24 Stiff  	2 	25 	00 	45 	" 
Summit.  	" 	14 Aug. 11 89 	21 Fair  	2 	22 14 	51 	" 
Royal  	" 	14 	" 	1 79 	25 Stiff 	2i 21 	12 	49 	" 
Surprise.   	" 	14 	" 	11 89 	20 Fair  	2 	17 	14 	51 	" 

Two-RowEn, test of varieties. 

Beaver 	 May 14 Aug. 18 96 	23 Stiff 	31 32 04 	51 None. 
French Chevalier.  	" 	14 	" 	15 93 	25 	Fair.. ..... 	3:1 31 	22 	48 	" 
California Prolific. 	" 	14 	" 	18 96 	27 	"  	3 	30 	40 	49 	" 
Sharpe's Improved Chevalier 	" 	14 	" 	15 93 	23 Stiff 	31 30 	10 	48 	" 
Thanet   	" 	14 	" 	18 96 	23 	"  	.% 29 08 	48 	" 
Duck-bill   	" 	14 	" 	18 96 	21 Fair 	3 	28 	46 	48 	" 
Prize Prolific 	" 	14 	" 	18 96 	26 	"  	3 	27 	04 	48 	" 
New Golden Grains 	" 	14 	" 	18 96 	21 	"  	3 	25 30 	49 	" 
Canadian Thorpe, 	" 	14 	" 	18 96 	21 	"  	3 	24 38 	48 	" 
Danish Chevalier.  	" 	14 	" 	18 96 	26 	" 	... .... 	3-1 23 	06 	48 	" 
Newton 	" 	14 	" 	18 96 	25 	"  	3 	19 08 	47 	" 
Kinver Chevalier.  	" 	14 	" 	15 93 	27 	"  	3-?-, 18 	46 	48 	" 

HYBRID BARLEYS. 

A number of hybrid varieties of barley were originated at the Central Experimental 
Farm, Ottawa, by crossing the two-rowed with the six-rowed sorts were tested on the 
farm this year. 

The most promising of these are Pioneer and Bolton, both of which yielded over 
thirty bushels per acre, the product of these plots has been set aside for further test 
next year. 

For comparison a plot of Thanet barley was sown adjoining these hybrid varieties 
and is included in the tables. These tests were also made on sandy loam on plots 
of -A acre. 
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Name of 
Variety. 

Red Fife. .... 
Odessa Barley. 

Character 
of 

Soil. 

Clay‘ loam. 

o 
P.4 
o 

14 acres. 5,i 44 
May 4. 

*;-4* 

. 

Aug.11. 

>e. 	. 
Q  

•cs • 	a 

0 a 
t>0  
e 

In. 
35 
30 

Kind of 
Head. 

Bus. lbs. 
29 12 
54 44 

Stiff .. 

o 

Sc 

In. 
3 
3 

D
at

e  
o f

 So
w

in
g.

  

" 18. " 12. 
99 
86 

	

Beardless 	 
6 row 	 

Y
ie

ld
 pe

r  A
c r

e.
  

E. 
4.°  

None. 

-e 
9. 

Sc 

lbs. 
62 
49 

EXPERIMENTAL FARMS. 

HYBRID BARLEYS IN PLOTS OF AT  ACRE. 

,. 
Q 	e 	a 	

II" 
Date of 	Date of 	i.T.: 	o rn Character of "8 	Kind of 	Yield per ...4. 1 Name of Variety. 	Sowing. 	Ripening. , : m ... 	e, 	Straw. 	4 	Head. 	Acre. 	..e 

ge 	e
-go 	

- e . 	
. 

z 	â 	 .-̀'' 	 3 
In. 	 In. 	 Bush. lbs. lbs. 

Pioneer 	 May 14.. Aug. 20. 	98 	22  Fair. ......3 	6 rowed 	33 	06 	50 
Bolton  	" 	14. 	" 	13.. 	91 	29 Stiff 	3 	2 	" 	.... 	30 	10 	49 
Thanet.  	" 	14. 	" 	18.. 	96 	23 	"   4 2 	" 	.... 	29 	08 	48 
Sidney   	" 	14. 	" 	27. 	105 	25 Fair. 	3 	2 	" 	.... 	24 	18 	50 
Victor...  	" 	14 	" 	26.. 	104 	26 	"  	3- 2 	" 	.... 	20 	10 	50 
Stella 	" 	14.. 	" 	11. 	89 	24 	Stiff.  . 	2-1 	6 	" 	.... 	18 	22 	48 
Type L.  	" 	14.. 	" 	26. 	104 	27 Fair. 	2 	" 	.... 	18 	22 	50 ‘ 	

10 	" 	14. 	" 	26. 	10f 	27 	"  	2 	2 	" 	.... 	14 	18 	49 

THE USE OF BARN-YARD MANURE FOR BARLEy. 

In dry seasons and on light land, it has always been found on this farm that manure 
applied to a grain crop either with spring- or fall-ploughing has generally the effect of 
lessening the yield for the first year, no doubt this is owing to the land being kept too 
loose, allowing moisture to escape. The past season was no exception to this rule, and 
the following tables show considerable loss from the use of barn-yard manure, which was 
well rotted. To avoid this difficulty, manure should be applied the previous winter to 
land intended for summer-fallow, it is then thoroughly incorporated with the soil before 
the grain is sown. 

Barley was sown with a hoe drill, eight pecks per acre, not bluestoned ; sown on 
14th May on plots of -A- acre. 

Q 	e 	 1 •O ,,i, 	ts 
!ip4  

VT h e n 	..°,.. ' F..«  '6' e./3 	
'"11).3  .
E, . 	Yield per Name of Variety. 	 Ploughed. 	* 	Acre. 

	

e u> 	 "Fe 
S 	e 	 i'i 

.... 1- 	 › 

In. 	 Bush. lbe. lbs. 
Odessa 	 No manure 	  Spring 	 87 	27 Aug. 	6.. 	33 	16 	46 

ii 
   Rotted manure 	 Fall.. 	.. 	..... 	77 	23 July 	30. 	29 	18 	46 

411 	 44 	 44  
 Spring 	87 	24 Aug. 	6.. 	28 	06 	45 

FIELD CROPS OF WHEAT AND BARLEY. 
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MARKET VALUE PER ACRE OF DIFFERENT GRAIN CROPS. 

This subject is creating considerable discussion at present, and it is deemed ad-
visable to give the result of five years' experience on this farm. 

The years included in the table are from 1890 to 1894, the crops were all grown on 
summer-fallow, size of plots one-tenth acre, prices given are those prevailing at tb,is date 
in Brandon. 

	

Average 	 Value 
Name of Variety. 	 yield for 5 	VablIper 	per 

	

years. 	 ' 	acre. 

	

Bush. 	lbs. 	 $ cts. 
Banner Oats. 	78 	5 	20 cents.... 	15 63 
Red Fife Wheat.   	31 	35 	42 	" 	.... 	13 26 • Odessa Barley 	54 	00 	23 	" 	.... 	12 42 

PEASE. 

This is a crop which deserves special attention in this time of low wheat values, 
with proper treatment it has always given a profitable return here. It requires strong 
land free of weeds, summer-fallow preferred, timothy sod broken the previous year is 
also good for the purpose ; a liberal and deep seeding will be found the most profitable, 
2î- to 3 bu.shels of the medium sized pease drilled as deep as possible is about right here. 
So far there has been a steady local demand for pease at good prices, and judging from 
the number of inquiries received at this farm, a good export trade could be worked up 
whenever there is a surplus beyond what is required for the home market. The tests 
reported on in the following table were obtained on clay loam on plots of one-tenth acre 
each :— 

TEST OF VARIETIES. 

so 
>> 	 Gi 

.'  Date 	Date 	C)"...• 	›,,.....> 	•... 	 i. 	e ^ 	...o 	om 	o 

	

Name of Variety. 	 of 	of 	2 	......< ..c 	.„:1 	Si 	
... 

ze of Pea.  
Soming. 	Ripening. -.----. i 	e t, fo 	to 	 -o 

 P'cks In. 	In. 	 Bus.  lbs. lbs. 
Pride. 	  May 	1.. Aug. 	4.. 	95 	11 	35 	4 	Medium .. . 	31 	40 	63 
Centennial.. 	........ 	... 	.... 	" 	1.. 	" 	20.. 	111 	11 	32 	2î 	"  	30 	50 	65 
Murnmy.... .... 	.. 	........ 	" 	1.. 	" 	l 5.. 	106 	11 	24 	2 	" 	... 	30 	50 	64i 
Golden Vine 	" 	1.. 	" 	14.. 	105 	10 	25 	21 	Small .. . .... 	30 	20 	65 
Prince Albert. 	" 	1.. 	" 	16.. 	107 	11 	37 	2i Med. tosmall. 	29 	50 	65 
Crown.  	" 	1. 	" 	6 	97 	10 	25 	2 	Sm a 11  	29 	10 	65 
Black Eyed Marrowfat.. .... .. 	" 	1.. 	" 	20.. 	111 	12 	30 	3i Large 	29 	10 	64 
Potter.  	" 	1. 	" 	22 	113 	11 	42 	4 	Medium 	 28 	10 	65 
Canadian Beauty.  	" 	1... 	" 	23.. 	114 	11 	45 	n 	" 	.... 	 28 	00 	64 
Multiplier.. 	. 	 " 	1. 	" 	14. 	105 	10 	28 	2 	Small  	25 	20 	64 

OATS AND PEASE MIXED. 

Considerable objection has been macle to the general cultivation of field pease, prin-
cipally from the difficulty and expense of cutting this crop with a scythe, and also from 
the loss after cutting by wind storms. 

To ascertain whether this could be lessened, tests were made last year of sowing 
about equal parts of oats and pease and reaping the combined crop with a grain binder, 
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it was noticed then that the mixture containing the least quantities of oats gave the 
most profitable return. 

This year a much smaller quantity of oats has been used and the combined yield 
from two pecks oats and ten pecks of pease has given a very profitable return, and the 
grain stood up sufficiently well for the binder to work one way, the sheaves were stooked 
and no loss was sustained from wind storms and no difficulty experienced in threshinOE 
the combined crop with a separator, and any ordinary fanning mill will separate th ee 
grain when threshed. The tests were conducted on clay loam on plots of one-tenth acre 
each. 

For the best results a stiff strawed variety of oats ripening at the same date as the 
pease should be used, and t,o enable the binder to be set low, the land should be well 
rolled. 

OATS AND PEASE. 

25  É 	..e. 	, c.) 	e  ..,1 	. 	
. - 	 to' 	rt 	 .,`1> 	. 

...8 	r 	• g 	'8.P 	... 	Character 	. 
Naine of 'Variety., 	:<, , ,-... 	.....'. 	.- 8 	t .'.:..... 	„E. 	of 	.., 	L> 	.., 7 Value per Acre. 

i "E„,' 	Straw.  
a> 	-'à 	I. 	r., . ,1,:, 	i 

rf) 	G 	4 	z 	̀̀:,' 	 1:4' 	>4 	- 	  
Pck 	 In. 	 In. Bus. lbs. Lbs 	$ cts. per bus. 

Prince Albert Pease  	6 May 17 Aug. 18 93 	43 Leaning .. 	2 3 	5 	00 	62 	3 75 at 75 cts. 
Prize Cluster Oats. 	6 	" 	17 	" 	18 93 	37 	" 	.. 	15 	42 	22 	37 	8 52 	20 " 

• 
12 27 

Prince Albert Pease.... 	8 	" 	17 	" 	18 93 	43  Fair...... 	2,1 17 	30 	63 	13 12 at 75 cts. 
Prize Cluster Oats..  	4 	" 	17 	" 	18 93 	37 	"  	15 	2W 18 	40 	5 70 	20 " 

-- 
18 82 

e 
' 

Prince Albert Pease 	10 	" 	17 	" 	18 93 	43 Stiff 	21- 20 	00 	65 	15 00 at 75 cts. 
Prize Cluster Oats. 	2 	" 	17 	" 	18 93 	37 	"  	15 	20 	20 	40 	4 12 	20 " 

19 12 

AVERAGE Yield of Pease for four years. 

Average 
Yield per 

Acre. 
Name of variety. Years included. 

Pride. 	  
Potter 	  
Prince Albert. 
Crown 	  
Golden Vine 	 
Multiplier 	 
Mummy 	  
Black Eyed Marrowfat 
Prussian Blue 	  
Large White Marrowfat 	  

1892-93-94 
1892-93-94 

1890-92-93-94 
1890-92 93-94 

1890-93-94 
1890-92-93-94 

1892-93-94 
1892-93-94 
1890-92-93 
1892-93-94 

Bush. lbs. 
29 30 
29 16 
29 02 
27 50 
27 43 
27 37 
27 06 
25 33 
24 31 
22 55 



Name of Vaiiety. 

Red Fife Wheat 	 
Banner Oats. 	 
Rye 	  
Crown Pease 	 

Date 
of 

Sowing. 

May 8.. 

Date 
of 

Ripen'g. 

Aug. 15 
" 15 
" 13 
es 	9  

›, 
cd • 

•1:1 

c3 

99 
99 
97 
93 

Character 
of 

Straw. 

Stiff.. 

Kind 
of 

Head. 

Beardlss 
Branchg 

Yield 
Per 

Acre. 

Bus. lbs. 
44 10 
92 12 
37 18 
43 00 

Lbs 
63 None. 
39 Badly. 
57 None. 
65 None. 

^j 
sâ, 

bo o 

in. 
3 

38t 
2 

o 
se 
O 

in. 
32 
36 
38 
36 

.^ Proportion Rusted 
be  
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GRAIN GROWN AFTER POT.ATOES. 

Potatoes grown in close proximity to a railway station are generally a profitable 
crop here, and another strong point in their favour is that all varieties of grain yield 
immense crops when sown after potatoes. 

It will be seen from the following table that the returns obtained this year from 
grain sown on potato ground is much higher than from land prepared in any other way. 
These tests were also conducted on clay loam on one-tenth acre plots. 

GRAIN GROWN AFTER POTATOES. 

FLAX. 

The extremely low prices of wheat prevailing in recent years has led to inquiries 
into the profitableness of products not very generally grown throught.ut the province. 
Flax is one of the most premising of these, its growth -has been mainly carried on in 
the Mennonite settlement in Southern Manitoba, where it has been grown to a large 
extent for a number of years. While the price of nearly all the staples grown by 
farmers here have fallen, the value of flax has been well maintained, realizing usually 
from seventy-five cents to one dollar per bushel, the present price is $1.10 per bushel. 

Six plots have this year been devoted to flax, three to gain information regarding 
the proper time to sow, and three to ascertain the naost profitable amount of seed to 
sow. 

Although the rainfall was t,00 small for the best results, it will be seen that this 
product promises to be quite profitable even in a dry year. 

For comparison plots of both red and white wheats were sown adjoining the flax 
and under the same conditions, it will be seen from the accompanying tables that flax 
is by far the most profitable crop. 

-It was sown with a common hoe drill and cut with a grain binder without difficulty, 
the sheaves were threshed with the ordinary separator, care being taken to feed slowly. 

As the flax plant is not vigorous in the early stages of its growth, only clean land 
should be used, preferably summer-fallow or backsetting, otherwise weeds• will greatly 
reduce the yield. 

As much of the flax seed offered for sale contains a large proportion of noxious 
weeds, principally wild mustard and false flax, care should be exercised when purchasing 
it for seed. 

The plots used for flax will be sown with different kinds of grain next spring, and 
thus some information may be gained as to its effect on the land in the way of exhaus-
tion. The plots sown were one-tenth acre each, and the soil clay loam. 
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FLAX thick and thin sowing.

v

Date Date
b ^•

ô.G
^

r
^ L m

Name of Variety. Of of Value per Acre.
Sowing. Ripening.

^- z â ^ 3- -
In.

^
Bush. lbs. lbs.

Flax ............ 90 lbs, seed. May 16.. AuR. 16.. 92 18 20 50 56 322y% ® 11^ per bus.
<` ............ 70 16.. " 16.. 92 24 20 00 56 22 " "
"...•.•...... 40 " . " 16.. " 16.. 92 18 19 26 54 21,,% " "

WheaE sown for com.parison.

Red Fife Wheat. ... ...... . " 3.. " 13.. 102 .... 29 20 62 11117aa 40 cts.
White Connell `Vheat....... .I " 3.. " 13.. 102 .... 27 20 1 63 l0r^oa 40 " "

FLAxsown at different dates.'

Flas..... ...... 901bs. seed. May 22.. Aug. 18.. 88 22 21 14 56 ¢23fflu ®$1^Qa per bus.
.......•..• 90 19.. " 16 . 89 18 20 50 56 22i%

<` ....... . 90 " " 11.. " 13.. 94 20 18 12 51 20-fz3a `• "

fŸh.eat sown for comparison.

Red Fife Wheat... .. .. .. " 3.. " 13.. 102 ... 29 20 62 111% 40 cts. "
White Connell Wheat........ " 3. " 13.. 102 .... 27 20 63 10?h 40 " "

SIJ3IIIARY.

1st. Flax at the prevailing prices is a more profitable crop than wheat.
2nd. One year's experience would appear to indicate that ninety pounds of seed is more profitable than

a smaller amount, this is much more than is generally used.
3rd. That the end of May is early enough to sow this crop in a warm dry season.
4th. Flax can be sown with a grain drill, cut with a binder, and threshed with a separator.

Fr.Ax AND OATS.

During the spring months many farmers feed to their farm animals a small quan-
tity of flax mixed with oats, larger quantities of this would no doubt be used were it
not for the weed seeds found in the flax generally offered for sale.

For the purpose of ascertaining whether it is possible to grow the flax and oats
together, and by this means secure clean seed, two pecks of flax and nine pecks of oats
were sown, and the combined crop was readily harvested with a grain binder and
threshed with a separator; the two kinds of grain were separated and the proportions
are given in the following tables. The size of plot used was one-tenth of an acre, and
the soil was clay loam.

FLAX AND OATS MIXED.

Ç ^

3
%

^
9 Û

0

1..1
m

Name of Variety. ô ô ^ v^ ÿ
F G •

L ValAueeper

IV
S to to ,̀s. eo b ° Z

Â

'

Â^ â ân â ^qI

In. Lbs per bus.
pecks Flax per acre ............. \Iay 17 Aug. 13 18 Stiff.... 6 pods. 4 26 55 $ 4 91 at $1.10

" Prize Cluster per acre .... " 17 " 13 33 ".... 8 m. 41 06 39 8 23 20 ets.

$13 14

i



Yield 
of seed per 

Acre. 
Value at 

$1. Variety. When 
Sovrn. 

I. 

n. 
-o 

I É on  
'1 

When 
Cut. 

40 

Common Millet. 	  
<6 

May 11.. 
" 11.. 
" 19.. 

Aug. 15.. 
" 15.. 
" 13.. 

Bush. lbs. 
29 38 
27 09 
21 22 

Lbs. 
23 
45 
23 

Lbs. 
51 
50 
50 

$ cts. 
29 79 
27 18 
21 45 
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As a large proportion of the millet seed used in this country is imported, it was 
deemed advisable to test the growing of it here. From the accompanying table it will 
be seen that at the prevailing price of one dollar per bushel, it is a very profitable crop. 

COMMON MILLET GROWN FOR SEED. 

Soil, black sandy loam, aft,er potatoes ; sown with a grain drill : 

GRASSES AND FODDER PLANTS. 

The very dry spring weather prevailing during the past two years  ha s made it 
almost impossible to get a catch of grass when the seed is sown with grain, and the only 
successful plan here has been to sow grass seed in August on land prepared as for sum-
mer-fallow ; stubble land is ploughed early in June and cultivated on the surface until 
about the 15th August, when the grass seed is sown on the bare fallow and harrowed 
in, this plan has never failed to give a good stand of grass even in the driest season. 

If the grass seed is not sown earlier than the above date, the weeds which always 
come up freely will be cut down by frost before they ripen, leaving the grass clean the 
following season. 

Five varieties of grass were sown on bare fallow in 1893, size of the plots varied 
from one-quarter acre to three acres ; owing t,o the very dry season and the light char-
acter of the soil the yields were not large. 

All the plots sown with native varieties were free from weeds, but for some reason 
the Austrian Brome grass was somewhat weedy, and none of it could be kept for seed. 
Ten pounds of seed per acre of each variety was used ; 15 pounds would have been better. 

As an indication of their comparative value for spring and fall pasture, the height 
on 1st May and amount of aftermath is given : 

• 

	

Yield er 	Height 	Amount p Name of variety. 	 of 	 Remarks. Acre. 	1st May. 	Aftermath. 

Lbs. 
American Rye Grass (E. Americanus) 	2,022 	5 inches... Very little.. Bearded head. 
Bald Wheat Grass (A. tenerum) 	1,916 	4 	" 	 ... None. 	.... Quality good. 
Bald Rye Grass (E. Virginicus) 	1,407 	5 	" 	... Very little.. Quality good. 
Austrian Brome (B. inermis) 	1,668 	6 	" 	— Good all fall Wide leaves. 
Drop seed or Wild Timothy (M. glomerata) 	1,391 	Not started A little 	 Quality choice. 



Yield per Acre. 

Name of variety. When 
Sown. 

When 
Cut. 

Green. 	Dry Hay. 

	

Common Millet, 23 lbs. seed per acre 	 
6 	45 " 	 - 	- ------ • - 	• 

May  
". 11.. 

Tons. lbs. 
5 700 
5 	272 

Tons. lbs. 
2 1,750 
2 1,181 

Aug. 15.. 
" 	15.. 
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MILLETS. 

As millets of different kinds are grown to a considerable extent, a number of tests 
in connection with these fodder plants have been made. 

The Japan millet is a coarse variety with large, rather open heads quite distinct 
from any variety heretofore grown on this farm. Although badly injured by the 
drought, it was quite promising and should be again tested. 

In the test of thick and thin sowing 23 pounds of seed per acre has given the best 
returns. 

TEST OF MILLETS ALSO MILLETS AND OATS. 

Soil black sandy loam, summer-fallow, seed sown with a grain drill : 

et a) 	Yield per Acre. a) 
Name of variety. 	 . 	When 	When 	. 

Sown. 	Cut. 
8 a 	Green. 	Dry. 

-- 

Lbs. 	Tons. lbs. 	Tons. lbs. 
Japan Millet   May 29.. Sept. 13. 	23 	2 	409 	1 	1,638 
Common Millet 	" 	25.. 	' 	13.. 	23 	1 	1,681 	1 	227 
Hungarian Grass 	 June 	4.. 	" 	13.. 	80 	2 	1,750 	1 	950 

" 
	

'and 	 _I 	" 	4.. 	" 	13.. 	34 	} 
Banner Oats 	  I. 	" . 	4.. 	" 	13.. 	30 	2 	1,875 	2 	25 

THICK AND THIN SOWN MILLET. 

Soil black clay loam, after potatoes, sown with a grain drill : 

MIXED GRAIN GROWN FOR FODDER. 

We are pleased to notice a larger number of farmers growing oats, or oats and pease 
for fodder, on their own farms, in preference to drawing marsh hay from ten to twenty 
miles. as in former years. 

The season was not a favourable one for fodder, still the return was fair and the 
quality good. 



• 

4 

Weight per Acre. 

Variety. 

'Pease, Prince Albert 	 

1iWheat, Red Fife 	  
Oats, Banner 	  

(Pease, Prince Albert 	  
Barley, Prize Prolific 

(Oats, Banner 	  

Date 
of 

Sowing. 
Row Sown. When 

Cut. 

July 28.. 
- 28 . 
" 28.. 

Green. 	Dry. 

Tons. lbs. Tons. lbs. 

	

} 5 1,900 	2 	500 

	

00 	2 	950 

Hoe drill 

“ 

Li 

gi 

1 Nlay 17. 
1 	" 	17. 
1 " 17. 

1 	" 	17.. 
1 	" 	17.. 
1 	" 17.. 

When 
Tas- 

selled. 
-CC 
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MIXED GRAIN FOR FODDER. 

FODDER CORN. 
Corn, in common with all fodder crops, has suft'ered severely by the past summer's 

drought, and the yield is below the average, but is still sufficiently large to make it the 
most profitable of all forage crops, and it .should be more cultivated, especially on the 
lighter soils of the province. Owing to the very warm dry summer and open fall, a 
large proportion of the ears ripened on an early sown 10-acre field of North Dakota 
Flint, about 30 bushels of this was saved for seed, and if wintered safely will be sown 
next year with the hope that it may produce in time an earlier ripening strain of that 
variety. 

It will be noticed that Longfellow corn gave the largest return of fodder, but it is 
somewhat later than the North Dakota flint. 

Rural Thoroughbred White Flint, the next in productiveness, is a popular ensilage 
corn in the east, but is altogether too late for this province ; taking everything into 
consideration the North Dakota flint is still the most promising variety for this section. 

Mitchell's Extra Early, the earliest of the varieties tested for fodder, gives too small 
a return for this purpose, but is as early as the native squaw corn, and has larger ears, 
and should replace it for table use. 

It is noticeable that sowing in drills gave the best returns in every case. 
TEST OF VARIETIES. 

Sown after corn, 10 loa,ds of manure ploughed in the fall ; size of plots one-tenth 
acre, soil sandy loam ; sown on 21st May with a press drill, drills 3 feet apart, plants 1 
foot apart in the drill, also in hills 3 feet apart each way ; kept clean with a Breed 
weeder and one horse cultivator ; cut on 5th September and immediately weighed. 

CORN. 

Late 
Milk. 

Condi-
tion 

when 
cut. 

Date 
of • 

Sowing. 

ax  ?.3.1 e 
1:71 

't 
Name of Variety. In Silk . 

in. 
Longfellow   May 21 70 July 31 Aug. 7 Aug. 17 Aug. 25 L. milk. 
RuralThorobred White Flint 	 " 21 65 -Aug. 23 Sept. 3     Silk.. . 
North Dakota Flint 	 " 21 65 July 25 Aug. 4 Aug. 13 Aug. 23 Glazed. . 
Angel of Midnight 	 " 21 59 Aug. 1 ' 	8 ' 17 " 25 L. milk. 
Compton's Early 	  " 21 69 July 27 " 7 " 17 " 23, " 
Smut Nose    " 21 67 " 29 " 2 " 12 " 23 " 
Pearce's Prolific 	  " 21 62 	" 27 " 2 " 14 " 23 	" 
G-old 3,1edal Dent    "  .21  61 Aug. 2 " 7 " 17 	 Ey. milk 
Livingston's 	" 21 64 	" 1 " 5 " 17 Sept. 4 L. milk . 
Mitchell's Extra Early 	 " 21 51 July 20 " 1 " 7 Aug. 17,1tipe. .. 

1 

Tons lbs Tons lbs 
18 740 12 200 
15 140 10 680 
13 400 11 ... 
12 640 10 240 
12 200 7 300 
10 1,340 9 1,800 
9 1,800 7 300 
9 1,140 7 300 
8 1,600 7 1,400 
7 300 4 1,900 

Early 
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SUNFLOWERS AND IIORSE-BEANS.

Sunflowers sown 22nd May, in rows 3 feet apart and 1 foot apart in the row,
yielded 13,200 pounds per acre of ripe heads on l lth September.

Horse-beans sown 22nd May in rows 3 feet apart, plants 6 inches apart in the row ;
yielded on llth September, 2,640 pounds per acre of combined stalks and grain.

SILOS.

The ensilage made last year from corn and sunflowers proved to be an sound and
sweet to the bottom of the silo, this year one silo was again filled, and the corn being
well matured, the ensilage is the best we have ever had on this farm.

Judging from the four years' test of silos here, they are when placed in a bank barn
a decided success, and now that lumber can be obtained at a more reasonable price than
formerly, no doubt many will be erected.

FIELD ROOTS.

In former years only two sowings of each kind of field roots were made; this year,
for the purpose of testing very early sowing, three plots were sown, each of them a week
apart. The earliest sown as usual has given the largest yield, this was no doubt largely
due to the very dry summer. It would appear, however, from the experience of several
years, that even in an average season, the root crop should be sown two weeks earlier
than in Ontario.

In addition to the usual tables, others have been prepared showing the general
average for each sowing, also, the average ofeach variety for the three sowings.

It will be seen that East Lothian turnip, Mammoth Long Red mangel and Half
Long White carrots gave the best average yield. Also, that the first sown turnips
yielded a third more than the last sown, the first sown mangels and carrots nearly
doubled the last sown.

TURNIPS.

Yield of turnips sown at three different dates ; on millet stubble, land manured
and ploughed in the fall ; seed drilled in on flat drills 30 inches apart ; pulled 9th
October. Soil sandy loam : estimate of yield made from product of one row 66 feet
long. The first plots were sown on the 8th of May, the second series 15th May and
the third 22nd May and all were pulled 9th October.
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_ ROOTS—TURNIPS 

Yield 	Yield 	Yield 	Yield 	Yield 	Yield 
Naine of Variety. 	 per Acre. per Acre. per Acre. per Acre. per Acre. per Acre. 

lst Plot. 	1st Plot. 	2nd Plot. 2nd Plot. 	3rd Plot. 	3rd Plot. 

Tons. Lbs. Bush. Lbs. Tons. Lbs. Bush. Lbe. Tons, Lbs. Bush. Lbs. 

Selected Purple Top 	  22 	880 748 	13 	1,720 462 	8 	630 277 	12 

Westbury Improved   20 	920 682 	11 	1,232 387 	12 13 	400 440 

Bloomsdale Swede 	  20 	920 682 	13 	664 444 	24 9 	1,800 330 

Selected East Lothian 	  20 	920 682 	13 	400 440 	25 	1,744 862 	24 

Champion Purple Top 	  20 	392 673 	12 13 	1,456 457 	3612 	1,080 418 

Marquis of Lorne 	  20 	128 668 	4810 	856 347 	36 7 	784 246 	24 

Prize Purple Top 	  19 	544 642 	24 15 	360 506 	19 	280 638 

Skirving's Selected 	  19 	16 633 	36 10 	328 338 	48 7 	256 237 	36 

Snow White Globe    18 	696 611 	36 9 	744 312 	24 12 	288 404 	48 

Jumbo or Monarch 	  17 	584 576 	2412 	1,608 426 	48 14 	1,040 484 

Carter's Elephant 	  16 	1,264 554 	24 14 	512 475 	12 14 	512 475 	12 

Giant King 	  15 	888 514 	48 17 	1,112 585 	12 14 	1,040 484 

TunNws—General average for three sowings. 

Average per 
Acre. 

303 

Bush. Lbs. 
639 	6 
431 	56 
441 28 

Sowing of May 8. 
44 	

" 15 	  
44 22  	

SUMMARY. 

Average 
Yield for three 

Sowings. 
Name of Variety. 

Bush. Lbs. 
661 	28 
595 28 
528 00 
516 	16 
503 	4 
501 	36 
495 44 
495 44 
485 28 
442 42 
420 56 
403 20 

Selected East Lothian 	  
- 	  Prize Purple Top 

Giant King 	  
Champion Purple Top 	 
Westbury Improved 	  
Carter's Elephant 	  
Selected Purple Top 	  
Jumbo or Monarch 	  .. • • ......... . . • • 
Bloomsdale Swede 
Snow White Globe 	 - 
Marquis of Lorne 	  
Skirving's Selected    	



Average per 
Acre. 

	

Sowing of May 8. 		  
6 6 	 4 6 15  
6 	 22 	  

Bush. Lbs. 
748 	00 
627 	14 
399 	54 
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MANGELS. 

Yield of Mangels sown at three different dates. The first set of plots were sown Sth 
May, the second 15th May and the third 22nd May, and all were pulled 21st 
September, sown on millet stubble, land manured and ploughed in the fall; flat 
drills 30 inches apart.  With  one exception the earliest sown gave the best yield in 
each variety. The quality of the roots was excellent. The yields have been es-
timated  fi  om the product of one row 66 feet long. 

Yield per Acre. 

Name of Variety. 

Mammoth Long Red 	  

Selected Long Red. 	  

Canadian Giant 	  

Mammoth Long REd 	  

Improved Mam. Prize Long Red 	 

Gate Post. 	  

Golden Tankard 	  

Warden Orange Globe 	  

Giant Yellow Int,ermediate 	  

1st Plot. 1st Plot. 2nd Plot. 2nd Plot, 

Tons. Lbs. Bus. Lbs. Tons. Lbs. 1 Bus.  Lbs. 

27. 643 910 48 24 1896 831 36 20 128 668 48 

26 1064 884 24 20 656 677 36 18 168 602 48 

24 840 814 00 12 288 404 48 10 1120 352 00 

22 1936 765 36 20 920 682 00 13 1984 466 24 

22 1408 756 48 21 1032 717 12 8 632 277 12 

22 880 748 00 21 240 704 00 10 856 347 36 

19 280 63.8 00 12 816 413 36 9 480 308 00 

19 16 633 36 23 464 774 24 10 1120 352 00 

17 848 580 48 13 400 440 00 6 1464  I  224 24 

3rd Plot. 3rd Pict. 

Tons. Lbs. Bus. Lbs. 

MANGELS—General average for the three sowings. 

SUMMARY. 

Average 
Yield for three 

. Sowing. 
Name of Variety. 

Bush. Lbs. 
803 	44 
721 	36 
638 	00 
599 	52 
586 40 
583 	44 
523 	36 
453 12 
415 	4 

Mammoth Long Red 	  
Selected Mam. Long Red 	  
Mammoth Long Red 	  
Gate Post 	  
Warden Orange Globe 	  
Improved Malin. Prize Long Red 	  
Canadian Giant.. 	  
Golden Tankard 	 
Giant Yellow Intermediate 	  



Average per 
Acre. 

Bush. Lbs. 
405 10 
356 53 
247 48 

Sowing of May 8 
" 15 

If 	 el 22  
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C.ARROTS. 

Yield of carrots, sown on very deeply fall ploughed land, millet stubble ; barnyard 
manure applied in the fall; flat drills 18 inches apart. The first plots were sown on 
8th May, the second series on 15th May and the third 22nd May, and all were pulled 
22nd September. The yields have been calculated from the product of one row E6 feet 
long. 

Yield per Acre. 

Name of Variety. 

1st Plot. 1st Plot. I 2nd Plot. I 2nd Plot. I 3rd Plot. 1 3rd Plot. 

Half Long White 	  

Improved Short White. 	  

Mammoth White Intermediate. 	 

Improved Half Long White 	 

St. Valery 	  

White Belgian 	  

Guerande 	 

Giant Short White Vosges 	 

Carters Orange Giant 	  

Flail Long Stump rooted. 	 

Early Gem. 	  

Iverson's Champion. 	  

Tons. Lbs. 

16 120 

14 600 

14 600 

13 840 

13 400 

11 1,320 

11 440 

11 

11 

10 680 

9 1,800 

9 920 

Bus. Lb& Tons. Lbs. Bua. Lbs. Tons. Lbs. Bus. Lbs. 

535 120 15 800 513 20 7 1,400 256 40 

476 40 14 160 469 20 9 1,580 326 20 

476 40 14 160 469 20 8 500 275 

447 20 13 400 440 	10 680 344 40 

440 	6 1,200 220 	4 1,020 150 20 

388 40 9 	40 300 40  81,160  286 

374 	10 1,120 352 	8 1,380 289 40 

366 40 10 680 344 40 9 40 300 40 

366 40 10 680 344 40 5 560 176 

344 40 6 1,640 227 20 3 820 113 40 _ 

330 	9 	40 300 40 6 1, 00 220 

315 20 9 40 300 40 7 80 234 40 

CARROTS—General average for the three sowings. 

8e-20 
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SUlià[ASY:

Name of Variety.

Half Long White ..... :................ ............... ................
Improved Short White ...............................................................
Improved Half Long White ..........................................................
1Vlammoth White Intermediate.... I ................................ ..................
Guerande.... .. ....................................................................
Giant Short White Vosges ...... .................... ...............................
White Belgian ............................ ...... .................---...............
Carter's Orange Giant.... ........................... ................................
Early Gem ..........................................................................
Iverson's Champion ..................................................................
St. Valery......................................... .................................
Half Long Stump Rooted ............................................................

SIIGAE BEETS.

Average
Yield for three

Sowings.

Bush. Lbs.
6
6

40

33
20
6

46
3.g
33
6

33

Yield of sugar beets. Treated the same as mangels. The first plots were sown on
8th May, the second series on 15th May and the third 22nd May, and all were pulled
on 21st September. In every case the earliest sown gave the largest return. We
fi ad the sugar beet very useful for feeding calves ; they are more readily eaten by young
animals than mangels. The yield in these•tests has been calculated from the product
of one row 66 feet long.

Name of Variety.

French Red Top Sugar .... .. .. . . . . . .. .

Vilmorin's Improved . . . . . . . . . . . .. ..

Klein Wanzleben ....................

1st Plot.

Tons. Lbs.

20 1712

19 280

15 360

1st Plot.

Bus. Lbs.

695

638

506

12

CATTLE.

Yield per Acre.

2nd Plot.

Tons. Lbs.

11 1760

6 1992

7 1840

2nd Plot

Bus. Lbs.

396

233 12

2G4

3rd Plot.

Tons. Lbs.

10 1120

6 408

7 784

3rd Plot.

Bus. Lba

352

206 48

246 24

I regret that owing to the prevalence of tuberculosis among our cattle it has been
found necessary to slaughter during the summer the larger portion of the farm herd. For
this reason very few experiments with cattle have been undertaken of late.

The cattle that survived the test are in apparent good health and it is believed that
the disease has been stamped out ; the barn has been thoroughly disinfected.

FEEDING COWS.

31any inquiries are received from farmers regarding the comparative amount of
foo^l4v)nsumed by the different breeds of cattle.



Los or  gain 
in 

weight. 
Name. Breed. Con- 

dition. Age. 
o 
e 

o  
E 8 

Weight Weight 
April 7.  May 7.  

Rose of Darlington 
Rose of Sydenham 	 
Violet. 	  
Hannah 	  

Shorthorn.. 

Galloway .. 

4 years 8 	44 

8 	44 

6 	44 

Lbs. 	Lbs. 
1,545 	1,625 
1,725 	1,760 
1,330 	1,355 
1,235 	1,260 

fl 
 ra 

44 	 25  it 
44 25 44 

Dry...  
Lba. 
1,480 

) 1,208 

Name. 

Queen 	 
Leda. 
Dandy, 2nd . . . .......... 
Jewel, 	" ........ .. 

Bre,ed. 

Holstein .. 

Ayrshire... 

Con- 
dition. 

Full  m'k 
CC 

44 

Weight 
April 7. 

Lbs. 
1,160 
1,420 
1,155 
1,190 

Weight 
May 7. 

Lbs. 
1,160 
1,460 
1,120 
1,105 

Loss or gain 
in 

weight. 

Neither. 
40 lb& 

Loss, 35 " 
it 85 •  

Age. 
-5 
§ 8 

Lbs. 

1,584 

1,359 

5 
5 	44 

5 	44 

6 years 
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With a view of obtaining some information on this point, two cows of ea,ch of the 
breeds kept on this farm were placed in double stalls and fed all they would eat up clean 
of the following ration :— 

40 lbs. Corn ensilage. 
36 " Cut wheat straw. 	 • . 

• 	12 " Frozen wheat chop. 
3 " Barley chop. 

Any food left in the mangers was deducted from the amount charged to each breed. 
As the beef breeds were dry and the dairy breeds in full milk they are reported on 

separately. 
All were supposed to be in calf. 

BEEF BREEDS. 

DAIRY BREEDS. 

YIELD OF MILK FROM THE DIFFERENT BREEDS OF CATTLE. 

In view of the many inquiries regarding the quantities of inilk given by the dairy 
breeds kept at this farm, returns are given showing the quantity of milk obtained 
from two of the cows of each of the dairy breeds. The dates selected were the milking 
periods of the cows between August, 1892, and October, 1893. 

There are several circumstances which wouid prevent this from being a reliable 
comparative test of milking qualities of the different breeds, and it is not intended for 
that purpose. No test of this sort can be taken as accurate when applied to the 
different breeds in a general way, since individual animals of the same breed vary so 
much in their power of milk production. 

The cows were fed moderately on corn ensilage, cut wheat straw and a little mixed 
chop in winter and on fairly good native grass pasture during the growing season. 

8c-201- 
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Having no Babcock tester at the time, the amount of butter fat of the milk cannot 
be given. Since then a tester has been procured which will be used in such tests in 
future. 

All the co-  ws were young, and since then the yields from all of them have greatly 
increased. 

	

Days 	Lbs. of Name. 	 Breed. 	Age. 	actually 	milk. giving milk 

Leda    Holstein.. .. 	4 years.... 	324 	10,155 
Queen 	6 l 	 271 	8,604 

• 	 595 	18,759 

Dandy 	. 	 Ayrshire. .. 	4 years .., . 	334 	6,693 
Jewel 	 ' 	... 	4 	" 	.... 	270 	5,291 

604 	11,984 

POULTRY. 

The poultry house on the Experimental Farm is a frame building 16 x 32 feet, the 
spaces between the studs are filled with broken bricks laid in mortar ; although sufficiently 
warm to keep the combs of the fowls from È-eezing, it is not warm enough to make 
fowls tender. 

The runs in connection with the poultry house being finished, on March 15th, pens 
of the following breeds of fowls were made up, Barred Plymouth Rocks, White Leg-
horns and Light Brahmas. 

The following table shows the average number of eggs laid per bird of each breed 
of fowls from 1st April to 31st October : 

. '...g 

	

.. 	 .; 	E 

	

Breed. 	 7.1 	 e 	>7., 	e 	ID 	
. 737  — 	- 	-e. 

4 	4 	-;1". 	°a: 	C3 	i'.°  
Eggs. Eggs. Eggs. Eggs. Eggs. Eggs. Eggs. Eggs. 

Barred Plymouth Rock.  	10 	16 	10f 	17 	11i 	15 	5 	86 
White Leghorn   	1th 	11 	20 	20 	12  	74 
Light Brahma. 	 10 	11 	9  	1 	5 	2 	38 

NOTE. —Brahmas were found to have been kept too fat for the best results, and in future will  be kept 
on shorter allowance. 

Some of the cross-bred hens began eating their eggs in February, the habit was 
acquired through the breaking of their thin shelled eggs, a cure was effected by using nest 
boxes with false bottoms, the egg as soon as laid falling through a hole in the bottom 
of the nest on a slanting piece of canvas. This proved a perfect remedy and there has 
been no further loss from this cause. 

Considerable difficulty was experienced with soft shelled eggs. This we believe has 
been remedied during the present season by feeding ground bone, and by giving the hens 
plenty of exercise in every possible way. 

Owing to the difficulty in getting broody hens, settings were not made until May, 
others were also made during June and July. June hatchings gave rather the best 
results. 
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The following are the live weights rea,ched by fowls of the different breeds. 

Variety. Weight. 

18 months. 3i  64 

18 " 
4 " 

18 " 
4 " 
4 " 
4 " 
4 " 
2 years. 

Barred Plymouth Rock, cock 	  
46 	 cockerel 	  
44 	 hen 	  

Li 66 	 pullet 	  
White Leghorn, cock 	  

46 	cockerel 	  
pullet 

Black Minorca, cockerel 	  
66 	pullet. 	  

Light Brahma, cock 	  
hen 	  

9 lbs. 10 oz. 5 <. 	8  64 

8  44 

4 44 	 5  44 

4 " 4 " 3  it 	 8  tt 

3 " 4 " 6 44 

3 4 ` 10 " 
11 " 8 it 	 8  44 

Age. 

.. Insects were destroyed by removing the fowls, and setting fire to a pound of sulphur 
in an iron receptacle and closing the building tightly for four or five hours. 

Grit and water was kept at all times before the fowls when in confinement and 
any dry grain fed them was mixed with the straw chaff which always covered the floor 
of their house, the search for this gave the fowls exercise. 

Hens purchased from a neighbouring farmer were found to be infested with scaly 
leg, this was cured by brushing the legs with coal oil, two applications ; a week apart 
being found sufficient. 

HORTICULTURE. 

APPLES. 

Apple trees suffered more last winter than on any preceding year, many of the 
trees planted in the spring of 1893 being killed root and branch, more particularly 
tho.se in the orchard on the hill side. No doubt this result was largely due to the snow 
being swept away by winds. Some of this consignment of trees were planted promiscu-
ously in the forest tree shelter belt and receiving the benefit of snow drifts survived, 
although badly damaged by frost. 

Below is a list of survivors of this set of trees :— 

Saccharine, 	 Silken Leaf, 
Sugar Sweet, 	 Winter Stripe, 
White Pigeon, 	 Round Borsdorf, 
Titovka Koslov, 	 Grandmother, 
Polumiron, 	 Eorsdorf, 

The trees killed root and branch are : 

Hare Pipka, 	 Karabovka, 
Little Hat, 	

. 	Golden Reinetto, 
Persian Bogdanog 	 Simbirsk No. 11, 
Charlamoff, 	 Simbirsk No. 3, 	. 
Miron Grell, 	 Simbirsk No. 5, 
Orel No. 27, Early Sweet, 
Orel No. 5, 	 Green Crimean, 

' 	Red Streaked, 	 Arabka, 
Cinnamon Pine, 	 Rambour Reinette. 
Ploclovitka, 	 , 

The thirty-one Russian apple tree seedlina
e
s protected by scrub which have stood 

for four winters, are still alive, but are more orless injured each year by frost. 
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The Anis apple trees planted in the valley in 1890 and protected by a maple hedge 
are still alive, but are making no progress, the growth of each summer is cut off the 
following wint,er, and the trees are no higher than they were three years ago; were it 
not for the heavy drifts covering them each winter they would no doubt be killed to 
the ground before this. 

CRAB APPLES. 

For two or three years the Transcendent crab apple trees on this farm were quite 
promising, and a few of them bore fruit, but the past two winters have been very severe 
on them and nearly all were killed to within a short distance of the ground. 

Siberian, Whitneys No. 20, Hyslop, Orange, Early Strawberry and Queen's Choice 
are still alive, but badly cut ba,ck. 

Ter  additional Transcendents were planted 5th May, 1893, eight of these are still 
alive, but baclly injured. 

PLums. 

I take pleasure in reporting a fair share of success with the native plum, the seven 
native wild plum trees procured from the Brandon Hills and planted in 1890, show the 
advantage of cultivation, they have made good trees, and this year were loaded with 
fruit, which varies very much in size and quality, some were found to make excellent 
preserves, the pits of all were saved, some of them being planted in the fall, the remainder 
packed in sand for spring sowing. Several of the native plum trees planted in 1893 also 
bore fruit. 

Four native yellow plum trees were received from the Antlers district, and will 
prove useful for comparison with the red ones alre,ady grown here. 

Bradshaw, DeSoto, Nicholas and Late Red, all imported varieties, are still in ex-
istence, although very poor specimens, being badly injured by frost each winter, the 
DeSoto is, however, the most promising. 

Two varieties were received from the nursery of A. Dupuis, Village des Aulnais, 
Quebec, consisting of Orleans Blue and Imperial Blue, and planted spring of 1893, these 
all started, but were entirely killed by frost the following winter. 

The following seedlings, viz., 127 -Weaver, 12 Cheney, 8 Speer, 6 DeSoto, and 34 
Natives, were received from the Central Experimental Farm last spring, and were 
planted in permanent positions with a southern exposure and sheltered on the east and 
west by two year old maple hedges : these are all alive and thrifty at this date. 

The native plums on this farm proving so successful, 86 additional young trees were 
procured this fall from the plantation of Mr. Thomas Frankland, of Stonewall : these are 
heeled in for the winter, and will be planted next spring. 

CHERRIES. 

The standard cherries tested up to this date have not proved a success some 
specimens of the Bessarabian, Lutovka, 6 m. Cherry, Koslov Bush Morello,  Vladimir,  
and Blackhill Cherry, are still alive, but are repeatedly cut back each winter, none of 
them have as yet borne fruit. 

In the spring of 1893 some specimens of the sand cherry, " Prunus  pumila," both 
imported and native, were planted. These have come through the winter uninjured by 
frost and have proved vigorous and hardy ; they not only bear a large amount of rather 
inferior fruit, but are also handsome shrubs when in bloom. A plantation of 200 of 
these shrubs sent from the Central Farm has been set out in the valley, and although 
planted late withstood the drought remarkably well, and are all alive and healthy at 
this date. 

Two varieties of cherries were received from Mr. A. Dupuis, Village des Aulnais, 
Quebec :—Old French and Montmorency, these were fresh root grafts, and the grafts 
had become disunited in transit, hence they did not grow. 
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Below will be found a list of cherries which were received last spring from the 
Central Experimental Farm, and were planted in the valley in the shelter of maple 
hedges, many of these were very small  and did not survive the drought of the summer, 
but all the varieties are still represented in the plantation. 

Brusseler Braun, 
Bessarabian, on Mazzard stock, 

do 	seedlings, 
Orel 23 on Mazzard stock, 
Orel 24, 
Lutovka, 
Shadow Amarelle 

Griotte du Nord, 
Ostheim seedlings, 
Minnesota Ostheim seedlings, 
Common English 	do  
Lithaur Weichsel 	do 
Vladimir 	 do 
Carnation 	 do 

WILD CRAB OF SIBERIA. 

After four years' trial, the Siberian crab (Pyrus baccata) has proven hardy here, 
trees both in the open and in the shelter of forest tree belt have never been cut back by 
frost, and this year we have the pleasure of reporting that some of the trees fruited, the 
seed of these was carefully saved and planted. The fruit of this crab is too small to be 
of commercial value, but if it continues hardy, the tree will be useful as a propagatins 
stock, and the fruit for jelly. Twenty more of these trees and five other varieties of 
Pyrus, viz., Pyrus baccata sanguinea, Pyrus b. genuina, Pyrus b. cerasiformis, Pyrug 
b. prunifolia, and Pyrus b. macrocarpa, were planted this season, and will be 
reported on later. 

SUMMARY OF FIVE YEARS' EXPERIENCE WITH LARGE FRUITS: 

Apples.—None of the 300 varieties tested on this farm have proved hardy, the most 
promising is the Anis apple, and it kills back badly each winter. 

Crab Apples.—None of the varieties of crab apples have proved hardy with us, the 
most promising is the Transcendent. 

Ch,erries.—.All the imported cultivated varieties of cherries tested have proved too 
tender for this climate. The native sand cherry, Prunus pumila, is proruising as a start-
ing point. 

Plunw.—The DeSoto is the most promising imported plum ; the native Manitoba 
plums are full of promise, and are worthy of more general cultivation. 

CURRANTS. 

There are 32 varieties of currants growing on this farm, of these 20 are named, the 
remaining 12 are seedlings originated at the Central Experimental Farm, these blre 
fruit here for the first time this season. 

Of the named black varieties, Lee's Prolific still heads the list as a useful berry for 
general cultivation, closely followed by Black Naples and Black Champion, the latter 
is a vigorous grower, but a shy bearer, fruit has a decided woody flavour. 

Of the red currants, Fay's Prolific, Raby Castle Red Cherry and Victoria are listed 
in their order of merit and fruited well considering the season. 

The White Grape also gave a fair yield of fine fruit. 
The following new varieies fruited the past season for the first time :— 
Ogden's Black.—Yield small ; size large ; very acid. 
Prince of Wales, Black.—Yield small ; flavour poor ; size small ; growth of wood 

weak. 
• Baldwin Black—Yield fair ; size medium t,o large; ripens late. 
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NEW RED CURRANTS. 

La Conde.—Yield fair • size large ; flavour fair. 
La Hative.—Size small; quality poor. 
La Fertile.—Size large ; yield large : flavour good ripened evenly. 
Red Dutch.—Heavy crop of fine fruit ; flavour good ; ripened evenly. 
Knigh,t's Red.—Yield fair ; flavour poor ; very early. 
Sew Red Dutck—Small and sour. 
White Transparent.—Size medium to large ; yield fair ; flavour good. 

The unnamed seedling currants are as follows :— 

Record number 	Black.—Flavour acid, poor ; size medium ; yield  fair;  very early ; 
vigorous growth. 	 • 

do 	Black.—Flavour good; ripening evenly ; earlier than Lee's Prolific. 
do 	2f, Black.—Flavour woody ; size small ; yield good ; early. tr 
do 	-à, Black.--Size small ; yield very poor ; generally poor. 
do 	Black.—Size medium to small •' flavour good ; yield fair. 
do 	Black.—Sizersmall ; flavour good ; yield poor ; growth small. 
do 	61T, Black.—Flavour very acid ; yield poor ; growth small. 
do 	117-, Black.—Yield fair ; flavour good ; size medium to large; growth 

vigorous. 
do 	i„ 	/16- have not yet borne fruit. 

GOOSEBERRIES. 

Nineteen varieties were received from the Central Farm, imported from England in 
the spring of 1893, and planted in shelter plots on the hillside. These consisted of two 
each of the following varieties : Whenham's Industry, Lancashire Lad, Warrington, 
Bonnie Lass, Leader, Pitmaston Green Gage, Green Overall, White Champagne, Red 
Champagne, Companion, Improved Early Hedghog, Crown Bob, Early Sulphur, Dublin, 
Bobby, Leveller, Whitesmith, Queen Victoria and Govern.e,ss. In the fall of that year 
they were found to be healthy and to have become thoroughly established, but the 
following spring all had succumbed to the severity of our winter. 

The Houghton and Smith's Improved still continue hardy and are recommended 
for general culture in this province, the Houghton is the most prolific, bearing a crop 
nearly every year, the fruit is small but excellent both raw and preserved. Smith's 
Iniproved is larger in size but the bush is a shy bearer here. 

The native gooseberry is found to improve greatly under cultivation, with careful 
pruning large quantities of small but fair flavoured fruit may be produced. 

RASPBERRIES. 

The yield of all kinds of raspberries was very small this year owing to excessive 
dry hot weather just as the fruit was forming. 

There are fifteen varieties of this fruit at present under test here; they are as 
follows :— 

Red,—Turner, Philadelphia, Cuthbert, Dr. Reeder, Marlboro, Taylors's Prolific, 
Saunders seedlings, Sarah, 73/. and +. 

Caroline and Golden Queen,—Yellow, Hilborn,—Blackcap, Nevada, Gainor and 
Wachusetts Thornless—Blackberries. 

All tender varieties were laid down and covered with earth before winter set in, 
and were found to be in excellent condition when uncovered in the spring. The Turner 
having withstood previous winters was not protected and was only slightly killed back. 

The Philadelphia was also left unprotected and proved to be the hardiest variety 
under cultivation here. 
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Some of all varieties have been laid down the present winter, and notes will be
taken of their condition during next season.

The Turner and Philadelphia of the red, the Caroline of the yellow, and the Hil-
born of the black varieties respectively still sustain their reputation for general useful-
ness here.

The three seedling raspberries mentioned in last year's report, viz., Record. num-
bers Sarah, ^ and ^^ were multiplied by suckers. Sarah has proved itself very prom
ising, seems to be fairly hardy, producing a fair crop of large red berries ripening
late. ?4 is hardy, ^ is tender and needs protection.

STRAWBERRIE9.

The strawberries now growing on this farm, are Crescent, Wilson, New Dominion,
Parker Earle, Windsor Chief and Pineapple, these produced but a small amount of fruit
this season owing to the drought, but there are a fine lot of young plants which will be
utilized in forming new beds next spring.

Twenty-five additional varieties were received from the Central Experimental Farm
in September, 1893, these were planted immediately and well watered but frost coming
soon after, they perished before becoming established. It seems useless to attempt
growing strawberry plants here by planting in the fall: the autumn is usually very dry and
the plants have not time to get established before frost sets in.

HUCKLEBERRIES.

Ten bushes of huckleberries were received from Iowa and planted in 1893, all
started to grow, but this fall only three were alive, these are not promising and will
probably succumb during the present winter.

QUINCES.

s

Ten Japan Quince was added to our list of fruits in 1893, these were presented
to the farm by Dr. D. H. Harrison, Neepawa, they made fair growth but do not promise
to be hardy here.

FORESTRY.

FORE3T TREE SHELTER BELT.

This belt is situated on the west boundary of the farm and consists of twenty-one
rows 4 feet 6 inches apart, and 775 feet long, the trees are planted 4 feet 6 inches
apart in the rows.

Planting was commenced in 1889 and completed in 1890, but during each of these
years a number of the trees died, these were replaced but since 1892 very few trees have
died.

Some of the trees have grown quite large and last summer it became necessary to
cut back some of the rank giowers to make room for the slow growing and evergreen
varieties.
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View of part of Shelter belt planted in 1889 on western boundary of Farm. 
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The following list gives the height and spread of branches of the several varieties, 
also remarks as to their suitability for shelter belts. 

The belt has been kept clea.n with a one-horse cultivator each yea,r since planting 
commenced. 

'E 

E.  
e$ 

T1.5 I 13  
'417" 

Variety. Remarks. 

41) 

2 

3 
1 

Oak, mossy cup 	  
Ash, white, Fraxinus Americana 	 

	

black, F. sambucifolia 	  
" red, F. pubescens 	  
" green, native 	  

Mountain Ash, American 	  
44 	European 	  

Manitoba 	  
Caragana arborescens 	  
Artenusia Abrotanum 	 
Spruce, white (native), Picea alba. 	..... 

" Norway, Picea excelsa 	  
" White (Ontario), Picea alba 	 

Cedar, Arbor-vitm 	  
Pine, Scotch, Pinus sylvestris . 

	

, " Austrian, Pintis Austriaca 	  

Larch, European 	  
" Manitoba 	  

Laurel-leaved willow. 	  
French, laurel-leaved willow 	  
Ash-leaved maple, native  
Silver-leaved maple, A. dasycarpum.. 
Norway naaple  
White Native Elm

' 
 U. Americana 	 

White Elm Imported, 	" 
Imported White Birch B. alba .. . 	 
Sweet Birch, B. lenta 	  
Canoe Birch, B. papyrifera 	  
American Alder, from Ontario. 	  
European Alder 	  
Populus bereolensis (Russian Poplar). 	 

" 	Carolina 	  
Wobstii Riga 	  
certinensis 	 
Sibirica 	  
Petrovsky 	  
Alba argentea 	  
Bolleana 	  
tremuloides native 	  
Balm of Gifead, native. 
Cottonwood (Dakota) . 	. 

(Nebraska) 
Salix acutifolia, Sharp-leaved willow 	 

" Voronesh 	  
" Wisconsin, weeping willow 	  

Ft. 
6 
4 
8 
7 
9 
8 
8 

6 
6 
6 
5 
3 
3 
7 
6 

Small 
6 
8 
7 
7 

14 
6 
3 
6 
3 

11 
13 
12 
5 
5 

16 
15 
15 
11 
12 

5 
10 

9 
16 

4 
15 
14 

Ft. 
3 Hardy, slow grower, a native. 
1 Tender, not suitable for this province. 
4 Hardy and useful—useful wood. 

3 Slow of growth, hardy, useful wood. 
3 Sun-scalds, not desirable. 
3 	44 

... Hardy, promising. 
6 A pretty flowering shrub, quite hardy. 
4 Very useful for bleak places. 
4 A handsome tree, hardy. 
- Half hardy, requires protection. 

44 

4 Slow grower, quite ornamental. 
3 Hardy only under protection. 3 	 44 

. 	 Hardiness uncertain, promising. 
4 Handsome and hardy. 
4 
4 Large laurel-like leaves, hardy. 
3 Sun-scalds badly. 

10 A good wind break, rapid grower. 
2 Not desirable, winter kills. 
1 Very tender, no good here. 
4 Very hardy, slow grower, handsome. 
2 Tender, no use here. 
6 Sun-scalds, half hardy. 
7 Vigorous growth, hardy. 
8 Hardy and ornamentaL 
2 Half hardy. 
2 

10 

66 

46 

44 

44 

44 

44 

64 	 46 

Very vigorous, hardy and ornamentaL 
8 Not so spreading in its habits, hardy. 
8 Very fast growth hardy. 
9 Strong grower, hall  hardy. 
5 Large dark leaves, slow grow-th. 

10 Seems identical with bereolensis 
6 Silver-leaved, hall hardy. 
3 	 tender. 
4 Trembling poplar. 
7 Promising for shelter belt. 

14 A good windbreak, rapid grower. 
3 Kills to roots each winter. 

12 Very rapid grower, good snow collector. 
10 Very pretty in winter. 
. .. Very tender, no good here. 

SUMMARY. 

A shelter belt composed of a number of varieties is more interesting and instructive 
than if only one variety is used ; it is also well to introduce evergreens into such belts as 
far as is practicablè. 

The Russian Poplars—Bereolensis, Wobstii Riga and Petrovsky, and our Ash-leaved 
Maple are quick growers and make good nurses for slower growing and more tender 
trees. 
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For permanent trees the slow growing varieties, such as Green, Red and Black
Ash and White Elm, should be interspersed with the others, in time the wood of these
varieties will be found valuable.

The best and so far only perfectly hardy evergreen is the native White Spruce.
Other conifers that will succeed with some protection are Common Cedar, Larch

and Scotch Pine.

HEDGES FOR WINDBREAKS.

Below will be found a list of hedges now growing on this farm; they are trimmed
each year about harvest time to a uniform height and width, this has a tendency to
thicken them.

Ash-leaved Maple.-Of this tree about 4,000 feet of double hedge is now being tested,
for a comparison, these are planted at different distances apart. It is found that two
rows of trees planted alternately 3 feet apart each way makes the most effective wind-
break. In height they are now from 6 to 16 feet according to age.

Ash., Native Green.-Seven hundred and forty feet of this hedge was planted in
1891 ; it is a slow grower, but heaJthy.

Elm, Native lŸhite.-Three hundred and seventy feet planted in 1891, compact
growth, good snow collector.

Spruce, Native White.-Two hundred and fifty feet planted in 1893 ; this is 4 feet
high ; handsome all the year round ; quite healthy and decidedly the most promising
wind breàk hedge.

Populus Bereolensis.-Three hundred and seventy feet planted in 1891, with one
year old trees in double rows 4 x 4, it now stands 9 feet high, and is a compact and
effective windbreak.

Cottonwood (Dakota).-Three hundred and seventy feet planted with cuttings in
1891, now about 5 feet high, is of more spreading habit than Bereolensis Poplar, and so
far not nearly so effective as a windbreak.

Sharp-leaved Tl'illow.-Three hundred and four feet planted in double rows 4 x 4,
with one year old trees. This is the most exposed of all hedges, but has made fine
growth, is quite dense, and is now 8 feet high.

Black Cherry, Native.-Two hundred feet planted in 1893, with young trees from
the bush, this is a free bloomer and very pretty, but runs badly to suckers.

Caragana arborescens.-T wohundred feet planted in 1893 with one year old trees,
now 3 feet high, hardy and ornamental.

Asiatic Maple, Acer ginnala.-For a low ornamental hedge, this is very promising.

AVENUES.

There were added 47 asb-leaved maple trees to the avenues last spring, these were
planted east and west to connect the two avenues already planted north and south, the
trees were selected so as to be uniform in size with those already growing. The sum-
mer being unusually dry they made very little growth, but all have apparently become
established. The excessive drought of the past two seasons has had very little injurious
effect on the avenues on this farm, only four of the 925 maple trees and none of the
180 native white spruce have died in the two years.

The 240 Russian poplars planted in the avenue on the east side of the farm are all
making a rapid growth and will add variety to the avenue planting, 1,345 avenue trees
are now growing on the farm, and the loss from all causes is only a fraction of one per
cent per annum. This success is we believe due almost entirely to persistent, clean
cultivation for six feet on each side of the trees : in fence corners where this was
neglected the trees have soon died and had to be replaced.

Avenue trees are planted 20 feet apart, no water is used eacept for a week or two
after planting should very dry weather occur.
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PLANTING AROUND SUPERINTENDENT'S HOUSE. 

Of the 27 varieties of trees and 49 vaiieties of ornamental shrubs planted around 
the superintendent's house in the spring of 1893 only the following varieties have winter 
killed :— 

Mountain ash (Pyrus Americana) Scotch pine (Pinus sylvestris), Beech (Fagus 
ferruoinea), Thunberg's barberry (Berbelis Thunbergii). 

Last spring the following varieties were added to the collection, and nearly all of 
them had become established before winter set in :— 

Siberian Cedar, 	 . Riga Pine, 
Choke cherry, 	 Native Red Willow, 
Basket Willow, 	 Blue Spruce, 
Pyrus Baccata, 	 Black Ash, 
Manitoba Basswood, 	 Green Ash, 
Cottonwood, 	 Red Ash, 
Russian Euonymus, 	 Yellow Pine, 
Native Thorn, 	 Dwarf Mountain Pine. 

SHRUBS. 

Native Sumac, 	 Alnus incana, 
Lonicera Tatarica, 	 Improved Elderberry, 

do 	Alberti, 	 White Tartarian Honeysuckle, 
do 	Media, 	 Rosa Rugosa, single, 
do 	Splendens, 	 do 	do double, 

Amur Tamarix, 	 Artemisia Lancieolata, 
Russian Privet, 	 Caragana grandiflora, 
Prunus Padus, 	 Lilac, Ambrose Verschaffeldt, 
Bitter sweet, Native, 	 do Flora plena, 
Rosemary Willow, 	 do Beranoer, b P 

Pyrus Toringo, 	 Spirea Callosa .Alba. 
Prunus Maackii, 

SUCCESS WITH TREE-CUTTINGS. 

Below will be found a table giving the results of a comparative test between fall 
and spring cuttings of forest trees and shrubs. 

The fall made cuttings were packed in sand until planting time in spring. 
AU  were planted deep allowing only one bud out of the ground, all cuttings were 

eight inches long. 
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TREE-CUTTINGS. 

to 
.F., 

 Variety. 	 .°2 	When Cut. 	Percentage 
Struck. 	 Remarks. 

6 71. 
Z 

Populus Bereolensis 	100 Fall 	 50 per cent. Fair growth. 
66 	 .6 	 100 Spring 	75 	" 	Large healthy growth. 
" 	Wobstii Riga. 	50 Fall 	 70 	" 	Fair growth. 

 	50 Spring 	 80 	" 	Poor 	' 
" 	Sibirica 	100 Fall 	 42 	" 	Large healthy growth. 

	

46 	 66  	 100 Spring 	 42 	" 
Cottonwood  (Dakota) 	100 Fall 	70 	" 	Very large and healthy growth. 

66 	 64 	 100 Spring 	25 	" 	Small healthy growth. 
Artemisia (Siberian)  	300 Fall 	 100 	" 	4 feet, healthy; growth. 

il 	 66 
  	 300 Spring 	 100 	" 	16 

" (Eng. Var!. 	25 	"   100 	" 	Small growth, very healthy. .. 	66 
  	 '25 	Fall 	 100 	" 	 64 

Salix Voronesh 	400 Spring. 	 100 	" 	Fair growth. 
66 I4 	 66 	 400 	Fall 	 100 	" 

" 	Acutifolia .  	250 Spring 	94 	" 	id 

114 	 64 
   250 	Fall 	90 	" 	it 

Sl7MMARY. 

Russian Poplars (Bereolensis and Wobstii Riga) have  succeeded best from spring cuttings. 
Cottonwood has done best from fall cuttings. 
Willows and Artemisia cuttings have nearly all grown equally well whether made in the fall or spring. 

SEED GATHERED AND SOWN. 

Last season it was found that many of the trees planted on the farm in former 
years were sufficiently large to bear seeds, a large quantity of this seed was gathered ; 
some of it was sent to the other Experimental farms, a portion sown here in seed beds 
in the fall, and the balance was packed in sand for sowing and distribution in the spring. 

• TREES. 

The number of trees, shrubs, etc., growing on the farm at this date is as follows :— 
Shelter belts    11,211 
Avenues    1,345 
Hedges. 	 7,973 
Two year old maples 	  8, 461 
One year old maples  	2,000 
Fruit trees and bushes 	 4,019 
Nurseries and permanent plantations 	30,715 

Total 	  65,724 

FOREST TREE AND SMALL FRUIT DISTRIBUTION. 

Four hundred and sixty-eight  packages of forest trees were sent out from this farm 
during the year, the trees supplied were of the same varieties as those sent out last year, 
a list of which will be found on page  267 of last year's report. 

In addition to the above, one hundred and seventy-five packages of small fruits 
were also mailed to fanners throueihout the province. 

Circulars were sent to the parties receiving trees, asking for a report of their e>uc-
cess or otherwise, these particulars will be compiled, and will, no doubt, prove a useful 
guide in future distributions. 
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16. 
16. 
16. 
16. 
16. 
16. 
16. 
16. 
16. 
16. 
16. 

66 

di 

0 

66 

46 

46 

17 
212 40 
176 
172 20 
166 50 
166 50 
165 
165 
150 20 
148 30 
146 40 
146 40 
144 50 
143 
143 
139 20 
137 30 
135 40 
135 40 
132 
128 20 
124 40 
124 40 
121 
121 
117 20 
117 20 
110 
110 
106 20 
100 50 
99 
99 
93 30 
78 50 
77 
75 10 

.2 
Pink. 

Pink and white 
Pink. 

Pink and white 
White. 

64 

Pink and white 

Pink. 
White. 
Bright pink. 
Red. 

Pink and white 
White. 

44 

44 

Pink and white 
Pink. 

Pale pink. 
White. 
Pink. 	• 
White. 

66 

Pink,.bright p . 	lc 
[eYe. 

Pink. 

White. 
Pink and white 

99 
93 30 
78 50 
77 
75 10 
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Three hundred and fifty 1-pound packages of native Ash Leaf Maple seeds were 
distributed throughout the province, principally to farmers ; reports regarding these are 
coming in daily, and evidently this is one of the best means of encouraging tree growing, 
undertaken by the Experimental Farms. 

VEGETABLES. 

POTATOES. 

The light rainfall of the past season greatly reduced the yield of potatoes, but the 
quality was excellent. 

The land was sumnier-fallowed the previous season, no manure was applied. 
The seed was ploughed in, rows 3 feet apart, sets 1 foot apart in the row. Breed's 

Weeder was run crosswise of the rows until plants were 3 inches high, after which they 
were cultivated with a one horse cultivator lengthwise. 

We would call particular attention to the early maturing of the Early Ohio, which 
gave dry and good flavoured tubers on 4th August, nearly three weeks earlier than the 
Early Rose, this agrees with our experience in former years. The varieties were all 
planted on clay loam, and the yield in each case has been calculated from the product 
of one row, 66 feet long. 

PoTAToEs-Test Of varieties. 

Dug. Fit for 
eating. 

a _e 

Total 
Yield 
per 

Acre. 

Yield 
per  Acre 

of 
Sound. 

Name of Variety. Planted. Quality. 
Form 
and 

Colour. 

2 
f-1 

212 40 
176 
172 20 
166 50 
166 50 
165 
l 65 
150 20 
148 30 
146 40 
146 40 
144 50 
143 
143 
139 20 
137 30 
135 40 
135 40 
132 

20 Not ripe Wet . .... 128 20 
20 Sept. 3 " Good, dry 124 40 
20 Aug. 23 Sept. 15 Fair . .... 124 40 
20 " 11 " 20 Good, dry 121 
20 Sept. 20 Not ripe Fair . .... 121 
20 Aug. 10 Sept. 15 Good, dry 117 20 
20 Sept. 3 " 20 	" 	117 20 
20   Not ripelWet . 	110 

110 
106 20 
100 50 

99 

Pearce's Prize Winner, 	May 16. 
Ev erett . 	  " 16. 
Holborn Abundance 	 " 16. 
Crown Jewel 	" 16. 
Algoma No. 1 	 " 16. 
Lee's Favorite 	 " 16. 
Chicago Market.... 	 " 16. 

if 16.  
‘‘ 16.  Early Rose 

I. X. L.... 
Polaris.... 
American Wonder 	 
Thorburn 	 
Daisy 	  
Early Ohio. 
World's Fair 	  
Northern Spy 
Dakota Red 	  
White Beauty 	 
Sharpe's S:cedling. 	 
Empire State. 	 
Lat,e Puritan 	  
Early Puritan 	  
Burpee's Extra Early.. 	 
Clarke' s No. 1 	 
Early Sunrise  	 
HarLinger 	  
State of Maine 	 
Early Northern 	 
Freeman 	  
Pride of the Market. 	 
Pride of the Table 	 
Lizzies Pride. 	 
London 	  
Rural Blush, 	  
Dreer's Standard 	 
Pearce's Extra Early 	 

Sept. 20 Sept. 1€ Sept. 15 Wet . 
" 20 Aug. 21 Duggr'n Good, dry 20, 	Damp .... 
" 20Aug. 23,Sept. 10 Good, dry 
" 201 " 11 	31 	" 
" 20, " 10 Duggr'n 
" 20 Sept. 10 Sept. 15 
" 20 A.ug. 23 " 15 
, ‘ 20 	 Not ripe 
" 20 Sept. 10 Sept. 15 
" 20; 	 Not ripe 
" 2torAug.  23 	" 
" 20 " 23 Sept. 15 
" 201 " 	4 Aug,. 25 20 	 Not ripe 
" 20 Aug. 10 " 
46 	 20 1  

" 20;Aug. 23 Sept. 15 
20 	 23 	 46 

 15 
 

Ct 

64 

64 

66 

66 

46 

ti 

66 

C6 

66 

Wet . 

Wet, poor 
Good, dry 

Fair 	 
Wet, poor 
Damp 	 
Good, dry 

20 Aug. 11 Sept. 15 Good, dry 
20,Sept. 15 	20 Wet . 
20 	.'Not ripe 	" 
20 	 
20 Aug. 11 Sept. 20 Good, dry 
20, ' 	23 Sept. 15 	" 
20 .... .. Not ripe Wet 
20 Sept. 	" 	Good, dry 
20. 	3 Sept. 15 	" 
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VEGETABLE GARDEN. 

The land used for this purpose was well manured in October, 1893, and then ploughed 
7 inches deep, well harrowed and rolled, this was again harrowed and rolled in spring 
but not ploughed. 

Owing t,o the exceptionally dry season, the vegetable garden was not as successful 
as usual. 

TABLE CORN. 

Seven kinds of garden corn were tested and did remarkably well, all ripening seed 
with one exception. 

Native Squaw Corn.--Though the ears of this variety are small and of mixed 
colours yet on account of its earliness it is worth cultivating. 

Mitchell's Extra Early.—An improvement by selection of the Squaw Corn, a white 
flint variety with ears of medium size and good flavour, it stood 8 degrees of frost in 
spring without injury, and can be sown quite early. 

Extra Early Ferment—A sweet corn of good flavour. 
Cory.—A sweet corn white and of first-class flavour, this is undoubtedly the best 

corn for general purposes here. 
Childs Honey Dew is rather late for this province. 
Burpee's First of All.—A sweet variety of merit ; flavour splendid and of good 

appearance ; earlier than the Cory. 
All were sown in hills 3 feet apart on 23rd May. 

	

Ready 	 Average 	verage 	Averaze Variety. 	 Quality. 	Flavour. 	weight 	l 
A

engt 	diameter- 

	

for use. 	 per ear. 	per ear. 

Squaw Corn 	  Aug. 31 . 	Flint . 	Gbod 	4 oz 	4i ins.... 	1 	ins.... 
Mitchell's Extra Early 	  July 30. 	" 	Very good 7 "  	 ' ... 
Extra Early Vermont 	Aug. 14. . Sweet . 	. Good 	6 "  	6 	" ... 	1 	" ... 
Cor  	I.‘ 	 , 

I 	
tt 	Excellent. 	7 "  	7i 	" ... 	1 	" . 	. 

Dreer's First of All 	 . 	" 	13. 	it 	Very good 6 "  	7 	" ... 	1 	" ... 
Burpee's First Of All.... 	.... 	....... 	12... 	 ‘ 
Child's Honey Dew  	, 	ti 	27. . . 	44 	Very good 7 " 	8 	" ... 	14 	" ... 

CAULIFLOWER. 

This vegetable, like the cabbage, suffered much from dry weather, still some fair 
heads were obtained, which were white and tender. 

Seven varieties were tested, sown in hot beds on 19th April, transplanted 23rd 
June. 

Early Erfurt.—The earliest variety, heads of good texture and flavour, but the 
colour was poor. 

Gilt Edge.—Not large, but of splendid texture and colour, medium early and very 
tender. 

Early Snowball.—The best all round variety grown, medium early of snowy white-
ness, fine grain and dense hea,ds. 
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CAULIFLOWERS.

Name of Variety. Fit for Use. Percentage
Headed. Weight. Description.

Early Erfurt . . . . . . .. .. . . ... Aug. 6 . . .Giant White PesrL.........
Gilt Edge .........

31....

Early Favorite .... " 31.. .
...... : 6....Large Early Dwarf Erfurt

.........

nowbal
.. . . . . . " 25....Early S l ........................ " 25ExtraEatra Early White .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . Sept. 4. . . .

Date
Pulled.

Lbs. Oz. I
2 12 Fair shape, poor colour.
2 8 Very poor shape.
2 12 Very good.
2 4 Poor colour.
2 0 Poor shape.
2 12 Splendid.
2 12 Fair colour, small.

CABBAGE.

Nine varieties of cabbage were tested, but on account of the excessive dry weather
it could scarcely be considered a fair test.

d^famrraoth Rock Red.-About 70 per cent of this variety beaded out, good colour
red to the centre, heads firm, a good red variety.

1}larblehead Mammoth.-Fifty per cent of these headed, but were poor specimena.Savoy.-This variety did fairly well, heads very curly and fine flavoured, but it has
not good keeping qualities.

World Beater.-Not large, but all headed, and were firm and sound.
Burpee's.All Head.-Sound, firm heads, similar to World Beater, both in earliness

and appearance.
Louderbach.-Good solid heads, though small, heads flat and fine flavour.
All were sown in hot beds on 21st April, and transplanted to the garden 23rd June.

Name of Variety.

Chester King .. . ...........................
Mammoth Rock Red. .. ........... ........
Marble Head bSammoth ............. ........
Large Late Drum head ......................
Savo ...................... ......
World Beater . . ...........................
Burpee's All Head..........................
Louderbach ............................ .....
Savoy Vertus ............................. .

Per cent.

30
25
75
65
70
85
40

Description.

Sept. 21....JPoor ....... ......11
21Solid..... . ......

Oct. 1:::: Poor . . . . . . . . . . .^. 1 ^. ......... ... ...
Sept. 21.... Fair .

.
.

.

............
21.... Solid .............

" 21.... Flat and solid.....
" 21.... So]id .............

21.... Fair ..............

ONIONS.

Percentage
Headed.

Per cent.
5

70
50
55
75

100
100
90
95

Average
Weight.

41
5
3$

This, we are convinced, is a vegetable that will pay well. All the varieties were
sown on 20th April in the open ground in drills 1 foot apart.

Fancy Yellow Globe Danvers.-A splendid onion, similar to Yellow Globe Danvers,
ripens early and thoroughly, attractive in appearance, a first-class onion for 11lanitoba.

Oregon Long Keeper.-A yellow Globe onion of good appearance, ripened well
with us.

Large Red Weath,ersfield.-An old standard variety, a good keeper of fine flavour.
Yellow Globe Danvers.-This variety has been grown here for a number of years, is

a first rate keeper, one of the best varieties for this country.
8c-2]
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Prize Taker.—This was the largest onion grown this year, a little later than the 
other varieties. 

King of the Earlies.—A flat red onion, superseded by Red Weathersfield, not so 
large and fine in appearance as that variety. 

• Omoss. 

Yield Name of Variety. 	 When ripe. 	Shape. 	Colour. 	per Acre. 

Bush. 
Prize Taker 	 . 	 Sept. 30. 	Globe 	Ye'love. .... 	629 
'Southport White Globe 	 ti 	 10. 	 6 6   White 	508 
King of the Earlies 	 . 	 " 	10. 	Flat 	Red  	435 
Large Red Globe   	" 	10. 	Globe 	 411 
Large Red Weathersfield 	 " 	10. 	Flat  	‘‘ 	 411 
Fancy Yellow Globe Danvers  	" 	10. 	Globe 	 Yellow. .... 	338 
Yellove Globe Danvers 	 " 	10. 	" 	 4t 	 338 
World Beater, Weathersfield   	" 	10. 	Flat 	 Red.  	338 
)regon Long Keeper   	" 	10. 	Globe 	Yellow. .... 	326 
Shallot sets 	  July 30. 	" 	 id 	 9 	lbs 

from 11b. 

CELERY. 

The seed being sown a little later this season than usual, and not having a large 
water supply, celery did not grow large, but all the varieties were of excellent quality 
and flavour •

' 
six varieties were tested, all sown in hot beds 1 3th April. 

White Plume.—This was the earliest sort tested, some being ready for use 31st 
August, a self-blanching variety of splendid flavour, érisp and solid, but not as good a 
keeper as some of the other sorts. 

Perle Le Grande.—A golden self-blanching variety of beautiful and attractive ap-
pearance, has a rich nutty flavour, peculiar to itself, a first-class sort. 

1?ennie'8 Giant White.—A celery of large size and quick growth. 
Giant Golden Heart.—A beautiful variety, having a rich golden heart. Thick 

stalks of excellent flavour. 
De Candolle.—A late variety, will apparently make a good keeper. All were 

blanched by the hilling system. 

CELERY. 

Date 	Length 
Name of Variety. 	 trans- 	of 	Flavour. 	Weight 

planted, 	head, 	 per doz.  

Perle Le Grande 	  June 25.. 	18 ins.... Splendid. 	13 	lbs. 
White Plume 	" 	25.. 	12 	" ... Good .. 	141 	" 
Giant Golden Heart   	" 	25.. 	15 	" ... 	" 	.... 	17 	" 

Giant White  	" 	26. 	18 	" 	Fair 	 13 	" 
De Candolle 	 " 	26.. 	16 	" ... Good .... 	13 	" 
Henderson's Golden Dwarf 	" 	26. 	12 	" 	Fair 	9 	 it 

. 
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TOMATOES. 

Seven varieties of tomatoes were tested. The seed was sown in hot bed on April 
19th and transplanted to the open ground June 23rd, the latter operation being delayed 
on account of long continued dry weather. A noticeable feature of this test was the 
increased yield from home grown seed, the difference in productiveness was quite niarked 
all through the season. 

ht ig 
First 	Propor- 	We 	 Yield 

Name of Variety. 	 Shape. 	per 30 foot ripe. 	ripetitnin.A. 	aovferolgee 	
row. '="' 	tomato. 

	

lbs. 	oz. 
Earliest of all 	  Aug. 13.  	3 ounces Wrinkled, poor.... 	22 	8 
Earliest of all 	lit 	 8 	 2.1 	té 	

" 	 « 	 .... 	 6 	4 
Early Ruby 	it 	20.   3 	" 	Fairly smooth 	5 	5 
Dwarf Champion 	if 	 28.   34 	" 	Smooth, good shape 	3 	9 
Livingston's Aristocrat   	" 	31. 	None. 	3 	" 	Fairly smooth 	7 	8 
E ver-bearing  	if 	 13 . 	4 	1 	" 	Plum shaped 	2 	10 
Atlantic Prize 	Sept. 8. 	4 	 34 	" 	Fairly smooth 	5 	9 

From the foregoing tables it will be seen that the Earliest of All ranks first for 
earliness, closely followed by Early Ruby, and on account of the much better shape of 
the latter, it is preferable on early land. 

Everbearing ripened next in order, it has egg-shaped fruit, with a very thick skin 
and poor flavour. 

Dwarf Champion is of fine appearance, but somewhat late. 
Atlantic Prize and Livingston's Aristocrat are good varieties,' but too late for this 

climate. 
Severe pruning when the fruit is well set is found to hasten ripening materially. 

PEAS. 

Sunol.—This was the earliest variety tested this year, and is well worthy of notice, 
small pods, a prolific bearer and of good flavour. 

American Wonder.—This is the earliest of the wrinkled pease, dwarf and produc-
tive, a very desirable variety. 

Horlord's Market Carden.—One of the best second early peas tested, very prolific, 
and bears its pods in pairs, flavour good. 

Prince of Wales.—A good late pea, large pods and excellent flavour, very prolific, 
one of the best varieties tested. 

Juno.—The best late pea tested, flavour excellent. 
Blue Podded.—A novelly, which has nothing to recommend it. 
All sown in drills 4 feet apart on 24th April. 

8c-21i 



Name of Variety. Remarks. Shape. 
Yield 
per 

Acre. 

Half Long Scarlet Nantes 	 
Early Scarlet Horn 	 
Improved Danvers Half Long 
French Forcing 	  

Bush. 
659 Excellent flavour, fine shoulder, one of the best. 
470 Good flavour and appearance. 
452 Good shape and flavour. 
367  Excellent  flavour, a good early carrot. 

Stump rooted half long. 

round. .. 

Long 	 
Turnip. 	 
Round 

Si 

di 

Turnip. .... 
Pear shaped. 
Turnip. 

Bush. 
677 
516 
516 
516 
500 
484 
368 
337 
322 

EXPERIMENTAL FARMS. 

PEASE. 

No. of 
• 	Flisvor. 	'Yield. Name of Variety. 	 Fit for 	Height. 	Size of 	

Peas in  Pod. use. 	 Pod. 

Sunol 	 June 14 1 foot.... 	n inches. 	4 to 5 Good.... .. Fair. 
American Wonder.  	" 	18 6 inches . 	2 	" 	5 t,o 6 	" 	 
Horsford's Market Garden 	.... .... July 	6 1À feet... 	2i 	" 	. 	8 	di    Very ‘vrolific. 
Burpee's Profusion 	" 	7 14 inches . 	2 	" 	7 	‘., 
Prince of Wales 	" 	8 2Meet... 	3 	" 	. 	8 Very good.. Fair. 
Juno 	" 	8 14 inches . 	2 	" 	. 	7 to 8 Excellent... Very prolific. 
Blue Podded 	" 	10 18 	" 	21 	" 	6 to 7 Poor. 	 Fair. 
Yellow, for split purposes.  	" 	30 18 	" 	2 	" 	5 to 6 G-ood 	 

CARROTS. 

Five varieties were sown but only four germinated, these did fairly well, being 
clean and free from rot. 

Sown with drill in rows 14 inches apart, on May 1. 

BEETS. 

Black Queen.—A fine new variety which can be highly recommended, flesh dark 
colour, leaves nicely curled, very attractive, the best variety tested. 

Victoria.—A very good variety, long and of a fairly even red flesh and good flavour. 
The yield is based on the return from one row half a chain long. 

All were sown 12th May in drills 18 inches apart. 

BEETS. 

324 

Shape. Colour. 
Average 
weight 

per root. 
Yield 

per acre. Name of Variety. 

2 
1 

Rennie's Intermediate. 
Columbus 	 
Improved Arlington. 	  
Crosby's Improved Egyptian. 
Dark Red Blood Egyptian 	 
Victoria 	  
Edmand's Early 	  
Black Queen 	  
Lentz Extra Early 	  

Very good, dark, no white... 
Only fair, contains white.... 
Very prr, too.white 	 

Fair, a little white 	 
Very fair 	 
Very poor, too much white .. 
Very dark 	  
Very dark 	  

Lbs. Oz. 
5 	4 
2 	8 
1 	12 
1 	4 
5 	0 
1 	15 

o 
o 

12 
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BEANa.

Pive varieties of beans were tested, and did very well, all ripening their seed.
Sown in rows 2 feet apart on 23rd April.

Challenge Dwarf Black Wax was the earliest of the varieties tested, a bean of good
colour and fairly productive, a good early variety.

Emperor William.-A white wax bean of excellent flavour and extremely vigorous
and productive, pod rather crooked. This was the largest yielder of the varieties tested.

Thorburn's Early Refugee Wax.-A very productive yellow bean of good flavour,
altogether a very desirable variety.

New Stringless Green Pod.-A green bean of good flavour, but with us not nearly
so productive as the other varieties tested.

Broad Windsor Bean.-A broad bean of good flavour, dwarf, very prolific and
sbould be more generally grown.

The following table gives particulars of this test :

Name of Variety. Dates
sown.

Ready
for use. Size

of pod.
Beans

per pod Colour. Flavour. Yield

Ins.
Challenge Dwarf, Black W a x .... .
New Strin Greeles P d

April 23
"

Jul, 14
'

4 to 5 5 to 6 Yellow.. Fair.. .... Fair.g , n o ..........
Emperor William

23
"

15.
"

5 5 to 6 Green.... "..... (`,ood,..................
The Extra Early Refugee Wax .....
Johnston's Wonderful Br d B

23
" 23

M

17.
" 17.
"

6
5

7
6

" ....
Yellow ..

Excellent.
Good.....

11
Hesoa ean.. ay 181 18. 4 I 4 to 5 I .......... Very good Fair^

- RADISH.

Six varieties of radish were tested, all were sown in the open, in drills 12 inches
apart, on 1st May.

Rosy Gem, the best early variety, is a small radish of excellent quality, mild and
crisp, and retains its qualities a long time.

Brightest Long Scarlet, of medium length, stump rooted and of a brilliant scarlet
colour, mild and crisp, a fine market radish on account of its colour.

Pearl Forcing,has a rich waxy white appearance, texture firm and solid, grows to an
immense size, on 15th July specimens were a foot long and of excellent quality, this is
a good late variety.

Charter's Improved, and White Tipped Turnip, were adversely affected by the dry
weather, and were tough, hot and stringy.

Name of Variety. Date
eown.

Ready
for use Shape. Colour. Flavour.

Rosy Gem . . . . . . . .. . .. . .... ...... ...... ..... ....
Long Scarlet ..... . ......... . . . . . ..... .

Early Scarlet

liay 1..
" L.
"

May 31.
June 1.

"

Turnip . ..
Long. . ... .

Rose ......
Scarlet....,

Excellent.1llent.
. . . . . . ... . . ........................

Charter's Improved ......... .... . .... . ...... ...
P

L.
" l..

4.
'- 6.

Olive shaped
Long... ..

..... Good.
Poearl Forcing . . . . . . . . . . . : . .. . . . .. . . . . . ... . . . . . .

White Tipped Turnip ............................
" 1. .
" ..1

July 15.
June 7.

" . .""Turnip... ..

.....
White... . . .
S.W. Tip'd.

'
or.

Fair.
Poor.
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LETTUCE. 

Eight varieties of lettuce were sown, one of which did not germinate, viz., Sensation. 
The other varieties did fairly well. 

California Cream. Butter.—A cabbage variety of fair quality, very much curled, 
and little heart. 

Trianon.—A fine Cos lettuce, when tied, makes a splendid heart, cool, crisp and 
mellow, apparently synonymous with Paris W. Cos. 

California All Heart.—One of• the best of the cabbage lettuces tested, beautifully 
curled and correctly named " All Heart." 

Kew Iceberg.—One of the most beautiful of the cabbace lettuces, nicely curled and 
the edges of the leaves tinted with a reddish colour, cool and crisp, will prove a standard 
variety. 

With one exception all were sown on 24th April in drills 8 inches apart in the 
open. New Iceberg was sown three weeks later. 

Narae of Variety. 	 Shape. 	Flavour. 	Weight. 	Time 
Seeded. 

i Lbs. 
California Cre-am Butter    Cabbage. 	.  Fair.  	li 	June 28. 
Trianon     "Cos "... .. Verygood.. 	n 	July 10. 
California All Heart 	Cabbage.... 	' ‘ 

	
.. 	2 	" 	14. 

Golden Queen 	 ,‘ 	. Good 	1 	Gi 	5.  
New Iceberg  	 .. 	ii 	 ti 	 1 	It 	2.5.  
Toronto Gem 	ti 	

. Fair 	 id 1 	5. 
Paris White Cos     " Cos " 	Very good.. 	2 	it 10.  

CUCUMBERS. 
• 

Five varieties were tested both in frames and outside, those soin in frames were 
certainly the best, a spent hot-bed seenas to suit them remarkably well, all sown 21st 
May. 

White Spine.—Fruit 7 to 10 inches long of a dark green colour, the best spine 
cucumber tried, early. 

Cool and Crisp.—Skin very dark green, of very attractive appearance, early. 
Siberian.—The earliest variety tested, small, very productive, produces cucumbers 

in about 60 days from sowing. 
Giant Pera.—The largest and longest cucumber tested, of splendid shape, a good 

late variety. 
Crosse and Blackwell's Pickling.—A small fruited variety, 3 or 4 inches long, fine 

for pickling. 
CUCUMBERS. 

When ready for use. 

Name of Variety. 	 Shape. 	Flavour. 	PrDductiveness. 
Sown in 	Sown 

hot beds. 	outside. 

White Spine 	  July 1 	Aug. 15. 	Medium size, rough . Good 	Very prolific. 
Cool and Crisp  	n.6 5 	" 	18. 	ii 	 61. 	Fair . 	 Medium. 
Siberian 	 ti 5 	" 	16. 	Medium size 	it 

   Fairly prolific. 
Giant Pera 	"31.... 	" 	25.. Long and smooth. .. Excellent... Very prolific. 
Crosse and Blackwells Pick- 

ling   	. n 20 	" 	12. 	" 	" 	Fair. 	 Fairly prolific. 
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Variety. When 
planted. 

Fit 
for use. Colour. Quality. Yield 

per plant. 

Tottle's Improved 	  
Johnston's St. Martin (seedling of) 	 
Early Crimson 	  
Prince Albert 	  
Victoria Seedling 	  
Early Prince 	  
Strawberry 	  
Brabant's Colossal 	 
Giant 	  
Royal Albert 	  
Scarlet Nonpareil 	  
Myatt's Linnaeus (seedling of) 	 
Magnum Bonum 	  
Tobolsk 	  
Scott's Mammoth (seedling of) 	  
Marshall's Royal Linnaeus 	  
Sangster's Prince of Wales 	  
Paragon 	  
Early Scarlet 	  
Golden Syrup 	  
Salt% Perfection 	  
General Taylor   	

Light red. 
Red. 	 
Light red 	 

Red. 	 
Dark red 	 
Light red. 
Green. 

di 	  

Light red 	 
Light green 
Spotted 	 
Light red 	 

Green 	• • 
Spotted. 
Dark red 	 
Green. 
Dark red 	 

it 

Light red: • 
Green 	 

Tender 	 
id 

di 

Very teriele; 
Fair 	 
Tender 	 
Very tender 
Fair. ..... 
Tender 	 

Very  tender 
Poor 	 
Tender 	 

	

Ex. tender 	 
Fair. 	 
Very‘tender 

Tender 	 
Hard. 	 

1892. 
Id 

1893... 
id 

1892. — 
 1893... 

it 

id 

1892... 
1893... 

1893. 

di 

di 

May 20 24  
27  
30  

di 24  
"29; 
" 26 
" 28 
"27 
"30 
" 31 
" 24 
"29 
"30 
" 24 29  

29  
"30 29  

30  
July 2 

id 	 2  

lbs. oz. 
35 	5 
15 	7 
13 	14 
13 	14 
13 	6 
12 	11 
11 	12 
10 	14 
10 	11 
10 	10 
9 	14 
9 	10 
9 
8 	13 
7 • 11 
7 
6 	7 
6 	4 
4 	4 
3 	8 
3 	4 
1 	12 

RHUBARB. 

Owing to the scarcity of fruit in Manitoba, large quantities of rhubarb are consumed. 
For this reason considerable attention has been paid to this useful plant, and a collection 
of 22 varieties have been under test. 

These plants have received very little attention, except to keep them clean from 
weeds during the growing season and manure well each fall. 

From the accompanying table it will be seen that the yields under the same con-
ditions vary gre,atly. 

Tottle's Improved, a variety which originated in this province, still takes the lead, 
it is a large, tender, productive variety, very vigorous and seldom goes to seed. 

FLOWERS. 

Owino. to the very dry season, the flower garden on the farm was not as good as 
usual, stilibit was surprising how well some of the varieties bloomed, even in the hottest 
weather. 
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Date
sown.

ANNUALS.

Naine of Variety.

Acrocinium album. ...... .
Adonis testivalis...........
Alyssum Tom Thumb......
Antirrhinum majus nanum.
Asters, Truffauts perfection

Peony Flowered. ..
Victoria .... .... .

Balsams, mixed ........
Browallia, mixed.... .....
Calandrinia, mixed.. ...
Cheiranthus maritima.....
Clarkia, mixed ............
Cerinthe auriculata.......
Calliopsis, mixed .........
Chrysanthemum . .... . .. ..
Convolvulus minor........
Carthamus tinctoria . . . .. .
Centaurea cyanus.........
Centrosema grandiflora.....
Datura, sweet nightingale..
Eschscholtzia Californica...
Gaillardia Lorenziana. ....
Godetia, mixed............
Gilia tricolor ..............
Helichrysum monstrosum..
Linaria reticulata. . . . . . . . .
Larkspur, mixed.........
Zinnias " ..........
Linum roseum...........
Marigold, dwarf French . . .

El Dorado......
Mignonette, 8 varieties . . . .
Marabilis jalapa . .........
Nasturtiums, mixed.. . . .
Phlox Drummondii. ......
Poppies, several va.rieties..
Phlox ( Double Ïellow)....
Pyrethrum aureum... ... .
Portulaca, mixed..... ...
Ricinus, Queen of " Cam-

bodia ". ......
Sweet Peas ....... .... . ....
Stocks, mixed .............
Scabiosa, mixed .........
Sunflower (new miniature).

Tall...........
Texas SilverQueen

Sapiglossis, Finest mixed..
Schizanthus, mixed........
Viscaria, mixed...........
Verbena "

EXPERIMENTAL FAR3fS.

How sown.

April 17
" 16

May 22
April 17

13
JJJ « 1 I

" 76.^ 771
t[

"0

" llil

Planted
out.

June 20
" 21

June 20

" 15

" 27
" 20
" 11

20
" 16 " " " 13

Self s'wn Outside . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
April 16 Boxes, hot bed June 20

19 Outside . .... ........
16 Boxes, hot bed June 2.3
16 " " ^ •• 20
17 21^. 20 .^ .. „ 23

May 221Outside ...... ....
April 141Boxes, hotbed June 20

17
" 14
" 16

Self s'wn11

^^ ..
<. ..

Outside.......11

Flowering
period.

June 19 to Sept. 16
Sept 1 to " 16
Ju1ry lO to " 16

` 7to " 16

Remarks.

A good everlasting.
Rather late for us.
Nice for edgings.
Very fine.

Aug. 4 to frost.... ^One of the finest annuaLq.

.7uly 20 to Sept. 16IAn old standard.
June 27 to " 16 A pretty dwarf annual.
July 1 to frost ....Did fairly well.
June 3 to Aug. 1. . Should be sown outside.

" 20to ' 20^Did not do well.
« 19 to Sept. 141Not of much value.

28 to 161 Very useful and showy.
15 to " 16, A useful annuaL

" 30to " 16
July 10 to July 16

" 1 to Sept. 15
Aug. 11 to " 10

" 7 to " 16
July 10 to " 10

" 7 to " 16
" 12 to " 5

Aug. 1 to " 16
July 28 to " 16
June 1 to frost...

" 12 to July 28
July 14 to Sept. 16April 161Boxes, hot bed^June 12

May 22Outside . . . . . . I . . . . ..
April 16 Boxes, hot bed June 15

11 16; " ` 12
May 30 Outside. . . . . . . I , , . ^, , ,
April 17 1Boxes, hot bed June 181
May 22
April 13
May 22
April 18

16
Selfs'wn

April 20
` 18
" 19
" 14

Boxes, hot bed11
Outs'.de .... .
Boxes, hot bed

. I {{

Outside.......I ..
Boxes, hot bed June 11
Outside....... I . . . . . .
Boxes, hot bed I June 2311 .. 23
Outside.......

Pots, hot bed..
Outside .. ....
Boxes, hot bed11 «

20
16

.6 .,
II

{I

{I

" 1 to " 101 Very showy.

I I

An insignificant variety.
Very free flowering.
Pretty climber.
Fine for centres.
A showy annual.
A grand annual.
Did not do well.
Not of much value.
A fine everlasting.
Very free flowering.
Did not do well.
A showy annual.

June 15 to " 161 A showy annuaL
July 15 to " 161 Not of much value.

14 to ` 1Fine for perfume.
" 25 to " 16^A fine annual.

Aug. 1 to " 16 An old favourite.
June 15 to frost... A brilliant annual.
July 28 to Sept. 5 A very showy annual.
June 30 to 16I`ot up to reputation.
Foliage plant...... fFine for edgings.
July 15 to frost. .. I An old favourite.

June 201 Foliage plants.. IFine for centres.
IJune 27 to Sept. 5IA most useful annuaL

June 14iJuly 7 to 16 An old favourite.
231 " 15 to " 16IA very pretty annuaL
231 " 20 to " 101 A pretty dwarf sunflower.
231 " 20 to " 15 Veryeffectivebackground
23Aug. 20 to " 161A novelty in sunflowers.
23 July 30 to frost... .{A splendid showy annual.
23 June 20 to Sept. 5^A very pretty annual.
201 " 26 to " 30,Not very desirable.

" 18i.July 28 to " 16iDid not do well.

Thirty-five varieties of perennials were growing on this farm last spring, many of
them very dttractive and fine bloomers.

As the principal object in growina perennials here is to ascertain which are hardy
in this climate, mention will be specially made of those found by experience to be hardy
in our severe winters.

All have been protected on approach of winter by covering with strawy manure or
corn stalks, this has been removed gradually in early spring.



Variety. When 
planted. 

Date of 
flowering. Remarks. 	. . 

Columbine (double purple) 	 
" 	Chrysantha 	 

Delphinium grandiflorum 	 
Dianthus barbatus 	 
Hemerocallis flays 	 
Hyacinths, mixed 	 

Gladiolus, mixed 	  

Iris, 7 varieties 	  
Lilium umbellatum 	  

" auratum 	  
Linum perenne blue 	  

Narcissus, mixed 	  
Platco don grand iflorum 	 

album 	 
Pansies, mixed 	 
Scilla sibirica 	  
Tulips, mixed 	  

Fall, 1893.. June 9 to 29 	 
	 June 29 to July 10 

Fall, 1893 	July 23 t,o July 26 
May 7, 1894 	 July 25 to Sept. 5 

Fall,1893 	May 26 to June /0 
" 	Aug. 5 to Sept. 10 
" 	Aug. 7 to Sept. 10 

1893 	May 1 to frost.... 
Fall,‘  1893 	May 1 to May16.. 1  

iMay 15 to June 18 

A grand flower. 
A handsome, long, spurre,d variety. 
One of the best. 
One of the most brilliant. 
Splendid for masses. 
Flowered freely in spring, must be well 

protected in winter. 

Did very well, but too dry to make 
large bulbs ; requires so be taken up 
in fall 

One of the be.st early perennials. 
Very hardy and showy. 
A most brilliant lily. 
Very pretty, but should not be allowed 

t,o spread. 
Proved quite hardy here. 
A shor perennial, one of the best,. 

An old favourite,  and hardY hers-
A pretty spring flower, very hardy. 
Show well here, and are among the first 

to bloom in spring. 

May 3, 1894 64 11,  if 
" 10, " 

Sown 1893.. 
Fall, 1893... 

" 1893... 

Started  in 
frame May5, 
planted out 
June 11, '94. 

June 30 to July 10 
July 23 to Sept. 1 
July 7 to frost.... 
June 17 to frost.. 
July 24 to Aug. 30 
May 25 to June 12 

Aug.7 to frost.... 

Perpetual Moss, 
Henri Martin, 
Marie Rady, 
Gem of the Prairie, 
American Beauty, 
Madame Bruant, 

Perpetual White, 
M. Cranston, 
Dinsmore, 
M. P. Wilder, • 
Seven Sisters. 
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PERENNIALS. 

ROSES. 

The roses received in previous years were planted in exposed positions, and we have 
had very little success with them generally, the Rosa Ruc

b
osa family being the only ex-

ception, these have proved quite hardy and have floweredfreely, the blooms are mostly 
single, but their foliage and fruit is very attractive. 

11 	 The following varieties were added to the stock this year :— 

14 

These were planted in one of the sheltered plots ; Madame Bruant and American 
Beauty gave some fine bloom. The plants were all protected on approach of winter b,y 
placing frames around the plants and banking well with manure. 

SEED GRAIN DISTRIBUTION. 

It is found that farmers here are so hurried at the harvest seasons that very few of 
them will expend the labour necessary to keep a 3-pound sample of a new variety of 
grain separate from the varieties already on their farm, for that reason more attention 
has been given here to the sale of two bushel lots, the amounts harvested from parcels of 
this size are sufficiently large to thresh with a separator, and are more likely to be kept 
distinct. 

Only varieties which from several years' test have proven to be superior to those 
generally grown, are distributed. 
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As the stock of such seed grain was small last year , 
 could not be filled, this year the supply is larger, and alreà 

been received. 
The following are the number of parcels and kinds' of 

past year :— 

3 lb. samples, wheat    25 
2 bushels and over, wheat 	  16 
3 lb. samples, oats    43 
2 bushels and over, do.   11 
3 lb samples, barley....     18 
2 bushels and over, barley 	  95 
Potatoes     71 

Total number of applicants supplied 	  279 

Circulars were sent to each person supplied with two bushels or over. About one-
third of those supplied with Odessa Barleiehave already sent in reports, the following 
table is a summary of these :— 

SUMMARY OF REPORTS ON ODESSA BARLEY. 

Reports from farmers supplied with wheat and oats are not at hand at this date in 
sufficient numbers to compile. 

TILE DRAINING. 

In my last annual report I mentioned that 3,400 feet of tile drain had been laid 
on the farm in 1893. I am pleased to be able to report that this drain worked satisfac-
torily all the season, and enabled us to reap a heavy crop of oats on two fields which we 
had been unable to sow during past years on account of deep ponds. 

This fall 1,730 feet of additional tile has been laid, completing the draining on that 
portion of the farm. 

The smaller branches have 3-inch tiles, the mains from 4 to 6 inches. The depth 
varies from 3 feet to 8 feet, the amount of fall is about 10 feet in the 4,300 feet of main 
drain. , 

FARMERS' INSTITUTE MEETINGS. - 

Institute meetings were attended at the following places by invitation, and the 
papers mentioned read by me :— 

December 8th, 1893.—Bradwardine, " Review of past season," full house. 
do 	19th, 1893.—Melita, " Cattle feeding," large attendance. 
do 	20th, 1893.—Minga, " Grain growing," small attendance. 
do 	21st, 1893.—Killarney, " Results of 1893 experiments," fair attendance. 
do 	22nd, 1893.—Crystal City, " Results of 1893 experiments," fair attend 

dance. 

a great many applications 
y many applications have 
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December 23rd, 1893.—Boissevain, " Fodder plants and dairying," fair attendance. 
January 3rd, 1894.—Portage la Prairie, "A  review," fair attendance. 

do 17th, 1894.—Manitoba Dairy Association, Winnipeg, "Wintering dairy 
cows." 

do 18th.—Kildonan, "Suggestions  to suburban farmers." 
February 10th.—Brandon, " What have we learned about mixed farming during 

the past year." 
do 	15th.—Blythe, same subject, good attendance. 

March 3rd.—Blythe "Feeding cattle," good attendance. 
do 8th.—Boissevain, "Grain  experiments," full house. 
do 9th.—Manitou, "Grain  experiments," good attendance. 
do 10th.—Morden, " Mixed farming," good  attends ace.  
do 12th.—Kildonan, " Trees, fruits and flowers," good attendance. 
do 13th.—Rosser, "Farm experiments," small attendance. 
do 14th.—Neepawa 	do 	 do 
do 26th.—Belmont, " Varieties of grain," full house. 

June 2nd.—Elkhorn, " How to farm with profit under present circumstances." 
do 15th.—Oak Lake, "A  review." • 
do 27th.—Oak Point, "Care of stock and small fruit cultivation." 

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS. 

I beg to acknowledge the following donations to this farm during the year :— 

Joseph Anderson, Napinka, Man., half bushel Wright's favourite wheat. 
A. B. Jones, Hartford, South Dakota

' 
 Success, Champion and Excelsior Barleys. 

Wm. Wagner, Ossowa, Man. French Tares. 
G. A. Davenport, Russell, Man.,  Monarch wheat. 
Frank Cutten, Birds Hill, Man., selected wild raspberry. 
A. P. Stevenson, Nelson, Man., Collection plants. 
James Bell, Ninette, Man. 	 do 
Rev. W. W. Colpitts, tree seed. 
Nelson Bedford, plant seed. 
A. J. Butcher, Rapid City, wild clover seed. 

4 t 

	

	 T. M. Boddy, Portage la Prairie, seed potatoes. 
J. Barton, Brandon, seeds. 
J. Daniel, Moosomin, N.Vir.T., vegetable seed. 
Prof. Bailey, Cornell University, plants. 
D. D. Buchanan, plants. 

METEOROLOGICAL. 

Below will be found the maximum and minimum thermometer re,adings for the past 
eleven months, also, the amount of rainfall and sunshine for the growing season : 

Inches. 
April 	7 
May    • 7 
June    1' ? 

 July     • 8 
Au„o•ust    • 7 
September   5 

5.1 



Months. Maximum. Minimum 

January 	  
February 	 
March 	  . 	......... 
April 	 
May 	  
June 	  
July 	  
August 	  
September 	  
October 	  
November . 

385 on 13th 	46•8 on 24th. 
396 on 28th 	33•6 on 19th. 
415 on 2nd 	313 on 6th. 
69 . 4 on 26th 	54 on 1st. 
815 on 31st.. ; 	 23• 5 on 27th. 
976 on 12th 	28 • 6 on 5th. 
995 on 16th 	36 . 4 on 6th. 
975 on 21st 	354 on 3rcL 
88'9 on 5th.... 160 on 30th. 
700 on 15th 	14 . 0 on 29th. 
496 on 6th 	 25• 2 on 28th. 
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Sunshine. 
Homs. 

Maich    137-2 
April  148 0 
May    257-3 
June     283-7 
July • 306-1 
August 	  264-0 
September    '166-2 

1562-5 

TEMPERATURE. 

CORRESPONDENCE. 

Since my last report 2,113 letters have been received and 2,233 letters despatched 
from this office : this is irrespective of about 1,000 circulars sent out. 

I have the honour to remain, sir, 
Your obedient servant, 

S. A. BEDFORD, 
Superintenclent. 



EXPERIIIENTAL F.11111 FOR TUE NORTH-WEST TERRITORIES. 

REPORT OF A. MACKAY, SUPERINTENDENT. 

EXPERIMENTAL FARM, INDIAN HEAD, N.W.T., 
31st October, 1894. 

To WM. SAUNDERS, Esq., 
Director Dominion Experimental Farms, 

Ottawa. 

SIR,-I have the honour to submit herewith my seventh annual report, giving 
particulars of the work accomplished on the North-west Experimental Farm during the 
year 1894. 

The crops on the Experimental Farm the past season have been the poorest since 
the farm has been established. Although the spring opened favourably and the seeding 
time was the best for several years past, dry weather set in, early in the growing season 
and with a high temperature, often between 95° and 100° ; the harvest resulted in small 
yields and with many varieties of grain in poor samples. 

The crops throughout the Territories were variable. In the northern and north-
western districts where rain was more abundant, gratifying results took place. In the 
eastern part of Assiniboia a fair crop of good wheat has been reaped, while the western 
half suffered almost a total loss of grain and vegetables. Local showers gave fair crops 
to a few in a district, while others a few miles away had little or nothing from the 

-$ 1  showers passing them by. In many cases a good shower saved the crops, and although 
no large yields are reported, the quality of wheat was good wherever harvested. The 
harvest came in early and was easily taken off on account of the light crop of straw. 

In no year has the beneficial efléct of fallowing land been so apparent on the Experi-
mental Farm as during the past season. While grain sown on fall and spring ploughing 
held out for a time and at first promised well for a good crop, it gradually went back 
and finally was not worth cutting. Fallow-land on the other hand held out and proved, 
as it always has done, to be the only safe way of growing grain in this country. In the 
districts where almost total failure of crops took place, " fallows," it was said, were of 
no avail in averting the loss. This may have resulted from various causes, but may 
safely be put down to the fallow not having been worked early enough in the spring to 
receive the full benefit of the June and July rains of 1893. Many farmers leave their 
fallows till the proper season is past for the first ploughin,g, and then make one plough-
ing do for the season, resulting, in dry years, in certain failure. 

, Winds were not so destructive to crops on the Experimental Farm as in some former 
years. They were, however, troublesome and injured a good many plots after the grain 
was well above ground, the tender blades being cut by the small particles of earth being 
blown through them. Winds were continuous during a large part of the growing 
season, and after being very warm caused the ground t,o dry up much more than it 
otherwise would have done. 

Weeds caused great loss throughout the country the past season, the dry weather 
giving them a good start in land not properly worked. Pig weed (Chenopodium album) 

1* 
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was the most common and did the greatest harm. The Experimental Farm was not
exempt from this enemy of the North-west farmer, one field of Red Fife wheat being
injured very, much, although it had been fallowed the previous year.

As already stated, the crops on the Experimental Farm were poor the past season.
This includes grain, roots and part of the vegetables.

In wheats the largest yield did not exceed twenty bushels per acre ; while some
were as low as twelve bushels. The tests made with fallow against stubble land
demonstrated without a doubt the advisability of depending chiefly on the first-
mentioned method of preparing land for grain crops. While it may do to risk a portion
of the crop on stubble spring-ploughed, it is folly for anyone to depend entirely on it.

Barley was a poor crop, by far the worst ever cut on the farm. The seed came up
evenly and the plants made good growth till 8 or 10 inches in height, when dry weather
set in, and from then until ripe very little gain was made. The 2-rowed sorts especially
were very short in straw and gave small yields.

The oat crop on fallow land was fair, while on either fall or spring work it was
hardly worth cutting. One field of five acres on spring ploughing was ploughed up
early in the season, so that the piece of land might be fallowed.

Pease were a light crop, but the sample was very good.
Field roots, like the grain, suffered from the dry, hot weather, and as will be seen

in the result of tests, gave small yields.
Fodder crops, including corn, mixed grain, d;c., were very light, but of good

quality. The corn was further advanced at time of cutting than in any previous year,
and will, no doubt, make better ensilage than it has generally done.

Trees did not make anything like the growth of the preceding year. Considerable
growth, however, was made early in the season, and the long fall without severe frosts
has allowed the wood to ripen, and it is expected that all will go through the coming
winter in good condition.

Small fruit bushes gave promise early in the season of a most abundant crop of
berries, but the dry weather completely dried. up raspberries and strawberries, and while
currants were numerous, the quality of the fruit was poor and the size small.

The past season has been favourable for stock. Although grass or fodder was
short on the prairies from want of rain, absence of Oies and mosquitoes enabled the cattle
to do much better both in flesh and milk than in the preceding year. I regret having
to report the presence of tuberculosis in the herds on Experimental Farm and the kill-
inô of 13 animals out of 39 tested. = Among the 13 were many of the finest in the berd,
including Durhams, Polled Angus, Holstein and Grades. The tests and results will, no
doubt, be given more fully elsewhere in this report, and having been carried out under
your own supervision, will require no lengthy explanation here.

I am pleased to note the increased interest taken in dairy work throughout the
country, as well as the large numbers going into mixed farming. Only in a few districts
is wheat still " king," while many are adding cattle, pigs, poultry, &c., to the farm
work.

WHEAT.

Twenty-eight varieties of wheat were tested the past year, including 12 cross-bred
sorts. None of these have produced heavy straw or given a large yield of grain, and
the sample of many kinds was thin and light.

Following are the results of the tests in full:-
Test of different varieties, sown same date, -6 acre each.

9
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Twenty-six varieties were sown on same day on fallow land, a sandy clay loam, by 
drill, with the following result 

-c:i 
$.. 

. tk 'c'i 	s'a 	n-rs' 	 e; 
Date of c,e"? É  

Name of Variety. 	Ripen- lz e, 	Bind of Head.  
mg. 	"5' ce ..r.' 	e, 2 	to 	 ..e 	per Acre. ea 	 BusheL 	Rusted. 

z 	4 	C..) 	4 _ 	  

	

.... 	.-' 	 . 

	

-c 	.= 	 Lbs Bush. 	Lbs. 	Lbs. 

	

c 	c 

	

c 	c ,-n 
Campbell's White Chaff . Aug. 8. 109 28 Stiff.. % Beardless 	102 	21 	 62 	No r st. 
White Fife  	" 	10. 111 28 	" 	3 	"  	118 	20 	20 	63 	16 

Dion's 	" 	8. 109 31 Weak  2  Bearded 	110 	20 	 6 	.. 
Major 	" 	10. 111 28 	" 	2Ï 	.‘  	124 	19 	20 	61 	0 

Wellman's  Fife........." 	11 	112 28 Stiff.  . 3 Beardless 	120 	19 	10 	62 	46 

Red Fern  	" 10. 111 31 Weak 2î Bearded 	120 	19 	10 	63 	“ 
Herisson, Bearded 	" 	8. 	10928 	" 	2 	"  	107 	19 	10 	66 
Percy   	" 	10. 	111 28 Stiff.  . 2 Bearclless.. .. 	112 	19 	10 	62 	44 

White Connell 	" 	10. 	111 27 	" 	2 	"  	115 	19 	 63 	46 

Rio Grande   	" 10. 111 29 Weak 3 Bearded 	106 	18 	40 	62t 	" 
White Russian 	" 	9. 110 27 Stiff. 3 Beardless 	105 	18 	20 	63-1 	it 

Preston  	" 	8. 109 27 Weak n Be,arded 	110 	18 	20 	63 	id 

Pringle's Champlain .... 	" 	8. 	109 27 	" 	. 3 	"  	105 	18 	20 	63-1 	" 
Red Fife 	" 	10. 	111 29 Stiff.  n Beardless 	107 	18 	 62 	41 

Huron 	" 	10. Ill 27 Weak 3 Be,arded 	125 	17 	30 	62 	/4 

Mars  	" 	10. 	111 27 Stiff 	23  Beardless 	105 	17 	 63 44  
Crown 	" 	8. 	109 28 Weak 2 Bearded.... 	123 	17 	 62 	if 

Ad vance 	" 	8. 109 30 	" 	2 	46 
   127 	16 	40 	62 

Alpha.... 	.. ....... ... 	" 	10. 	111 26 Stiff.  . 3 	Beardless 	125 	16 	40 	62 
Stanley   	" 	8. 	10927 	" 	3 	"  	127 	15 	30 	60 	.. 
Ladoga 	 " 	4. 105 28 Weak 3 Bearded 	 119 	15 	30 	60. 	" 
Ottawa   	" 	6. 	107 27 	" 	. 3 	" 	.... . 	137 	15 	30 	61 	x 
Blenheim  	" 	10. 	111 28 Stiff. 2î 	"  	116 	15 	15 	62 	61 

Captor 	" 	8. 	109 27 	" 	2 	"  	110 	15 	 61 	tf 

C. No. 1 	" 	8. 	109 30 Weak 2 	"  	110 	13 	20 	61 	46 

Gehun 	" 	2. 	103 22 Stiff. 2 Be-ardless 	70 	12 	30 	65 	 64 

TEST OF SOWING PLOTS A WEEK APART. 

• 	Two varieties of wheat, Red Fife and Stanley, were sown on same day of the week 
for 6 consecutive weeks, on clay loam, size of plots -eu  acre. 

The first sown plot of Red Fife was never promising and produced a small yield. 
In none of the other plots was there much difference noted in the growing season and 
the yields varied very slightly. 

In this test in 1892 and 1893, the earliest sown grain gave slightly the smaller 
yield. 

To this year's result of tests is added date of seeding and yield of same test in 1892 
and 1893, for comparison and the average for 3 years is struck. This average shows 
that very early or very late sowing is not advisable, but that from about April 20th, 
to the 15th May wheat may be sown with the best results as far as yield is concerned. 



1894. 1893. 1892. 3 Years. 

Date 
of 

seeding. 
Yield 

per acre. 
Date 

of 
seeding. 

• 
Yield 

per acre. 
Date 

of 
seeding. 

Yield Average 
per acre. 	yield. 

Red Fife Apra 1.0 

May 4 
" 11 
" 18 
" 25 

April 20 
66 27  

May 4 
" 11 
" 18 
td 25  

ti 

44 

64 

66 

Stanley. 

46 

Bush. Lbs. 
9 	10 Red Fife.... 

14 	10 	" 
16 	20 	" 
17 
15 	20 	di 

17 	50 	" 
15 	50 Campbell's 

W hite Chaff. 
16 	40 
15 	15 
16 	 66 

15 	 66 

15 	50 	66 

1 A pril 3i; 

May 13  

" 15 
" 22 

April 17 

" 24 
May- 1 
" 8 
" 15 
"22  

Bush. Lbs. 
24 	40 
31 	10 

32 	30 
30 
29 
26 

31 
30 
25 

29 

10 
30 

• 
40 
10 
30 

50 

Red Fife ... 

Campbell's 
WhiteChaff. 

April M.. .. 

Not sown. 
May 6.. 

" 13.. 

April 15.. 

Not sown. 
.. May 6.. 

" 13.. 
" 20.. 

64 

66 

g6 

it 

Bus.Lbs 
27 40 
30 

35 40 
33 
26 20 
29 40 

38 

28 50 
36 40 
33 20 

Bush. Lbs. 
20 30 
25 	6 
26 	40 
28 	26 
26 	6 
24 26 
24 

28 46 
22 42 
23 26 
27 	13 
26 20 

SPRING WHEAT—RESULTS OF EARLY, MEDIUM AND LATE SOWING. 
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Ins. 	Ins. 	Lbs. Bus. Lbs. 	Lbs. 
Red Fife 	  April 20 July 30 	101 	28 Stiff.. 2i Bald.. 	125 	9 	10 	63 	No rust. 

	

 	' 	27 Aug. 	6 	101 	28 	„ "..2  	.. 	115 	14 	10 	61i  
/I 

  May 	4 	" 	8 	96 	27 	.. 	2 	.. 	107 	16 	20 	61i 

	

11 	" 	 10 	91 	26 	" .. 	2 	" 	
.. 
	116 	17 	62 	" 

66  
	 " 	 18 	" 	11 	85 	26 	" .. 	2 	" 	.. 	120 	15 	20 	61i 	" 

	

25 	" 	19 	86 	24 	" .. 	2 	" 	.. 	113 	17 	50 	60 
Stanley 	 2 

	

Al2T/1 20 	" 	6 	108 	29 	:. ... .. 	3 	ti  . 	.. 	115 	15 	50 	6 
46 

	

27 	" 	8 	103 	29 	 ' 	.. 	110 	16 	40 	61 	" ‘‘   May 	4 	" 	8 	96 	28 	" .. 	2î 	" 	.. 	105 	15 	15 

	

11 	" 	 10 	91 	27 	" .. 	3 	" 	.. 	109 	16 	62 	" 
66  

	 " 	 18 	" 	11 	85 	27 	" .. 	3 	66 	 .. 	133 	15 	61 	" 	• 
64  

	 " 	 25 	" 	19 	86 	26 	" .. 	2î 	" 	.. 	129 	15 	50 	61 	" 

AVERAGE YIELD PER ACRE OF WHEAT SOWN IN WEEK APART TEST—FOR THREE YEARS, 
1894, 1893, 1892. 
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TEST OF DRILL, BROADCAST AND PRESS-DRILL SEEDING. 

In the above test, Red Fife was used. The land was clay loam, the size of the 
plots was /Jo- acre and the three plots were sown on the same day on fallow-land at the 
rate of bushel per acre. 
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62i 
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Red Fife, sown by- 
Drill 	  
Broadcast. 	 
Press-drill 	 

109 
115 
107 
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61 
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1894. 3 Years. 1893. 1892. 

Name cf Variety. 

Red Fife- 
1 bus, per acre 	 
11 

4 4 

Date 
of 

seeding. 

April 2244 .. 

" 24.. 

Yield 
per 

acre. 

Bush. Lbs. 

30 
40 
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13 
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April 20.. 
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28 	20 
28 — 
26 30 
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May 3.... 
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26 	33 
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2 inches deep 	  
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24 
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62 
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Name of Variety. 

Red Fife sown at rate of- 
1 bushel per acre. 	 
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1/1 	" 
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April 24 
" 24 
" 24 
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 Lbs. 

62i 
62 

Inch. 

2,4 
22 
23 

Inch. 

21 2 

st..  
414 

• 

105 
103 
103 

Bald.. 

Lbs. 

124 
130 
143 

14 30 
11 40 
13 20 

Showing, in an average of three years, that one bushel gave slightly better returns 
than either 1 or 1 bushels per acre. 

8c-22 

TEST OF SOWING DIFFERENT QUANTITIES OF SEED PER ACRE. 

Red Fife was sown in this test. The three plots were sown on same day, by 
common drill on fallow-land clay loam, size of plots /10. acre. 

AVERAGE YIELD PER ACRE FOR THREE YEARS. IN TEST OF SOWING DIFFERENT QUANTITIES 
OF SEED PER ACRE. 
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TEST OF SOWING WHEAT AT DIFFERENT DEPTHS. 

This test has been carried on for five years with varying results. In a dry year 
the deep seeding has an advantage ; in a wet year the opposite is the case. Red Fife 
was used in all tests; sown same day on fallow-land; clay loam ; size of plots, acre. 

• Mt. 



Name of Variety. 

Red Fife- 
Cross-seed ing, e  bu. each way 
Ordinary seeding, 1à bu... 

Date of 
Ripen- 

ing. 

Aug. 6 
" 10 

Kind 
of 

head. 

Ins. 
n Bald ... 
2Ï " 

Yield 
per 

acre. 

Bu. Lbs. Lbs. 
17 30 62à 
17 50 6.3i A?fil  
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165 
128 
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CROSS-SEEDING VS. ORDINARY SEEDING. 

Some inquiry having been made as to the probable result of cross-seeding, two plots 
of Ile  acre each were sown with Red Fife, by drill in fallow land, clay loam. 

One plot was sown in the ordinary way, first, with 3 pecks per acre, then crossed 
with the same quantity. The other plot beside it was sown at the rate of 11 bushels 
per acre.' Following is the result :.. 

GRAIN—WHEAT—TEST OF CROSS-SEEDING V& ORDINARY SEEDING. 

SMUT TEST. 

The bluestone test for smut was repeated the past season with surprising results. 
The value of bluestone in killing the germs of smut having been demonstrated in 

prior tests, an experiment was made the past season with very smutty seed to ascertain 
how badly the seed may be affected and yet be made safe for seeding purposes. 

The seed used was the product of the untreated and ba,dly affected seed of the 
year previous, and was perfectly black and unfit for seed or any purpose whatever. 

Three plots of acre each were sown on same day on fallow land—when ripe six 
feet square of ea,ch plot was cut and the heads counted ; the balance of the plot being 
cut and threshed. 

In the untreated plot the product of the 6 feet square contained only 77 good heads 
of wheat, while 862 were smutty. The plot yielded 5 bushels 40 lbs. of wheat and smut 
per acre of which about 1 bushel was sound wheat and the balance smut. The plots 
treated with bluestone were almost perfectly free from smut, as will be seen in result of 
test given below. 

While no farmer need or should sow badly affected seed, he may rest assured that, 
with proper treatment it is perfectly safe to do so. 

In a few localities a little smut has been found the past season. Where such has 
been the case it has resulted from one of three causes—lst, using no blue,stone-2nd, 
bluestone used, not very good, or 3rd, not using sufficient water to wet every particle 
of the wheat treated. In all probability the latter was the principal cause. Not less 
than 11 pails water should be used to 10 bushels wheat with 1 lb. bluestone. 

ACRE PLOTS. 
Nine sorts were sown on the same day on acre plots of fallow land, clay loam, sown 

by drill, 11 bush ,  per acre. Following is result. 

TEST OF BLUE-STONE FOR SMUT IN SPRING WHEAT. 

o 
-.5 

In. 

109 24 
109 23 
109 20 

Name of Variety. 

Red Fife- 
1 lb. Blue-stone to 10 bus. seeds 
1 " 	66 	 7 	 46 

Untreated. 	  

Ap‘ril 
6 24  

u, 

-e 

Z 

Aug. 10 
" 10 
" 10 

• 	w 

5c 

Lbs 

Bald 128 
" . 127 78  

Bus. lbs. 

17 50 
16 40 
5 40 

e. • 
.5o •,r, 

p 

Lbs Good Bad 
Heads. Heads. 

6311,000 	o 
62 	848 	3 
58 	77 	862 
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SPRING WHEAT, SOWN ON PLOTS OF ONE ACRE EACH.

it q& -

4 t

m q

Name of Variety. Date
of sowing

Date of
Ripenin

ô ÿ,, ^ °`ÿ ÿ1 Character
f St

°,r ^ Kind Yield Weight
pe. g. ^ raw.o G^ of Head. per Acre. BusheL

Z â

In. In. Bush. Lbe. Lbs.
White Fife. ........ April 20.. Aug. 7.. 109 29 Stiff...... 3 Bald.. 14 - 62White Connell ......
3tanle

" 20..
" 20

` 8..
"

110 27 ".....
"

2j
...

..... 12 -
t

62y.... .......
Red Fern...... ....

..
" 20..

C.
" 6..

106
108

27
31

.....
Soft.....

3
3

.....
Bearded

12 -
11 20

61
61Prial ... .. ........

Ladogag
" 20..
.. 20

" 4..
" 4

106
106

29
28

"......
`•

3
..

10 10
1

61
^ No. 1............

..
" 20..

..
" 4.. 106 31

......
"

3
3

Bearded..
`°

10 -
9 -

62
62fohnston's.......... " 20.. " 8.. 110 28 Stiff.. ... 3

..
Bald 9 - 62)ttawa............ " 20.. " C. 106 28 Soft.. .... 3

.
Bearded.. 8 30 621

TEST OF DIFFERENT METHODS OF SIIMMER FALLOWING.

Red Fife sown on land deep and shallow ploughed summer fallow, clay7oam, sown bydrill, on plots of 116 acre, 11 bushels per acre.

Name of

Red Fife
Ploughe
Ploughei

F 3

Variety. Date of Data of
Ripen-

a

Character ° Kind of Weight
f Yield Weight

Sowing. in
g

°^+ m of Straw. Head. o
Straw.

r
per Acre Buh Ld

^

s e
Z â a

In. In. Lbs. Bush. Lbs. Lbs.
I deep. .
shall

April 20
"

July 31
`

102 27 Stiff
"

3 Bald. .. 160 16 40 I 63j. ow 20 30
I

101 26
.

2j " 140 12 20 63

TEST of Fall and Spring ploughing and drill on stubble compared with Summer-fallow.
Each year a piece of stubble or root land has been ploughed in the fall and sown

.a•ith Red Fife in the following spring; another piece has been gang-ploughed in spring at
time of seeding ; and another piece sown by•drill without being worked before or after
seeding. Along side, or as near as it bas been possible to have it, a piece of fallow has
been sown for comparison. The result of this year's test with tests of 1892 and 1893
and average for 3 years is given below.

Mode of Cultivation.

1894.
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How sown. Sown.

Fall ploughing ............. ^Drill . . . . . . . . . ... . . . tApril 28..
Seed gang-ploughed in...... IBroadcast.......... " 28..
Not ploughed ..............:Drill............... " 28..
Fallow..................... " ............... " 28..

1893.
Fall ploughing ..... ..... .. . . Drill... .. ... ..... . . May 2. . . .
Seed gang-ploughed in..... Broadcast.......... " 2....
Not ploughed ............... Drill ............... " 2....
Fallow...... "............ ....... 3....

1892.
Fall ploughing . . .. . . . . . . . . . . Drill . . . .. . . . ... . . . April 14. .
Seed gang-ploughed in.......iBroadcast.......... .liay 16...
Not ploughed......... i:ID .

r^ll .......... ..........
" 16.

Fallow ............... .... 12...
11

8C-221

Headed. Ripe.

4...July 10...IAug.
8...` 10... `It 10... " 4...

" 12... " 10...

Tuly 15. . . lAug. 21...
.. 15..,^ ^. 21...

21...I .. 23...

July 17... Aug. 25.... 20 ^. 29...<. 21... " 29...
" 25...ISept. 3...

Matured
in.

Days.

99
103
99
105

112
114
112
113

134
106
106
115

Yield
per Acre.

Bush. Lbs.

5 -
9 20
8 -
16 40

22 10
31 30
29 50
37 50

27 30
22 30
21 40
30 -



1893. 

Yield 	Date 
per 	of 

Acre. Seeding. 

1892. 

Date 
of 

Seeding. 

3 Years. 

Average 
Yield. 

Name of Variety. 
Date 

of 
Seeding. 

1894. 

Yield 
Per 

Acre. 

Yield 
per 

Acre. 

Red Fife, sown- 
1 inch deep 	  
2 	" 3  

April  24.. 

" 24.. 

May 4. 

" 	4.. 

Bloven out 
4120 
3710 

Bush. 
1950* 
27'53 
25 . 50 

A?Til 

Bush. 
2430 
2700 
2230 

Bush. 
1510 
1520 
1800 
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AVERAGE, 3 YEARS—(FrOM above tests.) 

Bush. lbs. 

/ 
Fall ploughing   18 13 per acre. 

Stubble Seed gang-ploughed in  . 21 6 " 
Not ploughed    19 50 " 
Fallow-land   28 10 " 

AVERAGE YIELD PER ACRE FOR THREE YEARS SEEDING OF TEST OF DRILL, BROADCAST AND 
PRESS-DRILL. 

1894. 	 1893. 	 1892. 	3 Years. 

Name of Variety. 
Date 	'Yield 	Date 	Yield 	Date 	Yield 

of 	per 	of 	per 	ofPer 	
Average 

	

 Seeding. 	Acre. 	Seeding. 	Acre. 	Seeding. 	Acre. 	Yield.  

Bush. 	 Bush. 	 Bush. 	Bush. Red Fife, sown by- 

	

Drill    April 24.. 	1750 May 	4.. 	3618 May 12.. 	2400 	26'2 
Broadcast 	 ' 	24.. 	11 . 40 	" 	4. 	2540 	" 	12.. 	2020 	193 
Press-drill 	 " 	24.. 	1840 	" 	4.. 	3820 	" 	12.. 	3020 	296 

Showing in an average of three years, over three bushels per acre in favour of press-
drill vs. drill, and nearly 10 bushels in press-drill vs. broadcast. 

AVERAGE YIELD PER ACRE FOR THREE YEARS IN TEST OF SOWING WHEAT AT DIFFERENT 
DEPTHS. 

* 2 years. 

In 1893, the one inch in depth was destroyed by winds, so that in this test the 
average is for two years only. The tests of one inch indepth show that depth to be not suffi-
cient to resist winds and dry weather. The three inches deep, the past year gave nearly 
three bushels more per acre than either one or two inches, while the average for three 
years is in favour of two inches by two bushels per acre. 

CROSS-BRED WHEATS. 

In the cross-bred varieties of wheat little or no difference could be seen between the 
different varieties while growing. 
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When threshed, however, considerable difference was found in yield and quality of 
the grain, but on account of the season being so unfavourable, a just estimate cannot be 
made of their value from this year's results. Following will be found names, parentage, 
date of sowing and ripening, weight and yield of the hybrids :— 

Weight 
Name of Variety. 	 Parentage. 	 Sowa, 	Ripe. 	Yield. 	per 

Bushel. 

Male. 	Female. 	 Bush. lbs. 	Lbs. 

Major 	 White Fife 	Ladoga 	April 21.. Aug. 	8.. 	19 	20 	a 
Percy  	Red Fife 	 it 	 t 

" 	21.. 	" 	10.. 	19 	10 	62-i 

	

" 	 " 	21.. 	" 	8. 	18 	20 	63 Preston 	 ....... 
Huron 	White Fife 	it 	

" 	 21.. 	" 	10.. 	17 	30 	62 
Crown 	. 	fi 	 td 	

" 	 21.. 	" 	8.. 	17 	— 	6  • 

Advance 	 Red Fife 	 it 	
" 	 21.. 	" 	8.. 	16 	40 	62 

Alpha 	 White Fife 	44 	
" 	 21.. 	" 	10.. 	16 	40 	62 

Blenheim 	fL 	 it 	
" 	 21.. 	" 	10.. 	15 	50 	62 

Stanley 	 Red Fife 	 «. 

	

444 	
.... 	 ... 	 " 	 21.. 	" 	8.. 	15 	30 

Ottawa   	" 	21.. 	" 	6.. 	15 	30 	61 
Captor.... 	.. 	. 	... ....... White Fife 	«. 	.. 	.... 	" 	21.. 	" 	8.. 	15 	— 	61 
A. No. 1 	  Red Fife 	 "  	" 	21.. 	" 	8.. 	13 	20 	61 

- 

GEIneacie RESITLTS OF WHEAT TESTS, 1894 AND 1892-93-94. 

1. In the/result of the tests made the past season, no one variety of wileat has 
proved much 'aperior to the others as far as yield is concerned, but in quality the fol-
lowing wer r luch the best :- 

Prestc4u,Pringle's Champlain, Rio Grande, Wellman's Fife, Dions, Huron, Red 
Fern, Rec' ..i.e, White Russian, White Connell, White Fife, Mars, Gehun, and Hers-
son  Bear/ d. 

2. iil the week apart tests the average of three years points to the sea-son between 
20th April and 20th May, as 

tests, 
	the proper time to sow wheat as far as yield is con- 

cerned, Hut frost is not taken into account in these tests and should be considered. 
3. 1e average of three years' trial of Press-drill, Drill and Broadcast sowing is in 

favour o the Press-drill very considerably. 
4. Que bushel of seed per acre has given best results in three years' tests. 
5. Wheat sown three inches deep gave best results the past season, but the average 

for three years is in favour of seeding 2 inches deep. 
6. No gain resulted from Cross-seeding in the test of the past season, and if time in 

sowing is considered, a loss took place. 
7. Fallow-worked land, as it always has done, gave the best returns. 	. 
8. Treating seed wheat with Blue-stone has again demonstrated its great value in 

killing the smut-germs and saving the grain from being perfectly useless. 

BARLEY. 

Twenty-nine varieties of barley were sown last spring, of which 17 were old and 12 
new sorts, 15 kinds being 2-rowed and 14 varieties 6-rowed. The 12 new sorts included 
6 hybrids, produced at the Central Experimental Farm by crossing 2-rowed with 
6-rowed barleys, some of which are very promising, but on account of the extremely dry 
season gave poor returns. 0 
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TEST OF VARIETIES ALL SOWN THE SAME DAY. 

Twenty-eight varieties were sown the same day by drill on -A acre plots of fallow 
land, sandy loam ; all the plots were promising until dry weather set in. As will be 
seen by the following results, the yield was small in every case. 

BARLEY—TEST OF DIFFERENT VARIETIES SOWN THE SAME DAY. 

ci) 	e 	,g 	 ca r.. .... 

	

,o• 	CC 	 0 , 	,e 	 OD  
Date 	Date of 	e 	.... 	;.. " 	..., 	Kind 	.5 	Yield 	ci? 

	

ce ,..., 	c 	a) `° 	e Name of Variety. 	 of 	ripen- 	"7.:,  c 	..c 	-.,-', 	re 	of 	-. 	 Per 	-..--..g 
sowing. 	ing. 	ô 	1,1 	LI 	fc 	head. 	In 	acre- 	in-c 

	

6cû 	Is 	cû. 	 'c'ô 	 Zi 

	

Z 	a o 	a 

Ins. 	Ins. 	Lbs Bus. lbs. Lbs 
Odessa 	 May 10 Aug. 	1 83 	20 Stiff 2 	6 rowed. 125 23 36 	48 
Oderbruch  	" 	10 July 28 79 	18 	" 	2 	" 	109 22 	44 	51 
Danish Chevalier 	" 	10 Aug. 11 93 	18 	" 	3 	2 	" 	116 21 	42 	53 
Rigid 	" 	10 	" 	1 83 	19 	" 	21 6 	" 	109 20 — 	52 
Mensury ... . 	...... 	.... 	..... 	..  	" 	10 	" 	1 	83 	18 	" 	2t 	" 	113 	19 	38 	48 
Kinver Chevalier.  	" 	10 	" 	10 92 	18 	" 	3 	1/ \''\, 	111 19 	18 	54 
Royal    	" 	10 	" 	1 83 	16 	" 	2i 	1 	10a 19 	8 	49 
Rennie's Improved    	" 	10 	" 	10 92 	18 	" 	2  	109 18 36 	53 
Thanet .  	" 	10 	" 	12 94 	19 	" 	3 	, 	120 18 36 	Mt 
Phoenix .. . 	. 	... 	. 	..... 	. 	... 	

-  
	" 	10 	" 	8 	90 	18 	" 	24 	6 	" 	108 	17 	34 	50 

Prize Prolific 	 " 	10 	" 	11 93 	19 	" 	3 	2 	" 	119 17 	34 	53-i 
Petschora 	" 	10 	" 	1 83 	16 	" 	2 	6 	" 	102 16 	42 	45 
Trooper  	" 	10 ' " 	10 92 	16 	" 	2 	" 	101 16 	42 	51 
Beaver   	" 	10 	" 	10 92 	18 	" 	3 	2 	" 	114 16 32 	54i 
Coinmon, six-rowed 	" 	10 	" 	1 83 	16 	" 	2 	6 	" 	e9 16 	12 	48-k 
Baxter's six-rowed 	" 	10 	" 	1 83 	19 	" 	2 	" 	11'9 15 	30 	48 
Summit    	" 	10 	" 	10 92 	19 	" 	2 	" 	12 1 15 30 	52 
California Prolific.... 	.. 	.........  	" 	10 	" 	11 	93 	18 	" 	2 	2 	" 	re 15 	30 	53 
Newton   	" 	10 	" 	9 91 	18 	" 	2 	" 	11C 15 30 	5 
Improved Chevalier  	" 	10 	" 	11 93 	18 	" 	3" 	112k 15 30 
Bolton 	" 	10 	" 	6 88 	22 	" 	n 	" 	1z8 15 — 
Surprise   	" 	10 	" 	11 93 	15 	" 	DI 6 	" 	6 12 24 
Victor.  	" 	10 	" 	9 91 	20 	" 	2i, 	" 	122 12 	24 
Canadian Thorpe 	" 	10 	" 	11 93 	18 	" 	2.4,1  2 	" 	115 12 24 	54 
Sidney  	" 	10 	" 	10 92 	19 	" 	2:4 	" 	121 12 	24 	53t 
Duckbill   	" 	10 	" 	11 93 	18 	" 	24 	" 	110 11 	32 	53t 
Type L—Hyb 	" 	10 	" 	11 93 	19 	" 	2i 	" 	122 10 20 	54 
Pioneer  	" 	10 	" 	1 83 	19 	" 	24 	" 	119 	6 34 	524 

RESULT OF SOWING BARLEY AT DIFFERENT DATES ON 11-0- ACRE PLOTS. 

In this test Canadian Thorpe, a two-rowed sort, and Oderbruch, a six-rowed variety, 
were used, The soil was clay loam. 

All the plots of two-rowed were poor ; the first two sown being very short and 
weak in the straw. The six-rowed, on the other hand, while short in straw, stood the 
dry weather much better and ripened evenly, in the order sown, several days earlier than 
the two-rowed. 

The best time to sow barley, as indicated by the results of this test, is from 1st to 
15th May, these dates being substantiated by the results of the same test for the past 
three years. 

In addition to this year's test, the dates of seeding and yields for 1893 and 1892 
are given with average yield for the 3 years. 
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BARLEY—RESULTS OF EARLY, MEDIUM AND LATE BOWLEG. 

ii 	.d 	É tio 	,.1 	ii 	ce 	g.. 	 131  
0• z: 	0 	o ,... 	..0 	 g..-e, 

Date 	Date of t> 	15. 	ge„ stn 	Bind 	.5 	Yield 	a2)  

	

Name of variety, 	 of 	ripen- 	ID .4 	..c 	-g 	..0 	of 	... 	per 	...> 
sowing. 	ing. ""d 	ro 	,.. 	to  Head. 	fe, 	acre. 	". Pc  

...1 	a 	.3 	a 

.-, 	cR 	.4 	4 

	

_ 	 Z s, 	r...) 	A 	e 
Ins. 	Ins. 	Lbs Bus. lbs. Lbs 

I Canadian‘ Thorpe   Apr. 24 Aug. 	4 103 	24 Stiff 2 	Good. 	90 11 	12 	53 
	 May 	1 	" 	29 112 	18 	" 	2 	" 	82 10 — 	54 

 	" 	8 	" 	4 	89 	18 	" 	2 	" 	96 13 26 	53 gg 	.... 	....... 	... 	.  	" 	15 	" 	20 	98 	16 	" 	2 	" 	95 	13 	26 
 	" 	22 	" 	14 	85 	20 	" 	2Ij Fair. 	93 12 	36 ‘g 	 " 	29 	" 	14 	78 	20 	" 	2 	" 	85 11 	32 	51 

Oderbruch.   Apr. 24 Aug. 	1 107 	18 	" 	2 	Good 	96 14 18 	52 
	 May 	1 	" 	1. 	93 	18 	" 	2 	Fair. 	100 20 20 

.... ..... .. 	.......... 	...  	" 	8 	" 	4 	87 	17 	" 	2 	Good 	99 	19 	28 
15 	" 	2 	82 	16 	" 	2 	" 	100 21 	22 	51 
22 	" 	9 	80 	18 " 	2 	" 	97 15 — 	52 4 i  	" 	29 	" 	11 	75 	19 	" 	2 	" 	96 15 — 	5 

AVERAGE yield per acre, for three years, of barley sown in week-apart test, 1894-93-92. 

1894. 	 1893. 	 1892. 	3 Years. 

	

Name of Variety. 	  

Date of 	Yield 	Date of 	Yield 	Date of 	Yield 	Average 
Seeding. 	per acre. 	Seeding. 	per acre. 	Seeding. 	per acre. 	Yield. 

Bush. lbs. 	 Bush. lbs. 	 Bush. lbs. Bush. lbs. 
Th 

	

Canadia ' orpe .... 	April 24.. 	11 	12 	. 

	

...., 	April 24.. 	35 	00 	April 18.. 	18 	40 	21 	33 

	

.... 	May 	1.. 	10 	00 	= 	May 	1.. 	43 	06 	" 	25.. 	34 	24 	29 	10 

	

 	" 	8.. 	13 	26 	-9, 	" 	8.. 	42 	04 	Not sown. 	27 	39* 

	

 	" 	15:. 	13 	26 	l'à 	" 	15.. 	37 	44 May 	9.. 	30 	10 	27 	10 
f 4 

	

.... 	g:: 	lî M 	4  	g:: 	g r2 	‘" 	g:: 	e 	g g )" 
Oderbruch 	  April 24.. 	14 	18 	•ci: April 24.. 	36 	42 Ap 	5  

	

........ May 	
1... 	31i. 	1(2  ) 	e94 	U14  

" 	 May 	1.. 	20 20 	e May 	1.. 	42 	24 
.. ... 	.. 	. 	" 	8.. 	19 	28 	f. 2 	" 	8.. 	40 	00 	Not sown. 	29 	38* 

	

 	" 	15.. 	21 	22 3 ;, 	" 	15.. 	30 	10 May 	9.. 	41 	32 	31 	05 

	

 	" 	22.. 	15 	00 g --k, 	" 	22.. 	30 	00 	" 	16.. 	46 	32 	30 	27 
" 	... 	. 	..... 	" 	29.. 	15 	00 	pq 	" 	29.. 	31 	22 	" 	23.. 	44 	22 	30 	15 

* Two years only. 

FIELD PLOTS OF BARLEY. 

Four field lots were sown on May 8th, in fields of 3 acres ea,ch. The varieties of 
seed chosen for these were among the best two-rowed sorts. The soil was a clay loam. 
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All  lots came up evenly and promised well at first, but later on they came to a stand-
still and for a long time made very little growth, and when the heads struggled through, 
they were very short and poorly filled. The following are the results :— 

BARLEY IN FIELD PLOTS OF 3 ACRES EACH. 

	

0 e 	› 

	

..,P,e, 	..... 	 Weight 

	

Date of Date  of 	•Ei ° 	° ' Ch 	te 	– • Ki d 	f 	f St aw 	Yield 	Weight 

	

4. 	...e ' 	MSC 	r ..z  .. 	n 	o 	o 	r 
Name  of VarietY* 	Sowing. ' 	RiPen- 	 '' c'n ofStraw.il 	He ad. 	per 	per acre. 	Per  

	

mg. °. 	W 	 acre. 	 Bushel. 

	

'' 	i-li 	 a 
In 	 In. 	 Lbs. 	Bush. Lbs. 	Lbs. 

Newton 	May 8.. Aug. 15 	100 	18 Stiff.. .... 	2 	2-rowed .. 	1,500 	19 	20 
California Prolific.. 	" 	8.. 	" 	14 	99 	18 	"  	2 	" 	.. 	1,450 	18 	30 	52 
Kinver Chevalier... 	" 8.. 	" 	15 	100 	16 	"   3 	" 	.. 	1,325 	16 	— 	53 
Goldthorpe. 	" 8.. 	" 	15 	100 	17 	"  	4 	" 	.. 	1,200 	14 	20 	52i 

TEST OF PRESS-DRILL VS. DRILL. 

In this test the plots were T1F  of an acre, clay loam : the results, as will be seen in 
the following table, are in favour of ordinary drill by 2 bushels 4 lbs. per acre. In 
1893 the returns were in favour of press-drill by 7 bushels per acre. 

The plots were on summer fallow, and seed was sown at the rate of 2 bushels per 
acre and both on the same day. 

bi, 	• e 

	

›,,-• 	....., e 	 Weight 11 	 Weight 

	

Date of DRai te °_f 	ig i 	,. i - - - , Character 	-d 	 of Straw 	Yield Name of Variety. 	seviing. 	Pen 	...8., 	il 	of straw.  75u ci,ss 	
Head. 	 per 

	

Per 	Per  acre ' 	Bushel. ing• 	• 

	

 
'' 	

e 	 g 	 acre. 
 :1 	 a 	

•  
- 

In 	 In. 	 Lbs. 	Bush. Lbs. 	Lbs. 
California Prolific- 

	

Drill    May 15. Aug. 20 	98 	18 Stiff.. 	2 	Good 	122 	16 	12 	53-  à 
Press-drill.... 	.. 	" 	15. 	" 	17 	95 	17 	.‘  	4 	" 	. 	.. 	113 	14 	8 	. 	54• 

TEST OF SOWING DIFFERENT QUANTITIES OF SEED PER ACRE. 

In the above test which was made on clay loam on plots of /10- acre each, 11 bushels 
per acre sown on May 15th yielded 13 bush. and 36 lbs. per acre, and 11 bushels sown 
same date produced 15 bush. and 30 lbs. per acre. The same variety (California 
Proli fic) and the same quantities of seed sown May 8th, 1893, gave 43 bush. 44 lbs. and 
44 bush. and 28 lbs. respectively, per acre. In this year's test the two plots were sown 
on fallow by drill. 
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""e 
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,r5  

o 
"a 7j. 
b0 
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Head. Date of 
Sowing. 

Date of 
Ripen-

ing. 
Character 
of Straw. 

Weight 
of Straw 

per 
acre. I 

Yield 
per acre.  

Weight 
Per 

BusheL 
Name of Variety. 

98 
98 

In. 

16 
17 

GO( 
66 

California Prolific-- 
1î bush. 

do
aer  acre.. May 15. 

" 15. 
Aug. 20 ‘‘ 20  

In. 
Stiff.. ... 

66 

Bush. Lbs. 

15 20 
13 36 

Lbe. 

51i 
52 
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Naine of Variety. 

California Prolific- 
1 lb. Bluestone to 10 

bushels seed 	 
1 lb. Bluestone to 7 

bushels seed 	 
Untreated .... 

May 15. 

" 15. 
" 15. 

" 

0 , 

Aug. 20 
20 

 20  

98 

98 
98 

D
at

e  
of

  S
ow

in
g.

  
se 

-o 

o 

3 

o 

se 

)-4 
19 

19 
15 

1.1 
g 
n •n 

° 

Stiff. 
o 
it ..• 

Head. 

Good. 

Uneven.  . 

o 
so  a 

t-
Q 

 

o "51  

221 

Good 
Heads. 

600 

570 
488 

-5 

A a 
126 

123 
86 

:4)  
Is  

A 
1:14 

s. 

A 

Bad 
Heads. 

0 
0 

27 
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TEST OF BLUESTONE >OR SMUT IN BARLEY. 

For several years many of the varieties of barley have been affected with smut. 
Bluestone having been used on seed in spring of 1893, with satisfactory results, a test 
was made during the past season which also proved satisfactory. 

The plots were 110- of an acre each, soil, clay loam, and they were all sown on the 
same day, at the rate of 2 bushels per acre, by drill on fallow-land, with the fallowing 
results  :- 

Name of Variety. 

California Prolific-- 
Stubble-ganged 	 
Fallow 	  

Ci 

(g. 

121 "F-7 
7 34 

16 30 

Proportion 
Rusted. 

a 
47i Not rusted. 
53 	" 

se 

94 
98 

W
ei

gh
t  o

f  S
tra

w
.  

D
at

e  
of

  S
ow

in
g.

  

' 

!t>.4 
b%). 

Head. 

Small .. 
Good... 

Aug. 15 
" 20 

Le
ng

th
 of

 St
ra

w
.  

'6' le; 
cn 

Stffi.. 

Ce
.  In

ch
.  

I L
en

gt
h

 o
f H

ea
d.

  

12 
17 

a 
73 

109 
May 14. 

" 15. 

TEST OF STUBBLE VS. FALLOW. 

California Prolific barley was used in this test on -110- acre plots, clay loam. 
The stubble land had been under wheat the year previous and was fallowed the 

year before that. This spring the stubble was gang-ploughed 3 inches deep. Seed sown 
before ploughing and land well harrowed after. 

The fallow yielded 16 bushels 30 lbs. and the stubble 7 bushels 34 lbs. per acre. 
The same variety sown on fallow on May 9th, 1893, gave 49 bushels 10 lbs. and 
stubble (fall ploughed) 41 bushels 32 lbs. per acre. 

Plots sown  by drill at the rate of 2 bushels per acre. 
STUBBLE VS. FALLOW. 

GENERAL RESULTS OF BARLEY GROWING FOR SEASON OF 1894. 
1. In the test of varieties sown on same date, no one variety proved much superior 

to the others all suffering from prolonged dry, hot weather. 
2. In the week-apart tests, the plots sown between  let and 15th May, gave the 

best results, and in 1892 and 1893, the plots sown during that period also gave the best 
returns. 

3. One and three quarter bushels per acre has given better results in this year's 
test and in test of 1893 than 11 bushels. 

4. Blue-stone kills smut germs on barley, and should be generally used. 
5. Fallow-land gave a fair return this year, while grain on stubble-land was not 

worth cutting. 
OATS. 

The oat crop throughout the Territories suffered greatly from the dry and hot 
weather during the growing season. Where the crop was sown on fallow-land, fair, and 
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in some localities where rain favoured them, good returns were obtained ; but the general
practice being to sow oats after two or more crops of wheat have been taken off the
land, often without ploughing, the result in many districts has been an almost or entire
failure of the oat-crop.

On the Experimental Farm, the crop suffered from lack of rain, quite as much as
in other sections, and, on any land except fallowed, was hardly worth cutting.

One field of 5 acres promised so poorly that it was ploughed up. Two other fields
of 10 and 20 acres each in extent, sown on stubble-land, were hardly worth cutting.

These fields were sown for fodder purposes, but on account of the straw being so
short were allowed to remain and cut when ripe.

On fallow-land, the crop was fair, the straw of all varieties being short and thin
on the ground, but producing fairly good returns considering the unfavourableness of

the season.
TEST OF SOWING DIFFERENT VARIETIES OF OATS ON SAME DATE.

Thirty-nine varieties were sown the same day on fallow, by drill at the rate of 21

bushels per acre.
Many of these plots were injured after the grain was 5 or 6 inches high by winds

blowing soil from adjacent fallow through them, thereby injuring the tender blades.
The results of the test are given in the followinla table :-

ame of Variety.
haracter of

SoiL
ize of
Plot

ate of
Sowing.

•

m
^

ô?

6^A

m
A
^

ô^

Z

m
^
ô
ÿ

Ca

ô

m

â^

^,

ô
.

G

ind of
Head.

vl

ÿ
m

In. In. lbs.

Columbus .. .. .. Clay loam .. ^t acre••«
May 4. .

«
Aug. 8.

8.
96
96

29
24

Weak
Stiff..

5
5?'

Branch.
Sided...

10-1
104

Abyssinia.. ...
.

<. « « 2. 90 29 " 7 Branch. l0c
Banner.. • ,< ' « < 6 94 25 Weak 5^ " 10f
Holstein Prolific..

anTriumphiA
„ «

.
• 4. 92 24 `

"
^ " •

"
1^
104cmer 10. 98 29 .

Bavarian. . .
Imported Irish.... July 28.

28.
85
85

26
24 Stiff.. 6 " .

IV
10

Poland . . . • • ,. ' « 6Aug 94 26 "
6

" . 10.
Golden Bcauty.... • „ . _,

..
« 8 96 26 Weak 6 " . 10£

Abundance.. . .. « • „ • <,
.

« 9 97 29 6 Sided... 10£
Oderbrach........ 1 89 26 5 Branch. 11f
Improved Ligowo. « • 11 ' <<

.
. < 9. 97 30 " 6 " . 10:

^`^allis...... ....
n Beaatyi

•
^

• 8. 96 25 Stiff.. Q " .
dSid

10£
121..caAmer < « « 1. 89 1 28 8 e ...

Cream I':gyptian.. ,< « 8. 96 25
«

6 `....
I

10^
White Russian.... ,< ' << <10 98 26 " 61 ".. . 101
California Prolific <i ,< <

.
« 4. 92 26 Weak 5 Branch. 10;

Early Etampea.... •• •• " 4. 92 25 Stiff.. 5 Sided... 10!
Bosedale......
Ren nie's Prize • • . July 27. 84 27 " 7 Branch. 10i

White..........
Early Gothland..

«
« •

«
,

«
„

Aug. 8.
Iul 2°

96
84

27
30

"
" <

5
81

Sided...
'Branch.

1
10

onder....hite W^^' « • <. • . Aug. 6. 94 30 Weak 6 " • 1
ln . ..ncoLi « • ,< •

.
« « 4. 92 24 " 5 « . 1

Joanette . . . .. . . .
f

« • < • « _ , July 27. 84 24 Stiff.. 6 ^ " . 10
. . ..Chie .shScotti

" « Aug . 9 . 97 1 27
I

Weak 54 Sided... 1
. . . ..an ...iSiber •

"
,< 10 98 24 " 6 " .. . . 11

Golden Giant..... ,.
« « .

" 1 89 ^ 27 " 7 Branch. 1
rohangel..lEarly « • 11 • .<

.
" 13. 101 22 " 6 . 11

ommtersoulackCBl • • 10 98 27 6 ided...S 1
Black Tartarian... «

.
July 26. 83 22 Stiff.. 6 Branch. 1

Bonanza... ...... « • ,< « . Aug. 8. 96 24 Weak 6 Sided... 1
Cluster ....Giant « „

.
• .• ,Iuly 26. 83 23 " 6 Branch. 1

....me......elcow
Flying Scotchman Aug. 1. 89 26 Stiff..

`
g .< 1

English White....
omBll " " •

8.
« 8•

96
q6

27
25 Weak

"
Sided...

h
1
1....oesyEar , 8 96 18 5 Branc^ .

White Monarch... « «
.

IJuly 26. I 83I 22 Stiff.. 6 " . 1C
Prize Cluster. .... ..

Aug. 4, 92 24 Weak 5 " • 1

- lba
27 32 421
27 32 41
27 12 37+ÿ
2r 2 40
26 16 391^
25 30 3î4

,25 - 44J
25 - 42^
25 - 3
2â - 3
24 24 41

,^24 4
-'24 4
;,23 18
1122 32 43
2L 32 41^

!22 32 37
122 22 371j
22 12 421

i22 2 42

09J22 2 41^
5 22 2 421
9 22 2 41
04 21 26 39^

2 21 6 411
09 21 6 39
6 21 6 37

00 20 20 4
0 20 20

09 20 20 1 38i
,920 - 43
0 1 20 - 377^
420 - 42

0719 4 4
1719 4 37
0818 8
1317 32j 39
017 22I 4

0015 30
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YIELDS of four principal varieties of oats for five years with average re,sults. 

Name of Variety. 	Year. 	Yield. 	Average. 	Name of Variety. 	Year. 	Yield. 	Average. 

Bus. lbs. Bush. lbs. Bus. lbs. Bush. lbs. , 
Prize Cluster 	1890 	63 	 Welcome  	1890 	74 	30 

	

it 
  	1891 	84 	30 	I  	1891 	78 	18 

" 

	

"  
	1892 	46 	26 	55 	8  	1892 	44 	.. 	59 	6 

 	1893 	64 	 ‘..-  	1893 	78 	18 

	

if 
  	 1894 	17 	22 	 CI   	1894 	20 	.. 

	

Banner 	1890 	58 	20 	 Black Tartaiian 	1890 	74 	30 
if 

  	 1891 	86 	24 	1 	 1891 	89 	20 
4 i 	 1892 	51 	15 	58 	 té 

  	1892 Bl'n out. 	60 	16 "  	1893 	66 	.. 	I 	 1893 	56 	26 
"  	 1894 	27 	12 	 0  	1894 	20 	20 

TEST OF SOWING PLOTS OF OATS A WEEK APART. 

Two sorts of oats, Banner and Abundance, were used in this test on plots of Ile 
 acre each. Commencing on April 24 they were sown the same day of e,a,ch week for 

six consecutive weeks on fallow-land by drill at the rate of 2f bushels per acre. 
The first sown plot of each variety was poor from the time it came up, and gave 

small returns, indicating that the earliest date of seeding was rather too e,arly for oats. 
The sowings of the second, third and fourth weeks gave the best results in 

earliness, straw and yield. 
The dates of seeding and yields for same test in 1892 and 1893 are added to this 

year's test, and, as will be seen by the average of 3 years, the plots sown between 1st 
and 15th May gave the best returns. 

• OATS.—TEST OF EARLY MEDIUM AND LATE SEEDING. 

1894. 	 1893. 	 1892. 	3 Years. 

Name 
of 	 r.. . 

Variety. 	 ,...a> 
•••• 	

.. 	z., ,,,, 	..3 ir, 	..= 	 go 
I-4 	'--- 	 •j_., 	— 	 mi 

ae 	a 	e 	f.f .. 	-i;-,> 	— . 	.e...) =72 	el 	 ›.. 	...,>i 

	

.5 	4 	 ..d 	 4 	4 

	

. 	.  

	

.-0 	.0 	.-.  
Banner 	 Apr. 24 July 11 Aug. 9 108 	19 	4 	38 	Apr. 24 88 28 	Apr. 18 38 	18 	48 28 

	

"   May li 	" 	9 	' 	96 	30 30 	36 	1..; 	May 1 	76 20 	,..7 	" 	25 51 	6 	52 	30 
81 " 	 8 	" 	4 89 	27 32 	36 	à 	" 	8 86 6 	à 	May 9 51 	15 	55 	6 

41  
	" 	15 	" 	11 	" 	8 86 	30 30 	35 	g 	" 	15 87 12 	g 	" 	16 51 	6 	56 	16 

	

22 	̀ 	14 	" 	9 80 	21 	6 	36p; 	" 	22 63 .. 	14 	" 	23 59 	24 	47 	33 "  	" 29 	" 	18 	" 	9 73 	22 2 	37 	" 29 61 26 	" 30 60 20 	48 	5 

Abundance 	 Apr. 24 July 10 Aug. 7 106 	17 22 	36 	t-1, 	Apr. 24 72 	2 	ii 	Apr. 18 25 	. • 	38 	8 

	

"   May 1 	" 	7 	" 	4 96 	33 28 	35 	f. 	May 1 66 6 	1-,,' 	' 	25 47 	22 	49 	7 

	

8 	" 	7 	" 	4 89 	29 14 	35 	-?. 	" 	8 60 30 	..?. 	May 9 44 	4 	44 	27 

	

15 	" 	9 	" 	8 86 	29 14 	37 	0 	" 	15 56 10 	0 	" 13 45 	10 	43 22 

	

22 	" 	12 	" 	10 81 	23 18 	37-i .i.'à 	" 	22 58 20 	e 	" 	23 52 	32 	45 	.. 
"  	" 29 	" 	15 	" 10 74 	28 18 	37 	4 	" 29 46 6 	ill 	" 30 45 	20 	40 	3 



EXPERIMENTAL FARMS. 

OATS-ONE ACRE PLOTS. 

Twenty varieties were sown in acre plots on clay-loam fallowed ; they were sown 
by drill on the same day. Wind hurt a portion of all the plots, but Hazlett's Sei-
zure, Flying Scotchman, Winter Grey and Bonanza suffered the most. 

OATS. ACRE LOTS. 

.E 	b-0 	f..3 	c3s 	g 	.r..1  
-4 	is 	. Z 	• Er, 	't ;-. 	Pi 	g 	rn 	i 	to-g 
0 	0 	 .... 	 Fe EZ 	V. Coheleceer 	P4 	Ln 	..... 	.1:3 	,g 	..:2), 	°_. 	...... 	2 	i8. 	, A Name of Variety. 

 

° ''.0' ,..,..›3 	tof .s 	t 	Ifi 	lo 	• e 	"41  
c.) 	c gE; 	-.> 	-.., 	d A 	a 	d 	a 	a 	"e 	• 	u 

	

, 	.ti-3 	(4 	A' 	z 	t`i 	.11i 	i;4' 

In. 	In. 	Lbs. 1 	.1 Lbs 

	

gl 	i4 
Flazlett's Seizure 	Clay-loam .. 1 acre. May 2. Aug. 8. 	92 30 Stiff .. 8 	Branch. 1,550 37 	14 403/4 
Cream Egyptian 	 ' 	.. 1 	" . 	" 	2. 	" 	1. 	92 26 	" .. 	83/4 Sided„ . 1,400 35 	16 44 

	

Rennie's Prize White" 	.. 1 	" . 	" 	2. July 2,8. 	88 26 	" .. 8 	Branch. 1,125 34 	15 43 
Banner 	" 	.. 1 	" . 	" 	2. Aug. 8. 	99 26 	" .. 	8 	" 	. 1,230 34 	4 

	

"‘ 	... 1 	: 	: 	I. Aug.J ui 24.. 	F9 Pà.  	.-: 	Sided... 1,2g0 ° 	5  1 
eo Rus scot?saiin..an 	. 	. 
Scottish Chief  	" 	.. 1 	" . 	" 	2. 	" 	1. 	92 26 	" .. 	6 i Branch. 1,125 31 	82 40 
Early Gothland 	" 	.. 1 	" . 	" 	2. 	" 	6. 	97 27 	" .. 	6 	Sided...  1,12030 	29 4 
Golden Beauty 	" 	. 	1 	" . 	" 	2. 	" 	S. 	99 30 	" .. 	e i Branch. 1,100 30 	21 4 
Oderbruch 	" 	.. 1 	" . 	" 	2. 	" 	8. 	99 26 Weak 	6 	Sided... 1,175 28 	- 42 
English White 	" 	.. 1 	" . 	" 	2. 	" 	1. 	92 25 Stiff .. 8 	Branch. 1,240 27 	20 38 
Welcome. ......  	" 	.. 1 	" . 	" 	2. July 28. 	88 26 Weak 	6 	" 	. 1,130 27 	11 4 
Winter Grey 	" 	. 	1 	" . 	" 	2. Aug. 1. 	92 26 Stiff .. 	63/4 	" 	. 1,070 26 	10 42 
Abyssinia 	" 	. 	1 	" . 	"2. 	" 	11. 	102 24 	" .. 	6 	" 	. 1,060 24 	641 
Bonanza.  	" 	.. 1 	" . 	"2. 	" 	1. 	92 25 	" .. 	63/4 	" 	. 1,400 21 	28 422 
Siberian 	" 	.. 1 	" . 	" 	2. 	" 	10. 	101 27 Weak 	6 	Sided... 1,095 21 	4 41 
Victoria Prize White 	" 	.. 1 	" . 	" 	2. 	" 	1. 	92 24 	" 	. 	7 	Branch. 1,100 18 	18 43-î 
Poland White 	" 	, .. 1 	" . 	" 	2. 	" 	2. 	93 22 Stiff .. 	6 	" 	. 1,040 14 	30 43 
Black Tartarian 	" 	.. 1 	" . 	" 	2. 	" 	11. 	102 23 Weak 	6 	Sided... 	990 12 	10 37t 
Royal Doncaster 	" 	.. 1 	" . 	" 	2. 	" 	8. 	99 22 • " 	. 	53/4 Branch. 1,050 11 	- 38i 

TEST OF FALLOW VS. STUBBLE. 

Two fields, nearly adjoining, of ten acres each, were sown at the same time with 
bushels of seed per acre. The plot of fallowed land was sown by drill : the stubble 

plot was burnt off and the seed sown on the surface by broadcast seeder and 
gang-ploughed in. 

A second field of stubble of 20 acres was burnt off and sown by drill, without 
ploughing, with 2f bushels of seed per acre. 

For a considerable time the 10 acre field of stubble was very promising, but at last 
it dried up and was with difficulty cut with the binder. On the 20 acre field of stubble 
the straw was longer and gave better returns. On the fallow, although the straw was 
short, the returns were fairly good. 

In the following table the results are given. 

OATS FALLOW VS. STUBBLE. 

.,, 	 - 	 e 	. 

	

--. 	Length 	.. c-ra 	Yield 	..› nDate of 	Date of 	.,..., .e 	 per Name of Va 	 -eiz,... 	e  e .`" . . . 	of 	Head. 	Iv*, 	 1.-14  

	

riety. 	Bowing. Ripening. 	'ci  r '3 	I.. 	- 	 Head. 	jo-  ° 	Acre. 	"e t> .= 
Z 	1. 	o 

Inches. 	Inches. 	Lbs. Bus. lbs. Lbs. 
Prize Cluster- 

	

Fallow   April 25 July 27... 	93 	25 	Stiff.. 	6 	Good. 13000 	27 	10 	42  i 
Stubble ganged inspring 	' 	25 	" 25... 	91 	23 	:: 	6 	Small 	8000 	

7 	
16 	40 

 

" 	drilled in 	" 	" 	25 	" 25... 	91 	25 	 6 	" 	8500 	10 	6 	40 
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Banner Oats, 
Quantity per Acre 

and 
 how sown. 

1894. 1893. 2 Years. 

Sown. [Headed. Ripe. Matur- 
ed in. 

Yield 
Per 

Acre. 

Weight 
Per 

Bushel. 
Sown. Yield. Average 

2 bushels 	  

Pros::seeding, î bushel 	 

May 4 
" 4 
" 4 

July 7 
4i 	 7  

7  
Aug. 4 

" 4 
[4 	 4  

Bus. lbs. 

32 12 
288 
32 12 

Bus. lbs. 

97 32 
89 14 

Bus. lbs. 

65 5 
58 28 

Lbs. 

37 
37 
37 

May 

Days. 

93 
93 
93 
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TEST OF SEEDING, PRESS V8. DRILL. 

In this test the Baruaer oat was used and sown in fallowed land at the rate of 2i 
bushels per acre. 

The press-drill gave 7 bushels 12 lbs. more per acre than ordinary drill and yield 
of straw was also larger. 

As shown in the table the press-drill gave the best returns in 1893 and  is 10 
bushels 25 lbs. ahead in the average for the two years. The test made in 1892 was badly 
destroyed by winds and cannot be given. 

PRESS-DRILL vs. DRILL. 

*, -_, 	 ri, 	e,,;, n ,.., w 	i 	-d 	— É 
' 	

t..5, 5 	 ..5. 	...i. e 	3 ...8 °é  
.: '-' 	o -te .4= 	...., ' Yield 	-..> é Name 	.e. 	Size 	Date 	..-. e 	•° e . 	

p 
of 	'i's «•8' 	of 	of 	° e, 	15 e. "e2  e cn ' 	Head. fc,....e 	per 	.-etc.4 Average, 2yrs. 0—, 	.. 	u) 	,-,...., 	te Variety. 	..à. 	Plot. 	Sowing 	lie 	dx g 	A 0 . 	 - 0 0 Acre. 	•c5  

C.) 	 q 	ZsIC..) 	14 	 ›'• 
— 

.te 	 •,c1 2 , 

o 	. 	 da 1894. 	 .01 	0 	 '',.› 	.5 	.s 	 i 	2- 
e 	a 	• 	a  

r..1 	1—i 	a 	pa 	a 	4 	4 4 
Banner- 

Press-drill. Clayjo'm ila  acre.. May 4 Aug. 1. 	90 	26 Sti. ff 	7 Good . 1113052%2 	12 40 
Drill, 

 3îq Press-dr., 5656 156 
Drill 	 .. 	.. 	66 4 	46 4. 	93 	26 	. 	7 	„ 	07  

• 1893. 

Press-drill. Clay lo'm Ile acre.. May 12 ....... 	.... .... .... 	.... ...... 	.... 1800 
Drill 	

‘ 	
.'‘ .. 	' 	12 ....... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	.... 	...... 	....530  

TEST OF SOWING DIFFERENT QUANTITIES OF SEED PER ACRE. 

I 	

Banner oats were used in this test. Sown on one-tenth acre plots of fallow by drill. 
Two plots were sown at the rate of 2 bushels and 2-1 bushels per acre respectively 

and one plot alongside, cross-seeded withl bushels per acre, e,ach way. 
In this year's test 2 bushels per acre and the cross-sown plot gave the same yielçl, 

both being higher in yield than the plot sown at the rate of 21- bushels per acre. The 
straw on the cross-sown plot was several inches higher than either of the other two. 

Following are the results of this year's test, with date of seeding and yield for 1893 
4 1, 	and average for the two years. 

GENERAL RESULTS OF OAT-GROWING FOR SEASON OF 1894. 

1. Of the 39 sorts tested, sown on same day, where all had equal chances, the 
varieties :—Banner, White Wonder, Bonanza, Imported Irish, Rosedale, Improved 
Ligowo and Abyssinia proved themselves good kinds for the North-west Territories. 

2. In the test made with a view of determining the best time to sow oats, the 
period between 1st and 15th May gave the best returns, corresponding in this respect 
with the same test in 1893 and 1892. 
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3. In the test of Stubble vs. Fallow it is clearly demonstrated that fallowed-land
gives very much better returns, both in straw and yield, than stubble-land, no matter
how put in.'

4. The press-drill gave better results than ordinary drill.
5. Two bushels of seed per acre gave a greater yield than the ordinary quantity,

2^, bushels, and cross-seeding, taking twice the labour at seeding time, was no better
than the plots sown in the usual way.

PEASE.

Twelve varieties of pease were sown on -,Iu acre plots of fallow soil clay loam. Three
of these sorts were again sown in larger plots.

All the kinds were short in straw and when threshed gave small yields, but the
sample was good in all cases.

PEASE.-DIFFERENT VARIETIES SOWN SAME DAY.
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ÿ
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Golden Vine ... Clayloam. l̂ acre May 7..1 aug.3-.
"
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Bright.. 11
2

Well filled 19 10
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Canadian Beauty..
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7
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" 4
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3 89 17 2

«
14 30 64J
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-....... ....iideP

,
11 " 7"

«
GJ 92 20 <. 2 .. ll 40 , 64

1lultiplier.. . . . . . . . . ..
1 16 92 `'0 . . 3 " 11 40 64J

Potter . .
6 92 20 , 2'à 11 10 6565

Centen..ial.... .. .
"

„ 7 ..
6 I 92 21 ". 2; " 11 63

1W \Iarronfat..
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^
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'
, 2 IS8 17 . 121 «

1
10 10 64

Prussiau Blue..... ..
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88 18 ".'2 " 10 4 63
Prince Albert. . .. ..
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«
7 " ` 6 . 92 19 .! 2z.. l ^. 9 40 63
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FIELD-LOTS.

\lummy . . . . - .... Clay loam. .. : : f 31ay 7. .
7

Aug.6. .
" 6

92
92

20
20

Bright..
.

2
2

Well filled
"

117 .
12 35

641
64

^lultiplier .... .... ..
7

..
" 1.. 87 18 ".. 2 " 11 10 64

..l'ride ....... . ..

FODDERS.

GRASSES.

Except on one variety, no satisfactory report can be made this year on grasses.
Out of 16 varieties sown in the spring of 1892, only one is now living. Several were
blown out and others dried out the first year and of the balance only two gave a crop in

1893, namely : Broinus inermis and Lfuhlenbergia sylvatica, the others being so short

it was impossible to cut them.
All except Bromus inermis promised so poorly this spring that it was thought

advisable to plough them up ; consequently, only Bromus tinermas is left to report on.



Names of Grain. 

Grain. 	 Var 

1-(

Pease Golden Vine. 
Barley Prize Prolific  
Oats Banner  

One bu.shel of each per acre. 

	

2/
Pease 	 Golden Vine. 

	

Wheat 	 Red Fife. 

	

Oats 	 Banner 	 
One bushel of each per acre. 

3-(
Rye Spring  
0ats Welcome.  
Barley California Pro 

One bushel of each per acre. 

	

4 R" 	 Spring 	 

	

Oats 	 Welcome 	 
One bushel of each per acre. 

	

5 Rye 	 Spring 	 

• Mar ' 

eat, 

"me 
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This variety gave a fair crop the past season notwithstanding the amount of dry 
weather it had to contend against. 1,1 etting an early start in the spring, the crop was 
assured before the drought set in. 

Bromus inerrnis has been principally sown on fallow-land without grain, but it has 
also been sown on stubble land, with and without grain. It has, so far however, done 
much better when sown alone. . 

A grain crop requires so much moisture, that the young grass plants suffer during 
August or whenever the wet season is over. On this account it is recommended that it 
be sown alone on fallowed-land or on stubble that has been well ploughed and harrowed. 

Fifteen pounds per acre is sufficient to sow as it thickens up the second year. 
After allowing the Bromus to ripen its seed the yield per acre, when cut, was found 

tolae 2 tons 100 lbs. 
The following grasses were sown last spring 
Bromus inermis, on stubble, alone, May 10. 

gan,ed in on stubble
' 
 alone, May 12. 

Bromus inermis and Ilsike, sown together on deep ploughing of oat stubble, May 26. 

FODDER-MIXTURES AND FODDER-PLANTS. 

The result of growing fodder the past season was not very satisfactory as far as 
quantity of production was concerned, but the quality was much better than it has been 
for several years. 

Four mixtures of grain and one variety alone were sown for fodder purposes. 
The mixtures containing pease were not benefited by that grain, as at best they were 

only a few inches high when cut. The best results in yield and quality were given by a 
mixture of rye and oats. 

Hungarian grass and four kinds of millet were sown on spring-ploughing.  Ail  were 
long in germinating, and when rains came, the season was so far advanced that the 
yields were small in every case. 

In the following table will be found results of tests :— 

FODDER-MIXTURES. 

Cut 	Weight 	Weight 
Sown. 	for Hay. 	Prreeacnr.e 	peLyae.re 

iety. 	 Tons. 	Lbs. Tons. 	Lbs. 

	

1 May 	4.. July 10.. 	2 	150 	1 	350 

	

 	i  May 	4.. July 10.. 	2 	50 	1 	300 

	I. 
) 

May 	4.. July 	10.. 	2 	900 	I 	770 
lific 	 

....... 	.... } May 	4.. July 	10.. 	2 	1100 	I 	890 

- 	. May 	4.. July 10.. 	1 	1850 	1 	190 



EXPERIMENTAL FARMS. 

CORN. 

Corn was planted for fodder purposes and, although a very small crop, was much 
better in quality than usual and will, no doubt, give good satisfaction as ensilage. The 
test of varieties was on clay loam. 

INDIAN CORN—TEST OF VARIETIES 

') 	-..É 	
-d 	 -. .:4 	

G> 	 CD 
,—. ..e0

-  .._, n .en  
.2. 
P.4 	591 	t c5 	1 	

..-m 	-1/41  
Name of Variety. 	 's 	-q 	..« 	.2  

`el 	0 	g 	'...> 	, 	 :''' 	...=oa 
CD 	 C. 	 e5i) 	0 	 0 .-;-:. 	 t'ee 	..1%,1. 	. 111) 	t's 	:A 	•F, 	"e 	 a 	...> a 	o u 	5.. 

1-.n 	14 	a 	c., 	-- 	El  k 	A 	C.) 	= 	 e 
-,--- 

.5 	. 	.5 	. 
d 	 ô 2 g 2 

Pearce's Prolific 	hacre  May 29 Str'ng 30 July 26 Aug. 3 Aug. 9 Aug.18 Roasting . 4 1720 2 1400 
Thorobred White Flint 	 " 	" 	29 	" 	26 Aug. 15 	" 	25 	" 	31 ... ... Early milk 4 	760 2 	320 
North Dakota 	" 	" 	29 Fair .. 32 July 31 Aug. 9 Aug.15 Aug. 24 Late milk. 3 1681 2 1640 
Srnut-nose 	" 	" 	29 	" 	.  36" 	26 	" 	3 	" 	9 	" 	18 	" 	. 3 1200 1 	880 
Angel of Midnight 	" 	" 	29 	" 	. 35 	" 	20 July 28 	" 	5 	" 	14 Roasting . 3 	960 1 	840 
Mitchell's Extra Early 	" 	" 	29 	" 	. 18 	" 	15 	" 	23 July 28 	" 	5 Glazed ... 3 	486 1 1600 
Gold Medal 	" 	" 29 	" 	36 Aug. 20 	" 28 Sept. 3 	 Earlymilk 3 	—4 400 
Longfellow 	" 	" 	29 Weak 33 July 30 	" 	7 Aug.13 Aug. 22 Late milk. 2 920 1 1960 

FIELD PLOTS. 

Dorn sown on summer- 
fallow 	 3 acres May 21teng 48  	Earlymilk 4 200 n Dorn sown on stubble .. 	" 	" 	29 Fair 	45  	 ' 	. 3 1900 

l 

BROOM CORN. 

[mproved Dwarf 	 Ar acre May 29 Weak 	 . 	 1920 
Longbrush Evergreen... 	" 	" 	29 	"  	1683 
:California Golden Long 

Brush 	4 f 	11.1L 	29 	f 4  	1560 

HORSE-BEANS. 

Sown in drills were poor in quality and quantity and were cut up and put in silo 
at same time as corn. 

SUNFLOWERS. 

Sunflowers were also sown for the silo. They were a fair crop but as they became 
ripe the black-birds devoured the seeds and a large portion of the field was lost in this 
way. The sunflowers were sown on April 25th on potato land, headed out on July 15th 
and was ripe on August lst. 

RAPE. 

Several acres of rape were sown on June 1 4th, but on account of dry weather the 
crop was short. It, however, afforded a considerable quantity of green fodder during 
October when all other green feed was gone. 

By turning the cattle on the rape after milking, no bad flavour was imparted to the 
milk. 

ROOTS. 

Turnips, mancrels and carrots were a poor crop the past season. For weeks after 
they were sown  the  seeds did not germinat,e but lay dormant until rains came in July, 
then made very little growth until after the middle of September. 
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TURNIPS. 

Thirteen sorts of turnips were sown for test on 28th May, and again on 9th June. 
The last sown came up first and gave the best yield. 

The same sorts and two others were sown on May 29th in field lots, and, as they 
germinated before either of the test plots, they gave considerably the largest returns. 

All were sown on fallowed land which had been ploughed, harrowed and rolled 
before seeding. Seed was sown in drills. 

Following are results of tests both of small plots and field plots. The small plots 
occupied slw  of an acre each, the field plots of an acre each, and the soil in all cases was 
clay loam. 

TURNIPS—TEST OF VARIETIES. 

	

a 	 nzi 	•-e 

	

0 	.51,, 

	

-É o 	
e 	• 	-5 	.,' 	<`-'  

ie ,e, 	rn 	uz 	a 	a 	g 	...> 	... 	...0 
Name of Variety. 	 z 	.,.› 	.... 	 co.._, 	c•,p, 	..7.•• 	ssp.,-.-,.. 

ô 	.2...' 	zili 	P.p..., 	......-( 	c...e.4 
g U 	2 	ei  
`i's .-• 	e" P-1 	P-1 	-5 .,. 	1:5, 	-e -o 	•••z --c 

,.e  o 	...., 	-cs 	....s 	"5 	7,-..4.=-9 	, ,z, ,-. 

	

, 	
9 	713 ei 

	

--1 	e 	,-I 	el 	>I Q 	. 	ct 	' 

E?i 	a = 	4 El  
Westbury's Improved 	Weak May 28 June 	9 Oct. 13. Oct. 13. 10 	640 344 	10 1480 358 
Simmer's Champion 	" 	" 	28 	" 	9 	" 13 	" 13. 10 	520 342 • 	8 	1400 290 
Giant King Swede 	" 	" 	28 	" 	9 	" 13. 	" 13. 8 	1160 286 	10 	400 340 
Rennie's Prize Purple Top 	" 	" 	28 	" 	9 	" 13. 	" 13. 	8 	800 280 	10 	640 344 
Snow-white Globe  	" 	" 	28 	" 	9 	" 13. 	" 13. 	8 	800 280 	10 	880 348 
Bloomsdale Swede 	" 	" 	28 	" 	9 	" 13. 	" 13. 8 	440 274 	9 	1800 330 
Marquis of Lorne 	" 	" 	28 	" 	9 	" 13. 	" 13. 7 	1600 260 	8 	200 270 
Purple Top—Steele  	" 	" 	28 	" 	9 	" 13. 	" 13. 7 	1600260 	8 	80 268 
Jumbo or Monarch  	" 	28 	" 	9 	" 13. 	" 13. 7 1360 256 	9 	1200 320 
Carter's Elephant 	" 	" 	28 	" 	9 	" 13. 	" 13. 	7 	1120 252 	9 	480 
Seed Grosvn on Ex. Farm, 1893 	" 	" 	28 	" 	9 	" 13. 	" 13. 7 	760 246 	9 	1200 320 
East Lothian 	" 	" 	28 	" 	9 	" 13. 	" 13. 7 	640 244 	10 	1600 360 
Skirving's Selected Swede 	" 	" 	28 	" 	9 	" 13. 	" 13. 6 	1920 232 	8 	1640 294 

Average    256 50 	 319 14 

TURNIPS—FIELD-PLOTS. 

Character 
.Name of Variety. 	 of 	Sown. 	Pulled. 	Yield per Acre. 	Yield 

Growth. 	 per Acre. 

	

Tons. 	Lbs. 	Bush. Lbs. 
Giant King or Elephant 	  Fair . .... May 29... Oct. 12... 	19 	880 	648 
Rennie's Prize Purple Top 	" 	' 	29... 	" 	12... 	18 	480 	608 
Jumbo or Monarch 	.‘ 	 "  29. .. 	" 12... 	17 	380 	573 
Westbury's Improved 	44 	

" 29... 	" 	12... 	16 	1600 	560 
Marquis of Lorne 	 .. 	 " 29... 	" 	12... 	16 	1120 	552 
Seed grown on Experimental Farm, 1893. 	"  	" 28... 	" 12... 	15 	1680 	528 
Snow-white Globe 	 IC 	

" 	29... 	" 	12... 	14 	1040 	484 
Purple Top—Steele.. 	 46 	 " 	29... 	" 	12... 	14 	920 	482 
Skirving's Selected Swede. 	 SC 	

" 	29... 	" 	12. . 	14 	200 	470 
Carter's Elephant 	 41 	

" 	29... 	" 	12... 	13 	1840 	464 
Purple Top 	 46 	 " 	29... 	‘« 	12... 	13 	1600 	460 
Simmer's Champion 	id 	

" 29... 	" 	12... 	12 	1200 	420 
Bloomsdale Swede 	44 	

" 	29... 	" 	12... 	12 	400 	420 
East Lothian 	 46 	

" 	29... 	" 	12... 	12 	 400 
Sutton's Champion 	Weak .... 	" 29... 	" 	12... 	11 	800 	380 

Average 	 496 36 

Nome.—The field on which the above varieties were sown in field plots was well sheltered by a maple 
plantation, which allowed the ground to retain the moisture, thereby causing the seed to germinate more 
quickly ; hence the increase in yield over the same varieties in the uniform-test plots, which were sown 
on more exposed grounds, showing the advantage of shelter 'screens of forest trees. 
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MANGELS—TEST OF VARIETIES. 

sine varieties of manu
e

els were tested; they were sown on clay loam, on plots of 
/le  acre each, on May 29, and again on June 9. Seven of the nine kinds were also sown 
on clay loam, in larger plots of i• acre each, on May 29, and on account of shelter afforded 
the field by a maple plantation, which macle germination of the seed much earlier, the 
yield--; per acre were considerably higher than in the test plots :— 

"cf; 

	

Yield 	Yield 	Yield 	Yield 
t,  3 	1st Plot 2nd Plot 1st Plot 2nd Plot 	per 	per 	per 	per 

Name of variety. 	.e. 
e .z 	

Acre. 	Acre. 	Acre. 	Acre. Sown. 	Sown. 	Pulled. Pulled. 	— 	— 	— 	— ..c 0 	 1st Plot. 1st Plot. 2nd Plot 2nd Plot 

	

«é 	..d 	c«; 	4 

	

.pe 	.1"9, 	A 	a 	.°',1° 	J 

	

t-i 	a 	ei 	a 	EEn 	a 	P 	a 
Mammoth Long Red .. ... Weak May 29 aune 	9 	17 Sept. 17 9 1800 	330 	9 600 	310 
Pearce's Canadian Giant... 	" 	" 	29, 	" 	9 

Sept.
" 	17 	" 	17 9 1320 	322 	10 1000 	350 

Mammoth Long Red .. .. 	" 	" 	29 	" 	9, 	" 	17 	" 	• 17 8 1400 	290 	6 1200 	220 
Mam. Long Red—Evans .. 	" 	" 	29 	" 	9 	" 	17 	" 	17 8 1400 	290 	9 960 	316 
Gate Post  	" 	" 	29 	" 	9 	" 	17 	" 	17 8 200 	270 	9 1800 	330 
Giant Yellow Intermediate 	" 	" 	29 	" 	9 	" 	17 	" 	17 8 	80 	268 	8 1760 	296 
Golden Tankard .... 	.. 	" 	" 	29 	" 	9 	" 	17 	" 	17 7 	160 	236 	7 1600 	260 
Imp. Mammoth Long Red. 	" 	" 	29 	" 	9 	" 	17 	" 	17 6 1920 	232 	9 	300 
Carter's Warden or Orange 

Globe  	" 	" 	29 	" 	9 	" 	17 	" 	r 6 840 	214 	7 400 	240 

	

Average    27226 	 291 20 

FIELD LOTS. 

Mammoth Long Red .... 	Weak May 29 	Sept. 15 	10 1840 	364 
Gate Post 	44 	 44 	 29  	" 	15 	 Ille 	400 	340 
Gate Post and Yellow Tan- 

kard (mixed) 	" 	" 	29  	" 	15 	 9 1440 	324 
Pearce's Canadian Giant.. 	" 	" 	29 	" 	15  	9 1200 	320 
Carter's Warden... .... 	" 	" 	29  	" 	15  	9 	600 	310 
Giant Yellow Intermediate 	" 	" 	29  	" 	15 	 9 	300 
Golden 4Fankard ..... .... 	" 	" 	29  	" 	15  	8 1880 	298 

Average 	 '322 17 	 

CARROTS. 

Twelve varieties were sown on clay loam on plots of -g1-6. acre each, the crop in each 
case was very light. 

CARROTS—TEST OF VARIETIES. 

Character 
Name of Variety. 	 of 	Sown. 	Pulled. 	Yield 	Yield  

Growth. 	 per Acre. 	per Acre. 

	

Tons. Lbs. 	Bush. 

Giant White Vosges 	Very 	weak.... May 17.. Oct. 	13.. 	4 	1,840 	164 
Improved Long White 	44 	 .... 	" 	 17.. 	" 	13.. 	4 	1,360 	156 
Iverson's Champion 	 44 	

. .. 	 " 	 17.. 	" 	13.. 	4 	1,100 	152 
Improved Short White 	46 	

.. 	 ". 	17.. 	" 	13.. 	4 	880 	148 
White Belgian 	44 	 .... 	" 	 17.. 	" 	 13.. 	3 	1,920 	132 
Mammoth White Intermediate  	«« 	.... 	" 	17.. 	" 	13.. 3 	960 	116 
Carter's Orange Giant 	44 	 .... 	" 	 17.. 	" 	13.. 	3 	240 	104 
G uerande 	64 	 .... 	" 	 17.. 	" 	13.. 	3 	160 	136 
Early Gem 	 .  	44 	 .... 	" 	 17.. 	" 	13.. 	3 	.... 	100 
Half Long White 	 «« 	.... 	" 	17.. 	" 	13.. 	2 	1,280 	88 
Half Long Stump-rooted  	. «. 	.... 	" 	17.. 	" 	13.. 	2 	1,040 	84 
St. Valery 	" 	.... 	" 	17.. 	" 	13.. 	2 	1,040 	84 

Average  	 122 
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12 
10 
4 

30 
40 
12 
12 
10 
8 
4 

35 
15 

6 
4 

Name cf Variety. 

(Early.) 

Crown Jewel 	 
Algoma No. 1 	 
Lee's Favourite 	 
Early Gem 	 
Wonder of the World. 
Daisy 	 
Seedling No 	 214 	 
Sharpe's Seedling 	 
Early Ohio 	 
Early Rose 	 
Thorburn 	  
Burpee's Extra Early 	 
Pearce's Extra Early 	 
Early Puritan 	 

3 

May 19 Fair.  
" 19 " 
" 19 " 
" 19 " 
" 19 " 
" 19 " 
"  19  " 

" 19 
" 19 
" 19 
" 19 

When 
Matured. 

Sept. 15 
to 25. 
61 

611 

16 

61 

id 

16 

66 

I « 
66 

Quality. 

Medium Watery 	 
" 	Mealy, good 	 
" 	Dry, good 	 

	

SmalL .. Mealy, good 	 
61 	Dry, good 	 

Large .. 	" 	• • 
" .. Wet. 	 

Medium Mealy 	 
" 	Dry, good 	 
" Mealy 	 

Small .. Wat,ery 	 
Medium Mealy 	 

it 	 11 

61 	 55 

• 

,g 
L'ô 

-e 
7.) 
>4 >4 
— 
-É -É e z  1:a 
248 236 
240 2,30 
234 230 
232 202 
204 164 
180 168 
148 136 
142 132 
128 120 
124 120 
100 65 
100 85 
80 74 
BO 76 

Form 
and Colour. 

Lg., pink & wh. 
Round, pink. 
Lg., pink & wh. 
Long, pink. 
Round, pink. 

" white. 
Lg., pink & wh. 
Round, pink. 
Long, pmk. 
Round, white. 

it 	 red.  
" pink. 

Long, white. 

ît: 

.g; 

F.° 
C.) 

64 

46 

66 

Its 

Average 
Size. 

I2n 

248 
240 
234 
232 
204 
180 
148 
142 
128 
124 
100 
100 
80 
80 

" 19 " 
" 19 Weak.. 
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SUGAR BEETS. 

Three varieties of sugar beets were sown, with the following results :— 

SUGAR BEETS—TEST OF VARIETIES. 

	

Character 	Size 	Character 	 Yield 	Yield Name of Variety, 	of 	of 	of 	Sown. 	Pulled. 
Soil. 	Plot. 	Growth. 	 per Acre. 	per Acre.  

	

Tons. Lbs. 	Bush. 
French Red Top.... ..... Clay loam.  's acre..  Weak 	May 28.. Sept. 17.. 	8 	.800 	246 
Klein Wanzleben   	" 	28.. 	" 	17.. 	7 	1,600 	280 
Vilmorin's Improved .... 	" 	.. 	66 	 61 	

" 	 28.. 	" 	17.. 	7 	760 	260 

Average. 	 262 

POTATOES. 

Fifty-seven varieties of potatoes were planted the past season ; thirty-five of which 
were chosen for uniform test, on all the Experimental Farms. The varieties enumerated 
under No. 2 were additional sorts which it was thought desirable to test at Indian 
Head ; they were all planted on plots of -61w  acre each, soil clay loam. The season was 
so unfavourable that no just estimate can be made as to the best sorts for the 17 orth-
West Territories. 

In the uniform test the fourteen varieties first mentioned in the tables were the 
earliest in maturing, closely followed by the next eleven, the remainder of the varieties 
being late. As will be seen, none of the early sorts yielded well and very few of them were 
of large size, but all were of excellent quality. Among the varieties under test No. 2, 
there were six early sorts, four of which were good in size and yield, and all were of 
good quality. 

TEST OF VARIETIES—NO. 1. 

8c-23i 
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POTATOE3-IINIFOR9i TEST-i îo7bt2n2GCd.

ame of Variety.
(

3
^

.C
y

^e!^
^ ô

hen
Matured.

verage
Size.

uality.

ro mF

ô

Û
ro

Û•-m.
M

m.^
U ^^

G

+

Form
and

Colour.

-- --

(Medium)
^

^ ^ ^ a
Sept.26

^

Clarke's No. 1...... .. May 19 Fair... to Oct. 1. Large.. Mealy, good. 220 220 216 4 Lg., wh & pink.
Northern Spy.... .... I ` 19 "

"
'` .
.1

Medium
llS

Dry, good
-6

206
180

206
180

200
140

6
40

Long, red.
inkEarly Sunrise........ 19 .. ma ... .<i p 11

Chicago Market ...... 11 19 ". " Medium Mealy, good.
`

180 180 170 10
" "Harbinger........... " 19 ".. " Small... .. 160 160 120 40

Polaris ...... ....... " 19 ... Good....... 156 156 100 56 " white.
Everett ............. " 19 ".. " ... Wet........ 148 148 103 45 " pink.
Vanier ............... " 19 Weak. " Medium ............ 126 126 110 16
World's Fair......... " 19 1 Wet, poor... 100 100 92 8 Round, pink.
Lizzie's Pride........ " 19 Wet........ 92 92 90 2 Long, white.
Empire State........ " 19 Dry, good... 90 90 85 5 " "

(Late.)
Oct. 2

State of Maine. ... ... May 19 Fair... to 10. Large .. Mealy. .. .. 242 242 234 8 Round, white
Late Puritan .. .. .. . . " 19 " . . " Small... " . . . . . 212 212 199 13 Long, "
London ..............

LI X
" 19
" 19

". " Medium Medium.... 180
180

180
180

172
172

8
8

" red.
" white................ .

American Wonder. .. " 19
.........

Wet........ 172 172 162 10 Round, pink.
Rural Blush......... " 19 Mealy...... 166 166 160 6 I " red.
Pearce's Prize Winner " 19 Wet, poor... 146 146

1
140 6 Long, pink

Dakota R.ed.... ..... " 19
I

".. " Large... 1lealy...... 118 118^ 100 18 Round, red.
I` hite Beauty. ...... " 19 'Weak . " Medium Wet, poor... 110 110 100 10 Long, white.
Holborn Abundance... " 19 ". " Small... " 76 76 10 66, Round,

TEST OF VAEIETIES-NO. 2.

-
Toronto Queen... .- May 19 Fair...

Sept. 20
to 25. Medium '13lealy...... 270 270 250 20 Round, pink.

Clarke's Extra Early.
Algoma . . ... . . ..... .

` 19
" 19

i "..
" ..

11
"

11
Large ..

( "......
.....

200
166

200
166

187
160

13
6

Lg., pink & wh,
Round, pink.

Morning Star ...... .. " 19
I
"... " Medium ".... 150 150 120 30 Long, white.

. . ... . .. ..VanRuard " 19 Weak. Wet ... . .. . . 76 76 70 6 « red.:
Ashleaf Kidney...... " 19 ".. " Small .. Mealy...... 72 72 10 62 white.

(Medium)
Sept. 26

Beauty of Hebron.... May 19 Fair... toOct. 1 Medium Mealy...... 240 240 219 21 Lg., pink & wh.
Early Summer. .... . ` 19 " " Small .. Mealy,good. 186 186 180 6 Long, pink.
Pride of Table, White " 19 ".. " Medium Wet .. . 180 180 155 25 " white.
Pride of Table, Red.. " 19

"
" . "

"
Large.. Mealy, good. 120 120 115 5

12
" red.
" i k& hWhite Elephant...... 19 Weak . Medium Wet, poor.. 112 112 100 n w .p

Early Northern .. " 19 " Mealy,good. 100 100 96 4 " red.
Clarke's Triumph.... " 19 " Mealy. ..... 94 94 90 4 " pink&wh..
Freeman....... ... " 19 " " ...... 92 92 90 2 " white.
Dreer's Standard..... " 19 ".. " " Medium.... 60 60 55 5

(Late.)
Oct. 2 to

American Giant...... . ay 19 Fair. .. 10. Medium 14fealy...... 240 240 220 20 Long, white.
"Green Mountain...... " 19J "... " " Wet....... 216 216 200 16;Round

Assiniboia .......... " 19
" 1

1. . .....
Meal

190
180!

190
1811

180
160

10
20

I

Long It

pink.Sunlit Star .......... 9
"

y. .. .
P 88^ 88 60 28 ^ inkRoundMunroe County... . 19 Weak . oor. .. ., p

"Magnum Boaum.. . 9 . small
V.

Wet, poor. . 60( 60 .... 60 white.1.
Sharpes Queen .... . " 19 " .. I" Medium Poor ....... 48I 48

I
.... 48
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VEGETABLE GARDEN. 

Like all other crops on the farm, the vegetables suffered from the very dry, hot 
weather. A few sorts that it was possible to irrigate, gave splendid results, such as 
celery, cucumbers, melons and tomatoes, but where irrigation wa,s impossible, a very 
light crop was the result. 

ARTICHOKES. 

These made very poor growth. Only a few small tubers were to be found. They 
stand the winter well. 

ASPARAGUS. 

Conover's Colossal, old bed, fit fur use on May 20;  splendid crop. 
50 Early Argenteuil, new variety, planted May 10, doing well. 
50 Mam. Wh. Columbus " 	 id 	 cc 
50 Barr's Mammoth 	cc 	 cc 	 it 

50 Donald's Elmira, from C. E. F. 	cc 	 cc 
50 Conover's Colossal 	cc 	 4i 	 cc 
Plants grown from seeds, Exp. Farm, Indian Head, planted May 10, doing well. 
Seed, 5 rows, Exp. Farm, Indian Head, sown May 15, doing well. 

BEANS. 

Eight varieties were planted ; a,ll were very poor, the season being too dry when 
they were filling ; as string beans they were hardly fit for use. 

TEST OP VARIETIES. 

Name of Variety. 	 Planted. 	Up. 	Fit for use. 	Pulled. 

Burpee's Stringless Green Pod 	May 16.... May 31.... July 15.... August 10 
Thorburn's Extra Early Refugee 	" 	16.... 	" 	31... 	" 	15.... 	10 
Emperor William 	" 	16.... 	" 	31.... Aug. 	1.... 	" 	15 
Wardell's Kidney Wax   	" 	16 ... 	" 	31... 	Jul, 20.... 	" 	10 
Crystal Wax  	" 	16.... 	" 	31.... 	' 	20.... 	" 	10 
Dwarf German White Wax  	" 	16.... 	" 	31.... 	" 	20.... 	" 	10 
Yellow Six-weeks 	" 	16... 	" 	31.... 	" 	15 ... 	" 	10 
Dwarf Mohawk 	" 	16.... 	" 	31.... 	" 	15.... 	" 	10 

BEETS. 

Eight varieties were sown ; all were of good quality except Crosby's Improved 
Eg,yptian and Black Queen. 

TEST OP VARIETIES. 

Bush. Name of Variety. 	Sown. 	Ur. 	Fit for use 	Pulled. 	 Remarks. per acre. 

Lentz 	 May 11.. May 24.. July 20.. Sept. 19.. 	726 	The best ; quality, extra. 
Edmund's Early 	" 	11.. 	" 	24.. 	" 	20.. 	' 	19.. 	484 	Quality, good; shape, extra 
Columbia 	" 	11.. 	" 	24.. 	" 	20.. 	" 	19.. 	363 	" 	extra. 
Crosby's Imp. Egyptian 	" 	11.. 	" 	24.. 	" 	26.. 	" 	19.. 	437 	" 	poor ; shape, good. 
New Victoria 	" 	11.. 	" 	24.. Aug. 10.. 	" 	19.. 	437 	" 	extra ; half long. 
Arlington Favourite ... 	" 	11.. 	" 	24.. July 	20. • 	" 	19.. 	437 	dt 	good.  
Rennie's Intermediate... 	" 	11.. 	" 	24.. Aug. 10.. 	" 	19.. 	484 	" 	good ; hall  long. 
Black Queen 	" 	11.. 	" 	24.. July 20.. 	" 	19.. 	283 	Very poor. 
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CAULIFLOWERS. 

Of the' nine varieties tested, all did well with the exception of Stadtholder, none of 
which were cut. 

gi 
CD •cl 	

- c e É 111 1g 	ni e)  
Sown 	•e> 4 	- 	' - ' 	 ..à. 0  

..7.,,,,,,A 	Fit for 	Fit for 	oa .3' 
'Name of,Variety. 	in Hot 	Up. 	,-....,`o 	 Remarks. 

Bed. 	 6749 	 -Z.  m 
a 	

use. 	use. 	- 
e . a .5 	ca..5, 	 a a 

- 	 A E- 
. 	

D 

. 
• 	 From 	Till 

Early Favourite 	 Mar. 28 Apr. 3 April 29 May 31 July 13 Aug. 13 1 mo. Good. Well headed. 
Giant White Pearl 	" 	28 	' 	3 	" 	29' 	31 	' 	11 	' 	26 1J mo. Best this season. 
Early Snowball .... .  	" 	28 	" 	3 	" 	29 	" 	31 	" 	11 	" 	1 2Ôdys. Very good but small. 
Extra Early White-head 	" 	28 	" 	3 	" 	29 	" 	31 	" 	7 Sept. 15 2t mo. 	" 	44 

Veitch's Autumn Giant 	" 	28 	" 3 	" 	29 	" 	31 Sept. 	1 Oct. 	1 1 mo. Very large. 	Did not 
head well 

L'rge Early Dwarf Erfurt 	" 	28 	" 	3 	" 	29 	" 	31 	" 	1 	" 	1 	" 	44 	 64 

Autumn Giant 	" 	28 	" 3 	" 	29 	" 	31 July 18 Aug. 18 	" 	Fair, somegoodheads. 
Not regular. 

Gilt Edge 	 " 	28 	" 3 	" 	29 	" 	Si 	" 	7 Sept. 15 2f mo. Very fine heads but 
small 

Stadtholder  	" 	28 	" 3 	" 	29 	" 	31 Aug. 	1  	No good. 	None cut. 

CAtBAGE. 

Sixteen varieties were tested. All early kinds did well, but late sorts were a poor 
crop on account of dry weather. 

, 	-o -o 	-o a o 	3 V 	G) G) 

.5 	riE' 0 	"k, 	Fit for 	Taken Name of Variety. 	e 'j 	. 74 	. 	 Remarks. a o 	use. 	up. 

m 	É . 	Fl -:~ 

Chester King .... 	Mar. 29 Apr. 28 May 30 Oct. 	1 Oct. 	15 Late, strong e-rowing, heads small  but 
hard. 

Drumhead Savoy 	" 	29 	" 	28 	" 	30 	" 	1 	" 	15 Late, made fair heads. 
Marblehead 'Mammoth 	" 	29 	" 	28 	" 	30 Sept. 	5 	" 	15 Did not grow to any size. 
World Beater 	" 	29 	" 	28 	" 	30 	' 	5 	" 	15 Good. Even sized heads, all headed up. 
Vandergraw 	. 	" 	29 	" 	28 	" 	30 Aug. 20 	" 	15 Early ; very good ; every plant headed. 
Succession 	" 	29 	" 	28 	" 	30 	" 	15 	" 	15 	4 4 	 4 i 

Early Summer 	" 	29 	" 	28 	" 	30 	" 	15 	" 	15 	44 	 ‘. 
Bridgeport Drumhead 	" 	29 	" 	28 	" 	30 Sept. 15 	" 	15 Late. Poor. Not more than i headed. 
Autumn King.... 	 Apr. 10 	" 	28 	" 	30 	15 	" 	15 Late. Poor. Se,ed did not comeupwell. 
Late Drumhead 	" 	10 	" 	28 	" 	30 	" 	15 	" 	15 Very poor. 	44 	 46 

Mammoth Red Rock 	 Mar. 29 	" 	28 	"., 	30 	" 	15 	" 	15 Fair, about # plants headed well but 
sina,ll. 

Imp. Jersey Wakefield 	" 	29 	" 	28 	" 	30 Aug. 	1 	" 	15 Early. Good. Every plant headed well. 
Mat,chless Flat-dutch 	" 	29 	" 	28 	" 	30 Sept. 	1 	" 	15 Late. 	Did not head well. 
Burpee's all head 	 Apr. 10 	" 	28 	" 	30 Aug. 20 	" 	15 Best cabbage this year. 	Every plant 
Lauderbach's All 	the 	 ' 	headed welL 

Year Round .  	" 	10 	" 	28 	" 	30 	" 	20 	" 	15 Fair. About i made good heads. 
Savoy Vertus 	" 	11 	" 	28 	" 	30 Sept. 	1 	" 	15 The best Savoy. All headed welL 



A few good cucumbers. Fair crop. 
Good crop of picklers. 
Large crop. One of the best for 

pickling. 
Very good. None large enough 

except for pickling. 
" 26.1.. .. 

Name of Variety. 

Date. 

Burpee's White PearL 	Apr. 19. 
Siberian 	" 19. 

Cool and Crisp 	 
White Spine 	  
Giant Pera 	  

Sown in open-No Protec- 
tion. 

0 

- a 

es . 
0n 

Date. 

May 21. 
" 21. 

" 21. 
" 21. 
" 21. 

Remarks. 

Very fine but small. Cut all season. 
Very fine but small. Cut greatest 

nuraber. 
Very good, fair size. 
Very good. Large well shaped. 
The best. Very large. Heavy 

crop all  season. 

0 

C? 

Till 

Aug.20. 
tt 20 .  

"20  
44 20 .  
" 20. 

L• 
0 

4-1 

" 19. 
" 19. 
" 19. 

Sown. 

May 26. 
" 26. 
" 26. 

From 

July 5. 
64 	 5.  

61, 10 .  

" 10. 
" 10. 

Aug. 1. 
" 1. 
" 1. 

July 20. 

Burpee s White Pearl 	 
White Spine.. 	 
New Paris Pickling 	 

New Siberian 	  

Frozen 
66 

66 

ea> e  

fi 
an  

Months. 

It 
lt 
là 

May 15. June22. Oct. 11. Long and white ; upright and 
close. 

20. Veq.  large ; white ; not very solid. 
20. Seed not true ; only 1 dozen 

White Plume. 
" 20.  Ver' large. Similar to Giant 

hite. 
20. Very fine. Large and white. 
20. Extra g-ool. Large, solid and well 

blanched. 
20. Good. White and solid. 
20. Very good. White and solid. 

41 

DeCandolle 	 

Rennie's Giant White .... 
White Plume 	  

Giant Golden Heart 	 

Evan's New Triumph 	 
Henderson's Golden Dwarf 

Paris Golden Yellow. ... 
Perle Le Grand. 	 

June 4. 

" 4. 

44 	 4.  

" 31. " 4. 

Name of Variety. 

•ts 

Es:; «  

Z"g 
Remarks. 

.5. 

z e- 

Aug. 20. 

20. 
20. 

20. 

46 

46 

22. 
22. 

22. 

23. 
23. 

66 23. 
23. 

66 20. 
20. 

20. 
20. 

Mar. 26. 
ti 26 .  
" 26. 
It 26 .  

4. 27 .  
" 31. 

" 31. 

" 15. 
" 20. 

"20.  

66 

r 

F.4 
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CUCUMBERS-TEST OF 7 VARIETIES-SOWN IN HOT-BED AND TRANSPLANTED INTO FRAME. 

CELERY-TEST OF 8 VARIETIES 

CARROTS. • 

Bush. Name of Variety. 	Sown. 	Up. 	Fit for use. 	Lifted. 	 Quality. per &ere. 

Early Scarlet Short Horn 	April 23... 	May 15.... Jul, 	2.... Oct,. 	1.... 	202 	Good. 
Early Very Short.... 	' 	23.... 	' 	15.... 	' 	2... 	" 	1.... 	162 
French Forcing .... 	" 	23.... 	" 	15.... 	" 	2.... 	" 	1... 	202 
Half-long Scarlet Nantes 	 " 	23.... 	" 	15.... 	" 	2.... 	" 	1.... 	242 	Very,good. 
Danver's Half-long  	" 	23.... 	" 	15.... 	" 	2.... 	" 	1... 	242 
Red Carenton 	" 	23.... 	" 	15.... 	" 	2.... 	" 	1.... 	242 	44 

• 

• OP 

1, 3» 
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CORN. 

Name of Variety. 	 Sown. 	Up. 	Fit for use. 	Ripe. 	Remarks. 

arly Vermont 	May 16.... June 	2.... July 25.... Aug. 15 .. 	Good crop. 
reer's First of all 	 . 	" 	16.... 	" 	2.... 	' 	25.... 	' 	15.... 	" 
arly Cory... 	... 	 .... 	" 	16.... 	" 	2.... 	" 	25.... 	" 	15....  
plaw 	" 	16.... 	" 	2.... 	" 	15.... 	" 	1.... 	" 

NOTE-Bv wrapping a few of the ears in paper they were saved for seed. The remainder were des-
troyed by black birds. 

CITRONS. 

S 	 Trans- own Name of Variety, 	in hot b d planted into Fit for 11198. 	 Remarks. 
' 	Frame. 

Grown in frames. 

Colorado Preserving... April 19.... May 21 	Aug. 10.... Grew very large - one plant in frame gave 
. 	 six long-shaped fruits, one weighing over 

20 lbs., and the smallest, 10 lbs. 	The 
other two plants produced round fruit 

	

. 	 averaging 10 lbs. each, the largest weigh- 
ing 16 lbs. 

Common Citron. 	" 	19.... 	" 	21.. . 	" 	10.. . A large crop of fruit. 	One citron weighed 
16 lbs, and crop averaged about 8 lbs. 

Seed sown in open. 

Colorado Preserving... May 26 	 Aug. 20.... 111uch smaller than those grown in frames, 
but the s.ame type, and all fit for use. 

Common Citron... . 	. 	" 	26 ... ...... .... 	" 	20.... Smaller than those grown in frames, but all 
fit for use. 

LETTUCE. 

Sown 	Transplant- 
Name of Variety. 	in Hot- 	ed In 	Fit for use. 	 Remarks. 

Bed. 	Hot Bed. 

Sown in Frame. 

Toronto Gem 	March 29.. April 	20.. May 	20.. Made large, loose heads, very good. 
Garden Queen 	" 	29.. 	" 	20.. 	" 	20.. Made compact heads. 	Best variety for 

	

- 	 forcing. 
All Head 	" 	29.. 	" 	20.. 	̀i 	20.. Did not do well in frames. 

Sown in Garden. 	Scrum. 	Up. 	Fit for Use. 

All Heart   April 	25.. May 	9.. June 	L.  Very good, large heads, fairly solid. 
New Cos 	" 	25.. 	" 	9.. 	" 	20.. Did not do well this season. 
White Paris Cos..  	" 	25.. 	" 	9.. 	" 	20.. Did not do well this season. 
Toronto Gem 	. . 	" 	25 -  ' 	" 	9.. 	" 	1.. Very good. 
New Sensation....  	" 	25.. 	" 	9.. 	" 	1..  Very good, stood dry weather best. 
Golden Queen....  	" 	25.. 	" 	9.. 	" 	15.. Made good heads, but soon dried up. 
California Cream Butter 	" 	25.. 	" 	9.. 	" 	15.. Made very large heads, quality not good. 
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MELONS—MUSK. 

sown  in 	Transplant- 
Naine of Variety. 	Hot_Bed. 	ed to 	Ripe. 	 Remarks. 

Garden. 	 . , 

Groum in Frame. 

Emerald Gem.... 	April 	18.. May 	21.. August 18.. Fit for use till frost came. 	Three plants 
produced 10 melons

' 
 averaging 1 pound 

each. All ripened but four. Quality, 
extra fine ,• red flesh. 

Evan's Superb.... 	" 	19.. 	" 	21 . 	" 	30.. Fit for use till frost came. 	Three plants 
gave 8 melons, ail  ripened but two. 
Average, 4 lbs. Quality, extra good, 
green flesh. 

Montreal Market 	" 	19 .. 	" 	21.. 	" 	28 . . Three plants produced 8 melons, all ripen- 
ed but two. 	Average, 3 lbs. Quality, 

	

. 	 extra fine, green flesh. 

Sown cé Groten in Open. 	Sown. 

Emerald Gem.... 	 May 	26   	 Formed a lot of fine fruit which never 
ripened enough for use. One plant pro- 
duced six long-shaped melons that were 

. 	 ripe enough to bring seed to maturity 
but flavour was not good. 

MELONS—WATER. 

Phinney's Early. Sown in hot-bed April 19th. Transplanted May 21. Ripe 
Ang. 18. 

Two plants gave six melons of very good quality. All ripened. Weight, 6 lbs. 
each. 

MELONS—MANGO. 

Sown May 26 (in open grounds). Ripe August 15. 
Produced a large crop of fruit about the size of an orange. 

361 

LEMON—GARDEN. 

Sown May 26, (in open ground). Ripe August 15. 
Gave a large crop of fruit about the size of a lemon. 

ONtoxs. 

Trans- 
Up. 	planted 	Lifted. 	Bushels Transplanted. 	 8"wnin 	 fo 

	

Hot-Bed. 	 r use. 	 per acre. to Garden. _ 
Name of Variety. 

Prize Taker  	 March 27. April 10.. June 13... Aug. 15.. Sept.. 12.. 	388 
Red Victoria 	 " 	27 	̀ 	20.. 	" 	13... 	" 	15.. 	" 	 12.. 	291 
Southport White Globe 	" 	27. 	" 	10.. 	" 	13... 	" 	15.. 	" 	12.. 	194 
Giant Rocca 	 " 	27. 	" 	10 . 	" 	13... 	" 	15.. 	" 	12.. 	436 
Large Blood Red Wethersfield....  	" 	27. 	" 	10.. 	" 	13... 	" 	15.. 	" 	12.. 	194 
Oregon Long Keeper 	 " 	27. 	" 	10.. 	" 	 13... 	" 	15.. 	" 	12.. 	194 
Red Globe 	 " 	27. 	" 	10.. 	" 	13... 	" 	15 . 	" 	12.. 	194 
Yellow Danvers .  	" 	27. 	" 	10.. 	" 	13... 	" 	15, . 	" 	12.. 	145 
World Beater Wethersfield. .... ... 	. 	April 10.. 	" 	20 . 	" 	13... 	" 	15.. 	" 	12.. 	121 
King of the Earlies 	" 	10.. 	" 	20.. 	" 	13... 	" 	10.. 	" 	12.. 	6p.i 
Fancy Yellow Danvers 	 " 	10.. 	" 	20.. 	" 	13... 	" 	20.. 	" 	22.. 	145 
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Ovlovs.

Sown in open. Sown. Up. Fit
for use. Lifted. Bushels

per acre.

Name of Variety.
New Queen ..................................... April 10..

0"
May 15...
" 15

Aug. 25..
" 25

Aug. 25..
I " 25

...... ...
Small Silver Skin ............................... ..1 ... .. .. .........
Oregon Long Keeper ............................ " 10.. " 15... " 25.. Sept. 12.. 242
Giant Prize Taker ............ .. .............. " 20.. " 15... " 2â.. " 12.. 291
Southport White Globe .......................... " 20.. " 15... " 25.. " 12.. 194
Large Blood Red Wethersfield . . . . . . .... .. .. .. . 20.. " 15... " 25. . " 12.. 194
Large Red Globe .......... .. .................. 20.. " 15... " 25.. " 12.. 194
Fancy Yellow Danvera .......................... " 20.. " 15... " 25.. " 12.. 266
World Beater tiYethersfield ...................... " 20.. " 15... " 25.. " 12.. 194
King of the Earlies ...... ....................... " 20.. " 15... " 25.. " 12.. 194
Large Yellow Danvers ............. ............ " 20.. I " 15... " 25.. " 12.. 194

NOTE.-About a dozen each of the best onions saved from last year, Prize Taker,.
Early Red, Red Globe and Yellow Dâ,nvers, were planted out for seed, and the result
is a fine lot of well ripened seed.

PARS-NIPS.

Name of Variety. Sown. • Up. Lifted. I Remarks.

Hollow Crown ........... ..............
Maltese ................ .......

I4pri1 25..I
" 25..

'\Iay 15.. Oct. 15..
None came up.

Very poor.
No good.

PARSLEY.

Name of Variety. Sown. Up. Fit for
use. Remarks.

Moss Curled .................... ........ April 25.. May 25.. July 1.. IExtra good.
Triple Curled.......... ................ June 4.. June 24.. Aug. 1.. Good. Too late sown.
Double Curled ...... ................. . i .^ 4.. " 24..

j
" l..l 11 .1

PEASE.

Name of Variety. Sown. Up. Fit for
use. Pulled. Remarks.

McLean's Little Gem.. April 25.. May 11. . July 1. . Green .... Very good early pea. Large yield.
American Wonder.... 2b.. " 11..^ " 1.. " Very good.
Yorkshire Hero ...... . " 25.. " 11.... " 7. . yield green peas.Go
Stratagem . ....... " 25. . " 11.. " 7. . " .... Large pods, but not well filled.
Heroine......... . .. " 25. . " 11.. " 7.. " .... Extra good.
Champion of En gland. .. 25. . " 11.. " 7.. .. I Extra good pods. Large, well filled.
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PEASE. 

Pease-2nd Seeding. 	 Sown. 	ITp. 	Fit for use. 	Pulled. 

Name of Variety. 
New Queen 	 May 11.... May 23.... July 18.... Aug. 	6 
Early Star 	" 	11.... 	" 	23.... 	" 	18.... 	" 	6 
Yorkshire Hero   	" 	11.... 	" 	23.... 	" 	18.... 	" 	6 
Sunol 	" 	11.... 	" 	23.... 	" 	18.... July 	18 
Prince of Wales   	" 	11.... 	" 	23.... 	" 	18.... Aug. 	1 
American Wonder 	" 	11 ... 	" 	23.... 	" 	18.... 	" 	1 
Juno   	" 	11.... 	" 	23.... 	" 	18... 	6 
Burpee's Profusion   	" 	11.... 	" 	23.... 	" 	18.... 	" 	6 
Horsford's Market Garden  	" 	11.... 	" 	23.... 	" 	18.... 	" 	6 
Pride of the Market 	" 	11.... 	" 	23.... 	" 	18.... 	" 	6 
Stratagem 	" 	11.... 	" 	23.... 	" 	18.... 	" 	6 
Heroine   	" 	11.... 	" 	23.... 	" 	18.... 	" 	6 

NOTE.—The pease sown in above test on May llth were all well podded, but the dry 
weather affected the filling. 

RADISHES. 

Sown in hot-bed. 	Sown. 	TJp. 	Fit for use. 	 Renlarks. 

Scarlet Olive Shaped 	 Mar. 25.. April 2.. April 25.. Very good. 	Good for forcing. 
Rosy Gem 	" 	25.. 	' 	2.. 	" 	25.. Extra good. 

64 Scarlet Turnip Whito Tipped 	" 	25.. 	" 	2.. 	" 	25.. 	" 
New Pearl Forcing 	" 	25.. 	" 	2.. May 	1.. No good for forcing. 
Brightest and Best 	" 	25.. 	" 	2.. 	" 	1.. 	" 	“ 

Solon in Garden. 

Rosy Gem 	 April 25.. May 	9.. June 	1.. Very ‘good. 

	

25.. 	" 	9.. 	" 	1.. 	Long. Brightest and Best....  	 1  
New Pearl Forcing.  	" 	25.. 	" 	9.. 	" 	5.. Extra good. 
Scarlet Olive Shaped 	" 	25.. 	" 	9.. 	" 	1.. Very good at first but soon became hollow. 

2nd Seeding in Garden. 

Rosy Gem 	 June 	2.. 	 Did not do well on account of dry weather. 
Brightest and Best 	" 	2.. 	 46 	 66 

New Pearl Forcing 	" 	2.. 	 ‘ . 	 64 	 66 

Scarlet Olive Shaped ..... 	" 	2.. 	 di 	 46 	 64 

RHUBARB. 

Stotts' Mammoth. 
Victoria. 
Linnœus. 
Carleton Club.  

Fit for use May 24. 
Li 

44 

44 

Did not do well on account of dry weather. 
Sowed seed in hot-bed on April 20. Transplanted 160 plants into *nursery on June 

8. All doing well. 	 • 

SPINACH. 

Bloomsdale—Sown April 25. Came up well, but ran to seed almost at once. 
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SUMMER SAVORY.. 

Sown April 25; up May  15;  lifted August 1. Very good. 

TOMATOES. 

'É 	e 
me, m 	'le -fs 

+, 	-. 	tri 

	

Sown in 	d...?n 	c9 CD 	,, In 	 Remarks. Name of Variety. 	,-.-_ 	.,__, 	-- ,+.i 	-- P-,..e  , 	ruit. 	Ripe. 
,.. 	. e 	x 
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Early Ruby 	March 28. Apr. 27. May 30. June 12. July 25. Produced a good crop of large 
fruit. 

Atlantic Prize 	" 	28. 	" 	27. 	" 	30. 	" 	10. 	" 	25. Very good. 	Very even in size 
and Shape. 

Earliest of all 	" 	28. 	" 	27. 	" 	30. 	" 	12. 	" 	25. Large crop. 	Not well shaped. 
Everbearing 	" 	28. 	" 	27. 	" 	30. 	" 	12. Aug. 1. Large crop of small, not well 

flavoured fruit. 
Dwarf Champion.. ..... 	" 	28. 	" 	27. 	" 	30. 	" 	20. 	" 	5. Nearly all fruit decayed. 
Livingston's Aristocrat.. 	" 	28. 	" 	27. 	" 	30. 	" 	20. 	" 	L 	" 	i6 

Red Cherry 	" 	28. 	" 27. 	" 	30. 	" 12. July 16. Extra good, heavy crop of small 
fruit. 

Seed sown in boxes 
in  house. 

Early Arctic   Feb. 7.... Apr. 16. May 30. June 5.. July 21. Very good. 	Gave a large crop of 
fine fruit. 

Yellow Plum 	... 	" 	7.... 	" 	16. 	" 	30. 	" 10.. 	" 16. Extra good. 	Very heavy crop. 

FLOWER GARDEN. 

Flowers suffered very much from the dry hot weather, and although a limited 
supply of water was at hand and applied freely, it was of very little use against the blaz-
ing sun and temperature of 95° to 100°. 

Pansies were a poor show until early in the fall, and at this date, November 1, are 
blooming amid snow and frost better than at anytime before. 

Asters made a fine display and continued in bloom for a considerable length of time. 
Dianthus, Mignonette, Stocks and Verbenas did fairly well, but dry weather was 

much auainst them.

n  
A eiaree number of bulbs were received from the Central Experimental Farm in 

November,1893, t,00 late, on account of severe frosts, to plant outside. A few of the 
following :-Narcissus, Single and Double Hyacinths, Crocus and Scilla Sibirica were 
potted in November and kept in the house, and gave a fine show of flowers during 
February and March. The remainder of the bulbs were planted in the garden in the 
sprine, but have not bloomed. 

list of the bulbs and all perennials and annuals is given below with date as to 
flowering and suitability to the North-west. 

A fine lot of Bulbs have been received again this year, the majority of which were 
planted in the garden and the balance potted for house-flowering. 

ANNUALS. 

Asters. -Eight colours, Victoria ; five çolours, Dwarf Bouquet ; four colours, Dwarf 
Pœony Flowered, were sown in hot-bed on April  3;  transplanted in hot-bed on May 1, 
and into open-ground on June 13. All grew well and commenced to bloom about 
August 15, continuing in bloom till first severe frost. A large number were lifted into 
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pots and boxes before they were touched by frost, and being protected, made a very fine 
show in the house for a considerable length of time. 

Antirrhinum.—Dilajus and minus were sown in hot-bed on April 20th and trans-
planted into open ground on June 14th. Both varieties did well ; making a good show 
until first severe frost. No North-west flower garden should be without these. 

Artemisia gracilis.—Foliage variegated, sown in hot-bed, April 19th ; transplanted 
into garden, June 14th. Not more than one-third of the plants were variegated. Makes 
a fair border plant. Seed sown in open on June 1st did not come up. 

Alyssum compactum.—Sown in garden on April 23th, for borders to beds. Came 
into bloom early in June and continued till hard frost. One of the best flowers we 
have for borderinu beds. 

Anagallis grandiflora.—Sown in hot-bed April 20 and transplanted into garden 
June 14th. A very showy free-blooming little plant. In bloom till frozen. 

Abronia umbellata.—Sown in hot bed April 19th, transplanted into garden June 
13th, did well and made a good show. A very good flower for this country. 

Beta Brasiliensis.—Sown for a border to a bed in garden, but was found to be not 
suitable for bordering. «Would make a much better soiling plant. 

Clarkia elegans.—Sown in hot-bed on April 20th. Transplanted to garden June 
20 ; made a good show for a few weeks but did not stand the dry weather. It is however 
well worth a place in any North-west garden. 

Seed was sown in garden on May 12th, but it never came up. 
Calandrinia grandiflora.—Sown in hot-bed on April 20th. Transplanted to garden 

June 13th. Very showy, fine foliage. Kept in bloom until first severe frost. 
Commelina grandiflora.—A very pretty blue flower, but does not stand dry wea-

ther well, nor make much show. 
Convolvulus minor.—Sown in garden on May 12. Made a good show all summer 

and st,00d dry weather well. Should be in every North-west flower-garden. 
Chrysanth,emum Dunetti.—Sown in garden May 12. Seed came up only fairly well, 

but the few plants flowered well up to first severe frost. 
Cheiran,thus maritimus. —Sown in hot-bed April 20. Transplanted into garden June 

13. A nice little plant for borders. Sown in open on May 1 2, plants kept in flower longer 
than those sown in hot-bed and transplanted. 

Dianthus Heddewigii and Chinen,sis.—Sown in hot-bed April 19. Transplanted to 
garden June 13. Both varieties did extra well and flowered the whole sea.son. 

Helichrysum monstrosum (Everlasting). Sown in hot-bed on April 20. Trans-
planted into garden June 13, made a fair show during August and September. 

Eschscholtzia (California poppy).—Sown in garden on May 12. One of the best 
annuals for the North-west. Stands drouth and first frost, and blooms very freely. 

Gaillardia picta.—Sown in hot-bed April 19. Transplanted to garden June 13. 
Came into bloom July 15, and continued until hard frost. One of the best flowers for 
the North-west Territories. 

Helipterum.—Sown in hot-bed, April 20. Transplanted into garden June 13. A 
very pretty yellow everlasting. Flowered quite freely but not very showy. Flowers 
kept well for winter bouquets. 

Helianth,us annuu,s, pl. fi. (Double Sunflower).—Seed was sown in pots in hot-bed on 
April 19, and put out in garden on June 1. None of the plants gave double flowers but 
were very well branched and made a good show. 

lberis (Candytuft).--Sown in garden, April 23rd. Came up well but almost all the 
young plants were e,aten off by the turnip be,.;t1e. The few plants that escaped flowered 
well all through the season. 

Linum granctillorum.—Rose and scarlet flax were sown in hot-bed on April 19th. 
Transplanted into garden June 13th. Both flowered well all through the summer, but 
the scarlet is the stronger grower and makes more show. They were also sown in garden 
on May 12th and did well. 

Scarlet flax is one of the best flowers for the North-west. 
Lupinus.—Mixed sown in pots in hot-bed on April 19th. Transplanted to garden 

June 14th. All the varieties bloomed fairly well, but, on account of the season being so 
dry, did not make large plants. Lupins are well worth a trial. 
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Mignonette.—Seed of Spiralis, Splendens, Giganteum, Aurea, Victoria and Common 
Mig,nonette was sown in garden on May 15th. All varieties did well. Aurea made the 
largest spikes of bloom, but the old Common is excelled by none in fragrance. One of 
the best flowers for a North-west garden. ,  

Matricaria eximia.—Sown in hot-bed April 19th. Transplanted into garden June 
14th. A very pretty plant for borders ; blooms freely and being very hardy is a good 
plant for the North-west. 

Mallow.—Seed sown in border on May 12th. Did not come up as well as usua/ 
owing to dry weather, but plants made a good show most of the summer. One of the 
best flowers for the North-west Territories. 

Portulaca.—Sown in garden, May 12th. Did not do well early in the season but 
made a fair show during August. 

Phlox Drummondi.—Nana Compacta
' 
 Grandiflora, Double Yellow, White New 

fringed and Star of Quedlenburgh sown in hot-bed April 19th. Transplanted into gar-
den on June 13th. All flowered fairly well a,ll season but did not make as good a show 
as the same varieties sown in garden on May 12th. 

Double Yellow, New Fringed and Star of Quedlenburgh are novelties, but do not 
make as good a show as the old varieties. Phlox is one of the best flowers for the 
North-west and should be in every garden. 

Poppy.—Danebrog, Somniferum, White Swan and seed grown on Experimental 
Farm, Indian Head, were sown in garden on May 12th. Very few of any of the 
varieties came up and none of White Swan. The few plants that grew did very well 
and ruade a good show. 

It is hard t,o get the seed of the poppy to germinate in the open ground, or they 
would be one of our best flowers. Two plants received from the Experinaental Farm, 
Agassiz B. C., were very fine, having a small yellow flower. 

Salpiglossis.—Sown in hot-bed April 19. Transplanted in garden June 13. The 
flowers were very fine and made a good show all season. One of the best plants for the 
North-west Territories. 

Scabiosa. (Tom Thumb).—Sown in hot-bed April 19. Transplanted in garden 
June 13. Flowered fairly well, but is too small for this country. 

Schizanthus.—Sown in hot-bed April 19. Transplanted into pots in hot-bed May 1. 
Put out in garden June 13. There were only six plants, but they made one of the 
best shows in the garden—covered with bloom all summer. Two plants were potted and 
did well in the house for a long time. A good flower for the North-west Territories. 

Stocks.—Large flowering dwarf German Stocks in six colours were sown in hot-bed 
on April 11, transplanted in hot-bed in May and out in garden June 13. Two  large 
beds were planted out and were a mass of bloom during the whole season up to hard 
frost. The seed this year was not as satisfactory as formerly, there beine a large propor-
tion of single  with the double-white. Thirty plants were put out, and there was not 
a double dower in the lot. Stocks are one of the very best flowers for this country. 

Sweet Peas.—Eckford's mixed was sown on May 12 in clusters and did fairly well 
considering the season. A good flower for the North-west Territories. 

Verbena.—Verbena Grandiflora was sown in box in the house on February 7, and 
in hot-bed on March 26. The plants started in house were transplanted into hot-bed on 
April 16, and the seed sown in hot-bed transplanted in hot-bed on May 1. Both 
sowings did well; the former came into bloom the sooner, but was not as healthy as 
the sowing of March 26. 

Two beds were set out in garden on June 14 and made a good show all season up 
to hard frost. A good flower for this country. 

Nasturtiums.—Tropfuolum Majus and Minus, were sown in hot-bed in pots, but 
neither did welL The seed sown in gardens, May 12, never came up. 

Zinnias.—Robusta and Pumila were sown in hot-bed on May 1, and transplanted 
to garden on June 14. Both did well and made a fine show till first frost. 

Wild Cucumber.--Sown around flag-pole on May 12. Did well. One of the best 
hardy climbers for covering rockery or trellis. 
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PERENNIAL PLANTS.

Dianthus.-About one-half the plants came through the winter in good shape. The
bed was filled up with plants grown in hot-bed from seed sown on April 3, and planted
out in garden on June 13. All flowered well during the whole season, and the young
plants are strong and healthy.

Pansies.-Did not come through the winter at all well, except a few young plants
• that were transplanted late in the fall. Seed of Best English, Yellow, Black Centre,
Bright Golden Bronze, Finest Mixed Giant and Snowflake was sown on April 3 in the
hot-bed. Transplanted in hot-bed on May 1, and into garden on June 13 and 14. All
grew fairly well, but the summer was too dry for Pansies. They made a fine show in
October, and, on November 1, the plants were still in bloom. All plants are strong
and healthy and should stand the winter well. About 400 plants were grown.

Sweet William.-The old bed came through the winter well and made a good show
for over a month. It has been completely renewed with young plants and another bed
planted, both of which are in good shape for the coming winter.

Forget-me-not.-Two dozen plants received from Central Egperimental. Farm,
Ottawa, were set out, but they did not come to anything on account of the dry weather.

Roses.-The only roses that lived through the winter were two of Marshal P. Wilder,
which gave a few very inferior roses.

Carnation DSarguerite.-Sown April 19. Transplanted into pots May 12, and into
garden on June 13. Bloomed August 1. All good double flowers. One of the best
flowers for the North-west Territories.

Perennial Phlox.-Eugene Schott, Jules Jouy, Boremiham, Virgo Maria, Molier,
Jeanne d'Arc, George Sand, Hamlet, Athis, Sylphide, grew well and flowered.

Hibiscus.-Alba and Rubra, 14 planted; made a growth of two feet, and one plant
flowered.

Helianthus.-Very showy, growing about 4 feet high.
Flowering Flax.-Hardy and very showy. One of the best perennials for large borders.
Yellow Flag.-Very, hardy. Makes a good show of fine colour.
Scarlet Lychnis.-Hardy and showy.
Veronica.-Hardy. Blue spikes of flowers. Fairly showy.
Primula.-Forty planted in garden, but did not do well.
Hollyhock.-Fine plants grown last year came through the winter well and flowered

freely. Two plants from Experimental Farm, Agassiz, B.C., did extra well ; making
a fine show. Grew 20 young plants which are looking very strong and thrifty now.

Platycodon Grandiflorum.-Very hardy. Good showy flow ers.
Sedum.-Quite hardy. Blooms freely but does not make much show.
Double Daisy.-Planted 100 in flower-garden. Made very poor growth, and flowers

were small. This climate is too dry for growing them successfully.
Aquilegia.-All the old plants died. Planted this spring, 11 Aquilegia Chrysantha,

6 alive, 2 flowered fairly well; 6 Aquilegia, 3 alive.
Pæonies.-The old plants all came through winter well, but only one plant flowered.
Planted this spring four new varieties; all dead.
Narcissus.-All the Narcissus planted this spring lived, but very few of them

flowered ; all those which were planted last year are dead.
Tulips.-None of the tulips planted either this spring or last year have done well.

Very few of last year's planting came through the winter.
Fritillaria.-Four planted ; all flowered fairly «-ell.
Iris.-A large number of varieties were planted last spring, sent from the Central

Farm, and, as far as can be seen, are nearly all alive now. It is expected that some of
the hardier forms of Iris will do well in this climate,

FRUIT TREES.

APPLES.

No success can yet be reported in growing apple trees.



Total 	 184 	 36 	I 	148 

Spring 1893. Fall 1894. 

Number 
Planted. 

Number 
Living. 

Number 
Dead. 

Name of Variety. 

Hare Pipka 	. ........ 	..... 	 ......... 
Miron, Grell 	  
Borsdorf No. 402 	  
Simbirsk No. 3 

" Cinnamon Pine . 
Red Streaked 	  
Grandmother 	  
Round Borsdorf 	 
Winter Stripe 	  
Siinbirsk No. 5 	  
Miron Solovieff 	  
Charlamoff 	  
Early Sweet 	  
Green Crimean 	  
Silken Leaf 	  
Titovka, Koslov. 	  
Persian, Bog 	  
Saccharine 	  
Rainbow Reinette 	  
Simbirsk No. 11 	  
Little Hat 	 
White Pigeon. 	  
Orel 27 	  
Orel 5 	  
Golden Reinette 	  
Polumiron  	• 	  
Karabovka 	  • 	 

6 	 2 	 4 
3 	 3 
3 	 1 	 2 
3 	 3 
3 	 ...... 	3 
3 	 3 
3 	 3 

11 	 2 	 9 
11 	. ..... 	 11 

3 	 3 
6 	 ...... 	6 
3 	 3 
6 	 6 
3 	 3 

36 	 18 	 18 
6 	 1 	 5 
6 	 6 

12 	 2 	 10 
3 	 3 
6 	 6 
6 	 6 

12 	 2 	 10 
3 	 3 
3 
3 	 3 

18 	 8 	 10 
3 	 3 

1 
1 
7 
2 
3 
1 
2 

17 

1 
4 

3 
3 
1 
3 
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All varieties planted in 1893 are either dead or so near it that the chances are very 
much against a single tree being alive in the spring. 

The followine
e 
 27 varieties were planted in the spring of 1893, on a plot well pro-

tected by maple hedges. Of the 184 trees set out, and all  living when winter of 1893-4 
came on, 36 are now barely alive ; the remainder having died during the winter or the 
past summer. 

APPLE TREES PLANTED IN MAPLE PLANTATION. 

Thirty-two trees of seven varieties were planted in a maple plantation in place of 
maples taken out for avenue purposes. This plantation collected the snow, in winter 
and afforded protection from the winds in summer. 

The best of those living, in the following list, are barely alive and have very small 
chances of going through the winter successfully. 

1893. 1894. 
Name of Variety. 

Planted. Living. De,ad. 

Saccharine 	  
Round Borsdorf 	  
White Pigeon. 
Polumiron 	  
Winter Stripe. 
Titovka, Kosice. 	  
Moscow Pear   	

2 
5 
7 
5 
6 
2 
5 

32 	I 	15 
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It will be seen from the foregoing reports that a larger percentage lived in the 
maple plantation than on the plot protected by hedges. 

CRABS. 

Transcendent. Ten planted in spring of 1893. All dead on Nov. 1st, 1894: 

HUCKLEBERRY. 

Six planted in spring of 1893. Two living, fall of 1894. 

PLnus. 

Plums, like apples, have heretofore been almost entire failures, but it is expected 
that native fruit, growing along banks of Red River and in other parts of Manitoba, 
may suc,ceed here. Although trees of this variety have been growing for several years 
on the farm, no fruit has resulted, but it is hoped that some of the trees may produce 
next season. 

One hundred seedlings of the wild plum were planted in 1893, and all are doing 
well. For 1895 planting, 42 varieties of this plum have been obtained from Mr. Frank-
land's nursery, at Stonewall, Manitoba. 

Six Orleans Blue, 6 Montmorency and 4 Imperial Blue plum trees were planted in 
1893 obtained from the nursery of A. Dupuis, Village des Aulnaies, Quebec. Of these 
the 4 Imperial Blues are the only ones living at this date. A small plantation was set 
out last spiing with 81 seedlings of the Weaver Plum, and 20 seedlings of Hungarian 
Plum. 

CHERRIES. 

Except with one variety, no success has been achieved in cherry culture. This sort, 
Black Hill,  an improved variety of the sand cherry (Prunus pumila) has  now  borne 
fruit for two seasons and promises to be suitable for the country. 

The varieties planted in the spring of 1893, Old French and Montmorency, obtained 
from A. Dupuis, are all dead except one tree of the latter. The ordinary sa,nd cherries 
(Prunus pumila) planted at the same time are doing well. 

In May last, the following cherries were planted in a plot well protected from 
winds :-15 Ostheim Seedlings, 20 Lithaur Weichsel, 20 Minnesota Ostheim, 5 Carn-
ation, 13 Rocky Mountain and 3 Sand Hill Cherries from Dakota. A plantation of 
180 sand cherries was also set out ; the trees 7 feet apart each way. 

SMALL FRUITS. 

GOOSEBERRIES. 

Twenty-two varieties (58 bushes), mostly English varieties, of this fruit were 
planted in spring of 1893. Several of the sorts died before winter set in, and all but 
30 bushes of 10 varieties have died since. 

8e-24 

114  
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Following is the list, &c. 

Name of Gooseberry. Planted. Living. Dead. 

Leader 	  
Companion 	  
Whitesmith 	  
Early Sulphur 	  
Bonnie Lass. 	  
Eobbie 	 
Governess 	  
Warrington 	  
Crovvn Bob 	  
Queen Victoria. 	 
Improved Early Hedgehog 	  
Dublin 	  
Lancashire Lad 	  
Green Overall 	  
Columbus 	  
Pitmaston Green Gage. 	  
Red Champagne 	  
Whinham's Industry 	  
White Champion 	  
Industry 	  
Downing 	  
Native from Edmonton, N.W. T 	  

1  	1 
1  	1 
1  	1 
1 	1 
2  	2 
1  	1 
2 	1 	1 
1  	1 
2 . . . .  	2 
2 	. 1 . 1 
1  	1 
1 	1 
1 	1 
2  	2 
2 	2 
1 	1 
1 	1 
1  	1 
1  	1 

10  	10 
18 	18 
5 	3 	2 

53 	30 

CURRANTS. 

The following currants were planted in spring of 1893, but have not yet borne 
fruit :—Red, London Red, Versaillaise, Red Dutch, Knight's Early Red, New Red 
Dutch, White Transparent, La Fertile, La Condé and La Hâtive—Black—Prince of 
Wales, Ogden's Black and Baldwin, Dakota Tree Currant. 

BLACKBERRIES AND RASPBERRIES 

The following varieties were planted in spring of 1893 :-50 Stone's Hardy Black-
berry, 50 Shaffer's Colossal, 50 Crimson Beauty, 50 Ohio, and 2 Blackcaps from 
Edmonton, N.W.T. AU are dead except 4 Shaffer's Colossal, 8 Ohio and 1 Black Cap 
from Edmonton. 

STRAWBERRIES. 

The following were planted in 1893 :-24 Parker Earle, 24 Windsor Chief, 24 
Pine Apple and 24 New Domitlion. All were badly winter killed in 1893 and 
remainder died during 1894. 

SMALL FRUIT CROP, 1894. 

The crop of small-fruits on the Experimental Farm has, on the whole, been very 
poor the past season. 

Currants, Red, White and Black produced abundantly, but the fruit was very much 
smaller than usual on a,ccount of the dry weather. Raspberries promised extra well 
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early in the season, but were an entire failure. Gooseberries and strawberries were as 
bad. 

Following will be found the results in detail of different vaxieties of small fruits 
bearing fruit in 1894. 

RED CURRANTS. 

Fay's Prolific.—Set a good crop of fruit which ripened fairly well. 
Baby Castle.—Produced a heavy crop of fruit, which was very much dried up by 

hot weather. 
Red Dutch.—Set a very heavy crop of fruit which was badly damaged by dry 

weather. 
Red Victoria.—A heavy crop of fruit, badly injured by drouth. 

WHITE CURRANTS. 

White Grape.—A very heavy crop of fruit which withstood the drouth much better 
than the Red varieties. 

White Dutch.—Hea.vy yield. Slightly hurt by drouth. 

BLACK CURRANTS. 

Black Naples.—Heavy crop of fruit. Fruit small and did not ripen evenly. 
Le,e's Prolific.—Heavy crop. Fruit fair quality, although considerably injured by 

dry weather. 
Climax.—A good crop. Fruit small. Ripened unevenly. 
Charmer.—A good crop. Fruit smalL Ripened unevenly. 
Beauty.—A good crop. Fruit small. Ripened unevenly. 
Dominion.—A good crop. Fruit fair size. 

PROSPECTS OF A CURRANT CROP IN 1895. 

The Red and White varieties of Currants are not in a thrifty condition and do not 
promise well for a crop next ye,ar. The greater part of the leave,s fell off in mid-
summer and the fruit buds are small and parched looking. 

The Black sorts have a good stock of healthy young wood and the indications at 
present are in favor of a good crop for 1895. 

RASPBERRIES. 

Covered with earth during winter ; uncovered on May 9. 
Turner—Came out in splendid condition, blossomed and formed fruit well, but dry 

weather caused leaves to blight and fall off, and no fruit ripened. 
Philadelphia,—Came out in fair order, but went in same way as Turner. 
Cuthbert, Hansen, Caroline and Golden Queen were badly winter-killed and came 

from the winter covering in poor condition, and being less able to stand the dry, hot 
spell, no fruit whatever set. 

AU the valieties have made a good growth from the roots but the canes are not as 
strong as they usually are at this season of the year. 

GOOSEBERRIES. 

tike all other small fruit, gooseberries were a light crop the past sea,son. The tops 
of the bushes were cut back considerably and the bushes started out in very poor shape. 
Dry weather made what little fruit there was, very small. 

8c-24i 
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STRAWBERRIES. 

Strawberries came through the winter in a more or less damaged condition. One 
bed had two-thirds of its plants killed outright. None of the plants blossomed freely, 
and dry weather caused the fruit to be very small, none of which ripened. 

The vines were covered slightly with strawy manure, and the beds had a large 
bank of snow over them all winter. They were uncovered on May 9. 

NATIVE FRUIT. 

Two varieties of native black currants, 2 of gooseberries, 1 raspberry, 1 cranberry, 
2 saskatoons and 2 cherries bore fruit the past season. 

The black currants were a heavy crop of very large fruit where the bushes had 
been thinned out ; gooseberries, very small, but mimerous ; raspberries did not ripen ; 
cranberries, ditto; saskatoons, a small crop, and cherries few and small. 

CUTTINGS, 1894. 

1,400 cuttings of white, red and black  currants were set out last May ; 204 are now 
alive. The loss was caused, no doubt, by dry weather. 

Conclusions arrived at regarding fruit growing in North-west Territories :— 
1. That no variety of apples has, so far, proved suitable to the North-west Terri-

tories. 
2. That Eastern plums or cherries have not succeeded, but that the native Plum 

of Manitoba, as well as a cherry, a native of the Western States, will fruit and do well 
here. 

3. That cultivated varieties of small fruits do well in an ordinary year, but are 
liable to suffer from drouth. 	 • 

4. That  raspberries and strawberries require protection in the winter months. 
5. That Turner is the best variety of raspberry thus far tested for the North-

west Territories. 
6. That Red, White and Black Currants are a safe fruit to plant and require no 

covering in the winter. 
7. That gooseberries are very uncertain and are liable to be killed 'back. 
8. That strawberries are the most uncertain of all fruits. If they escape the 

winters they are easily injured at time of blossoming, by frost, or when fruit is ripening 
by dry weather. 

9. That all small fruits require good protection from winds in the early part of the 
growing season, and without this there is not much likelihood of success. 

10. That anything that retards for ten days or two weeks, the blossoming of small 
fruits will much increase the chances of a good crop, provided there is sufficient moisture 
to ripen the fruit. 

FOREST TREES. 

The past season, on account of the dry weather, has not been favourable to forest 
trees. Early in the season, the trees of all sorts came out in leaf and for two months 
made a rapid growth. 'Where trees were planted in single rows and the soil around 
them worked occasionally, they continued to make some progress, but in shelter belts or 
plantations where the trees are comparatively close together, the dry hot weather early 
in July stopped nearly all growth %nd the leaves fell off long before the first frost. 

The growth made, although small, seems to have hardened up, and all trees promise 
well for the comino. year. 

The value of ?allow-land for tree planting was demonstrated in a marked degree, 
the past season. Among the trees planted along each side of a road on the farm, were 
19 trees on sod and 553 on land that had been fallowed the year previous. At this date 
every tree planted on sod is dead ; while not one loss has occurred in the 553 on fallowed-
land. The same fate overtook trees or shrubs planted on lawns or other places about 
the farm where sod or grass exists ; while others, planted in ground that had been culti-
vated and where frequent cultivation was possible, stood the dry we,ather all right. 
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Two new plantations, of four and three acres each in extent, were put out with 
maples, the past spring. The trees were planted 4 feet apart in the rows and 7 feet 
between the rows. This was done to permit of two-horse cultivation, either by single or 
gang ploughs. Heretofore the usual distance apart has been 5 feet each way. For 

three years after planting this distance is satisfactory but when the branches extend, 
usually about the fourth year, cultivating cannot be thoroughly done ; so the 7 feet by 4 
feet has been adopted for the present with a view of finding out which is the best 
distance apart for forest-trees, with the idea of economy in cost of working. Parti-
culars of the cost of planting and cultivation of these new plantations will be kept. 

The a,ccompanying view represents part of a five acre plot planted four years ago. 
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TREES GROWING ON FARM.

The following trees, native and introduced, are growing on the farm at present.

NATIVE.

Planted in Name of Variety. Condition.

1889 to 1894.... Maple, Box Elder. (Negundo aceroides) ........ .................
1890 ............ Ash. (Fraxinus Americana) .....................................
1890............ Elm. (Ulmus Americana) ......................................
1892............ Oak. ( Quercus macroearpa).....................................
1890............ Birch. (Betula papyrifera) .....................................
1890............ Poplar. (P us alba) ..........................................
1890............ Balsam poplar. ( Populus balsamifera) ...........................
1890 ............:Willow. ( Salix 3 varieties)......................................

Tuffalo-berry. (Shepherdia argentea) ............................
1890 ............;Choke Cherry. (Prunus Vug '̂mana) .. ... .. .. . .... . .... . .... ... . .
1890,,,,,,,,,...iWild Red Cherry. (Prunus Pennsylvanica) .............. ........
1890............ lCranberry. (Viburnum Opulus) :................................
1890............ !Saskatoon. (Amelanchier alnifolia) ..............................
1893........... .ISpruce. (Picea alba) from Prince Albert, Sask ....... ...........
1893............ ÎSpruce. (Picea alba) from Manitoba .............................

INTRODUCED.

Planted in Name of Variety.

Doing well.
Growing slowly.11
Very slow growth.
Slow growth.
Fair growth.

Slow ^growth.
Growmg well.

{{ _

Veryslow growth.
{[

Condition.

1890..... .....: Russian Poplar. (Populus Bereolensis) ...... ................. ..
1890........... IRussian Poplar. (Populus Wobstii Riga) .......... .............
1890............ Russian Willow. (Salix Voronesh) ..............................
1890....-.. .... Willow. (Salix aurea) ........................... ...............
1890............ Willow. (Salix acutifolia) .... ..................... ...........
1890............ Willow. Norway.. .........................................
1890.... ....... Willow. (Salix laurifolia) ......................................
1891............ Elm Nebraska. (Ulmus Americana) .............................
1891............ Asiatic Maple. (Acer Ginnala) ..................................
1892 ............IOak. (Quercus alba) .............................................
1891, ........... Common Alder. (Alnus glutinosa) ..............................

..1892 ... ....... Butternut. (Juglans cinerea) .................................
1890 . . . . . ... . . . . American Cottonwood. (Populus momlifera ) . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .

1889............ Cedar. Arbor Vitæ. (Thuya occidentalis) .......................
1890............ Red Cedar. (Juniferus Virgmiana) ..............................
1890........._.. American hiountain Ash. (Pyrus Amencana)•.••-.-••••• •••• ••
1890. ... . European Mountain Ash. (Pyrus aucuparia) . ... . . . . . . . ............. -
1 891 ^.......... . . _ Norway Spruce. (Picea excelsa) .................................
1890..........., White Birch. (Betula alba) ............. .......................
1890............ Yellow Birch. (Betula lutea) ................:..................
1890............ Scotch Pine. (Pinus sylvestns) ..................................
1890............ Riga Pine ......................................................
1890............ ^iountain Pine. (Pinus Dlughus) ..... ................... ....
1890 .......... .IYellow or Bull Pine. (Pinus ponderosa) .........................
1890...... .... Douglas Fir. (Pseudotsuga Dougla;i) ... ... . ..... .... ........... .
1890............ ÎPoplar. (Populus aurea) ........... . .......... ......... ......

Good.

«
.^ '

gillsback,hardening
Doing well.
Very slow growth.
Cuts back.
Very slow growth.
Rapid growth.
Very slow growth.

«

Kills back badly.

Very slow growth.
Not very healthy.11
Some doing extra well
V ery slow growth.
DoinF, well.

Dodmg' fairly well.

Additions were make to wind-breaks on farm last year, both by transplanting and
sowing seed. Those already planted were of very great service during the whole of last
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summer in breaking the force of winds and in the garden plots were invaluable in pro-
tecting vegetable and other seeds from destruction. 

The following is from my report of 1893 on wind-breaks or hedges, which I beg t,o 
again submit to those who may desire to sow or plant wind-breaks in the North-west 
Territory :— 

" The wind-breaks already set out demonstrate that one row of Artemisia or Willow, 
with plants two feet apart in the rows, is ample, and one row of Maple or Poplar is 
also sufficient if the trees are cut back several times each season for a few years, so as 
to allow them to thicken up at the bottom. 

" I desire to call the attention of those in the North-west who may wish to have a 
small  and pretty hedge on their lawn or elsewhere, to the fact that the Native Wolf 
Willow (Ele.agnus argentea) and Native Snowberry (Symphoricarpus racemosus), 
both found in abundance on the prairie, are excellent for that purpose. Either grown 
from seed or transplanted, they are cheaply and easily obtained and in two or three 
years, with pruning can be made attractive as any ea.stern hedge. 

" Two hedges made from transpla,nted plants of these shrubs, attract attention of 
visitors to the farm, and besides being ornamental are useful as a wind-break around 
the flower-beds and other plots." 

To the foregoing may be added that one row of maple-seed sown about 1st May 
will make the best wind break around buildings and along roads, when appearance and 
labour are taken into consideration. If maple is used for gardens, etc., not more than 
one row should be sown or planted together, as even one row absorbs a great deal of 
moisture from land in immediate vicinity. 

Artemisia Abrotanum (Russian) has made the best wind-break and by far the best 
snow-gatherer for gardens yet tried on the farm ; and although not very ornamental, 
except when green, should be around every garden in the North-west Territories. 

For two years ba,ck a number of Norway spruce and Scotch and Riga Pine have 
been transplanted from former plantations, and in both years those transplanted in 
June have lived ; while those set out in May have died with very few exceptions. 
«Winds which are usually worst in May caused the loss amongst those planted early, 
they not having had time t,o take root before being almost blown out of the g-round. 

TREE SEEDS SOWN, AND TREES TRANSPLANTED, 1894. 

In May last a good sized plot was sown with maple-seed and from this there are 
now from 15 to 25,000 seedlings ready for distributing or transplanting next Spring. 

As stated elsewhere, seven acres were planted with maple-trees. In addition to 
this, 572 trees were set out along roads, and blanks were filled up in avenues and other 
places. The avenue trees transplanted were drawn from a plantation set out in 1890 
and were from 5 to 7 feet high. The trees planted in new plantations were two years 
old. Avenue trees were all planted in holes dug large and the roots of trees placed a 
little deeper than where grown. 

For plantations drills are made as deep as can be made by plough going twice in e,ach 
one. If drills are long, two men follow, carrying an armfull of trees and planting them 
at the proper distance apart in bottom of drill, then covering roots by drawing earth 
with their feet from each side. When planting is finished, the drills are filled in by 
plough, using one horse. One man, with team and three men assisting, can plant from 
3 to 4 acres in this way in a day. 

Summer fallowing is the best preparation for tree planting, as it affords moisture 
for the young trees after the dry season sets in. If fallow is not available, stubble 
land may be used but will require more cultivation the first year than the fallow. It is 
wasting time and trees to plant in sod or in land that can not be properly cultivated. 

In 1893 there were between 115 and 120 thousand trees of all sorts on the 
Experimental Farm ; consisting chiefly of native maple (Negundo). During the past 
season this number has been greatly added to by seedling-maples which will be ready for 
distributing or transplanting next spring. 
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The following is a list of trees and where growing on Experimental Farm, 1894. 

TREES-1 894. 

Planted 

Soorwn. 
Where growing, etc. Variety. Number. 

Along West boundary-100 feet wide 	 Maple. 
" North boundary— 	" 	 it . 

" North 	"   Ash ... 
" North 	"   Elm... 
" East 	" 	1 and 2 years old 	  Maple. 

ii Plantations on North part of Farm 	. 
CC ill 	 around Buildings 	. 

ii 	if 	 6e 
  Ash... 

id  on South part of Farm 	 Maple. 
Wind-breaks along cross-roads.  	 .. 

" 	around garden-plots  
ii 	 Elm_ 

	Poplar. 
It 	 it   WIllOW 

Avenue Tress    Maple. 
Plantation 	  
For transplanting 	  Ash. 
Seedlings . 	  Nlaple. 
Two years old 	  44 

Riga Pine, 470. Cedar, 16 	 
Birch, 58. Norway Spruce, 630 	  
Russian Poplar, 50. Mountain Ash, 128 	 •  	 
Scotch Pine, 160. Basswood, 15 	  
Mountain Pine, 47. Cottonwood, 300 	  
Oak, 20. Douglas Fir, 17 	  
Yellow Pine, 219 	  
Shrubs 	  
Fruit, cultivated, 423. Native, 100 	 

Planted .... 
if 

di 

Sown 	 
Planted..... ‘‘ 

if 

di 

Sown 	 
Planted.— 

d< 

di • • • • 
4i 
di 

SOWn 	 
di 

it 

Planted 	 
66 

.64 

46 

10,804 
10,551 

240 
250 

20,000 
6,072 
2,574 
1,746 

15,810 
10,780 
1,711 

269 
734 
650 

2,683 
3,700 
3,800 

20,000 
8,000 

486 
688 
178 
175 
347 
37 

219 
6,870 

523 

Total 	 ..... 	129,897 

SHRUBS. 

It gives me pleasure to report that the list of shrubs, doing fairly well on the farm, 
is increasing. 

Although many of the sorts kill back partially in the winter and are growing 
slowly, they are all making some progress, both in size and ability t,o stand the climate. 

Among those doing well, Caragana is first in growth and hardiness ; Artemisia 
Abrotanum continues to do well  as a hedge ; Lilacs, Common White, Persian and Josikea 
have flowered and given good satisfaction and Acer Ginnala, Russian Olive and Flow-
ering Currant have made a fair growth and stand the winter well. Most of the other 
shrubs tested are cut back durince winter and their growth is very slow. 

The Native Shrubs, such as ellawthorn, Silver Berry, Snowberry and Buffalo Berry, 
do welL 
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Following is list of shrubs on farm, condition and date of planting.

SHBIIBS-1894.

I
Name. Year planted. Condition: '

Barberry (Berberis Thunbergü)........ . ...... I1891..
Common (Berberie

.. . . .. . . . .
vulgaris) . .... . ........ 1891..

(Berberis elegans..... ...... ,1891.. ..
... . . . .. . . . ...

...Caragans arboresaena, Siberian Pea tree
. . . . . . . ... . . . . . 1:1892

1890. . . . . . . . . . . .
« Redowsky ............................. ... ............

fiatescens ...................... ........... i892............T,,_ ÎA ^ Pmaian..... ......................... . I1892........
Common white .......... ................. .....11892............
Josikea.. ....................... . ... .... .... . . I1892............Silver White ....................... ........... 1892.......
Jacques Cabot......... . ... 1892............Prince of Wales ................. ........... 1892............oneysuckie, TartarianTartari......................... ..... 1892... ..........

an ..................... ..........,1893..
Spir- O ulifolia .. . . .. ... .

................. 1890 .... . .... . ..
onglasi ...............

. . ... . . . . . .
..................... 1891 ...........Yrmga, Double-flowering ............................. 1891............alba grandiflora ............ ................. 1891...... . ....

Golden-Leaved ............................... 1890.... .. ..
Gordon's ........................ ... ........ 1890............Flowerin Currant ...................

Rusaian Olive ................................ .........
Alternisis, Abrotanum Tobolskianum . .. . . . ... . .... .
Artemisia Abrotan ' "um, Old Man ..................... .
Acer Ginnala ...................... ...........
Common Alder ........ .........................^.....

Native. -

Silver Berry (Elseagnua argentes) .....................
' 'SnowBe1TY (Symphoricarpus racemosus) .. ......... .. ...

Hawthorn (CratEegus Coccinea) .......................
Sweet Briar (Rosa rubiginosa) ..... . . . . ... . ........ . .. ..

377

Very slow1growth and kills backI 1.

Hardy, doing we1L
Flardy.

s.

Hardy, flowered.
It

It

Hardy, flowered.is
I I

1892... ........ ^Hardy.
1890 .. . .. . - . Cuts back, but hardy.
1893........ . Hardy.
1891............I
1892..... Cute back.

1890............
1890........ . .
1890..... ...
1890............

hardy.Very
aa
ti

Tender.
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The following shrubs, etc., were planted last spring. 

SHRUBS. 

Naine. Name. 

Lilacs- 
Gloire de Lorraine. 
Flora Plena. 
Emodi. 
De Marley. 
Nigricans. 
Laciniata. 
Souvenir de la Spathe. - 
Langius. 
Matthieu de Dombasle. 
Rubra insigni.s. 
Ambroise Verschaffelt. 
Common White. 
Violaces.. 
Persian White Flowering 
President Massart. 
Japonica. 
Bertha Damman. 
Virginal. 
Ville de Troyes. 
Princess Marie. 
Persian Small Flowering. 
Hyacintbaeflora. 
Gloire de Croncels. 
Renoncule. 
Mme. Moser. 
Lavanensis. 
Villosa. 
Coen'lea superba. 
Beranger. 
Py-raruidalis. 
Sangeana. 
Prof. Stochart. 
Dr. Lindley. 
Common Purple. 

Cornus mascula elegantifflima. 
Exochorda grandiflora. 
Weigelia Lonerii. 

" 	candida. 
" 	Henderson's. 
" 

 
rosa nana variegata. 

Almond Double Rose. 
46  White. 

Persian Yellow Rose. 
Hibiscus Hardy. 
Elœagnua longipes. 

macrophylla. 
Berberis Cerasua. 

" 	laciflora. 
" 	Fischeri. 
" 	ma,crophylla. 
" 	Sinensis. 

Russian Snowball. 
Lonicera media. 

" 	Germanica. 
" Vor 133. 

. Russian Euonymus. 
Prunus Maa,ckir. 
Prunus Grayana maxima,. 
Lonicera splendens. 
Improved Elderberry. 
Hypericum Kalmianum. 
Betula Daburica. 
Pyrus. 
Cotoneaster vulgaris. 
Caragana Redowsky. 

" 	PYgnla- 
Philadelphus 
Spirrea media rotundifolia. 
Spirœa opulifolia. 
Rosa rubrifolia 
Lonicera chrysantha. 
Viburnum rugosum. 

" 	Pyrrefolium. 
Crataeg-us sanguinea Schroederi. 
Ligustrum Amurense. 
Rosa rugosa. 
Basswood from Manitoba seed. 
Acer Ginnala. 
Douglas Fir. 
Yellow Pine. 

CONCLUSIONS ARRIVED AT IN REGARD TO TREE CULTURE IN THE NORTH-WEST TERRITORIES. 

1. That trees can be grown on the most exposed situations. 
2. That tree-se,eds should be sown on the farm so that transplanting can be done 

on the spot ; the trees not having to be transported any distance before being set out. 
3. That native trees should be chiefly used until protection is afforded by them, 

when foreign varieties may be introduced with hope of success. 
4. That about the first week in May is the best time to sow maple, elm, and ash 

seed, also the best time for transplanting all deciduous trees. 
5. That June is the most favourable time for transplanting evergreens. 
6. That tree seeds should be sown in rows on fallow-land, the plants kepf free 

from weeds and the ground stirred frequently during the first season. 
7. That trees should be planted or transplanted when young, on fallow land, two 

or three inches deeper than where they first grew and the ground ploughed, gang-ploughed 
or scuffled several times during the season for three or four ye,ars. Trees should be far 
enough apart to permit a span of horses t,o work freely, so that the land may be kept 
loose and free from grass with the least expense. 
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10,800 
175 

1,125 
445 
325 
850 
735 

46 
15 
60 

14,576 

3,811 

Bags. 

8188  
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8. That Manitoba maple or Box Elder grows the quickest of all native trees and 
for windbreaks or plantations gives the most satisfaction. 

9. That it is a waste of time money and trees, to plant without good prepa ..ation 
before and frequent cultivation alter. 

DISTRIBUTION 
of Grain samples, Forest-trees, Fruit-bushes, Tree-seeds, Potatoes, Flower-seeds, Vege-
table see,ds, &c. 

La.st spring, during March, April and May, the following distribution was made :— 

Distribution of Number. Total 
Number. 

Grain- 
Wheat, three pound bags 	  

Cl Barley 
Oats 
Rye 
Pease 	46 

 

Awnless Brome Grass 	  
818 

Forest trees- 
Maple 	  
Elm 	  
Ash 	  
Willow 	  
Poplar 	  
Cottonwood 	  
Caragana 	  
Lilac 	  
Syringa 	  
Evergreen Shrubs 	  

Small fruits- 
R.aspberries, Turner 	  
Philadelphia 	  
Caroline 	  
Reeder 	  
Cuthbert 	  

Currants- 
Red Dutch 	  
Fay's Frolific 	  
White Grape 	  
Raby Castle 	  
Black Naples 	  
Lee's Prolific 	  
Mixed 	  

7,431 

Gooseberries (mixed) 	  
Strawberries 	  
Asparagus roots 	  
Rhubarb roots 	  ........ 
Tree seeds--Maple--Bags 	  
Potatoes—Various sorts—Bags 	  
Vegetable and Flower seeds—Collections 	  
Artemisia Abrotanum—Cuttings 	  

176 
154 
296 
18 
73 

101 

1,816 
1,298 

372 
301 
24 

1,518 
1,028 
1,056 

828 
1,736 

648 
617 

992 
442 

1,572 
173 
532 
286 
276 

6,085 

992 
442 

1,672 
173 
532 
286 
276 

6,085 

Roots, 
Trees or 
Cuttings. 

20,661 
12,234 

442 
1,745 

Summary. 

Grain 	  
Forest trees, including Artemisia cuttings 	  
Small fruits 	  
Strawberries 	  
Vegetable roots 	  
Tree seeds 	  

• 	 Potatoes 	  
Vegetable and Flower seeds—Collections in bags 	  

532 
286 
276 

1,912 I 	35,082 
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Dec. 
Weight, 1500 

Jan. 	Feb. March. ApriL 	May. 
1540 	1610 	1690 	1757 	1755 

Gain. 
255 lbs. 

EXPERIMENTAL FARMS. 

EXPERIMENTS IN FEEDING STEERS. 

Experiments were carried on last winter in feeding steers with the different 
fodders at command. 

One test was made with the following rations :-1. Ensilage, meal and straw ; 2. 
Dry cut feed, turnips and meal ; and 3. Hay, turnips and meal. Six 2 year old steers 
were fed in this test for four months, one month being preparatory. 

Lot No. 1 was fed on ensilage, meal and all the oat-straw they would eat. Lot 
No. 2 was fed on cut-feed, consisting of mixed grain fodder, meal and turnips. Lot No. 
3, on hay, turnips and meal. 

RESULT. 

r Lot No. 1.—Fed 35 lbs. ensilage, 5 lbs. meal (barley and oats ground) and oat-straw. 

Weight. 
Steer No. 1 

‘« 	2  

Dec. 	Jan. 
880 	927 
850 	897 

Feb. 	March. 	ApriL Gain. 
1000 	1037 	1107} 497 lbs. 955 	1050 	1120 

Lot No. 2.—Fed 15 lbs. cut dry fodder, 20 lbs. turnips, and 5 lbs. meal, same as in No. 1. 

Weight. 
Steer No. 1 

" 	2  

Dec. 	Jan. 	Feb. 	March. 	ApriL Gain. 
925 	954 	1010 	1080 	1145}  422 lbs. 770 • 822 	870 	915 	972 

Lot No. 3.—Fed on 18 lbs. hay, 20 lbs..turnips and 5 lbs. meal, same as No. 1. 

Weight. 
Steer No. 1 

" 	2  

Dec. 	Jan. 	Feb. 	March. 	ApriL Gain. 
1060 	1107 	1140 	1182 	12201 332 lbs.  
1052 	1082 	1120 	1185 	1220 

The six steers for the above test were bought at 2t cents per pound and sold at 3i 
cents per pound. 

- 

	

Lot No. 1.—Cost $42.57 and sold for $77.94 	Gain of $35.37 
2.— " 46.60 	" 	74,44 	" 	27.84 
3.— " 58.02 	" 	85.40 	" 	27.38 

TEST NO. 2. 

Three steers, 5 years old, fed on different rations for 5 months. 
Steer No. 1.—Fed on 50 lbs. ensilage, 8 lbs. meal, and straw- 

Dec. 
Weight, 1640 

Jan. 	Feb. March. ApriL 	May. 	Gain. 
1717 	1740 	1780 	1786 	1760 	1201bs. 

Steer No. 2.—Fed 25 lbs. cut fodder, 8 lbs. meal and 20 lbs. turnips- 

Steer No. 3.—Fed 25 lbs. ensilage, 15 lbs. cut feed and 8 lbs. meal- 

	

Dec. 	Jan. 	Feb. March. ApriL 	May. 

	

Weight, 1620 	1650 	1720 	1790 	1890 	1890 
Gain. 

270 lbs. 

I Steer No. 1.—Cost at 3 cts., 849.20, sold for 3 cts., 866.00. Profit, 816.80 
" 	2.— " 	3 cts., 45.00, 	" 	3 cts., 65.80. 	" 	20.80 
" 	3.— 4 ' 3 cts., 48.60, 	" 	3 cts., 70.87. 	" 	22.27 
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In the above test, ensilage, cut-feed and meal gave the most a 	in weight and 
realized greatest amount of money for feed consumed. Steer o. 1 did not do well 
while Nos. 2 and 3 made good gain from the first. 

EXPERIMENTS IN FEEDING 

SWINE. 

Svrine have done well during the past year. 
Two Improved Large Yorkshire sows, Snowie and Dora had litters about the 1st 

of January of 7 and 8 pigs respectively. The same two sows had litters again in June 
of 10 pigs each. 

By keeping the pigs born in January in a fairly warm place, all lived but grew 
very slowly and when 10 months old were not nearly as large as pigs usually are at that 
age,, although they were fed regularly with as much at they would eat. 

Ten of these pigs were penned off and fed for two months with very little grain. 
They consumed over 7 lbs of grain for each pound of pork made ; which was probably 
from effects of cold weather they underwent when young. 

Although the pig house was comfortable except in extreme weather, some pigs 
from a litter born in September, 1893, died during the winter. As they could not run 
outside, they became crippled for want of exercise and were only able to move with 
great difficulty, and at length had to be killed. This is of frequent occurence with 
litters born in the fall and even if with the greatest care they are brought through 
the winter, the cold they have to encounter has a serious effect on their after growth. 

A young Tamworth boar was obtained from the Central Experimental Farm in July 
last. This animal will be used for crossing and will prove valuable to the neighborhood. 

TESTS. 

During last winter a test was made between feeding pigs on soaked wheat and on 
boiled wheat, resulting in favour of soaked wheat. 

Two pens of four pigs each (a mixed lot) were put up on December 6, and fed until 
April 6. One pen was fed on wheat soaked for 24 hours, and the other on boiled 
wheat. 

Following is the result in detail :— 

WHEAT, SOAKED vs. BOILED. 

Pen No. 1—Soaked- 

	

Dec. 	Jan. 	Feb. 	March April 	 Lbs. 

	

Weight, 317 	443 	536 	664 	784 	Gain 467 
Pen No. 2—Boiled- 

	

Dec. 	Jan. 	Feb. 	March April 	 Lbs. 

	

Weight, 275i 	374 	447 	517 	627 	 . Gain 351i 
The pigs in pen No. 1, consumed 2160 lbs., wheat. 

" 	" 	" 	2 	" 	2100 lbs. 	" 

Therefore, in this experiment it took 4i lbs soaked wheat to make one pound of 
pork ; and 6 lbs. of boiled wheat to make the same quantity. 

Pork at 6 cents per lb. would make the wheat consumed in pen No. 1, worth 74 
cents and in pen No. 2, worth 60 cents per bushel. 

TEST OF WHEAT VS. BARLEY AND WHEAT. 

In this test 10 Improved Large Yorkshires were divided into two pens of 5 pig,s 
each ; as nearly equal in weight as it was possible to get them; there being only 5 lbs 
difference between the two. 
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One pen was fed on soaked wheat and the other on soaked wheat and barley, mixed.
The test commenced on September 1st, and on November 1st the pigs in pen No. 1, fed
on wheat alone, had made one pound of pork for every 8j lbs. wheat used; while pen
No. 2, fed on wheat and barley, made one pound of pork for each 6 lbs. grain eaten.

The ten pigs used were born on December 28th, 1893, and January 3rd, 1894, and
on account, no doubt, of the extreme cold experienced early in their existence, were
small for their age when the test commenced. This may account for the large quantity
of grain consumed in comparison with the amount of pork made.

FOLLOWING IS TEST IN DET.&M

Pen No. 1-Fed on soaked wheat-

Sept.let. Oct.Ist. Nov.lst. Lb&

Weight, 618 751 820 .................Gain 202

Pen No. 2-Fed on soaked wheat and barley-

Sept.let. Oct.lat. Nov.1st. Lbs.

Weight, 623 778 898 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Gain 275

Pen No. 1-Consumed, 1,757 lbs. wheat; made 202 lbs. pork, or 8j lbs. feed to l lb.
of pork.Pen No. 2-Consumed, 1668 lbs. wheat and barley; made 275 lbs. of pork, or 6
lbs. feed to 1 lb. of pork.

PIO-HOUSE.

The pig-house erected in the summer of 1893 is not entirely satisfactory, the walls
being made of concrete, lime, sand and broken stones. The building is too damp during

the winter months, for pigs.
In very cold weather a heavy coating of ice forms on the inside of the walls; then

on a warm day this melts and produces a wet and unpleasant condition.

POULTRY.

The poultry on the farm has not been very successful during tvhep sha year. laying
a long winter of confinement, none of the birds came out in very good p a

and very few of the early laid eggs were fertile.
The Plymouth Rocks commenced, early, to pull their feathers and continued to do

so in spite of all remedies tried.
The White Leghorns did the best of any of the four breeds on hand, both in regard

to number of eggs laid, and chickens hatched.
Four settings of eggs, one each of Black Minorca, Light Brahma, White Leghorn

and Plymouth Rock, were received from the Central Experimental Farm, Ottawa, last

May. From these 8 Black Minorca, 6 light Brahma, 6 White Leghorn and 5 Plymouth

Rock, chickens were raised.
There are on the farm, at present, the following breeds Black Minorca, Light

Brahma, White Leghorn, Plymouth-rock, Houdan and White Wyandotte.

STALLION.

The Clyde stallion " ^ Barlocco," sent by the Haras National Company, from Montreal,
reached the farm on May 3rd, and remained for three months, serving 43 mares during
that time.
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LAND PREPARED FOR CROP OF 1895. 

During the past season, 165 acres of land were fallowed and made ready to receive 
the crop of 1895. 

The first ploughing was completed by July 12th, with single ploughs turning from 6 
to 8 inches deep. The portion ploughed early in the season was harrowed, prior to this 
date, to induce weeds t,o germinate ; a result somewhat difficult to obtain on account of 
the dry weather. 

After the ploughing was finished,  ail the land was well harrowed. After harvest a 
large portion of it was gang-ploughed light, and the balance harrowed with .either disc 
or spring-tooth harrows. 

In addition to the summer fallow, ten acres of oat land were ploughed in the fall 
after the crop had been taken off. 

Sixty-five acres of stubble-land were gang-ploughed after the crop had been har-
vested, with the intention of starting all weeds and volunteer grain this fall. This land 
will be Mowed next year. 

Seven acres of the fallow-land intended for roots next year, had a heavy coating of 
manure, well rotted, put on late in the fall. Part of the field was ploughed after the 
manure was applied and the balance left as it was. 

The remainder of the year's manure is being put on stubble-land intended for fal-
lowing next year. This has been found to be the best and safest way of applying 
manure in the Territories. No matter how well rotted, if applied in the fall or spring 
to land to be cropped at once, if the season be dry the manure will keep the land open 
and instead of being a benefit will prove an injury. If, however, it is applied on stubble-
land and the land fallowed, the manure gets well worked in and the June rains complete 
the rotting proce,ss thoroughly. 

ENSILAGE. 

Corn ensilage was a decided success the past winter. Although the crop was 
small and the ensilage far from filling the silo, what there was of it was good and was 
eagerly eaten by the stock. 

Ensilage made from mixed grain crops, cut when well headed and left for two days 
to wilt, was also a success ; but that made from the same mixed grain crop, left until 
the heads were filled, though not nearly ripe, was a complete failure. From fifteen to 
twenty loads of the latter were cut by ensilage cutter and put in silo. Up to Christmas 
it appeared to be allright but when required for use wa-s found to be quite dry from top 
to bottom except in a few patches where a small amount of moisture had been retained 
which were the only parts the cattle would eat. 

On account of the mixed grain crop being very light and poor, no ensilage was 
made from this kind of fodder, the past year. Corn alone was put in silo and being 
further advanced than in former years the ensilage will no doubt turn out well. 

IMPROVEMENTS. 

The improvements made on the farm during the past season were in taking down 
some old cottages along the railway, improving the reservoirs on the farm, planting 
seven acres of maple trees and putting out nearly two miles of avenue trees. 

LOCAL EXHIBITIONS AND INSTITUTE MEETINGS. 

The only exhibitions attended with products of the farm were Regina and Indian 
Head. 

Wolseley, Broadview, "i'irapella, Fairmede, Qu'Appelle Station and Fort Qu'Appelle 
fairs were attended by myself or staff, who assisted as judges. 
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Months. Maximum. Minimum. 

January 	  
February . 	  
March 	  
April 	 
May 	  
June 	  
July 	 
August 	 
September 	  
October 	 

On 	13th 45° 	 
28th 40°. 

44 	29th 43°... 
66 	26th 74°... 

29th Sr  
llth 93° .... 
16th 100°. .. 

" 21 & 25th 97 . 
12th se 	 

64 	15th 71°.... 

7th-39° 
12th-34° 
24th-15° 
8th 17° 

8th & 18th 23° 
5th 33° 
3rd 40' 

" 14th, 23rd, 29th 40' 
29th 19° 

46 	 29th 17°  

On 
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During last winter I attended farmers' meetin us in Moose Jaw, Pense, Qu'Appelle 
Station, Wolseley, Grenfell, in Assiniboia, and in Jenne last, a large meeting of farmers 
in Saskatoon, Sask., at all of which papers were read on the work of the Experimental 
Farm. 

VISITORS TO FARM. 

The number of visitors to the farm from a distance slightly decreased during the 
past season, owing to the train service being a midnight one until after harvest. 

Local visitors were more numerous than in any year previous. 

CORRESPONDENCE. 

During the ten months ending November 1st, 1,720 letters were received and 2,448 
letters despatched. In letters received are not included reports on grain and other 
sample,s, and in letters despatched, circulars of instruction regarding samples, &c., are 
not counted. 

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS. 

Temperature, maximum and minimum, for 10 months ; average temperature for 
growing season ; range of temperature for growing season; sunshine for growing season ; 
rainfall for growing season and days cloudy during growing season :— 

Location.—Longitude 102° West. Latitude 52° North. Altitude, about 2,000E 
feet. 

TEMPERITURE. 

Maximum and minimum, 10 months, from January 1 to October 31, 1894. 

AVERAGE TEMPERATURE FOR GROwING SEASON, APRIL 1 TO AUGUST 31. 

"Month. Monthly 
Average. 

40 . 5° 
51 . 5° 
61° 
70° sr 

April 	  
May 	  
June 	  
July 	  
Atig,ust 	  

}Daily Average, 58°. 



44 
, 
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Month. No. of Days. 

1206 
2141 
257'1 
301 
200 

Flours. Month. 

Sunshine. 

April ........ 	. 	....... 
May. 	  
June 	 
July 	  
August. 

No sunshine. 

April 	  
May 	  
June 	  
July 	 
Augubt 	  

Total 	  1,0928 Total 	  24 

11 
6 
2 
0 
5 

Month. No. of Days. Inches. 

April 	..... 	....... 
May 	  
June 	 
July 	  
August   	

Total 	  10 3.9  

3 
1 
2 
2 
2 

12 -a 
•8 
'57 

1'03 
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RANGE OF TEMPERATURE. 

Growing Season—April 1 t,o Aug. 31. 

Month. 	 Date. 	 Averag 

	

D
G
ail

reatest
y Range Degrees" D 	

e
aily Range 

From To 
April 	22 	68° 	21° 	47" 	" 	21° 
May 	 23 	78° 	30° 	48° 	20° 
June 	 . 	....... 	.... 	6 	87° 	36° 	51° 	32° 
July    14 and 24 	90° 	45' 	45° 	34° 
August 	6 	93° 	45° 	45° 	31' 

Average range (season), 29°4. 
SUNSHINE. 

Hours of bright sunshine from April 1 to August 31, 1894, and number of days in 
which there was no sunshine. 

Greatest number of hours sunshine in any one day, 14.5 hrs., on July 1st. 
Average daily for the five months, 7 hrs. 8* min. 

RAINFALL. 

From April 1st to August 31st, 1894, rain fell on ten days as follows :— 

Greatest rain fall at any one time, on August 9th, 0.83 inches. 
WIND. 

The prevailing wind was north-west. 
I have the honour to remain, sir, 

Your obedient servant, 
ANGUS MACKAY, 

Superintendent 
Se-25 
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View on Experimental Farm, Agassiz, B.C., 1894, showing grain and apple-trees, in fruit:  planted, 1890. 



EXPERIMENTAL FARM FOR BRITISH COLUMBIA

REPORT OF THOMAS A. SHARPE, SUPERINTENDENT.

AcASStz, B. C., 30th November, 1894.

r

To WM. SAIINDERS, Esq.,
Director Dominion Experimental Farms,

Ottawa.

SiR,-I have the honour to submit herewith my report for-&94, being the sixth
annual report of the work done on the Experimental Farm at Agassiz.

The season just passed has been a most trying one for the farmers in this province.
The winter although not a severe one, was very wet, and the cold rainy, cloudy

weather, continued nearly to the middle of June.
Up to this time, owing to the cold and wet, vegetation had not made as rapid pro-

gress as usual, but with the coming of warm sunshiny weather, there was promise of
abundant crops, of the most im,ortant grains, roots, etc. The weather in the interior
had been cold in the spring, und as a consequence of this, the snows had not melted to
any considerable extent an the mountains, until late in May. Then the weather became
unusually warm and clear, and the rapidly melting snow brought such an unusual sûpply
of water from all its tributaries that the Frazer River rose to a height never before expe•
rienced, since the settlement of the country. The land in many important agricultural
districts was overflowed, destroying crops, and carrying off bridges, fences, and in some
cases buildings and cattle.

The experimental farm was not overflowed, but a portion of the Canadian Pacific
Railway dump across the upper end of the Maria slough was washed out, filling that
water course full, and overflowing a large portion of the lands south of the experimental
farm, and ou account of the coarse gravelly subsoil the water rose from below, and
filling the soil, filtered through to the surface on all low spots, and small patches on the
farm were covered with water in this way.

A number of the experimental plots of grain, roots and vegetables, were more or
less injured, but fortunately, very little damage was sustained by the fruit trees, although
a few of the pear and apple trees, stood in water for eight days, they do not show any
appearance of injury on that account, and have since made a strong growth.

On the whole the season has been an average one on the experimental farm. The
grain crops, where not injured by water, have been fair, the roots good, and apples and
plums a good crop.

Although we are not troubled with early autumn frosts in British Columbia, yet
it is just as advantageous, and as necessary, to sow grain as early in spring as is practi-
cable, as it is in the Territories where early frosts are feared. The weather in the coast
region of British Columbia in the latter part of the summer is mild, and the ripening of
grain is not hurried forward, and in consequence the harvesting of late sown grain, is
likely to be delayed, and the crop injured by rains.

The rains and chilly weather in the spring sometimes prevent the perfect fertiliza-
tion or development of the blossoms, of some varieties of fruits, and on this account the
crop is sometimes thus diminished.

8c-251
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About twenty acres of new land has been ploughed for the first time this year, and 
part of it haa been planted out in apple trees, and about six acres more have been 
grubbed and is nearly ready for the plough. 

The large field which has been used for a pasture has been partially cleared of 
brush, and fallen timber, and sown with mixed grass seeds, and thus the pasture has 
been gre9tly improved. The seed has made a good catch, and will, I trust, give good 
feed next year. 

A tank of 20,000 gallons has been put up on the mountain, for the purpose of sup-
plying the stock and buildings, with pure spring water. This will be a great boon and 
prove very convenient for watering the stock at the stables, and will be a safe guard in 
case of accident by fire. 

At the time of your annual visit of inspection the cattle on the farm were tested 
with tuberculin, and five head which when tested showed symtoms of the disease 
slaughtered, all of which, were on examination found to be affected with tuberculosis. 
The balance of the herd, consisting of two Shorthorns, five Ayrshires, three Holsteins 
and two grades, are in good health and condition. 

The Berkshire sow had a litter of nine fine pigs, two of which,—one boar and one 
sow—have been sold for breeders. 

Both Dorset ewes had lambs last spring, but all were bucks. One of this year's 
and last year's were sold t,o breeders, and two are on hand yet. One of the ewes died 
during the summer. 

One of the horses was ailing last spring and was at one time thought to be in a 
dangerous condition, with careful treatment he has recovered and is now all right. The 
other horses are and have been in good health and condition. 

The material is on hand for a new poultry house, which it is expected will be built 
this winter, when the ehickens will have better protection. With the present imperfect 
accommodations they have been exposed to depredations by hawks, skunks, minks and 
rats, which have caused the loss of quite a number of them. In spring several settings 
of eggs of different breeds were received from the Central Experimental Farm, but owing 
to delays or careless handling on the way, none of them hatched out. 

The Osage orange and Arbor-vite  hedges have made very satisfactory growth this 
year, but the Osage orange continues growine so late in the fall, that the wood does not 
ripen, and the ends of the branches kill backnconsiderably every winter. 

The rows of sample hedges of ornamental and flowering shrubs and evergreens have 
all made a fine growth and look welL 

The avenue and shelter belt trees havé done extremely well, and are very satisfac-
tory, with the exception of the elm, these grow so rapidly, and carry such a weight of 
foliage, that frorn time to time during the summer, large limbs split off, injuring the 
appearance of the trees. 

The shrubs planted on the lawn, and about the buildings, have grown well, and the 
flowering varieties produced a constant succession of bloom from early spring until frost 
in the fall. 

The splendid collection of seeds and bulbs sent from the Central Experimental 
Farm, together with the collection of considerably over one hundred and fifty varieties 
of roses, and other flowering shrubs on the farm, gave a beautiful and abundant supply 
of flowers from early spring up to the present date, there being pansies now in bloom in 
the garden. 

There is a c,ontinual and increasing interest taken in the farm by people, not only 
in this province, but in other provinces of the Dominion, many letters of inquiry are 
also received from the United States, Great Britain: and other countries, and we have 
had many visitors. 

The A ueust meeting of the British Columbia Fruit Growers Association was held 
at Agassiz, Chich was attended by several hundred people, and papers of interest to 
horticulturists were read. There is a prospect of the summer meeting of the same society 
being held here next season. 

In October we had the honour of a visit from His Excellency the Governor General 
of Canada. Flis Excellency was unfortunate in the weather, it being wet during his 
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visit, as it was on the occasion of his previous visit in 1891. The rain, however, did not 
prevent him from going through the orchards, and it was encouraging to hear his kindly 
words of commendation on the progress made since 1891. 

EXPERIMENTS  WITH  FALL WHEAT. 

TEST OF VARIETIES—SOWR in plots of -21,ith acre each. 

. 	. 

	

1.1° 	g' 	e. g' 	,.3 	..-. "là 	' 	 •.. of-.5  
Name 	.- 	-.-• 	..3e. r. 	0,  

of 	1.‘ 	'81 	-.8 	. É el> 	Kind of Head. 	0  	Proportion 
3 i:n 	0 .-- 	ce 	Cm 	 ...... 	toD 	 . 	 Rusted. Variety. 	 o 	n 	 75.5. 

z 	.. 	 ›.. 

Inches. 	 • 	 Inches. 	...o 
14 

Willits.... ..... 	Nov.2 Aug. 17 289 36 to 42 Stiff and 	2 to 3à Bald 	whi te 19 	1 No smut. 
bright. 	 chaff. 

Stewart 	" 	2 	" 	17 289 n to 48 	" 	2 to 4 	' 	.. 22 29 	" 
Johnson 	" 2 	" 	19 291 30 to 36 	" 	2 to 4 Bearded white 22 4 	" 

chaff. 
Canadian 	Velvet 	" 	2 	" 	22 294 30 to 36 	" 	2 to 4 Bald 	white  13 20 Baldly 	winter- 

Chaff 	 chaff. 	 killed:‘ no smut. 
Democrat....  	" 	2 	" 	17 289 42 to 54 	" 	2à to 3 Bearded white 19 71 

chaff. 
Manchester 	" 	2 	" 	8 280 36 to 48 	" 	21 to 31 Slightly beard- 23 521 Winter- k ill  ad, 

	

ad  red chaff.  . 	stooled well, no 
Early Red Clawson 	" 	2 	" 	24 296 42 to 48 	" 	3 to 4 Bald red chaff. 27 131 	smut. 
Martin's Amber 	" 	2 	" 	29 301 30 t,o 36 	" 	2 to 3 Slightly beard- 14 48 

ed white chaff 
Royal Prize Red 	" 	2 	" 	15 287 42 to 48 	" 	21 to 3 Bald red chaff. 22 3 Partly winter- 
Tasmania ... .  	" 	2 	" 	16 288 36 to 42 	" 	2 to 3 Bearded 	red 23 13 	killed. 

chaff. 
Golden Cross.,  	" 	2 	" 	14 286 52 to 60 	" 	2 to 3 	 .. 23 	7 
Carter's K 	" 	2 	" 	14 286 36 to 48 	" 	21 to 31 Bald 	w hi t e 26 20 

e 	 chaff. 
Carter's E  	" 	2 	" 	17 289 36 to 42 	" 	21 to 31 	" 	.. 21 loi Badly winter- 
Square Head 	" 	2 	" 	24 296 36 to 42 	" 	2 to 3 	 .. 22 91 	killed. 
White Queen 	" 	2 	" 	18 290 24 to 48 	" 	11 to 41 	" 	.. 20 12 Uneven growth. 
Carter's C....  	" 	2 	" 	18 290 36 to 42 Weak... 	2 to 3 Bald red chaf. 19 38 
Carter's B 	" 	2 	" 	15 287 30 to 48 Stiff and 2à to 31 Bald 	white  20 38 Considerable 

bright 	 chaff. 	 smut. 
Carter's F 	"' 2 	" 	11 283 42 to 48 	" 	3 to 4 	 .. 21 36 
Carter's G ..  	" 	2 	" 	20 292 36 to 42 	" 	3 to 3à 	el 	

. 20 	2 
Carter's A 	" 	2 	" 	15 287 36 to 42 	" 	2à to 4 Bald red chaff. 14 14 Some smut. 
Carter's D 	" 	2 	" 	15 287 48 to 52 	" 	3 to 4 	  22 151 
Carter's J.... .... 	" 	2 	" 	15 287 42 to 48 Long & 	3 to 4 Bald 	white  15 46 

, 	 slender 	 chaff. 
Carter's H 	" 	2 	" 	17 2891 48 to 52 Weak & 	3 to 4 	 .. 30 56 

slender 
Volunteer 	" 	2 	" 	17 289 36 to 48 Stiff and 	2 to 21 Beatded 	red 20 441 

bright. 	 chaff. 
Fill Measure 	" 	2 	" 	18 290 	 Soft and 	 Bald 	white  2936 

	

crinkled 	 chaff. 
down. 
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66 

44 

46 

44 
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17' 

16 
18 

17 

21 

21 
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17 

16 
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16 

21 
14 

21 

21 1, 

17 

14 

22 

14 
21 

18 

91 

14 

21 

16 

21 

21 

21 

21 

113 18 24 1 2 21 

118 24 36 2 21 
111 24 36 2 21 

118 24 36 1 2 3 

118 18  24,1  

114 24  302  21 

111 30  421  21 

119 24  362  3 

44 

64 

• • 

Bearded . 

White  Fife.. 	 April 25 

Preston 	 

Cross - bred. Ladoga 
with White Fife. 

Abundance. 	 

25 

Cross - bred. Ladoga 
with White Fife. 

Crown 	  

Cross-bred. Red Fife 
with Ladoga, plant 2 

Rio Grande  

Wellman's Fife 	 

Beauty. 

Cross - bred. Ladoga 
with White Fife, 
(sport). 

Stanley 	 
Alpha 	  

Advance 	  

Rideau 	  

Red Fife 	 
Bearded Alpha 

Huron 	  

Pringle's Champlain . 

Cross-bred. Spiti Val-
ley with Red Fife, 
plant 2. 

Percy 	 

White Connell 	 
Gehun 	  

Cross-bred. Red Fife 
with Ladoga, plant 3 

Herisson Bearded 	 

Dion's. 

Ladoga. 

Dufferin 	  

Co 

64 

25 

25 

Cross-bred. Red Fife " 
with Club Bombay, 
plant 1. 

Campbell's  White  Chaff 
Progress 	 it 

25 

25 

25 

25 

25 

25 

" 25 
" 25 

25  

"25  

44 

66 

64 

46 

41 

ti 

25 
25 

25 

251 

25 

25 
25 

25 

25' 
25 

25 

25 

25 

25 
25 
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EXPERIMENTS WITH SPRING -WHEAT. 
TEST OF VARIETIES.—A11  SOWD. On plots of -2-1--eth acre each. 

Name of Variety. 

D
at

e  
of

 So
w

in
g.

  

z 

52, Remarla. 

Aug. 17 

" 21 

118 

Inch. Inch. 

114 30 36 2 21 

118 36 42 21 4 

422  211 	" 
422  31 Bearded.. 

362  34 	" 

302  21 	" 

24  20 24  3 Beardless. 

7E= 

Beardless. n a 
45 Stooled very well. Heads 

plump and well filled. 
23 55 Stooled well. Heads compact 

plump and well filled. 

10 Heads open but very plump. 
10 Heads open, but plump and 

well filled to tip. 
20 50 Heads short, but very plump 

and well  filled. 
20 40 Straw uneven. Heads compact 

and well filled t,o tip. 
20 30 Did not stool well. Heads com- 

pact and well filled& 
20 10 Straw clean and bright. Head 

well filled but not compact. 
19 50 Heads open, but plump and 

well filled. 
19 50 Stooled well. Heads open, not 

well filled  te tip. 
19 20 Medium stand. Did not stool. 

Hea.ds open but very plump. 
19 20 Heads compact, but not well 

filled. 
50 Stooled fairly. Heads open 

and not plump. 

30 Straw bright and dean. Heads 
compact and well  filled to 
tip. 

20 Heads open, but fairly plump. 
15 Stooled well. Heads compact 

but not well filled. 
55 Uneven crop. Heads compact 

and fairly plump. 
40 Heads compact, plump and 

well filled to tip. 

17 25:Heads compact but not plump. 
17 20 Stooled well. Heads slender, 

not well tilled. 
17 10 Straw weak. Heads open, well 

filled to tip. 
17 10 Did not stool well. Heads open 

but well filled. 
16 45 Did not stool well. Heads 

compact and plump. 

15 55 Heads short, but plump and 
compact. 

15 50 A thin stand and poor heads. 
14 30 Did not stool well. Heads 

open, not well filled. 
14 25 Did not stool well . Heads 

compact but not plump. 
13 55 Straw short. Did not stool well. 

Heads short but plump. 	. 
13 5 Heads open, but plump and 

well filled. 
12 15 Straw weak. Heads not well 

filled. 
10 25 Did not stool welL Heads 

slender, not well filled. 

Bearded at 
tip. 

111 36 45 3 31 Beardless. 22 
118 42 48 3 4 	" .. 21 

115.30  362  21Bearded.. 

11S '24  422 31 

11136 45 1 21 31 
I 

 1183O  42
1 
 2 31 Beardless. 

113 30 36 21 3 Bearded.. 

118 30 4212 3 Bearded at 
tip. 

118 36  4834  4 Bearded.. 

118 24  362  21 Beardless. 

118 30 362 3 Slightly j18 
bearded 
at tip. 

114 36 42 2 3 Slightly 18 
bearded 
at tip. 

113 30  362  3 Beardless. 18 
11530362  3 	" 	18 

114.24  4224  31 Bearded.. 17 

118130  362  3 Beardless. 17 

11830 
118136 

114 1 24 

113 24 
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EXPERIIiENTS WITH BARLEY.

TWO-ROWED SORTS.

The ground for these plots had been given a dressing of stable manure, and had
been well prepared, but when the high water came in June, the land-although not
overflowed-became so wet that the plots were very seriously injured, some of them
being nearly killed out.

Those showing the best results were on plots where the land was a little the highest,
and consequently did not suffer so much. The results this season cannot be taken as a
satisfactory test of the relative productiveness of the different varieties.

TEST OF VARIETIES-On plots of ,Eth acre each.

\ame of Variety. Soivn. Up. Headed
out. Ripe I ength

of Straw.
1Vumber

of dal s to
^Iature,

-

Yield
per Acre.

---
I

^
^
---

I
-

Feet.
-
Bush. Lbs.

Caiifornia Prolific......... April 23.. May 3.. July 2.. Augt. 10. . 2 to 2^ 109 37 4
Duckbill ........ .... ...... 23.. " 7.. ` 3.. ` 10.. 1; to 2^ 109 30 20
Goldthorpe ................. " 23.. " 7.. " 8.. " 13.. 2 to 21 112 29 43
New Golden Grains........ " 23.. " 7.. " 6.. " 11.. 2 to 2^ 111 29 38
Newton ... . .............. " 23.. " 6.. " 5.. " 13.. 2 to 2# 112 28 41
Canadian Thorpe........... " 23.. " 7.. " 4.. " 11.. 1§ to 2z 110 27 14
Beaver ............... .... " 23.. " 4.. " 4.. " 10.. 1 to 11 109 23 41
French Chevalier.... ..... " 23.. " 7.. " 7.. " 11.. 1} to 2 110 22 44
Improved Chevalier....... . " 23.. " 7.. " 9.. " 10.. 1i to 2k 109 21 7
Prize Prolific .... ......... . " 23.. " 7.. " 9.. " 16.. 1 to 2 115 18 31
Kinver Chevalier. . . . . . . . . . . " 23.. " 7_ . " 9.. " 13.. 1 to2 112 18 16
Thanet ............ ........ " 23.. " 7.. " 7.. " 10.. 1 to 1i 109 12 4

SIX-ROWED SORTS.

These plots were also very much injured by water, and,the results obtained under
such circumstances cannot be taken as correctly indicating the relative productiveness
of the d:fferent sorts. The soil chosen for this test was a sandy loam.

TEST OF vARIETIES-On plots of ^th acre each.

Date Date of No. of Length of Characterf Length of Yield
\ame of Variety. of Sowing. Ripening. days

Iaturing.

----

Straw.
o

Straw.

-

Head.

-

per Acre.

----

I

-

Inches. Inches. ^ ^
;^. a

Odessa ... ..... ... ......... I:1pri1 23.. July 31.. 98 24 to 30 Br't & stiff
'

2 to 3 31 12
20Oderbruch ................. ` 23.. Aug. 1..

` 1
99
99

24 to 30
24

Fairl ngth
Br't& stiff

1} to 3
1 5 to 2

-
18 16Baxtsr's .... .. .... ... ....

Royal ... ........ ..... .... ..

I
23..

" 23..
..

" 3.. 101 18 to 24 Short.. ...
.,

1)4 to 2. 17 4
Petschora ... ... . . . . . . . . . . . . " 23..

" 23
" 1. .
" 2

99
100

18 to 24
12 to 24

1^ to 2. 16 32
16 7Common six-rowed . . . . . . . . .

. .. . . . . ..Phmnix
..

" 23..
..

" 2.. 100 18 to 24 " ... 1; to 24 15 00. ....... . .
Rennie's Improved......... " 23.. " 2.. 100 I 18 to 24 .... 1S to 21 11 12



.,5 
7:1 

49 24 
46 26 
43 33 
42 27 
41 11 
40 10 
408 
39 24 
38 28 
38 8 
38 8 
37 12 
37 12 
36 31 
35 15 
35 11 
35 10 
355 
35 00 
35 00 
34 24 
34 19 
33 28 

1d 

<4 

id 

St 

it 

t< 

30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 

ti 30 

30 
di 

id 
30 
30 

29 
29 
28 

29 
9 
8 

25 1 
24 9 
23 33 
238 

116 1 24 to30. Short 	 

117 24 to 36. 
112 30 to 36. 
110 36 to 42. 

Stiff .... 
Stiff.  . 	 
Stiff.  . 	 

116 30 to 36. Stiff.  . 	 
99 24 to 27. :Weak .... 

113,24 to 30 Soft 	 
119i24 to 36. IStiff 	 

24 

25 
20 
18 

24 
25 
21 
27 

44 

44 

44 

id 

4' 

 61{ 

I'  

CC 

id 

IC 

EXPERIMENTAL FARMS. 

EXPERIMENTS WITH OATS. 

Thirty-seven varieties of oats were te,sted. They were sown on loamy soil, on 
plots of -2 0-th of an acre each. The very wet condition of the ground in June interfered 
with the healthy growth of the grain and lessened the yield, especially on those plots 
where the land was lowest. 

OATS-TEST OF VARIETIES. 

z 

392 

Inches. Inches. 

Name of Variety. 
Date 

of 
Ripen-

ing. 

Length 
of 

Straw. 

Length 
of 

Date 
of 

Sowing. 

Character 
of 

Straw. 
Proportion 

Rusted. 
Kind 

of 
Head. 

Yield 
per 

Acre. 

April 30Aug. 20 
30, " 18 .. 	30 , id 	 18  

id 	 30 1  it 	 20  
" 30 " 10 .. 30  if 20  

	

30 	20  
" 30 " 20 
it 	 30 	«. 
di 	 30 	 it 

• 30 	 di 

it 	 30 	 CC 

Ci 	 30 	 ti 

Cd 	 30 	 it 

41 	 30 	 CC 

it 30  
di 	 30 	 .4 

.. 	30 	 it 

id 	 30 	 it 

di 	 30 	 CC 

C 30 	.. 
«II 	 30 	 it 

C t 	 30 	 it 

30 
May 18 
April 30 

30 

Abundance .... 
Early Gothland 	 
White Wonder 	 

	

Improved Ligowo 	 
Early Blum 
Prize Cluster 	 
Banner 	 
Welcome 	 
Cream Eg-yptian 
Poland White 	 
Golden Beauty 	 
Lincoln 	 
Joanette 	 
Bavarian 	 

	

Flying Scotchman 	 
Holstein  Prolific 	 
White Russian 	 
Ea,rly Etampes 	 
Golden Giant 	 
Oderbruch 
Early Archangel 	 
Giant Cluster 	 
Prolific Black Tar-

tarian. 
Bonanza 	 
Scottish Chief 	 
Bl'ck Coulommiers 
Doncaster Prize 	 
Abyssinia. 	 
Rosedale. 	 

Prolific Black Cali-
fornian. 

Wallis 	.. .... 
Columbus 	 
Rennie's Prize 

White. 
Siberian 	 
Schonen 	 
American Triumph 
White Monarch 	, 

	

112 36 to 54. Stiff.  . 	 

	

110 36 to 54. Stiff . 	  

	

110 48 t,o 54. Stiff.  . 	 

	

112 36 t,o 48. Stiff 	 

	

101 36 t,o 42. Weak 	 

	

112 42 to 54. Stiff. 	 

	

112 36 to 48. Stiff . 	  

	

112 36 t,o 48. Weak 	 

	

18 110 42 to 48. Stiff . 	  

	

20 112 42 to 48. Stiff . 	  

19 111 30 t,o 42. Weak 

	

24 11636 to 48. Stiff. 	 
20 11224 to 30. Sfiort 

	

25 117 30 to 42. Stiff. 	 

	

18 110 36 to 48. Stiff. 	 

	

20 112,24 to 36. Weak 	 

	

20 11230 to 48. Weak 	 
19 111 24 to 30. Weak 

	

25 117 24 to 42. Stiff.  . 	 
19 111 42 to 54. Weak-- 
20 112 24 to 36 Stiff 	 

	

24 116 24 to 36. Stiff.  . 	 
18; 110 24 to 30.1Weak 

20 112I42 to 48. Stiff. 	 
20 112 24 to 36. Short 
24 11630 to 42. Stiff ....... 
20 112 24 to 42. Stiff . 	 
19 111 42 to 48. Stiff.  . 	 
20 112 24 to 36. Stiff . 	 

6 to 10 
6 to 12. 
8 to 12. 
6 t,o 8. 
7 to 10. 
6 to 10. 
6 to 10. 
6 to 10. 
6 to 10. 
7 to 10. 
6 to 10. 
6 to 10. 
8 to 12. 
5 to 10. 
6 to 10. 
6 to 8. 
4 to 10. 
6 to 10. 
6 to 12. 
6 to 10. 
6 to 10. 
4 to 8. 
6 to 10. 

6 to 8. 
6 to 8. 
5 to 10. 
5 to 9. 
6 to 10. 
5 to 9. 

6 to 8. 

6 t,o12. 
6 to 8. 
6 to 8. 

4 t,o 8. 
6 t,o 8. 
4 to 8. 
6 to 9. 

Branching 
Half sided 
Branchimg 

	

Sided 	 
Branching 

it 
• 

ti 
• 

di 

	

CC 	 • 

	

it 	 • 

	

CC 	 • 

	

di 	 • 

	

id 	 • 

	

it 	 • 

	

Sided 	 
Branching 

Hall  sided 
Branching 

	

id 	 9. 

	

Sided 	 

Branching 
id 

	

64 	 • 

	

«I 	 • 

	

Ill 	 • 

Half sided 

	

Sided- 	 

Branching 
44 

	

Sided 	 
Branching 

	

di 	 •  

Considerably. 
Very slightly. 
None. 

Considerably. 
Slightly. 
None. 
Considerably. 
None. 

it 

Considerably. 

Slightly. 
Very slightly. 
Considerably. 
Slightly. 
Badly. 
None. 

Very slightly. 
Considerably. 
Slightly. 
None. 

if 

Slightly. 
None. 

Il  

it 

44 

Very slightly. 
Considerably. 

33 23 Considerably. 
33 18 None. 
33 13 Considerably. 
32 32 	it 

32 12 None. 
31 11 Injured by 

water. 
31 11 Considerably. 



Name of Variety. Sown. Headed 
out. 

Stanley, Plot No. 1 ....IApril 24.. 
66 	

" 	 2.... May 1.. 
66 

" 	 4.... 	" 	15.. 
66 

Oi 	 " 	6.... 	" 	29.. 

Red Fife, Plot No. 1... 

" 15.. 
5... 

4.. 
7.. 
9.. 

July 

12.. 
15 . 
19..  

7.. 
9.. 

July 
66 

66 

64 

46 

12.. 
16.. 
20..  
23.. 

April 24.. 
May 1.. 

8.. 
14.. 
17.. 
21.. 
27.. 
4.. 

8.. 
14.. 
18.. 
22.. 
26.. 
3.. 

May 
66 

June 

May 

66 

gg 
June 

OATS—RESULTS OF EARLY, MEDIUM AND LATE sovnsa. 

These were sown on plots of -flu  acre each. There was no smut or rust, but the 
yield was much injured in all these plots by the high water. Where late plots have 
shown a proportionately larger yield, it has been because the land on which those plots 
happened to be was a little higher than others. All suffere,d from the water, but some 
less than others. Every year's experience confirms the opinion that, owing to the diffi-
culty in harvesting late sown grain, on account of showery weather, it is very important 
to get grain sown here as early in spring as the ground can be prepared. 

t.  >., c 

Headed 	• 	Length 	eg...4 	Yield 
Name of Variety. 	Sown. 	tip. 	 Ripe. 	uf 	" C •=-1 	per 	Remarks. out. 	 Straw. 	d e, 	Acre. 

Z 

..è Feet.  
FC 	g-Z 

	

Abundance, Plot No. 1. .April 24.. May 	7.. July 	9.. Aug. 17.. 	2î to3 	115 	41 	6 
1 	2. May 	1.. 	" 	13.. 	". 	13.. 	1 	22.. 	24 to 	113 	38 	3 

. 	
" 	 3. 	1 	8.. 	" 	18.. 	" 	14 . 	" 	22.. 	2 to3 	106 	41 	16 	4  

66 	
" 	 4. 	" 	15.. 	" 	22.. 	" 	16.. 	" 	25.. 	2 to 3 	102 	32 	7 	m̀I' g. 44 	
" 	 5. 	" 	22.. 	" 	27.. 	" 	22.. 	" 	27.. 	3 to 3;s 	97 	35 	20 

66 	
" 	 6. 	1 ` 	29.. June 	5.. 	" 	30.. • 	" 	29.. 	3 to 4 	92 	41 	6 	ô 

te, 

	

Banner, Plot No. 1.... April 24.. May 	7.. July 13.. Aug,. 17.. 	g to 3 	115 	43 	8 	i " 	2.... 3,1ay 	1.. 	1 	13.. 	1 	16.. 	" 	20. 	2 to 3 	111 	48 	18 
66 	

" 	 3.... 	" 	8.. 	" 	13.. 	" 	20.. 	" 	25.. 	2 to 3 	109 	42 	27 
. 	

" 	 4...." 	15.. 	" 	23.. 	" 	24.. 	" 	27.. 	1to2 	104 	32 	32 
. 	

" 	 5.... 	 " 	 22.. 	" 	27.. 	" 	27.. 	" 	28.. 	1 à to 3& 	98 	31 	31 
44 	

" 	 6.... 	" 	29.. June 	5.. 	" 	29.. 	" 	30.. 	21 to 3 	92 	47 	22 	 , 

WHEAT—RESULTS OF EARLY, MEDIUM AND LATE SOWING. 

These plots also suffered from high water, the water oozing through to the surface 
and remaining, from one to six inches deep, for several days in June, killing the crop in 
the lowest part of the plots. There was no rust or smut. These plots were all acre 
each. 

.2 	. ›. c e ià 

	

th 	Lenrth 	'a .i:.7. 	Ypieerld . 	 Leni 	o  
Ripe. 	

e 
 

Head. 	Straw. 	(52 	Acre. 
Z 

'È 	e 

	

Inches. 	Feet. 	— 	..c ie 	a 

	

Aug. 16.. 	2 to 3 	2 to 3 	114 	9 	50 
1 	16.. 	2 to 3 	2 to 3 	107 	16 	25 
" 	18.. 	2 to 3 	2 t,o 3 	102 	14 	00 
" 	22. 	2 to3 	2to3 	99 	13 	5 
" 	25.. 	1: to 2 	2 t,o 2i 	95 	13 	20 
" 	28.. 	1 fe li 	li to 2 	91 	9 	20 

	

Aug. 18.. 	1 to 1 	2 t,o 2 	116 	11 	' 5 
1 	22.. 	2 to 2i 	2 t,o 2 	113 	10 	50 
" 	25.. 	1 	to 2 	2 to 2 	109, 	11 	10 
" 	27.. 	1 	to 2 	1.-. to 2 	104 	15 	00 
" 	29.. 	1 	to 2 	1; to 2 	99 	14 	35 

Sept. 	1.. 	1 to li 	1 to 2 	94 	7 	40 
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BARLEY, RESULTS OF EARLY, MEDIUM AND LATE SOWING. 

The barley plots for this test, were sown along side of the plots of barley for the. 
comparative test of varieties, and suffered also from water. Plots 1, 2 and 6 were a. 
little higher than 3, 4 and 5, and on this account gave better yields. The size of the 
plots was -A, of an acre each. The grain did not suffer from rust or smut. The varieties 
chosen for the test were Canadian Thorpe a two-rowed sort and Oderbruch a six-rowed 
variety. 

Number Headed 	 Length 	 Yield 

	

Na,me of Variety, 	Sown. 	Up. 	out. 	Ripe. 	of Stra 	Of daYs t°  

	

w. 	mature.  . per Acre. 

	

Feet. 	 Bush. Lbs_ 

	

Canadian Thorpe, Plot No. 1 April 24.. May 	6.. July 	4.. Aug. 10.. 	4 to 2 	108 	16 	2 
f t 	

" 	 2 May 	1.. 	" 	14.. 	' 	8.. 	" 	16 . 	1 	to 4 	107 	13 	1 
it if 	

" 	 3 	" 	8.. 	" 	16.. 	" 	14.. 	" 	18.. 	1 	to2 	102 	7 	39 " 	" 	" 	4 	" 	15.. 	" 	22.. 	" 	17.. 	" 	22.. 	1 	to2 	99 	8 	26 
it di 	

" 	 5 	" 	22.. 	" 	27.. 	" . 	21.. 	" 	25.. 	1 	to 2 	95 	6 	42 
it 6 	" 	29.. June 	4.. 	" 	24.. 	" 	28.. 	4 to 2 	91 	13 	26 

	

Dderbruch, Plot No.1 	 April 24.. May 	7.. June 28.. July 31.. 	1 	to 4 	98 	6 	42 

	

2 	May 	1.. 	' 	14.. Tuly 	2.. Aug. 	2. 	4 to 2 	93 	17 	24 " 	" 	3 	" 	8.. 	" 	16.. 	" 	6.. 	" 	3.. 	4, to 2 	87 	18 	32 

	

4 	" 	15.. 	" 	20.. 	" 	9 . 	" 	6.. 	1 	to 4 	83 	14 	8 

	

5 	" 	22.. 	" 	27.. 	" 	12.. 	" 	13.. 	4 to 2 	83 	20 	20 
it 	 elf 	 5 	" 	29.. June 	4.. 	" 	14.. 	" 	13.. 	1 	to 4 	82 	9 	23 

FIELD PEASE ON PLOTS OF -A OF AN ACRE EACH. 

P: 	 . 	 e ,.. 	, :., 	 . - 
.‹ 	 ,,...'- 

	

.i.', 	Length 	'2'1; 	Yield 
Name of Variety. 	I 	Sown. 	UP.'.«.= 	Ripe. 	of 	.:- ," 	per 	Remarks. — 

--z 	 ' 	 Staw. 	̀;:.;!, 2 	Acie. 	I 

	

s., 	 c; 
Z 

Lbs 	 Ft. 	Bus. lbs. 

Golden Vine 	150 April 18 May 3 July 6 Augt 14 3 	to 4,121 118 42 .... Vines very well loaded 
with long well filled 

s. 
Crown  	150 	" 	18 	" 4 	" 4 	" 	14 3 	to n 118 39 	5.. Vines well loaded. and 

pods filled out. 
Centennial 	180 	" 	18 	" 4 	" 2 	" 	16 2i t,o 4 	120 39 .... Straw well 	furnished 

with long well filled 
- 	 pods. 

White Marrowfat 	210 	" 	18 	" 3 	" 7 	" 	14 3 	to  3 	118 37 35.. Vines well loaded, pods 
long and well filled. 

Multiplier. .. ...  	150 	" 	18 	" 	1 	" 	7 	" 	123 	to 3,12. 	116 	37 .... Vines 	well 	furnished 
with well filled pods. 

['ride   	180 	" 	18 	" 3 	" 4 	" 	9 2i to 3 	113 36 40.. Vines well loaded with 
well filled pods. 

S'ew Potter 	150 	" 	18 	" 4 	" 6 	" 	16 3i to 4 	120 34 25.. Vines well loaded with 
well filled pocis. 

Canadian Beauty 	200 	" 	18 	" 3 	" 6 	" 	16 2i to 3 	120 31 40.. Vines well loaded, pods 
short. 

_Ttimmy  	1.80 	" 	18 	" 2 	" 3 	" 	15 2T‘,.- to 31 	119 31 20.. Vines very well loaded 
with pods which were 
not well filled. 

Prince Albert 	150 	" 	18 	" 1 	" 9 	" 	16 3i to 5 	120 31 .... Vines not very well fur- 
nished, pods long and 
well filled. 

Black Eyed Marrowfat. 210 	" 	18 	" 3 	" 3 	" 	143 	to 3,i 118 29 55.. Pod long and filled out 
to the end. 

?'russian Blue....  	150 	" 	18 	" 2 	" 8 	" 	142k  to 4 	118  2955.. Vines well loaded, pods 
short. 



View in Hop-yard, near Agassiz, B.C. 
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GREEN FEED. 

Two plots of -rie  of an acre each, were sown with mixed grain for the purpose of 
cutting green, and curing as hay, with the following results. - 

Mixture No. 1.-6 lbs. of Golden Vine Pease, 5 lbs. of Prize Prolific barley, and 31 
lbs. of Banner oats, naixed and sown together on acre plot equal  • to 1 bushel of each 
per acre. Sown April 17, up May 4, cut July 27. Batley in early dough, oats in milk, 
and Pease about fit for table use. Weight when cut 1,550 lbs. ; weight when thoroughly 
cured 650 lbs., making 7 tons 1,500 lbs. green and 3 tons 500 lbs. cured fodder per acre. 

Mixture No. 2.-6 lbs. Golden Vine Pease, 5 lbs. Red Fife Wheat, 31 lbs. Banner 
Oats, cut when oats and wheat were in milk, and pease were a little too hard for table 
use. Plot Tliï  acre, weight when cut 1,925 lbs., when cured 750 lbs., or at the rate of 9 
tons, 1,250 lbs. per acre green and 3 tons 1,500 lbs. when cured. 

The plots were sown side by side, soil and treatment the same, showing rather better 
results this year than last, mixture No. 2 being somewhat the heaviest. Last year No. 2 
was a little the lightest. Both years, the stock appe,ared to like this feed very much, 
and milking cows gave more milk while feeding on it, than on grass similarly cured. 

HYBRIDIZING. 

The hybrid grains mentioned in my last report have been sown and harvested this 
year, and some of them, especially the barleys and pease, are very promising, some of 
the former being over four feet high with very fine heads, and bright stiff straw. They 
sported a great deal, but they were carefully harvested and the most promising varieties 
kept separate for future sowing, with  i  good prospect of useful results. 

Out of a number of potato seedlings, twenty four were chosen and planted in 1893. 
These have been reduced to six, selecting the mbst promising to try again. 

A little hybridizing was done with grain this year, and those produced last year 
were sown, with, in most cases, satisfactory returns. 

Some efforts have also been made, in the way of producing new varieties of fruits 
by cross fertilization. 

HOPS. 

A small experimental yard of hops has been started. A hundred roots of the \ 
entish Golding, having been procured from Capt. Moore of this place, and a hundred 

of the California Cluster from Mr. Meeker of Puyallup, Washington Territory. 
The roots received from Capt. Moore were exceptionally fine, and have made a very 

fine growth. The others too, have done well, and will be poled next season when a 
crop may be expected. 

The hop crop in British Columbia has been a medium one, and some very superior 
samples have been putup in this neighbourhood but prices have been low, owing to exten-
sive plantations in other countries, and heavy yields. 

Hop growers have perhaps not suffered in this respect, more than other producers, 
and they have many reasons to feel hopeful for the future. The soil and climate in 
many parts of British Columbia have proved to be favourable to the production of 
large yields of hops of a superior quality. 

TURNIPS. 

Twelve varieties of turnips were tested on land tha,t had been in hoed crops the 
previous year, and was manured in the spring with a light dressing of stable manure. 

Two sowinos of each variety were made in rows 30 inches apart, and the plants 
thinned to 6 inches in the rows. These plots were above high water, and the turnips 
were very good. 

The Elephant and Rennie's Prize Purple Top, are, as in previous years, the finest 
shaped and best turnips we have tested here. 
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Name of Variety.

EXPERIME3'TdL FARMS.

Skirvings Champion, Ist sowing..........
Skirvings Champion, 2nd sowing.........
Elephant, 1st sowing ............... ....
Elephant, 2nd sowing ... .. ..........
Rennie's Prize Purple Top, 1st so-wing....
Rennie's Prize Purple Top, 2nd sowing...
East Lothian Purple Top, 1st sowing.....
East Lothian Purple Top, 2nd sowing....
Marquis of Lorne, 1st sowing............

TURNIPS.

Sown.

May 17..
" 31..
" 17..
" 31..
" 17..
" 31..
" 17..

" 18

V P.

May 27..
June 4..
May 27..
June 4..
May K. .
June 5..
May 27..
June 4..
May 28-.
June 7..
May 28..
June 6..
May 27..
June 6..
May 26. .
June 6..
May 26..
June 6..

Marquis of Lorne, 2nd sowing............ jJune L.
Carter's Elephant, 1st sowing............ Jlay 18.
Carter's Elephant, 2nd sowing ............ .Juno 1..
Jumbo, 1st sowing ........ .............. SIay 18..
Jumbo, 2nd sowing ......... :. ..... ..... . June 1..
Westbury Improved, 1st sowmg.......... May 18..
Westbury Improved, 2nd sowing.......... June L.
Selected Purple Top, 1st sowing......... May 18..
Selected Purple Top, 2nd sowing........ ,Tune L.
Skirvings, 1st sow-ing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Skirvings, 2nd sowing ..... ............
Bloomsdale Swede, 1st sowmg. ... ..... .
Bloomsdale Swede, 2nd sowing ..........
Landreth's Southern Snow, Globe turnips,

1st sowing . . . . ... . . . . . . .
Landreth's Southern Snow, Globe turnips,

2nd sowing ..........................

May 18..11iZay 28..
June L.
May 18..
June L.

May 18..

.Tune L.

Harvested

Nov. 13..

May 28.. «

June 5.. «

14..

Yield per
Acre.

Tons. Lbs.

20 1,184
18 1,620
21 1,560
23 992
20 40
24 136
2.3 1,608
23 992
21 1,560
27 1,704
23 1,920
25 1,744
33 12
24 488
23 728
21 T72
27 800
23 784
16 208
10 1,384
14 1,9?0
9 40

8 1,424

14..i 8 808

Yield per
Acre.

Bush. Lbs.

693 40
627 00
726 00
783 12
667 20
802 16
793 28
783 12
726 00
928 24
865 20
862 24

1,101 42
808 Os
778 48
704 32
913 20
779 44
536 48
356 24
482 00
300 40

290 24

280 8

This last named variety is a white turnip only fit for fall feeding.

DZAtiGELS.

The soil for these tests had been dressed with barnyard manured the previous
autumn, and was well prepared, but the yields are small on account of the hi,h water
in June, which injured some plots much more than others.

Eight varieties of mangels were tested. Two sowings of each variety were made,
one April 22nd and the other two weeks later, they were sown 30 inches apart, and
thinned to 6 inches in the row.

Name of Variety.

June 7..
May 29..
June 6..

Sown.

. - -j
Rennie's Mammoth Long Red, 1st .......... ... ..! April 20..

2nd ...............\tay 4..
Evan's Mammoth Long Red, 1st.......... .... 1pri1 20..

.. 11 2nd.... ...........:3lay 4..
Rennie's Golden Tankard, 1st.. .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . j:1pri1 20..

« .^ 2nd .... ..............;Jlay C.
11lammoth Long Red Gatepost, Ist ..............'April 20..

2nd ............. 3lay 4..
april 20..Pearce's Canada Giant, 1st ............ .. . . . . .

.. << 2nd ....................... Jtav C.
Improved Prize Long Red, 1st .............:.::: .April 20..

° 2nd......... ... 1.\Iay 4..
Carter's Warden Orange Globe, Ist ......... .... AprII 20..

2nd ..............Jlav 4..
Giant Yellow Intermediate Ist ................ .'April 20..

11 2nd .................. May C.

Up.

May 2..
16..
5.
18..
5..
18..
7..
19..
6..

18..
7..

18..
3..
17..
7--

21..

^
i
s
r,

-Nov. 14..

1Veight
per Acre.

Tons. lbs.

11 880
5 1340

21 856
24 928
20 1360
17 1200
19 280
10 1120
16 1352
16 1640
18 608
19 1600
14 1480
14 424
27 1352
18 256

Weight
per Acre.

Bush. lbs.

381 20
189
714 20
816 28
689 20
586 40
638
352
555 52
560 40
610 8
660
491 20
473 44
922 32
604 16



Name of variety. let Plot 
Sown. 

2nd Plot 1st Plot 
Sown. Pulled. 

2nd Plot 
Pulled. 

Yield 
per Acre. 
lst Plot. 

Yield 
per Acre. 
1st Plot. 

Yield per 
Acre. 

2nd Plot. 

Yield per 
acre. 

2nd Plot. 

Tons. Lbs. Bush. Lbs. Tons. Lbs. Bush. Lbs. 
Main. White Intermediate 
Carter's Orange Gia-nt 	 
Iverson's Champion 	 
White Belgian. 
Half Long Scarlet Stump. 
St. Valery 	 
Pearce's Imp. Long White 
Early Gem. 	  

May 5 Nov. 14 Nov. 14 
" 5 " 14 " 14 
it 	 5  
id 	 5  
Li 	 5  
64 	 5  
di 	 7  

7  

20 810 
20 810 
17 430 
17 180 
12 860 
12 420 
101,780 
9 260 

680 10 
680 10 
573 50 
569 40 
414 20 
407 00 
363 00 
sat 20 

17 1,750 
13 1,170 
16 1,550 
14 	50 
11 1,540 
10 790 

7 550 
8 1,380 

595 50 
452 50 
559 10 
467 30 
392 20 
316 30 
242 30 
280 40 

ApTil 

" 21 
" 21 

té 23  

" 21 
" 21 
" 23 

" 14 
", 14 
" 14 
" 14 
" 14 
" 14 

" 14 
" 14 
" 14 
" 14 
" 14 
" 14 

Condition 
when cut. 

Early 
Milk. 

Late 
Milk. 

CD Q 

Ce.".  

e  
E4 
14 1040 

12 1300 

11 500 

10 900 
8 1620 
8 1600 

8 900 

5 1100 

4 U40 

f. a  
rt g 

-11 
bC7-2, 

GO a t, 
' 

ô 2 
El #4 
13 1500 

11 

9 1700 

9 760 
5 1200 
6 500 

8 500 

3 1700 

2  1500. 

In Silk. 

Early milk 

C'n formed 
It 

Aug. 28 Sept.12 Sept.20 Glazed 
" 281 " 20 " 30 Late milk. 
" 24 Aug. 30 " 20 Early ears 

glazed. 
Sept.10 1 Sept.30 	 In early 

milk. 
Aug. 16 " 9 Sept.20 Corn well 

glazed. 
" 10 Aug. 24 Aug.30 Corn ripe. 

Sept.20 Oct. 1 

"25 

Oct. 1 

11 
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CARROTS—TEST OF VARIETIES. 

SUGAR BEETS. 

1 lb. each of the following sugar beet seeds were received, but were drowned out in 
June. 

Klein Wanzleben, French Red Top, Vilmorin's Improved. 

FIELD CORN. 

A comparative test of nine varieties of field corn has been made, cut green for 
ensilage. These were grown both in rows and hills; and, as will be seen from the 
appended table, the yield varied very much, the rows generally giving a heavier crop 
than the hills. The plots were all on a loamy soil ; the rows were three feet apart and 
the plants from 6 to 8 inches apart in the rows. The hills were planted three feet apart 
each way, with 3 or 4 plants in a hill. The yield in each case has been calculated from 
the weights obtained from two rows 66 feet long, and in the case of the hills from a 
similar area. 

FIELD CORN—TEST OF VARIETIES. 

."' 
.5 	 D 

Character 	-go 	 'Z' 
Name of Variety. 	of 	..73 	Leafiness. 	g>  I 

Grow-th. 	,tr2+ 	
- 

Inch. 

Livingston's Gold Medium. 72to90 Average.. Aug.24 
Coin. 

T h o rœu gh b re d Vigorous 75to90 Very leafy 	" 24 
White Flint. 

Golden Medal Dent Long and 70to80 Average.. 	" 20 
slender. 

Compton's Early 	Medium. 72t4378 	" 	.. 	" 17 
Longfellow 	 Vigorous 72to78 Very leafy 	" 16 
Smut Nose 	Medium. 60to72 Not leafy. 	" 19 

Angel of Midnight 	" 	. . 70to80 	" 	.. Sept. 4 

Pearce's Prolific 	 Vigorous 60to66 Average.. Aug. 8 

Mitchell's Early 	 Short and 40t048 Not leafy.  . 	" 	5 
slender. 

Sown on May 31st. All flint varieties with exception of Gold Medal Dent. 



Na 

Mitch 

Dreer" 

Extra 

Cory. 
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CORN—GARDEN VARIETIES. 

m of Variety. 	Date of Up. 	Tasselled. 	Fit for 	Leng,th 
Sowing. 	 table. 	of ear. 	 Re marks. 

Inches. 
ll's Extra Early May 29.. June 11.. July 13.. Aug. 	8..  3 	to 5 Not a first class table corn, 

not sweet and it gets glazed 
. 	 and hard very quickly after 

being fit for table. 
First of all 	 " 	29.. 	" 	12.. 	" 	24.. 	" 	14.. 4 	to 6 Cobs filled out with large k-er- 

nels, remaining fit for table 
a long time, quality good. 

'...'arly Vermont. 	" 	29.. 	" 	11.. 	" 	24.. 	" 	16.. 4 	to 8 Cobs filled out with medium 
sized kernels of fair quality. 

..   " 29.. "  11. j  " 26.. " 26.. 3 .-, to 6 Cobs well filled, kernels large, 
and very fine in quality, 
remaining fit for table a long 
time, one of the best table 
corns. 

HORSE BEANS AND RUSSIAN SUNFLOWERS FOR ENSILAGE. 

A quantity of Early Mazagan horse beans were sown in drills, 24 inches apart, for 
mixing with corn, and sunflower heads, for ensilage. 

They matured fairly well and yielded at the rate of 23- tons per acre. 
The sunflower heads yielded at the rata of nearly 43 tons per acre. 

EXPERIMENTS WITH POTATOES. 

Forty-six varieties of potatoes were tested side by side on a rich loamy soil in rows 
23- feet apart, with sets one foot apart in the rows. The season was not a good one for 
potatoes, the dry weather, which began in June and continued until the tubers were 
nearly full grown, very much reduced the' yield especially-of some varieties, the quality, 
however, is in most cases very good. The yields per acre have been calculated from the 
weight of the crop obtained from two rows each 66 feet long 
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POTATOES-TEST OF VARjETIES.

P

ame of Variety. o
â

â
m

G

^+,

^

z
r

3

,

c^

c.
nm,y

^
âm

H

m
Û

6

wr4Zi

+^

V

^

â+

F 2

/

c F

Fm. ^ .

c. ^

W ^ ^ -E m m m
pâ

.6
q^ cââ

Di
a^â

.6
pâ

Late Puritan .......... ^Jfay 19. Oct. 15. Oct. 5. Damp & 310 27 310 27 None. 247 00 63 30
soft.

World's Fair.... ..... " 19. Sept.28. Sept.25. Poor. ... 282 20 265 30 16 50 238 30 27 00
Rural Blush........... " 11. Oct. 13. Oct. 10. Good. ... . 244 45 244 45 None. 195 15 49 30
Holborn Abundance... " U. " 11. " 10. 'Poor..... 232 40 205 30 27 10 183 00 22 30
Green Dlountain...... " 9. " 15. Sept.] 5. Good. .. . 220 00 220 00 None. 175 00 45 00
Toronto Queen. .... . " 9. " 15. 11 16. •` ..... 212 40 212 40 " 169 00 43 00
American Giant....... " 11. " 13. Oct. 10. Fair...... 196 55 187 15 9 40 151 15 36 00
Early Puritan ......... " 9. " 1. Sept.20. Good .... 194 20 175 20 19 00 149 00 26 20
Burpee's Extra Early.. " 9. " 1. " 6. " 183 40 183 40 ^one. 157 30 26 10

Vanier ............ ... " 11. " 11. " ° 15. " .... 168 45 168 45 " 1,926 45 42 00
Sharpe's Seedling...... " 9. " 13. " 10. " 166 50 166 50 " 133 20 33 30
Delaware .. ........... " 11. " 13. " 23. " lfi5 00 156 39 8 30 131 45 24 45
American Wonder.. . " 19. " 15. -Oct. 5. " 158 50 158 50 None. 135 00 23 50
Early Ohio............ " 11. " 11. Sept.10. " 152 10 152 10 " 121 00 31 10
Lee's Favourite.......
New Variety No. 1....

" 9.
" 10.

" 1.1
" 2.

" 15.
" 6.

"
" ....

150 20
146 40

150 20
138 30

"
8 10

132 00
110 00

18 20
28 30

Pearce's Extra Early.. " 12. " 11. " 1. " .... 145 45 145 45 None. 115 00 30 45
Daisy ................. " 10. " 5. " 6. " .... 135 40 135 40 " 118 40 17 00
Dakota Red........... " 9. " 5. " 15. ° .... 132 00 132 00 " 116 20 15 40
Wonder of the World.. " 11. j " 12. " 10. " .... 132 00 128 00 4 00 83 30 39 30
Monroe County....... " 10.I " 5. " 6. " .... 124 40 124 40 None. 93 00 31 40
Pearce's Prize Winner. " 11. " 11. " 15. " 122 25 123 25 " 96 55 25 30
1. X. L ............... " 10. " 13. " 20. " 121 00 121 00 " 102 00 18 00
Freeman ..... ........ " 9. " 15. " 6. Fair...... 121 00 115 00 6 00 93 00 22 00
Bruce's White Beauty. " 9. " 1. " 4. "..... 121 00 114 15 6 45 79 45 34 30
Earliest of All ........ " 11. " 6. 1.' "...... 121 00 121 00 N one. 80 00 41 00
Thorburn ............. " 11. " 6. " 5. "...... 117 20 117 20 " 98 30 18 15

Early Sunrise...... ... " 10. " 6. " 6. Good..... 117 20 117 20 " 93 30 23 50^
Polaris ............... 6. " 6.', Poor ..... 116 40 116 40 " 87 10 29 30
Northern Spy......... ! 11-11. " 6. Oct. 5. Good .... 111 50 111 50 " 89 50 22 00
Early tiorther......... ` 9. " 15. Sept.18. " .... 110 00 110 00 " 88 00 22 00
Clarke's No. 1...... ... " 10. " l:i. " 20. " .... 110 00 110 00 " 88 00 22 00
Early London ......... 1 " 12. " 11. " 5. "&dry 110 00 110 00 " 70 00 40 00
Everett ..... .... ... ... " 11. " 6. " 10. \ot 1 s t 111; 20 101 00 5 20 79 00 23 00

I class.
Crown Jewel.......... ! " 10. " 2.^ " 6. Good .... 114 30 114 30 None. 73 00 31 30
State of biaine........ " 10. " 15 " 24.

I
` .... 104 00 102 00 2 00 76 30 25 30

Vanguard .. . . . . . . . . . ..I " 9. " 1. " 10. " . . . 91 40 91 40 None. 72 00 19 40
Pride of the Table. .. . " 9. " 15. Oct. 1. " ... 88 00 88 00 " 70 30 17 30. i
Dreer's Standard...... i °° 9. " 15. Sept.25. " .... 1 81 53 81 53 " 62 00 19 53
Harôinger .............I " 12. " 11. " 15. " ....I 81 30 81 30 " 55 00 26 30
Chicago Market ....... ^ " 11. " 6. " 15. Poor..... + 77 00 73 30 3 30 60 00 13 30
Seedling No. 214...... " 11. " 12. " 10. Good..... 1 77 00 74 30 2 30 57 30' 17 00
Early Rose........... " 11. " F. " 5. " ....! 68 00 65 30 2 30 55 00 10 30
Early Gem....... ..... " 12. " 12. " 20. 64 15 64 15 None. 35 00 29 15
Pride of the itarket... " 9. " 15. " 10. " .. .; 57 07 57 07 " 48 00 9 07
Lizzie's Pride......... " 9. " 15. " 15.I " ....!

I
55 30 55 30 " 44 30 11 00

APPLES.

The following varieties of apples fruited this year, some of them for the first time,
and some produced only a few apples.

The trees were sprayed with Bordeaux mixture before leafing out, and several
times after, but the rains were so frequent, that the mixture was washed off, and as a con-

f
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sequence, could not do its best work, and some varieties of apples were considerably 

, damaged by spot :— 

Golden Russet, Alexander, Ben Davis, Baldwin, Bombshell, Colvert, Duchess of 
Oldenburgh, Fameuse, Pewaukee, Fallawater, Fanny, Gravenstein, Fall Janetting, 
Flaas, King of Tomkin's Co., Keswick Codlin, Longfield, Maiden's Blush, McMahan 
White, Northern Spy, Red Beitigheimer, Red Astrachan, Swam-, St. Lawrence Shan-
non, Smith's Cider, Spitzenburg, 20 oz Pippin, Tatman Sweet, Tetofsky, Wealthy, 
YeHove Bellflower, Gloria Mundi. 

Henry Russet. —Larger than Golden Russet, of a bronze russet colour, free from 
spot, tree very productive ; apple a good keeper. Season, February to March. 

Anis.—Very similar to Tetofsky in appearance and time of ripening, but not so 
productive. 

Bottle Greening.—Only three apples on the tree, medium size, affected by spot. 
Blenheim Orange.—Fruit large and very handsome and of very fine quality. 

Season, November. 
Belle de Boskoop. Produced a few apples above medium in size, handsome and 

appears to be a fair keeper. 
Bailey Sweet.—Fruited sparingly, medium size, very handsome. 
Canada Red.—Below medium in size, free from blemish, a good keeper, and good 

either for dessert or cooking. 
Carolina Red June. Produced a few small apples of very good quality for dessert. 

Season, August. 
Yellow Transparent—Large, clean very handsome apple, good quality.—Sea.son 

August. 
Cooper's Market—Fruit above medium, handsome, and appears to be a good keeper. 
Cheriango Strawberry.--Fruit mediurrt in size, very handsome, excellent for dessert. 

Season, September. 
Early Harvest—Fruit medium, good quality, affected by spot and cracks. Season 

August. 
Grimes' Golden.—This variety fruited last year and the apples were very fine for 

dessert in January and February. Fruit medium in size, free from spot, a good cooking 
apple. 

Hurlburt.—Fruited, the second time with us, this year, and proves to be productive 
and an apple of merit. 

Hastings.—Fruit small, hard and a good keeper, liable to spot, poor quality, tree 
a poor producer. 

Jonathan.—Tree a slow grower, but productive • a fine crop this year ; fruit small, 
handsome and of very fine quality for dessert, a good cooking apple. Season, December 
to February. 

Jersey Sweet. —Productive, fruit medium size, juicy and good either for dessert or 
baking. Season October to November. 

Peck's Pleasant. —Only a very few apples. 
Ribston Pippin. Above medium in size, free from spot, productive, very fine flavor. 

Season, December and January. 
Rolje.—A free producer, a beautiful red apple, medium in size, a good cooking and 

dessert apple. Season, November and December. 
Golden Sweet.—Above medium in size, productive, good for dessert or for baking. 

Season, August. 
Hawley.—Tree, vigorous and productive ; fruit, large and handsome, a good 

cooking apple. Season, October and November. 
Scott's Winter.--Tree, vigorous and productive ; apple medium size, handsome, a 

good cooking apple. Season, December and January. 
Sweet Bough,. Vigorous and productive ; fruit very large and handsome, a very 

good dessert and baking apple. Season, August. 
Salome. Tree vigorous and productive, medium in siz,e, very handsome, free from 

spot and a good keeper. Season, January to April. 



Plum-tree, in fruit, 1894, Experimental Farm, Agassiz, B.C. ; four years planted. 
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1['axen.-Medium in size, handsome and a good keeper. Season, January and
February.

Wellington.-Above medium, handsome, good keeper, acid. Season, February.
Wolf River.-Very handsome ; only three apples this year.
Stark.-Above medium, handsome and said to be a very good keeper.
Warner's King.-Vigorous grower ; fruit very large, a good cooking apple. Two

of the largest this year weighed, one 251 oz., and the other 25j oz. respectively. Season,
November.

The following is a list of the varieties received this year, bringing the collection of
apples up to over 500 :-

Allen's Russet, Antonovka, No. 236, 26 M., Arabka Summer, Atkinson, 1^port 252,
Almond Reinette, Aport 23 M., Anisim 1811i., Arablia, (Budd and Gibb,) Arabka 257,
Anisovka 185, Alaska Crab, Avenarius, Borsdorf No. 19, Belle Pippin, Baraboo, Basil
the Great, Beaût-Tu-I-A-xTad 453, Bethel, Barlof^ Belmont, Brightwater, Bostic Queen,
Buncomb, Bloomless, Beauty of Kentucky, Cinnamon Pine, Chase's Jell Crab, Cranberry
Winter, Charlottenthaler, Charlamoft, Court Pendu Plat, ross, 15 M., Chickasaw Crab
Cove, Crawford Pippin, Cranberry Pippin, Dartmouth Cra Dickinson, Extra arly
Margaret, Early Sweet, Enormous, Early May, orn, English Golden Russet, Excelsior,
Fab, Franklin Sweet, Flat Voronesh, Golden White, Good Peasan t, Gideons

sy Girl, Grandmother, Green Crimean, Green Stripe, Golden Ball, Gideons
,) Gideons 20, Gracie, Gells Beauty, Golden Beauty Crab, Gideons 30,

Headly, Holman, Huohes'Hatcher's Seedling, Hebbel White, Hare Pipka,
ab, Hennipin, Hy fill, Hibernal, Haskella Sweet, Indiana, Jones' eedli
ted Crab, Sossuth, gentucky Longstem, gentucky Streak, Birkbridge,
(Nieme z.) gremer's Glass, Knievskoe, gurskaya, Karabovka 21 M., Lady

Elgin Crab, Lankford, North Carolina Limber-twig, Lord Nelson, Late Duchess, 'My
Finger, Little's Red Winter, Lyman's Red Seedling, Lông Arcade, Landsburg, Lubsk
Queen,Ledenetz, Large Anis, Little Hat, Mann Pippin of Arkansas, Martha Washington,
Maxey, Magnum Bonum, Missouri Red Winter, Mother, Melonen, McAffee, No. 3 Sweet,
(Gideon) Newton, Orel 980, Orel 6, Orel 5, Orel 27, O-ilvie's rab Orel 1, Ostrakoff
Glass, (Fisk) Ostrakoff, (Beadle) Oblong, Ohio Nonpare , Ozark, Palouse, Pyles Red
Winter, Pound Sweet, Peach Crab, Pickards, Palmer, Pewaukee Russet, Pointed Pipka,

rial Crab, Quaker Be ySrab, ueen'sPrior's Red, Persian og ano Pauls Impe_
Choice Crab, Romenskoe, Repka Aport, Rambour Reinette, Rosy Voronesh, Rosy

epa, Zed Queen (316), Red Streak, Reinette Gris (28), Romna (599), Red Subluck,
Repolovka 1 M, Red Aport, Russian Preserve, Round Borsdorf, Red Russet, Red
Limbertwig, Raspberry, Ragan's Yellow, Red Belleflower, Red Siber' ra'^, Red Queen,

Rutledge, Ridge Pippin, Red Cider, Stephens Red, tripe July, Stuart's Golden,
Sweeting, Stone's Eureka, Simbirsk No. 5, Simbirsk No. 3, Simbirsk No. 2, Simbirsk
No. 10. Simbirsk No. 4, Suislep Nô. 19, Skirsch (Cross Vor.), Sweet Borovinka (Beadle),
Sambo, Tulpenhocken, Taffet Winter, Ukraine (Gibb,) Voronesh No. 9, Voronesh
Reinette, Virginia Greening, Virginia Queen, Wandering Spy, Winter Sweet Paradise,

Windsor Chief, Winter May, Winter Green, White Rambour, Watterson's No: 4, White
Pigeon, White Borovinka, Watterson, Williams Favorite, No. 585, No. 20 (M), No. 569,
Yellow Horse, Julian, Newells Winter.

PsAxs.

Only a few of the pears fruited this year, although many of the young tiees

blossomed.
lllargaret.-A medium sized handsome, russet red pear of very fine quality. Ripe

Aug. 14th.
Seckel.-One tree produced a few of these delicious little pears. Ripe Oct. 6th.

Gliva Kurskaya.-Fruit medium sized, regular in form. Golden russet colour, and

very pleasant flavor. Ripe September 6th.
Vicar of TŸinkfield.-Above medium in size, poor quality. Ripe Nov. llth.

8c-26
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The pear orchard now contains 145 varieties ; the following additions having been 
made t,o the list during 1894 :— 

Bon Chrétien, Fred. Beaudry, Jones' Seedling, Olivier de Serties, Reeder, Pitmaston 
Duchess, Lady Clapp. Dana's Hovey, Duhamel de Morceau, Urbaniste, Ansault, 
Mme Hemmingway, Hoosic, Manning's Early, Lincoln Coreless, Bartlet-Seckel, 
Dewey's Premium, Edmunds, André Desportes, Bordeaux, Early Bergamot, Beurré 
de Livonie, Exeglovka, Lemon Kharkoff, Bon Chrétien No. 15, Panna No. 33, Princess 
No. 3, Tonkovietka (Gibb) Gakovka Zucherbirn (Budd), Lemon (Gibb), Lemonaya, 
Riga 108 (Gibb), Voronesla, 102 (Budd). - 

PLnms. 

The cold wet spring did not materially affect the plums, some of the young tre,es 
being so heavily laden that they had to be supported, notwithstanding that many had 
been considerably thinned. 

The following varieties fruited :— 
Saunclers.—Ripe August 8th. A vigorous healthy tree, but not productive. Fruit 

medium size and of good quality for a few days when just ripe but soon loses its quality 
by keeping. Skin very thin, the slightest bruise soon turning dark, a poor shipper. 

Peach..—Ripe August 8th. Fruit very large and handsome, but coarse grained and 
not of high quality. 

ifiagara.—Very similar to Bradshaw in growth and appearance of tree and fruit. 
Fruit averages larger than Bradshaw growing alongside, and ripens several days earlier 
than that variety. Ripened Auaust 22nd. Fruit large, some specimens measuring 2 
inches long by 11 in diameter. -eery productive, fruit of very good quality. 

Braolsliam—A strong, vigorous, upright grower, and very productive. Ripe 
August 28th. Fruit large, reddish purple with a light blue bloom, handsome and of 
good quality. 

Washington—A vigorous healthy grower, productive ; fruit, large and handsome, 
yellow and of good quality, but will not stand shipping. Ripened, August 30th. 

Fictoria.—A spreading grower ; fruit large, pale red and of fine quality, pro-
ductive. Two trees produced over 100 lbs. Ripe, August 28th. 

Imperial Gage.—A vigorous, healthy grower, and productive ; fruit greenish yellow, 
larger than Green Gage and of first-class quality. Ripe, August 28th. 

Jefferson.—A healthy vigorous grower and moderately productive ; fruit above 
medium size, golden yellow with a reddish cheek and of fair quality. Ripe, August 28th. 

Columbia.—A spreading grower, and productive ; fruit large, round brownish 
purple with a blue bloom ; handsome, very sweet when quite ripe. Ripe, August 29th. 

Moore's Arctic.—A medium grower and begins fruiting when the tree is quite 
young ; fruit of medium size, blue and only moderately good. Ripe August 30th. 

Smith's  Orleans.—A vigorous grower fairly productive; fruit of medium size, reddish 
purple with a blue bloom, fair quality. Ripe, August 31st. 

Large Golden Prolific.—Tree a vigorous grower, but as yet has only fruited spar-
ingly ; fruit above medium size and of very fair quality. Ripe, September 1st. 

American riolet.—A vigorous grower, fairly productive; fruit, large, handsome 
and good, a good shipper. Ripe, September 2nd. 

Hudson River Purple Egg.—Tree a vigorous and strong grower, fairly productive ; 
fruit, strikingly oblong ; quality good. Ripe, September 2nd. 

Moyer.—Tree a moderate grower, but not very productive ; fruit of medium size and 
of medium quality. Ripe, September 3rd. 

Shipper'a Pride.—Vigorous and productive ; fruit above medium size, purple, 
handsome and of good quality. Ripe, September 3rd. 

Gueii.—A vigorous grower and one of the most productive varietie,s yet fruited ; 
fruit above medium size, purple, very handsome and of good quality, a good shipper. 
Ripe, September 3rd. 

Fellenberg.—A vigorous spreading grower, productive ; fruit of medium size,, 
purple, sweet and good. Ripe, September 4th. 
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Peters' Yellow Gage.—Tree an upright strong grower, and moderately  productive;   
fruit of medium size, ha,ndsome and of good quality, but apt to crack if not picke 
before quite ripe. Ripe, September 4th. 

Lombard.—A vigorous grower and very productive ; fruit above medium in size ; 
dark red and of fair quality. Ripe, September 5th. 

Sugar Plum.—A vigorous grower, but not productive ; fruit small, nearly black, 
sweet and pleasant. Ripe, September 6th. 

Yellow Egg.—Tree a thrifty strong grower,  and fairly productive • fruit of the 
large,st size and coarse, very handsome and a good shipper. Ripe, September 7th. 

Damson.—Productive ; fruit small, dark blue and rather acid. Ripe, Septem-
ber 7th. 

illunroe.—Blue. Ripe, September 10th. 
Reine Claude.—Tree vi„o•orous and very productive 

' 
• fruit medium in size, yellovr 

and of good quality, but liable to crack when ripe, if the weather is wet. Ripe, 
September 8th. 

Bleecker's Gage.—Tree a vigorous grower and productive. Fruit of medium size, 
yellow

' 
 sweet and very good. Ripe Sept. 9th. 

Pond's Se,eoYing.—A stron„ff upright grower and very productive. Fruit very large, 
handsome and purple ; a good shipper. Ripe Sept. 10th. 

Coe's Golden Drop.—A fair grower and moderately productive. Fruit above medium 
in size,, and yellow, of very fine quality. Ripe Sept. 10th. 

Red Egg.—A vigorous grower. Fruit large and handsome. Ripe Sept. 10th. 
Prune cl'Agen.—A moderate grower,  and productive. Fruit of medium size, violet 

purple. Sweet and very good. Ripe Sept 13th. 
General Harul.—A very vigorous grower, but not productive. Fruit large, golden 

yellow, round, and of medium quality. Ripe Sept. 10th. 
The following varieties have been added this year  th the collection :— 
Field, Hubbard, Brunswick, Excelsior, Mason, Botankio No. 1, Bailey's Japan, 

Burbank, Silver Prune Holman Prune, French Prune Tragedy Prune, Dunlop, Bryan-
ston's Gage, Orange, 

Prune, 
 Golden, Prince Engiebert, Wangenheim, Lafayette, 

Henrietta, Centralia, Long Fruit, Willard, Chabot, Hawkeye. Bringing the number 
up to 157 varieties, more than 30 varieties fruited during the past season. 

CHERRIES. 

The cherry trees, were very full of bloom in spring, but the cold rains pro.  bably 
prevented the proper fertilization of the blossoms, and they fell off. Only the English 
Morello, Bessarabian, Lieb, Lithaur and Ostheim, produced a few cherries each. All the 
trees are vigorous and promising. 

The following varieties have been added, this year :— 
Cleveland, Sparhawk's Honey, Kirtland's Mary and Dwarf Rocky Mountain, 

making 71 varieties in all. 

APRICOTS. 

Although these trees blossomed very freely last spring, and on several varieties the 
fruit set, when they grew to be as large as Marrowfat pea,se they fell off. 

The trees have in most cases made  good growth, and promise well for next year. 
The following varieties were received and planted last spring, and have made a 

vigorous growth :— 
Longfellow, Sweet Russian, Dr. Evart Smith. We have now 26 varieties in all. 

NECTARINES. 

These trees were not troubled with "curl leaf " last season, and have made a 
fine healthy growth, and give good promise for fruit next year. 

One variety, New White, has been added, making 17 in all. 
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MEDLARS. 

The medlars have grown vigorously, and blossomed, but did not fruit, 

PEACHES. 

Nearly all the peach trees have made a very fine growth this year. ThPy were 
sprayed, when the leaves were partly expanded, with a strong Bordeaux mixture, for 
the prevention of curl leaf ; I am pleased to say that there was no e,url leaf this year, a 
careful watch was made and only three affected leaves found. This disease does not 
appear to have been troublesome in any orchard in this locality, even where the trees 
were not treated to prevent it. 

The trees are very promisiing now, and with a favourable winter, and spring, many 
varieties should fruit next year. 

The following varieties have been added to the collection :—Miller's Cling, Large 
Early, Gold Dust, Crosby, Champion, Toledo Prolific, Beer's Late, Eaton's Golden, 
Japan Blood, Peen-to, Park's Late, Hoover's Heath, Jarles' Late White, Silver Medal, 
Ives Blood (free), Yum-Yum, Bergen's Yellow Golden Dwarf, Fourteen Ounce, 
Magdala, Royal Kensington, Shanghae, Pickett's Late, Barnes, Topa,z, Lonoke, I.X.L., 
Bonanza., Henrietta, Ark. Mamm. Golden, Geary's Hold-on, Blood (free), Flater's St. John, 
Chas. Wood, Jessie Kerr, Albright's Late, Arkansas, Traveller, Ragan's. Yellow, 
Christiana. 

These, with those previously planted, make 178 vazieties in all. 

QUINCES. 

The Quince trees blossomed in spring, but the blossoms fell off 
The Mammoth Japan and Col. Cheney were the only additions in quinces since my 

last report ; in all, 12 varieties. 

MULBERRIES. 

The Victoria and Hicks have been added to the collection of this fruit. When the 
trees are a year or two older no doubt they will fruit, but up to the present they have 
only made each year a vigourous wood growth. . 

MOUNTAIN ORCHARDS. 

The apple, pear, plum, cherry and peach trees, planted in the orchards on the 
mountain have made a vigorous growth and are very promising, and the question of 
picking and transporting fruit to the lower level of the valley will soon demand atten-
tion. 

Preparations are being made to add considerably to the area under fruit trees on 
the highest bench. A number of young apple and other trees for that purpose, being in 
nursery rows at the present time. 

Some of the grape vines planted on the benches fruited this season, but none of 
the fruit ripened. 

Of the English gooseberries imported in the spring of 1893, a single plant each of 
several varieties were planted on the bench, and it was satisfactory to note that two 
varieties, Crown Bob and Whinham's Industry, fruited this year, and although not 
sprayed, neither fruit nor foliage showed any trace of mildew. 

NUTS. 

Filberts.—The filbert, Corylus Avellana, produced a small crop of fine large nuts this 
ye,ar. The sample produced was very uniform in size, and larger than those commonly 
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sold. It seems probable that filberts might be planted with profit, on the rocky hillsides 
so common in this province, as they would need but little care or attention. 

Almonds.—The almonds have not fruited yet, but doubtless soon will, as they have 
made a strong healthy growth. 

The following varieties have been added to the list of almonds this year :— 
Princess, Terragona, Nonpareil, Ne Plus Ultra and Russian. 
Chestnuts and Walnuts.—The following have been added to the list during  1894: 

Hathaway and Giant Japan chestnuts, and Max Cordiformis walnut, making 
altogether 28 varieties of nuts. 

GRAPES. 

The following varieties of grapes fruited this year :— 
Catawba, 
Wilder, 
Niagara, 
Massasoit, 
Early Victor, 
Agawam, 
Brighton, 
Vergennes, 
Noah, 
Arnold's No. 1, 
Cottage, 
Roger's No. 19, 
Champion, 
Eldorado, 
Oriental, 

Concord, 
Amber Queen, 
Hartford, 
August Giant, 
Pocklington, 
Salem, 
Worden, 
Florence, 
Marion, 
Lady Washington, 
Elvira, 
Goethe (Roger's No. 1), 
Roger's No. 41, 
Roger's No. 24, 
Clinton. 

Delaware, 
Martha, 
Jessica, 
Rogers No. 28, 
Naomi, 
Lindley, 
Herbert (Roger's 44), 
Eva, 
Wyoming Red, 
Woodruff Red, 
Ulster, 
Ive's Seedling, 
Missouri Riessling, 
Buchanan, 

Of these, only three ripened before the first frost which occurred on October 15th, 
namely :— 

Delaware
' 
 bunch and grape small. Ripe October 11 th. 

Jessica, iseunch small and compact, grape sweet and pleasant. Ripe October llth. 
Worden, bunch small, grape irregular in siz,e, of fair flavour. Ripe October 1 lth. 
The following 9 varieties were nearly ripe on October 15th :— 
Roger's No. 41, Champion, Ive's Seedling, Goethe (Roger's No. 1.) Wyoming Red, 

Niagara, Martha, Wilder and Concord. 
The following varieties were re,ceived and planted this year. :— 
Brilliant, Rommel, America, Carman, Dr. Collier. 
Making in all 95 varieties of this fruit. 

CRANBERRIES. 

One hundred plants each of the Bell and Cherry cranberries were received in 
spring and planted in nursery rows. These will be planted out as soon as a place can 
be prepared for them. They are growing fairly well where they are. 

Fms. 

Two each of several varieties of figs were received from Texas in the spring to 
replace those killed during the previous winters. These, and those which were hardier, 
and have lived, have grown well, but have not yet fruited. 

CURRANTS. 

The older plantations of currants were on land that suffered from high water 
which is, I think, the reason why the crop has been small and inferior in quality. 
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GOOSEBERRIES. 

The gooseberies suffered considerably from mildew this year, but not nearly as 
nllich as formerly. They were sprayed several  tunes, but the constant rains washed the 
mixture og scarcely giving it time to produce any effect. 

BLACKBERRIES. 

The following fruited this year, some of them for the first time. :— 
Thompson's Early .ffammoth.—A strong, vigorous grower, but not productive ; 

berry very large and handsome with a very good flavor, a little acid. Ripening 
Augst 7th. 

Stone's Hardy. —A strong grower but not  productive ; 	only medium in size, 
and frequently imperfect, quality only moderately good. 	ipening August 4th. 

Lovett's Best—A medium grower and fairly productive ; berry medium size, sweet 
and very good, keeping its bright color for several days after being picked. 

Evergreen.—A vigorous grower of trailing habit, productive ; fruit medium size and 
of fair quality. Ripenin.7 August 13th. 	 - 

liinnewaska.—A feâle grower,not productive, pleasant flavored and sweet but too 
smalL Ripening August 10th. 

Early Cluster.—Not a vigorous grower, but productive ; berry sweet and pleasant, 
medium size. Ripening August 6th. 

Early Harvest—A feeble grower, but productive ; berry  medium  sized, and very 
pleasant flavored. Ripening August 7th. 

Crystal White.—A very feeble grower and not productive ; berry small, pleasant 
flavoured. Ripe August 1 0 t h. 

Wilson Junior.—A straggling gr.  ower, and not very  productive ; 	bright black, 
handsome, above medium size and fair in quality, acid. Ripening ugust 10th. 

Wilscm's Early.—A straggling grower and a free producer ; berry above medium 
size, but it often has a hard core, quite acid. Ripening August 10th. 

Erie.—A strong, vigorous grower and productive; berry large to very large, and 
very fine quality, sweet and handsome, one the best fruited this year. Ripening 
August 10th. 

Early King.—Medium grower and very thorny, productive ; berry very irregular 
in size, ranging from small to very large, and when perfect very sweet and pleasant 
flavoured. Ripening August 6th. 

Lawton.—A very vigorous grower, productive ; berry large, of medium quality. 
Ripe August 8th. 

Kittatinny.—Fruited last year and again this year 
' 
• canes stout and thorny, pro-

ductive; berry above medium in size and of very good quality when ripe. Ripe 
August 9th. 

Snyder,Agawam and Taylor.—Again produced heavy crops of very fine berries this 
year. Ripening August 1st, 4th, and 6th respectively. 

The varieties thus far fruited would rank in quality as follows: Erie, Snyder, 
Kittatinny, Taylor, a11 good shippers, hardy and productive. 

LUCRETIA DEWBERRY. 

This variety fruited again this year, and contrary to previous experience, was very 
productive, and of fine quality, some of the berries being over I f inches long and nearly 
1 inch thick. 

Owing to their trailing habit, they are very difficult to pick, unless trellised, and 
they are a little too soft for shipping. Ripe, July 22. 

RASPBERRIES. 

The following berries have fruited for the first time this year, except Cuthbert, 
which I have included in this report for comparison. 



Blackberries in fruit, 1894, Experimental Farm, Agassiz, B.C. 
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Crimson Beauty.—Canes of medium growth; berry large, round, bright crimson, 
firm and promises to be a good shipper. Moderately prolific, a pleasant acid. Fruit 
ripe, July 8. 

Baumforth's Seedling.—Canes vigorous in growth, terry of medium size and under 
medium quality. Unless it improves very much another year, it could not be regarded 
as a desirable berry. Ripe, July 3. 

Lord Beaconsfield.—Medium grower, berry large, conical, dark red, acid and firm in 
flesh, would stand shipping well, not productive. Ripe, July 8. 

Sorthumberland Filbasket.—A strong vigorous grower. Fruited sparingly. Berry 
large and long, color dark red, firm, flavour very good, sweet, a promising variety. 
Ripening July 8. 

Carter's Prolific.—Canes very stout, vigorous and productive. Berry large, round, 
dark red, sweet and pleasant, but appeared to be a little soft. Ripe, July 12. 

Franconia.—Medium, vigorous, and not very productive. Berry large, round, 
bright red, rather acid but of good flavour, appeared to be a little crumbly when picked. 
Ripe, July 9. 

Carman.—A medium grower, not productive, berry rather small, bright red, acid 
and only medium in quality. Ripe, July 6. 

Th,ompson.—Very bad for suckering, and canes weak. Not productive. Berry 
small and very crumbly, not desirable. Ripe, July 10. 

Another year will be required to give these berries a fair test, but judging from 
this year, none of the new varietie,s fruited this season, are likely to prove as valuable for 
all purposes as the Cuthbert. 

Cuthbert.—A vigorous strong grower very productive and canes stout, berry above 
medium in size, flavor very good and a good shipper, holds its size well to the end of the 
raspberry season. Ripe, July 4. 

All the raspberries reported as having fruited last year, have fruited again this 
year with very similar results. 

YELLOW RASPBERRIES. 

Champlain (yellcrw).—A vigorous grower, productive ; berry large, sweet, and very 
fine in flavor, but appears to be slightly crumbly ; ripe, July llth. 

White Antwerp.—A moderate grower, productive ; berry large, mild acid, good 
flavour, but pulls to pieces when picked ; ripe July 7th. 

Golden Queen.—A very vig-orous grower ; berry conical, light yellow, above me-
dium in size, productive and of very good quality, firm, a good shipper ; ripe July 10th. 

BLACK CAP RASPBERRIES. 

Acia.—A rather feeble grower, notproductive ; berry small, but very finely flavoured ; 
ripe July 17. 

Kansas (black).—A strong vigorous grower, and productive; berry above medium 
size, and very firm and handsome, of sweet and pleasant flavour ; ripe July 15th. 

Cromwell.—A strong, healthy grower, not very productive : berry large and firm, 
but not of high quality ; ripe July 9th. 

Older.—A strong grower, productive ; berry large and handsome, sweet and very 
finely flavoured ; holding size to end of season; one of the best black caps yet tried ; ripe 
July 9th. 

Progress.—A vigorous grower, but a little tender, the canes killin« back at tips 
every winter, fairly productive ; berry small, sweet and pleasant ; ripe Jury llth. 

Lovett.—A feeble grower, and not productive; berry medium size, quality good; a 
bright handsome berry • ripe July I I th. 

Smith's Pro/ijew.—Not very vigorous or productive ; berry very uneven in size, 
varying from  large  to very small ; quality dry and seedy ; ripe July 15th. 

Jacicson's May King.—Canes erect, but not a vigorous grower, not productive 
berry small, acid and seedy ; ripe July 8th. 

a 
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Palmer.-Canes tall, and very vigorous, productive; berry large, handsome and
finely flavoured ; one of the best ; ripe July 10th.

Souhegan:-A moderate grower; berry of medium size and seedy, flavour poor; ripe
July 14th.

PURPLE RASPBERRIES.

Shaffer's Colossal.-Canes very vigorous and tall, productive; berry large, dark
purple, acid, rather soft, not handsome; ripe July 18th.

STRAWBERRIES.

The blossoms werevéry abundant, but owing to the repeated heavy cold rain storms,
perfect fertilization did not take place, and again, when the berries were ripening, so
much rain fell that the flavour and keeping qualities of the fruit were very much injured.

The following is the order of ripening of the varieties which fruited for the first
time this year :-

Warfield.-Plant a vigorous grower, but the foliage inclined to rust. Berry medium
in size, long neck, short weak stem, allowing the berry to drop to the ground, colour,
dark red, rather soft, flavour good. Not very productive. Ripe June 14th.

Chairs.-Plant vigorous, healthy and productive. Stem short but stout. Berry
large, bright red, and fine shape. Acid, but flavour good, firm and promises to stand
shipping well. Ripe June 14th.

Alexander II.-Plant a strong vigorous grower, foliage healthy, stem long and
stout. Berry largP, dark, and coxcomb shape, • firm, sweet, flavour good. Plant pro-ductive. Ripe June 14th.

Dr. Hogg.-A strong grower, foliage very large and healthy. Productive. Berry
large and good shape, but does not ripen at tip for sometime after the body of the berry
is coloured. Rather acid. Ripe June 14th.

Van Dem,an.-Plant vigorous and foliage healthy. Stem slender and short, not
productive. Berry medium size, round dark red, acid, flavour very good. Ripe June 15th.

Hautbois.-Plant a vigorous grower, foliage healthy, not productive. Berry bright
red, size medium to small. Flavour very fine. A very good berry for home use, but
too small for a profitable market berry. Ripe June 16th.

Parker Earle.-Plant avigorous grower, foliage healthy, stems long and stout.
Berry bright red, above medium in size and very fine flavoured, a good bearer. RipeJune 16th.

Windsor Chief.-Plant a strong vigorous grower and productive. Foliage very
large and healthy. Berry large, bright red, firm and flavour good, promises to be a good
shipper. Ripe June 19th.

Iowa Beauty.-Plant healthy and vigorous, stem long, and holds the berry well up.
Prolific. Berry large to very large, bright red, a little irregular in shape, but firm and
flavour good. Ripe June 18th.

Eclipse.-Not a strong grower, foliage inclined to rust, stems short and feeble. Not
prolific. Berry bright red, only medium in size and quality. Ripe June 19th.

Alpha.-Plant vigorous and healthy, stem long and stout. Fairly productive.
Berry bright red. Medium in size and firm. Flavour very good. Ripe June 18th.

Empress Eugenie.-Medium grower, foliage healthy, not productive. Berries only
medium in size. Flavour good. Ripe June 21st.

Yale.-A vigorous healthy grower and productive, stems long and standing up well.
Berry above medium in size. Bright red, sweet, and flavour very good, firm, promises
well as a shipper. Ripe June 21st.

Sir Joseph Paxton.-A strong vigorous grower, but foliage slightly rusted, stem
long and sLout. Berry bright red and very large, holding its size well to end of season,
firm, sweet, and flavour very fine, good shape. One of the best berries fruited this
season. Ripe June 23rd.
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Beder Wood.—Plant vigorous and healthy, stem long and fairly strong .  Berry bright 
red, above medium in size, flavour fine, berry a little soft. Ripe June 23rd. 

Daisy.—Plant vigorous, and foliage healthy, stem long and slender. Berry large 
and grows in large clusters, dark red, firm and solid, good shape, rather acid but flavour 
first class. Ripe June 23rd. 

Bonny Lass.—Plant only a medium grower, foliage healthy. Stem medium  •  in 
length and stout. Berry above medium in size, not very productive, bright red, coxcomb 
shape. A rich flavoured sweet berry. One of the best for home use. Retains its size 
and quality to the last. Ripe June 25th. 

Pine Apple.—Plant vigorous and healthy, stem long and stout, not productive. 
Berry above medium in size, but soft and flavour poor. Ripe June 26th. 

Laxford Hall.—Plant vigorous and healthy, stem long and stout, not very pro-
ductive. Berry only medium in size, round dark red, flavour good, sweet and very 
firm. Ripe June 26th. 

SHELTER BELTS AND FOREST TREES. 

The trees in the shelter belts have made fine growth, and only two or three have 
died since my last report, and these were in a low spot where the water lay a few days, 
during the high wat,er in June. 

The plantations on the Mountain have done remarkably well, there bein«
e 
 a very 

small per cent of losses, and in most vatieties a very fine growth, considering that they 
have received no care or cultivation since they were planted. 

The walnuts and hickory nuts planted last fall on the Mountain, have done very 
well , at least 70 per cent of the nuts planted having grown, and there may be a larger 
percentage than this, as they were scattered, over a considerable area, and it is difficult 
to find a yearling seedling in ferns and underbrush. 

Another large lot of walnuts ha,s been received from Ontario and are being planted. 
There are also on hand several thousand young forest tree,s of varieties valued for their 
timber which will be planted on the Mountain next spring. 

TOMATOES. 

The followinu varieties of tomatoe,s were sown in a hot-bed April 24th, and trans-
planted June 2ncr A few ripened, but many of the plants were destroye,d by water. 

Early Ruby.—Ripe September 7th, very solid and few seeds, medium size, and 
smoth. 

Atlantic Prize.—Did not ripen. 
Earliest of All.—Small and seedy, ripened September llth, not productive. 
Everbearing.—Did not ripen. , 
Litringston's Aristocrat.—Did not ripen. 
Hew Dwarf Champion.—Dit not ripen. 

PEPPERS. 

The following varieties of peppers were sown in hot bed April 24th and planted out 
June 6th. They all fruited freely, but none of them ripened. 

Sweet Spanish. 
Mammoth Golden Daum. 
Kaleidoscope. 

CABBAGE. 

The following varieties of cabbage were tested. Seed sown in hot bed April 22nd 
Transplanted May 18th. 

lst.—Burpee's Surehead—Head medium in size, very firm and solid. 	- 
2nd.—Burpee's Earliest cf.  all.—Heads very early, but small and not compact. 
3rd.—Siminer's Matchless Flat Dutch.—Heade fair size firm and solid. 
4th.— World Beater.—Did not head very well, heads poor and soft. 
5th.—krammoth,  Red Rock.—Heads medium sized, very firm and hard. 
6th.—Cheeter King.—Only a few plants formed heads and these were quite small. 
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7th.—Drumliead Savoy.—Heads medium large, very firm and compact. 
8th.—Late DrumIxecui.—A few very fine heads formed but many plants did not 

head. 
9th.--Ifarbleliead Mammoth.—Did not head well

' 
 heads small and soft. 

10th.—Autumn King.—No heads of value formedon this variety, 
1 lth.—Sectiiley.—lleads very small and inferior. 
12th.—Louderba,ch.—Only a few small heads formed. 

CAITLIFLOWER. 

Six varieties of cauliflower were sown in a hot bed on April 22nd and planted in 
the open ground, as soon in May as they were sufficiently grown. But they were 
injured in June by water, and failed to head. 

TESTS OF DIFFERENT VARIETIES OF GARDEN PEASE. 

Fit for 

	

Name of Variety. 	Sown. 	17p. 	Table,. 	 Remarks. 

S'unol 	May 	2 May 17 July 	4 Pease medium size, pods short and not well 
filled, medium in quality, not productive ; 
vines 4 to 2 feet long. 

Bliss' American  Wonder.. 	" 	2 	" 	20 	" 	16 Pease large and fine in quality, pods long and 
well filled, vines 1 to 4 feet long, not pro-
ductive. 

Burpee's Profusion 	  April 30 	" 	20 	" 	24 Vines 2 to 3 feet longa.nd well loaded with long 

	

• 	 pod,s, well filled with large pease of good 
quality. 

entish Invicta 	" 	30 	" 	18 	" ' 18 Pods long and well filled, pease medium sized 
and rather poor in quality, vines 2 to 2i feet 
long, not productive. 

funo 	" 	30 	" 	13 	" 	26 Vines 4 to 2 fect long and very productive, 
pods long and well filled with large pease 
of very good quality. 

lorsford's Market Garden 	" 	30 	" 	21 	" 	16 Vines 2 to 2i feet long and productive, pods 
long and well filled with large pease of 
very good quality. 

)aniel's Matchless Marrow 	" 	9 	" 	21 	" 	20 Vines 2i to 3 feet long, productive, long well 
filled pods, pease very large and of excel-
lent quality. 

Mke of Albany 	" 	9 	" 	20 	" 	20 Vines 2i to 3 feet, and fairly productive, pods 
long and well filled, pe,ase large and of best 
quality. 

'rince of Wales 	" 	9 	" 	20 	" 	30 Vines 2 t,o 3 feet long, and productive, pods of 
medium length and well filled, pease large 
and cf very fine quality. 

TESTS OF DIFFERENT VARIETIES OF BEANS. 

Fit  Name of Variety. 	Sown. 	Tip. 	or  
Table. 	 Re,marks. 

Burpee's Bush Lima. 	May 	3    Did not germinate. 
Early Black Pole Lima  	4 4 	 3 	 i 6 

Burpee's New String Green Pod 	" 	3 May 27 July 27 Did not germinate well, and made a feeble 
growth, pods small and poor in quality. 

Thorburn's Extra Refugee Wax. 	" 	3 	" 	24 	" 	26  Nota  vierous grower, pods small but very fine 
in quality. 

Emperor William 	" 	3 	" 	27 	" 	22 Crisp and very fine for table use. 

ASPARAGUS. 

50 plants each of the following varieties of asparagus were received, and planted, 
and made a fair growth. 

Barr's Mammoth, Argenteuil, and Columbian. 



Name of Variety. 

New Grand Pera. 	 

Cool and Crisp 	  
Improved White Spine 	 

Siberian Cucumber. 	 
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RADISH. 

Fit for Name of Variety. 	Sown. 	ITp. 	tame. 	 Remarks. , 

• 
Scarlet Dwarf White Tip   April 24 May 3. June 7. Stringy and not crisp or pleasant to eat. 
New Rosy Gem 	̀ 	24 	" 	3. 	" 	4. Crisp and sweet. 
Charters Improved 	" 	24 	" 	3. 	" 16. .Not very good, and ran t,o seed very soon 

after bemg large enough for table use. 
Pearl Forcing 	" 	24 	" 	2. 	" 11. Stringy and tough. 
Burpee's Earliest Scarlet Button 	" 	24 	" 	3. 	" 	1. Crisp, sweet and very good. 
Brightest Red Long Scarlet 	" 	24 	" 	2. 	" 18. Ne,arly  ail  went to seed before becoming fit 

for table. 
Scarlet Olive Shaped 	" 	24 	" 	2. 	" 	8. Crisp, but became stringy very soon after 

being fit for table. 

BEETS, CARROTS, PARSNIPS AND ONIONS. 

Nine varieties of table beets, six of carrots, two of parsnips, and thirteen of onions 
were received and sown, but when the flood came the land on which they were sown 
became so wet that the crops of all were a failure. 

EXPERIMENTS WITH DIFFERENT VARIETIES OF LETTUCE. 

Fit for Name of 'Variety. 	Sown. 	Up. 	Use. 	 Remarks. 

New Iceberg 	  April 26.. May 16.. June 29.. Crisp and sweet. 
New Paris Cos ..... ....  	' 	24.. 	' 	15.. July 	4.. Bitter, not of good quality. 
All Eleart 	" 	25.. 	" 	13.. 	" 	2.. Crisp, sweet and a vigorous grower. 
New Giant White Cos 	" 	25.. 	" 	14.. 	" 	4.. A vigorous grower, crisp but bitter. 
New Cos or Celery 	" 	25.. 	" 	14.. 	" 	7.. Very crisp and sweet. 
New Sensation 	" 	25.. 	" 	14.. 	" 	4.. Not crisp or sweet and a feeble grower. 
California Cream 	" 	25.. 	" 	14.. 	" 	8.. Le,af blighted, turning brown in spots, which 

made it unfit for use. 
Golden Queen 	" 	25.. 	" 	14.. June 27.. A vigorous grower, forming fine heads, crisp 

and of good quality. 

PARSLEY. 

The fine Triple Curled Parsley was sown April 25th, came up May 14th, and was 
fit for use August 6th. A very fine, vigorous grower. 

CUCUMBERS. 

f Sown. 	UP' 	
Fit or 

 Table. 	 Remarks. 

May 1.... May 28... Aug. 	2.. Sweet and pleseant, but not crisp or pro- 
ductive. 

" 1.... 	" 26... 	" 	1.. Crisp and of good quality, productive. 
" 1.... 	" 23... July 20.. Very good quality, crisp and pleasant ; pro- 

ductive. 
" 1.... 	" 28... 	" 	26.. Very small, but of fine quality and productive. 
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EXHIBITIONS. 

An exhibition of the produce of the Experimental Farm was made at several of 
the fall shows, where nearly seventy varieties of apples were shown, and a good display of 
BO varieties of plums could have been made had the exhibitions been held a little earlier. 

Lathyrus Sylve,stris Wagneri..—All the seed raised of this fodder plant was dis.- 
tributed this year in small packets, as in former years, but no reports have yet been 
received. The plant makes a feeble growth the first year, which perhaps has discour-
aged farmers, and they may have ploughed it under. 

A single plant 3 years old was exhibited this year, with the roots attached, showing a 
splendid top growth, and the roots were over 6 feet long, and at the surface of the 
ground 11 inches thick. This plant in the fall of 1891 showed a growth of a single 
stem, only about 9 inches long. From the strong growth of the roots this plant will 
probably be valuable in the interior in those parts where there is very little rain. 

METEOROLOGICAL. 

Number 
Number 	 of days on 

Highest 	Lowest 	 which 	Total 	Nurnber 	Depth 

	

1894. 	' 	Temper- 	Temper- of days on 	Total 
ature. 	ature. 	• which 	Rainfall. 	sunshine amount of 	of snow 	of 

it rained. 	 waa 	sunshine, 	st,orms, 	snowfall. 
recorded. 

Inches. 
PI X 

January .... 	14th 540 	5th ir 	11 	4 'g53 	16 	62 	18 	14 	58-3/4 
February .  	26th 50° 	19th 100 	12 	591 	18 	49 	54 	9 	13 
March .....  	22nd 640 	4th 28° 	15 	581 	19 	51 	44 	8 	9i 
April.  	25th 77° 	4th 320 	25 	828 	17 	63 	57 	None 	None. 
May 	23rd 90° 	1st 32° 	18 	489 	21 	125 27 	" 	 
June 	2nd 89° 	22nd 40° 	15 	370 	20 	144 	12 	"  	‘. 
July 	13th 93° 	9th 42° 	11 	128 	29 	303 	34 	‘. August.... .  	10th 92' 	5th 41° 	1 	• 24 	27 	244 	6 	" 	 
September 	10th 87° 	16th 41° 	18 	8 . 26 	18 	85 	27 	"  	 " 
Dctober......... 	12th 69° 	18th 29° 	22 	10 13 	20 	57 	14 	"  	41 

November  	8th 66° 	16th 25° 	22 	10 . 27 	13 	40 54 	2 	ai 
December 1st to 

15th 	1st 450 	3rd 27° 	9 	323 	7 	22 	00 	2 	1i 

Total  	July 	Feb. 	 . 
13th 93. 	19th 100 	172 	67'23 	225 	1249 	49 	35 	86 

	

1893. 	Aug. 	Feb. 
31st 97° 	2nd 12. 	178 	6658 	217 	1182 	59 	34 	91i 

STALLION. 

The Haras National sent out the same stallion that we had last year. 
He made one trip to Chilliwack, and arrangements were made for further trips, 

but the high water made crossing the river, and travelling on the roads, impossible for 
a time and prevented others on this side bringing mares t,o the farm. 

He  served about the same number of mares as in the previous year. 

I have the honour to be, sir, 
Your obedient servant, 

THOS. A. SHARPE. 
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STATEMENT of Expenditure on the Dominion Experimental Farms, for the Year ending
30 JunP, 1894.

Central Experimental Farm.

Expenditure, 1893-9.¢.

Live stock ..........................
Feed for stock .......................
Seed grain, seeds, trees, &c.... .....
Implements, tools and hardware sup-

plies .............. ......
Draining and drain tiles . .. . .. . , . .
Manure and fertilizers . .. .. . . .. . .. . .
Travelling expenses .................
Exhibition expenses .......... . ... ....
Blacksmithing; harness supplies and

repairs .................. ........
Bee supplies .........................
Salaries .............................
Wages, farm work . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

do care of stock .............. ..
Chemical department .... ..... .. .. ..
Botanical and Entomological depart-

ment ................. ...........
.,. ...Horticultural department......

Poultry department . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I
Forestry department and care of

grounds ...... ....... .......... .
Office help and messenger service.....
Printing and stationery . .... . .....
Seed testing and care of greenhousea .
Dairy d epartment .. . . . . . . . . . . . .
Contingencies (including Meteorologi-
cal observations, $78) .... .........

do books and newspapers . .
do telegramsand telephones

Fencing and lumber supplies..... .. ..

Lgse-Expenditure on account of
World's Fair .... . . . .. .

Experimental Farm-Nappan,
N. S.

$ cts.

1,043 53
963 18

1,159 56

837 43
311 78
797 31
938 30
14474

718 95
164 66

1,521 40
6,994 24
2,449 81

607 94

1,293 15
3,737 32
1,570 81

1,604 47
1,536 32
271 35
873 65
703 43

288 05
120 95
228 17

1,234 12

32,114 62

600 28

31,514 34

Experimental Farm-Brandon,
Man.

Expenditure, 1893-9¢.

Live stock ..................... . ..
Feed for stock ......................
Seed grain, seeds, trees, &c.... .....
Implements, tools and hardware sup-

ples ................... ....
Draining and drain tiles ..... . . .. ...
Manure and fertilizers ........... .
Travelling expenses . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .
Exhibition expense-s.... . .. . . . . . . .
Blacksmithing, harness supplies and

repairs . ............ .... ........
Salaries .............................
Wages, farm work . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

do care of stock .................
Chemical department . . . . . . . . . .. ...
Botanical and Entomological depart-
ment ..............................

Forestry ............................
Office help ......:.. .................
Seed grain distribution ..............
Tree distribution ...................
Contingencies (including lumber sup-
plies, repairs and fencing, 4256.26;
postage, $105; painting fence; $73.50

do printing and stationery.
do books and newspapera..
do telegrams and telephones

Experimental Farm-Indian
Head, N. W. T.

$ ets.

62 85
204 72
520 57

Expenditure, 1893-94f.

Feed for stock ......................
Seed grain, seeds, trees, &c.... ......
Implements, tools and hardware sup-

plies ..............................
Draining and drain tiles . .. .. . . . . . . . .
Manure and fertilizers ..... ... . .. . . .
Travelling expenses .. .... .... .... . . . .
Exhibition expenses ...... . ... . . . . . . . ,
Blacksmithing and repairs ...........
Salaries .......... ..................
Wages,farm work ...................

do care of stock ......... ......
Chemical department . .
Botanical and Entomological depart-

ment .............. ........ ....
Forestry ............. ............
Seed grain distribution ..............
Tree di.stribution... .............
Contingencies ( including po s t a g e,
$95.51) .............................

do printing and stationery.
do books and newspapers...
do telegrams .. .........

225 35
27378

382 68
471 66
507 13
165 33
46 23
75 94

2,541 05
1,585 18

9.35 43
455 97

348 75
38 75

102 47
8 75

175 55
y5 76
35 00
2 82

8,437 58

751 96
828 51
85 75
243 65
182 15

320 70
2,541 05
3,136 69
950 47
455 97

348 75
452 01
323 25
266 10
215 77

747 62
82 75
39 00
65 19

12,825 48

$ cts.

Expenditure, 1893-9/^.

Live stock .. ........................ 382 25
Fee d for stock ...................... . 378 28
Seed grain, seeds, trees, &c.......... 632 42
Implements, tools and hardware sup-

plies .............................. 1,143 43
Manure and fertilizers .............. 183 12
Travelling expenses .................. 117 31
Exhibition expensea ...... .. ...... 170 50
Blaeksmithing, harness supplies and

313 42repairs . ....... .................
2,541 05Salaries .............................

Wages, farm work ................... 3,523 38
do care of stock ................. 1,365 75

97Chemical department ................
Botanical and Entomological dept.... 348 75

75Forestry ...........................
155 00Office help .....: ........

Seed grain distribution .............. 134 93
25Tree distribution ....................

Contingencies (including postage,
$295.54; paid for cottages, $200;
lumber supplies, $166.03 ; water sup-

901 65plY. $40 ..........................
do prmtin and stationery.. 85 10
do books and newspapers. : 27 85
do telegrama ............. I 13 23

13,211 39



42 58 
230 66 
891 28 

570 64 
85 73 

396 15 
13 75 
96 07 

2,541 05 
2,188 37 

288 71 
455 97 
348 75 
95 13 

120 00 
39 00 
750 

1,100 28 

112 75 
69 78 
26 00 

9,720 15 

31,514 34 
8,437 58 

12,825 48 
13,211 39 
9,720 15 

75,708 94 
3,066 08 

84 65 

2,939 88 

280 00 
90 00 
40 00 

590 00 
904 00 
190 00 
120 00 
95 00 
25 00 
20 00 
30 00 

4,629 55 
803 25 

158 70 

376 50 

700 
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Experimental Farm—Agassiz, 
B. C. 

Expenditure, 1893-94. 

$ cts. Summary of Stock, Machinery, 
Implements, &c., on hand 
June 30, IS94—ernitinued. 

cts. 

Live stock 	  
Feed for stock 	  
Seed grain, seeds, trees, &e 	 
Implements, tools and hardware sup- 

	

plies 	  
Manure and fertilizers 	  
Travelling expenses 	  
Exhibition expenses. 	  
Blacksmithing and repairs 	  
Salaries 	  
Wages, farm work 	  

do care of stock 	  
Chemical dept 	  
Botanical and Entomological dept 	 
Forestry 	  
Office help 	  
Seed grain distribution 	  
Tree distribution 	  
Clearing land 	  
Contingencies (including po st a g e, 
$80.55 	  

	

do 	printing and stationery 	 

	

do 	books and newspapers_ 

Summary. 

Central Experimental Farm 
Nappan 	do 
Brandon 	do 
Indian Head do 
Agassiz 	do 

Seed grain distribution 	  
Forest tree distribution 	  
Printing and distribution of bulletins 

and reports 	  

81,799 55 

Summary of Stock, Machinery, 
Implements, &c., on hand 
June 30, ISO& 

$ 	eta. 
Central Experimental Farm, Ottawa. 

16 Horses. 	  
Cattle-- 

8 Jerseys 	  
4 Holsteins 
4 Ayrshire; 	  
2 Devons 	  
1 Durham 	  

20 Canadian 	  
30 Grades 	  

4 Yorkshire swine. 	  
3 Berkshire do 	  
3 Tamworth de 	  
1 Essex 	do 	  
1 Poland China swine 	 
2 Grades swine 	  
Farm machinery, implements, vehicles, 

harness, &c. 	  
Dairy Department—Machinery, &c.. 
Horticultural Department — Imple- 

ments, tools, &c.   
Forestry Department — Implements, 

tools, &c  
Botanical Department--Implements, 

tools, &c  

Carried forward . 	  

Brought forward 	 

Central Experimental Farm, Ottawa, 
Concluded. 

Poultry Department-171 fowls... 
do 	—Implements, 

furnishings, &c 	  
Bees and apiarian supplies 	 
Chemical Department — Apparatus, 

chemicals, &c.  
Books in the several departments.— 
Greenhouses, plants, supplies, &c 	 
Offices, furniture and stationery 	 
Furniture at directors' house 	 

Experimental Farm, Nappan, N. S. 

7 Horses 	  
Cattle- 

2 Durhams 	  
7 Holsteins. 	  
4 Ayrshires 	  

23 Grades 	  
2 Improved large Yorkshire swine 	 

11 Berkshire swine. 	 
1 Tamworth do 	  

12 Fowls 	  
*5 Vehicles 	  
Farm wagons and implements 	 
Farm machinery 	  
Harness 	  

	

Furniture for office, reception room, &c 	 
Hand tools, hardware and sundries 	 

Experimented Farm, Brandon, Man. 

10 Horses. 	  
Cattle— • 

1 Ayrshire. 	  
2 Durhams. 	  
2 Holsteins. 	  
2 Grades 	  

85 Fowls 	  
11 Vehicles, including farm wagons 

and sleighs 	  
Farm machinery 	  

do implementa 	  
Hand tools, hardware and sundries 	 
Harness. 	  
Furniture for reception room and bed-

room for visiting officials. 	 
Furniture, supplies and books for office. 

Experimental Farm; Indian Head, 
N. W. T. 

10 Horses 	- 
Cattle-- 

6 Durhams 	  
5 Polled Angus 	  
7 Holsteins 	  
7 Grades 	  

47 Improved large Yorkshire swine 	 
4 Berkshire kwine 	  
1 Tamworth do 	  

Carried forward 

1,430 00 

440 00 
230 00 

278 00 

112 75 
165 00 

1,530 00 
140 00 
618 00 

1,100 00 
1,500 00 

15,902 75 

655 00 

150 00 
430 00 
260 00 
677 00 
40 00 

106 00 
15 00 
300 

287 00 
436 25 
784 75 
155 50 
336 35 
402 76 

1,220 00 

100 00 
125 00 
225 00 
35 00 
62 80 

626 00 
1,056 00 

634 00 
673 88 
228 35 

252 90 
241 42 

5,480 35 

1,750 00 

355 00 
260 00 
470 00 
225 00 
345 00 
80 00 
15 00 

4,738 61 

ï-- 
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Summary of Stock, Machinery. 
Implements, die., on hand 
June 30, 1894—Continued. 

Summary of Stock, Machinery, 
Implements, dic., on hand 
June 30, 1S94—amcluded. 

cts. $ cts. 

Brought forward 	 

Experimen'al Farm, Indian Head, 
N.W.T.—Concluded. 

49 Fowls 	  
12 Vehicles, including farm wagons 

and sleighs 	  
Farm machinery 	  

do implements 	  
Hand tools, hardware and sundries 	 
Flarness 	  
Furniture for reception room and bed-

room for visiting officials 	 
Furniture, supplies and books for office 

35 00 

638 00 
1,213 00 

716 00 
571 67 
275 80 

311 75 
•225 00 

7,486 22 

Experimental Farm, Agassiz, B. C.  

6 Horses 	  
Cattle-- 

7 Durhams 	  
9 Ayrshires 	  
3 Holsteins 	  
2 Grades 	  

3 Dorset homed sheep 	  
2 Improved large Yorkshire swine 	 
2 Berkshire swine 	  
Fowls 	  
Vehicles, including farm wagons 	 
Farm machinery 	  

do implements 	  
Hand tools, hardware and sundries 	 
Harness 	  
Furniture for reception room and bed-

room for visiting  officiais 	
 Furniture, supplies and books for office 

1,250 00 

825 00 
495 00 
350 00 

• 55 00 
105 00 
60 00 
70 00 
37 50 

295 00 
673 50 
211 50 
105 25 
124 00 

295 00 
128 00 

5,079 75 



't  
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